AMERICAN FORK CITY COCrNCIL
JANUARY 3,2007
NOTICE & AGEITDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session and a
work session on Wednesday, January 3,2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East
Main Street, commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss contract
negotiations regarding the sale of the broadband system.
Adjournment to a work session.
WORK SESSION
Discussion of a new City Logo. - Nicke Brown
Discussion of Sidewalk Improvement Projects. - C:ouncilman Gunther & Howard
Denney
Discussion of an Ordinance dealing with false alarms. -Kevin Bennett & Chief Call
Discussion of an Interlocal Agreement for the management of the golf course. - M q o r
Thompson & Councilman LeBaron
Discussion of a Resolution on Transportation. -Rod Despain
Discussion of the disposition of property at approximately 655 East 50 South. -Rod
Despnin
Discussion of items for the upcoming January 9, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment
Dated this 29 day of December, 2006.
n

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 3, 2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENTS (2)
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Wednesday, January 3, 2007, in the
City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 3:34p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Jimmie Cates, Dale
Gunther, and Shirl LeBaron. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Rob
Autrey, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Chief Lance Call, Debby Lauret, Rod
Despain, Nicke Brown, Ben Meissner, Barbara Christiansen, Neal & Cassie Allred, Tri-City
Golf Course Committee Chairman Kent Wells, and one additional individual.
DISCUSSION OF A NEW CITY LOGO - Nicke Brown
Debby Lauret introduced Brian Pope, Director of the Marketing Success Institute. She had
attended some of his Seven Pillars of Success Marketing classes. He has been in the business of
marketing and branding si nee 1987 and has developed hundreds of commercial logos and was
presently on theOrem Scera Board. He had an MBA with emphasis in Marketing and has been
the overseer of this project. He had local ties in that his wife went to American Fork High
School and his Father-in-law, Bill Kirkpat1ick was with the Pageant of the Arts.
Mr. Pope noted that another on the team was Utah Island Inkjet franchise holder Rob Robison.
Ben Meissner showed changes in two different drafts (they are included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENTS) that included a more realistic mountain summit, the words American Fork
with a red outline and a more orange on the City Hall. He felt it could even go a little more
orange than how it came out when printed at AlphaGraphics this morning. The letters of white
and red were bit of a contrast and an eye strain. He had made the bell tower more prominent and
added more notes on the music. He asked for comments.
Councilman Gunther felt it was an improvement. He felt the building was too red and Ben
Meissner agreed that it needed more of a brick color.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was an improvement but asked that the skyline show
more prominent peaks and he liked the lighter color of the heads of the cat tails.
Councilman Gunther expressed that he liked the picture of the City Hall on the re-dedication
program and wanted to see what the logo looked like with an actual picture. He felt the picture
was gorgeous. The logo was not as stunning.
Nicke Brown responded that an actual photograph would not carry over to signs or the billboard
for Steel Days or fleet vehicles. It would not work as good as a conceptual artist's design.
Brian Pope mentioned that they were looking at it in all facets from a single bit black and white
clear up to wood cut signs.
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Councilmember Rodeback reported that she had taken a comment from a resident of American
Fork that the logo was quite busy and needed to be simplified. She mentioned the simple Walt
Disney Logo of Sleeping Beauty ' s Castle.
Nicke Brown explained that in their meetings the logo was designed around the different aspects
that American Fork had to offer including the mountains, cave, river, city hall, retail, and music.
If something else was desired that was fine. This was the ciiteiia they were asked to use in
coming up with a logo.
Mayor Thompson commented that the last time this group met they looked at this and the very
simplistic one and no one seemed to care for the simplistic one.
Councilman LeBaron added that if it was enlarged it would look clean and somewhat simple.
Debby Lauret explained that this was a work in progress.
Ben Meissner expressed that the logo told a lot of stories.
Mayor Thompson did not see it as busy. He saw it as pretty simple.
Councilman Gunther wanted to see what it looked like on letterhead.
Councilman LeBaron noted that one of the thoughts was that the area where the 1853 was could
be utilized to identify different departments .
Councilman Cates wanted the color of City Hall to more of the real color.
Nicke Brown stated that the City Hall was a pretty massive bui lding and they wanted to keep that
perspective. It transformed over to a single color well.
Councilman LeBaron felt that the tower was too much out of scale and suggested that the first
one be brought more down front and center. He asked that the inside of the tower be lighter so
one could see the bell.
Mayor Thompson noted that this was a characterization .
Brian Pope suggested the first lettering with a change from the khaki to white with a red line.
Councilman Gunther suggested that it might be better to have just the white on the black.
Brian Pope felt that would be too bland.
Mayor Thompson asked that they make the building more orange and more closely aligned with
the photograph . The letters would be white with a red stripe on the inside. A few of the
mountain peaks would be exaggerated. The tower would be lighter on the inside such that one
could see the bell and move it forward little. He asked that they lighten up the mountain range
and the head of the cat tails. The less jagged outline of the cave was preferred.
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Councilman Gunther asked that drafts showing the red line on the lettering be shown and also the
black line be shown ..
Mayor Thompson appreciated their patience. They would return to the next work session.
DISCUSSION OF SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS - Councilman Gunther &
Howard Dennev
Councilman Gunther had discussed this with Councilmembers Rodeback and Cates. They
wanted to get something going on the Shelley School Sidewalk improvement program. In
talking with Howard Denney yesterday he stated that if they did anything now, it would not be
counted toward matching funds for the CDBG. Some communication needed to be developed
with the Shelley PTA and outline what has been done and show them the timeline so they
understood the City was working on it.
Councilman Rodeback noted that children grew up fast. When they first stm1ed talking about
sidewalk improvement the child in the wheelchair was in third grade, fourth grade now and
would be in the fifth grade before the project was complete.
Melanie Marsh reported that the CDBG would be announcing those that qualified to go to final
application by February 22nct and the final application would need to be submitted by April 2ih.
Mayor Thompson asked when they could start the project if when they received approval.
Melanie Marsh responded that they could not enter into any agreements until they had a contract
with CDBG and that would be after April 27.
Councilman Gunther wanted to prepare a communication in the next two weeks and send it to
the Shelley PTA. The project needed to be done by the time school started in the fall.
Councilman Cates suggested that Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther and himself draft the
letter for the Mayor's signature.
Councilman Gunther rep011ed that Howard Denney had told him about a Safe Sidewalk Program.
Rob Autrey explained that JUB Engineering was working on finding additional sources of
funding for sidewalks.
Councilman Gunther suggested that they formalize a policy as to pat1icipation with property
owners . He would liketo see an inventory of curb, gutter, and sidewalk in the city especially
noting areas without any and a five year maintenance and improvement plan and if some wanted
a sidewalk, they could approach the city.
Rob Autrey reported that they were inventorying sidewalk and curb and gutter. Cunently,
property owners and the City did a 50/50 match on replacement sidewalk.

Mayor Thompson asked when that would be completed.
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Rob Autrey thought it would be ready about springtime.
Mayor Thompson asked Rob Autrey to take the assignment that by next work session to have a
timeline in place as to when the total inventory would be done along with estimated costs and
piioritization of the areas that should be completed first.
Councilman Gunther noted that there was another area asking for curb, gutter, and sidewalk and
that was Gail Gibson at 400 North 300 East. If they had a long range plan they could go to a
neighborhood and ask them if they wanted improvements based on a participation fonnula. If
they did not what to do it , they would go to the next area. He did not know how many years or
how much money would be needed.
Rob Autrey responded that the City had always used what was budgeted each year.
Councilman Gunther explained that if they knew what they needed, they could go to work to get
it.
Rob Autrey noted that the City had 220 lane miles.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that there was already an inventory completed for the
Shelley area.
Rob Autrey responded that in that area they were planning on finishing sidewalks where there
were none and place ADA ramps on each corner. Ramps automatically counted toward low and
middle incomes. The placement of sidewalks did not. He surveyed the incomes in that area and
they came within the percentages needed. It had been six years since the City had received this
type of funding. It was used at the library.
DISCUSSION OF AN ORDINANCE DEALING WITH FALSE ALARMS -Kevin Bennett &
Chief Call
Kevin Bennett explained that they had kept the two freebies, beefed up on businesses and left out
fire and CO alarms . As far as going door to door, the new solicitation Ordinance kicked in on
January l.
DISCUSSION OF AN INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE
GOLF COURSE - Mavor Thompson & Councilman LeBaron
Councilman LeBaron reported that Rob Autrey helped him put together a map showing the
ownership of the Tri-City Golf Course. He noted that American Fork solely owned the parking
lot, clubhouse, and driving range up to Highland. This was a p1ime area to develop.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they needed to move forward on the Interlocal Agreement, and
felt they could with some additional, Whereas's. If they did not, they would lose a season. The
ownership needed to be clearly understood.

Mayor Thompson commented that from the tone of the agreement, one would think that all of
the area was owned by the three cities.
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Kevin Bennett explained that finances had been equaled out through conttibutions, but not the
ownership. He was surprised to see this back on the agenda. He asked if past agreements were a
part of this.
Tri-City Golt' Course Committee Chairman Kent Wells expressed that in the operating agreement
that was signed in March in the last sentences it said that the property owned by American Fork
at the present time remained American Fork's. He did not think there was a question.
Councilman Gunther felt they needed to move ahead and get the irrigation going but he did not
know where American Fork City would get the money to pay for their portion of $4.5 million.
He felt they should look to maximize the benefit of the property, whether it was American Fork
or the Tri-Cities and use the valuable property to pay for it. There were about 400 feet along 200
East that could be used for lots. Maybe they could realign the course and get some more.
Councilman LeBaron explained that it now cost about $10 million to build an 18-hole course. It
would cost quite a bit to move two holes.
Councilman Rodeback was in support of maximizing the use of the propetty.
Mayor Thompson understood the concern with the ownership. Without that, they wanted to
specify which prior agreements were in affect and which ones were superseded. That was going
to take some time.
Kevin Bennett did not know. He did not know what they said and he raised it this morning with
Tina Petersen. He had been sent 105 pages of documents that he had not yet gone through. He
understood that Pleasant Grove had passed it. Lehi had not yet had it on their agenda.
Mr. Wells explained that Lehi was concemed with oversight. He added that what was needed
right now was just the formation of the lnterlocal Agreement. The rest could all be taken care of
down the line. They could not move forward with funding until they had the Cooperative
Agreement.
Councilman Gunther asked if it delineated who was responsible for what. Was it one-third, onethird, one-third? It looked to him that if one looked at economic fairness, the other cities did not
have the same share.
Mr. Wells stated that from the beginning it was one-third, one-third, one-third. It had to be
looked at that the golf course was in American Fork City. The name was going to be Fox
Hollow. It was not going to say Lehi or Pleasant Grove. It was in American Fork. Every
document that he had said one-third, one-third, one-third.
Councilman Gunther responded that the ownership was not equal. American Fork was putting in
about half the land. It was more of a 60-20-20 partnership in terms of the equity in the land.
Mr. Wells and Councilman Gunther did not see eye to eye on "equal partnerships."
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Councilman LeBaron asked if they could have some bare essential agreement that created an
entity to enable them to bond.
Councilman Cates asked if the Interlocal Agreement took from American Fork the right to
develop their property. Mr. Wells responded that it did not.
Councilman LeBaron suggested some clause that sustained the right to have total control over
the driving range that was solely in the name of American Fork.
Mayor Thompson asked Kevin Bennett if he was comfortable with passing the Interlocal
Agreement fairly quickly . The straightening out of the inclusion of prior agreements was going
to take some time.
Kevin Bennett suggested that maybe language was needed that said that this did not amend or
supersede any existing agreements. He did not know . He had not read them.
Mr. Wells felt that the operating agreement superseded everything. It was signed by all three
mayors.
Councilman LeBaron noted that Lehi had not yet passed it.
Mr. Wells answered that Lehi planned to pass it next week. It was felt that they needed to get
bids out by January to get a decent bid.
Councilman LeBaron felt it was okay if it said that it did not supersede any other agreement and
it did not affect any property that American Fork City owned solely by itself.
Councilman Rodeback had a concern with the name of Fox Hollow.
Councilman Cates noted that Fox was a prominent name in Lehi, but this was referring to the
animal.
Mayor Thompson would keep this on the agenda for Tuesday and that some additional language
be added.
Kevin Bennett suggested that language to be, "Nothing herein is to be construed to amend or
supersede any existing contract or to affect the ownership of property." This was not an easy
issue. He was involved in this in the 1980's.
Councilman LeBaron liked the name, Fox Hollow at American Fork Creek.
Kevin Be nnett noted that one version he received from Tina Petersen had the name Fox Hollmv
and the next one had the name removed.
Mr. W ell s also noted that there needed to be an opening for other cities to come in. Non-resident
fees were going to get wider.
DISCUSSION OF A RESOLUTION ON TRANSPORTATION - Rod Despain
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Rod Despain asked that the Council review the Resolution and if there were other changes
wanted to let him know .
Richard Colborn asked about a map as an attachment rather than just a written description . The
County reference on the second page needed to be done away with .
Councilman Gunther had some language he would like to see incorporated.
DISCUSSION OF THE DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY AT APPROXIMATELY 655 EAST 50
SOUTH -Rod Despain
Rod Despain explained that this property was part of the original 50 South roadway and had a
number of utilities under and over this prope1ty. It would not be a sale, but a vacation . It was
staff's recommendation that the City not deed this propetty off.
Mayor Thompson commented that it could be considered just a big park strip.
Councilman LeBaron noted that it was always nicely kept.
Kevin Bennett noted that was how it was handled on 1120 North East of 150 West by the Jr.
High School.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JANUARY 9,_2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Mayor Thompson asked that the Assignments for 2007 be removed from the agenda. He asked
that this item be placed on the January 18, 2007, work session agenda.
Councilman Cates expressed that one year did not give much continuity.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the Carnival wanted to extend for three years.
Richard Colborn noted that the Carlisle Annexation item needed to be removed from the agenda
as it had been taken care of previously. Also the audit presentation needed to be off this agenda
and placed on the work session agenda for discussion and also on the January 23 , City Council
agenda for acceptance.
Mayor Thompson asked that agenda be amended to reflect those deletions.
The Council discussed starting times of work sessions. It was decided that the work session
meetings would be on Thursday's starting at 3:30p.m.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:15p.m.
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 9,2007
"AMENDED - NOTICE OF PUBLIC H E W G , REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA

PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on January 9,2007, in the
American Pork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of items to be surplus
including bicycles and also misc. items from the Police Department and the
Library.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on January 9, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the 2006 Employee of the Year.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class of council action that requires no hither discussion or

which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agendaare adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

Approval of the December 7, 2006 work session minutes.
Approval of the December 12, 2006 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Review and action on a Resolution declaring bicycles and also misc. items from the
Police Department and the Library to be surplus. - Staff
Review and action on a Joint Planning Commission/City Council Resolution on
Transportation. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution establishing the Tri-City Interlocal Agency for the
management of the golf course. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Serene Meadows Subdivision, an Inner
Block Cottage Development Project, consisting of 14 lots Located at 171 South 270 West
Circle (the Block Bounded by 100 South to 200 South, 200 West to 300 West, also
known as Block 7, American Fork City Plat) -Kyle Spencer
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUDYs
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
1

posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Temple Ridge
a.
Estates PUD Plat A, consisting of 27 lots, located at 1300 East 800 North. Glade Tuckett
Review and action on the final plat of Temple Ridge Estates Subdivision Plat B,
consisting of 3 lots, located at 1257 East 700 North. - Glade Tuckett
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a specific Site Plan for America
First Federal Credit Union located on Lot #1 of Plat H American Fork
Commercial Center Planned Shopping Center Development at 611 West Pacific
Drive. - Shane Sanders
Review and action on the final plat of Blackberry Landing Subdivision consisting
of 1 lot at 847 North 290 East. -Justin Evans
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Joshua Court I1
Plat B, an Inner Block Cottage Development Project, consisting of 17 lots, at 360
East 600 South. - Danny Richards
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Marina Overlay Zone. - StaH
Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License to Walker's (change of
ownership but keeping the same name) at 290 West Main Street. -Annette C7hristensen
Review and action on the granting of a Class B Beer License to Jalisco Restaurant at 224
East Main Street. -Elizabeth Arechiga
Review and action on an Ordinance dealing with excess transmission of alarms and
establishing a fee for such alarms. - ClhiefLance (Tall & Kevin Bennett
Review and action a Resolution on the appointment of Bail Commissioners. - Clhief
Lance (Tall & Kevin Bennett
Review and action on a Resolution allowing the City Attorney to accept service in legal
actions against the City. -Kevin Bennett
Review and action on an Ordinance correction regarding solicitor licenses. -Kevin
Bennett
Review and action on a Resolution establishing solicitor license fees. -Kevin Bennett
Review and action on the ratification of an increase to the solid waste contract due to the
cost of fuel. (3'd Addendum) - Staff
Review and action on a Dark Fiber Lease Agreement with Alpine School District. - Staff
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - Sta8
Adjournment.
*Deletion of previous agenda items #1, #6, & #19.
Dated this 5 day of January, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 9, 2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on January 9, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of items to be surplus
including bicycles and also misc. items from the Police Department and the
Library.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on January 9, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the 2006 Employee of the Year.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agendaare adopted by a single motion unless removed fiom the Colnmon Consent
A g e n d ~by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
Approval of the December 7, 2006 work session minutes.
Approval of the December 12, 2006 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.
ACTION ITEMS
Presentation and acceptance of the financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006. Hawkins Cloward & Simister
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Review and action on a Resolution declaring bicycles and also misc. items from the
Police Department and the Library to be surplus. - StafS
Review and action on a Joint Planning Commission/City Council Resolution on
Transportation. - Mayor Thonzpson
Review and action on a Resolution establishing the Tri-City Interlocal Agency for the
management of the golf course. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Carlisle
Addition No. 5 consisting of 7.64 acres at 1025 East 1200 North. - Staff
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Serene Meadows Subdivision, an Inner
Block Cottage Development Project, consisting of 14 lots Located at 171 South 270 West
1

Circle (the 34xk Bounded by 1QO South to 200 South, 200 West to 300 West, also
known ru Block 7, h w h n Fark City Pbt) - Kyle Spencer
Review and d m on subdivisiorq commercial prq-s, condominiums, and PUD'a
inchding 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water righto requiremerrts; 3)
poaing of an improvement bond or ming of a time fiame for improvement mstallation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and accmncc of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and adon on an Ordimrice approving the find plat of Temple Ridge
Estates PUD Plat consisting of 27 lots, located at I300 East 800 North.
Glade TascKutt
Review and action on the final plat of Tompie Rid..ge Estates SubdivisionPlat B,
consisting of 3 lot4 located at 1257 East 700 North. - GIde Tuckeft
Review and action on on Ordinance appmviqj a specific Site Plan for America
First F e d d Credit Union located m Lot #I afPlat H American Fork
Commercial Center Planned Shopping Center Development at 61 1 West Pacific
Ikive. Shanc Sanders
Review and actinn on the find plat of BIackbeny Landing Subdivision consisting
of 1 lot 847 North 290 East. -Justin E m
Review and action on an Ordinauoe approving the final plat of Joshua Court II
Plat B, an h e r Bbck Cottage Developmmt Project, consisting of 17 lots, at 360
East 600 South. - h n y R~chLvds
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Marim Overlay Zone. - S & Y
Review and action MI tho granting of a C l w A Beer License to Walker's (change of
ownership but keeping the same name) at 290 West Main Street. -Annette C h r i s f m
Review and action on the granting of a Class B Beer License to Jalisco Restaurant at 224
East Main Street. - Elizabeth Arechigu
Review and action on an Ordinance dealing with excess transmission of alarms and
establishing a fee for such alarms. - ChiefLance Call & Kevin Bemett
Review and action on the appointment of Bail Commissioners. - ChiefLance C d &
Kevin Bennett
Review and action on a Resalut.ion allowing the City Attorney to accept service in legaI
actions against the City. - Kevin Bennett
Review and action on an Ordinme correction regarding solicitor licenses. -Kevin
Benneff
Review and action on a ResoIutim establishing edicitor license fees. -Kevin Bemen
Review and action m the ratification of an increase to the solid waste contract due to the
cost of fuel. {3r*Addendum) - St@
Review and action on a Dark Fiber L e a s Agreement with Alpint School District. - St@
Review and action on Council usignments for 2007. - M q r ~ r n p ~ o n
Review and action on constnrction items including change orders. - S t 4
Adjournment.

-

-
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Dated this 2 day of J m a r y , 2007.

Richard M. Cofborn
City kcorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 9, 2007
PUBLIC HEARING-7:25P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
DECLARING OF ITEMS TO BE SURPLUS INCLUDING BICYCLES AND ALSO MISC.
ITEMS FROM THE POLICE DEPARTMENT AND THE LIBRARY
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 9, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson and Council members Heidi Rodeback, J immie Cates, Dale Gunther,
Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Pam
Hunsaker, Heidi Mitchell, Josette Walker, Howard Denney, Lance Call, Wendelin Knobloch,
Sheena Parker, Melanie Marsh, Barbara Christiansen, eighteen Scouts from Troops 849, 1106, &
1129, and 16 additional citizens.
Mayor Thompson explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
the declaring of items to be surplus including close to 150 bicycles and also misc. items from the
Police Department and the Library including furniture, monitors, and keyboards. The City
Recorder had the list. He asked for comments.
Library Director Sheena Parker asked to remove two of the Viewsonic Monitors E651 Models as
they are being used by the Literacy Center. That would leave five on the surplus list.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:35 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The Americ an Fork City Council met in a regular session on January 9, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall , 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:35 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Jimmie Cates, Dale Gunther,
Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Pam
Hunsaker, Heidi Mitche ll , Josette Walker, Howard Denney, Lance Call, Wendelin Knobloch,
Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Melanie Marsh, former Mayor Jess Green, Barbara Christiansen,
Rulon Jensen, Dan Richards, eighteen Scouts from Troops 849, 1106 & 1129, and 19 additional
citizens.
Mayor Thompson commented that it was so nice to be here and thanked Library D irector Sheena
Parker for her hospitality while they were meeting at the Library.
Scout Cameron Potts of Troop 1106 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Rulon
Jensen offered a prayer.
Mayor Thompson thanked the staff members for their attendance.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER

PERSON
1

Rulon Jensen explained that on January 1, 2007 at 8:30a.m. he went to the skate park. He
explained a concern regarding the bowl and a skater that he witnessed that could not skate out of
the bowl but had to climb out. Last Saturday he went back and there were three young man ages
seven, nine, and twelve. They had a ladder made out of wooden material. The walls were too
steep and they could not get out. The twelve year old skated around and could not get out
without the ladder. The walls were a little too steep. If there was someone who got into the
bowl and could not get out, how long would they be there? Grandparents would need to traverse
the park if they had to help a grandchild. Maybe some stairs at certain loc ations might be
needed. Public Safety personnel may need to spend some time down there. It was a good park,
but the bowl and some stairs needed to be looked at.
Taylor Bishop requested that the Council sign the purchase order for gymnastics equipment at
the American Fork Fitness Center. It was signed by the American Fork Gymnastics Team
including their coach.
Councilman Gunther noted that the purchase order was signed earlier today .
M ayor Thompson expressed appreciation to all the gymnasts that signed the petition .
PRESENTATION OF THE 2006 EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR
Mayor Thompson invited Heidi Mitchell to come forward . Ms . Mitchell is the Front Counter
Supervisor in the Administration Building and is the 2006 Employee of the Year. He read a
recognition letter and presented her with a plaque. There was general applause. Mayor
Thompson expressed appreciation for her work and dedication.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Cates had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Storrs reported that the mega bailer at North Pointe was now behind them.
Councilman LeBaron was thrilled to be back in the City Hall. He recognized staff and the public
who had been patient and the elected officials past and present who persevered. He anticipated
some recitals and gatherings in the building.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the skate park was substantially complete. There would be
some minor adjustments and some change orders regarding fences, sidewalks, and benches. He
was there today and saw the bowl. It was daunting and was for a more highly skilled skater.
There was a concern as was noted previously. It had been reported that the skate park was one of
the largest if not the largest in the state. They would be having a grand opening.
Councilman Gunther reported that it had been hoped that the parking lights would be here by the
end of the year, but he had been assured today that they should be here by January 22nd.
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Council member Rodeback gave kudos for the Arts Council and the great activities they had in
conjunction with the Holiday observances.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson commended the City, Library, Arts Council and others who had so many
interesting and beneficial activities for the citizens during the Holidays.
Mayor Thompson explained that he had a pension for French Literature and Culture. He quoted
Antoine de Saint-Exupery from his work, Wind, Sand, and Stars, with regard to, Happiness.
"Happiness. It is usel ess to seek it elsewhere than in this warmth of human relations.
Only a comrade can grasp us by the hand and haul us free."
Mayor Thompson expressed that it was something to think about as they relate to people which
was what we did everyday.
Twenty Scouts and their leaders from Troops 1106, 842, and 1129 introduced themselves.
Mayor Thompson appreciated their attendance. He encouraged the Scouts to continue in the
Scouting experience.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class of Coun cil action that requires no further discussiofl or
whi ch is routin e in nature. All items on the Com mon Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the M ayor or a Council member and placed in the action items.)

1.
2.
3.

Approval of the December 7, 2006 work session minutes.
Approval of the December 12, 2006 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the common consent items including the December
7, 2006 work session minutes, the December 12, 2006 city council minutes, and the City
bills for payment, manually prepared checks and purchase requests over $1,000.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
There were no appointments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING BICYCLES AND ALSO MISC.
ITEMS FROM THE POLICE DEPARTMENT AND THE LIBRARY TO BE SURPLUS Staff
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Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-0lR approving items to be
surplus with the deletion of two of the Viewsonic Monitors E651 as they were being used by
the Literacy Center. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A JOINT PLANNING COMMISSION/CITY COUNCIL
RESOLUTION ON TRANSPORTATION -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson stated that the Resolution had been looked at during a work session and an
updated version, with exhibits to clarify it, was before them tonight. The American Fork
preferred alignments for major transportation routes to the West Main Interchange and the
proposed Mountainview Corridor were shown.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-02R expressing the City's
policy relating to the proposed alignment and development of the proposed Mountainview
Highway and Lehi 101h South Arterial roadway. Councilman LeBaron seconded the
motion.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that this was vitally important and something the citizens should
be vocal about in terms of writing to UDOT and to their State Legislators. It could have impact
for generations to come and certainly in the next thi1ty years.
Mayor Thompson explained that this last week there was a Transportation Summit that he and
Rod Despain attended that was sponsored by Mountainlands Association of Governments
(MAG) and they had opportunity there to give their preferences. It was a five-hour session.
American Fork wished to keep the Mountainview Corridor to the south as close to Utah Lake as
possible.
Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion . All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING THE TRI-CITY
INTERLOCAL AGENCY FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE GOLF COURSE -Mayor

Thompson
Mayor Thompson explained that for some time American Fork had an arrangement with Pleasant
Grove and Lehi that they owned and operated the Tri-City Golf Course. It has become apparent
in the last year that some major maintenance items needed to be taken care of principle of which
was a new irrigation system. It was causing the physical condition of the course to deteriorate.
Recently, the Mayors ' and City Councils' from the three cities met and determined that to be
competitive they had to have a clubhouse, a change to the entrance and to some holes, and an
irrigation system. It amounted to $4.5 million and that they would bond to cover those costs.
Their bond consultant, Lewis Young Robertson & Burningham determined that with those
renovations and changes to the fee structure, schedules, and opportunities for group and
corporate outings, they would have this investment of the City's for just a short term and then
they would expect revenues to come in and cover the bulk of the costs.
Mayor Thompson continued that it was determined that a stronger Interlocal Agreement was
needed in order to bond properly for these improvements and not have each City bond
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separately. The Interlocal Agreement, close to this form, had been passed by Pleasant Grove.
Lehi had not yet passed it, but it may be on their agenda tonight.
Kevin Bennett noted that he had sent each City this version. He had no response since.
Mayor Thompson stated that they needed to proceed in order to get the irrigation underway. He
fellt that management and oversight items could be worked out at a later date .
Kevin Bennett noted that the Interlocal Agreemen t called for a redo of the management
committee on or before June 30, 2007.
Councilman Gunther asked for some clarification. He understood that they were setting up a TriCity Interlocal Agency that would have the authority to bond or borrow money to go into the
golf course. It was to be made up of appointive people and not the elected officials of the three
city governments. On page 3, Section 2.2(d) said that this body could,
"exercise any power or powers, privileges or authority exercised or capable of exercise
by the Parties individually with regards to the construction, operation , maintenance and
repair of the golf course, including the power to lease the Golf Course facilities to any of
the Panies as security for the payment of any Bonds issued hereunder."
Mayor Thompson explained that it was only with regards to the construction , operation ,
maintenance and repair of the golf course.
Kevin Bennett added that it gave power that each City had in their own right. T hey would still
have to vote and majority ruled, and even then if they pledged property, they would still need to
come back to the cities.
Councilman Gunther commented that they had the power to lease golf course facilities. He
asked what was meant by Article IV, Limitations on Tri-City Interlocal Agency, which read,
'The full faith and credit powers of the Parties shall not be pledged directly for the
payment of any Bonds issued by TCIA . The Parties shall not incur any pecuniary
liability until they fund, purchase, or lease property acquired with the proceeds of the
Bonds issued by TCIA. Once a Pat1y agrees to fund , or purchases or leases property
from TCIA, it shall be obligated to TCIA solely for its loan , purchase or lease payments
as provided by agreement between TCIA and the Parties."
Kevin Bennett explained that although they were empowered to act like a City they did not have
the power to bind the City's property taxes except if the City ' s agreed to it. They were not
imposing a general liability upon the City.
Councilman Gunther read a part of Section 6.2(a),
" ... The Bonds will be secured by payments to be received by TCIA from each of the
Parties. It is anticipated that each of the Parties will secure its proportional share of debt

payments; said security may include, but is not li mited to, either general sales tax or
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franchise tax revenues. The financing agreements will specify which revenue source
each of the Parties will use to secure its portion of debt repayment."
Councilman Gunther explained that the City had already pledged sales and property tax on some
of the bonds they already had. Did they still have enough to do this?
Cathy Jensen responded that Dustin Matsumori thought that they did.
Kevin Bennett noted that it said that they may be asked to pledge. It did not say that they were.
Councilman Gunther read part of 6.2(b),
" ... To the extent necessary and permitted by law, and in order to secure any Bonds issued
by TCIA, the Parties may be requested to offer- for use as collateral-such security
interest (or portion thereof, as needed) as they may have in the Golf Course facilities."
Councilman Gunther asked for an explanation.
Kevin Bennett explained that before it said, " will." That was one of his revisions. He did not
think that the Council wanted to agree right up front that they were going to enter into the
agreements. They could be requested. He ran that by Jason Burningham last month and he
thought that was okay.
Councilman Gunther asked about amendments.
Kevin Bennett stated that Section 3.1, read in part,
" ... The Governing Body shall be reorganized by the respective bodies of the Parties on or
before June 30, 2007, and shall become effective July 1, 2007, or upon such earlier date
as the Parties may agree ."
He expressed that they were going to leave in place what was there right now . In the next
Section it states that the reorganized body would adopt by-laws.
Councilman Cates commented that it bothered him that they were more concerned with bond
deadlines and getting monies than having the proper organization up front.
Mayor Thompson responded that the rationale was that they needed to get underway with the
golf course iiTigation system and this was the quickest way. They would still have opportunity
to put into place a proper organization.
Councilman LeBaron noted that this was the recommended approach of Bond Counsel Jason
Burningham.

Councilman LeBa,ron moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-03R approving the Interlocal
Cooperative Agreement. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
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Dan Richards asked what happened if one of the entities did not meet their bonding obligations.
Would that fall to American Fork?
Mayor Thompson responded that they would be in default of their contractual obligations.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the three Cities had an obligation to pay the State for some
property and they met that obligation regularly.
Jess Green commented that some had not paid their share in the past and were in anears. The
City needed to pay close attention and have a means whereby they could exit from this contact.
Kevin Bennett responded that once they issued the bonds everybody was in it until the bonds
were retired. The Agency may have to sue that City.
Councilman Gunther expressed that the golf course was an asset to the community from the
standpoint that it was a beautiful open space area. The irrigation system was worn out. The
transite pipe had deteriorated and needed to be replaced if they were to keep the golf course
green . The golf course at one time had revenues in excess of its operating expenses. Now , most
golf courses do not make money because of their over abundance. The projection was from
deficit to profit in the next few years.
Mayor Thompson believed that to be a five-year timeline.
Councilman Gunther did not have a concem about the other cities taking care of their end of
things. This was the way to go. The alternative was worse than going ahead.
Dan Richards expressed that it was an asset to American Fork City and they needed to do what it
took to make it viable.
Councilman Gunther continued that he did not know what all the past agreements were, but
American Fork had fee title to most of the land and they were looking at equitable treatment
based on the ownership of the land.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that there was the question as to whether a City should
own and operate a golf course or should it be privatized. In this case, that was not an option
based on the lease of the ground from the State. The only course was to move forward and make
it profitable.
Jess Green felt it was a really good thing to keep it green space and there were other recreational
opportunities that were adjacent to the golf course. He was not in favor of American Fork
getting rid of any of the land they owned . He did not think that American Fork was getting any
revenue because of its ownership, however.
Mayor Thompson added that this agreement would not affect any exiting property ownership.

All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF SERENE MEADOWS
SUBDIVISION, AN INNER BLOCK COTTAGE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, CONSISTING
OF 14 LOTS LOCATED AT 171 SOUTH 270 WEST CIRCLE (THE BLOCK BOUNDED BY
100 SOUTH TO 200 SOUTH, 200 WEST TO 300 WEST, ALSO KNOWN AS BLOCK 7,
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLAT) -Kyle Spencer
Mayor Thompson explained that this was a revised plan. Where twin homes were planned
originally there were now cottage units.
Mr. Greg Brown was present representing the project. The neighborhood had expressed
concerns, hence the new design and reconfigured lots . This project was now an Inner Block
Cottage Development Project.
Councilmember Rodeback thanked him for the much improved fit for the neighborhood.
Greg Brown stated that he was very excited about the project and he liked the project much
better now. He noted that even Jess Green liked it better now. The price range would be from
$270,000 to $290,000, with a full basement. There were no two story buildings. The size would
range from 1000 to 1400 square feet on the main floor and there would also be a full basement.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they would be fencing the development .
Greg Brown responded that according the zoning it was required that the perimeter be fenced.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the configuration of Lot #107.
Mr. Brown explained th at Lot #107 was configured that way in order to provide access for
possible future development of the back of Lot #4 and the neighboring property .

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the preliminary plat of Serene Meadows
Subdivision, an Inner Block Cottage Development subject to: 1) Providing of the revised
storm water calculations, and 2) A letter of app roval from the Irrigation Company
regarding the irrigation system improvements; and that both items are to be submitted
prior to submittal of a request for final approval. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion.
Jess Green expressed that this design was night and day from the one presented the first time and
it would be a real asset to the community and it left the opportunity for others to join .
Mayor Thompson expressed his appreciation to the developer for getting with the neighbors and
bringing in something that was universally acceptable.

All were in favor of the motion.
Councilman Cates asked if there were any problems created by this with regard to delivery of
irrigation water.
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Jess Green responded that it was only in the drainage and the developer had assured them that it
would be taken care of.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINilJMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Temple Ridge Estates
PUD Plat A, consisting of 27 lots, located at 1300 East 800 North - Glade Tuckett
Mayor Thompson noted that this plat and the following were adjacent and should be
looked at together. The project engineer was in attendance to answer questions.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-01-01 approving the final plat
for Temple Ridge Estates PUD Plat A, consisting of 27 residences located at 1300
East 800 North, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the
dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat
subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction
of required public improvements. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat of Temple Ridge Estates Subdivision Plat B,
consisting of 3 lots, located at 1257 East 700 North - Glade Tuckett

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the final plat of Temple Ridge Estates
Subdivision Plat B consisting of three lots located at 1257 East 700 North to
authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications with
instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to the
posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required
public improvements. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a specific Site Plan for America First
Federal Credit Union located on Lot #1 of PlatH American Fork Commercial Center
Planned Shopping Center Development at 611 West Pacific Drive -Shane Sanders
Mayor Thompson commented that the landscaping seemed to be pretty well laid out.
Mike Sanders was present representing the project.
Councilman Gunther noted that the building was about 5,000 square feet and asked what
the investment in the land and building was .
Mr. Sanders answered that it was about $4 million in the land, building, and equipment.
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Mayor Thompson asked if there was discussion by the Planning Commission regarding
the drive thru islands and their joining into a narrow exit.
Rod Despain answered that there was a lot of conversation with regard to that issue. This
was probably the third version. UDOT would not allow them to exit directly onto State
Street. Depending on how fast one's banking activities were, they did not see it as an
overly difficult problem.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-01-02 approving the
specific site plan for America First Federal Credit Union located on Lot #1 of PlatH
of the American Fork Commercial Center Planned Shopping Center Development
at 611 West Pacific Drive with instructions to the Building Department to withhold
issuance of a building permit pending actual conveyance of water right.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Rod Despain explained that the water rights had been satisfied after the agenda was out.
This was not part of The Meadows project as far as reimbursement. It was actually
within the boundary of the Westside RDA.
d.

Review and action on the final plat of Blackbeny Landing Subdivision consisting of 1 lot
at 847 North 290 East - Justin Evans

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the final plat of Blackberry Landing
Subdivision consisting of one Jot located at 847 North 290 East to authorize the
Mayor and council to sign the plat and accept the dedications with instructions to
the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to the plat being
recorded concurrently with the recording of the Public Utility Easement Deed
adjacent to the north, south, and west boundary of the lot. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
e.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Joshua Court II Plat B, an
Inner Block Cottage Development Project, consisting of 17 lots, at 360 East 600 South Danny Richards
Dan Richards was present representing this development. He explained that the units
would be in the range of $240,000 and would have between 1300 and 1400 square feet on
the main floor.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the first portion of thi s was very well done and
owner occupied. This would be another fine addition .
Mr. Richards noted that the neighborhood was cleaning itself up. They just needed to do
something with the ovemight trailer court.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-01-03 approving the final
plat of Joshua Court II Plat B, an Inner Block Cottage Development Project,
consisting of 17 lots, at 360 East 600 South to authorize the Mayor and Council to
sign the plat and accept the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to
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withhold recording of the plat subject to: 1) Posting of a performance guarantee to
ensure the timely construction of required public improvements, and 2) Verification
of sufficiency of water rights. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman Cates asked that it also include the actual conveyance of the water rights as
the other approvals did.
Rod Despain explained that this property was originally approved by the City for
commercial development and the water rights were conveyed at the time of annexation.
They have not yet determined if the water rights conveyed at the time of annexation were
sufficient to meet the requirements for this residential development . If they were
sufficient they would move forward . If not, additional would be needed .

Councilman Gunther added to his motion that any deficiency in water rights would
be made up before filing the plat. Councilman LeBaron agreed with his second.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE MARINA OVERLAY
ZONE - Staff·
Councilman LeBaron commented that they always talk about land use along with the quality of
life. The Ordinance was well crafted and well di scussed and would enhance that area and the
community.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-0l-04 approving the Marina
Overlay Zone and Marina Facility Support P·rojects. Councilmember Rodeback seconded
the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback was thrilled that the City was taking stewardship in Utah Lake and
also the creation of the Utah Lake Commission .
Rod Despain added that the General Plan identified a Resort Area and this was the detail

All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson commended staff for their work on this Ordinance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GRANTING OF A CLASS A BEER LICENSE TO
WALKER_'S (CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP BUT KEEPING THE SAME NAME) AT 290
WEST MAIN STREET - Annette Christensen

Councilman Storrs moved to grant a Class A Beer License to Walkers at 290 West Main
Street. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GRANTING OF A CLASS B BEER LICENSE TO
JALISCO RESTAURANT AT 224 EAST MAIN STREET - Elizabeth Arechiga
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Councilman Storrs moved to grant a Class B Beer License to the Jalisco Restaurant at 224
East Main Street. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE DEALING WITH EXCESS
TRANSMISSION OF ALARMS AND ESTABLISHING A FEE FOR SUCH ALARMS Chie(Lance Call & Kevin Bennett
Mayor Thompson commended Police Chief Lance Call and City Attorney Kevin Bennett for
their work on this Ordin ance.
A conection was needed on page 2, the first "Whereas" under number 3, "whose" should be
stricken

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-01-05 dealing with excess
transmission of alarms and establishing a fee for such alarms with the noted correction.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback thanked the staff for bringing this forward.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION A RESOLUTION ON THE APPOINTMENT OF BAIL
COMMISSIONERS - Chie[Lance Call & Kevin Bennett
Mayor Thompson reported that it was time to formally appoint the bail commissioners.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-04R appointing bail
commissioners from among the personnel of the American Fork Police Department and to
authorize the Mayor to sign and forward to the Fourth District Judiciat Court the letter
found in Exhibit A. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Alt were in favor.
REVffiW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ALLOWING THE CITY ATTORNEY TO
ACCEPT SERVICE IN LEGAL ACTIONS AGAINST THE CITY -Kevin Bennett
Mayor Thompson commented that this would allow the City Attorney to accept summons
against the City.
Kevin Bennett explained that normally service would be given to the City Recorder. There was
a rule that would allow the city attorney to accept service, and by doing so, extra time, forty-five
days instead of twenty, would be given to respond. Also, costs of service to the Recorder could
be awarded in any settlement. This would eiJiminate those costs .
Councilman LeBaron added that it also created good will among attorneys.

Councilman Cates moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-0SR granting authority to the City
Attorney (civil) to waive service of a Summons and accept service of a Complaint under the

terms and conditions of Rule 4(f) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Council man Storrs
seconded the motion. AU were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE CORRECTION REGARDING SOLICITOR
LICENSES & REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION EST ABUSHING SOLICITOR
LICENSE FEES - Kevin Bennett
Mayor Thompson noted that these items dealt with corrections to the solici tor ordinance and wi th
establi shment of fees.
Kevin Bennett explained that in gearing up for the implementation of the Solicitor Ordinance on
January 1, 2007, there were some items that needed to be cleaned up and the fee needed to be
adopted. The fee would not be more than $ 15 for the first year.

Councilman Cates moved to adopt door-to-door Solicitors Correction Ordinance No. 0701-06 as prepared, and also to adopt the door-to-door Solicitors Fee Resolution No. 07-0106R as prepared, setting forth a $15.00 solicitor's permit fee and a $5.00 replacement fee
for a solicitor's permit and amending the general fee schedule to include the same.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
RE VIEW AND ACTION ON THE RATIFICATION OF AN INCREASE TO THE SOLID
WASTE CONTRACT D UE TO THE COST OF FUEL. (3RD ADDENDUM) - Sta ft·
Mayor Thompson explained that the contract allowed for the contractor to request this action if
the cost of diesel fuel exceeded $2.39 per gallon, which it had.

Coundlman Storrs moved approval of the 3r<1 Addendum to the Solid Waste Collection
Agreement with Allied Waste Services of North America, LLC. Councilmember Rodeback
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mr. Rulon Jensen commented that the amo unt of fuel the waste company used could be reduced
by not having four tmcks going up the same one-way street in American Fork. He expressed that
possibl y one reason for that was that they were so far behind on their schedul e on a weekl y basis
that they did not know who was picking up what.
Councilman LeBaron asked about the rec ycling participation rate in Ame ri can Fork City.
M elani e Mars h answered th at it was 9%.
Councilman LeBaron tho ught th at the Council needed to have a di scussion about going to
mandatory recycling.
Allied Waste representati ve Gordon R aymond reported that he had met with Melanie Marsh
about recycling about a week ago. They had four cities in North Utah County that had similar
recycling service. Highland City had 30 % participation as did Saratoga Springs. Lindon City
had 16 % and American Fork C ity had 9% .
Councilman LeBaron reported th at he knew of an instance where some people were not home on
the regular recycli ng day and Allied Waste made a special trip to pick it up.
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Mayor Thompson agreed that American Fork should be doing much better that 9%.
Councilman Cates suggested that a promotion go out with the City bills.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if Allied Waste had a recycling awareness campaign.

Mr. Raymond answered that what they had was minimal. He would like to have a better one.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that there were a number of residents that had two cans and if
one was a recycling can, they could save money.
Mr. Raymond explained that included in their recycling program were plastics 1-7, all paper,
newspaper, cardboard, and paperboard. They discouraged Styrofoam and glass was excluded.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A DARK FIBER LEASE AGREEMENT WITH ALPINE
SCHOOL DISTRICT - Staff
Mayor Thompson explained that this was an agreement that was negotiated some time ago and
they were now formalizing it.
Councilman LeBaron thought that $200 per month was far below the market value.
George Schade responded that since he had taken over that was something they were looking at.
He felt they needed to go forward with the agreement. When Mr. Whitchurch was over the
department Forbes School was running as a test. They were cleaning things up and this
agreement was fully assignable. This fiber came from School District offices and went down to
Forbes. It was a point to point dark fiber and the content was all the School District's.
Mayor Thompson added that the School District was interested in other connections.
Councilman LeBaron noted that this was a good deal for the schools while the School District
charged the City a high premium for the use of their gyms.
Councilman Gunther noted that this was similar to other schools with Central Utah Telephone.
This contract was for one-year with an automatic renewal unless it was terminated. There was
some potential to adjust the rate. He commended George Schade for the professional way he
was managing the Broadband Department.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the Dark Fiber Lease Agreement with Alpine
School District. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERSStaff

There were no change orders.
ADJOURNMENT
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Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 9:41 p.m. Councilmember Rodeback seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

l ' ftt . ILL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 18,2007
*AMENDED - NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session and a
special session on Thursday, January 18, 2007, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 3:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of the financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006.

- Hawkins

Cloward & Simister
Discussion of an appointment to the Planning Commission. -Mayor 77zompson
Report on a timeline of completion of when the total curb, gutter, & sidewalk inventory
would be complete, the estimated costs, and priority areas. -Rob Autrey
Discussion of a boundary agreement with Pleasant Grove. - RodDespain
Review of the 2007 Council assignments. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of a contract extension of three years with the City of Fun Carnival. -

Councilman LeBaron
Discussion of items for the upcoming January 23, 2007, City Council meeting. - Stag
(Appoximately 4:00 p.m.) Presentation by design firms on the secondary irrigation
system. - Howard Denney
Adjournment to a Special Session
"SPECIAL SESSION
Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the character,
professional competence, or physical or mental health of an individual.
Adjournment.
Dated this 16 day of January, 2007.
I.r

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 18,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, January 18, 2007, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of the financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006. - Hawkins
Clo+vnrd& Simister
Discussion of an appointment to the Planning Commission. -Mayor Thompson
Report on a timeline of completion of when the total curb, gutter, & sidewalk inventory
would be complete, the estimated costs, and priority areas. -Rob Autrey
Discussion of a boundary agreement with Pleasant Grove. -Rod Despain
Review of the 2007 Council assignments. - M q o r 7hompson
Discussion of a contract extension of three years with the City of Fun Carnival. Councilman LeBaron
Discussion of items for the upcoming January 23, 2007, City Council meeting. - StaF
(Appoximately 4:00 p.m.) Presentation by design firms on the secondary irrigation
system. - Howard Denney
Adjournment
Dated this 9 day of January, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 18, 2007
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on January 18, 2007, in the City Hall, 31
North Church Street, commencing at 3:14p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson,
Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, *Shirl LeBaron, and **Ricky Storrs.
Councilman Jimmie Cates was excused.
Staff present included Melanie Marsh, Howard Denney, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Lance
Call, Kevin Bennett, Rob Autrey, Rod Despain, and lH. Hadfield.
Others present included Barbara Christiansen, Angie Anderson, Jacob McClellan, Marie Adams,
Rebecca Staten, Reed Thompson, and Randy Morris.
DISCUSSION OF THE FINANCIAL AUDIT FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30,2006

- Hawkins Cloward & Simister
Jacob McClellan addressed various aspects of the audit. A road condition assessment needed to
be performed every three years. The last one was done in 2004. Another would need to be done
during 2007.
Angie Anderson stated that they wanted the City to know of that requirement so it could be
provided for in the budget
Mayor Thompson asked Cathy Jensen to be sensitive to that during the budget process and to
other items that may come up in this discussion.
Jacob McClellan reported that they had a number of findings .
1) The City did not have a formal written policy on fraud . This was also noted in the prior year
audit

Cathy Jensen responded that would be addressed in the employee manual that was being revised .
2) Review of internal control policies and procedures, especially in areas where there were
remote locations that collected money and a separation of duties where possible. One example
was the use of a time clock to track who was at work and when.
Angie Anderson noted that was identified in last year's audit She understood that the City had
gone out to RFP for a time keeping system. As things changed in a department, procedures need
to be updated. It was almost corrected.
3) Mr. McClellan noted that the contractor contribution schedule needed to be prepared in a more
timely manner and added to the fixed asset program after June 30, but long before year' s end.

Angie Anderson noted that it was a time consuming process.
Howard Denney commented that the first year the schedule was created from scratch. It could
be done on a monthly basis.
4) There needed to be a more formal billing, true accounting process in the Broadband
Department Mr. McClellan understood that the City' s accounting depa11ment was now
overseeing that.
5) The accounts payable subsidiary ledger did not agree to the amounts recorded in the general
ledger. Mr. McClellan recommended that the ledgers be reconciled to the general ledger as part
ofthe month end closing process.
Cathy Jensen expressed that it was her understanding that his was a new report. They had talked
to the software company. It was an updating process that Shauna Thomas had to go through.
She believed that they had caught it
Angie Anderson added that there was some confusion as to which date should be entered into the
system and now that had been addressed. It was more of a training issue. Caselle had made
improvements on their side so that there was access to this report at any time rather than just at
the precise end of the month.
6) During the audit it was found that the Highl and Sewer meter was not working . The City was
in the process of preparing a letter to Highland City to adjust the sewer billing.
In the State Legal Compliance Findings it was noted that the Broadband Fund had retained a
deficit A positive fund equity should made, if feasible, through operating transfers
*Councilman LeBaron arrived.
Angie Anderson commended the City in that she had been doing municipal audits for eleven
years and it was only the second time that an entity the size of American Fork did not have a
budget overage. It was very hard to meet that requirement.
Mayor Thompson commended Cathy Jensen on her good work.
Angie Anderson added that the employees were to be commended as well .
Mr. McClellan explained on a white board how the fin ancial statements worked together.
Mayor Thompson thanked Ang ie Anderson and Jacob McClellan for the information
Councilman LeBaron asked if in the audit Ms. Anderson saw waste or areas in which cost s could
be cut
Angie Anderson thought the City had done a reall y good job. She added that there was always
something to improve on. Overall, she did not see anything like that jumping out. She suggested
that the department heads review their financial information from the general ledger includ ing
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items that had a wide spread fi·om the previous year. She commented that the department heads
were in a lot better position and knew more of what was going on day to day.
Councilman LeBaron asked Ms. Anderson to put together some ofthose parameters.
Cathy Jensen rep01ted that financial statements were sent to the department heads every month .
Councilman Gunther noted that he had some questions that he would discuss with the auditors on
his own.
Angie Anderson explained that in the Tuesday council meeting they would talk more about
numbers and would take about fifteen minutes.
DISCUSSION OF AN APPOINTMENT TO THE PLANNING COMMISSION - Mayor

1hompson
Mayor Thompson explained that Karen Schaack' s term on the Planning Commission was
coming to a close. There were three candidates. He had spoken with Chairman Hansen
regarding the candidates. The three candidates were Rebecca Staten, Jason Barker, and Leonard
Hight. Chairman Hansen indicated that all three were good candidates.
Mayor Thompson discussed the composition of the commission noting it was more technical
people.
Councilman LeBaron noted that there may be other qualified individuals that were interested .
He understood that there may be another member that may leave. He would like to see a
biographical summary from each candidate.
Councilmember Rodeback asked the time frame for a decision.

JH. Hadfield reported that terms ended on January 31 of each year and ideally there should be
an appointment ready for the first Planning Commission in February He noted that Mr. Tea had
had difficu'lties in the past. Rebecca Staten had attended the Plann,i ng Commission for the last
two years and had a real interst.
Council member Rodeback expressed that Ms. Staten was fair minded and because of her
extensive background it was her feeling that the City would be well served with Rebecca Staten
on the Planning Commission. She felt that a delay was not in the best interest ofthe Planning
Commission when there was a good candidate.
Councilman Gunther agreed with that.
Mayor Thompson asked Melanie Marsh to take an assig nment to get biographical sketches for
Leonard Hight and Jason Barker by Monday . Josette Walker could help make contacts if need
be They would take action at Tuesday' s meeting
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Rod Despain commented that the Planning Commission Chairman usually solicited comments
from members of the Commission if they knew of anybody that wanted to serve. There was not
a formal process to this point.
**Councilman Storrs arrived.
REPORT ON A TIMELINE OF CONIPLETION OF WHEN THE TOTAL CURB, GUTTER &
SIDEWALK INVENTORY WOULD BE CO.MPLETE, THE ESTIMATED COSTS, AND
PRIORITY AREAS -Rob Autrey
Rob Autrey reported that it was going to take a longer time to come up with footages needed. He
did have a short list of those areas that definitely needed improvement. There were frontages
that were not developed in an area and sometimes it was better to just wait for development. To
complete this curb, gutter, & sidewalk inventory in the whole City would probably take until
next fall .
Mr. Autrey added that as they heard from the auditors, they also needed to update the road
survey. TJ Warnick had reported that the company that did that in the past was not interested in
doing it again .
Councilman Gunther felt that maintenance at a certain level was necessary. He was concerned
with deterioration. He would like an inventory of what they had to do with roads as well. He
expressed that preventive maintenance was cheaper than replacement.
Rob Autrey stated that it was going to take some time and they would have to pull personnel
away from other projects to do it .
Councilman Gunther commented that they may need to out source it. There could be some
estimating done.
Mayor Thompson asked ifthey had the staff to do this or were they going to hire someone to do
it.
Rob Autrey answered that they would have to pull staff from other building projects At the
same time, they did not want to slow the building process down.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the methodology was specialized or was it something that
volunteers could be trained to do.
Rob Autrey stated that they could be if the council did not mind a little variation in opinion. One
person ' s idea of a good sidewalk was not necessarily another's.
Howard Denney commented that it would take some time because of the normal things going on
including spring flood control. Because of the budget cycle coming up they could target another
school and do a similar funding level. They could try the same sources for grants.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that the next urgent area for sidewalks was the downtown
Main Street area.
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Mayor Thompson asked if it would be worthwhile to train some volunteers.
Howard Denney stated that in the Shelley School area the City had gone after some funding.
Determining each School's safe sidewalk route was something the volunteers could do
throughout the City.
Council member Rodeback suggested that they combine downtown with Greenwood Elementary
School. The downtown area was within the limits of Greenwood School.
Councilman Gunther thought that in the budget they needed to allocate some funding to the
study, whether they outsourced it or did it in house. May be some more resources were needed
in house. He did not think that Fall was too late.
Councilman Storrs liked the idea of setting up a mechanism for those that wanted to put in new
sidewalk.
Mayor Thompson noted that they currently did that and they did not propose to shut that off
Councilman Storrs would like to see it expanded.
Councilman LeBaron asked about prioritization. After the Greenwood and downtown areas,
they needed to look at those with the greatest hazard and was used the most.
Mayor Thompson sensed that they would continue with Shelley and did not sense an urgency on
the timeline and maybe Fall was okay and that they look at Greenwood and downtown as the
next areas. In the budget they will determine to add some additional funds for out sourcing or
for more in-house resources for the survey. They would still continue with matching funds for
sidewalks He thanked Rob Autrey for the information.
DISCUSSION OF A BOUNDARY AGREEJ\1ENT WITH PLEASANT GROVE - Rod

Despain
Rod Despain reported that he had a draft of the materials and distributed it to the Council. He
noted that since his last meeting with Pleasant Grove, the Sager Slough had been determined to
be a natural stream and would probably not now be piped and it may need to be relocated in
order to keep an adequate width.
Mayor Thompson noted that attachment four of the agreement showed the proposed annexation
boundary line and was basically established on the ability to service an area.
Rod Despain explained that it did not include the property that Stan Smith and Dave Robinson
were trying to disconnect from Pleasant Grove.
Mayor Thompson thanked Rod Despain for his work on this item.
PRESENTATION BY DESIGN FIRMS ON THE SECONDARY IRRIGATION SYSTE M -

Howard Denney
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Howard Denney explained that the City sent out a Request for Statement of Qualification (SOQ)
to which eight firms responded. A committee was formed and reviewed the SOQ's and
recommended that three of those firms move forward with a Response for ProposaL One of
those firms withdrew. The committee had evaluated them . At this time each firm would make
an oral presentation to the City Council and next Tuesday, the City Council would select a firm
and negotiate a contract The two ftrms were MWH America's Inc. and Horrocks Engineers &
Franson Civil Engineers. He noted that each group would be sequestered during the other
group's presentation.

Howard Denney introduced Project Manager, Mike Chambers, with MWH.
Mike Chambers explained that they had put together a team of local engineers and planners and
analysts and were ready to work on this project In attendance were Kristin Bott with Jacques &
Associates who would deal with public involvement and Steve Romney, PE with MWH who
would be working on the pipelines, reservoirs and coordinating design and construction with
City Staff, the MWH Team, and the contractor.
Mr. Chambers reported that they had looked at the overall plan and talked with City staff They
looked at various options with regard to the location ofthe reservoirs. They had looked into
water conservation features that could be added to the plan, including a mini-weather station that
would determine and automatically adjust sprinkler times for larger users.
Kristin Bott explained that they would partner with the public and provide informational fliers so
the public knew what was going on. They proposed to also use the American Fork Citizen to
disperse information. They understood there were City Celebrations and they would make
adjustments to reduce conflicts. They would also work with the schools and their activities.
Field trips could also be organized for the schools. They had found that it helped to curb any
problems they might of have had. Also, they would hold public meetings where questions would
be entertained.
Steve Romney noted that with a project this size communication was the key point to success
He noted that they had done a redesign on a CUP project It required additional meetings with
property owners. They had experience and would be up front and could do the work. They
could do environmental assessments in house. Appropriate notice would be given to those areas
as to when the contractor would be working in their area. He recounted that one of the things
that came up in the Providence Sewer Project was that someone was going to have a wedding.
They were able to work that out with the contractor and it was not a problem, because adequate
notice was given.
Mike Chambers discussed project planning tools that MWH had developed. They used a Project
Execution Plan (PXP). A draft would be developed and presented to the City Staff and other
members of the team for their comments and then a final PXP would be made. It was a working
plan and would be updated as needed . The project and budgets would be tracked on a weekly
basis. They would produce a monthly product report for the client. Communication was vitaL
He asked if there were questions.
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Councilman Storrs asked his feelings about going with one contractor versus many contractors.
With one contractor, there would be a huge bond amount that only a few contractors could meet
The large contractor would probably bid it out to smaller contractors anyway.
Mr. Chambers responded that was something that they discussed with their clients. It may be in
the best interest of the City to phase it It was an approach they had done on other projects.
Councilman Gunther noted that they had talked about doing it in three years. What about a
shorter time period.

Mr. Chambers noted that material costs have gone up and go up constantly. It needed to be done
in a reasonable time. In a shorter period, the contractor must provide additional crews. A longer
time, from a contractors view, may reduce costs, but that may not be the case for the City.
Councilmember Rodeback felt that the public involvement plan was very thorough. She asked
about their experi ence in other projects.
Kristin Bott responded that they had worked in public involvement for a long time. They have
developed their techniques over a period of time with other firms. They have used a 24-hr hot
line in some instances and also had email and a website.
Mayor Thompson asked what other pressurized irrigation systems had MWH done in the past
Steve Romney answered that they had done one in Heber Valley, Perry City, and some smaller
ones They have some similar work with other utilities that had involved the same types of
Issues.
Mike Chambers concluded by explaining that they had the staff members ready to work They
did not need to hire anyone else to come on board. If it was desired to have it done within two
years, they would be able to pull personnel from their offices all over the United States. They
utilized a system called ProjectWise where people in other offices could check out a drawing and
work on it and then check it back in. It provided that two persons would not be working on the
same drawing.
Mayor Thompson thanked them for submitting their proposal.
While waiting for the next presentation to be set up, Mayor Thompson moved to another item on
the agenda
DISCU SSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JANUARY 23, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING - 5'taff
Mayor Thompson asked ifthere were questions on any of the packet items for the upcoming
agenda.
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Richard Colborn noted that it had been mentioned that there was a Resolution of support of
UVSC in its efforts to become a 4-year university and asked if that should be placed on the
agenda.
Mayor Thompson asked that it be included on Tuesday's agenda. It was a request by American
Fork High School Principal Carolyn MerrelL
Richard Colborn stated that it had been asked that the item on the Carlisle Annexation
Agreement include the adoption of the Ordinance of Annexation as well as the zoning of the
property.
Mayor Thompson directed that the agenda be amended to include that item.
Richard Colborn noted that the Utah Lake Commission Resolution included an appropriation and
some appointments.
Back to PRESENTATION BY DESIGN FIRMS ON THE SECONDARY IRRIGATION
SYST M
Horrocks Engineers & Franson Civil Engineers
James R. Horrocks, President of Horrocks Engineers, expressed that this was a very important
project to American Fork City and to them as well. Horrocks Engineers had maintained their
main office in American Fork for 38 years and in that time this was one ofthe most critical and
largest projects that has come along. They were pleased to be teamed with Franson Civil
Engineering He introduced John Schiess, PE who would be the Project Manager Mr. Schiess
had extensive experience working with American Fork City and he knew American Fork City
issues . He introduced Eric Franson noting he had extensive experience in water and secondary
water systems. He introduced Richard Noble who had over 25-years experience in planning and
in water resources work. He had been heavily involved in the planning for this project and had
extensive experience in working with the American Fork Irrigation Company.
John Schiess stated that together, they had done twenty-plus secondary irrigation projects. Many
ofthe team members lived in American Fork. This project had been a 15-year process for the
City and they had been involved since the beginning and hoped to continue to be. It was the
objective to have YJ of the system operational by the spring of 2008 and fully operational by
2010 They would accelerate the schedule whenever possible.
Richard Noble addressed the Engineer' s Compensation. They would have control and would be
cost effective This would be accomplished by having a two-step contracting process. There
would be a Master Contract executed that would contain the standard provisions along with the
Master Budget for the various engineering tasks th3.t needed to be accomplished so there was a
bottom line as well as a schedule. This would be the framework within what all of the other
work would be done. There would be separate task orders given that would include the detail
work that the engineer would perform. Payment would be made on actual hours spent. There
would also be a not to exceed amount Part of the value of the team was because it was local.
There would be no travel time.
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Richard Noble noted that as they were working on the Master Plan it was obvious that the
American Fork Irrigation Company (AFIC) was a major stakeholder in this process. Right up
front, there needed to be a good operating agreement with the AFIC. It was clear that the AFIC
had changed their position a little with regard to the project. In 2003 , AFIC was getting ready to
go out of the business and have the City take over the system. That has now changed and they
wanted a more active roll . The relationship between AFIC and the City needed to be made clear.
John Schiess expressed that some things that needed to be done first was an update to the 2003
Secondary Irrigation Master Plan which would be the framework for the project They would
also need to Update the 1998 Culinary Water Master Plan; Prepare the Water System Capital
Facility Plan; and comp1lete a Water Rate and Impact Fee Analysis. Horrocks had been asked
previously to develop some Design Standards and those had been delivered to Howard Denney
and it was hoped that they were close to being implemented.
Mr. Schiess explained that property and easement acquisition and their completion affected the
overall timeline and was key. Their Construction Management included public education and
outreach through public meetings and fl iers and possibly a website. It also included traffic
coordination, and cost control including pre-purchase of materials by the City, pre-qualification
of contractors, and the development of quality plans and specification. He added that their
knowledge of the project would allow them to hit the ground running. He asked if there were
questions.
Councilman Storrs asked his feelings about going with one contractor versus many contractors.
With one contractor, there would be a huge bond amount that only a few contractors could meet
John Schiess answered that there were two issues. There was that issue and also the magnitude
ofthe project They were going to have to utilize multiple contractors. They want to have as
many good, quality contractors as they could.
Councilman Storrs noted that one large contractor would probably bid it out to smaller
contractors anyway.
Councilman LeBaron asked about doing the project in one year versus three.
John Schiess responded that he did not believe they could do it in one year. They were
committed to accelerate the project as much as they could .
Councilman Gunther asked if they would hand'le the public outreach internally.
Councilmember Rodeback asked what the relationship was of the City in that effort
Mr. Schiess answered that they had the staff to meet the PR needs. As far as the City' s roll, it
was critical that they have somebody hired or assig ned to run the secondary system prior to
construction so that person would have first hand knowledge of it They were open to
suggestions of the City. They could do the PR on their own or they could integrate with the City
on the public information
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Councilman Gunther asked if they had an idea as to when the best time was to issue the bonds.
They needed to issue as much as they could. They would need to sit down with the firm chosen
as quickly as possible to determine that.
John Schiess commented that that was anticipated.
Mayor Thompson thanked them for their proposal.
The Council took about a five-minute recess.
Mayor Thompson asked Howard Denney for a quick summary ofthe process.
Howard Denney explained that the Council had proposals from two firms . The summary ofthe
review committee had also been provided. There was a lot of information and background. He
asked if there were questions of the staff There were none
Mayor Thompson thanked staff for getting this work done.
DlSCUSSlON OF A CONTRACT EXTENSION OF THREE YEARS WITH THE CITY OF
FUN CARNIVAL -Councilman LeBaron
Councilman LeBaron noted that the Carnival Cont ract ran out this year. They want to go the
weekend after Independence Day. Usually they had a conflict with other celebrations. They had
that same problem this year and were willing to waive the contract and play Steel Days. The
City of Fun Carnival has since come back and said if they were willing to come back and play
Steel Days, they would like a three-year extension. American Fork received $20,000 to $30,000
from the carnival. There were strong feelings among the public both ways. The carnival was
improved when they went to a I 0:3 0p.m. curfew and seemed to curb some of the problems.
They would do the carnival this year without an extension. They have been good to the City.
The Committee would like some direction .
Steel Days Chairman Randy Morris noted that ifthere were no carnival, how was that revenue
offset? When they voted as a committee to not have the carnival this year, they were looking at
an Arts Fest, Jazz Fest type of party. Did Steel Days want to go in a little different direction?
Did they want to go away from the Burnout also? Both had a large attendance and very popular
with some. He admitted that he liked the Burnout
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the Arts Council had applied for a grant in ignorance of
what the Steel Days Committee was doing. She noted that it was a moot point because the grant
they were seeking for an A1ts Festival was not awarded .
Mr. Morris had talked with a lot of people and his feeling had changed toward the carnival to
where he could give it a thumbs up . Some positive things have taken place.
Mayor Thompson asked if there had to be a 3-year commitment.
Councilman LeBaron responded that there did not. Part of the success was the City ' s good
Police Department who had been very much invol ved in a non-conspicuous, responsible way .
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That was his feeling. They should proceed with it this year and look at it next year. The Council
felt they should go with it this year.
Councilmember Rodeback looked forward to having a public relations person help evaluate th at.
Council man Gunther' s original thought was that he would defer that decision to the
Councilmember assigned, but the bell went off with him when it was stated that they made
$20,000 to $30,000 from the carnival.
Councilman LeBaron would speak with their attorney.
Mayor Thompson stated that they had run out of time th is evening and that they would not hold
the scheduled special session .

REvrEW OF THE 2007 COUNCIL ASSIGNMENTS - Mayor 7hompson
Mayor Thompson asked about the council assignments.
Councilman Storr felt good about keeping the assignments for two-years as they had done in the
past.
Mayor Thompson noted that there were some minor adjustments that needed to be done. They
needed some time to discuss them. He suggested a special work session. After discu ssion, it
was decided to meet on Tuesday, February 6, 2007 at 6: 15p.m. to meet in a special session that
would have been held tonight and a work session on the council assignments. He thanked
everyone for coming.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session concluded at 6:05p.m. The scheduled Special Session was not held .

rc n1, (lL
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 23,2007
"AMENDED - NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on January 23, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Councilmember Rodeback; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consant is tllat class of council action that requires no h r t h e r discussion or
which is routine in nnturc. All items on the Cot~itilo~l
Consct~tAgenda are adopted I1v a singlc motion utdess removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Ma)for or a. Councill~icrnberand placed in the actiot~items.)

Approval of the January 3, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the January 9, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Presentation and acceptance of the financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006. Hawkins (;'loward & Si~ir?~i.s.ler
Review and action on the selection of a design firm for the secondary irrigation system.
- Howard Denney
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for the 2007 Storm Water Project. Howard Dennejl
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement
regarding the creation of the Utah Lake Commission. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution of appropriation for the Utah Lake Commission and
nominees to the Utah Lake Commission Board and the Utah Lake Technical Committee.
- Mayor Thompson
Review and Action on Amendments to the American Fork City Development Code:
a.
Lot area requil-ernentsin Inner Block Cottage Developments.
b.
Modifications of street cross sections in conventional subdivisions.
c.
Criteria for the design of building lots in conventional subdivisions.
d.
Amendments to section 3-8.1 of the American Fork City Development Code
relating to variances in design and construction of improvements in subdivisions.
- StafJ
Review and action on the Carlisle #5 Annexation consisting of 7.65 acres at
approximately 1200 North 1000 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement
of the property in the R- 1-9000 and the R-I-12,000 residential zones and also a modified
annexation agreement. - (.larlisleFamily/DnviJF'efersen
1

Discussion and action on paying costs to be incurred by the developers of Birch Hollow
Subdivision in purchasing and installing a secondary water system at the City's request
and in accordance with standards and specifications provided by the City. - Staf
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the rental of the City's American Fork
irrigation shares. Pleasant Grove irrigation shares, and Lehi irrigation shares for the 2007
season. - I20d / ) L ' . Y O L ~ I ~ I
Review and action on the approval of Beer Licenses for 2007. - Staf
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Alnerican Fork City 4C11(k) Plan,
including the summary of material modifications, and any other actions necessary to
effectuate the change and authorizes co~nmunicationsto employees. - Pam Hzmnsaker
Review and action on a Resolution ratifying Mayor Thompson's signature and
cornrnitment on a letter agreement with the Bank of American Fork relative to certain
improvements to the parking lot on Church Street and the preservation of the parking lot
for public parking. l\.rk!);ol.7 homp,so11
Proclamation declaring F'eb~-~~ary
"C;lean Out the C:abinetUMonth. -Mayor Thonzpson
Proclalnation declaring February "White Ribbon against Pornography"
Month. - Mqlor. 7honlp.so11
Review and action on a Resolution of support of litah Valley State College and its efforts
to become a four-yeal- Ilnivel-sity. - kl~!)/ol.
7hon1p.von
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - S t c f
Adjournment.
-

*l6.
17.
18.

"Previous item No. 16 is deleted from this agenda.

Dated this 19 day of January, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 23, 2007
NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on January 23, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Councilmember Rodeback; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class of council action that requires no further discussion or
whch is rout~nein nature. NI items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed fiom the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

Approval of the January 3, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the January 9, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Presentation and acceptance ofthe financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006. Hawhns Clloward & ,c;imzster
Review and action on the selection of a design firm for the secondary irrigation system.
- Howard Denney
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for the 2007 Storm Water Project. Howard Denney
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement
regarding the creation of the Utah Lake Commission. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution of appropriation for the Utah Lake Commission and
nominees to the Utah Lake Commission Board and the Utah Lake Technical Committee.
- Mayor 7%ompson
Review and Action on Amendments to the American Fork City Development Code:
a.
Lot area requirements in Inner Block Cottage Developments.
b.
Modifications of street cross sections in conventional subdivisions.
c.
Criteria for the design of building lots in conventional subdivisions.
d.
Amendments to section 3-8.1 of the American Fork City Development Code
relating to variances in design and construction of improvements in subdivisions.
- Staff
Review and Action on a Modified Annexation Agreement for a Portion of the Carlisle #5
Annexation Consisting of 7.65 acres Located at Approximately 1200 North 1000 East. -

Carlisle Family/David Petersen

Discussion and action on paying costs to be incurred by the developers of Birch Hollow
Subdivision in purchasing and installing a secondary water system at the City's request
and in accordance with standards and specifications provided by the City. - StaJ
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the rental of the City's American Fork
irrigation shares, Pleasant Grove irrigation shares, and Lehi irrigation shares for the 2007
season. - Rod Despain
Review and action on the approval of Beer Licenses for 2007. - ,St'z#
Review and action on a Resolution amending the American Fork City 401(k) Plan,
including the summary of material modifications, and any other actions necessary to
effectuate the change and authorizes communications to employees. -Pam Hz~nsaker
Review and action on a Resolution ratifying Mayor Thompson's signature and
commitment on a letter agreement with the Bank of American Fork relative to certain
improvements to the parking lot on Church Street and the preservation of the parking lot
for public parking. - Mayor Thompson
Proclamation declaring February "Clean Out the Cabinet" Month. -Mayor Thompson
Proclamation declaring February "White Ribbon against Pornography"
Month. - M q o r 7honzpson
Review and action on Council assignments for 2007. -Mayor 7&ompson
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - Staf
Adjournment.
Dated this 16 day of January, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 23 , 2007
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on January 23, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron,
and Ricky Storrs. Councilmember Jimmie Cates was excused.
Staff present included Rod Despain, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Wendelin
Knobloch, Melanie Marsh, Fire Chief Jay Christensen, Kevin Bennett, Police Chief Lance Call,
Sheena Parker, Derric Rykert, Shelly Medina & family,
Also present were Barbara Christiansen, John Woffinden, Angie Anderson, Jacob McClellan,
Austin Miller, John Schiess, Ralph Glathar, Nyla Colborn, Marie Adams, Maxine Steele, Krystal
Smith, Rebecca Staten, and nine citizens.
A.J. Medina led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Council member Rodeback offered
a prayer.
TWENTY -MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
K.Iystal Smith distributed some information to the Council noting that now that they had the
secondary water approved they needed to address the ability to secure irrigation stock as it
became available so that the water brokers did not advantage of that. Another municipality has
purchased a lot of American Fork Irrigation Water over that last few years. She encouraged that
the City allot more funding for water shares in next year' s budget.
Maxine Steele invited everyone to the American Fork Symphony Concert, "Lincoln, Patriots and
the New World" to be held at the American Fork High School on Monday, February 12, 2007.
Featured music wou.ld be Lincoln Portrait by Aaron Copland and would be narrated by Mayor
Heber Thompson. lts message went along with what was happening in the worid today. She
distributed an informational flier. The 90-member Symphony appreciated the support ofthe
City.
EMT Austin Miller reported on difficulty that EMS was having in finding correct addresses. The
Building Code required address displays on new buildings. The problem was with older
buildings He and Councilman Storrs had discussed this and would like to see an ordinance
requiring the display of the address on all buildings.
Mayor Thompson asked Fire Chief Jay Christensen and Police Chief Lance Call if they
supported that Both responded that they did.
Councilman Storrs stated that there were some areas where the addresses were not necessarily in
sequence, especially in the East Main/50 South area. He took the assignment to work on the

problems in addressing and in getting something to require that all buildings have addresses on
them.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Thompson invited Fitness Center Office Manager Shelley Medina to come f01ward to be
recognized as the January 2007 Employee of the Month. Mayor Thompson read a letter of
recognition She had worked for the City for sixteen years. There was general applause.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs reported that he visited with Councilman Cates in the hospital. Councilman
Storrs asked him if he wanted to report for him, which he did. Councilman Cates asked them to
keep their reports short, keep the meeting moving, and he pianned on being to the next council
meeting.
Councilman LeBaron reported on the huge success of the Fitness Fair largely to Shelly
Medina' s, Derric Rykert's, and Rebecca Danklefs efforts. He added that he had the pleasure of
working with Shelly and she was a wonderful asset. There were over 900 memberships sold,
over $200,000. More than 3,000 persons attended. There were more than sixty vendors with
information and free samples. It was a tremendous success.
Councilman LeBaron noted that Joyce Coleman was working part-time as a legal secretary in the
civil attorney' s office.
Councilman Gunther commended the Recreation Department in bringing in all that money.
Councilmember Rodeback had nothing to repmt at this time.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson reported that they were hopeful and prayerful for Jimmie Cates return. He had
beaten some things in the past and they were hopeful again this time
There had been a very productive fomm on the future of downtown where some good ideas were
exchanged and they were looking for fresh approaches coming out of the Main Street Program.
Mayor Thompson reported on a meeting with Cedar Hills Mayor McGee to look at a slight
boundary adjustment. They would be looking at some detail in the future.
Mayor Thompson called attention to Orville Gunther' s passing. He was also the father of
Councilman Dale Gunther. Orville Gunther had been a stalwart in the community for many
years and many great tributes have been made. He left a wonderfi.Ji heritage and legacy for
American Fork.
Mayor Thompson reported that he attended the Utah League of Cities and Towns legislative
caucus at the State Capitol yesterday. There were items coming up that had some impact on
cities. He would be keeping track of those.
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Mayor Thompson reported that he had attended the ribbon cutting ofFed-EX!Kinkos. They had
been open about a month and were doing very well.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unl ess removed from the Common Con$ent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

1.

2.
3.

Approval of the January 3, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe January 9, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval ofthe City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

Councilman Stonos moved approval of the common consent items including the January 3,
2007 work session minutes, the January 9, 2007 city council minutes and the approval of
the City bills for payment and the purchase requests over $1,000. Councilmember
Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
Mayor Thompson explained that a member' s term on the Planning Commission would expire on
January 3 I of this year. There were three good candidates who were willing to serve. M ayor
Thompson recommended Rebecca Staten to fill that vacancy.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the Mayor's recommendation to appoint Rebecca
Staten to a term on the Planning Commission. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron repo1ted that he had gotten acquainted with Ms. Staten over the last year or
so and felt that she would bring a nice perspective to the Commission.
Council member Rodeback commented that Ms. Staten had shown remarkable dedication.
Councilman Storrs thought Ms. Staten to be a good choice.

All wea·e in favor.
Mayor Thompson asked Rebecca Staten to come forward and to say a few words.
Ms Staten commented that she had been attending the Planning Commission for the past year
and had learned a lot. She had an interest in the City and the planning that went into it She
enjoyed living here.
Mayor Thompson moved the meeting to the Proclamation Against Pornography.
PROCLAMATION DECLARING FEBRUARY "WI-UTE RIBBON AGAINST
PORNOGRAPHY" MONTH - Mavor Thompson
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Cindy Moreno, President of Communities for Decency, explained that it was a statewide
organization that worked on community standards and anti-pornography issues. Governor
Huntsman has signed this Proclamation. It gave them the opportunity to address this issue and to
raise awareness. It has been reported that 90% ofthe children 7 thru 17 had viewed pornography
while on line mostly while they were doing their homework. Lots of schools were participating
in this. There is a billboard campaign with art work and slogans. Many Mayors along with the
Governor were recognizing this.
Mayor Thompson asked what kinds of things would be happening during the month of February.
Ms. Moreno responded that they had a DVD that they had produced along with Citizens Against
Pornography, Pornography, the Great Lie. They had a therapist that would come to the high
schools and put on a presentation in the evening where parents in the community were invited .
There were tools for parents to help them open up a dialogue with their children. There was a
program called, Protect Their Minds. Dr. Victor Cline was involved .

Councilman Dale Gunther moved approval of the Proclamation declaring February
"White Ribbon Against Pornogmphy" Month. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the
motion. All were in favot·.
Mayor Thompson added that as a community, we needed to be alert to these activities. He was
totally supportive.
Ms. Moreno thanked American Fork for their support and the desire to be a safe place for
families.
Mayor Thompson noted that he was we11 acquainted with Cindy Moreno from San Jose,
California. She used to baby sit his young children.
PRESENTATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE FINANCIAL AUDIT FOR FISCAL YEAR
ENDING JUNE 30 2006 - Hawkins Cloward & Simister
Jacob McClellan and Angie Anderson, a pa1tner in the firm, were present.
Mr. McClellan explained that he was the manager on the audit and did the field work. The most
important thing with regard to the audit was the opinion on the financial statements as a whole.
The City has received an Unqualified Opinion. That did not sound overly complimentary but it
was the highest opinion you could get. It meant that they did not have to qualify their opinion
for any extenuating circumstances or problems. There were areas of recommendation. He noted
that the financial statements included a wealth of information and encouraged the Council spend
some time with them.
Mr. McClellan continued that the most useful portion was the Manag ement Discussion and
Analysis This was the portion where the Finance Officer explained what happened during the
year including the plans for the City, what assets were obtained, what liabilities w ere gone, and
what debt had accrued. Within the financial statements were the summary of the individual
funds . There was information on compliance with federal and state laws and budget compliance.
T his year there was no issue with the budget. He noted that usually in an entity the size of
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American Fork there was opportunity to go over the budget. This year there was no issue with
the budget. The City had not gone over budget in any of the departments and Cathy Jensen was
to be commended. He reviewed sources and amounts of income to the City and net assets versus
liabihties.
Mayor Thompson thanked them him for the complete and thoroughness of the audit. He noted
that the City had 16% in reserves and the City was approaching the maximum allowed 18%.
Jacob McClellan expressed appreciation to Cathy Jensen and her staff in providing the
information they needed.

Councilman Storrs moved to accept the financial audit by Hawkins Cloward & Simister
for fiscal yeaa· ending June 30, 2006. Councilman Gunthea· seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SELECTION OF A DESIGN FIRM FOR THE
SECONDARY IRRJGATION SYSTEM -Howard Denney
Howard Denney explained that they had gone through quite a selection process. Eight firms had
responded to a request for Statement of Qualifications. Through a committee review, three were
invited to enter into Request for Proposal to which two responded. Last Thursday, the Council
received oral presentations from the MWH Team and Horrocks Engineers and their Team. It
was time to select one to enter into negotiations for a contract.
Mayor Thompson noted that both firms were represented this evening.
Councilman Gunther expressed appreciation to both firms and commented that both were well
qualified. The selection committee had recommended the Team ofHorrocks Engineers and
Franson Civil Engineers.

Councilman Gunthea· moved to enter into contract negotiations with Horrocks and
Franson Civil Engineering for the City's secondary water system. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she had reviewed both proposals and also discussed this
matter with Councilman Cates. She believed both firms to be very sound and both to be very
qualified and well versed . She felt this was a very sound direction to take.
Howard Denney noted that if negotiations failed, that MWH was the fall back.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF THE BID FOR THE 2007 STORM
WATER PROJECT - Howard Dennev
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Howard Denney explained that the bid was on two projects, one in Cottonwood Heights and one
was over by Shelley School. The project had started out at an estimated cost of about $100,000.
The bids received ranged from $160,000 to $101,000. The bids had been reviewed by Horrocks
and Sunroc with a bid of $101 , 119.00 has been recommended .

Councilman Ston-s moved to award the 2007 Storm Water Project to Sunroc for
$101,119.00. Councilman Gunthet· seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson noted that this was a competitive bid process.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT REGARDING THE CREATION OF THE UTAH LAKE
COMMISSION - lvfayor lhompson
Mayor Thompson asked that this item and the next be considered together.
City Attorney Kevin Bennett noted that was correct The two items ended up being contained in
the same resolution .
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION OF APPROPRIATION FOR THE UTAH
LAKE COMMISSION AND NOMINEES TO THE UTAH LAKE COMMISSION BOARD
AND THE UTAH LAKE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE - Ma yor Thompson
Mayor Thompson provided some background. There was a Utah Lake Study Commission that
consisted of Mayors of Utah County and a Utah County Commissioner and various agencies that
had been meeting monthly since last January. The focus was on the preservation of Utah Lake
while allowing for its development to its fuH potential. They have taken a couple of tours on the
Lake. There has been heavy activity by the Committee to assess cleaning up of the Lake as far
as the fish were concerned. The carp seemed to take away the natural habitat and threaten the
June Sucker which was unique to Utah Lake. It was ultimately determined that a Utah Lake
Commission should be organized. The membershi p would be comprised of cities that had
acreage or frontage on the Lake as voting members. The membership fees were based on
population, shoreline area, and land area.
Mayor Thompson explained that there was estimated to be $300,000 in start up costs to which
the State ofUtah and other agencies were going to come up with $150,000 and the cities and
county were going to come up with the other $150,000 out of next year' s budget. American
Fork' s share ofthat was $8,461.65. There was also a technical committee. Howard Denney had
been functioning as the City's technical representative. He commended Kevin Bennett as he had
been instrumental along with counsels from other cities in preparing the documentation . A map
showing the master plan study area was included in the Resolution.
Mayor Thompson asked for the support of the Council that the Mayor be American Fork' s
representative on the Commission and that Howard Denney be appointed as a member of the
Technical Committee.
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Councilman Gunthe•· moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-07R authorizing the City to
enter into an fnterlocal Cooperative Agreement establishing the Utah Lake Commission,
appropriating $8,461.65 for payment of the City's fiscal year 2007-2008 membership
commitment, approving the appointment of Mayor Heber Thompson as the City's
representative on the Utah Lake Commission's Governing Board, and approving the
appointment of Howard Denney as the City's representative on the Utah Lake
Commission's Technical Committee. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs asked where the office was going to be.
Mayor Thompson reported that initially it was going to be in the U tah County Public Works
facility.
Councilman Storrs noted that it had a budget of$8:3,000 for a director and asked ifthat was
going to be put out competitively.
Mayor Thompson responded that a job description would be drawn up and there would a! so be a
secretary and benefits.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the citizens were going to get for their money. He did not
dispute the objectives.
Mayor Thompson responded that the purposes were spelled out in Article 2.
2. 1
22
')
_ _.)...,

2.4
2 .5

E nco urage and Promote Multiple Uses of the Lake
Foster Communication and Coordination
Promote Resource Utilization and P rotection
Maintain and Develop Recreation Access
Monitor and Promote Responsible Economi c Development

Council member Rodeback expressed that Utah Lake was a scarce resource in the middle of a
desert. It was a beautiful, scenic natural monument that was being shared by many different
cities. Without a Commission she felt they would lose the use of that resource.
Councilman LeBaron felt that it was compatible with the City 's marina. He supported it.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE AMERICAN FORK CITY
DEVELOPMENT CODE:
a.
Lot area requirements in Inner Block Cottage Developments
b.
Modifications of street cross sections in conventional subdivisions
c.
Criteria for the design of building lots in conventional subdivisions
d.
Amendments to section 3-8 .1 of the American Fork City Development Code
relating to variances in design and construction of improvements in subdi visions
-Staff
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Rod Despain explained that portion "a" in Inner Block Cottage Developments there seemed to be
the tendency to have the larger lots on the perimeter and the new lots in the interior less than
average. This would make all lots closer to 6,000 square feet In item "b" there was a standard
cross section and this allowed the criteria for less than standard and partial width streets, initially.
Rod Despain explained that " c" guarded against strange shaped lots. Portion "d" provided for
allowances for variance to standards if granted by the City Council. The Planning Commission
previously had that duty but with a change in the State Law, that now should be the City Council.
Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-01-07 approving various
amendments to the American Fork City Development Code regarding:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Lot area requirement in Inner block Cottage Developments
Modifications of street cross sections in conventional subdivisions
Criteria for the design of building lots in conventional subdivisions
Amendments to Section 3-8.1 of the American Fork City Development Code
relating to variances in design and construction of improvements in subdivisions

Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Howard Denney noted that on the partial street cross-section with only 23-feet of oil, parking
would not be allowed. He was also concerned that they did not include the location of the sewer
line.
Rod Despain responded that they were aware of that issue and it would not be in the Ordinance
but would be included in the standards document.
Kevin Bennett expressed support for what was happening. He wanted to see more objective
criteria in the record as to why the variance. This would take care of that
Krystal Smith asked if this would go back and correct existing partial streets.
Howard Denney answered that it would not, it would just be from this point on .
Douglas Kopel asked that residential frontages not be reduced to lower than 60 feet
Rod Despain would visit with him.
All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson moved to the item regarding the parking lot on Church Street.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION RATIFYING MAYOR THOMPSON'S
SIGNATURE AND COMMITMENT ON A LETTER AGREEMENT WITH THE BANK OF
AMERICAN FORK RELATIVE TO CERTAIN IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PARKING LOT
ON CHURCH STREET AND THE PRESERVATION OF THE PARKING LOT FOR PUBLIC
PARKING - Mayor Thompson
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Bank of American Fork President Rick Beard was present.
Mayor Thompson explained that the Bank of American Fork over the years has substantially
participated in resurfacing that parking lot and wished to do it again. With the weather coming
on at that time, they decided to proceed based on the Mayor's signature. The Bank of American
Fork has contributed $79,000, contrary to what the letter said.
Councilman Gunther noted that originally the Bank of American Fork had committed to $75,000
and then there was some extra work and the Bank agreed to pay an additional $4,000
Council member Rodeback added her own personal expression of gratitude for the contribution
made

Councilmember· Rodeback moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-10R ratifying the Mayor's
signatur·e to and the commitments made on behalf of the City in a certain letter from the
Bank of American Fork dated September 25, 2006, pertaining to the public parking lot
situated between the American Fork City Offices and the Apollo Dance Hall, and
expressing gratitude to the Bank of American Fork for its financial assistance in upgrading
said parking lot. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Gunther stated that he was a member of the Board ofthe Bank of American Fork
and would abstain from this vote

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Storrs, and LeBaron. Abstain,
Councilman Gunther. The motion carried.
Rick Beard expressed that the Bank of American Fork was more than happy to participate and
provided a check. He stated that he personally was a resident of Draper. He had grown to love
American Fork over the past two years. It was a marvelous community They hoped to keep
their prope1ty in a way that enhanced this block and looked forward in participating in
Downtown American Fork.
Mayor Thompson expressed that the Bank of American Fork had always been very generous and
a willing participant. He expressed the City' s gratitude for this donation. This project spurred
the City to action on the roadway between 100 East and Church Street.
Mayor Thompson moved the meeting to the Carlisle #5 Annexation item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CARLISLE # 5 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.65
ACRES AT APPROXIMATELY 1200 NORTH 1000 EAST INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE
OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R-1-9000 AND THE R-112,000 RESIDENTIAL ZONES AND ALSO A MODIFIED ANNEXATION AGREEMENT Carlisle Family/David Petersen

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-01-08 approving the amended
Carlisle #5 Annexation consisting of 7.65 acres at approximately 1200 North 1000 East, the
annexation agreement and the placement of the park in a combination of the R-1-9000 and
the R-1-12000 Residential zones as shown on Attachment B of the annexation agreement,
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with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending execution of the agreement
by the applicant. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.

Rob Lund with Haven Homes was present representing this project
Mayor Thompson asked about previous annexation requests
Rod Despan stated that Mr. Carlisle was the owner of about 30 acres and in two times in the past
he had approached the City with the notion of annexing the property only to get quite far into the
process even to the point where the City passed the Ordinance of Annexation and then had
second thoughts and asked that it not be recorded. This was a portion of that area. This
Ordinance repealed prior action. This was a reduction ofthe existing county island. The County
was agreeable to this.
Kevin Bennett noted that the zoning should be as shown on Attachment B of the Annexation
Ordinance rather than Attachment B of the Annexation Agreement
Councilman Sto.-rs amended his motion to state that the zoning be as shown on Attachment
B of the Annexation Ordinance. Councilman LeBaron agreed with his second.
All were in favor.

DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON PAYING COSTS TO BE INCURRED BY THE
DEVELOPERS OF BIRCH HOLLOW SUBDIVISION IN PURCHASING AND INSTALLING
A SECONDARY WATER SYSTEM AT THE CITY'S REQUEST AND IN ACCORDANCE
WITH STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS PROVIDED BY THE CITY - Staff
Mayor Thompson explained that the City had some applications for development and when that
was accepted the development was vested and the conditions were set This approval was
completed prior to the requirement of pressurized irrigation infrastructure. They were vested
without the City taking any specific action as they were waiting for voter approval.
Mayor Thompson noted that the question was to install the secondary when the other util ities
were going in or wait until the asp halt was done and have to rip it out and install it along with the
rest of the system. He asked ifthere was a risk that was taken with regard to the size of the pipe
not being large enough.
Howard Denney explained that at the current time a six-inch line would be requ ired and that
would be appropriate for the Birch Hollow Subdivision. He felt it would be less expensive to put
it in now. It was estimated to be around $28,000.
Councilman Storrs asked if they were going to run into this again because the standards were not
ready.
Rod Despain responded that there would be at least two others that would vest The City passed
an Ordinance requiring secondary water improvements in November 2005. The Bond was
approved in November 2006. The staff had been hesitant to insist on the improvements until the
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bond was in place. That was in place now. Anything that was in the preliminary plan stage prior
to November 7, 2006, he believed to be vested.
Council member Rodeback felt it was just and equit:tble.
Councilman Gunther expressed that they needed to fix it as soon as they could so they did not
have to do this again He thought that Wentworth Development, who was involved in this, was
his son's Father-in-law. This would not financially benefit him, but he would abstain.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to have the City pay the costs to be incurred by the
developers of Birch Hollow Subdivision in purchasing and installing a secondary water
system at the City's request and in accordance w ith standar·ds and specifications provided
by the City. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Rodeback, LeBaron, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Gunther·. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE RENTAL OF THE
CITY'S AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION SHARES, PLEASANT GROVE IRRIGATION
SHARES, AND LEHI IRRIGATION SHARES FOR THE 2007 SEASON -Rod Despain
Mayor Thompson noted that the fee for American Fork share rental was $30.00 per share for the
season plus a $30.00 share and notice fee charged by the American Fork Irrigation Company on
the ftrst share. To rent Pleasant Grove shares it was $35.00 per share plus a $3 00 notice fee on
the first share. For Lehi it was $30.00 per share plus a $28 .00 share and notice fee by the Lehi
Irrigation Company on the first share. He asked why the difference in the fees .
Rod Despain responded that each of the fees were set separately by the respective irrigation
compames.
Councilman Gunther asked if there was a risk of irrigation companies changing the amount after
the City approved them.
Richard Colborn answered that they did run that risk. This is what they projected them to be.
Krystal Smith commented that the companies had to adjust their rates to accommodate insurance
premiums. The option to rent shares still needed to be available.
Councilman Gunther noted that the City could rent their shares at their own price.
Richard Colborn responded that they also needed to be able to have the shares used in order to
show beneficial use.
Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-0SR approving the rental of the
City's Irrigation water at the rates discussed. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF BEER LICENSES FOR 2007 -Staff
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Councilman Storrs moved approval the renewal of the existing alcohol beverage licenses
and club and Class A, B, and C Beer Licenses for 2007:
AF Junction
Albertsons #378
American Fork Applette, LLC
Asian Buffet
Brinker Restaurant Corp
C & A Oil, Inc
Conoco #2706611
Devils Divot
Harts Gas & Food
Harts Gas & Food
Jalisco Market
Kades Place
La Sabre
Lee's Roundup Chevron #2
Mi Ranchito Restaurant
River Crossing LC dba Ottavios
Sierra Hermosa
Smith's Food and Drug
Walkers #7
WalMart Supercenter #2511
Way Out West Restaurant Group
Winger's American Fork

105 East Main
135 East Main
313 N. West State Road
101 N. W. State Road #114
765 West State Road
309 West Main
655 South 500 East
1400 North 200 East
717 West M a in
585 East State Road
222 East M ain
312 N. W. State Road
44 North Merchant
862 East State Road
396 East State Road
749 West 100 North #9
705 South 500 East
240 N. West State
290 West Main
949 W. Grassland Dr.
648 East State Road
784 East State Road

Class A
Class A
Alcoholic Beverage
Class B
Alcoholic Beverage
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class A
Club
Class A
Alcoholic Beverage
Alcoholic Beverage
Class B
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class C
Class C

Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE AMERICAN FORK CITY
40l(K) PLAN. INCLUDING THE SUMMARY OF MATERIAL MODIFICATIONS, AND
ANY OTHER ACTIONS NECESSARY TO EFFECTUATE THE CHANGE AND
AUTHORIZES COl\IIMUl'ITCATIONS TO EMPLOYEES -Pam Hunsaker
Melanie Marsh explained that last two pages spelled out this action.
Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-01-09R amending the American
Fork City 401(k) Plan, including the summary of material modifications, and any other
actions necessary to effectuate the change and authorizes communications to employees.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.

PROCLAMATION DECLARING FEBRUARY "CLEAN OUT THE CABINET" MONTH -

Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson corrected the proclamation in that it should read the month of April This was
in conjunction with the Northern Utah County Outreach Council, sponsored by IHC, and
consisted of the Mayors and other personnel and volunteers in the communities ofNorthern Utah
County. One of their activities was to promote the health, safety, and welfare its citizens. They
were focusing on the drug problem. They would be requesting this of Governor Huntsman so
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that it would be declared throughout the state. Other cities were doing the same. This
Proclamation would hope for the cleaning out of the cabinets from outdated medications and
securing the medications that were being used .
Mayor Thompson noted that a second thrust in this direction would include materials, a CD, a
checklist, and a resource communication list to educate parents and children on what the drug
threat was and how it came about and how to avoid it
Councilman Rodeback moved to support the Proclamation pr·oclaiming April 2007 "Clean
Out the Cabinet" Month. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All wer·e in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION OF SUPPORT OF UTAH VALLEY STATE
COLLEGE AND ITS EFFORTS TO BECOME A FOUR-YEAR UNIVERSITY -Mayor

Thompson
Mayor Thompson reported that American Fork High School Principal Carolyn Merrill
approached him that the School District supported UVSC aspiring to university status. Mayor
Thompson had attended four meetings or luncheons involving UVSC personnel, President
William Sederburg particularly. President Sederburg had made a strong case and was making it
before the State Legislature to receive funding to achieve university status. The Utah County
Council of Governments supported this thrust ofUVSC.
Councilman Gunther thought that was likely to happen, but he was a little uncomfortable in
voting on this now. He preferred to table it and have a work session where they could have the
other side of the issue heard . Wilson Sorenson was almost the founder ofUtah Technical
College and he was opposed. He wanted to have both sides of the issue heard.
Mayor Thompson responded that the timing was good. President Sederburg was before the
Legislature trying to secure funding for some projects that would advance their cause for
university status.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that UVSC curre tly met the need for vocational education and
associates degrees. BYU was no longer meeting the needs for higher education in the County as
the demographics of the LDS Church was shifting more and more out ofUtah. This was a very
important step.
Mayor Thompson asked Councilman Gunther' s concern.
Councilman Gunther noted that his father had set up an endowment fund and scholarship s to
UVSC. His father donated substantial money to build the Gunther Trades Building. Councilman
Gunther was supportive of the institution. He just wanted to hear the other side of the story
before they went down that road and voted on the issue. He would not be upset if someone made
a motion and they voted to support it That was okay.
Councilman LeBaron asked where the other side of the issue would come from .
Councilman Gunther suggested they could get Wilson Sorenson to come to talk with them .
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Councilman LeBaron saw it as a $25 million question. They wanted $1 0 million and they
anticipated that to be a down payment. Ultimately it would cost $25 million to $35 million. He
saw the real issue here was that this was a non-binding Resolution. There were residents in the
community that wanted a university education. The rigid requirements ofBYU forced them out
of state, whereas with this proposal they could live nearby and obtain a university degree and
continue to live in and support American Fork.
Councilman LeBaron added that he understood Councilman Gunther's concern if the Council
was going to have a finding and determination that they would want all the facts at hand . He
understood the need for technical education and continuing education and there were those that
would be better served by that environment.
Mayor Thompson noted that Mountain! and Applied Technology was becoming quite a force and
they were securing property at Thanksgiving Point for a sizeable facility . Mountainland Applied
Technology Schools came to the last Mayor' s breakfast and gave information about their future
plans. They expected to fill much of the need that was currently relied on at lNSC He also
heard President Sederburg respond to questions about what was going to happen to the Trades by
stating that he thought they were going to be maintained and be an upper level training or
resource above what Mountainland Applied Technology would be providing.

Councilman Gunther moved to table this, schedule a work session and invite both sides to
come in for a 10-minute presentation so the Council was informed. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that he had a great respect and regard for Principal MerrilL He
asked if there was some type of timetable or urgency to this. Those in support included the
County Commission, local legislature, local delegations to the State House and the State Senate.
Representative Lockhart was very vigorous in his support.
Mayor Thompson assumed there were others working on this.
Councilmember Rodeback was not opposed to learning more and would interest our economic
development people.
Councilman LeBaron asked if it would be more beneficial to adopt it at this time and then get
more information after the Resolution. It was non-binding.
Councilman Gunther really wanted to have heard the other side when he voted. He would
probably vote for it right now, but there was a principle to him.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Storrs and Gunther. Nay, Councilmembers Rodeback and LeBaron.
Mayor Thompson broke the tie by voting in favor of the motion.
Councilman Gunther asked that this item be first on the agenda. He took the assignment to have
both sides to the work session on February 8, at 3:30p.m.
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Councilman LeBaron asked that if there was a critical time period for this Resolution was there a
way to poll the Council to pass the Resolution as he did not know if the matter was before a
subcommittee. Councilman LeBaron initiated a call to John Dougall.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDER S -

Staff
There were no change orders.
ADJOURNMENT
The Council waited for a response to the call. Councilman LeBaron made connection noting that
there was time to receive additional information

Councilman LeBaron moved adjournment at 10:10 p.m. Councilmember Rodeback
seconded the motion. All were in favor.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 29,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Monday, January 29, 2007, in the American Fork FireIRescue Training Room, 96 North
Center Street, commencing at 12:OO o'clock Noon. The agenda shall be as follows:

WORK SESSION
Report by the Hay Group on the Employee Job Description and Wage Study.
Adjournment
Dated this 23 day of January, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

- Sue

Shay

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 29,2007
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on January 29, 2007, in the American
Fork Fire/Rescue Building, commencing at 12:08 p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber
Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Councilman Cates was excused as he was in the hospital. Others present included Cathy Jensen,
Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, *Pam Hunsaker, and Sue Shay.
REPORT BY THE HAY GROUP ON THE EMPLOYEE JOB DESCRIPTION AND WAGE
STUDY - Sue Shay
Sue Shay explained that she had been a consultant with the Hay Group for 19 years and in
human resources for another ten years prior to that. She had been working with a number of
clients in Utah, most recently with Orem and Spanish Fork. Orem had been a client since 199 1.
The Hay Group was a human resources consultant worldwide.
Ms. Shay continued that the Hay Group was first contacted by American Fork back in October to
look at the City's classification and compensation program. They looked at the job, job
description, and pay ranges. They did not include benefits. There were updated job descriptions
now all available for each and every position along with an updated classification schedule
through July 2007, for review. There were policies and procedures provided to be used long
after she left town.
Sue Shay discussed the Compensation Philosophy Statement. She had given them a
compensation philosophy that included Internal Equity, Market Competitiveness, and Salary
Administration. The statement was developed along with Mayor Thompson, Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, and Pam Hunsaker. They decided that the compensation program was to be at the
601h percentile ofthe market for organizations including both municipal government and general
industry. The Council could change that target ifthey so desired and ifthey needed to be more
aggressive they could raise that target. 1t was not uncommon for clients to place them in and
around the 601h percentile.
Internal equity says that they understand that there were some jobs that were bigger and some
jobs that were smaller and there were all the jobs in between. That was taken into consideration
along with the market. The law says that you can differentiate between people based on certain
factors . The City said they wanted market and internal consideration. That was incorporated as
pa11 of the overall pay plan. They decided they were going to go on a performance-based pay
approach . Those ranges were now set up. People would move through those ranges based on
their contribution level to the City Tenure, education, ce1iification, and credentialing all came
into play as a part of performance There needed to fl exibility, appropriate mix of compensation
elements, ease ofunderstanding and it needed to comply legally . The City would have
responsibility to oversee the program.

Sue Shay talked about the classification structure. This dealt with internal equity. She
recommended that when performance review was done each year, the job description also be
reviewed to see if their responsibilities had changed. Which jobs were bigger and which were
smaller? This is job ranking. They used the Hay Guide Chatt®-Profile Method of Job
Evaluation to do that. It looked at three major categories fore each job: Know how, problem
solving, and accountability. They were linked to the Equal Pay Act of 1963. You can pay
people differently based on skill, effort, and responsibility. The City's system is based on this.
She had done the ranking to this point. She was going to train a group five managers of different
departments in the City on February 12-13 in how to do this and they would carry this forward.
They would have the technology to do it
Mayor Thompson added that with regard to ranking, they assigned cettain values or points to all
the factors and the higher the point leve'l the higher the ranking.
Sue Shay stated that up to this point they have not looked at people at all, only at job
descriptions There were a lot of individual type jobs here. In the committee that would be
trained on February 12-13, they will be instructed to look at the jobs as if they were vacant.
Based on that, the rankings were developed. She had run the list past Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, and Mayor Thompson. There were probably ten to fifteen that changed grades up or
down .
Councilman Storrs asked ifthis looked at the old or if it was brand new.
Ms. Shay responded that she had not looked at the old
Councilman Gunther asked if the grades were comparable with other cities.
Sue Shay responded that the groupings were. It was a little more difficult at the top end because
of the uniqueness of those jobs.
Mayor Thompson felt that it was fairly close.
Ms. Shay explained that Orem and Spanish Fork use a different labeling system.
Councilman Gunther observed that the City Attorney was very comparable throughout the Cities.
Sue Shay thought that they would most likely be in the top grade. She discussed the pay ranges.
Their survey u sed eleven cities: Cedar Hills, Draper, Lehi, Orem, Payson, Pleasant Grove,
Provo, Riverton, Santaquin, South Jordan, and Spanish Fork. She also included information
from the private sector. She explained that from there, the pay ranges were developed . T here
was a minimum, mid-point which was market, and a maximum . The City had committed to the
60th percentile of market. The minimum was 80% of the mid-point and the maximum was 120%
of mid-point. They had not yet looked at people.
M s. Shay continued that those in Grades 13- r7 could be classed as exempt from the Fair Labor
Standards Act and did not have to be paid overtime.
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Mayor Thompson noted that those exempt jobs were expected to do what was necessary to get
the job done. There were not too many in that category.
Councilman Storrs Rjcky asked if the main reason they were exempt was so that the City did not
have to pay them oveJiime.
Sue Shay stated that it was not the main reason it was just in recognition of the fact that their jobs
were at a high enough level of decision making and responsibility that the law said that if you
want to exempt them from overtime you could . It was recognized that they worked a lot of long
hours and because of the nature of the job they worked 50 to 60 hours a week routinely . If the
employer did not want to pay ove1iime, they would be exempt from that. That burden was lifted .
At some point there were criteria that kicked in that said that they needed to be paid overtime,
and if it was decided to work them 50 to 60 hours day in and day out, overtime would be paid .
Mayor Thompson noted that their salaries were commensurately higher compared to other
positions because they were not paid overtime.
Sue Shay noted that the ranges were aged through July 2007 They were now ready to add
people to the ranges based on their contribution level. Someone' s whose base salary was at midpoint was at 100% ofthe range.
*Pam Hunsaker arrived .
Councilman Gunther had an old HR person tell him that minimum was the entry level, mid-point
was a good, solid journeyman job, and maximum was all the job was worth even if they can walk
on water
Sue Shay expressed that it would take about three years to go from minimum to mid-point. If
they were good, they could be hired at mid-point if they were a contributor. Any that were
below minimum should be brought to minimum . There were some over maximum due to their
long tenure. It was recommended that they receive a lump sum increase to keep them within
their range but not have it roll into their base salary. It should not be called a bonus. The
integrity ofthe range would be kept intact.
Ms. Shay continued that the range should be looked at every year by the City. She should look
at them every other year. Factors would include cost of living, aggressiveness, market data, and
what other employers looked at as affordable There were recommended policies and procedures
that would keep the program working. The City could edit them as they saw fit.
Implementation included :
February 1-9

February 12-13

Melanie Marsh and Cathy Jensen will meet with department heads
regarding assessment of employee contribution levels and ask managers if
they had any appeals to grades.
Sue Shay to train City ' s Job Evaluation Team and get them going on

management-generated appeals.
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February 14

Employees receive a letter from the Mayor regarding their title, grade and
pay range for 2007-2008 to be effective July ] , 2007.

February 14-23

Employees have the opportunity to submit a written request of appeal of
their job ranking. There was an appeal form that should be submitted to
the department head and the department head consults with HR.

February 26-28

Job Evaluation Team meets to review employee-generated appeals.

Appeals should be taken seriously
Councilman Storrs noted that the City was going through their personnel policies and asked if
they should be completed first.
Mayor Thompson noted that it coul d be a stand alone document. They were focusing on the
grade right now and the corresponding salaries would not yet be available. Therefore the time
line may have to be adjusted somewhat.
Councilman Storrs at some time wanted to see where the employees were at now and where they
would be on July 1, 2007
Sue Shay reported that a lot ofthe employees were "within range."
Pam Hunsaker noted those with long tenure may not be.
Mayor Thompson commented that to avoid all of those kinds of questions, the salary ranges were
not yet available.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they had a feel yet of the increase needed in the budget to bring
everybody up to the minimum.
Sue Shay responded that they did not.
Mayor Thompson answered that until they got this assessment as to where everyone ended up,
they would not know.
Councilman LeBaron asked how many employees were not up to minimum.
Ms. Shay guessed that there were five or six.
Councilman LeBaron asked about a benefits survey.
Mayor Thompson stated that the City was doing that internally. He commented that he thought
the benefits were about right where they should be.
Council man Storrs stated the he understood that with this program, when there was a new hire

the City would provide the chm1 and explain right where they were at
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Councilman Gunther added that every employee could sit down with their supervisor and review

it.
Sue Shay explained that it provided for a good foundation for succession planning and that
would continue to grow as the City became more sophisticated.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it would not be a wise thing to reduce anyone's pay if they
were over the maximum.
Sue Shay responded that was only an option. They could also red line or freeze someone's
salary at its current amount until the range caught up. Most in that situation found a happy
medium in a lump sum payment.
Councilman LeBaron noted that earlier it was stated that the philosophy was to maintain at the
1
60th percentile. He asked if that 60 " percentile was with surrounding cities and towns or the
private sector.
Sue Shay responded that it was the 60th percentile primarily of eleven cities and towns. She then
went out to the private sector and asked if the ranges for jobs that they had were close. She
factored that in.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that typically municipal employees, compared with the private
sector, were paid less as a trade off for longevity and benefits. He asked Ms. Shay if she found
that in her research.
Sue Shay answered that the public sector was catching up. It was finding that it had to be more
competitive
ADJOURNMENT

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 6,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Tuesday, February 6, 2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 6:15 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:

WORK SESSION
Discussion of the 2007 Council assignments. -Mayor Thompson
Adjournment.
Dated this 30 day of January, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 6, 2007
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on February 6, 2007, in the City
Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 6:23 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and
Ricky Storrs. Councilman Jimmie Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Howard Dermey, Richard Colborn, and Barbara Christiansen.
DISCUSSION OF THE 2007 COUNCIL ASSIGNMENTS - Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson distributed a tentative budget calendar.
Going on now thru February 15:
March 22:

Meetings with department heads.
Retreat with council and department heads

It was planned to have a two-day retreat with the Council on April 11-12, but Mayor Thompson
pointed out that was the ULCT Conference in St. George and would need to be rescheduled .
Council member Rodeback noted that the following week was spring break.
May 8:
Prior to June 22:
June 26:

Tentative budget presentation
Adoption of2007-2008 budget & Certified Tax Rate
Make adjustments to fiscal year ending June 30, 2007 budget

Mayor Thompson provided a copy of the Vision of American Fork that he had presented in
November to the Supervisors. He would like to see the 1992 Strategic Plan updated .
Mayor Thompson provided a copy of the Organization Chart. He noted that there was now a
Broadband Director that reported to the Mayor. With Pam Hunsaker' s forthcoming surgery and
recuperation, Melanie Marsh was going to be the HR Director and act as Chief of Staff. They
had not yet worked out exactly how that was going to happen and what things would be taken off
her plate and who would be picking them up.
Mayor Thompson provided a copy of the Prioritized Planning Items by Class. He explained that
he had taken last year's priority items and added in some new ones or ones that the Council had
asked to be added and also looked at the priority of each and made some changes. LT meant
long term.
Mayor Thompson discussed the addition of the following to A'
Cemetery LT Need
AF/PG Boundary
AF/Cedar Hills Boundary
City Employee Pay Plan

(Councilman Cates)
(Mayor Thompson)
(Mayor Thompson)
(Mayor Thompson)

(Mayor Thompson)
(Mayor Thompson)
(Councilman Gunther)
(Councilman Storrs)
(Mayor Thompson)
(Councilman Gunther)

Utah Lake Commission
Veterans Hall/Property
TSSD Odor
Recycling Usage
Veterans Hall/Property
Update Impact Fees

Mayor Thompson noted that he was happy to relinquish some of the items if someone else
wanted to take them on.
Also the moving to A' from another Class were the following :
(Mayor Thompson)
(Councilman Gunther)
(Mayor Thompson)
(Councilman Gunther)
(Councilman Storrs)
(Councilman LeBaron)
(Mayor Thompson)

Development/Building Turnaround
PI Water Implementation
HR Policy and Procedures
Economic Development Strategies
Transportation/Traffic
Tri-City Golf Course Improvement
Common City Logo

Mayor Thompson discussed the addition ofthe following to A:
(Councilman LeBaron)
(Councilman Gunther)
(Mayor)

Fitness Center self-sufficiency
Capital Facilities Plan
City Managers Training

Also the moving to A from another class the following:
Main Street Plan

(Councilman Gunther)

Mayor Thompson added school routes to B under the existing Sidewalks/Roads with
Councilman Storrs.
Howard Denney added that was necessary as having designated school routes may provide an
additional funding source.
Mayor Thompson distributed the Council Assignments:
Mayor Thompson

Department Advisor

Police
Fire/EMS
Human Resources
Administration
Public Safety
Schools/Education
North Valley Animal Shelter
Veterans
Public Works
Trails

Committees!Liai son:

Councilman Storrs:

Department Advisor:
Committees/Liaison :
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Solid Waste
Neighborhood Improvement
Finance
Youth Court
Councilman LeBaron

Fitness Center/Recreation
City Attorney
Recreation
Finance
Youth Council
Golf Course
Steel Days

Dept. Advisor:
Committees/Liaison:

Councilman Gunther Department Advisor:

Budget
Economic Development
Broadband
Finance-Chairman
Economic Development
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown AF
Timpanogos Special Service District

Committees/Liaison :

Councilmember Rodeback :

Library
Arts Council
Public Relations
Arts & Humanities
Parks
Literacy
Neighbors in Action
Beautification/Shade Tree

Dept. Advisor:

Committees/Liaison:

Councilman Cates:

Department Advisor:
Committees/Liaison:

Planning
Cemetery
Metropolitan Water Board
Historic Preservation
Senior Citizens Center
AF Irrigation Company

Councilman LeBaron asked about temporarily distributing some of the areas that Councilman
Cates had He would be happy to take the Cemetery.
Councilman Gunther was willing to substitute for the Metropolitan Water Board.
Council member Rodeback was willing to take Historic Preservation.
Councilman Storrs would take the Senior Citizens.
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Councilmember Rodeback noted that they did not need an Economic Development Committee
and she had been working with Economic Development.
Mayor Thompson would change the Economic Development Advisor from Councilman Gunther
to Council member Rodeback and delete all together the Economic Development Committee
under Councilman Gunther.
Mayor Thompson distributed goals that would be worked on with the Key Staff on during 20072008 .
1.

2
3
4.

Give employees opportunity to succeed in their jobs
a.
Job descriptions
b.
Fair grades/salaries/performance-based
c.
Adequate staffing
d.
Goals/objectives/accountability
e.
Team building
f
Manager training
g.
Updated HR policy
h
Department operations/ procedures manuals
Keep City Council well-informed
Keep Citizens well-informed
Fine tune our "Vision of American Fork"

This would also be included in an updated Strategic Plan.
Mayor Thompson welcomed input regarding any of the items discussed .
Counci'l man LeBaron would like to see some more staff communication skills. He noted that the
City Celebration Name could come off of Class C. It was not ready to be discussed anymore.
Mayor Thompson led the Council through the Planning Items by Class.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the TSSD Odor was shown as an A' but was not reall y a
major focus or emphasis. She felt that their proactive energy needed to be on a larger st rategic
scale. lt might be a subset.
Councilman Gunther commented that the plan to enlarge the plant was in process and should
solve the problem.
Council member Rodeback did not see that Recycling Usage was of more strategic importance
than Securing Grants. She saw it as little items getting in the way of big items.
Councilman Storrs asked where they were at with the HR Policies and Procedures.
Mayor Thompson answered that it had been in Kevin Bennett' s court for a long time, but he has
had a lot of items to deal with. He noted that he would take the common administrative items off
the schedule.
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The Council discussed the items on the Prioritized Planning List.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they had not formally adopted Council procedures. He liked the
idea ofthe public and the council being on the same page in the meetings.
Councilman Storrs felt that something should be adopted before they had a problem.
On the matter of 1120 North Street, it was noted that the extension of 1120 North was on the
February 22, 2007 work session agenda to discuss the type of stream crossing
Council member Rodeback felt a traffic study was needed on the west end. They did not have
genuine consensus regarding the opening ofthe 560 West crossing.
Mayor Thompson felt that someone needed to track the studies in that area by MAG and others.
He would put 1120 North Street extension, 560 West crossing, 900 West, and the 100 East 200
South Curve as subsets under Transportation/Traffic in A' .
Howard Denney noted that the Capital Facilities Plan could include a subset which was the
Impact Fees Update. Mayor Thompson agreed and would move it to A' .
Economic Development Strategy would change to Council member Rodeback.
Councilman Storrs would take on the TSSD Odor.
Councilman Gunther would research as to how the Timpanogos Special Service District Board
was to be made up .
City Organization really included goals, City logo, and arts council.
Howard Denney suggested that the Master Plan Update and Targeted Housing could be a subset
of the Capital Facilities Plan as well.
Councilman LeBaron added that they needed to consider something with regard to sexual
oriented businesses.
Mayor Thompson would add sexual oriented businesses as another subset. He asked about
Securing Grants.
Council member Rodeback responded that there was no real focus or direction .
Mayor Thompson reported that around the key staffthere were some who had applied for and
secured grants.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that a grant writer needed to be up to speed in all facets of the
community. On the other hand, the City was doing quite a bit in identifying grants available.
Mayor Thompson stated that Melanie Marsh had the responsibility to develop grants.
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Councilman Storrs commented that putting Human Resources on her was well was a lot of work.
Human Resources was a full time job
Councilmember Rodeback added that grants were not the free
Mayor Thompson added grants as a subset of City Organization, along with risk management
and legal department reorganization
Councilman LeBaron noted that Darrell Child and his group had provided some risk
management training.
Council member Rodeback had on her A list, Library Books. She noted that Tree City USA was
on her A list She wanted to see the sidewalks and schools moved up to A'.
Councilman Storrs suggested that Councilmember Rodeback was working on that and should be
the prime mover
Targeted Housing was not on Councilmember Rodeback's A list
Councilman Storrs picked up Targeted Housing.
Council member LeBaron suggested that large lots, be a subset of the Master Plan.
Councilman Gunther suggested that the Cultural Arts Center Planning could be under Main
Street
Council member Rodeback noted that the Arts Council and Woodbury Corp. were working
together on that.
Mayor Thompson added that they were both waiting for Dr Bell to provide them his plans.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they were not going to do a Rental Property Ordinance.
After some discussion Mayor Thompson stated that he would put that back up in Class A. He
would schedule the topic for a future work session.
Councilman Gunther asked about enforcement of keeping one's sidewalk in good repair.
Councilmember Rodeback added that enforcement was what stopped most committees because
they did not feel they would get enforcement out of the City. It also was a funding issue.
Councilman LeBaron asked that the sign ordinance be a subset of Ordinances update.
Council member Rodeback felt that Neighbors in Action should be a C.
Councilman LeBaron reported the feedback on the Senior Citizens was that there was a lack of
activities and programs. It was probably aPR thing. There were some Recreation/Fitness
programs
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Councilmember Rodeback sensed that since the Literacy Center partnered with the Boys and
Girls Clubs that everything was going okay.
Mayor Thompson removed the Literacy Center and also Citizen Involvement, as it was on going.
Promoting AF would be a subset ofEconomic Development. He asked about Technology
Update
Melanie Marsh stated that ought to remain . She would like to see im Intranet Policy again.
Mayor Thompson commented that this exercise showed that they had a pretty good list last year.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that she would like to see more effective use of volunteer
committees.
Howard Denney noted there were a lot of Eagle Scout Projects done.
Mayor Thompson stated that he would tune up and rework the Prioritized Planning Items by
Class and Assigned City Council Member and provide an updated schedule. If the Council saw
other changes or additions, Mayor Thompson could be contacted.
Councilman LeBaron suggested a community bulletin board where persons could post things.
Councilman Gunther thought it would be nice for the City to have an electronic sign to provide
information.
Mayor Thompson noted that it might be valuable to have a planning retreat.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 7:45 p.m.

tfk. &J_
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 8,2007
"AMENDED - NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, February 8,2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of UVSC becoming a 4-year University. - Mayor ~ o n z p s o n
Discussion of a waiver of park impact fees for Mira Vista. -Mayor 7hornpson
Discussion of a new City Logo. - Debby Lauret
Discussion of an American Fork/Pleasant Grove boundary line agreement. -Mayor
Thompson
Discussion of items for the upcoming February 13, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 6 day of February, 2007
h

Richard M. Colborn
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 8,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, February 8, 2007, in the City Administration Offlces, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of UVSC becoming a 4-year University - Mayor 73omy.con
Discussion of a waiver of park impact fees for Mira Vista. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of a new City Logo. - Debby Lawet
Discussion of items for the upcoming February 13, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment
Dated this 30 day of January, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETJNG MINUTES
FEBRUARY 8, 2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, February 8, 2007, in the
City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 3:02 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, Council members Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and Shirl
LeBaron . Council members Cates and Storrs were excused. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Police ChiefLance Call, Kevin Bennett, Debby Lauret, Richard Colborn,
Barbara Christiansen, Nicke Brown, Ben Meissner, Brian Pope, Rod Despain, and Howard
Denney.
DISCUSSION OF UVSC BECOMD'JG A 4-YEAR UNIVERSITY -Mayor Thompson
Councilman Gunther reported that he had talked with Nancy Smith from UVSC and received a
letter and some marketing materials in support ofthe change to a University .
Mayor Thompson asked if it addressed some the questions that were raised at the January 23rd
meeting.
Councilman Gunther answered that they were, "addressed."
Wilson Sorenson, the first President ofUtah Technical College, sent him a letter. He suggested
that he talk to Yard Roper who did an editorial after the one by Wilson Sorenson.
Councilman Gunther expressed t hat is concern was whether making UVSC a 4-year University
was going to take funding from other universities. That would be a negative. He talked to a
professor at the University of Utah who reported that the attendance had leveled out at the
university level and the fear was that it would thin out the pie. Councilman Gunther was a
supporter ofUVSC. He would rather see it evolve over a little longer period of time. Was there
enough money and the need? He did not think so right now.
Mayor Thompson asked if there were any other questions or discussion .
Councilman LeBaron noted that this was brought up by American Fork High School Principal
Carolyn Merrill and asked if other cities had been presented this Resolution of Supp01t.
Mayor Thompson believed that to be the case. How many responded favorably, he did not
know .
Councilman LeBaron appreciated Councilman Gunther ' s position. He had taught over there and
believed it to be a great asset to the valley They should not pass a Resolution just because
others had . Politically though, if American Fork were to be the only Council that did not pass it,
it might be a problem. He added that he had heard that seven out often college eligible students
in the valley were ineligible to go to BYU.
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Debby Lauret commented that she had three children that went to UVSC. They live at home.
She would like to see it become a University.
Councilman LeBaron explained that it would be a level two university and would not be a
research university
Councilmember Rodeback stated that her son wanted to go to UVSC, but she would not allow it
because it was not a university.
Councilman LeBaron thought that the trades would remain.
Mayor Thompson explained t hat Mountainlands Applied Technology Center was very serious
about high qual ity trade education. They were going to work closely with UVSC.
Councilman Gunther commented that it would probably happen, eventually. The question was
whether the time was right
D ISCUSSION OF A WAIVER OF PARK IMP ACT FEES FOR MIRA VISTA -Mayor

Thompson
This item would be returned to later.
DI SCUSSION OF A NEW CITY LOGO - Debby Lauret
Debby Lauret reported that they had received some feedback from some of the staff and from
some ofthe public.
Brian Pope explained that they took the feed back and have improved the look.
Ben Meissner reviewed the changes made since the last meeting.
Mr. Pope expressed that it had been asked of him how the black lettering would look on a dark
b'\ue vehicle. T he simple answer to that was that it would have a simple white outer border and
the American Fork and 1853 would be in white lettering.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the mountain range was about right. The cattails were out
of scale. He suggested that they be lowered to just below the gray.
The Council was most pleased with the one included as an ATTACHMENT.
Sma'll details were discussed.
Howard Denney asked the actual size going on the vehicles. He did not think that the City
department needed to be identified on the vehicle.
Chief Call stated that on police vehicles they no longer put logos on the door but on the rear
qua11er panels.
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Councilmember Rodeback noted that they were making an effort to unify.
Kevin Bennett asked that the copyright of the music be looked into.
Debby Lauret responded that they would reduce the size of the cattails, look into the music and
return in two weeks.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they raise the green up and make the river a little wider.
Councilmember Rodeback suggested that they nm it past the City's public information
consultant
Mayor Thompson directed the meeting back to Mira Vista.
DISCUSSION OF A WAIVER OF PARK IMP ACT FEES FOR MIRA VISTA - Mavor
lhompson
Mayor Thompson noted that Martha Spore had provided a letter requesting the waiver of park
impact fees for Mira Vista Senior Project because they did their own and did not need the City to
provide park areas.
Rod Despain reported that the fees had been paid. This would be a reimbursement.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that when seniors made a request for a senior discount
she thought they were well deserved . But when the said that they shouldn ' t have to pay for
something because they did not use it, that set a very dangerous precedent. She did not believe
the City had grounds in which to waive the fee.
Richard Colborn asked if there was anything that said the reimbursement would go to seniors or
would it go to the developer.
Rod Despain commented that the letter had been provided and they felt it was a fairness
question
Howard Denny noted that the same argument had been made by seniors that they should not
have to pay school taxes because their children were no longer in school.
Council member Rodeback responded that there was a benefit of living in an educated society.
Rod Despain felt there was real long-term problem with a waiver.
Councilman Gunther was not inclined to provide a waiver, noting that there was nothing fair
about taxes.
Mayo r Thompson did not detect any support for a waiver. He asked Melanie M arsh to respond
to M s. Spore that there was not support to have this on the agenda. According to the Ordinance,
she could have a hearing before the City Council.

3

DISCUSSION OF AN AMERICAN FORK/PLEASANT GROVE BOUNDARY LINE
AGREEMENT -Mayor Thompson
Rod Despain stated that there was another issue. On Tuesday morning at 7:30a. m. Mayor
Thompson, Rod Despain, Howard Denney, and Kevin Bennett would be meeting with the Mayor
ofPleasant Grove and corresponding staffto address the current and ongoing request for
disconnection by Mr. Robinson and Mr. Smith. Pleasant Grove was now taking that seriously
The dilemma was that Dave Robinson and Stan Smith want American Fork to go on record that
the City would annex them ifthey were successful.
Mayor Thompson reported that Mayor Daniels called him a couple of days ago wanting
American Fork to send him a letter in supp011 of Pleasant Grove's opposition to the disconnect.
Mayor Thompson had crafted a letter that said that the disconnection, was a not an issue to
American Fork. American Fork was proceeding with the boundary agreement through the City
Council.
Mr. Despain thought that they would be pressured for a position at their meeting next Tuesday.
Kevin Bennett commented that the agreement did address it in that it suggested a boundary.
Mr. Despain agreed.
Councilman Gunther was uncomfortable in that Pleasant Grove, way back, encroached on
property that ought to be in American Fork and so he would rather just wait and see what
happened with the disconnect and then negotiate after that.
Mayor Thompson felt some danger in that approach. T he danger was that American Fork had
given some concessions in the Mayfield Development and he thought American Fork was in a
position to get an agreement that any further encroachment in the hea11 of Vintaro would be in
American Fork.
Councilman LeBaron wanted some time to look into this.
Mayor Thompson expressed that they had been in negotiations for a long time and, then to back
out, it would put a bad taste in their mouth. They discussed the area.
Council member Rodeback asked if it took care of Sam White Lane.
Rod Despain noted that was another issue that had not been previously addressed .
Howard Denney explained that in 2004, Sam White Lane (6800 North-county; 1100 South-city)
was a projected seven-lane bridge over 1-15. Now, the straight thm traffic had been curtailed in
the Pleasant Grove po1tion.
Rod Despain thought that where the road was to go was in the ownership of Stan Smith and
Pleasant Grove may be putting that road where they could. They needed to include the provision
that Pleasant Grove would acknowledge that Sam White Lane was a collector class road.
American Fork had to look at what was best for the community. He hoped that on Tuesday he
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would hear from Pleasant Grove that it was only temporary. They would also discuss 860 East
and the Sager Slough. American Fork needed to preserve their right to introduce water into the
slough.
Mayor Thompson thought they to be in the trade-off mode. He asked when they would have a
version to look at.
Rod Despain would provide version four tomorrow.
Richard Colborn asked if Pleasant Grove had seen this agreement.
Rod Despain answered that Pleasant Grove had seen version one.
Mayor Thompson noted that the Sam White Lane and the Sager Slough issues were different
now. He asked that Pleasant Grove also get a copy tomorrow.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE ·uPCOMING FEBRUARY 13,2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Mayor Thompson asked ifthere were any clarifications needed .
Rod Despain noted that the Planning Commission had made some modifications on the
pressurized irrigation ordinance. He would provide those tomorrow.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he had some names for Community Service Awards.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the Crescent School ofMusic had changed their name to
The Music School.
Mayor Thompson asked Melanie Marsh to inform Amanda Durrant that when she prepared the
Mayor' s Award that their name was now, The Music School.
Councilmember Rodeback had a few changes in the agreement with Linda Walton. They were
not substantial. T hey want to get away from the reference of public relations when it was public
~i nformat ion

Mayor Thompson asked Councilmember Rodeback to provide the changes to Melanie Marsh and
to Kevin Bennett.
Howard Denney asked that item number seven be changed to a selection and approval of a
contractor from an RFP process.
Mayor Thompson asked that the agenda be amended.
Howard Denney noted that the firm with the lowest price did not make it through the selection
process. The low bid had not demonstrated that they had worked with courts before. The RFP
documents were available for review in the Recorder's Office.
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ADJOURNMENT

The work session adjourned at 5:22 p.m.
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Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FE BRUARY 13,2007
"AMENDED - NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on February 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the Chidester Annexation consisting of
5.17 acres at 1300 North 100 East. - Staff

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on February 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Steve Pierson from the Calvary Mountain View Church;
roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of a Mayor's Award to The Music School.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON COlVSElVT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agcnda by the Mayor or aCouncilrnember and placed in the action items.)
Approval of the January 18, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the January 23, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the January 29, 2007 work session minutes
Approval of the February 6, 2007 work session minutes
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution revising the Parks and Recreation Committee Charter.
- Councilmember Rodeback
Review and action on a Resolution of support of Utah Valley State College and its efforts
to become a four-year University. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on amendments to the Development Code relating to subdivision lots
containing two or more separate single family dwellings. - Stafl
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
1

posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
* a. Review and action on the final plat of Harber View Subdivision consisting ot two
lots at 88 & 98 North 600 East. -Jess Harber
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Miller-South Subdivision consisting of two
lots at approximately 80 South 100 East. -Marc South
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a specific site plan for Copper
Ridge at North Shore Corporate Center at approximately 800 south Auto Mall
Drive. - Kyle Spencer & Joshua Rindlzsbacher
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a specific site plan for the Cox
Office Structure at 55 1 East Main Street. - Larry Howden
Review and action on an Ordinance regarding the Pressurized Irrigation Specifications. Howard Denney
Review and action on the selection and approval of a contractor from an RFP process for
the courts project. - Howard Denney
Review and action on a consulting services agreement with Linda Walton. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on an American ForkIPleasant Grove Boundary Line Agreement. Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a contract with the State of Utah, Department of Community and
Culture, State Library Division for payment of a maximum of $6,612.00 to American
Fork City, the American Fork Public Library Board and the American Fork City Library.
- Sheena Pa~ker
Review and action on public utility easement agreements between Highland City and
American Fork City in the area of the Tri-City Golf Course. - Howard Denney
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - Staff
Adjournment.
"Previous agenda item #12 regarding a resolution on an amendment to the fitness center fees is deleted from this
agenda.

Dated this 12 day of February, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FE BRUARY 13,2007
NOTlCE OF PUBLIC HEARING, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on February 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the Chidester Annexation consisting of
5.17 acres at 1300 North 100 East. - St@
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on February 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, comlnencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Steve Pierson from the Calvary Mountain View Church;
roll call
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of a Mayor's Award to the Crescent School of Music.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
(~onancm
&onsent is t h a clam a f % ~ i ld o n thut mquiresno fir~hardimmaimor
C
which is r d n s in
All items on flie C m o n Codpcnt &ends are adoptad by a single motiond s s x m o d t o m the Co-n
Cmtrtt
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmemberand plrtced in the d o n items.)

Approval of the Jantmy 18,2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the January 23,2007 city c ~ w i minutes.
1
Approval of the January 29,2007 work session minutes
Approval o f f February 6,2607 work session minutes
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.
ACTION ITEMS
1

2
3
4

5.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. - M y o r
fiornpson
Review and action on a Resolution revising the Parks and Recreation Committee Charter.
- Councilmember Rodeback
Review and action on a Resolution of support of Utah Valley State College and its efforts
to become a four-year University. - Mayor Z%oqon
Review and action on amendments to the Development Code relating to subdivision lots
containing two or more separate single family dwellings - Staf
Review and action on subdivisiom, commercial projects, codominiumq d PUD's
including I ) plat approval; 2) mctM of satisfaction of water rights f e q u i r w ; 3)

posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
Review and action on the final plat of Harver View Subdivision consisting ot two
a.
lots at 88 & 98 North 600 East. -Jess Harber
Review and action on the final plat of Miller-South Subdivision consisting of two
b.
lots at approximately 80 South 100 East. -Marc South
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a specific site plan for Copper
Ridge at North Shore Corporate Center at approximately 800 south Auto Mall
Drive - Kyle Spencer &Joshua Rindlisbacher
d
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a specific site plan for the Cox
Office Structure at 551 East Main Street. - Lany Howden
Review and action on an Ordinance regarding the Pressurized Irrigation Specifications. Howard Denney
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for the contractor for the courts. -Howard
Denney
Review and action on a consulting services agreement with Linda Walton. - M q o r
nompson
Review and action on an American ForWleasant Grove Boundary Line Agreement. Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a contract with the State of Utah, Department of Community and
Culture, State Library Division for payment of a maximum of $6,612.00 to American
Fork City, the American Fork Public Library Board and the American Fork City Library.
- Sheena Parker
Review and action on public utility easement agreements between Highland City and
American Fork City in the area of the Tri-City Golf Course. -Howard Denney
Review and action on a Resolution amended the fees at the Fitness Center. - Derric
Rykert
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - Sta8
Adjournment
Dated this 6 day of February, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCil- MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 13 , 2007

ATTACHMENT
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMNIEN T REGARDING THE
CHIDESTER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.17 ACRES AT 1300 NORTH 100 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on February 13 , 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:25p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and
Ricky Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Staff present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Kevi n Bennett, Sheena Parker, Lori England, Jay
Christensen, and Wendelin Knobloch . Others present included Kathryn Chidester, Barbara
Christiansen, Ralph Glather, Marie Adams, ten Scouts, plus twel ve additional citizens.
Mayor Thompson explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
the Chidester Annexation consisting of 5.17 acres at 1300 North 100 East He asked for
comments.
Kathryn Chidester owner of the property expressed that she wanted to be annexed to the City.
There being no further comment, the hearing ended at 7:27p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in regular session on February 13, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and
Ricky Storrs. Staff present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard
Denney, Kevin Bennett, Sheena Parker, Lori England, Fire Chief Jay Christensen, and Police
ChiefLance Call, Wendelin Knobloch, and Rod Despain. Others present included Barbara
Christiansen, Linda Walton, Ralph Glather, Marie Adams, Larry Howden, 23 Scouts from
Troops 709, 829, 1159, & 1165, and fourteen additional citizens.
Mayor Thompson reported that they there was an optimistic report regarding Councilman Cates
that his cancer was likely treatable.
Senior Patrol Leader Mitch Gibson of Troop 709 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance
and Steve Pierson from the Calvary Mountain View Church offered a prayer.
The Scouts came forward and introduced themselves.
Mayor Thompson commended the Scout leaders for bringing the Scouts and the Scouts
themselves for pursuing the worthwhile goal ofEagle Scout
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD - LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
1

Clint Bean, asked about the moratorium and to find out how the Council and Mayor felt about
the south side and when they anticipated allowing development to move forward down there.
Rod Despain responded that the Planning Commission looked at the draft of the Sensitive Lands
Ordinance and held a hearing at their last meeting and received no public comment. Some
changes were needed and they were being reviewed. He thought that it would be discussed again
at the first meeting in March.
Mayor Thompson commented that there was not a moratorium. Some that were in place had
proceeded.
Steven Burt asked if he would be able to comment on an item on the agenda when it came up
Mayor Thompson answered that Mr. Burt would be able to comment at that time.
Kit Wilkinson was the co-director of the Boys and Girls Club that met at the library. There were
two new employees and they were a big help . They were fully functional for homework help.
They had eight computers now. Last November they went from a membership of 65 to 84 as of
today. They have about 150 tutors registered, but not all came at the same time. They had tutors
from the National Honor Society from the high school and the Secondary Education Department
from UVSC and the TOPS program from BYU coming and also American Fork community
members that helped . The Boys and Girls Club wrote and received a grant from AmeriCorps
and they would be establishing ten new centers like what they have in American Fork over the
next few years. They needed volunteers. They would be a large force in Utah County. He
thanked Sheena Parker and Lorraine Vance for their help.
Mayor Thompson expressed appreciation for the program.
Sheena Parker added that the Boys and Girls Club had done great work there.
PRESENTATION OF A MAYOR'S AWARD TO THE MUSIC SCHOOL
Mayor Thompson asked Caleb Chapman, Director of The Music School, to come forward .
Mayor Thompson played a cd from the Crescent Super Band. He presented Mr. Chapman a
Mayor's Award for the Crescent Super Band being declared one of the best High School Jazz
Ensembles in the World . There was general applause.
Caleb Chapman noted that they opened in 1999 and felt that American Fork was the right choice
for their home. He thanked the City for hosting them. He appreciated be patt of the rich heritage
of the Arts in American Fork, not just musically but otherwise as well. He will pass this award
on to the students. There was gE:neral applause.
M ayor Thompson recognized Ann Boyer as a part of their Staff as well .
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no Community Service Awards at this time.
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COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback reported that Mayor Thompson gave a very heartfelt delivery of the
Lincoln Portrait last night at the American Fork Symphony. She had also attended the first event
of these Chambers as a Concert Hall last Friday night to hear Voice Works. There was standing
room only. The acoustics were splendid. Frozen yogurt was missed not being down the street as
a place to gather after the concert.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that they were in the process of working out scheduling, fee
schedules, and use policies for the use of the City Hall and the Fitness Center. She appreci ated
staffs work.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she had visited with Cal Houghton and reported that
morale was up in the Parks Department. They were supported in their budget with another fulltime person and a new mower and they appreciated that.
Councilman Gunther reported that there had been several meetings with Horrocks and the
consortium on the secondary irrigation system and also two meetings with the American Fork
Irrigation Company. They have developed a time line. They planned to issue bonds in June or
July with construction beginning toward the end ofthe year. There was a lot involved in
planning for the system.
Councilman LeBaron reported the Steel Days Committee had met. The Steel Days website had
been updated It should be an outstanding celebration.
Councilman LeBaron noted that American Fork was one of three cities that had adopted the Utah
Lake Commission Interlocal Agreement to safeguard the asset ofUtah Lake.
Councilman LeBaron reported that last week he went to the Fitness Center at 6 :00a. m. and noted
a real problem with the lack of parking. There was no place to park. The facility was very well
used and was a beehive of activity that early in the morning and throughout the day There had
been a number of requests to establish a reservation policy for the gymnasium and Jr. Jazz and
tumbling. He would speak with Derric Rykert.
Mayor Thompson asked Melanie Marsh to address a Fitness Center Plan for parking.
Councilman Storrs reported that Austin Miller had done some research and soon they would
have some sample Ordinances regarding the displaying of addresses.
Councilman Storrs had visited the skate park and reported that it was a big hit.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Thompson reported that there was an event called, Pancakes and Politics. It was held
periodically at the American Fork Hospital. This was where elected officials were invited along
with state legislators, to address concerns. After that meeting he was invited by Senator
Valentine to come to his office and talk about the City ' s transportation concerns. At that time he
provided him the Resolution passed by the Council and discussed some specific transportation
3

issues with him. This past week they met with UDOT and MAG concerning transportation and
discussed in detail what American Fork preferences were and why. It had been a good couple of
weeks in making the City' s point
Specifically they highlighted that with the reconstruction of I-15 in the future there was some
concern with UDOT's design of the West Main Street exit that made it less accessible to
businesses. They were still having discussion on that point
There were some rumors that Main Street would get two more lanes. UDOT was going to widen
State Street east of 100 West toward Pleasant Grove because during reconstruction ofl-15 in the
next few years there would need to be some alternative routes. It was verified to Mayor
Thompson by UDOT and by MAG that they had no permanent plans to do anything to Main
Street. There may be a temporary situation where parking would not be allowed on Main Street
in order to accommodate another lane of traffic.
Mayor Thompson reported that they also discussed that 1100 East, (2000 West in Pleasant
Grove) was scheduled to be a main thoroughfare. Now, when that road came down from
Highland and through American Fork it ended at State. That was a major concern to American
Fork and to the transportation people and Pleasant Grove. That situation was being addressed
with some vigor
C O~ON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no fi.u1her discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed fro m the Corrunon Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Counci lmember and placed in the acti on items.)

l.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Approval ofthe January 18, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the January 23 , 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the January 29, 2007 work session minutes
Approval of the February 6, 2007 work session minutes
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $ 1,000.

Councilmember Rod eback asked that in the January 18, 2007 work session minutes on page 10,
that lines 38 to 40 be changed to read, "Councilmember Rodeback stated that the Arts Council
had applied for a grant in ignorance off what the Steel Days Committee was doing. She noted
that it was moot point because the grant they were seeking for an Arts Festival was not
awarded ."
Richard Colborn noted that he had received written corrections for the January 23, 2007, January
29, 2007, and February 6, 2007, minutes. (They included in the Janu ary 23 , 2007, city council
minutes a change on page 13 , line 39, from, "fellowships" to " scholarships." In the January 29,
2007, work session minutes, on page 3, lines 24 & 25 be changed to read, "Councilman Gunther
had an old HR person tell him that minimum was the entry level, mid-point was a good, solid
journeyman, and maximum was all the job was worth even if they can walk on water " In the
February 6, 2007, work session minutes, on page 4, line 37, be changed to read, "Councilman
Gunther commented that the plan to enlarge the plant was in process and should solve the
problem" and on page 7, line 16, change "Councilman Howard" to "Howard Denney."
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Councilman Gunther moved approval of the common consent items, and also included the
Januar-y 18, 2007 work session minutes, January 23, 2007 city council minutes, the Januar-y
29, 2007 work session minutes, and the February 6, 2007 work session minutes with the
corrections as submitted. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.

ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTl\IIENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mavor Thompson
There were no appointments at this time.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REVISING THE PARKS AND
RECREATION COMMJTTEE CHARTER - Councilmember Rodeback
Mayor Thompson asked that this item be placed on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION OF SUPPORT OF UTAH VALLEY STATE
COLLEGE AND ITS EFFORTS TO BECO:rvtE A FOUR-YEAR UNIVERSITY -Mavor

Thompson
Mayor Thompson reported that this Resolution was considered at the State Legislature and the
Senate and they had unanimously approved it It was headed to the House fairly soon
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she spent the afternoon reading information on this
issue that Councilman Gunther provided them. There were some arguments against university
status and they seemed to center around the shortage of skilled technicians, the uncertainty of
funding, and the thought that it may be premature.
She continued that the arguments on the pro side were compelling. The region had evolved over
the last century from agricultural to manufacturing to high tech and to where now we were a
player in the global economy. They needed to be producing a work force that competes in that
global economy. BYU had filled that niche for this valley, but because the demographics of the
LDS Church was switching away from this state, that university was no longer accepting
students from this region at least not like it had done historically.
Council member Rodeback commented that when she considered the needs and also recognized
that the vocational needs were being met by the Mountainland Applied Technology Center, the
arguments were lining up on the need for a university.
Mayor Thompson asked for any other comments.
Councilman LeBaron noted that another statistic was that seven out often college students in the
Vall ey were unable to matriculate into BYU and were forced to leave when they really wanted to
remain here.
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Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-02-llR by the American Fork
City Council in support of Utah Valley State College and its effort to become a four-year
university. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilman Gunther stated that he felt it would eventually be a university. He felt it was
premature as other university enrollment in the state had leveled off. He was concerned about
cost He noted that UVSC now offered some 4-year degrees. He would probably vote for the
Resolution as he was a representative of the people and he thought the majority wanted it.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENTS TO THE DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING
TO SUBDIVISION LOTS CONTAINING TWO OR MORE SEPARATE SINGLE FAMILY
DWELLINGS -Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that this approval would allow action on the next item.
Rod Despain explained that this ordinance addressed the issue of a circumstance of a having on a
single lot, two separate dwellings. Prior to 1978, two homes could be constructed on a single
parcel. After 1978, they were non-conforming uses. The next issue had this circumstance. In
the past the City has allowed that without the benefit of an Ordinance. Legal counsel suggested
that there needed to be authorization to allow that division and for the two dwellings to be sold
independently.
Councilman Gunthea· moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-02-08 approving the amendments
to the Development Code relating to subdivision lots containing two or more separate
single family dwellings. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron asked what affect this ordinance would have on flag lots.
Rod Despain responded that it would not have an affect. It also only applied to those already
existing, and most were smaller than conforming lots.
Kevin Bennett added that most did not have sufficient frontage.
All were in favoa".
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD' S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Harber View Subdivision consi sting of two lots at
88 & 98 North 600 East -Jess Harber
6

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the final plat of Harber View Subdivision
and to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications
with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to
the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of the
required public improvements. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat ofMiller-South Subdivision consisting of two lots at
approximately 80 South 100 East -Marc South
Councilman Gunther asked about the access to Grant Avenue.
Howard Denney noted that the City had vacated Grant Avenue to the north and turned it
to the east and extended it over to 200 East Street The dedication for Grant Avenue was
only 33-feet There should be additional dedications on this plat to make it a legal lot by
definition The standard was sixty feet
Rod Despain recommended that they table action as it was not ready for action.

Councilman Gunther moved to table action on this matter. Councilmember
Rodeback seconded the motion. AU wer·e in favor.
b

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a specific site plan for Copper Ridge at
North Shore Corporate Center at approximately 800 South Auto Mall D rive - Kvle
Spencer & Joshua Rindlisbacher
Rod Despain explained that initially there were two ways to be approved. It could be
done in a two step process, a preliminary and final plat, or all at once. This was
represented as going forward in a single process. When it came to the Planning
Commission there was a shift and a desire to do a two step process and the Planning
Commission approved it that way, even though it was advertised the other way. They did
not see it as a problem. The same agenda language was provided for the City Council
agenda. It was the same project and the same area and would be coming back to the
Council for final action.
Mayor Thompson asked why the City had a two-step process.
Rod Despain responded t hat often times it was desired that a project be phased . The
Meadows was a good example. There was an overall plan and then a specific site plan
for each area. Most people wanted some kind of approval before they spent money on
the detail. In this case it was not ready for final approval. The detail was sti ll being
worked on.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the preliminary plan for Copper Ridge
Planned Industrial Proj ect at Northshore Corporate Center. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson asked what was going to be developed on the site.
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Mr. Despain reported that it would be a series of office-warehouse buildings.
Developer Joshua Rindlisbacher explained that they would be similar to some
constructed in Bluffdale and would have an office in front with warehouse in the back. A
carpet business would be a good example of a use for these buildings.
Rod Despain added that the zone required that all manufacturing be done inside. The
final plan would include elevations and become part of the documentation for final
approval.
All were in favor.
d.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a specific site plan for the Cox Office
Structure at 551 East Main Street - Larry Howden
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-02-09 approving the
commercial site plan for the Cox Office Development at 551 East Main Street.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron observed that it was nice in its design and practicality and would be
a good addition to the City.
Mayor Thompson commented that it appeared that it would have good landscaping.
Howard Denney asked what the set back to the property line on the east was. Part of the
building w as two-story.
Architect Larry Howden responded that it was eight feet
A1l were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE REGARDING THE PRESSURIZED
IRRIGATION SPECIFICATIONS -Howard Denney
Mayor Thompson asked ifthis Ordinance contained all that a developer needed to proceed
without the full design ofthe pressurized irrigation system.
Howard Denney noted that there were two parts to the answer. This would be a stand alone and
they would not be charg ing it at this time. The intent was to connect when the system would be
charged.
Mayor Thompson asked ifthey were comfortable with it
Howard Denney stated that it was typical and adequate and would allow developers to proceed
with installation of the system.
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Rod Despain added that the ordinance that was passed in November 2005 specified that all
secondary lines would be six-inch or larger. That was sufficient for general service lines but not
for major lines. It would be a rare instance where that would be insufficient within the
boundaries of a subdivision.
Councilman Gunther asked ifHorrocks had reviewed this ordinance
Howard Denney responded that Horrocks prepared it.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-02-10 establishing standards for
the design, quality of materials, and installation of the pressurized irrigation system
improvements in the City. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Council member Rodeback noted that this was heavy reading. She was placing a lot of
confidence in Horrocks and in the Planning Commission.
All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SELECTION AND APPROVAL OF A CONTRACTOR
FROM AN RFP PROCESS FOR THE COURTS PROJECT - Howard Denney
Mayor Thompson explained that the court system had requested expansion and the City has met
with them several times. The courts were funding this and the design. He noted that the
selection was Chad Husband Construction, who was not the low bid.
Howard Denney explained that this was not a low bid process. They had entered into an RFP.
The selection committee was made ofup staff, two members from the courts, one member of the
construction group and two members from the architect. The criteria was that the selection
would be based 30% on cost; 20% on qualifications, competence, and references; 20% on ability
to meet construction timetable; and 30% on specific experience with courts facilities or
comparable projects and use oL1.pproved carpentry firms;
Mayor Thompson asked Melanie Marsh if the courts were happy.
Ms. Marsh responded that they -vvere.
Steven Burt, one of the owners ofENTELEN Design-Build, stated that they were the low bidder
on the project. He appreciated Mr. Denney advising them that they ought to be to this meeting to
represent their interests in this matter. He provided a letter to the Council. It is included in these
minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Additionally, the letter explained that he was a non-attorney member of the Utah State Bar
Commission and in that position he had the responsibility of overseeing the practice of law in the
State ofUtah and to look out for fair treatment of the citizenry He did not think that it was in
the State guidelines to circumvent low bids. It gave the appearance that there was a
predetermined favorite They needed to consider the value of the contactor. They had done a

"clean room" for a Utah county firm .
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Mr. Burt continued that to his knowledge no one had called any of his company' s references to
see what kind of work they had done. He had checked with his references as of 4 :00p.m. today.
He encouraged the Council to consider carefull y the recommendation of the committee. They
would like to do business with the City.
Councilman Gunther asked how critical it was to act on this tonight
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh responded that the courts were on a tight time line. This project
was already a couple of months behind.
Mayor Thompson was interested in the comment in the letter that said that, " Such criteria,
however, would effectively limit such projects to companies who are already ' part of the club '".
He wondered if any of that flavor were a part of the analysis.
Howard Denney stated that the problem to ENTELEN came with experience with courts. They
had two studies they referred to. They failed to demonstrate court experience.
Councilman LeBaron noted that it said, "or comparable projects". He asked who supplied the
evaluation sheet
Cathy Jensen stated that it was a standard used by the City and by other cities.
Councilman LeBaron asked ifENTELEN had experience in comparable facilities or projects.
Mr. Burt responded that they had experience of projects of comparable size or larger. His
concern was that if you had never done a courtroom, with that criterion, one never would get a
chance.
Councilman Storrs stated that he would not have a problem in going w ith the low bid if they
were a close second.
Mayor Thompson asked legal counsel Kevin Bennett if there was any exposure if they did not go
with the low bid.
Kevin Bennett responded that this was not a bid. It was a Request for Proposal. They looked at
it as a proposal . It was not necessarily awarded by the cheapest price.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the entire cost was going to come from the courts.
Cathy Jensen responded that it was.
Councilman LeBaron asked who were on the committee.
Melanie Marsh answered that it was made up of two members fro m MHTN Architects, Peter
Moyes and Tyler Curtis. Paul P latt from the Court Administrator' s Office and three others from
the courts. Also, Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh, and Cathy Jensen from the City.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if there were strong recommendations by the court.
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Melanie Marsh responded that there were.
Howard Denney noted that every one had the same firm rated number one with the exception of
one person.
Mr. Burt noted that he had two letters of recommendation from MHTN Architects.
One ofthe criteria was the millwork contractor. He had a letter as to their experience.
Mayor Thompson asked if there was any flavor in any of those meetings that exhibited bias
toward any contractor
Cathy Jensen stated that the RFP was sent out twice because there was no response the first time.
Mayor Thompson again asked if there was any flavor in any of those meetings that exhibited bias
toward any contractor that would favor one submitter over another.
Melanie Marsh responded that bias was based on experience with courts and millwork, and it
was not geared toward any contractor
Steven Burt expressed that they were not concerned with bias toward any responder, it was the
criteria that seemed biased.
Councilman Gunther was familiar with bids and was becoming familiar with RFP ' s. Clearly
ENTELEN was rated one in the low cost area. Perhaps in the experience area they may not have
been rated as high there. He could see with the rating system that they might come in second.
With the Council not being a part of the ranking he was reluctant to go with anything else.

Councilman Gunther moved to authorize the City to enter into a contract with Chad
Husband Construction Inc. for the construction of the American Fork City Police & Courts
Building 2nd Floor Courtroom.
Councilman Gunther expressed that he liked Mr. Burt. He was intelligent and made good points.
Councilman Gunther was not there and could not judge.
Mayor Thompson called for a second.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the fourth criteria on the evaluation sheet imposed by the
City or the courts.
Cathy Jensen answered that it was emphasized by the court. They helped weigh what was
important
Council member Rodeback noted that it was the coutts money and that they voted in that criterion
and with that information she was hard pressed to overturn the decision.

Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
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She noted that she did so with some regret because she was persuaded by the qualifications of
ENTELEN. She noted that they had an award from the Utah Heritage Foundation and that was a
high recommendation.
Steve Burt expressed that they would be more comfortable if anybody had checked their
references.
Mayor Thompson asked Howard Denney about that

Mr. Denney responded that Peter Moyes said that he checked all of the references in the
submittals. He reported that there were a couple of references that he could not get on the phone
Mr. Burt had checked with the references as of 4:00p.m. today.
Mayor Thompson asked how many references were provided by ENTELEN.
Mr Burt responded that there were five
Councilman LeBaron noted that the most important was the millwork contractor. An accurate
and reputable millwork sub was a significant factor.

Mr. Burt noted that Granite Mill would be subcontractor and it was listed the day after as
required by the RFP.
Howard Denney noted that Granite Mill was also the sub for everyone except one and that fi rm
was not one of the higher rated firms

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Gunther and Rodeback. Nay, Councilmembers LeBaron and Storrs.
Mayor Thompson stated that it appeared to hi m that the purpose was the people who sponsored
and funded it and the City was building it for them. They provided the direction and they had the
common criteria and that would persuade him to support the motion. The only thing that would
persuade the Mayor not to vote for it was that none ofENTELEN' s references were checked.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they take a few minutes to review the proposals, either now
or later. It persuaded him as he looked at them in a cursory manner.

Mayor Thompson knew the courts were anxious but he was not going to support the
motion. He asked that the references be checked and they do their homework and verify
the references to see why that did not happen and treat this item at the work session next
Thursday. The motion was defeated.
Mayor Thompson asked Melanie Marsh as the City' s Contract Administrator, to validate the
references in the RFP and to first contact Peter Moyes fro m MHTN regarding when he contacted

the references and then contact the references in the RFP. The proposals would be available in
the Mayor's office for the Council to review.
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Steven Burt appreciated the chance to be heard and the invitation to be here.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONSULTING SERVICES AGREEMENT WITH LINDA
WALTON -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson noted that this final version was received today. He asked the differences
Councilmember Rodeback explained that where it had referred to public relations, that was
replaced with public information. On page 2, the reference to story angles should be story lines.
The City was an entity that was not selling to the public but took direction from its citizens. One
change was that the progress report would be on a quarterly basis.
Councilman LeBaron noted the annual compensation would be $25,000 for 15 hours per week
with $12,500 for expenses. He asked about money for educational materials.
Councilmember Rodeback responded that it was included in the expense portion. The $12,500
was for expenses thru this budget year.
Councilman LeBaron wanted to be sure this was adequately funded.
Cathy Jensen added that expenses for the next budget year would go through the budget process.
Linda Walton commented that some ofthe things she would be coordinating were currently
being done by other people and there was already a budget for those.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that had some goals they would be working on City wide.
Councilman LeBaron asked that it include Website redevelopment. He noted that other cit ies
had public relations offices.
Linda Walton commented that generall y when public relations persons worked for government
they were traditionally called public information or public affairs officers.
Council member Rodeback explained that it was not always understood that government did not
tell the people what to think, they told the government
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the agreement. Councilman Gunther seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMERICAN FORK/PLEASANT GROVE BOUNDARY
LINE AGREEMENT - Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson reported that this was off the agenda and would be considered at a future time.
There were still some outstanding issues to be resolved .

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH THE STATE OF UTAH, DEPARTMENT
OF COMMUNITY AND CULTURE, STATE LffiRAR Y DIVISION FOR PAYMENT OF A
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MAXIMUM OF $6,6 12 00 TO AMERlCAN FORK CITY, THE AMERICAN FORK PUBLIC
LIBRARY BOARD AND THE AMERICAN FORK CITY LIBRARY -Sheena Parker
Library Director Sheena Parker explained that this was an annual grant given to libraries across
the State. Last year they receiv·~d $7,000.
Councilman Gunther moved to approve the 2006-2007 Library Grant Agreement with the
State for Community Library Enhancement Funds of up to $6,612.00. Councilmember
Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENT AGREEMENTS BETWEEN
illGHLAND CITY AND AMERJCAN FORK CITY IN THE AREA OF THE TRJ-CITY GOLF
COURSE - Howard Denney
Howard Denney explained that this was Highland City ' s effort to meet contractual agreements
with American Fork City on getting their sewer lines off of American Fork's lines. To do that,
Highland needed to pump the sewer up out of the creek area. They want the City grant them a
permanent easement across the City' s land in order to accomplish that
Mayor Thompson commented that the easements included property that the City could possibly
develop .
Howard Denney noted the sewer easement could be incorporated easily. It was the access
easement that would be most detrimental to the development of the land.
Councilman Gunther wanted to be cooperative with Highland City but thought that this may be
premature. They ought to see ifthere was some alternative.
Howard Denney commented that a letter of assuring access may work without encumbering the
ground permanently.
Councilman Gunther asked if there was a rush on this.
Howard D enney felt there was a little time. Highland had also signed a BOR appl ication and it
would probably be a few months to get that accomplished.
Councilman Storrs moved to table this item. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
Councilman Gunther asked staff to make contact with Highland City so they understood the
action tonight was only to clarify and was not a deniaL
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITE MS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS -

Staff
There were no change orders.
ADJOURNMENT
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Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:38 p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

/L' fit . {ij_
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 02-13-07 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 2

DESIGN-BUILD, LLC

March 19, 2002
Mayor Heber M. Thompson & City Council
American Fork City
51 E. Main Street
American Fork City, UT 84003
Dear Mayor Thompson and Council Members,
I am writing this letter to request that you accept the bid and proposal from ENTELEN DesignBuild, LLC as the lowest responsible bid and award us the contract for the Police and Courts
Building Second Floor Courtroom project. I realize this may not be the recommendation from
the committee in charge of this project however I ask that you consider these points:
1) ENTELEN submitted the lowest qualifying bid on bid day,
2) We are licensed in every respect required by your RFP and state law, both as a General
Contractor and as Architects,
3) We have an excellent reputation for quality and meeting our deadlines, particularly in similar
kinds of interior construction projects,
4) Our proposed Project Manager for your project completed a similar project for Salt Lake
City Courts that included (4) courtrooms (see photos),
5) Our proposed Casework/Millwork subcontractor, Granite Mill, has successfully completed
similar projects including the Matheson Courthouse, Ogden City Courts and SLC Federal
Courts (see attached letter),
6) ENTELEN has completed several analyses and conceptual designs for court facilities and
police facilities including the former 3rd District Court Facility in Sandy, the Sandy City Police
Department, and the Murray E:ity Justice Court and Police Facilities.
We have significant knowledge ofcourts and court processes and facilities, and as a nonattorney member of the Utah State Bar Commission appointed by the Justices of the State
Supreme Court I have regular access and interaction with members ofthe Administrative
Office of the Courts as well as with attorneys practicing in the 4th District.
I recognize that we have never specifically constructed a court room facility, however I do not
believe that it is the intent of state law to use such a deficiency in experience to the detriment of
a competing vendor and use public funds to award a project to a bidder of higher cost, where
such specific experience is not critical to project success. I would ask you to consider the
relative value of experience of the general contractor in this case compared with the
responsibility and craftsmanship of the millwork contractor working for the general.

8707 S. Sandy Parkway, Sandy, UT 84070

T) 801.542.8090 F) 801 .542.8093 W) www.entelen.com

ATTACHMENT TO THE 02-13-07 CC MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 2

DESIGN-BUILD, LLC

Should such narrow construction experience criteria be accepted as the deciding factor in
similar projects I would expect that the selection committee would bear some burden in
detailing how such c~teria should overcome all other factors. Specifically, I would wish to
have the issues better defined in the RFP documents to save us from unnecessary bid expense
for projects that we really have no chance to win. Such criteria, however, would effectively
limit such projects to companies who are already "part of the club".
I do wish someone had taken the time to call our references. We were awarded a Utah Heritage
Foundation Award for our work in renovating the former Bogue Supply Building in Salt Lake
City. We have worked for state and municipal governments with success.
We hope to be able to work with American Fork City on this project as well.

President
ENTELEN Design-Build, LLC
Utah GC License# 4548882-55 01

8707 S. Sandy Parkway, Sandy, UT 84070

T) 801.542.8090 F) 801 .542.8093 W) www.entelen.com

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 22,2007
"AMENDED - NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, February 22, 2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
Review and action on the selection and approval of a contractor from an RFP process for
the courts project. -Howard Denney
Review and action on a Resolution regarding a $5 CLP water fee and identifying who the
fee will apply to. - Mayor Thompson
Adjournment to a work session.

WORK SESSION
Discussion of the stream crossing in connection with the extension to the west of 1120
North Street. - Howard Denney
Discussion on a new City logo. - Debby Lauret
Discussion of improvements to the amphitheater. - Councilnzember Rodeback
Discussion of on-street parking at the Northpoint Business Park. - Rod Despain
Very brief overview of the budgetary impact of the wage study. - Cathy Jensen
Discussion of the completion of the property trade at The Meadows. -Joe Rich
Discussion of items for the upcoming February 27, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 20 day of February, 2007

&chard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 22,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, February 22,2007, in the City Administration Offices, 5 1 East Main Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

2.
3.

Review and action on the selection and approval of a contractor from an RFP process for
the courts project. - Howard Denney
Review and action on a Resolution regarding a $5 CUP water f'ee and identifying who the
fee will apply to. - Mayor Thompsan
Adjournment to a work session.

WORK SESSION
Discussion of the stream crossing in connection with the extension to the west or 1 120
North Street. - Howard Denney
Discussion on a new City logo. - Debby Lauret
Discussion of improvements to the amphitheater. - Councilmember Rodeback
Discussion of on-street parking at the Northpoint Business Park. - RodDeJpain
Very brief overview of the budgetary impact of the wage study. - Cathy Jensen
Discussion of items for the upcoming February 27, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 20 day of February, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 22, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Thursday, February 22, 2007, in the
City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 3:02 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Police Chief Lance Call, Kevin Bennett, Richard Colborn, Fire Chief Jay
Christensen, Lori England, Rod Despain, Debby Lauret, Barbara Christiansen, Nicke Brown,
Ben Meissner, and Paul Platt.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SELECTION AND APPROVAL OF A CONTRACTOR
FROM AN RFP PROCESS FOR THE COURTS PROJECT -Howard Denney
Mayor Thompson noted that this was on the last City Council agenda. There was a question
raised by one of the contractors that was not selected as to the checking of references.
Paul Platt with the State Court Administrator's Office was in attendance to answer any questions.
Melanie Marsh commented that with regard to the references, Paul Platt had met with them since
then and reviewed the process.
Mr. Platt stated that this was the same process they went through on all oftheir projects. This
was not a low bid situation. It was a value based selection. The bid price was one of the factors
to be considered. In this case it was 30%. In the case ofENTELEN, Peter Moyes checked with
some in his firm that had worked with them. It was not that ENTELEN was a poor contractor,
they were second. The other contractor was considered the overall best for the job. Those that
did the scoring felt it was a fair process.
Councilman Gunther commented that he was reluctant to override the committee's decision.
Council man LeBaron asked if there were major concerns with either contractor.
Paul Platt replied that there was not. There was one concern expressed about ENTELEN and
also Broderick in that they had no prior courts facilities experience. That was a factor that was
weighed.
Councilman LeBaron asked ifMr. Platt was going to be the project manager.
Mr Platt responded that he was not going to be. He was retiring in three weeks. He assumed

that Gordon Beisinger would be doing that.
Councilman LeBaron noted that ENTELEN had experience in build outs . He noted that one of
the high considerations from his stand point was that they would be able to do the work with the
least amount of interruption to everyone. That was important in addition to their skill .

Paul Platt responded that was important, and based on previous experience ofworking with them
that they would be able to do that. There needed to be good coordination.
Councilman LeBaron commented that there was some feeling of bias or someone having the
inside track.
Paul Platt explained that this was not a low bid selection.
Council member Rodeback noted that most used the same subcontractors.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the selection committee's choice of Chad Husband
Construction. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron had concerns previously, but one persuasive element was that experience
was needed because ofthe disruption ofbusiness going on there.
Councilman Storrs reported that he had his questions resolved .

All were in favor.
*Councilman Storrs was excused from the meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REGARDING A $5 CUP WATER FEE AND
INDENTIFYING WHO THE FEE WILL APPLY TO -Mayor Thompson
Cathy Jensen asked for a definition of who would be charged this fee. There were 6,000 to 7,000
connections. What about landscaping meters?
Mayor Thompson asked how John Schiess thought this fee should be assessed.
Rod Despain stated that he had talked with John Schiess but only in the light of residents or
commerctal. Mr. Shiess thought it was by the number of connections. They did not get into the
depth of whether it included landscape connections.
Heidi Mitchell provided that there were 116 landscape meters.
Cathy Jensen asked Heidi Mitchell how difficult it would be to identify those billings each
month and not bil l them for the $5. She would make that notation one time and it would then
take place each month.
Kevin Bennett asked why landscape meters would not be included . That was the water that
would be paid for.
The Council discussed per connections, per meter, and per unit. Councilman Gunther noted that
it needed to be fair. He suggested that they go to per unit instead of per connection.
Mayor Thomp son asked how schools were billed for water.
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Ms. Mitchell noted that they were billed for water like everyone else.
Mayor Thompson felt that it was a consistency issue.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-02-13R for the purpose of
establishing a fee foa· the 2,095 acre-feet of Bonneville Unit, Central Utah Pa·oject Municipal
and Industrial \Vater with the provision that they change the $5 per water connection to $5
per commercial or residential unit. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Voting was
as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, and LeBaron. Absent, Councilman
Storrs. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT TO A WORK SESSION

Councilman LeBaron moved to adjourn to a work session at 4:07p.m. Councilman
Gunther seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback,
Gunther, and LeBaa·on. Absent, Councilman Storrs. The motion carded.
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, February 22, 2007, in the
City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:05 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and Shirl
LeBaron. Councilmembers Cates and Storrs were excused. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Police Chief Lance Call, Kevin Bennett, Richard Colborn, Fire Chief Jay
Christensen, Lori England, Debby Lauret, Rod Despain, Barbara Christiansen, Nicke Brown, and
Ben Meissner.
DISCUSSION OF THE STREAM CROSSING IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXTENSION
TO THE WEST OF 1120 NORTH STREET -Howard Denney
Howard Denney was in St. George. Rod Despain had no unique understanding of this item.
DISCUSSION OF A NEW CITY LOGO - Debby Laurel
Nicke Brown showed the new versions. She reported that Brian Pope was going to look at the
copyright issue, but he was not here.
Kevin Bennett reported that he had researched and found no copyright for the music, only for the
words
Nicke Brown stated that they had requested information on the intellectual license from the
federal agency that handled that but had not heard back.
Ben Meissner noted that the cattails had been reduced in size and moved to the right slightly.
The river had been enlarged and the green horizon had been brought up.
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Council member Rodeback noted a technical item on the music that that a bar line needed to be
added back on.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the color of the cattail leaf needed to be a little more olive
green color. Mr. Meissner agreed. He also felt that the framework in the windows was a little
too light
Ben Meissner would make those adjustments and email the final draft. He asked if the new
police vehicles would be navy or black.
Police Chief Lance Call reported that they were going to black and this would be placed on the
rear quarter panel
Councilman LeBaron asked if Linda Walton was going to help with the implementation of the
logo .
Councilmember Rodeback answered that she was.
Nicke Brown collected the drafts and asked that they come back one last time.
Councilman Gunt her would like to see the leaf of the cattail last time and what it was now to see
if it was really better.
Mayor Thompson asked that they come back in two weeks and they would decide where to go
from there.
Councilman LeBaron mentioned that they needed to make the logo intellectual property of
American Fork City.
Mayor Thompson thanked Nicke Brown and Ben Meissner for their work .

DlSCUSSION OF IMPROVEJ\1ENTS TO THE AMPHITHEATER - Mavor Thompson
Councilmember Rodeback explained that originally the Arts Council was going to have some
kind of a performing arts center built behind Historic City Hall. Those plans were scrapped and
they were then told they could share the new gym at the Fitness Center and were provided funds
from the Capital Improvement Fund for a portable stage Now that the g ym was built the Arts
Council groups have said that it was not adequate, and she concurred. They have lost interest in
the portable stage and would rather throw their resources into the amphitheater. A list of needs
was drafted. It is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Mayo r Thompson asked if there were any funds in parks for this.
Cathy Jensen responded they might be able to use impact fees .
Richard Colborn asked if there was an engineer who was doing the drawings for the electrical.
Lori England responded that there was not.
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Councilman LeBaron noted that the amphitheater originally was given a high priority and they
needed to make it happen.
Mayor Thompson noted that the sound quality right now was poor. It was all portable. They
struggled last year to get adequate sound. To him, adequate sound ought to be about the highest
on the priority list
Councilman Gunther thought they needed to get with Paul Dunkley as to what it would take to
get the sound system up to par.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that they were going to put in footings and foundations this
year and operate out of the trailer because there were not enough funds for the complete sound
building.
Richard Colborn noted that even with just footings and foundations going in, the whole building
needed to be designed.
Lori England responded that it was designed by Fred England. Ed Jones had told her that they
would start something at the amphitheater on Monday morning.
Council member Rodeback explained that they needed to find out what was being funded before
anything was started.
DISCUSSION OF ON-STREET PARKING AT THE NORTHPOINT BUSINESS PARK- Rod
Despain
Rod Despain thought it was Howard Denney's item. He thought that the real issue was that as
the various structures became occupied the parking was not necessarily convenient and they
were parking on the street. The City has been asked how to correct the situation.
Mayor Thompson added that it was a safety concern. There were big rigs what went down that
road
Rod Despain noted three approaches. If it was not believed to be a problem, do nothing. If it
was a problem, have police enforce parking regulations, signs, as enacted by the CounciL The
third alternative was to paint the curb red It needed to be looked at.
Richard Colborn thought that the businesses could enforce parking of their employees, if it was a
problem.
Mayor Thompson gave an assig nment to Howard Denney to come up with the detail of looking
at clearances, visual clearances, the real facts of what was needed at the North Pointe Business
Park by Noni . The bench mark was a big rig and the City' s new ladder truck and make sure the
clearances are adequate in and out from all ofthe ingress and egress points.
Rod Despain did not think they wanted to eliminate all parking on the street.
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VERY BRIEF OVERV1EW OF THE BUDGETARY IMP ACT OF THEW AGE STUDY -

Cathy Jensen
Cathy Jensen stated that the initial wage study was in and the employees got their job grades but
there was still the chance that there would be appeals by the employees to a committee.
Mayor Thompson explained that all the employees were invited to attend a meeting where they
were informed by letter of their grade.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Council had a copy ofthe letter and finalization ofthe grades.
The Council did not have a chance to make policy.
Mayor Thompson noted that no commitments were made.
Councilman LeBaron asked who comprised that appeals board.
Cathy Jensen answered that it was herself, Sheena Parker, Jay Christensen, Steve Parker, and
Greg Ludlow.
Councilman LeBaron had a fundamental question with the 60% threshold and how that was
arrived at and how that related to other cities.
Cathy Jensen stated that Sue Shea did answer that question and the Council may want her to
come to give a presentation to the Council. Sixty to sixty-five was the standard that most of Ms.
Shea' s clients used. Ms. Jensen did not know who set the 60% range.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if that target market was cities.
Cathy Jensen reported that Ms. Shea looked at eleven cities in Salt Lake and Utah Counties. She
also used information from a service that pulled information from the private business sector.
Councilman LeBaron stated that when a child came home with 60% on a test paper, that did not
make him real happy.
Council member Rodeback asked if Pleasant Grove was paying 80% would they be losing
employees
Mayor Thompson commented that the Council should have been invited to the meeting that the
employees went to.
Cathy Jensen related that they were saying that if market was at 50% they were going higher to
60%.
Councilman LeBaron asked if that included both public and private sector.
Mayor Thompson answered that it did.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that there was a lot of unrest among the staff
6

Mayor Thompson responded that could be said about any item with the employees on any day of
the week.
Councilman Gunther added that could be said about any company in private industry as well .
111

Council member Rodeback asked if there were any employees not at the 60 percentile.
Cathy Jensen responded that would be the average. Some were pretty close in the range. There
were about 48 full-time that came in above the valuated point but were still within range. There
wasn' t anybody that came in above their range.
Mayor Thompson explained that all the job descriptions were provided to the Hay Group
consultant and they evaluated the jobs based on points and you get points for three aspects of the
job. They are Know-how, Problem Solving, and Accountability. They then put them into
grades. lt was very scientific. The Hay Group had been doing this for many years. A committee
was then trained how to assess those tasks. It was not on the person. Above and beyond the
norm was called value-added. The Supervisors placed employees in the range. This was done
with a lot of data.
Councilman Gunther explained fwther that each job had a minimum, mid-point, and maximum
salary range. Overall the City was going to be in the 601h percentile above the mid-point of the
market. Minimum was generally entry level. Mid-point was ifthey were doing a good, solid
journeyman' s job. Maximum was all the job was worth even they could walk on water. His
question was how fast would they get them to the mid-range. In the police, last year they
brought the line officers up to what they thought was the market at the time.
Cathy Jensen noted that the line officers fell right into that range.
Councilman Gunther noted that maybe they would have to implement this over a couple of years
He suggested some input from the Department Heads.
Cathy Jensen had already had those interviews and reported that the Mayor would like to bring
up the full-time people first and then move into the part-time at another time.
Mayor Thompson added that they needed to look at it within the context of the budget
Councilman Gunther noted that at the Bank of American Fork they got more production out of
full-time people It may vary in the City from department to depa1tment.
Mayor Thompson asked what the monetary difference was.
Councilman Gunther noted that they were about ten percent off
Councilman LeBaron asked if American Fork knew if neighboring cities were at 60, 65 or 70.
Cathy Jensen responded that Ms. Shea' s only statement was that her clients, of which we know
that Spanish Fork and Orem were two, were between 60 and 65.
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Councilman LeBaron noted that the market was in flux.
Councilman Gunther noted that in the past few years they have had a tremendous economy.
They had lagged behind the market. He was glad that they had this done.
Mayor Thompson reported that they told the employees that this was what they had come up
with and they did not know the implications for the whole City or where the funding was coming
from. As with the police department, they wanted to get wages where they should be. They
needed to have faith that they were working on that.
Mayor Thompson added that there were questions asked about the ranges and cost of living
raises. Every year they would look at the ranges and they would be adjusted to reflect the market
and cost of living. They would look at it every year with an official adjustment every two years.
Councilman Gunther noted that cost of living was outdated. It was really market based.
Councilman LeBaron asked if there were any individuals being over paid.
Cathy Jensen could not think of too many .
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the employee would have an interview every two years.
Mayor Thompson answered that the evaluations would need to be changed from how it was done
now to reflect performance not longevity. The fonnat would be tuned up.
Councilman LeBaron commented that there were some department heads that did not want to
have performance evaluations.
Mayor Thompson responded that they were working for the wrong City, then. The City did need
to work through a philosophy that people were comfortable with.
Melanie Marsh reported that Sue Shea hit that home very well. She explained that tenure was
not what the residents wanted to be paying for There were some tune-ups that needed to be
done so that department heads were evaluating based on performance and not just because you
have been here.
Mayor Thompson noted that the only real grumblings he had heard from the employees was that
studies had been done before but there was nothing done. He did not hear anyone say that it was
not fair
Council man LeBaron asked how the benefits were factored in.
Cathy Jensen answered that at one time they were looking at having Sue Shea do an analysis.
They looked at Spanish Fork's analysis and it was not very specific. American Fork was not
high or low.
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Mayor Thompson added that American Fork City was low in the number of employees per 1,000
residents. They had felt that was the case. He had heard it said among the staff that maybe the
wages were a little low but we had good benefits. According to the study the City' s benefits for
employees were about the same as other municipalities and no longer could they say that the
City' s benefits were superior and that made up for low wages.
Councilman Gunther expressed that the City had some good employees.
Mayor Thompson commented that there were some depatiment heads that had never had any
management or supervisory training. That needed to be provided.
Cathy Jensen asked if there was something formal that needed to be done to adopt this and
portions incorporated into the personnel policy.
Kevin Bennett responded that the philosophy and performance based evaluations needed to be
included
Cathy Jensen noted that she was about three weeks behind in the budget and asked if there was a
comfoti level from the Council to move in this direction.
Mayor Thompson stated that this was how the study came out
Councilmember Rodeback explained that Cathy Jensen needed to provide a balanced budget, but
she also needed to know the Council ' s priorities.
Mayor Thompson asked if they were okay with looking at full-time first and then pati-time and
maybe phasing it in over a two or three years.
Councilman LeBaron felt that would be prudent. He thought that the Council would need to
delicately determine the value of a job. He felt that a police officer knocking on a door of a
domestic disturbance situation was of a little more value than someone sweeping the floor.
Mayor Thompson thought they may be looking at those kinds of things as they went through the
budget
Cathy Jensen would plug in everything and then the Council could reduce as might be needed .
Mayor Thompson expressed that the City's revenue projections looked pretty good.
Cathy Jensen commented that they were approaching the max with the fund balance and so they
could use a little of that
DISCUSSION OF THE CO.MPLETION OF THE PROPERTY TRADE AT THE MEADOWS
-Joe Rich
This item was off the agenda.
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Rod Despain explained that the exact territory had been modified and that needed to be
addressed They now also had a project to go on the property. Two years ago it was just a good
idea.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that at one time they had talked about having a boardwalk into
the wetlands.
Kevin Bennett added that they had trails shown as well.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING FEBRUARY 27, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Appointments. Mayor Thompson reported that the Main Street American Fork people wanted to
have a Transportation and Traffic Committee set up to particularly address Main Street with
UDOT as well as other major traffic items in the City. Councilman Storrs had traffic as an
assignment and he was fine with that The make up ofthis advisory committee was discussed .
Mayor Thompson reported that some names had been suggested to him including, Doug Smith,
Doug Smith Auto; Rod Despain, City Planner; Mr. Sego, lived on Main Street; Councilman Rick
Storrs; Brian Thompson, President of Downtown American Fork; Linda Walton, Executive
Director of Downtown American Fork; and an at large citizen or two .
Councilman LeBaron suggested a citizen serve from each of the quadrants of the City
Councilmember Rodeback noted that each meeting of the committee would need to have the
agenda noticed.
Rod Despain believed that Howard Denney needed to be on the committee rather than himself
Mayor Thompson suggested that from the 1100 East area, Mike Olsen from the American Fork
Hospital, or his designee be asked to serve. Marie Adams was suggested to serve from the
northwest area. The south area was already represented by Councilman Storrs.
Councilman LeBaron suggested Ken Sumption.
Mayor Thompson did not think that Councilman Storrs would have the time to Chair the
Committee.
Councilman LeBaron felt that someone from Main Street should Chair the Committee.
Mayor Thompson would consult with the Main Street folks regarding a Chairman.
Parks & Recreation Charter. Mayor Thompson reported that as he looked at the ULCT Local
Officials Handbook, committee members were to be appointed by the Mayor with advice and
consent of the Council. He noted that in the proposed Parks and Recreation Charter, #3 said that
the Council appointed and the Committee was under direction ofthe Council. That ought to be
clarified .
Council member Rodeback commented that the C harter did not undergo that depth of review.
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Mayor Thompson asked that the charters for other committees be researched .
Councilman LeBaron noted that some small changes could be made regarding appointments by
the Mayor with the advice and consent of the Council.
Councilmember Rodeback would email Kevin Bennett an electronic copy of the Parks and
Recreation Charter so changes could be made.
Councilman LeBaron suggested to strike, "Working under the direction of the American Fork
City Council" in the first line.
Under lA, change the wording to, "Shall be named to the Committee by appointment of the
Mayor."
Under Parks and Recreation Facility Scheduling change first line to, "The Committee shall
review and recommend to the City Administration except in areas of general policy
determination ..
Leonard's Annexation. Rod Despain would look into the matter to see ifit had been cleared by
the County.
Mayor Thompson stated that the City's arrangement with the County was that they would
provide a written withdrawal of their protest on matters on this property.
Councilman LeBaron explained that the LeBaron family owned 10 acres adjacent to this
property and they were now looking forward to annexation of the propet1y.
Rod Despain noted that the annexations could be attached together. He would get with Rob
Moore tomorrow.
Mayor Thompson asked that a new cover sheet be provided that the County has cleared this He
gave direction that the City be provided in writing the County' s okay of the property to be
annexed.
H orrocks Contract. Kevin Bennett reported that he just got the contract from Horrocks. He did
not know if he would be able to finish his review prior to Tuesday' s meeting.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 6 :12p.m.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 02-22-07 CC SS WS MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS· ARTS COUNCIL
Lighting systems

Updates

$

2,000.00

Trailer

Shelves for trailer

$

1,000.00

Sound

Wireless mikes

$

7,000.00

Ampjtheater

I'(Working on it)

$
$

(1 00,000.00)
(100,000.00)
10,000.00
20,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
6,000.00
(100,000.00)
10,000.00
76,000.00

Soundllight room
Rest rooms(lower for hand[capp_ed;weddings)
Fill & blacktop - Plan
~itheater lights
Concrete for pathways
Sidewalks & ramps (500')
1Lighting housing
i Lighting housing

Piano

Money left to spend

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
Total $
$

9,000.00

Total $

85,000.00

AMEEUCAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 27,2007
REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA

The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on February 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Ball, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:

I.
2.

3.
4.

5.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class of council action that requires no fiuthw discussion or
which is routine in natwc All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed &om the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

1.

2.
3.

Approval of the February 8, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the February 13, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1

2.
3
4.

5.

6.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boat-de. -Muyor
Thompson
Review and action on a contract with Horrocks Engineers & Franson Civil Engineers for
the design of the secondary water system
Review and a c h on a Resolution revising the Parks and Recreation Committee Charter.
- Councilmembar Aodcbuck
Review and a&n on a Resolutian indicating the City's intent to annex Leonard's
Annexation consisting of 7 99 acra at 780 East 50 South. - St48
Review and action rm subdivisions, comercia1 projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat appmvd; 2) method of satierfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation,
and 4) authorizatiatl to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and adion on a revised final plat of Hunter Ridge Estates Subdivision
consisting of 2 lots at 825 West 700 North
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Serene Meadows
Subdivisioq an Inner Block Cottage Development Project consisting of 14 lots at
171 South 270 West Circle. (This is within the block bounded by 100 South and
200 South, and200 Weet and 300 West, also know as Block 7.
Review and action regarding on-strset parking at the Northpoint Business Park. -Rod

Depin
7.

Review and action on construction items including change orders. - SI@
1

8.

Adjournment.

Dated this 20 day of February, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
FEBRUARY 27, 2007
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on February 27, 2007, at
the American fork City Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commending at
7:34 p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmember Rick
Storrs, Councilmember Dale Gunther, and Councilmember Heidi Rodeback.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Kevin
Bennett, Chief Lance Call, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, Barbara
Christiansen, Sheena Parker, Jay Christensen, Marie Adams, Mr. Glather, John
Lundin, Andrew Platt, Roger Anderson, Nikko Williams, Lonnie Layton, Sherry
Kramer, Greg Brown and approximately 25 citizens and scouts.
Mayor Thompson welcomed those present and excused council members Jimmie
Cates and Shirl LeBaron. Scout Harrison Mottled the audience in the Pledge of
Allegiance and Andrew Platt offered the prayer.
Mayor Thompson had the scouts present introduce themselves .
Mayor Thompson reported that Councilman Cates h ad returned home and is
looking better.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Roger Anderson requested an evaluation of the late fees on utility payments. He
finds himself victimized by a substantial late fee, which is approximately 30% of
his utility bill. He felt the late fee was disproportionate and would like the late fee
to be reevaluated.
Mayor Thompson indicated they would look into the request and thanked Mr.
Anderson for bring the issue to the attention of the City Council.
Nikko Williams commented that her family recently moved into a duplex at 630
East 100 North. She is concerned because their area is a less than desirable
looking area. A home located at 651 East 100 North does not have any siding,
there is no driveway, and it is run-down look ing. Ms. Williams indicated that she
is looking into buying the duplex but the state of the area would be a detriment to
the value of the duplex. Ms. Williams also stated that at 84 North 600 East there
lives an elderly woman who owns what looks like a junk yard. There are a lso two
families living in the middle of the junk yard. Ms. Williams stated that there is a
chain link fence that separates her backyard from the "junk yard. " She fel t that
the owner of the other property should be required to install a privacy fence to
block the unsightly view; she would be willing to pay a portion of the cost of a
privacy fence . Ms. Williams stated that her children are scared to play in their
back yard. She a lso indicated there are a lso two rottwieler dogs that manage to
get into their yard. The other property is also an infestation of rats and there are
drug dealers on that property a s well with a possible meth lab at that location.
City Council Mmutes - February 27 , 2007
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Mayor Thompson indicated they would investigate this complaint.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
There were no Community Service Awards at this time.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
This item was not discussed.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs stated that he met with the North Pointe Solid Waste District
and things are going well with no problems.
Councilman Gunther reported that they have had weekly meetings with the
Irrigation Company to craft an agreement concerning the pressurized irrigation
system. They are making progress.
Councilmember Rodeback thanked Ms. Williams for her comments.
Councilmember Rodeback indicated she was approached by a n investor interested
in property on Main Street. The investor commented that he would not invest in
that property unless he was assured that the city would enforce the ordinance and
have the neighboring properties cleaned up.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they could get a follow up on the skate park
problem.
Ms. Marsh stated that the skate park is still under the jurisdiction of Site Design
and Ca l Wadsworth. Mr. Denney and Ms. Marsh have been discussing the bowl
depth and possible remedies, and they have been working with Cal Wadsworth on
the safety issues.
Councilmember Rodeback questioned if the city had made contact with the
contractor concerning the depth of the bowl, as the contractor m ay have dealt
with this issue before and m ay h ave a remedy.
Mr. Denney stated that Cal Wadsworth had attempted to put up caution fenc ing
around the skate p ark, but the kids just walk through it. The only way to enforce
this is to put a guard on the park 24 hours a day. They are trying to get some
caution signs up to warn people of the hazards.
Mr. Bennett stated that h e visited t h e skate p ark to look at the concerns. Within
seconds, he h ad stepped on a board with a nail sticking up. Mr. Bennett stated
he also had noticed there were tarps being used as obstacles on the skate park.
He cleaned up debris in the area, as litter was a ll around the skate park.
Councilman Gunther asked if the skate park was a design build project. Mr.
Denney stated that it was a design build project and that Site Design was t he
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designer of the project and the main contractor of the project. Councilman
Gunther asked if Site Design had some responsibility of the safety issue as t hey
are the designers of the project. Mr. Denney indicated he thought that was
correct.
Mr. Bennett stated that he is composing a letter to Site Design and Cal Wadsworth
to put them on notice that they need to clean it up the skate park site and a ddress
the safety issue. There needed to be signs on the project and permanent fencing
around the site. The depth on the bowl is another issue. He did not know how
the park was designed or who was involved in the design. Mr. Bennett noted that
those at the park when he was here seemed to be enjoying themselves.
Councilman Gunther stated that they need to express the concern of the bowl to
the contractors and designers. Ms. Marsh stated that has been addressed with
Cal Wadsworth. She has a meeting with Mr. Denney tomorrow and they will
address this issue as well.
Mayor Thompson stated they need to tighten the screws a bit on their
performance to get a resolution to the concerns.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson indicated he got a call from a gentleman concernin g the
cemetery crew. Mr. Doyal Stewart was very impressed with the cemetery crew and
all they did for his family for the burial of his stillborn grandchild. Mayor
Thompson commended Ray Garrett and Stephannie Cottle and the rest of the
cemetery crew on the wonderful job they do.
Mayor Thompson stated there is a group called TAG, which is Teens Against
Graffiti. This is a community s ervice program where teens who are given
community service clean up the graffiti. Mayor Thompson had a s lide
presentation of before and after pictures of graffiti in American Fork City. Mayor
Thompson stated that for a community of our size, American Fork did not have
much of a problem. He stated that the teens who participate in the program take
great pride in their clean up efforts.
Mayor Thompson indicated that there has been a wage study for the city
employees, and there was a presentation to the employees concerning the r esults.
The study took wage information from 11 cities along the Wasatch front and
private businesses and a determination was made on where our wages are. Mayor
Thompson stated that right now it is b eing adjusted for individual circumstan ces .
He stated that the City was underpaying employees in some areas and overpaying
in other areas. Overall, the wages were less than the comparables. As they face a
new budget year, they will look closely at what can be done . They were pleased
with the professionalism of the study.
Mayor Thompson indicated that Best Buy h a d their Grand Opening t his past
week. They donated $10,000 to the Boy s and Girls Club, which is located in the
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basement of the library. The funds will go toward helping them expand their
capabilities of the program.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further
discussion or which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless
removed from the Common Consent Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.
3.

Approval of the February 8, 2007, work session minutes.
Approval of the February 13, 2007, city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment a nd purchase requests over
$1,000.

Councilman Gunther stated that he had one correction on the February 13, 2007,
city council minutes. On page 3, line 14, "moral" should be "morale."
Ms. Lurker indicated that other corrections h ad been submitted as well. The first
correction was on page 2, line 16, "Kip" should be "Kit." The second correction
was on page 2, line 22 , "AmeriCore" should be "AmeriCorps."

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the common consent agenda of the
February 9, 2007, work session minutes, the February 13, 2007, city council
minutes, and the city bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000,
with the minutes of February 13th as corrected. Councilmember Rodeback
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS
Mayor Thompson stated that Main Street American Fork Inc. has r equested a
Traffic and Transportation Committee because of their concern for traffic Main
Street over the next couple of years. The City Council had discussed this and
approved the formation of the committee . He has spoken with the members of the
committee and they are willing to serve. Mayor Thompson stated the member of
the committee would be as follows:
Brian Thompson, President of Main Street American Fork Inc., as Chairman
Mike Olsen, American Fork Hospital Administrator
Doug Smith, owner and Doug Smith Auto
Howard Denney, Public Works Director
Councilman Rick Storrs
Linda Wa lton, Manager of Main Street American Fork Inc .
A Police Department Representative
Steve Seagle
Marie Adams

Mayor Thompson stated they will get orga nized a nd propose a charter. The charge
of this committee is to look at significant transportation and traffic problems
within the city.
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Councilman Gunther moved to approve the organization of the Traffic and
Transportation Committee with the chairman and members as identified,
expressing an appreciation to those willing to serve on the committee.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH HORROCKS ENGINEERS AND
FRANSON CIVIL ENGINEERS FOR THE DESIGN OF THE SECONDARY WATER
SYSTEM
This item had been removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REVISING THE PARKS AND
RECREATION COMMITTEE CHARTER
This item is still under review. They will not act on this item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX LEONARD 'S ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.99 ACRES AT 780 EAST 50
SOUTH
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution 07-02-12R indicating the
City's intent to annex Leonard's Annexation consisting of 7.99 acres at 780
East 50 South. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Mr. Knobloch stated they needed to verify that the county agrees with the
annexation, as the City has not positively verified this approval.

Councilman Storrs added to his motion a subject to verification by Utah
County that they will approve of this annexation. Councilman Gunther
accepted the amendment.
A citizen asked what the protest was about. Mr. Bennett stated that it was not a
protest of the content of the annexation, but that the county h as determined to
take a more aggressive approach at looking at islands of county property being
created with annexations . The County does not approve of smaller islands being
created; they want larger pieces of property annexed.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS ,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF
WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR
SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION; AND 4)
AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS
TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED

a.

Review and action on a revised final plat of Hunter Ridge Estates
Subdivision consisting of 2 lots at 825 West 700 North.
Mayor Thompson stated that this subdivision was previously approved,
but not recorded.
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Councilman Gunther moved to approve the Revised Final Plat of
Hunter Ridge Estates Subdivision to authorize the Mayor and
Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications with
instructions to the city Recorder to withhold recording of the plat
subject to ( 1) posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the
timely construction of required public improvements and (2)
verification by the City Engineer of the need for any road
dedication. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mr. Denney stated that h e would like to have added to the motion a
verification that the proposed lot conforms to the General Plan,
specifically to the Transportation Element. He would expect that they
report to the Council at the next work session the effect of 700 North
through the area.

Councilman Gunther amended his motion to include (3) subject to
verification that the proposed lot conforms to the General Plan,
specifically to the Transportation Element. Councilman Storrs
agreed to the amendment.
Mr. Denney explained that the road has already been developed. The
master plan is calling for that road to be 5 lanes, but as it exists now it
does not meet what is in the General Plan. The city needs to look to the
future and need to protect making sure they do not have to take houses
down to get the width of the road.
Councilman Gunther asked if they should table approval of the
subdivision until they have the full picture . Mr. Denney stated that
approval would speed up the recording of the official subdivision.
Lonnie Layton indicated that the new lot would have a home built on it
and that there is an existing lot on the west lot. Mr. Denney indicated
that the concern may be addressed by a restriction of the setback of the
house. Mr. Layton stated that the setback of the new home would be
about 45 feet.
Sherry Kramer stated that last summer, there was supposed to be a
trail that connected from the Mitchell Springs proj ect through North
Park. That trail was not done . Ms. Kramer had asked Mr. Denney if
they could incorporate the trail in the open land. She wondered if they
could get an easement through this property, or at least half of an
easement, to accommodate the trail. Ms. Kramer indicated that they
had hoped for an asph a lt trail through this a r ea; the only other option
would b e along 900 West.
Mr. Denney stated they would need to get with Bear West to get their
advice; they did not want to go against their strategy.
City Council Minutes - February 2 7, 2 007
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Mayor Thompson asked if Mr. Layton had heard about a possible d eed
for a trail. Mr. Layton indicated that he had not been told about t he
trail.
Mr. Bennett felt it was late in the game to be discussing the trail.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if Mr. Layton would be willing to work
with them if he were compensated. Mr. Layton did not think there was
room on his lot.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if there was a trail shown in the area
in the General Plan. Mr. Denney thought it was represented going down
another area. Mr. Denney also thought the negotiations needed to be
done in a different setting with the owner of the property.
Mayor Thompson commented that they got this far with the subdivision
and did not think they had a choice but to proceed . He also felt that
they needed to get specific concerning the trail requirements.
Mayor Thompson restated the motion and indicated that it did not
include a trail along the property.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she understood the need for
the trail, but felt they needed to do it fairly. It was noted that the issue
concerning the trail should have been addressed before it was s ent to
the City Council.
There was a discussion on the progress of the Trails and Open Space
Element of the General Plan . It was noted that the ownership of Bear
West changed hands, and those who were working with the City had
changed as well. The main principle of the company h as been involved
with the Legislative Session; as soon as he is available it will be
scheduled with the Planning Commission.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance a pproving the final plat of Serene
Meadows Subdivision, a n Inner Block Cottage Development Project
consisting of 14 lots at 171 South 270 West Circle.
Greg Brown was present with the architectural drawings for the project.
A neighbor present indicated he was okay with the plan.
Councilman Gunther stated that the cul-de-sac looks like it has a n
outlet. Mr. Denney stated that it is for future access; where this is an

inner block development they have to keep in mind future developments
in the surrounding property.
City Council Minutes - February 27, 2007
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Council member Rodeback stated that those are nice looking homes
and they benefit the neighborhood.

Council member Rodeback moved to Ordinance 07-02-11
approving the final plat for Serene Meadows Subdivision, an Inner
Block Cottage Development Project consisting of 14 lots located at
171 South 270 West Circle to authorize the Mayor and Council to
sign the plat and accept the dedications with instructions to the
City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to the
posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely
construction of required public improvements. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION REGARDING ON-STREET PARKING AT THE NORTHPOINT
BUSINESS PARK
This item was removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE
ORDERS
There were no change orders.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Gunther moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.
Council member Rodeback asked if the city purchased the paintings in City Hall.
Ms. Marsh state that the paintings were done by Mary Ann Judd and are here on
loan.
The meeting adjourned at 8:45 p.m.

~k~w~
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 6,2007
NOTICE OF JOINT WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given thea the American Fork City Council and the American Pork City
Plaming Commission will meet in a joint work session on Tuesday, March 6,2007, in the
Amertcan Fork City Hall, 3 1 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00 p.m. The agenda shall
be as follows:

JOINT WORK SESSION
1 . Presentation by Woodbury/Westfield Real Estate on their proposed "iifestyle"center at
The Meadows,
2 . Adjournment.
Dated this 23 day of February, 2007.

%chard M.Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 8,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, March 8,2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of a new City Logo. - Debby Lauret
Presentation and discussion of a North Utah County Library Reciprocal Borrowing
System. - Library Directors of Pleasant Grove, Lehi, Eagle Mountain, and American
Fork
Discussion of CUP Water Exchange. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of the stream crossing in connection with the extension to the west of 1120
North Street. -Brent Venlura
Discussion of on-street parking at the Northpoint Business Park. - Howard Denney
Discussion of items for the upcoming March 13, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment
Dated this 6 day of March, 200'7

kchard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 8, 2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, March 8, 2007, in the City
Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 3:38 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and
Ricky Storrs. Councilman Jimmie Cates was excused. Staff present included Richard Colborn,
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Linda Walton, Howard Denney, Police ChiefLance Call, Fire
Chief Jay Christensen, Sheena Parker, George Schade, Barbara Christiansen, Kevin Bennett,
Brent Ventura, and John Schiess.
DISCUSSION OF A NEW CITY LOGO - Debbv Lauret
The discussion on this item was rescheduled for the March 22, 2007 work session.
Mayor Thompson moved the meeting to the on-street parking at the Northpoint Business Park.
DISCUSSION OF ON-STREET PARKING AT THE NORTHPOINT BUSINESS PARKHoward Denney
City Engineer Howard Denney presented some pictures of various roads in the City's business
parks that allowed on-street parking. He showed Utah Valley Drive and Automall Drive that had
parking on both sides. These roads were wide. The biggest problem on Utah Valley Drive was
that schools have gone in some of those buildings and the parking lot was being used as a
playground. South ofNoni in the Northpoint Business Park the road was much narrower and the
curves were much sharper and were built to residential standards, sixty feet. The City did not
have a business park standard for roads .
In looking at the parking, Mr. Denney believed that the City did not have a high enough standard
for parking in these settings. He added that big trucks had difficulty maneuvering and turning in
and out of driveways.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they had had accidents there.
Mayor Thompson responded that it had been reported to him that there were near accidents .
Howard Denney had the following recommendations.
Long term
1)
Road residential standards should not be used and to adopt business park
standards
2)
Beep up the parking standards for business parks
Short term
3)
Restrict on-street parking when needed, by time and/or location

The Council talked about restricted parking and no parking. Howard Denney had looked at
making it a one-way street.
Chief Call explained that it was much easier to enforce a no parking situation than a timed
situation.
Howard Denney explained that parking restriction was needed in the areas of driveways. He
stated that the developer has asked to pull parking off the street.
Councilman Gunther agreed that the parking standard needed to be changed. He thought the
developer needed to come to the City with a proposal to solve the problem.
Mayor Thompson stated that the developer wanted to see if the City could solve the problem.
Councilman Gunther suggested that they authorize the developer to paint the curb red and
expand parking on some ofthe land that is not utilized for parking.
Kevin Bennett commented that some of that land not used for parking was required for
landscaping.
Mayor Thompson noted that they could put signs up .
Mayor Thompson assigned Kevin Bennett and Howard Denney to work together on a parking
ordinance for this situation in the Northpoint Business Park He assigned Rod Despain and
Howard Denney to work on changes to the Development Code including parking standards and
road cross-sections.
Mayor Thompson thanked Howard Denney for the report.
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF A NORTH UTAH COlJNTY LIBRARY
RECIPROCAL BORROWING SYSTEM - Lihrarv Directors o{Pleasant Grove, Lehi, Eagle
Mountain, and American Fork
American Fork Library Director Sheena Parker explained that a recommendation for a system
such as this came from Mayor Thompson who reported to them that the Council ofMayors had
talked about it. Years ago they had discussed a County-wide system. It was apparent at that
time that Orem and Provo were not interested in such a system. The north county libraries had
met for about a year and a half to develop a way in which a reciprocal borrowing system could
work City attorneys had looked at and now they were bringing it forward to the Councils.
Libraries were not made, they grow That was where they were at. They needed to grow
Sheena Parker introduced Eagle Mountain Library Director Michele Graves and Pleasant Grove
Library Director April Harrison . Lehi Library Director Kristi Seely was not able to be in
attendance. Ms. Parker asked ifthere were any questions .
Mayor Thompson noted that they needed an Interlocal Agreement.
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Ms Parker stated that for American Fork it would be an expenditure of $1500 for the software
with a 12% hosting fee and a 12% maintenance fee that would be split between the four cities.
The Council discussed the borrowing system briefly.
Council member Rodeback noted that the City should be aware that there could be an extra work
load and an impact on circulation.
Kevin Bennett stated that a lot of his questions that he had early on had been answered.
Mayor Thompson reported that it was the general consensus that this should move ahead . He
assigned Kevin Bennett to tune this up and develop an Interlocal Agreement
Mayor Thompson thanked the Library Directors.
DISCUSSION OF CUP WATER EXCHANGE - Mavor Thompson
John Schiess explained that the Murdock Canal delivered 100,000 acre-feet ofwater annually to
north Utah County and to Salt Lake. He worked off the whiteboard and his workings are
included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT. Approximately 8,000 acre-feet of water was
lost to seepage and evaporation. The canal was going to be piped at a cost of$1 J 5,000,000 . The
Central Utah Water Conservancy District (CUWCD) was going to pay $57.5 million for the
8,000 acre feet, or half of the 2000 estimate of $115,000,000 and the users would be paying
whatever the balance ofthe project was.
Councilman Gunther did not think that seemed fair that they would pay half the cost and receive
all ofthe savings.
John Schiess reported that American Fork City got 92% of the 853 acre feet of that 100,000.
American Fork was a small player. The City could take it at the turnout capacity of 3 cfs. The
City would get a pipe and better safety features and maybe a pressure pipe that could deliver into
the City ' s system without pumping. That was what City got for their panicipation.
He contmued that American Fork has 2095 acre feet from the Bonneville Unit of the CUP and
that was what the City was paying for and was 17 cfs. The cost was from $150 to $200 per acre
foot per year. CUWCD wanted people li ke American Fork to give back the 2095 and take it
from the savings from the canal, Deer Creek.
Mr. Schiess exp lained that the City currently would take the 2095 acre feet of water out of
Jordanelle Reservoir and that was a firm, guaranteed yield. Water from Deer Creek was not a
firm yield and could not be used when needed in the summer time.
Howard Denney commented that 8% loss was really a pretty tight system.
Mr. Schiess responded that American Fork Irrigation loss from the mouth of the canyon was
22% to 25% .
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John Schiess expressed that the City needed to keep the firm yield from the 2095 acre feet out of
Jordanelle. It was getting to the point now that $150 to $200 per acre foot was more and more a
bargain. The Metropolitan Water District was who the CUWCD contract was with had already
drafted a letter stating that they were not wi'lling to give up CUP water for seepage water out of
the canal.
Howard Denney commented that it was wise for the City to have a wide portfolio when it came
to water.
The Council concurred with the approach of the Metropolitan Water District.
John Schiess reported that they were well underway with the culinary master plan and the
secondary master plan. The culinary water master plan model was up and running. Key was that
the irrigation company negotiations were moving along . The City's legal counsel needed to
finish reviewing the contract. The City needed to hire a manager for the secondary irrigation
system so that person was intimately involved in its construction.
Kevin Bennett noted that he would be hearing back on Monday from the water attorneys that the
City already had retained . Shawn Drainey' s firm was conflicted out.
Councilman Gunther asked if they could get permission, a conflict waiver, from their client that
made the conflict He would be happy to contact John Mabey and Shawn Drainey
Mayor Thompson stated that on Monday they would have Mr. Hartvigsen ' s response .
Kevin Bennett responded that he was uncomfortable as he had already set the stage, but someone
else could do that.
Mayor Thompson determined that someone else could make that contact. Councilman Gunther
would make that contact.
DISCUSSION OF THE STREAM CROSSING IN CONNECTION WlTH THE EXTENSION
TO THE WEST OF 1120 NORTH STREET -Brent Ventura
Brent Ventura reported that they were designing the crossing on i 120 North Street across the
Mitchell Hollow . There were two twenty-foot metal concrete arches. The roadway needed to be
kept about twenty foot above that and would be about 350 feet long. He showed some examples
of different types of wall s.
The Council reviewed different examples. After a brief discussion, a stone look with blocks
being about 4 feet by I 'lz feet was chosen. (the one with a person fishing)
Mr. Ventura noted that the look chosen was about the middle of the road cost of all of the
alternatives. There were many colors available.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about trail implementation through Mitchell Hollow. It seemed
a race between the City and the developer.
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Mayor Thompson gave an assignment to Rod Despain and the Planning Commission to finish
the update on the Trails Master Plan with all due speed on the Mitchell Hollow Trail.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MARCH 13.2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Mayor Thompson asked that an addition of a status report by the VFW on the restoration of the
wall at the Veterans ' Hall be added to the agenda.
Melanie Marsh asked that the RFP on the Broadband include action to cancel the current RFP.
Mayor Thompson asked that both items be included in an amended agenda.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the cell tower at Dan Peterson School
Councilman LeBaron asked if there were comments at the Planning Commission on the cell
tower.
The cover sheet noted that a hearing was held and there were no comments.
Howard Denney explained that the access for Highland on the easements would be by an
agreement for entry.
Kevin Bennett would review this.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5 06 p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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The A n d c a FaPk
~ City M i l will meet i~ a public hearing on Maxh 13,2007, in the
k d m n Fork C3@
31 Flu* C h W Stmet, as followis.

7.25 p.m

Rec&ving: ofpublic coniment regarding the declaring of to be surplus al!B2
Catapillaf Model 926E Wheel Loader and a 200 1 Case Mad& 580 SM Backhoe
L o d m t~ be t.rad& in an new equipment

WGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will me& in regular session on March 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City EN,31 North Chnrch Stred, commencing at 7 30 p.m The agenda
shall be as follows

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Wendelin Knobloch; roIl call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Empkoyee of the Month.
Present~tionof Community Service Awards.
Presentation by David h a g of the Lbrary Board.
Presentation by the VFW on the status of the restoration of the wall at Veterans' Hall.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
C O M O N CONSENT AGENDA (Common content is that c ~ a ofs council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda art adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Commrn C o d
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.
3.

Approval of the February 22, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the February 27, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor

"2.

Review and action on canceling the current RFP and authorizing staff to go out for an
RFP on selling American Fork City's Broadband Network and fiber. -Melanie Marsh
Review and action on a Resolution declaring to be surplus a1992 Caterpillar Model 926E
Wheel Loader and a 2001 Case Model 580 SM Backhoe Loader to be traded in on new
equipment. - T.1 Warnick
Review and action on a contract with Horrocks Engineers & Franson Civil Engineers for
the design of the secondary water system. - Howard Denney
Review and action on the construction contract with Chad Husband Construction for the
Courts Project. -Melanie Marsh

Thompson
3.

5.

1

1

w and action on the awarding of the Janitorial Services RFP. -Melanie Marsh
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for placement of a TMobile Cellular Tower and equipment shelter at Dan Peterson School located at
169 North 1 I00 East.
w and action on public utility easement agreements between Highland City and
American Fork City in the area of the Tri-City Golf Course. - HowardDenmy
w and action on construction items including change orders. - Staf

I

Dated this 9 day of March, 2007

&chard M. Colborn

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 13,2007
PUBLIC HEARING, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on March 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of to be surplus a1992
Caterpillar Model 926E Wheel Loader and a 2001 Case Model 580 SM Backhoe
Loader to be traded in on new equipment.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on March 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Wendelin Knobloch; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation by David King of the Library Board.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Corn,non Consent is ttmt class of council action that requires no further discussion or
All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Conse~lt
which is routine in ~~atatl~re.
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

Approval of the February 22, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the February 27, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on authorizing staff to go out for an RFP on selling American Fork
City's Broadband Network and fiber. -Melanie Marsh
Review and action on a Resolution declaring to be surplus a1992 Caterpillar Model 926E
Wheel Loader and a 2001 Case Model 580 SM Backhoe Loader to be traded in on new
equipment. - TJ. Wnrnick
Review and action on a contract with Horrocks Engineers & Franson Civil Engineers for
the design of the secondary water system. -Howard Denney
Review and action on the construction contract with Chad Husband Construction for the

Courts Project.

- Melariie Marsh

Review and action on the awarding of the Janitorial Services RFP. -Melanie Marsh
1
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Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3 )
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for placement of a TMobile Cellular Tower and equipment shelter at Dan Peterson School located at
169 North 1100 East.
Review and action on public utility easement agreements between Highland City and
American Fork City in the area of the Tri-City Golf Course. - Howard Denney
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - StafJ
Adjournment.
Dated this 6 day of March, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING l\1INUTES
MARCH 13, 2007
PUBLIC HEARING

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on March 13 , 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street commencing at 7:32 p.m. Those present included Mayor
Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen,
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, TJ Warnick, Sheena Parker, Lance Call,
Kevin Bennett, Rulon Jensen, Dan & Karen Adams, Scouts and twenty citizens.
Mayor Thompson explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
the declaring to be surplus a 1992 Caterpillar Model 926E Wheel Loader and a 2001 Case Model
580 SM Backhoe Loader to be traded in on new equipment. He asked for comments.
There being no comment, the hearing ended at 7:33 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on March 13, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street commencing at 7:33 p.m. Those present included Mayor
Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen,
Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, TJ Warnick, Sheena Parker, Lance Call,
Kevin Bennett, Brent Larson, Derric Rykert, Rod Despain, JoAnn Scott, Rulon Jensen, Dan &
Karen Adams, Ralph Glathar, Barbara Christiansen, 38 Scouts and 20 others.
Scout Cameron Roper led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Wendelin Knobloch
offered a prayer.
Scouts from Troops 12, 17, 392, 829, 924, 935, and 1123 were invited by Mayor Thompson to
carne forward and introduce themselves. Their leaders were also introduced. There was general
applause.
Mayor Thompson reported that Councilman Cates was looking better, feeling healthier, and had
more energy. They were awaiting test results so that the doctors would know how to treat the
cancer.
Mayor Thompson welcomed Utah County Commissioner Gary Anderson and invited him to say
a few words.
Commissioner Gary Anderson explained that tonight he was with his daughter, Abigail. He
expressed that the County was here to help and was committed to work with American Fork and
the growth area of the north part of the County. If there were things that the County could do but
were not, he wanted to know about them. He appreciated being in attendance. There was
genera l applause.
1

TWENTY -MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD -LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Karen Adams, President ofthe Utah Timpanogos Valley Company ofthe Daughters ofthe Utah
Pioneers, reported that the DUP Relic Hall in Robinson Park had some waterlines break and it
was flooded and repairs needed to be made.
She recounted the history of the DUP Relic Hall noting that it was built with love. In 1955,
Myrtle Seastrand DUP President at the time felt that some history and artifacts needed to be
preserved Funds were raised though bake sales, greeting card sales, and a11 sales. In 1955 the
City gave to the DUP a 99-year lease on land in Robinson Park for the construction of a Relic
Hall. The building was put together from volunteer efforts. In 1958 a furnace was put in and in
1960 it was dedicated with Phil Jensen offering a dedicatory prayer.
The utilities were in constant need of money and repairs. For a while the members ofthe DUP
were assessed to meet those needs. In 1999, Jill Robinson Smith whose grandfather originally
owned the property asked if the City would help with paying the utilities. The City has since
been paying the water, electricity, and gas. The DUP had some money to help with repairs.
They would need a new furnace, help with carpet, a new toilet, and other things. She asked for
consideration from the City for volunteer help in moving things and in making repairs. The DUP
owned the building but they did not have a deed.
Mayor Thompson asked if it were possible to get any help from the parent organization.
Ms. Adams responded that there were grants for artifacts fi·om the DUP but not for buildings.
Pleasant Grove had the old Bell School that needed to have the roof replaced this last year. They
were able to get help from the Historical Preservation Committee and from the City.
Mayor Thompson felt that it was nice activity for the Community and the City would give
consideration for what was needed there.
Rulon Jensen, expressed concerns about the bowl at the skate park. He reported that the
Chamber of Commerce magazine published earlier in the year said it was finished in August
2006. It wasn't finished yet. Back in September he asked about the skate park and was assured
by staff that it was on schedule and would be completed in November. He asked if there had
been a stoppage placed on the project He added that it was not finished but it was being used . lt
was a good job, except for the bowl. The newspaper reported that someone said to leave the
bowl to the pros. Was it built for the youth or for the pros? If the City built it for the pros, he
felt the City spent money where the City shouldn't have spent money.
City Legal Counsel Kevin Bennett reported that he had prepared and sent a Notice ofDeticiency.
He received a letter back from Cal Wadsworth Construction acknowledging the issues and that
they would be working to remedy the problems. He had not yet heard from Site Design.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh stated that she had a conversation with Site Design. Site Design
said that the depth was not a problem and that they had done that in other communities. They
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were looking also at some other things including a camera that showed on the Internet. This was
a popular feature at other skate parks.
Mayor Thompson stated that they were concerned and were working on this.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Thompson invited Jo Ann Scott to come forward as the Employee of the Month for
February. He noted that she had worked for the City for fourteen years and was the glue that
held the Public Works Department together. He read a letter of recognition. There was general
applause.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no Community Service Awards to present at this time.
PRESENTATION BY DAVID KING OF THE LIBRARY BOARD
David King provided a power point presentation. It is included in these minutes as an
ATTACHMENT.
Mr. King commended Library Director Sheena Parker for her hard work. There was general
applause.
Mayor Thompson invited Sheena Parker stand to be recognized. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson noted that North Utah County had the beginnings of an agreement.
Commissioner Gary Anderson responded that the agreement would be a model for the entire
County. He congratulated the City on their efforts.
Councilmember Rodeback asked the members of the Library Board to stand and be recogni zed.
David King was recognized as a member of the Library Board and he introduced Jean Dewy, and
Linda Bethers. Barbara Christiansen was also present. There was general applause.
PRESENTATION BY THE VFW ON THE STATUS OF THE RESTORATION OF THE
WALL AT VETERANS ' HALL
Ned Yeater made note of the Scouts in the audience and expressed that he was an Eagle Scout
and had four sons that were Eagle Scouts and many grandsons working toward becoming Eagle
Scouts.
Mr. Yeater introduced Jeff Angel who had been doing work on the damaged photos and would
also be providing a backup ofthe pictures on CD. Examples of restored pictures were shown.

Mr. Yeater explained that WWII Veterans were dying at the rate of over l ,OOO a day.
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Jeff Angel explained that he had been volunteering at the Veterans Hall for three or four years
now. He acknowledged that the City was always there to help . They were about halfway
through the 562 pictures. He catalogued all the names and someone else did the photo work.
Mayor Thompson commented that they were doing very good and important work

Jeff Angel noted that a scout was doing an Eagle Project on the walls at the Veterans Hall and it
would be ready in the next couple of months.
Ned Yeater added that they were holding the frames out away from the wall so the moisture
would not be a problem again. They would also need to do that for the WWI Veterans pictures.
There was general applause.
COUNCiL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs congratulated the American Fork Police Chief Lance Call and the Police
Department on the arrest of the counterfeit ring that had been reported on the news. He also
rep01ted that he had met with Councilman Cates and that he seemed in good spirit and was
looking good
Councilman LeBaron reported that the Tri-City Golf Course bond had been approved to improve
the irrigation system. The warm weather had helped the play volume. An oversight committee
was being put together.
Councilman LeBaron encouraged citizens to take advantage of the upcoming Spring Cleanup.
Councilman Gunther reported that American Fork Irrigation Company and the City had been
meeting to craft an agreement dealing with pressurized irrigation.
Councilmember Rodeback had nothing to report at this time.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thom.pson rep01ted on a very nice letter he received from a citizen regarding the
extraordinary service ofthe American Fork Fire Department in the case of a false alarm. lt gave
great commendation on way they conducted themselves.
Mayor Thompson stated that Governor Huntsman attended the signing and official establishment
of the Utah Lake Commission. Mayor Thompson was pleased that American Fork was part of
the Board of Directors. They were looki ng fotward to great benefits from that organization.
M ayor Thompson repotted that the North Utah County Mayors met and heard from Keith
Chri stensen who was running for Mayor of Salt Lake City. American Fork had interest in the
image that came out of Salt Lake. He felt that Mr. Christensen was a qualified individual.
Mayor Thompson explained that the community was aggrieved at the passing ofTex Savage. He
had been a patron saint in hauling things for the American Fork High School Band to its many
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competitions and performances. He was well honored at his service by the community and by
the band.
Mayor Thompson noted that the City had met with the Utah County Homebuilders Association
and they had offered some volunteer help on community projects.
Mayor Thompson commented that the American Fork High School Band would be marching in
the Macey's Thanksgiving Day Parade. He encouraged the community to assist in their fund
ra1 smg campaigns.
The School of Music provided some complimentary tickets available for a Thursday evening
performance. They were available at this meeting.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council acti on that requires no furth er di scuss ion or
whi ch is routin e in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single moti on unkss removed from th e Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Council memb er and placed in th e action items.)
1.

2
3.

Approval ofthe February 22, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe February 27, 2007 city council minutes .
Approval ofthe City bill s for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

Councilmember Rodeback moved approval of the common consent items, including the
February 22, 2007, work session minutes, the Februat1' 27, 2007, City Council minutes and
the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
RE VIEW AND ACTION ON APPOfNTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS - Mayor Thompson
There were no appointments, however Mayor Thompson encouraged the Council to make sure
they had current boards. There were some members that wanted to be replaced . He would like
to see it done by next council meeting
REVIE W AND ACTION ON CANCELING THE CURRENT RFP AND AUTHORIZING
STAFF TO GO OUT FOR AN RFP ON SELLING AMERICAN FORK CITY'S
BROADBAND NETWORK AND FIBER - Melanie Marsh
Councilman Gunther expb ined that last fall the City entered into a Letter oflntent with
HomePort and there was a 90-day period to negotiate a contract. They have not been able to
come up with fun ding and have come again and proposed a different deal. Legal counsel has
advised that the existing RFP needed to be cancelled and to put out a new one. It would be open
to anyone and not exclusive to HomePort. Councilman Gunther asked ifthere were any
questions.
Mayor Thompson asked if it was the same RFP as before.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh responded that it was .
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Councilman Gunther moved to approve the canceling of the current RFP and to authorize
staff to go out for an RFP for selling of the Broadband Network and some fiber.
Councilman Stons seconded the motion.
Heidi Rodeback asked for the highlights of the RFP .
Councilman Gunther explained that the City was to receive proposals for the purchase of the incity broadband network and up to 24 long-distance fiber from Salt Lake to Spanish Fork and pa11
of the aerial fiber from American Fork to Springville. There were requirements to continue the
operation ofthe Broadband.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING TO BE SURPLUS A 1992
CATERPILLAR MODEL 926E WHEEL LOADER AND A 2001 CASE MODEL 580 SM
BACKHOE LOADER TO BE TRADED IN ON NEW EQUIPMENT - TJ. Warnick
Mayor Thompson asked if this was in the current budget
Cathy Jensen responded that the proceeds from the trade-in would be credited on a lease.
Payments would be delayed . There would be no impact on the current budget. It would be a
new lease but would not begin for a period oftime.
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-03-14R approving the surplus of the
two items. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs complimented the street department on getting good use out of a 1992 loader.
AU were in favor.
REVIE W AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH HORROCKS ENGINEERS & FRANSON
CfVIL ENGINEERS FOR THE DESIGN OF THE SECONDARY WATER SYSTEM -

Howard Dennev
This item was removed fi·om the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT WITH CHAD HUSBAND
CONSTRUCTION FOR THE COURTS PROJECT - Melanie Marsh
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the construction contract with Chad Husband
Construction for construction of the second floor Courtroom at the American Fork Police
and Courts building. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs noted that Paul Platt fi·om the Court Administrator' s Office was present
They were anxious to get started.
AU were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF THE JANITORIAL SERVICES RFP Melanie Marsh
Councilman LeBaron reported that he was on this committee part of the time. There were
remedies if the company did not perform.
Councilman LeBaron moved to award Andersen Cleaning the janitorial services contract
for the Administr·ation Building, Libt·ary/Literacy Center, Police/Courts, Public Works
Offices/Shops, and Fitness Center to begin April 1, 2007, after 12:01 a.m. and to continue
for at least 90 days while a contract is negotiated and to direct staff to begin negotiations
with Andersen C leaning for a cleaning contract based on the proposal submitted.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.

REVLEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
OSATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
iMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED.
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for placement of a T -Mobile
Cellular Tower and equipment shelter at Dan Peterson School located at 169 North 1100
East.
Mayor Thompson noted that the Planning Commission has recommended this to the City
Council.
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-03-12 approving the site plan
for placement of a cellular tower and equipment shelter at Dan Peterson School
located at 169 North 1100 East. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.

Councilmember Rodeback asked for some discussion as there was a question in the
scientific world about the safety of cell towers. A number of years ago a company
wanted to locate a tower near Barratt Elementary. When the subject was put in the
school newsletter there was an outcry. She reported that this time around, both Barratt
Elementary and Dan Peterson had publicized this among their people and the schools had
examined it and were of a mind to approve it
Mayor Thompson commented that in the past there had been some concern on the safety
and the unknown aspects of having the towers. Apparently there were no substantive
findings .
Rod Despain explained that with the placement of cell towers, the 1996 Federal
TeieCommunications Act governed . That Act specifically did not allow the issue of
electromagnetic waves to be a consideration in the placement of those towers. Cities
could still require a reasonable space between their placement and they cou ld regulate
7

based on zoning matters. In this instance it was on a school site and it needed to be at
least 300 feet from a residential dwelling and the school district has allowed its placement
on their property. On this one the antenna structure was more compact and against the
pole.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENT AGREEMENTS BETWEEN
HIGHLAND CITY AND AMERJCAN FORK CITY IN THE AREA OF THE TRJ-CITY GOLF
COURSE -Howard Dennev
Mayor Thompson noted that this agreement provided for access to the easements. He asked if
there should be different routes to access and did the City have that flexibility.
Kevin Bennett commented that it was a License of Access and it was open ended. It said that the
City shall replace this license for another location. He suggested a change from 'shall' to ' may'
or 'if practical and agreeable to the parties' and cap the amount oftime. It was acting like an
easement without being one.
Howard Denney noted that the Tri-City Golf Course had been through the golf course but it was
the City's land that it was crossing.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the public utility easement agreement between
Highland City and American Fork City in the area of the Tri-City Golf Course subject to
the Tri-City Golf Course agreement on the construction mitigation plan and Authorize the
mayo•· to sign the e~1sement agreements and have them recorded in the Utah County
Recorders Office subject to the conditions of city attorney changing sha'll to may and
add,i ng if the parties both ag•·ee and adding a 10-year time fr·ame.
Councilman Gunther noted that he had concerns that this action may impact the value of the
City' s property. He was not ,in favor of moving ahead until all the "i's" were dotted and the "t ' s"
were crossed.
Councilman Storrs noted that Highland City was getting off American Fork City' s sewer lines.
Howard Denney added that this agreement was coming forward at the City's insistence.
American Fork was ordering Highland City to get offthe City' s sewer line. American Fork
would soon be requesting Highland's hel p in getting secondary ponds in their community.
Councilman Gunther felt that he wanted to cooperate with their neighbors but he did not wish to
rush into it. He would like to have Kevin Bennett okay it, but he would like to see a final
document before he voted on it. If Kevin Bennett was comfortable he would consider voting on
it
Mayor T hompson asked if a delay was affordable.
Howard Denney stated that he issued an excavation permit based on a City street. He did not
think there was a problem on the easements.
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Councilman Gunther asked for further explanation.
Howard Denney explained the aerial photographs and the locations ofthe easements. They were
about forty feet south of the propet1y line. There needed to be a separation between sewer lines
and water lines often feet. They would need to have larger lots in this area.
Councilman Gunther recapped that as he saw it, this would reduce potential development value
to the City and the trade off was that the City was going to need a favor from Highland in the
future. He was okay with the recommendations of Kevin Bennett.
Howard Denney noted that the license did not specifically identify the access.
Councilman Gunther asked if the motion included all ofthe recommendations that Kevin
Bennett had made.
Mayor Thompson responded that it did .

Councilmember Rodeback seconded d1e motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS Statf
There were no change orders.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 8:58 p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COLNCIL
MARCH 22,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, March 22,2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main, commencing at
3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Review of a new City logo. - Debby Lauret
Discussion of a plan for more cemetery land, more parking for the Fitness Center, and
relocation of the pony league field and installation of two ball fields at Art Dye. -Ray
Garrett
Discussion of the final plat and road dedications for Mitchell Springs Subdivision
consisting of 28 Lots located at 750 North 700 West. - JaredDeHart
Discussion of a fiber contract with the Alpine School District. - George Schade
Discussion of the Boundary Agreement with Pleasant Grove. -Rod Despain
Report on secondary irrigation. -John Schiess
Discussion of mixed breed dogs. -Jim Hardy
Discussion of items for the upcoming March 27, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 20 day of March, 2007.

K C , (jJL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
WORK SESSION MINUTES
MARCH 22, 2007
The American Fork City Council met in a regular work session on Thursday,
March 22, 2007, in the City Administration Offices at 51 East Main, commencing
at 3:30 p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson, Council members
Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, Heidi Rodeback, and Rick Storrs. Others present
included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Sam Liddiard, Howard
Denney, Jay Christensen, Jim Hardy, George Schade, Brent Larsen, Cal
Houghton, Ray Garrett, Rod Despain, Linda Walton, Debby Lauret, Brian
Thompson, Barbara Christiansen, Jared DeHart, Ben Meissener, Nicke Brown,
and one citizen.
Mayor Thompson welcomed those present.
REVIEW OF A NEW CITY LOGO- Debby Lauret
Debby Lauret indicated that the last time they met with the Council they had
changed some of the elements of the logo. She turned the time over to Mr.
Meissener and Ms. Brown for the review.
Ms. Brown indicated that they had changed the color of the cattails. They had a
photograph of what a police car would look like with the logo on the back panel.
Ms. Brown stated that if there were any areas of concern, they could address that
today.
Ms. Lauret asked if Ms. Brown had any costs associated with the logo, such as
embroidering and signs. Ms. Brown answered that the original design had nine
colors, and a sign for the Fire Truck was priced at $55 to $65 per side. Ms.
Brown further commented that concerning the cost of implementing the logo,
they would have to take it department by department. Ms. Brown also stated
that the number of colors in the design did not matter, but that the price was
based on the size of the design.
It was noted that with printing, it can be done in a way that would not make that
much difference.
Ms. Lauret pointed out that she had talked with Swift Printing concerning the
logo and was told that the price was not much higher with more colors.
Councilman Gunther indicated that he was okay with the design.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she had been excited about the change. It
has gone through many changes, but the only regrettable thing is that she is
getting no positive feedback from the public. The residents of American Fork felt
it was cartoon quality. Councilmember Rodeback felt that this version was an
improvement. It was noted that only the first draft had been included in the
newspaper and that the citizens had seen the latest version.
City Council Work Session- March 22, 2007
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Councilman Storrs felt that the logo was too busy. He had thought of a logo as
being something that everyone relates to, such as the Nike logo.
Linda Walton stated that doing a logo is a big nightmare because everyone has an
opinion. She indicated that she had asked her staff what they thought about the
logo and they liked 95% of what they saw. They did think that a four-color logo
created a problem with production. They thought there was a problem with the
notes and the date, as it clutters the logo up a bit too much. Ms. Walton stated
that it tries to tell the mission statement in the logo, which is difficult to do. Ms.
Walton stated that more detail is needed in a city logo, rather than a swoosh or
golden arches. She noted that on a business card-sized logo, the detail is lost.
Councilman Gunther stated that there is a saying that you can please all of the
people some of the time and some of the people all of the time, but not all of the
people all of the time. He indicated that not everyone will be happy with the logo.
Ms. Lauret commented that the logo needed to be an asset that they could
deliver. They had looked at some assets such as Timpanogos Mountains, the lake,
the cave, and music. She did not want the logo to have a commercial look, but a
warm look. Ms. Lauret stated that they had wanted the logo to say that the city
was preserving the past and that the city had amazing music, which not every
community can say. She indicated that the river is to show location. The
elements were based on real-life assets.
Councilman LeBaron stated that this is the fifth or sixth time this has been
before them; the first one was very busy. They have to establish what they are
trying to do and why. He commented that he would like to have "est."
(established) added, but that had been thrown out. Councilman LeBaron
indicated that he had positive feedback on the logo. He thought that anything
taken away will detract from the logo. He felt that the only thing he would look at
changing is the banner with the notes; something else with music may be a better
option.
Councilmember Rodeback felt that she did not think the logo was needed to tell
about the music. She thought that maybe it would be better just to have the river
run through the logo.
Councilman Gunther thought that the music was nice, although he wouldn't
object to its removal.
Councilman LeBaron and Mayor Thompson thought that the music notes were
n1ce.
Councilman Gunther commented that they could go on making changes forever.
He felt that it is a big improvement over the wagon wheel and he wanted to see
them go forward with this.
Mayor Thompson stated that he would prefer that they not mess with it.
City Council Work Session- March 22, 2007
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Councilman Gunther asked Councilmember Rodeback if she wanted to eliminate
the music bars. She would like to see the music gone and the river in its place.
Mr. Meissener stated that if the newspaper explained the logo, it may make a
difference with the community.
Ms. Walton pointed out that Lets Logo and The Walton group were stylized type
with no logo.
There was a short discussion on whether or not the music notes should be
replaced with the river.
Mayor Thompson stated that they would like to see the logo once again with the
notes more formal and consistent with the font, as well as a version with the river
replacing the notes.
Ms. Walton suggested that they take off the date. It was decided that they would
remove the dates. It was also noted that they would need a styles manual so that
everyone will know how the logo is used; all departments need to be on the same
page and use the same logo.
DISCUSSION OF A PLAN FOR MORE CEMETERY LAND, MORE PARKING FOR
THE FITNESS CENTER, AND RELOCATION OF THE PONY LEAGUE FIELD AND
INSTALLATION OF TWO BALL FIELDS AT ART DYE- Ray Garrett
Mr. Garrett explained that he had met with Derric Rykert, Cal Houghton and
Howard Denney to discuss the relocation of the pony league field for the
expansion of the cemetery and additional parking spaces for the Fitness Center.
Mr. Garrett stated that the cemetery is in dire need of additional burial spaces.
He further explained that with the addition of the ground on the north side of the
cemetery, there will be an added 200 burial spaces; those 200 burial spaces will
not last very long. Mr. Garrett commented that there are approximately 160
spaces remaining in the cemetery, and most of those are undesirable spaces. Mr.
Garrett indicated that with the proposal, it will solve the problem temporarily. It
was also noted that by adding the ball fields at Art Dye Park, it would help with
the Parks Department maintenance.
Councilman LeBaron asked how many additional lots would be created with the
expansion into the Pony League Field. Mr. Garrett answered they are looking at
approximately 2400 lots, which would last three to five years if they lifted the
moratorium.
It was noted that this would be a quick fix, but the city would need to look for a
long-term solution. This would give the city another three to five years to find
that solution.
Mr. Garrett further explained that they would take the money that is earmarked
for the cemetery expansion and put it toward expanding the softball fields at Art
City Council Work Session- March 22, 2007
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Dye Park. This would help both the cemetery department and the parks
department.
It was noted that Derric Rykert had proposed an expansion of the Fitness Center

into the proposed parking. There was a short discussion on a future proposal of
the expansion of the Fitness Center.
It was suggested that they think about removing the horseshoe pits for additional

parking, but Mr. Houghton indicated that the horseshoe pits had been moved
from Robinson Park and were named after Phil Jensen. Mr. Houghton did not
think it was a good idea to remove the horseshoe pits.
Brent Larsen explained that people want to park right in front of the Fitness
Center, not a distance away from the building. Currently, patrons fill up Alpine
School District's parking area, which takes up their space. Mr. Larsen pointed
out that the lower parking lot is not being used but thought that when the
swimming pool opens up the lower parking lot will be utilized because they can
use the south entrance. He did not feel there was enough parking right now. The
parking problem generally happens during the morning and evening, but during
the summertime the parking will be more throughout the day.
Councilman Storrs commented that the property owners across the street were
against the proposal of using the ball fields as a cemetery. Mr. Garrett stated
that their feelings would probably be the same, but his back is against the wall
with the lack of cemetery space. Mr. Houghton pointed out that the property
owners complained about the baseball games as well.
Mr. Denney stated that they counted the number of cars at a small swim meet.
They took the parking they had plus what was needed for a meet for the number
of additional parking spaces.
Councilman Gunther felt that cemetery space was needed and that it was better if
the cemetery was all in one location. He was concerned when they started talk
about building more onto the Fitness Center. Councilman Gunther felt that they
had spent too much money into recreation; there are other quality-of-life areas
that could be enhanced. He questioned whether the city should be providing
facilities and space for the swim team. He does not want to expand the Fitness
Center, where the space would be better used as a cemetery.
Mr. Larsen commented that when the Fitness Center was built, he had heard that
the elderly people were against it, but they now are enjoying the facilities and feel
it is necessary to their livelihoods. He pointed out that between 5:20 and 6:00 in
the morning, there were between 300 and 400 people at the facility.
Councilmember Rode back asked if they had taken a market survey for the
programs offered. It was noted that Ms. Walton will be submitting a request for
this survey, which will answer the questions on what the need of the community
IS.
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Mayor Thompson stated that during the winter, there seemed to be a huge
clustering in the early morning and evening. They are unsure of the summertime
parking concerns with the remodeled Fitness Center, but they may have
challenges during the summer as well. In the winter, with the weather, people
will not want to park in the lower area. Mayor Thompson felt that they needed
more parking and noted that the school district is starting to grouch because they
are taking up parking.
Councilman Gunther indicated that he would like to see the number of cars, the
times, etc. before he makes a decision. It was explained that Derric Rykert has
some information, but he was unable to be at the meeting, as his wife just had
her baby.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about getting the Legislature's help in obtaining
the land near the developmental center. Mayor Thompson explained that there
are two legislators who are interested in helping; the State is looking very closely
at the area and the use of the property.
Councilman Storrs thought that this was the best route right now.
Councilman LeBaron felt that there were pros and cons to the issue, but with the
three departments in agreement it does seem like a good option. He commented
that the flag football area could be used for soccer as well. Councilman LeBaron
indicated that he had been at the Fitness Center in the morning, and parking is a
critical need.
Councilman Gunther stated that he did not think there had ever been a longrange plan for recreation needs. He thought that they may want to look at the
way they price the services.
Councilman LeBaron exited the meeting at 4:34p.m., and re-entered at 4:35p.m.
Mayor Thompson asked Ms. Jensen if road impact fees could be applied to this
type of project. Ms. Jensen answered that they may be able to use it on some of
the roads, but in the meantime there was approximately $106,000 for cemetery
expansion that would be used to relocate the fields.
Councilman Gunther felt that the Fitness Center should pay for itself, unless the
citizens indicated that they were willing to subsidize it.
Mr. Denney stated that one of the things that will delay moving the fields is
events currently scheduled this year. Mr. Houghton can start preparing the other
area for the fields, as long as the city agrees that the fields by the fitness center
go away. They can start now making the transition for the parking and the
cemetery, but they cannot take the recreation programs out. If they do not start
grading now, then they would not be able to be ready for next spring's games.
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Ms. Marsh stated that they need to consider the road into Art Dye, and also that
the lighting has not been figured; the lighting would be $80,000 for one field.
Councilman LeBaron indicated that he felt that this proposal was acceptable.
Mayor Thompson stated that they do need to see traffic and parking counts, as
well as information on whether or not that matches the adequacy of the parking.
It was felt that at times the parking at the Fitness Center would be too much, but
they do need the parking for the most part.
Brian Thompson indicated that a lot of memberships were sold recently and
raised a lot of money; that will affect the study because the new users cannot be
measured.
Mayor Thompson stated that they needed to take action fairly fast and get a study
on the parking; they cannot wait until summer for a decision to be made. Mr.
Houghton stated that they need to hydro seed in October. Mr. Denney stated that
if they agree now, they can start on the preparation of the new fields.
Mayor Thompson stated that he did not feel that there was opposition to this
proposal. Councilmember Rodeback stated that parking is needed and relocating
the fields to Art Dye Park is overdue, but she wished they had longer to work out
a deal with the State for additional cemetery space.
Mayor Thompson summarized that they will allow the fields to be moved to Art
Dye Park and have the city employees start work on the two fields. The City
Council felt they could move forward with the expansion of the cemetery.
Councilman Gunther emphasized that there needs to be long-range plans with
the Fitness Center. Mayor Thompson asked if there was a long-term plan for the
Fitness Center. Ms. Marsh stated that they do not have that, but she would look
into that.
Mr. Houghton clarified that he was being told he can start working on the two
fields at the Art Dye Park. Ms. Jensen stated it is a change of use in Capital
Improvement funds, but that could be adjusted when they open up the current
budget.
DISCUSSION OF MIXED BREED DOGS - Jim Hardy
Mr. Hardy stated that there is a gentleman who brought hybrid wolves, a mixed
breed, into city limits. The concern is that the hybrid wolves could get loose and
could be a danger to citizens; there is a possibility for the animal to revert to wolf
tendencies rather than canine tendencies. Mr. Hardy stated that, as it stands
right now, wolves are not allowed within city limits but mixed breeds are allowed.
He noted that wolf mixed breeds have now been considered canine. Mr. Hardy
stated that, in conversations within the Police Department, they did not think it
was worth it to the citizens of American Fork to allow a wolf-canine breed animal
as a pet. They would recommend that they do not permit hybrid wolves within
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the city boundaries, although there is nothing that says the citizens cannot have
them.
Councilmember Rode back asked if the mixed breeds would be considered preexisting if they pass an ordinance that mixed breeds are not allowed. Mr. Denney
stated that at that location, it would be allowed. It was noted that one of the dogs
is licensed, but the other is not.
Mr. Hardy stated that if the city does permit mixed breeds, should the city require
that owners have special means to contain it?
Councilman Gunther thought they ought to look at the ordinance.
Mr. Liddiard stated that Mr. Hardy had addressed the problem well. He asked
that, if they are trying to prevent something because it is dangerous, can they
allow that to continue if it is determined to be a safety issue. Mr. Liddiard
thought that if they say it is not allowed, and the animal is not licensed, then the
animal would not be allowed.
It was noted that they will work through Kevin Bennett on drafting an ordinance

that addresses this specific issue on mixed-breed animals as well as other
animals dangerous to the community. They also need to address the question on
whether or not someone can be grandfathered in if the situation is deemed
dangerous.
Mr. Hardy also brought up that there is a list of people who had picked up their
dogs from the shelter that did not have rabies shots. When picking up their dogs,
the owners agreed to get rabies shots for their animals. Currently, there are
about twenty-five owners who have never submitted proof that the animals have
had the rabies shot. Mr. Hardy indicated that letters are being sent to the owners
giving them until April 22, 2007, to submit proof of rabies shot; if they do not
comply, the citations will be issued.
DISCUSSION OF THE FINAL PLAT AND ROAD DEDICATIONS FOR MITCHELL
SPRINGS SUBDIVISION CONSISTING OF 28 LOTS LOCATED AT 750 NORTH 700
WEST - Jared DeHart
Mayor Thompson stated that the issue is that Mr. DeHart's subdivision has been
approved through the Final plat by the Planning Commission; what was
presented is what is expected to be constructed. Since that time, the city has
determined that 700 North (which runs along the southern piece of this property)
needs to be widened to 82 feet. Where they do not have to confiscate any land, it
is easier to require the expanded road width. In that process, it disturbs the
layout of this subdivision and there is a need for additional land from Mr. DeHart.
It was noted that the city would need about 10 feet for the width of the road.
Mayor Thompson stated that the council needs to decide what to do concerning
the road width and whether they should compensate Mr. DeHart.
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Mr. Despain stated that the issue is the future of 700 North. At the time of
annexation, 23.9 feet was dedicated to the city. During their final review of this,
they determined that they need more for the width of the road. Where 700 North
meets 900 West, there is a huge bottleneck and in the future there will be a need
for more road width.
Councilman Storrs questioned how the subdivision could go through the
Planning Commission process before the issue of the road was addressed.
Mr. Despain explained that they dropped the ball on this. He further explained
that at 13,000 vehicle trips per day, the arterial class road requires five lanes.
Having discovered this, they had to decide what needed to be done. They could
chose to do nothing and live with the road width at 60 feet and deal with it later,
or they can address the issue now. Mr. Despain indicated that they discussed
the issue and determined that the absolute minimum road width they would need
is a 70-foot right-of-way. This would mean that the planter strips currently on
the south side of the road would go away and that they would also project
northward ten feet to accommodate four 11-foot travel lanes and a 12-foot
turning lane. Mr. Despain continued that they looked at the plan and the
dimensions to see if lot width on the northern lots could be reduced to give more
room along the south; they determined that it would make very little difference.
Mr. Despain indicated that they also looked at taking the ten feet from the
southern property lines. He indicated that they proposed a revised plan with
minor changes to the subdivision as approved by the Planning Commission. Mr.
Despain stated that the adjustments to the subdivision would leave the depths of
lots 15 and 16 at 91 feet, which would make a significant difference in what can
be built on those lots.
Mr. DeHart asked if the road was adequate as drawn on the diagram. Mr.
Denney and Mr. Despain had indicated they were okay with the road dimensions;
the lots have been crunched. Mr. DeHart stated that he wanted to be able to
build houses on the property that are normal for the market. One way to achieve
that would be to have a 25-foot setback on the front of the lots; if that was
allowed he would be willing to give the city the ground that was needed for the
road as a form of compensation.
There was a short discussion on the setback requirements and the allowed
encroachment of five feet on the rear and front setbacks.
Mr. Despain stated the real question is if the council is comfortable with the
width of the road. The need for the extra width is the city's fault, not the
developer's. Mr. DeHart commented that he would not be giving up land, but
would be compensated for the property.
Mayor Thompson summarized that the decision before the council is if they want
to begin the widening of the road or if they want to begin widening 700 North to
the west of this property. If they choose to widen 700 North to the west of this
property, does that give them enough length of road to handle what will happen
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to the traffic in the future? Or do they wish to obtain road from Mr. DeHart with
a variance on the setbacks.
Mr. DeHart stated that he would like variances over the entire subdivision.
Councilmember Rodeback stated she is comfortable with the variances in light of
the land the developer has already given the city. She felt the record should show
that there were exceptional grounds for the variance.
Mr. Denney stated there may be some expenses in the re-drawing of the plat,
which the city should bear; the cost would be approximately $400 to $500 to
update the plans.
Mr. DeHart stated that his preference is to take the proposed plan with an
allowance of a five-foot variance on the front setback. Mr. Despain noted that
this would not be a variance, but a special dispensation with non-compliance of
the ordinance. Mr. DeHart stated that if he were to get the variance on the
setback, he would be happy to give the road.
It was noted that the council members were okay with the proposal.

Mayor Thompson stated that when the cover sheet is prepared, Mr. Despain will
need to point out the special dispensation and the engineer fees.
Mayor Thompson stated that the cost of engineering fees needed to be included in
the motion. Mr. DeHart pointed out that the asphalt and such would need to be
increased. Mr. Despain stated that would need to be included as well.
DISCUSSION OF A FIBER CONTRACT WITH THE ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICTGeorge Schade
Mr. Schade explained that the Alpine School District has been looking for options
with certain schools in American Fork for fiber. There are a few schools in
American Fork that have been left out, but they already have an agreement with
Forbes Elementary. Representatives from Alpine School District have come back
to the city and now would like bandwidth options for Greenwood and Shelley
elementary to allow them to do what they would like to do with their curriculum.
Mr. Schade indicated that he has been able to work out an agreement for a single
fiber to each of those schools and the city would receive $400 per month; he has
discussed this with the Mayor and Councilman Gunther. Mr. Schade stated that
this is a very good deal for both parties. Currently, the agreement with Forbes is
for 2 strands of fiber for $200. Mr. Schade also stated that the School District
would pay the installation costs. The agreements would be for Greenwood
Elementary and Shelley Elementary, and possibly with Barratt Elementary and
Legacy Elementary Schools. It was noted that this has been checked out by Steve
Mecham and he is fine with the agreement.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the city would be able to use the drops and
installations with other businesses. Mr. Schade explained that it would feed off
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the current network, and it would open up some options. Mayor Thompson
commented that the city can market to the school district, but can not go beyond
the School District.
Councilmember Rodeback asked what this made possible for the schools. Mr.
Schade explained that the fiber would help in the classrooms, the computer labs,
libraries, for the secretaries, and information back and forth from the district
office. Councilmember Rode back asked if there are advantages to other schools
already having access. Mr. Schade indicated that everyone is trying to copy
Forbes because of the capacity they have to be able to do what they want. Mr.
Schade stated that the UEN is trying to get all schools hooked up to broadband
for a wider base of information.
Mr. Schade stated that he will come back to the City Council with a contract that
they will need to approve.
DISCUSSION OF THE BOUNDARY AGREEMENT WITH PLEASANT GROVE- Rod
Despain

Mr. Despain handed out a current version of the agreement, noting that the
agreement may not be what is approved because Mr. Bennett had forwarded it
on to Pleasant Grove.
Mayor Thompson stated that this agreement goes back to the Mayfield
Development and the protest by American Fork City. Pleasant Grove has acted to
annex this ground and they did not wait for American Fork to have the agreement
in place, but they did say they would honor American Fork's concerns. Mayor
Thompson stated that both cities agreed that they want to have a generic
document to show cooperation along the common boundary. This will take place
by setting a specific common boundary. Mayor Thompson stated that the
attachment on the last page is the specific boundary being agreed upon. Mayor
Thompson stated that he wanted the council members to understand the
agreement for any discussion that may take place. Mayor Thompson further
stated that clouding the issue is the fact that Stan Smith and the Vinatro group
have asked for a disconnection from Pleasant Grove, although they do not know
how the disconnect will affect this.
Mayor Thompson stated that another clouding issue is from a regional
perspective. American Fork City does not want anything to prohibit 1100 East
from hooking up to the Pleasant Grove Boulevard so that the planned corridor
along 1100 East gets completed. Stan Smith indicated to Mayor Thompson that
he can deal with the county, state, and federal entities, but he will not deal with
Pleasant Grove.
Mayor Thompson continued that there are specific statements in the agreement
that delineate the boundary between the cities. Any disconnections granted are
not addressed in this agreement.
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Mayor Thompson stated that also in the agreement is the language that allows
American Fork City to continue to service Capital Communities Bank. Pleasant
Grove City was supposed to figure out by March 28th how to service that building.
Mayor Thompson stated that Mr. Bennett and Mr. Despain have looked this over.
He stated that Trophy Homes sprang on them that they thought American Fork
was going to participate in the piping of the slough and the road. Mayor
Thompson stated that the city would participate in the cost of the pipe, but did
not plan on participating on the road.
Mr. Despain stated that with the issue of the open ditch verses the piping of the
ditch, Trophy Homes approached the Corps of Engineers to verify if the ground
was in a wetland. The Corps of Engineers stated that it was wetlands, and now
the developer is saying that because the ditch is being moved to their property to
remain open that it is an accommodation to American Fork City. Trophy Homes
has not included the road in the annexation, and the county is okay with that
property not being included.
Mayor Thompson stated that he did not believe that Utah County is fine with the
road not being annexed. He indicated that he was going to send an email to the
county to find out what their feeling is.
Mr. Despain stated that the city does not know how Pleasant Grove will react to
this draft of the agreement.
Mayor Thompson stated that they want the City Council to be comfortable that
this addresses the specific concerns with the road and the slough, as well as the
Capital Communities Bank.
Mr. Despain stated that if Pleasant Grove takes the side of the developer, which
he does not expect, this will put the burden of insisting on the widening of the
road in the hands of Pleasant Grove.
Councilman LeBaron stated that it was important they tie this agreement down
so that there are no loopholes. It looks like a well-drafted agreement.
Councilmember Rode back asked if "other major streets" in the agreement would
be Sam White Lane. Mr. Despain stated they have talked with the Pleasant Grove
about the strange alignment of Sam White Lane and how it does not fit well with
it being a collector class road, but Pleasant Grove does not intend to make any
modifications. There was a short discussion on the new configuration of the
roads in Pleasant Grove and how it does not fit in with American Fork City's plan.
Mayor Thompson stated that the city withdrew the protest of the Sager
Annexation, as the City did not have a leg to stand on as the original boundary
agreement has been encroached upon several times. Now they need to get a
boundary agreement in place and stick to it.
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Mr. Despain stated there are four attachments to the agreement. The first and
most important is the proposed boundary line. The second is the water and
sewer service agreement for the Capital Communities Bank.
REPORT ON SECONDARY IRRIGATION- John Schiess
This had been removed from the agenda.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MARCH 27 2007 CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Councilman Storrs commented that on the Presentation of the Community
Service Awards, he felt that the City should honor Gary Rackman as he is retiring
from the Fire Department after 38 years of service. Mayor Thompson indicated
that something could be done.
2

2

Mr. Schade stated that concerning the Centricom agreement, which is action item
4, if there are any concerns on the cost, he would like to work that out now so
that at City Council it can be approved without any problems. It was noted that
this was something that Lynne Yocum had worked out. Centricom had received a
verbal bid from the City of $200 for the two fibers; Centricom then received a
contract with the School District based on that amount. Councilman LeBaron
asked if Ms. Yocum had authority to give them a verbal bid. Mr. Denney
indicated he felt she used the Forbes agreement as the basis for the bid.
Councilman Gunther felt that they needed the cooperation of Centricom.
Ms. Marsh pointed out that the way the contract is written, they can negotiate the
price in the future. It was noted that with this agreement, they are putting, in
effect, what was agreed upon in the past.
Councilman LeBaron stated that with regard to the City of Fun Carnival contract,
there was some miscommunication. There are three options that the Steel Days
Committee wants to propose. One, they would like to extend the Arts Fest into
Robinson Park on those days; two, see if they an bring a smaller carnival in; or
three, have the carnival come the following week as a stand-alone event.
Councilman LeBaron stated that one advantage to having the carnival a week
later is that there is no conflict with other events. Councilman LeBaron stated
that if they agree to move the dates of the carnival, then they do not need to act
on the waiver.
Mayor Thompson asked Councilman LeBaron to tie up the carnival for the week
after Steel Days, which would be July 19th, 20th, and 21st.
Councilman Storrs stated that he had discussed the address ordinance with the
post office this morning. The Postmaster is excited about the change as well; it
would help the Post Office as far as deliveries. The intent of the ordinance is to
help with Public Safety by getting addresses uniform on East Main (of 50 South).
Councilman Storrs will work with Mr. Bennett on an ordinance.
ADJOURNMENT
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The meeting adjourned at 6:29 p.m.

~c/WcJuv
Terilyn Lurker
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 23,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Friday, March 23,2007, in the Firemescue Training Room, 96 North Center, commencing
at 7:00 a.m. The agenda shall be as follows:

WORK SESSIOIY
Discussion with Department Heads regarding budget requests.
Adjournment.
Dated this 20 day ofMarch, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 23, 2007
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Friday, March 23, 2007, in the
Fire/Rescue Training Room, 96 North Center, commencing at 7:30a.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron,
and *Ricky Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen,
Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Paul Strong, Richard Rowley, Rod Despain, Ron Morrill,
Debby Lauret, TJ Warnick, Howard Denney, Rob Autrey, Lori England, Ray Garrett, and
Barbara Christiansen.
WORK SESSION
DISCUSSION WITH DEPARTMENT HEADS REGARDING BUDGET REQUESTS
7:30 a.m. -Paul Strong- Beautification
Paul Strong explained that in the past they had big budgets and but they dwindled down probably
due to the fact that they had not spent some of them. They had issues that had been talked about
for years. Some of them were a lot of money. The committee used to be the Beautification and
Shade Tree. They want to do more with trees. They had the trees in Robinson and Rotary Parks
pruned in the past. An arborist had told them that they were becoming decayed from the inside.
They would like to plant groves of trees in the future. They were in process of developing a tree
ordinance and in becoming a Tree City USA.
The flower pots on Main Street were getting broken. They needed some permanent type of
flower box. They were not happy with the trees downtown. Many have been removed.
They committee wanted a nice entrance sign in four or five locations including locations by the
old Denny's, 1100 East, Doug Smith, by The Meadows, and to the southwest of the new PG exit.
They had one design approved in the past. They would like a metal sign placed at other
locations of the city limits. It seemed that this project never quite got finished.
Christmas decorations had been dwindling over the years. There were no lights on the trees on
Main Street this year. He asked that they put some money in the Beautification budget for more
decorations and maybe banners for the spring, summer, and fall. Also funding was requested for
the Yard of the Month program, Tree City USA and the clean up.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that Christmas decorations were also requested in the Parks
budget.
Paul Strong felt that the maintenance crews needed more education to keep the grass away from
the trees and to have care when they trimmed around the trees. The parks department was
willing to plant new trees but felt that they should be budgeted for through the beautification
1

department. Trimming would be budgeted through the parks. The poplar trees in Rotary Park
were rotting from the inside out. They needed to plant some new trees there.
*Councilman Storrs arrived.
Councilman LeBaron commented that they would like to see lights like in the new parking lot on
Church Street with vertical banners.
Mr. Strong believed the brackets for the Olympic banners were still in place. He understood
from UDOT that the City could do what they wanted inside the curb. There were a lot of new
facades on businesses.
Councilman Gunther suggested that someone from Beautification could be on the Downtown
American Fork board and noted that there may be some interest from property owners to match
the funding.
Councilman LeBaron asked if there was anyone on the Committee experienced in grant writing.
Paul Strong answered that there was not. However, they were awarded one grant for crushed
gravel on the north side of the fire station between the building and the railroad tracks.
Councilman LeBaron wanted to see a City-wide, fix up, cleanup, paint up campaign and do more
than just having dumpsters.
Mr. Strong responded that the committee wanted to see curb side pickup during the cleanup.
Councilman LeBaron asked about a live nativity scene.
Mayor Thompson noted that there was one to the north of the Northampton House.
Mr. Strong felt that was more of an Arts Council thing. He asked about an American Fork City
Activity Guide.

Councilman LeBaron reported that there was one coming.
7:55 a.m.- Richard Rowley- Literacy
In the last two years they had seen over 200 students. Currently there were 3 5. The number of
adult students was increasing. He noted one 86-year old Chinese lady from Hong Kong learning
English. She had been coming for about a month and a half and she was living with her daughter
in American Fork. Students usually came out of resource programs where they were not
succeeding. He had two volunteers that came regularly. He scheduled four students an hour.
The need was great. He was not doing any advertising. A lot were asking for help in math.
Councilman LeBaron asked if he needed additional volunteers.
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Richard Rowley responded that he needed volunteers that were consistent. The need was the
greatest between 4:00p.m. and 6:00p.m. He had dependable volunteers on Monday and
Wednesday. He asked for two computers in his budget.
Councilman LeBaron commented that some businesses or others may be upgrading and would
be willing to donate some that may be upgradeable to meet the need.
Mr. Rowley noted that he did receive two from the Bank of American Fork. He also needed help
with the ESL program. One alternative was to have three or four computers sent up in the room
that worked with ESL.
Mayor Thompson was unaware of any publicity seeking volunteers for the Literacy Center.
Richard Rowley responded that they had sent out a notice in the utility bills in the last two years
and had received no results at all. Mostly where he received volunteers was through the teachers
he knew that were retiring. He was looking for volunteers that students could read to.
Mr. Rowley requested that he become a full-time employee so that the committee did not have to

round up the other half of his health care each month. He explained that he was now at 30 hours
and the City paid half of his health insurance. There was plenty ofwork to be full-time. He
understood that to be full-time he needed to be at 32 hours.
Cathy Jensen stated that full-time was 40 hours.
Mr. Rowley responded that he had been told that if he went to 32 hours he would be considered

full-time with benefits.
Councilman LeBaron noted that IHC had a policy that 32 hours was full time. He asked about
volunteers from the LDS community.
Mr. Rowley noted that LDS volunteers were utilized outside of this State but they were not used

in the State. He had not had to turn any students away.
Mayor Thompson asked about reporting and job description.
Mr. Rowley reported to Melanie Marsh. He would provide a part-time job description.
8:20a.m.- Rod Despain- Planning
Mayor Thompson noted that the arrangement with Mr. Despain was that likely for 6 months or
longer there would be an overlap between Mr. Despain and the new person. There may be some
arrangement with Mr. Despain after that. They would be advertising next week.
Mr. Despain noted that most of the planning budget had to do with wages and benefits. Noticing
was becoming more expensive.
It was noted that there would be a new state Website for public notices that would take effect as
of April 1, 2008.
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Rod Despain added that he and Richard Colborn would be getting together on recent changes
and the implementation of changes to the state law with regard to development and annexations.
Councilman Storrs asked about paying Planning Commission members a stipend of so much a
meeting.
Rod Despain responded that the City had looked at that off and on. The Ordinance allowed for a
stipend. The City has been able to get good people without one. He noted that if you do it for
love you may do a better job than if you do it for pay. Planning Commissioners currently
received a summer BBQ with their spouse and a real nice dinner in the wintertime with their
spouse.
Councilman LeBaron commented that other boards may want the same thing. He asked if they
were included in the employees Christmas gifts. They were not.
Councilman Gunther expressed a quote, "People will work for money but they will give their life
for a cause." He felt they were doing a great job.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that some members were giving hours that could be used in
earnmg money.
Councilman LeBaron felt it was opening a can of worms.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that the Planning Commission did a lot of work.
Rod Despain added that the Planning Commission was one of the few boards that a City had to
have.
**Councilman Storrs was excused from the meeting.
The master plan update was in progress.
Rod Despain stated that his computer was eight years old and needed to be replaced. Right now
the graphics function of the Planning Department was provided by Rob Autry and he did a great
job. Those activities should be done from within the Planning Department utilizing Wendelin
Knobloch.
Cathy Jensen reported that there were four mapper positions being requested. She asked if they
needed all of those.
Rod Despain answered that he had not talked with Howard Denney on this matter.
Councilman Gunther asked if long range plans of moving Planning to the same location would
solve some ofthose problems.
Rod Despain responded that an additional license for access through the server was needed.
They did not necessarily need to be in the same location.
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Melanie Marsh noted that Larry Howden was looking at the Public Works facilities and options.
Councilman Gunther asked if it would be better at one location at Public Works.
Rod Despain answered that they were also in need of constant contact with the Richard Colborn
and the City records.
Richard Colborn discussed the records access capability that was being worked on.
Councilman Gunther noted Mr. Despain's institutional knowledge and thanked him for being
willing to stick around for a while. Would they be able to find a planner with good capabilities?
Rod Despain suggested that the City needed to find someone with capabilities and skills that he
would be able to pass things on to. Planners had always been generalists. The individual needed
to have good policy skills and not be just a paper shuftler. The person needed to have a passion
about planning.
Councilman LeBaron noted that person was going to be very important in the development of the
southern portion of American Fork. He suggested that it would be helpful to take a field trip to
Day Break. It was very interesting to see that creativity.
Rod Despain responded that it would be nice to have a big piece of property like Kennecott had,
but American Fork was dealing with small parcels with diverse ownership. The closest
American Fork was coming to that was the 100 acres with the Vintaro project.
Rod Despain expressed an apology for the problems with the Mitchell Springs Subdivision
roadways that was discussed at yesterday's work session.
The Council took a break.
***Councilman Storrs returned.
9:05a.m.- Debby Lauret- Economic Development
Debby Lauret explained that she had been working on a new City logo and its implementation.
She was also working on a $2,500 EDCU Marketing Matching Grant and a goods and services
directory.
Ms. Lauret was working with Woodbury on changes at The Meadows to include a "Lifestyle
Center." She was working on the state's "sure sites" program, which was mainly for warehouse
distribution use. She had done the utilities research.
Ms. Lauret noted that the unemployment rate was at an all time low, 2.3 percent. She would like
to initiate the Utah Scholars program to encourage them to take certain classes that would enable
them to receive certain scholarships. She has requested a lap top to be able to take a power point
program to gth graders.
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Mayor Thompson asked what her schedule was.
Debby Lauret stated that she worked about 3 hours a day in Economic Development. The other
time was for the Chamber of Commerce. Altogether she put in about 30 to 35 hours per week.
Mayor Thompson thanked her for her diligence in sticking to task.
9:15a.m.- Ron Morrill- Inspections
Ron Morrill reported that Dan Rojas and JoAnn Scott had put together most of this budget. Last
year they issued 463 building permits and did 2094 inspections. He explained that the City was
reviewed by the ISO, Insurance Services Office, and received a rating of three. This rating was
on a one thru ten schedule, with one, being the best. One of the things that needed to be
upgraded was the use of electronic records rather than paper copies. Mr. Morrill was working
with Orem City and the use of their inspection record program.
Mr. Morrill added that the City's Inspection Department was in need of newer vehicles. They
were currently on a 10-year rotation, but that hasn't worked very well as the oldest vehicle was
15 years old. There were six vehicles in the department.

Councilman Gunther supported the notion that each department should have their own vehicle
policy and rotation.
Ron Morrill explained that the Building Inspection Department collected the impact fees for the
Parks, Sewer, Water, and was one of the few departments that brought revenue into the City.
Councilman Storrs noted the request for a commercial plan checker.
Ron Morrill responded that right now they were working with Al Carlson on commercial plan
checks. He charged a flat rate of$30.00 per hour.
Councilman Storrs asked if it would be better if the City were to hire their own.
Mr. Morrill answered that it would be.
Mayor Thompson asked what the turnaround time should be.
Ron Morrill stated that a home plan could take two to six hours to review. Sometimes a builder
will bring in five or six plans at the same time. They have been able to reduce the turnaround
time.
Councilman Gunther was impressed with the reduction in the turnaround time in light of the
challenges that Mr. Morrill had faced recently.
Ron Morrill responded that he had good people in his department.
Debby Lauret asked how the Lifestyle Center would affect the inspection department when they
were doing a number ofbuildings at the same time.
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Ron Morrill stated that he had only seen an 8Yz x 11 faxed sheet. He was concerned about access
and traffic flows. He did not see how to get people out or get emergency traffic in when it was
necessary. They were putting in for another person in their budget.
Mayor Thompson asked if they had a certain turnaround schedule.
Councilman Gunther answered that in his experience of building in a number of cities, American
Fork City was as good as any or better.
Mayor Thompson asked if part timers were an option.
Mr. Morrill responded that they were and they had one currently working.

9:45a.m.- TJ Warnick- Streets
TJ Warnick stated that the streets needed one new full time employee. He expressed that the
City should put money in an escrow account in lieu of actually doing overlays until the
secondary water system had been installed.
Cathy Jensen expressed that there was an account in the capital improvement fund for that.
Councilman Gunther asked ifthere was a regular schedule of road maintenance.
TJ Warnick responded that it was crisis management.
Mayor Thompson asked about the repairs of the roads after the secondary system was installed.
Mr. Warnick responded that the trench failure would probably be the responsibility of the

contractor for about two years. He was concerned about the time after that.
Councilman Gunther and TJ Warnick discussed the need for road rehabilitation some time after
the secondary system was in.
TJ Warnick was asking for additional 10-wheel dump trucks. He was also asking for a salt dome
to house the salt in the wintertime.
Melanie Marsh noted that they did not have a place for a salt dome.
Mr. Warnick commented that it could go up by the rodeo grounds. The dump trucks and snow
removal package was the top priority followed by the sign truck.
Councilman Gunther noted that it appeared that there were monies unspent in the budget. He
commented that some of the wages that would not be spent could be rolled over into the Capital
Improvements.
Cathy Jensen stated that excess funds were transferred when the budget was opened at the end of
the year and some could be put into the Capital Improvements.
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Mr. Warnick explained that right now water was getting into the salt and was washing it away.
They needed to get away from the current location.

Councilman Gunther added that they needed to do some long range planning on use of City
property before locating a salt dome. He asked how much property was needed.
TJ Warnick answered that they would need a minimum of two acres to have the dome, a location
to house road base, and room for the trucks to maneuver.
Councilman Gunther suggested that some of that valuable property could be sold and the
proceeds used to purchase property elsewhere.
Mr. Warnick was asked about the sweeping of the streets and responded that they were out on a
regular basis.
Mayor Thompson commented that Mr. Warnick had a tough job and was historically under
funded.
10:20 a.m.- Howard Denney- Public Works & Engineering
Howard Denney discussed the engineering budget. He noted a need for a new vehicle. He
preferred a vehicle like he had as he often needed to transport others to various sites. He had the
potential of four additional persons in the next budget including an engineer and secondary water
specialist.
Cathy Jensen noted that the vehicle could be purchased in this budget year.
Under public works, Mr. Denney noted that Larry Howden was looking at the needs at the public
works building and the best solution.
Mr. Denney discussed road improvements on 900 West and the signal at 600 West Main Street
and the purchase of a small piece of property just north of the Veterans Hall.
Cathy Jensen stated that the 600 West signal needed to be installed this year, under the
provisions of the RDA.
Councilman Storrs asked how much the City has spent on sidewalks.
Howard Denney noted that a Purchase Order had been approved for $15,000 to help in design.
They were kind of holding out to see about the matching money. They needed to fund some
dollars to help in the preparation of grants.
Council member Rodeback felt that the level of detail needed in the grants necessitated that it be
prepared by someone in house.
Howard Denney suggested that they take about $10,000 from the $150,000 for sidewalks and
that it be used to repair sidewalks in the downtown area.
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Mr. Denney reported that the federal money had to do with trails. The 200 South bridge was in
need of replacement and it may be part of the 100 East 200 South road realignment. He added
that a lot of the roads south of town that were in areas that were previously county, were in need
ofbeing rebuilt. Also, the City's roads would need major repair after the secondary system was
installed.
Mayor Thompson asked where they were at with the road impact fee.
Cathy Jensen commented that the ball was going back and forth between Lewis Young and
Burningham and Horrocks.
Howard Denney explained that the model needed work on it. Pass through traffic was a difficult
thing to track.
Mayor Thompson commented that there had been no movement on this for six months.
Cathy Jensen noted that Elise Christensen was on top of it. She was waiting for Brent Ventura.
Howard Denney telephoned Brent Ventura from Horrocks and put the conversation on
speakerphone.
Brent Ventura explained that they had the model rebuilt and they now needed to enter the zoning
information and then get that to Elise Christensen. He could get that done by the end of next
week and committed to that.
Councilman Gunther asked how long he thought it would take Lewis Young and Burningham to
do their work.
Mr. Ventura did not want to commit Lewis Young and Burningham but he thought probably a
couple of weeks. He had been called by Elise Christensen but they had been playing phone tag.
Brent Ventura would have the information to Elise Christensen by the end of next week.
Mayor Thompson thanked Mr. Ventura for the information.
A telephone call was then made to Elise Christensen with Lewis Young and Burningham and the
conversation was put on speakerphone.
Elise Christensen stated that she and Brent Ventura had been playing phone tag. He had told her
that Horrocks still had some information to include in the model.
Mayor Thompson reported that they had talked with Brent Ventura just a minute ago and he
would have that to Elise by next Friday.
Elise Christensen responded that they needed to plug in the numbers they receive from Horrocks.
It should be a very quick turnaround and could possibly have it to the City by the middle of the

following week.
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Councilman Gunther asked Elise Christensen that if she did not receive the information from
Horrocks by Friday to call the City.
Mayor Thompson explained that they would like to discuss it at the April 5, 2007 work session.
He invited Ms. Christensen to the work session and asked her to come at 4:30p.m.
Cathy Jensen asked for an update on the public safety impact fee.
Elise Christensen received the information needed from the Fire Department. She needed the
same information from EMS and police. She had the information needed from Horrocks on the
water and sewer. She hoped to have the public safety wrapped up by the third week in April.
Ms. Christensen stated that the sewer and water was basically finished. The call was concluded.
Howard Denney noted that whatever the pass through traffic was, it would not be attributed to
new growth in the City and the City had no program to fund the deficit.
11: 10 a.m. -Lori England - Arts
Lori England asked if there were any questions.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about Lori England's wage.
Lori England responded that it was $1500 (from disability). She generally worked from 10:00
a.m. to sometimes 5:00p.m. or longer when there were activities planned in the building.
Mayor Thompson noted that someone from the City needed to be present at all activities at the
City Hall and currently Ms. England was that person.
Melanie Marsh explained that they were looking to have one administrative person to unlock and
lock the doors for programs in the City Hall, Senior Center and Veterans Hall and that it possibly
would be under Howard Denney and Ed Jones.
Lori England stated that $47,500 was requested from the City over and above their projected
revenues of$95,500. The total budget was $143,000.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the symphony was paying Dr. Hill to come from Las
Vegas and commented that there were others that were local that could do it. One was John
Pugh.
Councilmember Gunther would talk with Maxine Steele.
Lori England discussed the Children's Choir and Wasatch Winds and other programs including
Youth and Community Theater.
Councilman LeBaron stated that all of the books are to be open to the City.
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Lori England responded that these were the revenues used for their programs.
Councilman Gunther noted that last year, additional revenues of$39,800 were needed from the
City. This year $47,500 was requested. This request was for about $8,000 more than last year.
He asked how confident she was on the income side.
Lori England responded that if they did not receive the income, they did not spend it. It was a
wash.
Debby Lauret asked about bookings at the amphitheater.
Lori England answered that it was pretty well booked.
11:50 a.m.- Ray Garrett- Cemetery
Cemetery Sexton Ray Garrett thanked everyone for the support showed him at the meeting
yesterday and utilizing the property to the south for cemetery.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was not be best solution, but there was a critical need.
Mr. Garrett asked for a replacement of the swamp cooler in the cemetery office with central air.
Councilman Gunther suggested a different arrangement with air conditioner.
Ray Garrett would work with Ed Jones on that.
****Councilman Storrs was excused from the meeting at 11:57 a.m.
Ray Garrett asked to bring on an additional full time equivalent employee. Dennis Skougaard
works from his department. He noted that Jose worked part time. Together they could work
where ever they were needed in the City.
Councilman LeBaron asked when the Cemetery Committee met.
Mr. Garrett answered that they met at the Cemetery building on the first Tuesday of every month

at Noon.
Councilman LeBaron commented that a few years ago, some residents were using City power for
decorations on graves.
Ray Garrett responded that it was looked at and it was decided to allow those types of
decorations at Christmas time. He noted that there were changes to the budget due to higher fuel
costs. He asked to add a line for small engine repairs. He estimated that Mark Kawahara had
saved the City approximately $22,000 in just labor. He had kept track. To outsource these
repairs would have cost $40 per hour.
Cathy Jensen reported that they would be adding a new line item for small engine repairs and it
would be funded at $6,000.
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Ray Garrett expressed the need for newer desks. He reported that the president of the Pageant
Committee had been working with Lori England. She was a good resource. This year it would
be on August 3, 4 & 6.
Mr. Garrett asked for about $5,000 each year for road replacement.
Councilman Gunther added that funding for cemetery property acquisition should be included in
the budget each year.
Mayor Thompson asked about the cost of lots in comparison to other cities.
Ray Garrett noted that American Fork was at $800 and was about the highest in the state. In the
Filly Field they would have about $1.9 million in revenues.
Councilman Gunther commented that other cities may have bought ground when it cost less.
Councilman LeBaron asked if a mausoleum might be utilized by some.
Ray Garrett answered that there had been some requests. He felt that some people would want
that and would pay for that.
Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Garrett to carry on. The City should probably raise fees and build
up a property purchase fund.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session ended at 12:20 p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COLrNCIL
MARCH 27,2007
"AMENDED - PUBLIC HEARING, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on March 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of various firearms to be
surplus and authorized to be sold to The Farm.
REGULAR SESSION

The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on March 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; by Howard Denney; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class o f ~ o u n c r la c t ~ o nthat requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. AII items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Comtnon Conserrt
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

Approval of the March 8, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the March 13, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on a Resolution declaring various firearms to be surplus and
authorized to be sold to The Farm. - Chief Call
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. - M q o r
Thompson
Review and action on public utility easement agreements between Highland City and
American Fork City in the area of the Tri-City Golf Course. -Howard Denney
Review and action on a contract with Centricom to provide Utah Education Network
services to schools. - George Schade
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

Review and action on the final plat and road dedications for Mitchell Springs
Subdivision consisting s f 28 lots at 750 North 700 West. -Jared DeHart
Review and action on the final plat of Haven Heights Subdivision consisting of 9
lots at 1180 North 1050 East. - Haven Homes & David Peterson
Review and action on the final plat of Northshore Corporation Center Plat B
including a Resubdivision of Northshore Corporation Center Plat A consisting of
12 lots i n the area of 3 00 East Auto Mall Drive. - Rick Myers
Review and action on the final plat of Parker Heights Subdivision consisting of 8
lots at 610 West 750 North. - Trulan Preece &Rodney Brociozrs
Review and action on the final plat of Moser Subdivision Plat B consisting of 1
lot at 586 West 750 North. - Trulan Preece & Rodney Brocious
Review and action on a contract with Ryan Shupe and the Rubber Band for a
performance at the 2007 Steel Days Big Show. -Nan Kuhn
Review and action on a contract with Peter Breinholt for a performance at the 2007 Steel
Days Big Show. -Nan Kuhn
Discussion and action on a requested waiver and termination agreement with the City of
Fun Carnival. - Randy Morris
Discussion and action on retaining Smith Hartvigsen as secondary water counsel. Councilman Gunther
Discussion and action on an agreement for an off-line Medical Director EMS. -Jay
Christensen
Review and action on a boundary agreement with Pleasant Grove City. - Rod Despain
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - StafS
Adjournment.
(*Previous agenda items 3 & I I have been deleted from this agenda.)

Dated this 26 day of March, 2007
A
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 27,2007
PUBLIC HEARING, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on March 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of various firearms to be
surplus and authorized to be sold to The Farm.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on March 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; by Howard Denney; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Cor~sent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Counc~lmemberand pl'aced in the action items.)
Approval of the March 8, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the March 13, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on a Resolution declaring various firearms to be surplus and
authorized to be sold to The Farm. - Chief Call
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a contract with Horrocks Engineers & Franson Civil Engineers for
the design of the secondary water system. - Howard Denney
Review and action on a contract with Centricom to provide Utah Education Network
services to schools. - George S'chnde
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

Review and action on the final plat and road dedications for Mitchell Springs
Subdivision consisting of 28 lots at 750 North 700 West. -Jared DeHart
Review and action on the final plat of Haven Heights Subdivision consisting of 9
lots at 1180 North 1050 East. -Haven Homes & David Peterson
Review and action on the final plat of Northshore Corporation Center Plat B
including a Resubdivision of Northshore Corporation Center Plat A consisting of
12 lots in the area of 300 East Auto Mall Drive. - RickMyers
Review and action on the final plat of Parker Heights Subdivision consisting of 8
lots at 61 0 West 750 North. - Trulan Preece & Rodney Brocious
Review and action on the final plat of Moser Subdivision Plat B consisting of 1
lot at 586 West 750 North. - Trulan Preece & Rodney Rrocious
Review and action on a contract with Ryan Shupe and the Rubber Band for a
performance at the 2007 Steel Days Big Show. -Nan Kuhn
Review and action on a contract with Peter Breinholt for a performance at the 2007 Steel
Days Big Show. - Nan Kuhn
Discussion and action on a requested waiver and termination agreement with the City of
Fun Carnival. - RandyMorris
Discussion and action on retaining Smith Hartvigsen as secondary water counsel. Councilman Gunther
Discussion and action on an agreement for an off-line Medical Director EMS. - .Jay
Christensen
Review and action on authorizing staff to go out for an RFP for concession services at the
Fitness Center. - Derric Rykert
Review and action on a boundary agreement with Pleasant Grove City. - RodDespain
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - StafS
Adjournment.
Dated this 20 day of March, 2007
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 27, 2007
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on March 27, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:22p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Shirl LeBaron, Heidi Rodeback, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilmembers Cates and Gunther were excused. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, John Woffinden,
Sheena Parker, Kevin Bennett, Lance Call, Randy Morris, Rod Brocious, Barbara Christiansen,
Ralph Glathar, six Scouts, and eight citizens.
Mayor Thompson explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
the declaring of various firearms to be surplus and authorized to be sold to The Farm. He asked
about The Farm.
Police Chief Lance Call explained that The Farm was a private business that had a federal
firearms license.
Mayor Thompson asked for comments. There being no comment, the hearing concluded at 7:25
p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on March 27, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:22p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Shirl LeBaron, Heidi Rodeback, Ricky Storrs,
and *Councilman Gunther. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, John Woffinden,
Sheena Parker, Kevin Bennett, Lance Call, Jay Christensen, George Schade, Rod Despain,
Randy Morris, Rod Brocious, Barbara Christiansen, George E. Brown Jr., Lee Searle, Ralph
Glathar, 13 Scouts from Troops 332, 1157, 823, & 936, and 11 citizens.
Scout Cameron Lewis led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Howard Denney offered
a prayer.
Mayor Thompson had the Scouts come forward and introduce themselves and their respective
leaders. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson reported that he had talked with Councilman Cates prior to this meeting and
seemed to be gaining some strength. They had taken some biopsies today.
Mayor Thompson explained that Councilman Gunther would be late to this meeting as he had a
Scouting obligation.
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TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Robert Hall expressed concern about the heavy traffic on 400 West Street and 900 West Streets.
There was not another route that could be used between the two. Additionally, 300 North Street
westbound, dumped onto 400 West and at times backed up on 300 North back to 300 West. It
was a route that came clear from the Canyon Road in Pleasant Grove. He was a former
American Fork Volunteer Fireman and expressed concern for the ease of access for fire, police
and ambulance. He felt it was necessary to open up 560 West. Until then, there may need to be
a moratorium on building in the northwest part of town until there were sufficient roadways.
John Woffinden explained that he was on the City's Planning Commission and wished to speak
about 560 West Street. He provided background information and petition from 2002 with 476
signatures wanting 560 West Street opened. The cost estimate was two years old. This had been
on the plans for many, many years. There was now a new subdivision proposed north of the
tracks. He was going to vote against all of the subdivisions in the area that came before them as
there was more traffic than was safe on 400 West now. There was a park on 540 West and
Hindley Drive and when they had soccer games there was a lot of traffic and cars parking along
the street. He proposed that the City Council and Planning Commission needed to meet on this
issue. He noted that there had been approximately 13 private crossings closed. That should
account for the opening of one. The City needed to quit studying this issue and move ahead.
They needed to work for the betterment of the City and especially those in the northwest part of
the City.
*Councilman Gunther arrived.
Chairman of the Neighborhood Preservation Committee Doug Bethers spoke to yard sales signs
that were out of control. Some were becoming a professional business. Jim Hardy has asked
him to come up with a better way to control yard sales. Mr. Bethers felt that Pleasant Grove had
a handle on them. In order to have a yard sale in Pleasant Grove, you had to go to the City and
agree as to where you would have it and be instructed as to where signs could be placed. It was
very limited. The homeowner was allotted ten stickers to have on their signs. If they failed to
pick up their sign it would cost them $42 per sign. If they put up signs without the permit it cost
them $93. It would cost citizens out side of their city that put up signs, $93. If they abided by
the law, it cost nothing. Pleasant Grove limited the number of yard sales to two or three per year.
He provided some additional information to the Council.
Councilman Storrs felt it would be good to look at.
Mr. Bethers' concern was that they should be yard sales and not home businesses.
Scout Tyler Donahue commented that we could help get rid of pollution by a couple of days each
year turning off our powered items and let the trees get rid of pollution.
Mayor Thompson commented that it would be good to reduce pollution and conserve energy at
the same time.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
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There were no Community Service Awards to be presented.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
This item was postponed.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Council member Rodeback thanked Tyler Donahue for his plug for trees. She noted that the
Beautification Committee had an Arbor Day program on Friday, April 27. The Mayor and
Council would be invited to an assembly at Forbes School and to participate in a tree planting in
front of the cabins in Robinson Park. State Community Forester Scott Zeidler would be making
a presentation at a time in the future.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that the Arts Council has requested revisions to their charter.
They have come to a point with the Timpanogos Arts Foundation that they need to have a
summit between the Timpanogos Arts Foundation, American Fork Arts Council and the City as
to their respective roles. That needed to be done in time for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2008
budget.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she received a telephone call last Friday from Mark
Galloway from the Utah Disc Golf at Art Dye because he had found that the City had been
dumping road and street debris on the course. There was a need for land for a better place for
this type of dumping.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that the Parks and Recreation Committee has requested a
report on the paving and curb & gutter at Art Dye and Hunter parks and that the Council also
prioritize in the budget the replacement of the trees at Miller Park that died when the City cut the
water to them. They would also like a report on the improvements that were due in Hunter Park
because of the change in the roadway.
Councilman Gunther apologized for being late as he had some Scouts that needed his attention.
He reported that the new RFP for the sale of the Broadband had gone out and was expected back
by the first week in April. Also, the City and the Irrigation Company had met and crafted an
agreement on the secondary irrigation system. It was anticipated that a survey would be sent out
to those with American Fork Irrigation Shares to find out how many would be putting their
shares into the secondary system.
Councilman LeBaron also reported that there had been some illegal dumping by a third party as
well. Howard Denney was looking into that. With regard to yard sales he had been hearing from
citizens as well and suggested maybe one yard sale a generation. He had heard that some were
buying from auctions out of state and bringing items in to sell. That was a business. He was
willing to take the assignment to look at model ordinances as to yard sales and yard sale signs.
He added that the Council was looking at the idea of a community bulletin board where yard sale
signs could be posted in a single location.
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Councilman Storrs reported that he had a copy of the audit ofthe solid waste district. They were
in good financial shape and he would leave a copy with the City Recorder for public review. He
had also met with the assistant postmaster and they were looking at address changes to assist
public safety.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson explained that American Fork City was part of the private/public partnership
known as the Economic Development Corporation of Utah, EDCU. The last quarterly update
was very positive as far as the economic development for the state was concerned. American
Fork's North Pointe Business Park got a lot of good attention thru EDCU's website. He also had
attended the Governor's Office ofEconomic Development, GOED, where Governor Huntsman
was the major speaker along with some economists who gave a very optimistic report.
Mayor Thompson reported on the Quilt Show recently held at the Senior Center and also last
Saturday there was a Senior Citizen Volunteer luncheon in recognition of their service.
Mayor Thompson reported that he had attended the signing by the Governor of the bill that
established the Utah Valley University which the Council had supported.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the March 8, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the March 13, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval ofthe City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

Councilmember Rodeback asked that on the March 13, 2007 city council minutes that there be
the following replacement language on page 7, starting in the middle of line 35 thru line 39, "A
number of years ago a company wanted to locate a tower near Barratt Elementary. When the
subject was put in the school newsletter there was an outcry. She reported that this time around,
both Barratt Elementary and Dan Peterson had publicized this among their people and the
schools had examined it and were of a mind to approve it."

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the common consent items also including the
suggested change to the March 13, 2007 city council minutes. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING VARIOUS FIREARMS TO BE
SURPLUS AND AUTHORIZED TO BE SOLD TO THE FARM -Chief Call
Mayor Thompson explained that this action would provide about $9,700 in revenue.
Police Chief Call added that he was very comfortable with this arrangement and he has been
assured that the firearms would be sold out of state.
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Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-03-lSR providing for the
surplusing and sale of the firearms set forth in Attachment A of the Resolution, to The
Farm, for the total sum of $9,760.00 and subject to the terms of the sale as provided
therein, pursuant to the provisions of Section 3.32.010 of the City's municipal code.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS - Mavor Thompson
There were no appointments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON PUBLIC UTILITY EASEMENT AGREEMENTS BETWEEN
HIGHLAND CITY AND AMERICAN FORK CITY IN THE AREA OF THE TRI-CITY GOLF
COURSE -Howard Denney
Mayor Thompson noted that at the last meeting they passed easements for the same purpose but
this one was missing from the packet on March 13, 2007. It was included in the packet on
February 27, 2007 when the matter was tabled.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the public utility easement agreement with Highland
City, to authorize the Mayor to execute the agreement and to return the agreement to
Highland City for recording with the Utah County Recorder's Office. Councilman
Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH CENTRACOM TO PROVIDE UTAH
EDUCATION NETWORK SERVICES TO SCHOOLS -George Schade
Mayor Thompson asked which schools were included.
George Schade identified the schools as being American Fork Jr. High School, Dan Peterson
Elementary School, Lehi Jr. High School, Willow Creek Middle School, and Canyon View Jr.
High School.
Mr. Steve Clark from CentraCom was present.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the dark fiber lease agreement with CentraCom
Interactive. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS. COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD' S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED.
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a.

Review and action on the final plat and road dedications for Mitchell Springs Subdivision
consisting of28 lots at 750 North 700 West -Jared DeHart
Mayor Thompson noted that Mr. Jared DeHart was present. According to discussion in
a previous work session, the Council agreed to an exception to allow for a 25-foot front
set back.
Rod Despain explained that the proposed motion included five conditions. He noted that
some of the survey calls did not allow some lots to close. They viewed those as technical
corrections. The setback to 25 feet was only on Lots 15 and 16.
Mayor Thompson reported that at the meeting it had been discussed that the 25-foot
setback would apply to the entire plat.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of the Mitchell Springs
Subdivision, as revised, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept
all dedications and have the plat recorded at the office of the Utah County Recorder
subject to the following:
1) Verification of receipt of the deed conveying the park parcel and payment
therefore, in accordance with the term of the annexation agreement.
2) Posting of a bond for the outstanding public improvements.
3) Authorize payment to Mr. DeHart's engineer for the cost of revising the final
plat and also payment of the cost for hard surfacing of the additional width
of 700 North Street, approximately 10 feet.
4) An expression of thanks to Mr. DeHart for his willingness to amend the plat
to better accommodate the 700 North right-of-way and convey the additional
right-of-way without cost to the City.
5) Technical corrections to the final plat, as determined by the City Engineer, if
any.
6) Approval of a 25-foot front setback for the entire plat.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.

b.

Review and action on the final plat ofHaven Heights Subdivision consisting of9 lots at
1180 North 1050 East -Haven Homes & David Peterson
Mayor Thompson noted that the Council had seen a concept plan as part of the
annexation. Rod Despain explained that there was just a little change due to the location
of the sewer easement.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve the final plat of Haven Heights
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept
the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold the recording of
the plat subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely
construction of required public improvements. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
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c.

Review and action on the final plat ofNorthshore Corporation Center Plat B including a
Resubdivision ofNorthshore Corporation Center Plat A consisting of 12 lots in the area
of300 East Auto Mall Drive -RickMvers
It was explained that they would be selling off the individual lots and the owners will
need to go through the site plan process. This plat also provided a dedication of some of
the street to the Kelshaw property.

Howard Denney referred to a previous meeting in which street rights-of-way in business
parks were discussed. He was concerned that this was only a 66-foot right-of-way in a
business park. It was probably too late for this one as the City received this road
dedication about three or four years ago.
Councilman Gunther felt that it should be communicated to the owners of the problems
that have occurred in other areas and it might be in their interest to modify it.
Rod Despain commented that the road was installed and it was a wider street than the one
of concern in the NorthPointe Business Park.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the final plat ofNorthshore Corporation
Center Plat B including a resubdivision ofNorthshore Corporation Center Plat A,
to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plan and accept the dedications with
instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to the
posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required
public improvements as determined by the Engineering Department. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
d.

Review and action on the final plat of Parker Heights Subdivision consisting of 8 lots at
610 West 750 North - Trulan Preece & Rodney Brocious
Rod Brocious noted that the size of the homes would be 2, 000 square feet or greater and
would have three car garages. Some would be two-story. The selling price would be
between $500,000 and $800,000. The homes would be similar to the ones in Searle
Meadows.
Councilman LeBaron commented that they were nice homes.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the final plat of Parker Heights
Subdivision, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the
dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat
subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction
of required public improvements and receipt of documentation of actual conveyance
of land adjustments, easements and water rights. Councilmember Rodeback
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
e.

Review and action on the final plat ofMoser Subdivision Plat B consisting of I lot at 586
West 750 North - Trulan Preece & Rodney Brocious
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Councilman Storrs liked to see the bigger lots.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the final plat of Moser Subdivision Plat B
and to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson asked if there was an existing dwelling.
Mr. Brocious explained that there was. They needed some additional footage from this
lot to meet the frontage requirement for Lot 8 in the previously approved subdivision.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH RYAN SHUPE AND THE RUBBER
BAND FOR A PERFORMANCE AT THE 2007 STEEL DAYS BIG SHOW -Nan Kuhn
Steel Days Chairman Randy Morris noted that there were some simple corrections. It should be
noted that children eight and under were free. Also on page 1, reference to university should be
deleted.
Melanie Marsh noted that with Section 11, the City would need to purchase additional coverage
which was estimated to cost $1500. She asked if the City wanted to leave that section in.
After a brief discussion it was decided to leave that clause in.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the contract with Ryan Shupe and the Rubber
Band for performance at the 2007 Steel Days Big Show with the changes provided and
noted. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH PETER BREINHOLT FOR A
PERFORMANCE AT THE 2007 STEEL DAYS BIG SHOW -Nan Kuhn
This one was ready to go with Kevin Bennett's comments. One was that it was to be a 30 to 45
minute set instead of75 to 90 minutes. The artist would receive 100 percent ofthe proceeds
from merchandising.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the contract with Peter Breinholt for performance
at the 2007 Steel Days Big Show. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A REQUESTED WAIVER AND TERMINATION
AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY OF FUN CARNIVAL - Randv Morris
This item was removed from the agenda.
Mayor Thompson believed a new arrangement with City ofFun Carnival had been reached for
the weekend following Steel Days.
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DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON RETAINING SMITH HARTVIGSEN AS SECONDARY
WATER COUNSEL - Councilman Gunther

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the proposed retainer agreement with Smith
Hartvigsen, dated March 13, 2007, to provide legal services as water counsel to the City
with regard to the secondary water system, and to ratify the hiring of said counsel and
make the agreement retroactive to cover work already completed on behalf of the City in
connection with said secondary system and discussions with the American Fork Irrigation
Company. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson asked American Fork Irrigation representative Lee Searle about this action.
Mr. Searle felt the City was getting good legal counsel.

All were in favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT FOR AN OFF-LINE MEDICAL
DIRECTOR EMS - Jav Christensen
Mayor Thompson stated that this would be for $2,000 beginning this upcoming budget year. Up
to $3,000 was thru June 30, 2007.
Fire Chief Jay Christensen stated that this was required by state law to supervise training and
operations.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the proposed agreement for an Off-line Medical
Director-EMS for the American Fork Ambulance Department and to pay for any services,
up to $3,000 per year for fiscal year ending June 30, 2007, for services provided under the
previous and now expired agreement. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A BOUNDARY AGREEMENT WITH PLEASANT GROVE
CITY -Rod Despain
Mayor Thompson noted that this had been worked on for a number of months. There was
concern by both cities. The staff from both cities had worked on this. Mayor Thompson
reviewed the agreement. He asked Rod Despain for his comments regarding roadways.
Rod Despain explained that part of the City's protest ofPleasant Grove's earlier attempt to annex
property in this area was because it placed an undue burden on American Fork for the
improvements to 860 East Street. At the time Trophy Homes agreed to that and Pleasant Grove
has agreed that the development of 860 East should be an integral part of the Trophy Homes
project. Fronting onto 860 East Street was a planned school, church, other roads and commercial
development.
Mayor Thompson noted that the concern for parks was discussed. Pleasant Grove's park policy
was not the same as American Fork's but they stated that they would provide adequate parks. He
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noted the water and sewer agreement with the bank on State Street. It provided for an extension
of three years.
Mayor Thompson noted that the staffs ofboth cities felt comfortable with this arrangement.
Councilman Gunther noted some history regarding the boundary between the two cities that
Pleasant Grove violated. Previously the cities had agreed on 1100 East as the boundary south of
State Street straight down to the freeway. He felt it should be honored.
Kevin Bennett explained that the Council's had adopted it and both Mayor Beck and Mayor
Haynie had signed it.
Mayor Thompson added that the City would be in a much better position if they had objected to
those encroachments instead of letting them happen.
Kevin Bennett did not think that would make any difference as there was no remedy in the
agreement for violation.
Mayor Thompson stated that this agreement had not yet been adopted by Pleasant Grove.
Councilman Gunther thought it might be wise to put in something about Sam White Lane.
Kevin Bennett reported that Pleasant Grove made it clear that Sam White Lane was not on the
negotiating table.
Mayor Thompson commented that it appeared to American Fork that the development of the
BMW Dealership caused them to have a circuitous route for Sam White Lane.
Councilman Rodeback felt this was a regional issue. She did not understand why they were not
willing to be good neighbors.
Councilman Gunther asked if the current configuration precluded a straight thru design on Sam
White Lane.
Rod Despain expressed that Sam White Lane should connect with the new north-south arterial
road. Now, it required someone to come offthe arterial and make a jog to access Sam White
Lane. The Council discussed various road configurations.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the boundary agreement with Pleasant Grove.

Councilman Gunther asked what would happen if Stan Smith was successful in de-annexing
from Pleasant Grove.
Rod Despain noted that would be another day and another opportunity to address the issues.
That was not on the table when this process started. Further mediation could take place with the
new facts.
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Kevin Bennett did not think it automatically was a new ballgame. It was not a new ballgame
until the City wanted to entertain it.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if there was wisdom in holding offuntil the disconnection was
resolved.
Kevin Bennett did not think that there was much of a chance of success.
Councilman Storrs felt that a key was that American Fork would control 860 East.
Howard Denney felt that it needed to be done now. It would handle the bank situation with
sewer and water. The help with improvements on 860 East might go away the longer we wait.
Councilman Gunther felt they should shorten the bank's time to one year and keep it on a short
leash. He worried a little on the agreement. He would like to keep a little leverage.
Rod Despain would not resist that.

Councilman Storrs amended his motion to include one year on the bank's sewer and water
service with an option to renew.
Councilman Gunther would like it worded that American Fork will review and at the City's
option they may renew. It should be at American Fork's sole discretion.

Councilman Storrs included in his amended motion to include that it would be reviewed by
the City and at its sole discretion may renew.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that Section Nine regarding parks was appropriate.
Rod Despain responded that Pleasant Grove assured American Fork that they had plans in place
that the park would appropriately meet the need. The second time they met they had specific
locations. This last time they met they said that American Fork should not tell them how to run
their park programs.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the language in Section 9 was acceptable to American
Fork, but was it acceptable to Pleasant Grove.
Mayor Thompson responded that this was good faith language.
Councilman Gunther noted that on page 4, B, it should read, " ... this agreement is of little or no
use to the parties hereto if its terms and provisions are violated by one or both of the parties."

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS Staff
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There were no change orders.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Gunther moved adjournment at 9:32 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 29,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, March 29,2007, in the FirefRescue Training Room, 96 North Center,
commencing at 7:00 a.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
BUDGET WORK SESSION
Discussion of the American Fork Strategic Plan.
Discussion with Department Heads regarding budget requests.
Adjournment.
Dated this 26 day of March, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

------------

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 29, 2007
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, March 29, 2007, in the
American Fork Fire/Rescue Building, 96 North Center, commencing at 7:15a.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Richard
Colborn,
Mayor Thompson explained that he looked at the 1992 Strategic Plan and then took the
presentations that he did to the employees and citizens and looked at those. He then was handed
a book called, Good to Great and the Social Sectors, by Jim Collins, 2005. It looked at how
people repackaged what they had and made it better.
Mayor Thompson's 2007 draft had the following points,
•
•
•
•
•

Mission Statement
Vision of American Fork
Core Values
Strategy
Goals

He asked if this was the kind of document, in structure and in format that the Council wanted to
look at for long term guidelines. The Councilmembers responded that they felt it was.
Councilman LeBaron felt that a Vision Statement was needed after the Mission Statement.
Mayor Thompson reported that Linda Walton wanted to have a Dan Jones' survey of what was
important in the community. She wanted to get the public involved.
Councilman LeBaron felt it would be very important.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that it was estimated to cost about $10,000.
Councilman Storrs felt that it would be a good thing.
Mayor Thompson expressed that the heart of this were the goals.
1. Position American Fork to be a sought-after brand in the State.
The brand was the identifier. It represented some things to the viewer.

2. Attract and retain the right people for employment or volunteer service, including
elected officials.
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Mayor Thompson explained that they needed to have the right people. After being in office for
one year plus three months he expressed that that this was a very critical factor in keeping the
ship going in the right direction. They needed to have the right people on the bus.
Councilman LeBaron added that the right people needed to in the right seat on the bus.

3. Focus the City on what we are best at - reliable infrastructure, necessary services
and balanced activity programs.
Mayor Thompson stated that they should not try to do everything for everybody, but restrict what
they do to what they do best.
Council member Rodeback expressed that the Board of the Timpanogos Arts wanted to be the
best in the world. What we are is the best in the world in providing it in American Fork and
having participation by American Fork residents.
Mayor Thompson commented that our arts were really regional

4. Assure development complies with the City's Master Plan.
Mayor Thompson explained that this dealt with zoning, roads, water, etc. and making sure that
whatever was happening with development in American Fork on any level, fit within the master
plan.

5. Develop a sustainable resource engine of the right people, funding and brand.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it would be nice to find out from the survey what people
think about streets, traffic and economic development.
Mayor Thompson noted that there was a group concerned about 560 West. There were also
other areas and sidewalks and a street light at 400 West Pacific. Where did people want their
money spent? He asked if they wanted to wait for the Dan Jones survey to come out before they
move ahead.
Council member Rodeback felt that the next step was to come up with specific goals for the next
five years.
Mayor Thompson added that at that point or earlier he wanted to bring in the key staff for their
input. He asked if that should be after or before the Dan Jones Survey.
Councilman Gunther expressed that each Councilmember had assignments and each had goals or
objectives. He felt each could plug in their goals and if the bases were covered with the survey
they could tweak it from that.
Mayor Thompson noted that Councilmembers would set objectives based on their assignments.
Then when the Dan Jones Survey came out they could look and see if the objectives were where
the citizens wanted them. It was a reality check at that time. He asked when they wanted to
bring in the key staff.
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Councilmember Rodeback stated that she was frustrated as she watched the budget presentations
last week. She had wanted to see the mission and what they each did. All the Council got as a
shopping list of what they wanted. She wished that each had started with some orientation about
their department.
Mayor Thompson reported that no instruction was given to that.
Councilman LeBaron responded that would be part of leadership training and accountability.
Councilmember Rodeback asked that in subsequent years, department heads needed to state their
purpose along with their needs. It would be helpful if the department heads looked through that
lens.
Councilman Gunther stated that if one really looked at the staff in the city, the focus had not
been on that model. It was that they had to get some things done that day. The department heads
needed to be taught their mission. He thought it would be well to give the department heads the
plan as laid out, so they got a little upfront chance to look at it and to ask questions.
Mayor Thompson would get this to the department heads.
Councilmember Rodeback thought the document could be kept current along with each year's
budget cycle.
Councilman Gunther suggested that it be reviewed before the budget cycle to see how they were
doing.
Councilmember Rodeback added that on Orem's and Provo's website and probably other cities
as well, the first few pages had a document like this packaged with their budget.
Mayor Thompson asked when the Council would be ready with their objectives with respect to
their individual assignments.
Councilman Gunther suggested two to four weeks. Councilmember Rodeback said she could be
done if she had two hours to spend totally on just it.
Mayor Thompson suggested that they have it ready by May 1. He would give the staff the same
guideline. He would give some education and kick it off at key staff meeting. The Dan Jones
Survey would take place about June 1, 2007. The timeline for the strategic plan was,
ByMay 1
Bring the key staff up to date so they have a chance to look at the model and ask
questions.
Councilmembers set their objectives based on their assignments.
June 2007
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Dan Jones Survey is completed
Council to review objectives to see if they are consistent with the survey results
Meet again to review results and establish an implementation plan
Mayor Thompson thanked the Council for their attendance. The Council took a break at 7:50
a.m.
Mayor Thompson began the meeting. Also in attendance at times during the day were Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Derric Rykert, Fire Chief Jay Christensen, Steve Parker,
Ed Jones, Austin Miller, Police Chief Lance Call, George Schade, Sheena Parker, Randy Morris,
Kevin Bennett,
8:00a.m.- Steve Parker- Water
Water Superintendent Steve Parker explained that secondary water would be in a different
budget.
Mayor Thompson asked about significant departures from last year's budget.
Mr. Parker noted the $5 a month charge for the CUP water. That amounted to about $400,000
annually. There was a separate account for that. They asked for a dump truck, a backhoe lease
and pickup that amounted to $138,000 over last year.
Steve Parker continued that right now the water department was an emergency response team
and not a maintenance department. The fire department used to check fire hydrants. That had
not been done for three to four years. Fire hydrants needed to have their flow checked annually.
It was a liability issue to the City. They could keep one or two guys busy checking, flow testing,
and repairing fire hydrants. Every year when the fire department did it, they would find three or
four not working.
Fire Chief Jay Christensen responded that the department would be starting to check hydrants in
the next couple ofweeks.
Steve Parker explained that they were working toward having a water manager, a sewer
manager, a storm water manager, and a secondary water manager. It was not yet decided ifthe
secondary water manager would be subordinate to him. Right now, Mr. Parker was over
secondary water.
Councilman Gunther noted that blue staking was currently done by Broadband and suggested
that it be combined with the water. He felt that could be a good thing.
Mr. Parker noted that had been talked about it in the past.
Mayor Thompson asked about the income projections.
Cathy Jensen reported that they were conservative on some of the items. Water was a little
under, storm water was a little under, and sewer was a little over,
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Steve Parker went over water system improvements and noted that included water meter change
outs. There was a lot of money transferred out of the water department to the general fund.
Cathy Jensen explained that it was an overhead allocation. It was not a gift and was well below
what the actual cost was.
Councilman Gunther asked when the water and sewer rates were last increased
Steve Parker answered that they were increased two years ago and about 12 years prior to that.
Councilman Gunther thought that down the road they would need to expand the department. He
worried if they were charging enough for services and if they were looking at long term capital
improvement and maintenance needs.
8:25a.m.- Ed Jones- Building Maintenance
Ed Jones stated that his budget included fire systems, elevators, backflow testing, parts, and
certifications. The filters in the library and police department were changed out six times a year
at cost of$2,300 each time. Throughout the City were about 1500 florescent lighting fixtures
that they changed when necessary. They also maintained four emergency generators in the City.
Parts for the new systems were really expensive and they were all coded and operated by a
computer system. When they went down, specialty people sometimes needed to come in. This
next year they would like to get a packaged air conditioning system for the front office at the
cemetery and to remodel the kitchen at the senior center. He added that the senior center was
still cost effective.
Mayor Thompson asked about another person for the department.
Ed Jones stated that he did not need another person right now but would like an opportunity or
someone from within American Fork to work in the maintenance field and provide an
opportunity to grow. It was kind of an internship. It would be full-time for three months in the
summer. Sometimes they were asked to do some additional work and it would be a help there.
Councilman Storrs asked about the replacement of the compressors and if that was provided for.
Cathy Jensen responded that they would be able to do things for capital improvements.
Ed Jones explained that a compressor was $10,000 to $15,000 each. When they went out, it was
an emergency.
Cathy Jensen responded that they would be able to do things for capital improvements. They
were in a better situation with revenues up and expenses being down. They would be able to
handle things and get purchase orders in an emergency.
Ed Jones expressed that an elevator was needed in the public works offices to be able to fully
utilize the downstairs area.
Howard Denney added that Ed Jones was always doing special projects.
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Councilmember Rodeback asked if there were a lot of those special projects.
Ed Jones noted that there were two or three a year that usually lasted for two or three weeks
each. Sometimes it was electrical projects and sometimes it was painting, etc.
Mayor Thompson stated that classes and certifications and seminars were provided for in the
budget.
Ed Jones noted that was not always the case in past administrations. He would like to send Matt
and Vern back to New York to get certified on boilers. They needed some additional training on
the handling of mercury.
Mayor Thompson asked about Mr. Jones' concern of always accepting low bid.
Howard Denney noted that the lights at the library were discontinued when they were put in.
The City accepted the low bid. The architect did not know they were discontinued. The builder
did.
Cathy Jensen commented that it was mainly up to the department heads.
Howard Denney responded that department heads generally would not know things like that.
Councilman LeBaron noted that a couple of years ago a new van was provided and asked if that
took care of that need. He stated that Ed Jones did a great job.
Ed Jones responded that it would be nice to also have a smaller vehicle.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the City was not going to put up with shoddy workmanship.
When shoddy workmanship was found, it needed to be reported and corrected.
8:50p.m.- Derric Rykert- Fitness Center
Derric Rykert thanked the Mayor and Council for the recent expansion to the fitness center. He
showed a power point presentation that included their philosophy in providing the service. Use
of the facility was up. Nationally, cost recovery was at about 75 percent. As of the end of
February they were at 75 percent. He kept track of those types of things and felt the City had
improved its position.
Councilman Gunther discussed the various uses of the pools.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he had challenged Mr. Ryker to get to 80 percent.
Derric Ryker noted that there was a budgeted wage increase due to an increase in programs and
also due to the wage study. They were implementing a more aggressive preventative
maintenance program. The new UV system was installed and it would show a decrease in
chemical use. They were going to adjust the hours of operation to get the most out of the
facility. Fees also needed to be increased for both programs and admission.
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Councilman Gunther appreciated the attention that Mr. Rykert was giving to cost and revenues.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they had looked at the concept of leisure services.
Councilmember Rodeback asked how they measured what people wanted.
Derric Rykert responded that they paid attention to national trends and they also had a suggestion
box at the front desk that they reviewed at Tuesday staff meetings. There were some requests for
non-traditional activities like cooking classes and rock climbing classes.
Councilman LeBaron asked about a policy for scheduling the gymnasium from outside groups
like for dance recitals and what they needed to do to move in that direction.
Derric Rykert responded that he had drafted a policy for that and had submitted it to Chief of
StaffMelanie Marsh for review. He discussed the cost of part time help. Some would not be
needed if there were not enough people sign up to cover the cost of a class.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they used volunteers.
Mr. Rykert answered that they used a lot of volunteer coaches.
Councilman Gunther asked if it was possible for the recreation side to break even.
Derric Rykert responded that it was if the that was what the Council desired, but it would cost
more to participate.
Councilman Gunther asked Mr. Rykert's thoughts regarding the future success of the Alliance.
Derric Rykert felt that it would succeed unless the City did not support it.
Cathy Jensen stated that if they formed the Alliance they would need two full-time employees.
Mr. Rykert recommended only one additional for this first year.

Councilman LeBaron asked about the possibility of Alpine and Highland supplying a volunteer.
Derric Rykert answered that the two communities would rather American Fork hire them and
they reimburse the City.
Councilman LeBaron asked that the other members of the Alliance provide specific fields and
parks for use. American Fork should not bear the brunt of the wear and tear on American Fork's
facilities.
Derric Rykert responded that lists were being worked on.
Councilmember Rodeback felt that the Alliance would assist in recovering some of the costs of
American Fork.
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Councilman Gunther asked if they were to only serve American Fork, what the difference would
be.
Derric Rykert thought it was about $30,000.
9:25a.m.- Melanie Marsh- Administration/IT
Melanie Marsh reviewed the line items.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the promotion line item included.
Melanie Marsh answered that it was for various programs including Employee of the Month,
retreats, employee Christmas party, employee summer party, etc. She added that the phone
system was about maxed out with the number of extensions needed. The budget included funds
for that expansion.
Councilman Storrs asked where they were at with the time keeping program.
Melanie Marsh stated that they were just wrapping that up.
Mayor Thompson asked about the $10,000 expense in web site development.
Melanie Marsh explained that was for Rick Pence. They would be working on the renewal of his
contract.
Councilman LeBaron asked about doing some wireless hubs for use by the public at some
locations.
Melanie Marsh noted that currently there were some locations for use by the City.
Mayor Thompson asked about the software for cash receipting.
Melanie Marsh noted that they had that and there was training coming up on April 16.
9:45 a.m. -Jay Christensen- Fire I EMS
Fire. Chief Jay Christensen explained that they would be working to cycle out equipment on a
regular basis. They would also be upgrading the face masks. Some needed to be replaced and
some could be handled with up grade kits. The total cost for that was about $7,000. Each year
they would be replacing three sets of turnout gear. They had a five-year capital improvement
program. They were down on pump rating and a new truck was still needed even with the new
truck received this year. A new truck was between $280,000 and $300,000 plus $50,000 for
equipment. He had five radios coming from a grant and they were requesting three more.
Councilman Gunther observed that the department was projected to be over budget by about
$50,000.
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Cathy Jensen explained that the number of calls each year was just an estimate.
Chief Christensen commented that calls were up this year.
Richard Colborn reported that they were at about 150 calls for the quarter. Last year there was
about 400 calls.
Councilman Gunther asked if the wage estimate for the upcoming year was accurate.
Chief Christensen did not know about increases this year with the Hay Group study.
EMS. Chief Christensen noted that because of some personnel that sent in letters to the state a
hold was placed on their certification of paramedic service last October. That had now been
resolved.
He explained that now the base transport call was $394.06. There were 1052 calls in 2006 with a
revenue of$414,551.00. With paramedics, the call rate would be $795.00 per transport and
based on the same number of calls, the revenue received would be $837,076. Medicare calls
generally paid 75 percent of the bill.
Chief Christensen added that once they were paramedic certified, they would receive most of the
calls for transport from the hospital and that would add about $200,000 to revenues. There was
some additional equipment that would have to be purchased. Overall, the revenues from the
paramedic program would cover ambulance and some of the fire budget.
Councilman Gunther asked how many paramedics would be needed.
Chief Christensen answered that they had four paramedics now that were running as EMT's and
they would need to hire fourteen more.
Councilman Gunther responded that with those figures they would net about $300,000
additional.
Chief Christensen reported that dispatch fees were way up.
Chief Call reported that police dispatch fees were up to $17.50 per call.
Mayor Thompson reported that he and Chief Call met with a group that was looking at a separate
dispatch. The Sheriff was doing a study that never could get off the ground. He noted that there
was a problem tracking incidental calls and the County was looking at that. He encouraged the
departments to reconcile the calls and the billing thru March 2007. From now on, it should be
taken care of.
Chief Christensen noted that the full time persons would have uniforms. He was looking at a
new ambulance with help from the state per capita grant of about $43,000. The total cost for an
ambulance was about $120,000.
Councilman Gunther asked about ambulance personne.l wages.
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Chief Christensen noted that now they had some that were paid from full-time wages instead of
part-time wages.
Cathy Jensen felt that overall in the ambulance department that they would be okay with wages.
Councilman Gunther noted that in the current wage was only half of Jay Christensen's salary, but
there now additional full-time persons. That should have been adjusted.
Mayor Thompson explained that the additional was from the increase in property taxes.
Mayor Thompson added that this was a high pressure job and that his work was appreciated.
10:20 a.m.- Lance Call- Police
Police Chief Lance Call reported that things were very good in the police department. Morale
was good. There was a new sense of professionalism. He provided information via a power
point presentation.
Mayor Thompson reported that Chief Call was recently recognized as the intermediate size
police department Chief of the Year from the Utah Chiefs of Police Association. There was
general applause.
Chief Call explained that he would like to reinstate the part-time clerk that had not been renewed
last year. They had to keep the police reports for five years. He was nervous about getting rid of
reports after that time. He would be scanning all of the reports and witness statements and
supporting documentation for keeping.
Chief Call noted that in 2005 the department wrote 3922 tickets and in 2006, 6945 tickets. In
2005 they had 425 arrests and in 2006, 837 arrests. This was telling him that the officers were
doing their job.
Councilmember Rodeback asked how many ofthose arrests could be contributed to new
commercial.
Chief Call responded that if it was 15 percent growth, the increase there was probably the same.
He felt however that it was more the reflection of pro active police work.
Chief Call discussed the need for vehicles. It had been discussed that they rotate vehicles every
five years. They had 37 vehicles. They would need to rotate seven per year. The cost was about
$147,000 a year. However, this year was the last year of the lease. He had two detectives in
marked police cars. Chief Call discussed dispatch fees of $367,000 for the upcoming year.
Yesterday at their meeting, he noted that the recommendation was that the combining of dispatch
services would not work.
Mayor Thompson stated that at the next COG meeting he would be bringing this up.
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Chief Call was disturbed that the City was charged a fee on every non-emergency notification by
Utah County including calls that were dispatched in error.
Cathy Jensen noted that the County capitalized everything that they billed on and that was same
for animal services as well.
Chief Call added that the City had to participate in the 800 Mhz radios and the cost to UCAN
was $17.50 per month per radio. He wanted to do a replacement program with the laptops as he
did with the cars, but on a three-year rotation. It would be about $33,000 per year. This was the
last year of the lease of the previous laptops. He was receiving $36,000 for radios from a
Homeland Security grant.
Councilman LeBaron asked about a substation at The Meadows.
Chief Call reported that they answered about a call a day at WalMart. If there was office space
offered it would need to be furnished with furniture and computers and then it would be useable.
He explained that he was four officers down again.
Councilman Gunther commented Chief Call for managing his budget well.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the money from the guns being sold would go back into the police
department.
Chief Call explained that it would come back to the police department in trade.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they were receiving cash, would it go back into that department.
Cathy Jensen reported that it went into the general fund for allocation.
Councilman Gunther explained that the request was about 15 percent over last year's budget.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about funding the enforcement of neighborhood preservation.
Chief Call stated that he did not have much experience in that area. He knew ofthe 'Broken
Windows' concept.
The Council took a break at 11:00 a.m.
11: 15 a.m. - George Schade- Broadband
George Schade noted that the Broadband was facing some tough issues. The RFP was back out
for the sale of the Broadband. There were some challenges with the way the City could market
this product. They were completing the fiber route from the Kearns Building in Salt Lake to the
Spanish Fork head end. This provided for redundancy.
Mayor Thompson noted that for this coming budget year, it was just do what you could to keep
the system operating.
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George Schade explained that they would like to put more money into the fiber backbone. In
most cases with the fiber, companies were willing to money into it up front.
Councilman LeBaron asked if there was a way to get some temporary redundancy.
Geroge Schade thought there may be some options to explore but one of the things was that it
was difficult because of the daisy chain effect of operation.
Councilman Gunther felt that the PacketFront Consortium was a great model if they had the
money to do it. They were going to finish the system at about $8 million. One of the challenges
of the system was the high maintenance. George Shade was the manager and a repair person.
He was the one that got on the pole and fixed it. They needed to get him in a position to manage
the asset. Once the fiber was complete they would get a payment from UTOPIA of $1.5 million.
He commended George Schade for his management of the Broadband under some real tough
circumstances.
George Schade expressed that he had a great employees and they were willing to do what was
necessary.
Councilman Gunther added that UTOPIA wanted to put conduit in the same trench as the City's
secondary.
George Schade felt they needed to look at all options.
11:35 a.m.- Cal Houghton- Parks & Boat Harbor
Boat Harbor. There was new ramp installed this last winter and new docks. There were new
docks budgeted for the west side ofthe ramp. That cost was $21,000 with $15,000 for
installation. The truck being used at the boat harbor needed to be replaced. It was a 1984 and
had lived beyond its usefulness. There was a need for a couple more lighted buoys.
Councilman Gunther asked about the old docks.
Cal Houghton commented that there was value in them.
Councilman Gunther suggested that the docks be advertised and declared surplus as soon as
possible.
Parks. Last year the parks got a new employee and new mower. They appreciated that.
Mayor Thompson discussed the needed sidewalk, curbing, and drainage facilities that were
needed at Art Dye.
Cal Houghton thought that the drainage portion was included with the original asphalt project.
He would check with Howard Denney.
Councilman Gunther asked about the chemical toilets.
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Mr. Houghton responded that had been a line item for a number of years. He talked about the
need for new Christmas decorations.

Councilmember Rodeback noted that Christmas decorations were included in requests from both
parks and beautification.
Cal Houghton thought it ought to come from his department. He talked about contracting out the
weed eating to go along with the contract of mowing of the grass at the buildings. He thought it
could save about $100 every two weeks. They were in the process ofbidding that out now.
Mr. Houghton noted that there was $10,000 for tree pruning and purchasing of trees. Most
would be done in house. He has included $5,000 for benches in parks. He reported that there
was a group trying to fund a pavilion at Val Vista Park.

Councilman LeBaron suggested that they regularly replace picnic tables in the parks.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the parks had money for purchasing trees as well as the
beautification committee. She wanted to know how much was needed for pruning so they knew
how much they could use to purchase trees.
Cal Houghton responded that they could spend a lot on pruning trees.
Mayor Thompson asked ifthe parks department had a tree pruning specialist.
Mr. Houghton noted that the whole department did that.
Councilmember Rodeback suggested that someone needed that specific training.
Cal Houghton explained that they had been pruning now for about a month and a half. Now they
will begin mowing.
Mr. Houghton expressed that he would like to purchase two trucks now for about $15,000 each.
They would be used.
Mayor Thompson noted there were a lot of parks and he appreciated the work that was getting
done.
The Council took a break at 12:05 p.m.
12:15 p.m.- Sheena Parker- Library
Sheena Parker explained that she needed an additional part time employee. They would need to
replace the Children's Librarian as that individual would be retiring. The big increase in the
budget was in the area of computer supplies and new books. She noted that in the non-fiction
category she could get about 72 books for $1,000. In the fiction category one could get about
120 books for each $1,000, and she could get about 140 children's books for each $1,000.
Councilman Gunther asked what made a great library.
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Sheena Parker answered that it was having what people wanted.
Councilman Gunther asked what the best library was in the county.
Ms. Parker responded that each library was geared or specialized toward the need in their area.
Councilman Gunther asked if more funding for books would make it better.
Mayor Thompson asked how they chose which books to purchase.
Sheena Parker responded that they made their decision of which books to purchase based on
school curriculums, patron requests, and best sellers.
Councilman LeBaron asked about DVD rentals.
Ms. Parker answered that they did not do too much of that.
Mayor Thompson commended the library staff.
12:30 p.m. -Randy Morris- Celebration
Steel Days Chairman Randy Morris noted that this year's Steel Days Big Show would be less
money. Ticket prices would be $8.
Mr. Morris noted that Scott Hampton was the most organized person. He had a great Car Show
Committee. They already had sixty sponsors signed up. The sponsors and the fees paid for the
car show at Rotary Park. The biggest expense for the bum out was the rental of bleachers from
Diamond Rental. He asked if they could use City bleachers instead of renting them.

Councilman Storrs noted that Parks Superintendent Cal Houghton would be the one to ask.
Mr. Morris believed the port-a-johns were part of the parks budget. This would be the first year
with an arts festival.

Mayor Thompson asked how much money had been transferred to the Steel Days in previous
years.
Cathy Jensen reported that in the past they have transferred about $80,000.
Randy Morris added that they had tried to get a corporate sponsor. They would get logos on the
T -shirts, passes to the Big Show, carnival tickets, etc.
Councilman Gunther encouraged that in the future they get more local sponsors.
Councilman LeBaron praised Randy Morris for his work
Mr. Morris noted that maybe they need to strike out on a year-long corporate sponsor search.
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12:45 p.m.- Kevin Bennett- City Attorney
Kevin Bennett explained that he was leaving to become the City Attorney for LaVerkin City in
southern Utah. He thanked everyone for their support. This last year he was provided a new
office and a part-time secretary and got some laptops. There would be an increase in his pay
based on the wage study. However, the opening offer, which he took, from LaVerkin, a city of
5,000 people, was more than his pay here and his military pay combined.
He explained that all of the furniture in his office with the exception of the desk and the
computer were his. The books and book cases and copier were his. Depending on who came in
there may need to be some additional budget for those things. He asked that the City continue to
subscribe to the Utah Primary Law on Disc that had been worked into the budget which was
$650 per year for City Attorneys. Mr. Bennett added that the secretary's computer was fine but
he had been told by the IT person Jeremy Roos that his was obsolete. Some programs would not
run on that computer.
Mr. Bennett added that they may need an additional part time person, a paralegal at the very
least, to do the work while the City Attorney was sitting in meetings any where from six to eight
hours of a day. The research and some of the crafting could be left to someone like that. He
highly recommended that the pay be commensurate with the wage study. The City ought to
consider paying for what it took for the City Attorney to keep up on certifications. He had not
asked for that. Mileage for travel should be increased in the budget.

Kevin Bennett commented that one of the problems he had run into besides being in a lot of
meetings was that he had a lot ofbosses. He provided a form for request for City Attorney
services that could help by providing some basic information on a subject.
Councilman LeBaron talked about the option of having one city attorney and bringing in a
deputy to do prosecutions along with a support staff
Kevin Bennett expressed that Tucker Hansen would need to be consulted.
Councilman LeBaron commented that they were just talking ideas.
Mr. Bennett noted that in LaVerkin he would be the City Attorney and would supervise a part
time prosecutor. With the way it had been operating in American Fork, it was next to impossible
to take a day off because there was not a backup. He was technically a 32-hour employee.

Councilman LeBaron asked who has been used to help in the past.
Kevin Bennett reported that Tucker Hansen had been the backup, but he had been used very
little. There was some outsourcing for specialty matters such as personnel and water.
Councilman Gunther observed that there was more civil work than one person could do. Options
were discussed including using two part time attorneys.
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Mayor Thompson noted that the way the City had used Mr. Bennett kept continuity in the
meetings, but it did take up his time. He wondered if they couldn't use a deputy attorney to do
research and the drafting of documents. He liked having someone on staff that he always had
access to.
Councilman Gunther felt that they needed a 100 percent civil attorney with another part time
civil and also a part time prosecutor.
Kevin Bennett reported that he had asserted himself where he thought it was needed. When he
came, the City was being sued right and left on development matters. There wasn't any right
now. That was because they worked out items in a hot wash prior to Planning Commission
meeting. That was three to four hours each time.
Councilman LeBaron felt that a full time City Attorney and a full time deputy for prosecution
and that could cover civil overload.
Mayor Thompson added that the City had some space constraints.
Kevin Bennett felt strongly that there needed to be some way for someone to step in. There
needed to be time to recover from illnesses, family emergencies, and to provide time for
rejuvenation.
Councilman LeBaron reported that Pleasant Grove had a full time City Attorney and a part time
prosecutor.
Mayor Thompson commented that there seemed to be a few options available.
Kevin Bennett expressed that Amercian Fork was the only City that he knew that had completely
separated the appointments of the civil attorney and the prosecuting attorney.
Mayor Thompson thanked Kevin Bennett and stated that they would miss him. He was very
pleased with the work Mr. Bennett had done for the City and found there was very little legal
exposure as a result. He wished him the very best.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 1:27 p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 3,2007
*AMENDED - NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION AND
NOTICE OF JOINT WORK SESSION & WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in special session on
Tuesday, April 3, 2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00 p.m. and then the American Fork City Council and the American Fork City
Planning Commission will meet in a joint work session followed by a City Council work session
The agenda shall be as follows:
*SPECIAL SESSION
Review and action on the approval of change orders.
Adjournment to a joint work session.
JOINT WORK SESSION
1. Presentation by WoodburyIWestfield Real Estate on their proposed "lifestyle" center at
The Meadows.
2. Adjournment to a City Council work session.

WORK SESSION
Discussion of the 2007-08 budget.
Adjournment.
Dated this 2 day of April, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLAbTNING COMMISSION
APRIL 3,2007
NOTICE OF JOINT WORK SESSION & WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council and the American Fork City
Planning Commission will meet in a joint work session on Tuesday, April 3,2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00 p.m. followed by a City
Council work session. The agenda shall be as follows:
JOINT WORK SESSION
1. Presentation by Woodbury/Westfield Real Estate on their proposed "lifestyle" center at

The Meadows.
2. Adjournment to a City Council work session.
WORK SESSION
Discussion of the 2007-08 budget.
Adjournment.
Dated this 26 day of March, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
APRIL 3,2007
NOTICE OF JOINT WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council and the American Fork City
Planning Commission will meet in a joint work session on Tuesday, April 3,2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00 p.m. The agenda shall
be as follows:
JOINT WORK SESSION
1. Presentation by WoodburyIWestfield Real Estate on their proposed "lifestyle" center at
The Meadows.
2. Adjournment.

Dated this 20 day of March, 2007.

hchard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 3, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Tuesday, April3, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:05p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and
Ricky Storrs. Councilmembers Cates and LeBaron were excused.
Planning Commission members present included Joe Gordon, Ken Baldwin, James Hansen,
Larry Howden, Rebecca Staten, and Kevin Tea.
Staff present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, J.H.
Hadfield, Debby Lauret, and Rod Despain.
Additional persons in attendance included Kraig Erickson, George Melara, Lynn Woodbury, and
Joe Rich.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CHANGE ORDERS
Mayor Thompson stated that this change order was for $17,767.50 for fencing at the skate park.
Councilman Gunther reported that he had looked at it and been down to the park.

Councilman Gunther moved to table this request and to look at the RDA funds to see what
was available.
Councilman Gunther thought there was a cheaper way to do it.

Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion, but for a different reason.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that this was $17,000 that they were taking away from
something else.
Councilman Storrs felt that the fence was needed but agreed that it could be done cheaper.
Howard Denney stated that by delaying this, it would prolong the project. He would almost
rather have a no.
Mayor Thompson asked if the bid was done competitively.
Melanie Marsh explained that they had a second bid and it was higher than the change order.
This change order would allow the wrought iron fence to be moved out away from the skate
park.
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Howard Denney noted that the bulk of the cost was $11,150 for the mow strip. The idea was to
cut the grass with the mower right up to the fence. If they had to weed eat, it would throw
clippings into the skate park.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the Council had oversight of the budget. She could not tell
where these funds would be coming from. She had not seen that budget.
Cathy Jensen stated that there was $187,000 in the RDA funds before this change order.
Councilman Gunther noted that there was still work to be done at the amphitheater. There was a
request for a parking lot at the Fitness Center.
Cathy Jensen did not know if the parking at the fitness center would come from the RDA
Councilman Gunther thought they could change wrought iron fencing.
Howard Denney explained that they had started the installation of the fence and they called them
off for this modification.
J.H. Hadfield stated that there were five permanent fence posts that had been installed. They
would be removed.
Councilman Gunther was not comfortable with going ahead with something that he did not
understand. He felt they should wait a couple of weeks or a month so the right decision could be
made.
Mayor Thompson stated that the City was exposed by not having it finished.
Melanie Marsh commented that a skate tournament was scheduled in July with Steel Days. The
fence was included in the original bid. They just wanted to move the fence out.
Howard Denney explained that they needed to move it away from the concrete. He showed a
diagram of the original fence placement. It was proposed to move it out about twelve feet.
Mayor Thompson stated that the City supported this, a delay was not a wise move.
Howard Denney added that the restoration of the landscaping was up to the City and there may
be addition costs for sodding and sprinkling.
Councilman Gunther asked the problem with waiting two more weeks.
Howard Denney responded that was fine.
Mayor Thompson asked for the full costs with the sprinkling and sodding.
Melanie Marsh answered that the architect would not design until they knew which way the City
was going to go.
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Councilman Gunther asked if they could get the detail by next Tuesday.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she needed to see the full RDA budget and how all of the
RDA projects had been expended.
Councilman Gunther wanted to see what was left. Would they have enough to do the
amphitheater? He could not see moving the fence away from the bowl area.

All were in favor of the motion to table.
Mayor Thompson stated that this would be considered at the April 10, 2007, City Council
meeting.
Councilman Gunther asked about the wrought iron fence.
Melanie Marsh thought that it was already ordered and they were just going to order the
additional needed with this change order.
ADJOURNMENT TO A JOINT WORK SESSION

Councilman Gunther moved to adjourn to joint a work session at 7:23p.m .. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
JOINT WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a joint work session with the Planning Commission on
Tuesday, April3, 2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
7:23 p.m. Those present at the previous meeting were present at this meeting.
PRESENTATION BY WOODBURY/WESTFIELD REAL ESTATE ON THEIR PROPOSED
"LIFESTYLE" CENTER AT THE MEADOWS
The Mayor and Councilmembers moved to the audience to view the power point presentation.
Lynn Woodbury explained that they had looked at a number of alternatives. There were a
number of challenges and obstacles and hurdles to overcome to make it work. He turned time
over to Architect George Melara who was one of the principals in Nelsen Partners noting that
they interviewed a number of architects for this project and felt that he was on the cutting edge of
this type of development. They had been working on this for over a year.
George Melara felt good about the response to this project. There were some challenges and a
great opportunity. It was little fragmented and that needed to be brought together. There was
good freeway visibility but it was difficult to get there. They needed to create clarity. They were
going to have office and retail working together as well as residential and retail working
together. They had not gotten into the architecture yet, so he would be working with images.
In Phase I certain tenants have agreed to come including J. C. Penney's and a theater expansion.
They wanted to create an Urban Village. It needed to be memorable and different. There would
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be some one-story retail with the potential of retail on the ground floor with office and residential
uses above up to four or six stories. They needed to work with the City. They wanted to narrow
streets down to make the traffic move slower. Variety was needed. An urban village needed to
be pedestrian friendly. Many variations were presented.
Mr. Melara explained that they were getting ready to start on schematics. That was why they

were in front of the council today.
Lynn Woodbury thought this would become a popular place.
George Melara wanted to set the market but also set the bar as well.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the residential portion would be owned or rented.
Mr. Melara answered that they would probably be rented to start with.

Lynn Woodbury noted that the market was not the family with six children. It was for emptynesters, singles, and young professionals. They were still researching what type of unit. They
have looked at studios, a one-bedroom unit, a one-bedroom den, and two-bedrooms.
Debby Lauret asked what their time frame was, in a perfect world.
Lynn Woodbury responded that they would like to deliver a pad site to JC Penney by the end of
this summer and open in August 2008 with the rest ofPhase I to follow six months later. Timing
was very important to the tenants as some have had bad experiences in the past with different
developers and in different communities where they were not able to keep to timelines. The City
and the developer needed to be on the same page and be able to live up to their commitments.
University Mall was one million square feet, 650,000 of retail. To bring 20 tenants with a single
opening was a challenge but that was the intent with an opening in 2009.
Councilman Gunther asked if JC Penney's would own their pad.
Lynn Woodbury answered that they would. They would lease the remaining space. Some of the
residential would be sold as condominiums. The office space would be leased property that they
would control.
George Melara noted that there was some existing space like the theaters that others wanted to be
around.
Kraig Erickson added that they would be drawing from a large area.
Lynn Woodbury noted that timing was critical. There had been announcements in Lehi and in
Pleasant Grove. They like American Fork. It is the center of activity right now. That may
change in the future. That was why time was of the essence.
Planning Commission Chairman James Hansen noted that the proposal showed that the straight
thru access to the theaters would be gone. They had seen a lifestyle center before and it was
abandoned. The Planning Commission would not believe any of their traffic engineers because
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the circle in front ofWalMart did not work and it had never worked since the day that it opened.
People in Utah were not willing to give up their cars. Double use for parking lots did not work.
There was not enough parking for the theaters now. It was a great concept. They had seen it
before, but it went away pretty fast.
George Melara explained that they critiqued the previous plan. They wanted congestion. It
slowed people down. They did need to strengthen and segregate the loop road. He was not
crazy about the turn a rounds.
James Hansen stated that cars sped thru there now.
Mr. Melara explained that roads that were wider tended to increase speed. Narrower roads
tended to decrease speed.
Mayor Thompson noted that there were some parking structures proposed.
Lynn Woodbury responded that this was a more urban solution. It was not the traditional
suburban, drive to front door and get there as fast as you can. This was not was what they were
creating here. It was a place to come and linger and spend some time. One of the reasons the
other plan was abandoned was because they were told unequivocally by the City that they could
not have diagonal parking on the street. When they told the potential tenants they responded that
was a critical element and they were not willing to locate there. With this plan they were
challenging some of the old concepts. If the City did not want to buy off on some of these
concepts, that was why they were here and they wanted to know. They were going spend a
million dollars on design and engineering. If the City was not behind the concept, they would
put these in the file and note the City was not going to work with them. This type of
development has proven that it can really work. But, it can't not work if the mentality of the
City was they don't want any congestion, they want to get there as fast as possible, and no street
parking. They were asking that the parking ratios actually be reduced from what the City's
current ordinance said and that there be some relaxation of the City's sign ordinance.

J.H. Hadfield expressed that the City was concerned with some of the unintended consequences
that the City falls heir to when the property doesn't rent and it was leased to a charter school and
the parking was used for a playground. That was a reality right now in the North Valley
Business Park.
James Hansen felt that they needed angle parking in front of stores because he believed in Utah
the mentality was unless I can see the front door of the store, I'm not going to shop there. As
long as I can see the entrance, fine. As in WalMart they will park far away, but they can see the
front door.
Geroge Melara noted it was the same in Arizona and Austin, Texas. He was constantly fighting
a big sea of parking. He liked to see it in structures. It was a balancing act.
Joe Gordon observed that there were some problem areas now that required more parking and
this concept would aggravate the problem. He understood traffic calming and he also understood
road rage. There were existing businesses around the theater and Ottavios on some evenings,
they were short on parking. There was additional parking but no one parked there. It was the
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same thing at the Fitness Center. There was ample parking but no one wanted to park down the
hill and get some exercise walking up the hill to the Fitness Center.
Joe Gordon stated that there would need to be some changes to the Ordinance. The current zone
did not allow residential. There was a mixture ofhow successful the mixed use was. It was not
just the City's decision it was also the recognition of the public. More water right would be
required. Before you call them road blocks, it needed to be recognized that to work through
some of those issues was going to take time. The Planning Commission deals with what the
Ordinance currently says.
Lynn Woodbury noted that there needed to be some changes concurrently to the site plan
approval. He would like everyone to agree on a site plan that works and then figure out what
changes to the ordinance needed to be made in order for the desirable site plan to work.
Procedures that had been followed in the past may have to be altered to really come to the final
conclusion of the plan. He thought the point was good that they had enough parking but it was
too far away.
Joe Gordon felt the concept was good.
Mayor Thompson suggested that the view area from the freeway should be open enough to see
into the center, at least in the first phase.
John Woffinden expressed that he did not think that the American Fork Fire Department was
equipped to go to six stories. Also access for emergency traffic was difficult. The outside cafe
was not going to work in the winter. It may look good on paper but it was not going to work in
the real world.
Mayor Thompson responded that long before there was an American Fork there was any number
of European towns that lived this concept. He was familiar with Paris.
There was a lot of general discussion on this topic.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that it was not just in Europe. She had lived in that type of
neighborhood in Ithaca, New York, when her family was young and they loved it. They had cold
winters and tables were just brought in.
Lynn Woodbury noted that in taller buildings there were not any combustibles in the
construction. The Building Code addressed that. In the first phase they would not build more
than four stories.
Mayor Thompson commented that there were some concerns and some persons have suggested
why this would not work. The question was does the City like the concept for our City and our
region. If it did, they could work out some ofthose concerns. It was a gut feel.
Ken Baldwin asked the population of the proposed residential component.
George Melara estimated it to be about 4 7 units, or about 100 people, 200 at the most.
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Ken Baldwin noted this was a direct competitor to downtown.
George Melara commented that they were here to work together.
John Woffinden stated that it was a good concept, as the Mayor had said, but they were putting
the cart before the horse. They needed to be working on the details now.
Kraig Erickson thought that everyone was happy about the success and the revenues brought into
American Fork as a result of this project. Debby Lauret was always asking him when they were
going to get some higher end retailers. Those tenants were requiring this type of project to come
here.
Mayor Thompson asked about JC Penney's as an anchor.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that it was not your mother's Penney's.
James Hansen stated that they the entire area had to be considered.
Mr. Melara agreed.

Lynn Woodbury stated that when they created a regional center it was not that they were splitting
the pie into more pieces; the pie was a lot bigger. He thought it would help the downtown
become a separate district. There would be people that want to be in American Fork but could
not afford the price in The Meadows and they would relocate to downtown.
Councilman Gunther commented that if the City would do for downtown what the City did for
Woodbury's then they would get $15 to $16 per square foot. He was impressed with the concept
provided a year or so ago. He had never heard that angle parking was a no, no.
Lynn Woodbury explained that it was a real turn off to their potential tenants. It was several
years ago that the Planning Commission said that.
Councilman Gunther felt angle parking was good. He saw this as a higher risk to the developer
because of the unknowns about the residential and office space above the retail.
Councilmember Rodeback felt the other risk to the developer was understanding the market here.
Councilman Gunther commented that Woodbury Corp. had been in the business a long time and
have been successful.
Kraig Erickson stated that Woodbury Corp. listened to their tenants and watched the market.
Lynn Woodbury explained that this plan was market driven. Part of the evolution of the plan
was what the tenants had said. This was different of what they had envisioned as well. That was
why they searched for architects that had been successful with this in other areas. It did not
mean it would be successful here, but they were willing to take the risk, unless they were told
that the ordinance would not allow it. This was an opportunity for American Fork to really do
something special in Utah and set it apart from any other community.
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Councilman Gunther assumed that they were not asking the City for any money for this project
and the change in ordinances might be worth something to them.
Lynn Woodbury stated that right now they were not asking for anything other than a buy off on
this concept. They think it could be done without money from the City. There may be some
public amenities, artwork and things like that, that may be justified.
Councilman Gunther stated that they could be guaranteed that there would not be.
Lynn Woodbury responded that they were going into this with eyes open and that was fine.
James Hansen added that there were some changes needed to the Code and procedures and that
could take some time.
Lynn Woodbury asked that the new subdivision plat, the abandonment plat and the zoning Code
adjustment could be going on concurrently otherwise they would not be able to deliver on time.
Council member Rodeback liked the concept and it was worth the City's consideration.
Councilman Gunther felt the same way.
John Woffinden liked the concept.
Ken Baldwin stated that in the past they had been bitten by unintended consequences. He added
that they were going to have a lot to deal with.
Mayor Thompson asked if this was going to enhance what they thought the City was all about.
He noted that they had a Planned Community Ordinance for the east side of town.
James Hansen stated that it took them about two years to complete.
Joe Gordon noted that Paris was a lot older than American Fork.
Mayor Thompson responded that Americans flocked to Europe for the change of pace.
Joe Gordon added that they left there because they did not like what was going on there. Around
the country right now this type of development was a hot button. It was the Council that
changed the ordinance and the Planning Commission enforced the ordinance.
Rod Despain was more optimistic about the project than a lot in attendance. A lot of what they
had discussed were details. He saw a lot of opportunity here. There were cautionary notes, but
they could be solved.
Mayor Thompson agreed. That was the sense he had gotten. The real challenge to the City was
the high expectation of a fast turnaround on a number of things. A stream lined effort from City
staff was needed.
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Joe Gordon responded that if a developer came with perfect plans it would move fast.
Unfortunately, most of the time, the details were not in the first draft. He applauded and
appreciated the scrutiny plans were given by a very competent staff
Mayor Thompson agreed. He was not leveling that as a criticism of our current practice. There
was a lot that would need to be done at the same time.
J.H. Hadfield reported that the City needed to be careful because had been sued three times for
being arbitratrary and capricious because he treated one guy different that another. It was not
fun. He admitted that he probably gave Woodbury Corp. the biggest heartburn on the American
Fork City Staff He noted that on the side of the old Woodbury building, WalMart, on 500 East,
three large murals went up without permit. Today, he has had to explain to Reagan Outdoor
Advertising how American Fork City has not changed their law on bill boards, but on how
somebody has done something that should not have been done. If they were going to deal with a
larger volume of material, they needed to double or triple the size of the staff
Mayor Thompson appreciated that valid observation.
Mayor Thompson added that in summary, the City was interested in pursuing the project. He
asked what the next steps were.
George Melara suggested that they sit down with staff and come up with a critical timeline for
completion. They want to meet and exceed all life safety issues.
Rod Despain noted that the City needed to go in about two directions. He had about four
iterations of this plan. They needed to surface some of the basic design issues that would need to
be looked at. Secondly, there needed to be some firmness about the mix. The City has been
pictured as being a little behind. American Fork has had the mixed use concept for about 15
years. The City's Code was already a design based code. It did require a very specific plan.
The extended turnaround time has been mainly because the applicant has changed their mind
mid-steam.
Rod Despain stated that changes to the ordinance can be relatively short.
Mayor Thompson noted four steps:
1- City staff and Woodbury surface design issues and discuss them.
2- City needs more detail on the proposal.
3- City needs to firm up the basic parameters of the project including parking, heights of
buildings, etc., and concurrently,
4- City needs to rework and validate the ordinances and approvals.
James Hansen stated that there needed to be some traffic studies. If there were target dates to
have something in the ground, they needed to be working backwards from that date for
approvals. Another aspect was when they made approvals on the last one what was put in the
ground sometimes changed over what was approved and they had to come back and do it again.
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Councilman Gunther commented, for the developer and as a word to the wise, that the City
recently concluded a wage and salary survey of the employees. This outside consultant advised
the City that it was very thinly staffed. There were some reasons for that but it needed to be
recognized that the City staff work harded and were really good people. They want to help and
they would do the best they could with what they were dealing with. From what Lynn
Woodbury has stated they had a very good architect and were probably going to get perfect
plans.
Mayor Thompson stated that Jeff Woodbury was even willing to contribute to staffing. The next
step in this process was for a meeting with the developer, architect, and City staff.
Councilmember Rodeback gave caution on that proposal.
Howard Denney asked for a scaled plan to respond to.
Lynn Woodbury had presented a plan to Mayor Thompson previously.
Mayor Thompson expected that a meeting take place within a couple of weeks.
ADJOURNMENT TO A CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION
The joint work session adjourned to a City Council work session at 9:24 p.m. The Council took
a short break.
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Tuesday, April3, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 9:35p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and
Ricky Storrs. Councilmembers Cates and LeBaron were excused. Others present included
Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, and Richard Colborn.
The Mayor and Council took their place back at the Council table.
DISCUSSION OF THE 2007-08 BUDGET
Cathy Jensen explained that the Hay Group study for the full-time employees was included in the
budget. The part-time employees were not. She hoped that they would generate enough revenue
to transfer to the Capital Improvements to fund the equipment for next year. To balance the
budget now, she had taken $700,000 from fund balance.
Mayor Thompson noted that most of what was requested for operations was funded.
Cathy Jensen added that the Fitness Center and the Broadband were not yet balanced.
Councilman Storrs felt it was important to include the results of the wage study.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about part-time.
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Cathy Jensen responded that just full-time was included.
Councilman Gunther asked if it was wise to make that jump in one step for the full-time. Maybe
it should be over two-years. Maybe they should do something for the part-time.
Councilman Storrs commented that they brought the police up and the rest of the employees had
been waiting a whole year to be brought up.
Councilman Gunther responded that they had brought up the police in two steps. The first was
up to the sergeants.
Cathy Jensen explained that the rest was included in the full-time.
Councilman Gunther suggested that they make the catch up over a two-year period
Councilman Storrs was in favor doing it now, if they could do it.
Cathy Jensen expressed previously she had reported something different, but there were eight
people that were currently exceeding their range. One was an accounts person,
Mayor Thompson noted that Kevin Bennett was leaving and asked about the appropriateness of
providing a cash bonus to Kevin Bennett. There was a lot of discussion.
Councilman Gunther thought they might need a legal opinion. Councilman Storrs agreed.
Melanie Marsh would run that by the Human Resources attorney.
The discussion returned to those that were out of their range. There was a discussion of one that
was $7,000 over their maximum.
Councilman Gunther asked how many were under the assessment and what was the total dollar
amount.
Cathy Jensen noted that there were 106 full-time employees. There were 10 employees that were
over their range.
Councilman Gunther asked how many were within 10 percent of their range.
Cathy Jensen answered that there were three within $1500 of their range.
Councilman Gunther commented that some supervisors were easy graders and some were tough
graders so it was hard to get consistency. There probably needed to be some training.
Mayor Thompson noted that the total impact on the budget was $500,000.
Cathy Jensen added that it was not all coming from the General Fund. Some was from water,
sewer, broadband, and other funds.
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Melanie Marsh noted that when hiring for new employees there were advertising at the market
rate which was more than what they were paying current employees. That was one of the
challenges that had faced the City over the past three years.
Cathy Jensen reported that Derric Rykert and Jacob both had said that the part-time wages came
in too high.
Councilman Gunther noted that they were not funding a salt dome which was a pressing need as
was the addition to Public Works.
Cathy Jensen explained that there was $102,000 in the budget toward that.
Melanie Marsh noted that they were working on an estimate for a 5,000 square foot addition to
the public works and it was about $600,000.
Mayor Thompson explained that Howard Denney was coming back with some information about
the remodel and the addition.
Cathy Jensen suggested that they had enough to at least get the elevator in this year. There was
also $1.1 million left from the sale of the old hospital. There was at one time an internal
restriction on those funds.
Councilman Gunther explained that the Council passed a resolution to use that money to pay off
the bonds. He did not see the problem with doing the advertising with the range. The current
people were in the range. It depended on the person's qualifications and experience and then the
City would put them where they should be.
Melanie Marsh added that there were those right now that were not yet to the minimum of the
range.
Councilman Gunther thought that they should get everyone to the minimum.
Cathy Jensen asked if they should freeze everyone else and just bring those others up to the
mrmmum.
Councilman Gunther commented that if someone was at the assessed range they should increase
them to the market. The goal was to get everyone to the mid-point. That could be done in two
steps. They could go to 85 percent or 90 percent of mid-point this year and then to 100 percent
of mid-point next year. He appreciated the employees but did not think it financially prudent to
do it all at once.
Mayor Thompson noted that they could bring them up to the minimum, but the maximum
increase would be 10 percent for this first year.
Cathy Jensen commented that some people had $1000 or $1500 to get to where they should be.
Others had $8,000 to $10,000 to get to that point.
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Councilman Gunther expressed that it needed to be looked at on an individual basis. He
suggested that they allocate "X" number of dollars, whether it was $250,000 or $300,000 dollars
and realize that next year they would have to do it again.
Cathy Jensen asked if this was for temporary or full-time or both.
Councilman Gunther answered that they were just talking full-time now. They allocate the
dollars. Then they look at individuals and what was fair. If someone was below the minimum,
that was not acceptable. Maybe get them to 85% of mid-point. The total dollar amount needed
to be equitably distributed. Under minimum may get more.
Mayor Thompson stated that they needed $500,000 to do it all. This year the Council may only
want to do 60 percent of that or $300,000. Next year they would do the other 40 percent.
Councilman Gunther was making the argument because it was a tight budget. He could be
convinced otherwise. He asked that the numbers be run and see how it came out and show the
supervisors to see if it would work.
Cathy Jensen explained if they new the equipment they absolutely needed, she would work
backwards to the amount. If revenues came in above what they had now, they may have more to
work with.
Mayor Thompson noted that there was not an additional attorney.
Cathy Jensen explained that Kevin Bennett was at 80 percent and she included an attorney at 100
percent.
The Council discussed various options for the attorneys including civil, prosecutors, public
defender, and conflict.
The Council discussed a full-time Arts Council Director.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that it was a heavy load. The other positions requested
were a higher priority.
Councilman Gunther discussed the Literacy Center.
Cathy Jensen reported that Mr. Rowley received half benefits. The Literacy Board picked up the
other half
Cathy Jensen noted that a couple of departments have asked for mapping equipment and
mappers.
Richard Colborn reported that about mid-night last night there was a major waterline break.
Clayton Oxborrow from the water department arrived on Storrs Avenue. As they looked at the
map it was still the hand drawn map from about 1984. Those kinds of response maps needed to
be updated.
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Melanie Marsh stated that it was not as dire as that. They could look up water lines on the
computer.
Richard Colborn noted that they did not have a computer in their trucks in the middle of the night
to look up where the valves were. They were lucky this break was in the older part of town
where they did have a map. A computer or updated maps were needed.
Councilman Gunther suggested that the parties get together to see what was needed by
everybody.
Melanie Marsh explained that Wendelin Knobloch could do the planning portion.
Cathy Jensen stated that the sewer specialist had not been expected and was not in the budget.
Melanie Marsh recommended that if they could get Wendelin Knobloch the equipment he
needed they could see where they were at in a year.
Mayor Thompson felt that was a good solution.
Melanie Marsh thought they could work more with BYU and UVSC than they did.
Cathy Jensen stated that there was a part-time intern in the budget now.
Mayor Thompson felt they needed to include:
Part-time secretary public works - yes
Arts Director - yes
GPS/Inspector- no
Literacy - boost that up to 40 hours at $15.00
Attorney - not prepared to go further. They would hire a replacement for Kevin Bennett.
They would outsource some work as the had been doing
Mayor Thompson asked about the Capital Improvements.
Richard Colborn asked that they discuss the firemen's pay. Currently they received $7.50 a call
and it had been that way for a number of years, at least 2002. Based on an average of 25 men on
a call, and that may be a little high, and 400 calls per year, an increase of a dollar an hour would
impact the budget about $10,000.
Councilman Storrs thought that was a good comment.
Councilmember Rodeback added that when her baby sneezed the doctor got $89.
Cathy Jensen stated that the Hay Group came back that it should be $8.50 per hour for a
volunteer fireman.
Mayor Thompson stated that was one part-time that they should probably fund.
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Councilmember Rodeback added that they need to look at a full-time station some time in the
future.
Richard Colborn noted that currently the annual wages for the volunteer firemen was about
$151,000 and that was for about 30 individuals. To go full-time would be a large increase to the
budget.
Council member Rodeback expressed that the community's growth was going to require it.
Richard Colborn noted that last year there was about 21 structure fires. Most call outs were
wrecks. Statistics over a long period oftime show that full-time was not yet necessary, but that
could change on a given situation.
Mayor Thompson moved to the capital improvement items.
Cathy Jensen explained that the needs included a vehicle for Howard Denney and GPS
equipment.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the Miller and Hunter parks. They hoped that was
coming out of the park bond.
Ms. Jensen was looking to see if they could pay for the additional property at the boat harbor out
of impact fees. Cemetery expansion was included for the moving of the ball fields so that
property could be used for cemetery. There was $300,000 left in the parks bond.
Councilman Gunther asked what they were not funding.
Cathy Jensen stated that they had not funded bleachers or the salt dome.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the National League Snack Shack. They were looking
for a match.
Cathy Jensen noted that the match was about $3,500. She would look for sure. They also
wanted a scoreboard.
Councilman Gunther thought the league could get sponsors for that. He noted that the City
bought some property north of public works and asked if the salt dome could be located there.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that the City needed to purchase additional property for
dumping also. It would be hard to put it at public works where it was in the middle of residential
property.
Mayor Thompson felt that the salt dome would require the purchase of additional property.
Council member Rodeback noted there was a new ambulance. Some of that was from a grant.
Councilman Gunther asked what was left in RDA.
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Cathy Jensen answered that there was $193,000.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that in the Amphitheater the Arts Council funded the footings
and some of the equipment for the sound and lighting booth.
Mayor Thompson commented that a lot of things depended on other things. The sound at the
Amphitheater needed to be done this year.
Cathy Jensen reported that she had not funded again next year those things that were in this
year's budget but had not yet been purchased.
Councilman Gunther expressed appreciation for what Cathy Jensen has done.
Mayor Thompson felt that they needed to start a fund for property for the salt dome and
cemetery property.
Councilman Gunther talked about the rodeo grounds noting that it could be developed and that
the City could clear about $6 million that could be used for cemetery grounds and other things.
Mayor Thompson thought they could put $50,000 in a property fund this year.
Councilman Gunther asked for them to look at what funding 60 percent of the $500,000 would
do or 70 or 80 percent. He was in favor of getting the employees up to where they needed to be.
Mayor Thompson noted there had been some addition to the overall headcount as well.
Cathy Jensen would have a better picture after she booked March's revenues.
Council member Rodeback expressed that if the City eased up on the workload that was like a
ratse.
Councilman Storrs was in favor oftaking care ofthe employees 100 percent, ifthey could.
Cathy Jensen stated that she would look at that.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she agreed with Councilman Storrs and Councilman
Gunther and wanted it both ways.
Councilman Gunther thought that the employees loved the City and they knew that the Council
was going to get them up to where they should be as quick as they could.
Cathy Jensen stated that they were going to get them up to minimum. She asked if the others
would be frozen.
Councilman Gunther worried about having some frozen. They should get something.
Cathy Jensen would see what she could squeeze in and if they had to cut back they would do it
proportionately for everybody.
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Councilmember Rodeback asked what they did about the Literacy Director.
Cathy Jensen answered that he was at $15.00 per hour for 40 hours a week.
Councilman Storrs noted the increase for the fire up to $8.50.
Cathy Jensen asked if that was for the ambulance as well.
Councilman Storrs stated that ambulance got paid by the run depending on their certification.
Cathy Jensen did not know where they were at with the cross training.
Richard Colborn noted that the firemen were paid for the first hour on every call and if it
extended into a second hour, they were paid for another full hour.
Cathy Jensen thought that with the new time keeping system Chief Christensen said they were
going on a straight hourly basis.
Richard Colborn had not heard that. He did not think that would work.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that she may have a conflict of interest with regard to the Arts.
Councilman Gunther stated that there was nothing wrong with a conflict as long as it was
disclosed.
Cathy Jensen clarified that there would not be another meeting. She would provide a draft of the
tentative budget. With regard to the Fitness Center she was still cutting back but it would be
balanced.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 10:58 p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 5, 2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, AprilS, 2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main, commencing at
3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Discussion of the proposed City logo. -Debby Lauret
Presentation regarding the I-15 Corridor Environmental Impact Statement including
transportation, environmental issues and potential multi-modal travel solutions. Merrell Jolley, UDOT & G.L. LaBonty, UTA
Discussion ofthe proposed Parks and Recreation Charter. - Councilmember Rodeback
Discussion of items for the upcoming April 10, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 26 day ofMarch, 2007.

k' fo1. {!_}L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

This meeting has been cancelled

AMENCAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 5,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, April 5,2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main, commencing at
3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of the proposed City logo. - Debby Lauret
Presentation regarding the 1-15 Corridor Environmental Impact Statement including
transportation, environmental issues and potential multi-modal travel solutions. Merrell Jolley, UDOT & G.L. LaBonty, UTA
Discussion of the proposed Parks and Recreation Charter. - Councilmember Rodeback
Discussion of items for the upcoming April 10, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 26 day of March, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRlL 10,2007
"AMENDED - REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on April 10, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation recognizing the American Fork Fitness Center as the Fitness Center of the
Year.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
s Council action that requires no further discussion or
COMhlON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that c ~ a s of
which is routine In nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed fiom the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

*Approval of the March 22, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the March 23, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the March 27, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over $1,000, and manually
prepared checks.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on an agreement with UDOT for reimbursement to the City for a
UDOT Road Widening Project in Orern on 800 North. - George Schade
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Risenmay Ridge Plat B consisting of one
lot located at 846 North 290 East.
Review and action on authorizing staff to go out for an RFP for concession services at the
Fitness Center. - Derric Rykerl
Review and action on the Chidester Annexation at 1300 North 100 East consisting of
5.63 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement in the R1-9000 and R112000 zone, and the annexation agreement. -Kathryn Chidester
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Interlocal Agreement regarding the Tri
City Golf Course Operating and Management Agreement. - Councilman LeBaron
1

"8
9.

"10.
1 1.

Review and action on a contract with Horrocks Engineers & Franson Civil Engineers for
the design of the secondary water system. - HowardDe~zney
Review and action on going to bid for curb, gutter, & some sidewalk at Art Dye Park. Howard Dsmey
Review and action on construction items including change arders - Bqff
Discussion of future City attorney services. -Mayor Thompson
Adjournment.
("Previoa agenda item #7 has been deleted from this atnended agenda)

Dated this 9 day oA 4pril, 2007

Rh. ad

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 10,2007
REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on April 10, 2007, in the
American Pork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation recognizing the American Fork Fitness Center as the Fitness Center of the
Year.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

( ~ o r n m o nCon.renr is that class of council action that requires no further discussion or
which 1s rout~nein nature. All [terns on the Common Consent Agendaare adopted by a s ~ n g l emotion unlessremoved from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

Approval of the March 23, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the March 27, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over $1,000, and manually
prepared checks.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on an agreement with CrDOT for reimbursement to the City for a
UDOT Road Widening Project in Orem on 800 North. - George Schade
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Risenmay Ridge Plat B consisting of one
lot located at 846 North 290 East.
Review and action on authorizing staff to go out for an RFP for concession services at the
Fitness Center. - Derric Rykert
Review and action on the Chidester Annexation at 1300 North 100 East consisting of
5.63 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement in the R1-9000 and R112000 zone, and the annexation agreement. - Kathryn Chidester
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Interlocal Agreement regarding the Tri
City Golf Course Operating and Management Agreement. - Councilman LeBaron

7.
8.
9.

Review and action on an agreement with April Ridge Homeowners Association and Mr.
Joe Fergusan. - Mayor Thompson
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - St@
Adjournment.

Dated this 3 day of April, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

---------------------------

-

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 10, 2007
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on April 10, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:35p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilrnernbers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and
Ricky Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie
Marsh, Terilyn Lurker, George Schade, Sharon Holmes, Josette Walker, Howard Denney, Chief
Lance Call, Derric Rykert, Sheena Parker, Rod Despain, Ralph Glathar, Rulon Jensen, Robert
Shelton, 17 Scouts from Troops 332, 924, 832, 232, former Mayor Ted Barratt, and 14 additional
citizens.
Scout David Funk from Troop 332led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Barbara
Christiansen offered a prayer.
Mayor Thompson noted that they missed Councilman Cates and hoped and prayed for his
recovery.
Mayor Thompson welcomed former Mayor Ted Barratt to the meeting.
TWENTY -MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
C. Carl Chipman, 1082 East 370 North in the Stone Hollow Development, asked for an
Ordinance banning the use of engine brakes on 1100 East south of the LDS Temple.
Councilman Storrs took the assignment to look into a possible Ordinance.
Former Mayor Ted Barratt, 36 North 900 East, reported that residents in the area of200 East and
500 South had to contend with the worse road in the City and that George and Evelyn Fannin had
a constant pond in front of their horne. When he served as Mayor he promised that the City
would take care of it when they worked on the skate park. There was curb and gutter on the east
side of 200 East but none on the west side of 200 East for some reason.
Councilman Gunther asked if was to be taken care ofwith a special improvement district.
Mr. Barratt asked that the City do whatever they could.
Councilrnernber Rodeback remembered when the skate park was proposed the City conceded
that they would take care of the problem.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they also had a parking lot in front of their homes during ball
season.
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Robert Fratcher, 427 South 260 East, said Amen to everything Ted Barratt had said. He also had
concern about the skate park. The contractor had not turned it over the City yet, but kids were
playing on it. The residents were told that it would be like every other park. But it was not. The
police had to be there on a regular basis.
Mayor Thompson reported that the Council has had this same conversation in the past. The City
Attorney had sent some strongly worded letters to the contractor.
Melanie Marsh reported that the contractor was trying to police the area.
Mr. Fratcher stated that besides the temporary fence that was not completely closed there needed

to be no trespassing signs.
Police Chief Lance Call reported about one arrest a week down there for various activites.
Mayor Thompson asked what was left to do.
Melanie Marsh responded that it was the fencing and the landscaping.
The Scouts in attendance came forward and introduced themselves. There was general applause.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no Community Service Awards.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Thompson recognized Sharon Holmes as the Employee of the Month for March. She has
worked for the City for about six months and worked the front desk in the utilities department.
Mayor Thompson read a letter of recognition. There was general applause.
PRESENTATION RECOGNIZING THE AMERICAN FORK FITNESS CENTER AS THE
FITNESS CENTER OF THE YEAR
Executive Director of the Utah Recreation and Parks Association explained that they met in an
annual conference each year. They had been an association since 1951 and since that time they
had recognized individuals, programs, and facilities. This year, the American Fork Fitness
Center was awarded the Outstanding Facility for 2006. He presented the award to Mayor Heber
Thompson, Facility Director Derric Rykert, Pool Manager Joey Byington, and Machaun
Torgerson.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she had attended a luncheon of the Utah County Child
Abuse Prevention Council where she learned that Utah had the 1Oth highest suicide rate in the
nation. She was pleased know that Utah County was organized. There were awards presented
recently to detectives and captains of police departments and to six women who between them
had made more than 3 5, 000 teddy bears for the organization.
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Councilmember Rodeback attended a reception in the City Hall last night for artist Mary Ann
Judd Johnson. She had done a wonderful job in bringing the City to life in her water colors. The
pictures will be in the building until June 8, 2007 and then they will be up for sale.
Councilmember Rodeback encouraged the City's Art Council to make an acquisition.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she had written a grant for Arbor Day and learned today
that they were awarded the grant. The Beautification and Shade Tree Committee would be
planting four trees in Robinson Park to help with reforestation and shade for the cabins and
thanks to grant, they would be planting a fifth tree. This was her first successful grant. There
was general applause.
Councilman Gunther reported that the City had received five responses on the sale of the
Broadband. They would be evaluating them soon.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he had met with the Cemetery Committee and they were
excited about the expansion of the cemetery and were making plans for that. They were also
working on the Heritage Pageant.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he had been invited to go on a ride along with Chief Call and
the SWAT Officers from American Fork, Utah County and Lehi in issuing a no-knock warrant.
He observed that every movement was detailed before hand in preparation. He did not see any
negative. He was impressed with the leadership of Lt. Liddiard. American Fork was well served
by the Police Department.
Councilman LeBaron reported that there was the Community Council meeting at the High
School on Monday, April23, 2007. He was proud to be a Caveman and in being a partner. If
anyone had issues to be raised there, they could contact Councilman LeBaron.
Councilman Storrs reported that the TSSD was having a two for one sale on their compost. He
offered condolences to Mayor Thompson who lost loved ones this past week.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson was privileged to attend the Wasatch Winds concert. These were more
seasoned citizens of the community. They were spectacular.
Mayor Thompson reported on a joint Planning Commission and City Council session where
Woodbury Corporation made a presentation regarding a proposed "lifestyle center" at The
Meadows. It would have a walkable environment. There would be some commercial,
professional offices, and some residences on a second, third, and fourth floors. It was a nice
proposal and was exciting to see.
Mayor Thompson reported on a new custom tailoring business where Garth Reads Jewelry used
to be at one time. He reported on a Youth Theater production that was excellent. It comprised
young people under high school age.
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Mayor Thompson reported that City Attorney Kevin Bennett had resigned to take on the job as
City Attorney for the City ofLaVerkin in southern Utah. Mayor Thompson expressed
appreciation for Mr. Bennett's years of service in American Fork.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

*Approval of the March 22, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the March 23, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe March 27, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over $1,000, and manually
prepared checks.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the common consent items.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion with a change from "Calloway" to
"Galloway" on page 3, line 23 of the March 27,2007 minutes.
Councilman Gunther added that to his motion.
All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson appointed Robert Shelton to the Board of Adjustment to replace Cathy Gagon.
He noted that Mr. Shelton had previously served on that Board and would like to serve again.
Robert Shelton stated that he was born and raised in American Fork then moved to Provo. He
has now returned and has purchased a home here. He owned a financial advising firm in Provo.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the appointment of Robert Shelton to the Board of
Adjustment. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH UDOT FOR REIMBURSEMENT TO
THE CITY FOR A UDOT ROAD WIDENING PROJECT IN OREM ON 800 NORTH George Schade
Mayor Thompson explained that part of the Broadband ran along 800 North in Orem that needed
to be moved.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the reimbursement agreement with UDOT.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS. COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS. AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
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SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat ofRisenmay Ridge Plat B consisting of one lot
located at 846 North 290 East

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve the final plat of Risenmay Ridge Plat
B Subdivision, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept all
dedications and to authorize the City Recorder to record the plat at the offices of the
Utah County Recorder. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Scott Hazard was the owner. His representative reported the lot was to be sold.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AUTHORIZING STAFF TO GO OUT FOR AN RFP FOR
CONCESSION SERVICES AT THE FITNESS CENTER - Derric Rvkert
Derric Rykert explained that Hogi Yogi had it last time.
Councilman LeBaron asked about variety of menu.
Derric Rykert answered that the providing of a menu was part of the RFP.

Councilman Gunther moved to authorize staff to go out for an RFP on concession services
to be provided at the Fitness Center. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
Derric R ykert reported that KSL was doing a follow up story on the UV filter and it would be
broadcast tonight from the Fitness Center on the 10:00 p.m. news.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CHIDESTER ANNEXATION AT 1300 NORTH 100 EAST
CONSISTING OF 5.63 ACRES INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT IN THE R1-9000 AND R1-12000 ZONE, AND THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT -Kathryn Chidester
Mayor Thompson asked the purpose of the two zones.
Rod Despain explained that the Planning Commission has recommended this. In regard to the
R1-9000 zoning there was only 95 foot of frontage for those two lots. The R1-12,000 zone
required 100 feet of frontage. Since they have gone to the R1-12000 as the standard, this would
happen occasionally. These would be pretty expensive lots with larger homes. He did not know
the cost.
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Councilman Gunther moved to approve the annexation agreement for the proposed
Chidester Annexation, the Ordinance of Annexation and to place the property into a
combination of the Rl-9000 and the Rl-12000 residential zones as shown on the Zone
Designation Map and to authorize the City Recorder to record the annexation ordinance
and plat at the office of the Utah County Recorder, upon the receipt of all outstanding
materials. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT REGARDING THE TRI CITY GOLF COURSE OPERATING AND
MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT -Councilman LeBaron
Councilman LeBaron noted that he received a call from the Pleasant Grove City Attorney
Christine Peterson with concerns. Pleasant Grove was going to table.

Councilman LeBaron moved to table this item. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
The council discussed a time to consider this. They would see if 6:15 p.m. would work on the
1ih. Mayor Thompson noted that the UDOT presentation had also been scheduled at 3:30p.m.
on the 17th.
Mayor Thompson wanted to see the difference between the two. He asked Melanie Marsh to
obtain the changes.
Howard Denney asked if this was the time to talk about water rights and the pressurized
irrigation at the golf course.
John Schiess stated that he had recommended that the Golf Course work with American Fork
City in getting an agreement in place. American Fork had rented shares that they used on the
golf course. Now those shares would be going into the system.
Mayor Thompson stated that they would schedule a different meeting to discuss water.
Councilman LeBaron noted that maybe they could adopt this and make other changes later so
that it would not be held up.
Mayor Thompson wanted to make sure which language they were approving.
Melanie Marsh stated that Joyce Coleman had talked with Tina from Pleasant Grove City.
The motion to table stood.

All were in favor of the motion.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH HORROCKS ENGINEERS & FRANSON
CIVIL ENGINEERS FOR THE DESIGN OF THE SECONDARY WATER SYSTEM Howard Denney
Mayor Thompson noted that the contract was for $6,440,000.
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John Schiess stated that it was in the area of what was anticipated.
Councilman Gunther asked if it exceeded the response in the RFP.
John Schiess noted that it was the maximum. It could change if the project changed.
Councilman Gunther added that the fees were below the other respondents.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the agreement with Horrocks for the secondary
water project. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson asked if it was the standard percent for that type of project.
John Schiess answered that it was. It was about 15 percent.
Howard Denney explained that 15 percent was pretty standard for the design and construction
management.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID FOR CURB, GUTTER, & SOME SIDEWALK
AT ART DYE PARK -Howard Denney
It was noted that there were some email problems in getting this item to the Council.
Howard Denney explained that they wanted to get it done prior to Steel Days.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that this had been talked about for a long time.
Councilman LeBaron asked for a hard copy in their boxes tomorrow.

Councilman LeBaron moved to go to bid. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS Staff
Councilman Gunther commented that the proposal was to move the fence 12 feet out from the
skate park and to put a mow strip in. There was about $2,300 for the fence and the balance of
over $15,000 was for the mow strip. He had been to the park and he felt it was a really good idea
to move the fence out. If they had to weed eat it, Cal Houghton said that it would take less than
an hour. The $15,000 would go a long way for many years. It would also pay about 50 percent
of the curb and gutter that former Mayor Ted Barratt talked about.
Mayor Thompson noted that $15,000 was from the RDA and there were certainly other RDA
projects where the $15,000 could be spent.
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Councilman Gunther moved to approve the moving of the fence for about $2,300 and
eliminate the excavation and mow strip.
Ifthe fence was left up a little, from four to six inches, the mower could mow underneath it.
Mayor Thompson thought that to be a great idea.
Councilmember Rodeback asked what work was remaining.
Howard Denney responded that it was landscaping, sprinklers, and this fence.
Councilman Storrs asked if the chain link fence between the park and the homes was separate. \
Howard Denney responded that it was.
Councilman Gunther felt that they needed to spend any remaining RD A funds to finish the
amphitheater.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION OF FUTURE CITY ATTORNEY SERVICES -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson stated that they had some information as to some options as to how to proceed
with legal services. They would continue to use the specialized attorneys that they had been. In
the interim for other items they would use Tucker Hansen.
Cathy Jensen believed Tucker Hansen's rate was $75 per hour.
Councilman LeBaron asked that as they considered this, he would like to get some input from
David Church with the League. He noted that the City had some challenges on the south side
and American Fork was becoming a larger City both in population and complexity. A lot of
what a City Attorney did was preventive type of things.
Mayor Thompson asked if they needed to have an attorney that was always accessible to them.
Councilmembers Storrs and Gunther felt that they did.
Councilman LeBaron appreciated Melanie Marsh and Cathy Jensen for making the contacts.
There were some in the County Attorney's office that were very eager and motivated to do
municipal work.
Councilman Gunther stated that from his experience the Bank of American Fork had outsourced
work for attorneys for many years. They now use in house attorneys and there had been some
real benefit. The cost had not reduced much and there were specialty attorneys they still used,
but there were side benefits. That attorney could provide some training to department heads
where they could get a better sense of legal risks in the tasks that they were doing.
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Mayor Thompson commented that the City had overloaded Kevin Bennett. There was more
work there than for one attorney. He suggested that they still needed a full time accessible
attorney and then get a back up deputy city attorney.
Councilman LeBaron explained that paralegals commanded about $35 to $45 per hour.
Paralegals could prepare documents and they must work directly under an attorney. They did a
lot of good work.
Councilman Gunther thought there was consensus on the civil attorney and asked where they
were spending the dollars now.
Mayor Thompson asked for the hours billed and the fees.
Cathy Jensen would get the amounts the City was spending on all attorney fees, including
outsourced attorneys.
Councilman LeBaron thought they needed to advertise with the League for a full time civil
attorney.
Councilmember Rodeback suggested that the paralegal had a lot of merit.
Councilman LeBaron added that the attorney needed to be available on the second and fourth
Tuesdays for Council meetings.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Gunther moved adjournment at 9:34 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 17,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Tuesday, April 17, 2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of the proposed City logo. - Debby Lmiret
Presentation regarding the 1-15 Corridor Environmental Impact Statement including
transportation, environmental issues and potential multi-modal travel solutions. Mewell Jolley, UDOT & G.L. LaBonty, UTA
Discussion of the proposed Parks and Recreation Charter. - Councilmember Rodeback
Discussion of items for the upcoming April 24, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 5 day of April, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

This meeting has been cancelled.
AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 17,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Tuesday, April 17,2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:

WORK SESSION
Discussion of the proposed City logo. - Debby Lauret
Presentation regarding the 1-15 Corridor Environmental Impact Statement including
transportation, environmental issues and potential multi-modal travel solutions. Merrell Jolley, UDOT & G.L. LaBonty, UTA
Discussion of the proposed Parks and Recreation Charter. - Cozlncilmenzber Rodeback
Discussion of items for the upcoming April 24, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 5 day of April, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 24,2007
"AMENDED - PUBLIC HEARING, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on April 24, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:25 p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of 33 docks from the boat
harbor to be surplus.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on April 24, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; by Deacon Willie Folkes, St. Peters Parish; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGElWA (Common Cowscnt is that class of council action that requires no firrther discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayol- or a Counc~lmembel.and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.

3.
4.

Approval of the March 29, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the April 3, 2007 special session and joint work session minutes
Approval of the April 10, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring 33 docks from the boat harbor to be surplus
and to be sold. - Cal Houghton
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on an Arbor Day Proclamation. -Mayor i'hompson
Review and action on the awarding of the RFP for concession services at the Fitness
Center. - Derric Rykert
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change consisting of 0.3 acres at
260 South 1080 East from the existing GC-2 to the R3-7500 zone.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;

and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for Gordon
a.
Ellis Motors at 889 West Main Street.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for North
b.
Pointe Business Park Building D, on Lot 4 of the North Pointe Business Park Plat
A at 126 1 South 860 East.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the vacation of Lot 1 of the
Northshore Corporation Center Plat A at 782 South Auto Mall Drive.
Review and action on a final subdivision plat of Copper Ridge at Northshore
Corporate Center Plat A at 782 South Auto Mall Drive.
Review and action on a final subdivision plat of Copper Ridge at Northshore
Corporate Center Plat B at 896 South Auto Mall Drive.
Review and action on the ratification of a Revolving Development Loan to Rick Albrecht
to finance his portion of the parking lot blacktop.
Review and action on the ratification of a Revolving Development Loan to Allen Preston
to finance his portion of the parking lot blacktop.
Review and action on construction items including change orders and task orders. -Staff
Adjournment.
(Previous agenda items #5 and #G have been eliminated from this amended agenda.)

Dated this 23 day of April, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 24,2007
PUBLIC HEARING,REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HE-G
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on April 24, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of 33 docks from the boat
harbor to be surplus.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on April 24,2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; by Deacon flillie Eol~es,St. reters PE-'-h; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minbLqsper person
Presentation of Community Set-vice Awards.
Presentation of the Employee ofthe Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(common Cmsewir tbat ohm dCounciI ~ction
thatmquireseo Wer discussion ar
wbrch IS routine i.
All itern m tbr Commw Consant Ag~odaats r86ptsd by +na&lemotion d e a a removed h m t b Common hns&
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmemberand plsccd in ths d m itwns.)

Approval of the March 29, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the April 3, 2007 speciaT session and joint work session minutes
Approval of the April 10, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase reguests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1

2
3
4

5

Review and action on a Resolution declaring 33 docks fiom the boat harbor to be surplus
and to be sold. Cal Houghton
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
YOr
Thompson
Review and action on an Arbor Day Proclamation -Mayor Thornpsa
Review and action on the awarding of the RFP for concession services , the Fitness
Center - Derric Rykert
Review and action on an agreement with ApriI Ridge Homeowners Association and Mr.
Joe Ferguson. - Mayar Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Interlocal Agreement regarding the Tri
City Golf Course Operating and Management Agreement. - Councilman LeBaran
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change consisting of 0.3 acres at
n
outh 1080 East from the exis

-

m r r \

8.

9.
10.

1 1.

12.

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water tights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for Gordon
Ellis Motors at 889 West Main Street.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for North
Pointe Business Park Building D, on Lot 4 of the North Pointe Business Park Plat
A at 1261 South 860 East.
c.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the vacation of Lot 1 of the
Northshore Corporation Center Plat A at 782 South Auto Mall Drive.
d.
Review and action on a final subdivision plat of Copper Ridge at Northshore
Corporate Center Plat A at 782 South Auto Mall Drive.
e.
Review and action on a final subdivision plat of Copper Ridge at Northshore
Corporate Center Plat B at 896 South Auto Mall Drive.
Review and action on the ratification of a Revolving Development Loan to Rick Albrecht
to finance his portion of the parking lot blacktop.
Review and action on the ratification of a Revolving Development Loan to Allen Preston
to finance his portion of the parking lot blacktop.
Review and action on construction items including change orders. - Stay
Adjournment.

Dated this 16 day of April, 2007

Richard M.Cobom
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 24,2007
PUBLIC HEARING
ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on April24, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:27p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Councilmembers Rodeback and Cates were excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Lance
Call, Ralph Glathar, Betty Brady, Evan Brady, Brad Frost, Rulon Jensen, and eight citizens.
Mayor Thompson explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
the declaring of33 docks from the boat harbor to be surplus. He asked for comments.
There being no comment, the hearing concluded at 7:28p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on April24, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron,
and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Lance
Call, Ray Garrett, Rod Despain, Derric Rykert, Ralph Glathar, Betty Brady, Evan Brady, Brad
Frost, Rulon Jensen, Moyle Greenwood, John Lundin, Mark Robinson, three Scouts from Troop
813, and eight citizens.
Mayor Thompson noted that Councilman Jimmie Cates and in good spirits and gaining strength
gradually.
Travis Shields from Troop 813 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Deacon Willie
Folkes from St. Peters Parish offered a prayer.
The Scouts and their leaders introduced themselves. They were working on the Citizenship in
the Community Merit Badge.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
American Fork Arts Council Representative Betty Brady thanked the Mayor and Council for
their interest and support of their many programs. They were thankful for this wonderful
building and rehearsal space, but most of all they were very appreciative of their wonderful
office. She reported on their many activities including numerous concerts and an open house
sponsored by the Arts Program for Mary Ann Judd to display her wonderful paintings. The
Children's Choir held a Grandparents program and the Youth Theater has been active with three
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performances of a musical play, Honk Jr. The director had some of the youth write down their
feelings after performing. Ms. Brady read a couple of those.
Betty Brady reported that the American Fork Symphony would perform in concert next Monday,
at 7:30p.m. at the American Fork High School. It would be a Salute to Youth. One American
Fork Senior boy would be receiving a scholarship for his art work. In July there would be a
production of Guys and Dolls, with auditions in May.
Mayor Thompson thanked Betty Brady for her report and stated that American Fork had a rich
arts program.
Ralph Glathar, stated that as a Certified Accessibility Consultant with the American Disabilities
Act he was ashamed at the sidewalk at 100 West 200 South. He hoped that it was not approved
and a permit not issued for a house until it was taken care of The whole sidewalk was higher
than the original. On the corner there was a cleanout and a 5-inch drop. There was a nice curb
cut but there was a problem with a pole and the clean out.
Mayor Thompson asked Howard Denney to look into it.
Troy Bentley stated that there had been attention recently regarding the two hybrid wolves that
he owned. They were almost six years old. He had not had any problem with them. They have
been licensed and both had their shots in January in Oregon before he left there. He had done
research prior to moving here. He had ten years of training with wolves and hybrids before
taking them on. He asked that he be allowed to keep them as they were like kids that he did not
have. He would be glad to sit down and talk with any one. He licensed them at the facility in
Lindon on February 16, 2007, when he got here.
Councilmember Rodeback asked to talk with him and asked for his phone number.
Mr. Bentley responded that he did not have a phone. He would be willing to meet after the
meeting.

Mayor Thompson asked Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh where they were at with this.
Melanie Marsh responded that they were working with legal counsel to see if any modification to
the ordinance was needed.
Mayor Thompson explained that the City Attorney had moved and they were working to get new
legal counsel.
Mr. Bentley stated that his research showed that hybrid met the same standards as a dog.
Councilman Gunther asked Mr. Bentley to provide some his research to the City Council so they
could be better informed and understand what risks there may be.
Mr. Bentley stated that his research had been from personal experience and from the Websites
that he had looked at.
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Councilman Storrs reported that he had been contacted by a local veterinarian who had some
concerns and had done some research. He would provide copies.
Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Bentley to provide his research from the Websites.
Mr. Bentley stated that he read the information. He did not print anything off. The Website is

believed to be www.inetdesign.com/wolfdunn.
Councilman LeBaron asked who treated the animals now and how they were cared for.
Mr. Bentley explained that he had a veterinarian in Oregon but he had not gotten one here yet.
He stated that they stayed in the house with him and he let them outside for potty breaks. The
yard had a six-foot fence. They were not left alone. He had a small truck with a canopy and
expanded steel over the windows.
Councilman LeBaron asked if he had received any concerns from the neighbors.
Mr. Bentley responded that he had received none.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that she was a neighbor across the street. She had not
noticed any problems.
Mike Deveraux stated that he was a neighbor right next to the cemetery. His phone has rung off
the hook since the project of building the bins had begun. Many have thought that they were his
and he has had some pretty nasty calls. He would appreciate the City making it known that it
was the City's project.
Matt Maloney lived about 50 yards up the road from the new building that was just talked about.
He would like some others to know that it was the City's so they would know who to complain
to. The building was entirely in appropriate. He was offended that the City would have such a
lack of any long term strategy. He was generally one ofthe ordinary citizens and took what the
Council did for granted. He would like to have a discussion with someone who could change his
mind in this matter. He would meet with anyone. He worked at home and could meet at
anytime. His phone number was 801-836-0438.
Mayor Thompson thanked him for his comments.
Doug Kunkle stated that he lived in the first house in Columbia Village at 411 West Main Street.
He asked to be rezoned to commercial. Doug Smith AutoPlex was moving into the village.
Additionally, he commented that in a previous meeting Jake brakes were discussed. He
expressed that big trucks needed the use of a Jake brake or engine compression brake when
coming down a hill. He used to drive truck.
Mayor Thompson directed Mr. Kunkle to meet with Rod Despain to fill out a zone change
application and thanked him for his comments.
Rulon Jensen noted that at the last meeting they talked about curb, gutter and sidewalk at Art
Dye Park. They also needed curb, gutter, and sidewalk in a lot of other streets. He was on 100
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West Street today and noted that the east side of Shelley School that did not have curb or gutter.
He asked that the City inventory what they had in the City. One of the things was the irrigation
ditches that did not make it feasible. When they were covered he hoped that the City was
planning on installing curb, gutter, and sidewalk.
Mayor Thompson explained that the City had different kinds of funding for sidewalks. At
Shelley Elementary they were using Safe Sidewalk funding.
Howard Denney noted that because of the some grants they were using it would be in next year's
budget. He also explained that there were plans of an expansion to Shelley School and they may
need to put in the improvements on 100 West at that time.
Mayor Thompson explained that the sidewalks and curb & gutter at the Art Dye would be paid
for from the Parks Bond.
Councilman Gunther agreed that it would be nice to have curb and gutter in. The City had a
program where the City participated and the homeowner could pay over a period of time.
Ralph Glathar noted that it had not been advertised very much. He liked to feel that he and his
wife had something to do with the City putting more money into the sidewalk program.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that curb, gutter and sidewalks were a concern shared by all of
the Council and they were a major topic during the budget meetings.
Rulon Jensen felt that the City needed to put in so much curb and gutter each year.
Councilman Gunther responded that property owners needed to take the initiative to do it.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Mayor Thompson presented Community Service Awards to Brian Barron and Moyle Greenwood
for their service on the Parks and Recreation Committee. Others to receive awards but were not
in attendance included Curtis Sampson, Bob Phelps, and Tori Bahorovitch. There was general
applause.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Office Russell Bishop was invited to come forward. Mayor Thompson read a letter that
recognized Officer Bishop as the Employee of the Month for April. Officer Bishop had been
with the American Fork Police Department for 16 months. He also read the nomination letter
from Councilman Storrs. There was general applause.
Police Chief Call stated that he would like to clone Officer Bishop.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs had nothing to report at this time.
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Councilman LeBaron expressed his appreciation for Moyle Greenwood's service on the Parks
and Recreation Committee and had also been involved in the community for 30 to 40 years in
youth programs, particularly in Little League. Brian Barron has also given much to the
Committee and community. It was good to have people like them volunteer.
Councilman Gunther responded to the public comment item regarding the curb and gutter noting
that this Council took what was in the previous budget and added to it ten times. He also felt
they needed to get the message out.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that they had not chosen to do vigorous advertising in that
they were doing the sidewalks in the Shelley area and all available funds were committed there.
Councilmember Rodeback appreciated Betty Brady's report and noted that there was lively
support for the Arts on this Council. She reminded the Council that they would have an Arbor
Day program at 11:30 a.m. at Robinson Park.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she visited yesterday with the American Fork High
School Community Council. She appreciated what they did for the community. She passed
along a packet given by a presenter at the meeting regarding their efforts against pornography.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson reported on a transportation meeting last week and they will have another one
on Thursday of this week. There was a lot of interest and serious planning going on with traffic
to Eagle Mountain. Lehi City was heavily involved.
Mayor Thompson reported that he attended a volunteer luncheon for the Senior Companion
Program. The program was where a senior citizen volunteered on a regular schedule and visited
shut ins or those that were incapacitated. One woman received an award for 33 years of service
in this capacity.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approval
Approval
Approval
Approval

ofthe March 29, 2007 work session minutes.
of the April 3, 2007 special session and joint work session minutes
ofthe April10, 2007 city council minutes.
ofthe City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the common consent items. Councilmember
Rodeback seconded the motion. Councilman Gunther included the items for correction
already provided to the City Recorder for the April3, 2007, special session and joint work
session minutes, in his motion. Councilmember Rodeback agreed with her second.
(The corrections provided to the City Recorder by Councilman Gunther were on page 2, line 7,
to change the sentence to read, "Councilman Gunther note that there was still work to be done at
the amphitheater. There was a request for a parking lot at the Fitness Center. Also, on page 2,
on line 46, change "new" to "knew.")
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All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING 33 DOCKS FROM THE BOAT
HARBOR TO BE SURPLUS AND TO BE SOLD -Cal Houghton
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-04-16R declaring the 33 docks to be
surplus and to offer them for sale. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson reported that he had talked with some individuals regarding serving on a
citizen committee. He appointed Clark Taylor and Brad Frost to the Parks and Recreation
Committee.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the appointments. Councilman LeBaron seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson read the Arbor Day Proclamation. It is included in these minutes as an
ATTACHMENT.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to authorize Mayor Thompson to sign the Arbor Day
Proclamation. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that the State Community and Urban Forester would be
coming to the Beautification and Shade Tree Committee tomorrow to help American Fork
become a Tree City. On Arbor Day, they would first go to Forbes Elementary School where
they would pass out 635 Blue Spruce seedlings made possible by a donation from Daniel
Copper. From there they would go to Robinson Park and plant five mature maple trees for shade
for the pioneer cabins. Two weeks from tonight the State Community and Urban Forester would
be coming to meet with the City Council.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF THE RFP FOR CONCESSION
SERVICES AT THE FITNESS CENTER - Derric Rvkert
Mayor Thompson noted that this was authorized at the previous meeting.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that there was only one response.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve Hogi Yogi to provide concession services at
the Fitness Center. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the City would receive 10 percent of all concession sales.
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All were in favor,
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE
CONSISTING OF 0.3 ACRES AT 260 SOUTH 1080 EAST FROM THE EXISTING GC-2 TO
THE R3-7500 ZONE -John Lundin
Mayor Thompson asked ifthis would be a continuation of the same type as what was already in
the area.
John Lundin answered that he was having problems getting that work with residents of Crystal
Cove. He needed to have approval of the Crystal Cove homeowners. He was getting some
resistance.
Dr. David M. Stewart stated that Mr. Lundin could not get approval if he did not give the
Homeowners Association the chance to approve. It had not been brought to them. He added that
one could not believe Mr. Lundin. He had not had the courtesy to come to the Association. He
suggested that the Council table this motion until Mr. Lundin finished the job he started two
years ago and that was supposed to be finished last December in which the City gave him
another six months and there was no indication that it would be completed then.
Mayor Thompson asked Dr. Stewart if he had been to the Planning Commission hearing.
Dr. Stewart reported that he had another appointment and was not in attendance. He was not
against rezoning it to have the kind of buildings that they already had at Crystal Cove. He was
vehemently opposed until what Mr. Lundin started was done. He stated that Mr. Lundin was
incompetent.
Mayor Thompson asked City Planner Rod Despain for his comment.
Rod Despain explained that the zone change request and the difficulties with the Crystal Cove
development were not really related. They happened to involve the same people. There were
bonds to cover the issues with Crystal Cove. The Planning Commission did not look at past
performance or other projects. Mr. Lundin was the owner of the property. Initially it was to
make it a second phase to Crystal Cove. He would need the approval of the Crystal Cove
Homeowners Association Board. A letter came from them asking the Planning Commission to
not consider any development plan that purported to be an extension of Crystal Cove. There
were other alternatives that were not related to Crystal Cove. The position of the Planning
Commission was that Mr. Lundin owned the property and Planning Commission was
comfortable.
Mayor Thompson observed that if the HOA did not want it, it would be developed in some other
fashion.
Dr. Stewart stated that they did not have an opportunity to vote on it. The City needed to look at
the area for water disposal. There was a problem in the middle because of poor design by John
Lundin or the City.
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Mayor Thompson stated that the City engineering approved the overall design.
Dr. Stewart felt that the City needed some engineers that knew what they were doing.
John Lundin explained that the center area was grass and was level and little rolling hill and
contained half and then it would run into the other area. It would be landscaped.
Mayor Thompson asked ifthere had been drainage problems.
Dr. Stewart stated that when it rained it drained into the basements of the area. Now Mr. Lundin
was going to cover up the window wells because of the drainage problem. In the beginning of
this project, maybe it wasn't John Lundin's problem. Maybe it was the City's problem. Before
going any further with the rezoning, he asked that they check the drainage in the whole area.
Mayor Thompson asked Howard Denney to have the matter looked into.
John Lundin welcomed anyone that wanted to come out and look at it.
Mayor Thompson felt the bonds should cover the rest of the project. The bond is the method that
the City used to enforce the completion of the project. It was difficult to hold something back
when there were remedies in place to take care of the problem. He added that the developer
should be communicating well with the homeowners.
Dr. Stewart asked again to defer the rezoning until the engineer had checked it out.
Councilman Gunther did not understand why the City should hold up the rezoning. It was not a
building approval. It was a different issue.
Dr. Stewart stated that if the rezoning was approved, in a month Mr. Lundin would be back for
approval to build a building. His point was that the City shouldn't do anything else until the City
figured out the relationship between this building and Crystal Cove. The City has allowed two
years to go by without that development having any street lights.
Councilman Gunther suggested that they push the City to push John Lundin to get the job done.
He asked to hear from Mr. Lundin. This was the first that he had heard of a problem in any of
his projects. There was already a remedy, the bond, to take care of this. It was not necessary to
hold Mr. Lundin hostage for those items.
Dr. Stewart asked when the bond came up.
John Lundin explained that he had a meeting with everyone at Crystal Cove. The streetlights
were done. The clubhouse was being sheet rocked. A few more off-street parking places were
being put in. It all should be done by the end of May. His was a small crew and they thought
they did a great job. He felt it was one of the top ten projects in the City. The last four units just
got their sprinkler systems in and the sod was coming in next couple of weeks. He had 60 home
owners over there and he probably had 58 that loved the project and loved them.
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Mayor Thompson thought that the HOA should be communicating with John Lundin and putting
pressure on him.
Dr. Stewart stated that the Council was not listening and understanding. The Council had not
had to put up with this nonsense for a year and a half Mr. Lundin waited so long last fall to put
in landscaping that a good percentage of the shrubs were dead and needed to be replaced. Mr.
Lundin had been given three different lists of things that had not been done or done properly in
the homes. He asked if the work was not done by June 1, if the bonds came back to the
Association.
Mayor Thompson asked how Dr. Stewart received that information.
Howard Denney explained that they had those files at public works along with the bond dates
and what was outstanding. If the bond is forfeited, it went to the City not to the HOA.
Mayor Thompson suggested that they meet with J.H. Hadfield at public works and get Dr.
Stewart educated on the process.
Howard Denney felt that the main contact with the HOA should be the HOA President and Dr.
Stewart could accompany them.
Dr. Stewart stated that this may not be the forum now. He understood that rezoning did not
allow a building to be built.
Mayor Thompson encouraged that when a building was addressed at the Planning Commission
that the HOA make their concerns known. Mayor Thompson brought this item to a close. Mr.
Denney would contact Dr. Stewart.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-04-14 amending the Official
Zone Map to change the zone designation on the property identified on the attached map
from the GC-2 General Commercial to the R3-7500 Residential zone. Councilman
Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for Gordon Ellis
Motors at 889 West Main Street
Mayor Thompson commented that the redo of the West Main Interchange would have
impact on this project.
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Rod Despain noted that this was the old Halstrom Motors and included the Quonset hut.
There was some earthwork and drainage work that needed to be done.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-04-15 approving the
commercial site plan for Gordon Ellis Motors at 889 West Main with instruction to
the City Staff to withhold issuance of a business license pending substantial
completion of construction of the outstanding improvements as set forth on the plan
or the posting of a bond for their completion. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for North Pointe
Business Park Building D, on Lot 4 of the North Pointe Business Park Plat A at 1261
South 860 East
Mark Robinson was present representing Robinson Brothers.
Mayor Thompson commented that it was a nice business park area

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-04-16 approving the
commercial site plan for the office building on Lot 4 of the North Pointe Business
Park Plat A at 1261 South 860 East and to authorize issuance of a building permit,
subject to the conveyance of water rights. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mr. Mark Robinson brought up the parking problem on the middle street. His concern
was that he was not being a good neighbor to Mirinda. He had plenty of parking but
people continued to park on both sides ofthe street. He asked the City for help.
Howard Denney reported that the Council had talked previously about eliminating
parking on one side of the street.
Mark Robinson stated that there was plenty of parking without parking on the street. He
wanted people to see the landscaping and the building. He was willing to pay for the
stgns. A parking structure was in the future plans. He wanted to see no parking on both
sides.
The Council discussed parking options.
Councilman Gunther noted that they would have to get an Ordinance in place to enforce
the no parking.
Rod Despain noted that the tenants should not place connex containers in parking areas.
Mark Robinson appreciated the City. They loved where they were at.

All were in favor.
c.

Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the vacation ofLot 1 of the Northshore
Corporation Center Plat A at 782 South Auto Mall Drive
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Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-04-17R authorizing the
vacation of Lot 1 of the previously recorded Northshore Corporation Center Plat A
Subdivision, with instruction to the City Recorder to file the Resolution at the office
of the Utah County Recorder, as required by law. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
d.

Review and action on a final subdivision plat of Copper Ridge at Northshore Corporate
Center Plat A at 782 South Auto Mall Drive
Northern Engineering representative Rick Myer was in attendance representing the
project.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the final subdivision plat of Copper Ridge
at N orthshore Corporate Center Plat A and to confirm the previously approved
preliminary plan for the Phase I area as the final site plan for Plat A, to authorize
the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept all dedications, with instructions
to the City Recorder and staff to withhold recording of the plat at the office of the
County Recorder or issue any building permits pending: (1) Verification of
required technical corrections by City Staff, including the addition of easements for
surface drainage and provisions for cross-access and parking easements, and (2)
Posting of a bond to ensure timely construction of all public improvements and
essential common improvements. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Rick Myer explained that they were to be office/warehouse type uses with most of the
buildings being two stories.
Mayor Thompson asked why the easements had not been resolved with the developer.
Rod Despain answered that instructions were given to have the plat modified. When it
came back it was not on the plat. They could have withheld it from the agenda, but the
engineer pleaded with the staff to keep it on.
Mr. Myer explained that it was a miscommunication and the items would be placed on
the plat.

All were in favor.
e.

Review and action on a final subdivision plat of Copper Ridge at Northshore Corporate
Center Plat B at 896 South Auto Mall Drive
Mayor Thompson noted that this was the same project, but Plat B.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final subdivision plat of Copper Ridge at
Northshore Corporate Center Plat Band to confirm the previously approved
preliminary plan for the Phase 2 area as the final site plan for Plat B, to authorize
the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept all dedications, with instructions
to the City Recorder and staff to withhold recording of the plat at the Office of the
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County Recorder or issue any building permits pending: (1) Verification of
required technical corrections by City Staff, including the addition of easements for
surface drainage and provisions for cross-access and parking easements, and (2)
Posting of a bond to ensure timely construction of all public improvements and
essential common improvements. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilman Gunther asked who the developer was.
Mr. Lynn Rindlesbacher identified himself as the developer.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RATIFICATION OF A REVOLVING DEVELOPMENT
LOAN TO RICK ALBRECHT TO FINANCE HIS PORTION OF THE PARKING LOT
BLACKTOP
Mayor Thompson asked the balance in the revolving loan fund.
Cathy Jensen responded that there would be $9,122 after these two loans.
Councilman Gunther noted that this loan fund started at about $60,000. He asked that the history
of the loan and interest be provided.
Mayor Thompson noted that there were three existing loans.

Councilman Gunther moved to ratify a revolving development loan for $9,871.50 to Rick
Albrecht at 6.2% for five years. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron commented that a corporate resolution would be appropriate authorizing
Rick Albrecht to sign this.
Councilman Gunther would pursue getting a corporate resolution.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RATIFICATION OF A REVOLVING DEVELOPMENT
LOAN TO ALLEN PRESTON TO FINANCE HIS PORTION OF THE PARKING LOT
BLACKTOP
Mayor Thompson noted that this was a similar thing.

Councilman Gunther moved to ratify a revolving development loan for $9,871.50 to Allen
Preston at 6.2% for five years. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Gunther would pursue a corporate resolution.

All in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASK ORDERS -Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that they had approved Horrocks Engineering for the overall design of
the secondary irrigation project. On this agenda and future agendas would include the approval
of task orders.
Councilman Gunther moved approval of the task order for $60,000.

The task order included:
1)
Project Management
2)
Needs Assessment and Alternatives Analysis
3)
Prepare Culinary Water Master Plan
4)
Prepare Capital Facilities Plan
5)
Prepare Impact Fee Information
6)
Final Culinary Water Planning Approvals
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.

ADJOURNMENT
Councilman LeBaron moved adjournment at 9:44 p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

l: ~'
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 04-24-07 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION
AMERICAN FORK CITY

Whereas,

In 1872, J. Sterling Morton proposed to the Nebraska Board of Agriculture that a
special day be set aside for the planting of trees, and

Whereas,

the holiday, called Arbor Day, was first observed withthe planting of more than a
million trees in Nebraska, and

Whereas,

Arbor Day is now observed throughout the nation and the world, and

Whereas,

trees can reduce the erosion of our precious topsoil by wind and water, lower our
heating and cooling costs, moderate the temperature, clean the air, produce
oxygen and provide habitat for wildlife, and

Whereas,

trees are a renewable resource giving us paper, wood for our homes, fuel for our
fires and countless other wood products, and

Whereas,

trees in our city increase property values, enhance the economic vitality ofbusiness
areas, and beautify our community, and

Whereas,

trees, wherever they are planted, are a source of joy and spiritual renewal,

Now,
Therefore,

Further,

I, Heber Thompson, Mayor of the City of American Fork, do hereby proclaim
April 27, 2007 as Arbor Day in the City of American Fork and I urge all citizens to
celebrate Arbor Day and to support efforts to protect our trees and woodlands,
and
I urge all citizens to plant and care for trees to gladden the heart and promote the
well-being of this and future generations.

-

Dated this

---=d/=--f
___day of lfprJ I

in the year _,CJ--4----CA.::.__::::J_/
_ __

Mayor_,~~~Jti~·~~~@...::;..____~--

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNClL
APRIL 26,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, April 26,2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of the proposed City logo. - Debby Lauret
Presentation regarding the I-15 Corridor Environmental Impact Statement including
transportation, environmental issues and potential multi-modal travel solutions. Merrell ,/alley, UDOT & G.,J LaBonip, [JTA
Presentation regarding the Mountain View Corridor Alternatives Impact update. - Teri
Newell &Matt Sibul (approximately 4:30 p.m.)
Discussion of the proposed Parks and Recreation Charter. - Councilmember Rodeback
Adjournment.
Dated this 16 day of April, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 26, 2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, April 26, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:30p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, Council members Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present included Joyce
Coleman, Melanie Marsh, Debby Lauret, Brent Meissinger, Linda Walton, Merrell Jolley, G.J
LaBonty, John Thomas, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Brent Finch, Larry Finch, Shelli Swan,
Ron Clegg, Ralph Glathar, Cassie Allred, Daniel Baldwin, Mac Oswald, Dick Colborn, Laurel
Lindsey, Doug Kunkel, Barbara Christiansen, and Phil Bruenderman.
Mayor Heber Thompson called the meeting to order at 3 30 p.m.
DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED CITY LOGO - Debbv Lauret
Mayor Thompson turned discussion over to Debby Lauret. Ms. Lauret explained the last time
the council had met there were a couple of provisions that were asked for. Ms. Lauret handed a
copy to the mayor and the council members displaying the different provisions asked for Brent
Meissinger reviewed the copies of these provisions and explained to the council the options.
Council member Rodeback asked that they keep the date on the logo to keep them straight.
Mr Meissinger asked if they want the music left on the logo?
Mayor Thompson stated he liked the original one.
Councilman Storrs liked the bottom left display.
Mayor states that the top one and the lower right are the originals, except the lower right has
without the date, the designation of department.
Councilmember Rodeback suggested we stay with original up at the top.
Councilman LeBaron liked the middle right. I like the groups offive and groups of seven. I
could go with the top with two more sets of cattails or the middle right. He said with music and
two other cattails wou ld be good with the top one.
Councilman Storrs could go with the middle right with no music.
Councilman LeBaron stated if you visualize at several feet away on a vehicle or building the
middle rig ht is going to stand out.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the middle right would look like with music.
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Councilman Gunther liked the music as did Councilmember Rodeback.
Mayor Thompson preferred music for our City, if there is anything that the City is known for our
band, our music, and our symphony.
Linda Walton asked for the percentage of the logo would be in full color versus one or two
colors?
Mayor Thompson would think mostly color on the vehicles. Business cards and letterheads
could be a standard two color.
Mayor Thompson reminded as this is a work session he can not take a motion. Most everyone
liked the top right logo with the music added.
After some discussion of various other suggestions, Mayor Thompson requested this to be put on
the agenda of the City Council in the near future.
Mayor thanked Ms. Lauret and Mr. Meissinger.
PRESENTATION REGARDING THE I-15 CORRIDOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMP ACT
STATEMENT INCLUDING TRANSPORTATION, ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND
POTENTIAL MULTI-MODAL TRAVEL SOLUTIONS -Merrell Jollev. UDOT & G..!
LaBonty. UTA
Mayor Thompson introduced Merrell Jolley to give the presentation from UDOT.
UDOT Representative Merrell Jolley stated he was here today to present to councilmembers
what 1-15 has been doing over the last three years on an environmental impact study.
Mr. Jolley stated it is not only 1-15 but also a transit study. He explained G.J. LaBonty was here
to present Utah Transit Authority (UTA) considerations.
Mr. Jolley explained the study is in the final year of a three-year environmental joint document
of the 1-15 Corridor (2004-2007). He indicated that they (UDOT and UTA) had reached a point
now where it is good for both projects, both I-15 and commuter rail to become two separate
documents. Mr. Jolley explained the reason they had arrived at this juncture was because of an
election last fall , where a tax referendum and an opinion question between Utah and Salt Lake
County both passed and as a result a quarter cent sales tax is ,in place. Mr. Jolley explained this
tax will primarily provide funds for a commuter rail project from Provo to Salt Lake City.
Mr. Jolley indicated UDOT will finish I-15 environmental work and UTA will finish the transit
environmental work. Mr. Jolley explained it is expedient now the UTA has the funding and can
work on the details separately and sooner.
Mr. Jolley stated he felt the meat of the greatest interest for this group today was from downtown
Salt Lake City to Payson which is the transit portion. The highway portion goes from Sandy to
Payson. He said the preview presentation he has today is going to be taken to the public next
week and will be on the UDOT website.
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GJ. LaBonty from UTA then began his presentation on the commuter rail. Mr. LaBonty told of
a line now being constructed from Pleasant View in Weber County to downtown Salt Lake City
as a front nmner for UTA commuter rail system and would be complete in one year.
Mr. LaBonty stated the transit corridor is to run along side I-15 to help alleviate some of the
issues Mr. Jolley will be talking about. The extension of the commuter rail line will pick up
where the Pleasant View train, in Weber County began and will continue through Salt Lake
County into Utah County.
l\l[r LaBonty explained the technology is self propeUed electric/diesel locomotives with double-

deck passenger cab cars. Speeds to 85-89 miles an hour. He explained station spacing to be
different fmm track lines (which are a mile apart) to transit lines which are three to five miles,
sometimes as much as six to seven miles apart.
Mr. LaBonty indicated the stations will be in Salt Lake City, in Murray (5300 South), at
Bangerter Highway (office complex), Lehi (Thanksgiving Point office complex-Xango area),
American Fork/P leasant Grove, Vineyard (former Geneva Steel sight), Orem (immediately north
of Parkway Crossing Apartments-west side offreeway) and then final at Provo (University
Avenue viaduct) .
Mr. LaBonty wanted to get to the facts to talk about today. Mr. LaBonty indicated have two
options, American Fork or Pleasant Grove station. We prefer to take the stations spacing and
break them up into even distances. Lehi/Thanksgiving to American Fork Main Street to
Vineyard are about three to five miles in spacing.
Mr. LaBonty indicated UTA is concerned with the station spacing of the Pleasant Grove station .
The proposed sight location at the new Pleasant Grove (6400 North) interchange we would need
a viaduct, some way to get up and over the tracks in Pleasant Grove. The way we purchased the
right-of-way agreement is we have only purchased a 20 feet right-of-way to build a single track
system.
Mr. LaBonty explained wherever these trains need to pass each other they are going to need
sidings. He stated what UTA would prefer to do is have passing stations. The sidings are
separated by a platform so that one train can pass without stopping and accelerating out of the
stations. He explained UTA would like a station in Bluffdale and one at American Fork Main
Street.
Mr. LaBonty stated operations have another issue ifwe chose the Pleasant Grove station . The
issue of trains coming from Northbound and Southbound, one ofthe trains would have to wait
for one to get out of the American Fork Main Street Station in order for passing to occur. He
expl ained this has more to do with schedu ling and operations.
Mr. LaBonty thinks the most of the discussion needs to be on the American Fork Main Street
interchange. Merrell will be giving more options ofthe configurations ofthat interchange.
Mr. LaBonty stated UTA preference is this one along si de of the freeway configuration. This is
the station location that was just discussed on the freeway alignment with American Fork Main
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Street. He stated we can access this directly from the freeway giving you the design that Merrel
will discuss next and the over pass of the rail line. This would be a viaduct that would be a
continuous overpass and come down and met what we wiU call lOth South in Lehi.
Mr. LaBonty explained if American Fork and lOth South would be approved we would divide the
traffic crossing the track at Main Street and Gazzel Road, we would have to construct some sort
of overpass.
Mr. LaBonty explained Union Pacific would expect us to separate the traffic. We would need a
road to get access to it from the freeway is actually a lot more tedious than to locate it here with a
reconfigured interchange design. He said we are currently in the process of hiring a designer to
come on board with UTA to design documents for the construction of the commuter rail line.
We expect construction to begin sometime in late 2009 or 2010 opening date of20 11-2012
timeframe Mr. LaBonty stated this was a snapshot of commuter rail in terms of Utah County.
Ralph Glathar asked about who will make the final decision on whether it will be Pleasant Grove
or American Fork. Mr. LaBonty stated UTA is not in a habit of running over the cities wishes,
we can make it work, it is not an improbable or impossible situation and again operationally the
terms of the operational and maintenance and on going cost to have to build the additional
sidings and the loss efficiency for the system. The viaduct over the tracks is quite an expense.
Operationally around we chose to be more efficient. UTA will have recommendations in our
document when it is published and UDOT will make the recommendations when it is published,
but ultimately not sure who will make that final call, the transportation department may make the
decision. Station location UTA will negotiate that with the city, but the interchange
configuration not sure.
Mr. Jolley getting back to I-15 Corridor stated on the current configuration ofl-15 will remain
the same. Mr. Jolley explained South from Bangerter to University Parkway in Orem is a six
lanes proposal (express pass to drive in lane by yourself), then from U niversity Parkway Orem
with five ianes to Spanish Fork and four lanes to Benjamin and three lanes south of Payson
Mr. Jolley explained there were two options that are in consideration involving American Fork
Main Street. First option is the Diamond Interchange, which would be to rebuild the existing
interchange and make it bigger. It would operate essentially the same way. Two lanes in each
direction, not much change other than size. The bridge is wide enough to accommodate this. A
small problem as l-15 gets to be six lanes wide. They have incorporated an access to help
accommodate this.
Mr. Jolley stated with the existing park and ride. Depending on ifthere becomes a commuter rail
location at this interchange then we could combine the parking lots for commuter raH, park and
ride parking. We would not have two .
Mac Oswald asked either way do we assure Hart's would be gone? Mr. Jolley stated probably
because of the widening of American Fork Main Street as there had been some purchase talk
regarding this matter.
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Mr. Jolley explained second option SPUI Interchange at Harts would be turned and connect to
1oth South in Lehi. Stay high and cross the railroad tracks and come back down to 1oth South in
Lehi.

Mr. Jolley asked the attendees if they knew ofthe term SPUI? He explained it would be like
1006111 South, 90th South both in Salt Lake and University Parkway in Orem where you build a
bridge, stay in air, and come down.
Mr. Jolley indicated the access has been a question discussed several times. How do we access
this proper1y'7 One way would to simply go around. To some it seemed to be problematic.
Second way would be where once we get to bottom of grade and come down from railroad
bridge make a connection to the road underneath 1-15 at 300 West where we connect and come
back right over the other side of the railroad tracks, underneath this bridge and access that way.
He stated neither were extremely convenient, but they have been calculated
Mr. Jolley gave a handout to councilmembers and Mayor which has the distances.
(ATTACHMENT l)
Mr. Jolley explained they had some simulations which show the traffic flow. Mr. Jolley stated
they consider the SPUl Interchange, simply would be the traffic volume.

Mr. Jolley explained either of these two interchanges can function in the year 2030 at a Level
D-15-20% more traffic. The SPUI is a more efficient and can handle 20-30% more traffic but
wanted to tell you of the two other options.
Mr. Jolley asked if the Mayor and council would like the computer simulations to show you how
the traffic flows.
John Thomas from UDOT stated the Diamond failed at an increase of 10% more traffic.
Mr. Jolley stated they were not here to tell you the answer, but to inform you on both options.
Mr. Jolley explained the website address is on the handout received by the councilmembers.
Mr. Jolley announced the schedule ofwhen they will be holding four public meetings. The
American Fork public meeting will be May 2, 2007 from 6 :00pm to 8 :00pm at the Barratt
Elementary School, 168 North 900 East.
Mayor Thompson asked the council to give their questions first.
Councilman Dale Gunther asked what would be the impact on the Diamond or the SPUI on main
street traffic in American Fork going east? Have you looked at that?
Mr. Jolley stated they had looked at it and the computer models do not know any significant
difference between those two interchanges. Mr. Jolley explained the traffic coming from I-15 is
the same regardless of the interchange because of the configurations. The impact of American
Fork Main Street of one versus the other in my estimation would be to ask which one has the
more difficult time handling the traffic that wants to get through the interchange.
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Mr. Jolley stated the place where there was an impact was on the off ramps where the traffic
wants to merge on and off from 1-15, we get friction at those points and the backup on the
Diamond begins to backup that north bound off ramp to a point where it interferes with l-15.
Mr Jolley explained if that happens then our response to that would be to modify some signal
planning on the off ramp . He stated we don't que it up to 1-15 and in turn have a negative impact
to American Fork Main Street, but we would be in position where we would que up American
Fork Main Street apposed to que up traffic out into 1-15.
Mr. Jolley stated in answer to the question asked as to which one more positive or negative to
American Fork Main Street? I think because of its ability to handle greater traffic volume the
SPUI would be more efficient to handle American Fork Main Street.
Mayor Thompson opened it to the public for their questions.
Mac Oswald asked Mr. Jolley to describe Option B access to west side commercial property
coming from both northbound and southbound traffic.
Mr. Jolley explained it to the group with the power point diagram.
Cassey Allred asked why we couldn ' t build a SPUI Interchange with the lines we have? Mr.
Jolley said you can not build a SPUI Interchange on an angle that is that squed. If the two angles
are square you can do it to a certain point, then it gets so big after that you can' t do it.
Scott Peterson stated the problem with the distance in the way people would have to access to get
to businesses. lfwould be a killer. There are numerous businesses over there and for anyone
who knows the difference between profit and loss is narrow. Something as dramatic as making
people add an extra two to three miles
Mayor Thompson asked it he could tell us what the distance is?
Mr. Thomas explained the one access coming from Lehi Main Street is 1.3 miles. He stated the
one coming from exit at American Fork Main Street down to lOth South in Lehi is 1.8 miles, and
the last is 1.6 miles.
Scott Peterson, from Best Vinyl Company, stated he had 130 and going to 200 employees in the
next year because of growth of business in the past year, commented on the effect it would have
on his business and their employment Mr. Peterson stated the point is the access to customers
now you exist and you are there. Mr. Peterson had concerns with the impact on all businesses in
that area. Our business has doubled in two years and one of the most is our wholesale and access
to the fi·eeway. How well is the access and how it will affect this will be almost a million dollars
less. In 2005-06 voted #1 company in the USA We could have built anywhere along the
corridor and paid significantly less. Not the angle to be viewed but how good the access is.
Effect numerous businesses to the point of making them go away.
Mac Oswald stated how west ofl-15 there are two things of major impact One point is
American Fork Main Street is a dead end just west ofl-15. Second point is what about the
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Master Plan in American Fork City for commercial expansion on the west side ofl-15. This
project will have a definite impact on that commercial plan.
Mayor Thompson stated only a few minutes left.
Shelley Swan stated this proposal as Proposal B will be a determent to our business. We have
construction going on in three weeks. If this takes place we will not develop. This creates a
great risk. A piece of land that is not marketable, which is a six million dollar deal. She
recommend that Proposal A be accepted.
Brent Finch commented how he felt like this was a deal killer. Everyone feels main street is a
main street and who would ever think that main street would be discontinued and a dead end?
Cassey Allred asked if they would be putting an overpass at the end of American Fork Main
Street where the railroad track goes over?
Mr. Jolley stated it would most likely be a great separation some how in the future.
Daniel Baldwin asked if Kurt's auto wrecking would have an impact?
Mr. Jolley answered it would most likely do so.

Mr. Jolley indicated a similar situation at 1006 South years ago. He stated the handout shows an
aria! photo of access from it is a very vibrant commercial area now, there were many concerns as
you have today at that time.
Mayor Thompson reminded everyone of the Public Meeting on May 2 at Barrett School from 6-8
p.m. where there will be more opportunity for comment
Mac Oswald asked what the time period of when these decisions on A and B will not be made?
Mr. Jolley stated not before the public meetings and more in the fall before finalization will be
on this project.
Councilman Gunther made an observation as to if we were to do a SPUI, it would devalue the
property north of American Fork Main Street because of the poor access and increase the
valuation of prope11y south of the tracks due to increased access and visibility.
Mr. Jolley suspected that probably true. He stated he was not an appraiser.
Mayor thanked Mr. Jolley for his presentation. Mr. Jolley stated he could be around for after the
meeting to answer further questions.
PRESENTATION REGARDING THE MOUNTAIN VIEW CORRIDOR ALTERN ATIYES
IMPACT UPDATE - Teri Newell & Matt Sibul (approximately 4 :30p.m.)
Mayor Thompson introduced Teri Newell for a presentation on the Mountain View Corridor.
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Ms. Newell informed the attendees that they would have a representative at the Barratt
Elementary on May 2nd
Teri Newell stated the Mountain View Corridor had been underway for the past four years. F inal
on our document and walk you through them.
Ms. Newell explained the 101h South was used but is being studied as a separate document now
on Mountain View Corridor.
Ms. Newell explained there were three alternatives being considered. The three alternatives are
First, Southern Freeway Alternative. Second, is 2100 North Freeway Alternative. Third, is
Arterials Alternative.
Document producing size of 6-12- inches thick and somewhere around 3 000 pages.
Ms. Newell presented a slide presentation in which she compared the four separate issues of each
alternative such as traffic and transportation impacts, property impact, impact to wetlands and
cost
Traffic impacts we look at year 2030.
Implementation of separate alternative gives a similar reduction in the delay areas.
In her study and on her graphs it answered the question always asked. What effect does the
choice of alternatives on Mountain View Corridor have on I-15? Obviously is a very important
facility.
Another question always asked was researched. What about Lehi Main Street?
Ms. Newell spoke of chart with amount of home relocations.
She spoke of the Wetlands, Peteetneet Soils and how you can not duplicate certain soils. She
stated the whole document would be available in the faiL
Ms. Newell stated because of the Clean Water Act, 1972, it will require us to get a permit before
fill in wetlands.
Ms. Newell stated the estimated cost is South Freeway is 690 million, 2100 North is 640 million,
and Arterials is 540 million
Ms. Newell commented the Impact Summary shows that 2100 North has the least amount of
impact
The timeline of prior public involvement had been as follows :
2003--Growth Choices Workshops
2004--Talk Truck meetings
2005--Aiternatives Refinement Open House
2006--Town Home meetings
(Refer to Chart)
Cities workshop
Two Open houses
8

Three Working Group Meetings
Ms. Newell stated the next step they were taking the same presentation to all the cities.
Ms. Newell stated that last Friday was the first time we have made this available to the public.
Move on to a Department Preferred Alternative six or nine months ago.
Mayor Thompson question and clarification on when the decision was to be made in first part of
2008 would be the final sign off
Ms. Newell stated the draft document would be available for public in October and public
hearings would be held before Thanksgiving.
Mayor Thompson asked about the decision being made in 2008. With that if all went well what
kind of a construction implementation or how far in the future would we look at this project to
be. Ms. Newell stated we do not have funding and so would take some legislative action to make
possible. This was a very expensive project therefore she could not answer because of the
momentum.
Councilman Gunther asked when talking about 2 billion dollars and an alternative. Ms. Newell
stated the entire forty miles and would encompass choosing alternative in the area and any pieces
associated with it
Mayor Thompson stated it will be awhile before it is implemented. Out in the future a ways and
it wil l be awhile before implementation.
Councilman Gunther asked if in the future, how long in the future or a ball park range?
Mayor Thompson questioned as if the legislature came up with funding, how long will it be?
Mayor Thompson knew the legislature is trying to put more into the fund . Do we have any
federal funding?
Ms. Newell stated as there is no federal funding at this point One of the things was a holdup in
the funding because of a lot of hard decisions and saw a few attempts in this the last legislative
decisions. She stated there were some attempts to get other funding. It all depends on the
momentum and how much people think it is needed. Ms. Newell stated they were in the same
boat as not enough money which is the same as the commuter.
Councilman Gunther asked if the funding were available when this project would be (either
completed or started)?
Ms. Newell stated iffunding becomes available, begin the year 2009 completion in 2012-2013 ..
Rod Despain made comment to Ms. Newell in her relationship with the study and Mr. Jolley ' s
presentation. How does your study incorporate it?
111

Ms. Newell stated when we run all our traffic numbers we assumed as 10 South in Lehi is built.
It is in the backdrop of all our assumptions.
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Daniel Baldwin asked Ms. Newell if they have a preference on any ofthe three alternatives.
Ms. Newell stated they were not working on a preference at this point but basically stating the
facts and to work with cities. They do not have a preferred alternative. May need to wait for our
draft documents to come out. The numbers lead to 2100 North alternative which has the least
impact, but it is not without concerns from the other cities.
Ms. Newell stated if American Fork City would like to give feedback as a city on the
alternatives, this is the time to do so. Appropriate timeframe does not have to be today but in the
timeframe of the near future.
DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED PARKS AND RECREATION CHARTER Councilmember Rodeback
Mayor Thompson stated we had the Proposed Parks and Recreation Charter had been revised 323-07. Mayor Thompson asked Councilman Rodeback if the recreation committee were in
agreement with the Parks and Recreation Charter?
The Recreation Committee were in agreement.
Council member Rodeback asked if there were any questions?
Council members Storrs, Gunther, Storrs, and Rodeback were in agreement.
Mayor Thompson stated this charter revised March 23 , 2007 would go to the City Council as an
adoption and to go forward as an agenda item.
ADJOURNMENT
Ma or Thompson adjourned the meeting at 5:00pm
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 3,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, May 3,2007, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main, commencing at
3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Report by Elise Christensen regarding impact fees.
Discussion of transportation issues.
Discussion on the public works building remodel/addition.
Discussion of changes in election procedures.
Discussion of items for the upcoming May 8, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 1 day of May, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY3, 2007
WORK SESSION
ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on May 3, 2007 in the City
Administration Offices commencing at 3:34p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber
Thompson and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and Ricky Storrs.
Councilmembers Cates and LeBaron were excused. Also present were Lance Call, Howard
Denney, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Jay Christensen, Wendelin Knobloch,
Brian Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Neal Allred, Elise Christensen, Barbara Christiansen, and Jason
Burningham.

Mayor Thompson welcomed all in attendance.
REPORT BY ELISE CHRISTENSEN REGARDING IMPACT FEES
Elise Christensen from Lewis Young Robertson & Burningham explained that her firm had been
hired most recently to complete the road impact fee analysis and to update the sewer, water, and
park impact fees, and recommended the addition of a public safety impact fee and in the future a
storm drain impact fee. Her power point presentation is included in these minutes as an
ATTACHMENT.
Ms. Christensen explained that after their analysis, they recommend that the City adopt the
maximum allowable impact fee that was reasonable. If a fee is adopted lower than that, the City
would need to come up with other revenue sources to make up the difference. It was
recommended that the City update their impact fees every two to three years. They were ready
to finalize the road impact fee. They had worked closely with Horrocks and the Capital
Improvements plan.
Councilmember Rodeback asked when build out would occur.
Elise Christensen reported that build out was estimated to be in 2035 with a population of
53,500. The population today was estimated to be 26,825. In the estimate of projects cost is a
built in 4lh percent annual construction cost inflator. The road impact fee for a single family unit
would be $1,348.39. The road impact fee for a grocery store would be $10,083.77.
Mayor Thompson asked what other cities charged for impact fees.
Elise Christensen stated that they had done that previously. She would provide that comparison.
Comparisons with other cities were not always apples to apples. There was a big difference
between areas of new development like south of the freeway versus infill development.
Elise Christensen then updated the Council on the culinary water impact fee. In the interim they
would go up to $2,025.88. There was not enough data to analyze the sewer so it would remain
the same until the comprehensive study was done. American Fork City had previously not
assessed a public safety impact fee. They have reviewed the data and come up with an estimated
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impact fee based on the needs of the police and fire. For police the estimated impact fee for a
single-family residence would be $3 73.51 and $269.73 for fire.
Jason Burningham encouraged the City to encourage their legislative representatives to allow for
fire apparatus in the impact fee analysis.
Elise Christensen updated the Council on the parks impact fee. They were estimated to increase
to $5,782.18 for a single family home. The large increase was due to the increase in the cost of
land.
Mayor Thompson thanked Elise Christensen and Jason Burningham for the presentation.
Jason Burningham explained that the next step would be a public hearing. The Council could
then adopt anything up to the maximum amount.
Councilman Gunther commented that they had missed the boat on the increased impact fees at
The Meadows.
DISCUSSION OF TRANSPORTATION ISSUES
Mayor Thompson looked at the West Main Interchange situation. The City needed to make
some decisions on this in the near future. There was a hotel and Best VinyL Those developers
needed to make some hard decisions in about three weeks. Over time, the Single Point Urban
Interchange (SPUI) was more efficient than the Diamond Shape Interchange. To get to the West
Main business area with a SPUI was very circuitous. The hotel and Best Vinyl have said it was a
deal killer to them.
Mayor Thompson would be talking with Union Pacific officials tomorrow to explore making the
West Main access to businesses viable. He attended the Mayor's Prayer Breakfast in
conjunction with the Freedom Festival where he sat next to Dan Valentine. Representative
Valentine stated to him that it did not make sense to end Main Street at the freeway.
Councilman Gunther stated that it looked to him that the SPUI had the potential of opening up
more commercial there and along 1000 South in Lehi.
Mayor Thompson noted that most of the area was in an agriculture protection zone owned by the
Allred's. They had no intention of changing the use of the property.
Councilman Storrs stated that if it did not go commercial they would be putting traffic through
residential in American Fork.
Mayor Thompson did not think that with the Diamond Interchange that they would have a
commuter rail station in that area.
Richard Colborn noted that there would be more options on West Main if they were not bringing
the traffic from Eagle Mountain and Saratoga Springs to West Main and suggested they take the
traffic south to the Pleasant Grove interchange.
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Mayor Thompson stated that the southern route was losing steam. The most favored route was
2100 North in Lehi. There was a lot of wetlands to the south.
Councilman Gunther felt that the SPUI and 1000 South in Lehi was the better solution. The
other advantage was that 1000 South in Lehi brought people to American Fork.
Mayor Thompson noted that there currently was no 1000 South in Lehi.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that West Main was about the same situation as 1300 South in
Orem, with the freeway and the railroad.
Cassie Allred stated that they wanted to farm. With the proposed road, they could not use it for
their farm vehicles.
Neal Allred thought the Council passed a Resolution supporting the Diamond Interchange.
Mayor Thompson explained that was the City's preferred option.
Brian Thompson stated that at 2030 the Diamond Interchange would back up on the freeway.
Neal Allred reported that UDOT told them that the road on 7750 North (County) 200 South
(City) was going to be limited access road and 106 feet in width with a light about every half
mile like Bangerter Highway. He questioned whether they would even be able to get into their
home. He thought American Fork may need to step in and reduce the road to maybe just four
lanes.
Cassie Allred added that they had a court adjudicated head gate and she did not know what
would become of that. There were three openings on the north side of the road that they had to
get in and out of She continued that there was an estate tax of $1 million that would come due if
that property was touched. It was an inheritance to her. There was a reduction in that tax after
ten years. There was still seven and a half years remaining.
Councilman Gunther wanted to know the impact on the property owners. With regard to the
estate tax, he wondered ifthere wasn't another route.
Mayor Thompson reported that the City's Transportation Committee would meet tomorrow at
3:00p.m. There was plenty of information to chew on.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that City Planner Rod Despain favored the Diamond.
DISCUSSION ON THE PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING REMODEL/ADDITION
Howard Denney reported that Larry Howden had done an analysis of getting more office space
at the public works. He did one option adding office space in the basement and a second adding
office space with new construction. He asked for suggestions or directions.
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Councilman Gunther noted that basement area used to be cheap space but that was not the case
as much any more. The basement was already being used for storage. If they used it for offices,
they would need to have more storage somewhere.
Howard Denney noted that more parking would also be needed.
Councilman Gunther suggested that they get a price from a contractor as well as the one from the
architect. He had spoken recently to John Heiner and his offices were about $91 per square foot
for a two-story office building with an elevator. They ought to look at it carefully.
Mayor Thompson asked how this was to be funded.
Cathy Jensen stated that in the upcoming budget there was $280,000.
Councilmember Rodeback thought there was some funding in the current year budget.
Cathy Jensen answered that it had been rolled into the fund balance and was being used to help
fund projects in the next year.
Howard Denney stated that one did not preclude the other in the future. They had an estimate of
Ellsworth Paulsen to do the basement for $273,000.
Councilman Gunther agreed that they still needed storage.
Howard Denney stated that they had a lot of records to store. There were things in the basement
for Ed Jones and for recreation. The old furniture from City Hall was also there. It may need to
be surplused.
Mayor Thompson asked for a more precise analysis and asked Howard Denney to come back
with a recommendation.
Councilman Gunther asked Howard Denney to look at how long each solution would serve the
need.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that Derric Rykert was hard pressed for storage at the Fitness
Center. He just sent Lori England an email stating that he could utilize the space better and she
needed to find other space for costumes.
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES IN ELECTION PROCEDURES
City Recorder Richard Colborn explained that the option of voting through the use of punch
cards was no longer an option. They could use paper ballots, optical scan, or touch screen. The
least expensive option was to use paper ballots and was his recommendation. Total cost was
about $25,000. Touch screen was more than double that amount. The decision of which voting
method to use would be placed on the May 22, 2007 City Council agenda.
Mr. Colborn noted that there was HR. 811 before the federal congress that could do away with

the touch screen process that was used in the last County election. He reported that letters had
4

gone out to the election judges to find out how many would be willing to serve this year with the
new September Primary. There would be an open house for election judges and those thinking
about being an election judge on May 31, 2007, at the City Hall from 6:30p.m. to 8:00p.m. to
provide information.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MAY 8. 2007. CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Mayor Thompson asked if there were any questions on the upcoming agenda. The tentative
budget would be placed in the boxes by noon tomorrow. April Ridge may not be ready. It was
hopeful that the Tri-City Golf Course item would be ready.
Melanie Marsh stated that as soon as something was available it would be placed in the boxes.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the State Forester would be making a presentation at
Council meeting regarding becoming a Tree City. She explained that the City already had the
budget needed to be a Tree City. It was $2 per capita but the City could count against that figure
the pruning that was done by Rocky Mountain Power in the community. She got that figure
yesterday and that by itself put the City over the top. The Beautification Committee was
working to put a Tree City Ordinance together.
Councilman Gunther asked when they were going to discuss the material bins at the Cemetery.
Mayor Thompson explained that Cemetery Sexton Ray Garrett was putting together a
presentation and a plan. The work has stopped on that. He will be meeting with the Planning
Commission. It may end up that it would be torn down.
Council member Rodeback asked if anyone had met with the citizens that had concerns.
Melanie Marsh reported that they had.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:18 p.m.

tt nt. @L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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American Fork City, Utah County, Utah

Roadways Impact Fees
Update on:
Water, Sewer, Public Safety, and Parks & Recreation
Impact Fees

-

~

LEWIS 1111fll YOUNG
ROBERTSON & BURNINGHAM.

INC

May3,2007

I

•

-

PRESENTATION OUTLINE

if Overview of Impact Fees

a

Discussion of fmalized Roadways Impact Fees

ii

Preliminary overview of Water, Sewer, Public Safety, and
Parks & Recreation Impact Fees

•
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OVERVIEW OF IMPACT FEES

if Legal Authorization of Impact Fees:

>

Utah State Code, Title 11, Chapter 36, Parts 1-5 (the "Impact Fees Act")

if Definition and Purpose of Impact Fees:

if

>

One time payment of money by development activity as a condition of
development approval

>

Finance mechanism for equitably distributing costs of capital facilities
between existing & future development

>

A rational nexus between contributions in the past as compared to needed
contributions in the future

Other considerations in Establishing Impact Fee Structures
> Adopting impact fees lower than 100% of the recommended impact fee
will result in a disproportionate share of capital costs between existing
and future users

•
ROADWAY IMPACT FEES

•
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•

l IMPACT FEE METHODOLOGYj
ii The study considers one City-wide service area

1i Capital Facilities Plan and analysis of pass through trips has

been completed by Horrocks Engineers
ii It is assumed that the City will add 205,581 trips to the current

232,021 trips generated in the City through build-out

a

Growth related capital project costs total $89,585,210

ii All capital projects have been discounted 5% to account for

pass through traffic per findings of Horrocks
ii It is assumed the City will issue debt in 2012 and 2022 to meet

capital needs related to timing of projects
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
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•

COSTS TO IMPACT FEES
~

I Calculation oflmpact Fee:

•

Road\\ay P1 ojccts

%Related to
Gt owth 1

Total Costs

Gro"1h-Re1ated
Costs

Future Trip
Ends

Cost per Trip
End

includes a 5% discount for the pass through trips in 1he City as determined by Horrocks Engineering

•
~PACT

I Calculation of Impact Fee per Land Use:

FEE SCHEDULE

I
Adjustment

Cost
Land-Use Categories
Residential <O-Iling Unit)
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Non-Residential (1,000 Floor Space Sf)

Manufacturing
General Office Building
Medical-Dental Office Building
Specialty Retail Center

High Turnover (Sit-Down) Restaurant

Fast Food
Convenience Market with Gasoline Pumps
Supermarket
Drive-in Bank
Church
Nwsing Home

per Trip

1

Trip Ends

Factors

Impact Fee
per Unit/! K Sf:

$

281.80
281.80

9.57
6.72

50% $
50%

1,348.39
946.83

s

281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80

3.82
11.01
36.13
44.32
127.15
496.12
845.60
102.24
246.49
9.11
6.10

40"/o $

430.58
1,551.28
4,072.51
4,371.21
12,540.60
13,980.44
11,914.31
10,083.77
3,472.99
1,283.58
859.48

50%
40%

35%
35%
10%

S%
35%

5%
50%
50%

1- Source. Tnp GeneratiOn. 7th f41twn ,Institute ofTransportatlon Engmeers
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CITY-WIDE IMPACT FEE UPDATE

•
WATER IMPACT FEES

•
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•

I OVERVIEWI
ii

The Engineers have updated the existing CIP to include recent
construction inflation

iii

The water impact fee has been updated using the following
assumptions:
)>

Remaining ERCs through build-out: 12,719

)>

Growth related capital improvement costs: $29,354,676

•
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Impact Fee
Project
18-inch line(350Wto900W on 1120N)
Spring Development Feasibility Study
Upgrade 2,4,and 6-inch to 8-inch (100 E from 200 S to400 S)
Mill Well Testing
loop 8-inch line (685 N to 700 Non 725 E)
loop 6-inch line in Dye Ball Park to 980 Nand 400 East
18-inch line (200 East to 540 Won 1500 Nand to 1120 Non 540 W)
Upgrade 8-inch line to 12-inch ( 1500 N to 1450 Non 1100 E)
Spring Development
36-inch water line (1500 N, 100 E to 900 E)
Well Development
18, 16, and 12-inch trunk lines (sooth ofl-15)
5 MG reservoir (north pressure zone)
3 MG reservoir (south pressure zone)
20-inch water line (tank farm along East City Boundary to 1-15)
8-inch water line (200 S, 600 W to I 0000 W)
36-inch water line (north resexvoir to south reservoir)
12-inch trunk lines (sooth ofl-15)
Well Development
GRAND TOTALS:

Related Costs
384,300
42,000
70,350
28,350
28,350
76,650
884,100
28,350
122,850
951,300
628,950
3,076,500
2,111,550
1,538,250
2,657,550
139,650
1,180,200
1,398,600
628,950
s 15,976,800
$

Estimated Year
of Construction
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2011
2012
2011
2012
2015
2015
2015
2021
2024
2023
2031
2030
2025
2027

$

s

Construction
Year Totals
384,300
43,890
73,516
29,626
29,626
91,407
1,101,749
33,808
153,093
1,352,844
894,430
4,375,093
3,910,474
3,250,902
5,374,550
401,635
3,248,107
3,088,778
I 516,848
29,354,676
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CALCULATION OF THE WATER IMPACT FEE

•
SEWER IMPACT FEES

•
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l OVERVIEWI
if The intent of this "interim" impact fee update is to adjust the

City's current impact fee schedule to offset construction
inflation while Master Plan updates are completed
1i

After a review of the sewer data, the Engineers and
Consultants feel that the information available on the sewer
system is insufficient for this update and recommend waiting
to update this fee until the new Master Plan is completed

!

•
PUBLIC SAFETY IMPACT FEES

•
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•

I OVERVIEWI
5

The City has not historically assessed a public safety impact
fee

ii

With future growth projections and the need of additional
public safety building space, the City and Consultants have
determined impact fees to be the most equitable method for
funding growth related public safety buildings

5

The City currently owns one fire station and one building that
houses the police department (shared with Courts)

s

The City will need a fire station south of I-15 and additional
floor space to house the police department as growth occurs
(estimated at 2015 for each)

•
EXISTING INVENTORY

Replacement Value

'Yo to

Total Fire
2

Fire Facility
Less Depreciation'
New Growth
Buy-In
Main Stabon
$
2 916 175
1 300 662
TOTALS:
$
2,916,175
1,300,662
1- Based on original coostroction cost.
2- Based upon share of tbe existing and projected fire calls as a% of total calls at build-out.

Replacement Value

%to

Total Police
2

Less Depreciation'
New Growth
Buy-In
Police Facility
Pollee Stabon
4 515 770
1 905 705
$
TOTALS:
$
4,515,770
1,905,705
1- Based on original construction cost.
2- Based upon share of tbe existing and projected police calls as a% of total calls at build-out.

•
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FUTURE PLANS

Project

Construction
Year

Total
Facility Cost

% Included
in Calculation

Growth-Related
Costs

Construction
Year Totals

•
PUBLIC SAFETY IMPACT FEE (FIRE)

l~and

t'se Category
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Agriculture
Institutional

lin it
Dwelling Unit
Dwelling Unit
Acre
Acre
Acre
Acre

Calls per
llnit
0.028
0.020
0.120
0.050
0.012
0.016

Fee per Call Fee per Unit
$ 9,603.49 $ 269.73
9,603.49
190.56
9,603.49
1,153.11
9,603.49
478.32
9,603.49
110.94
9 603.49
152.26
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•

PUBLIC SAFETY IMPACT FEE (POLICE)

Land Use Category
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Agricultore
Institutional

Unit
Dwelling Unit
Dwelling Unit
Acre
Acre
Acre
Acre

Calls per
Unit
Fee per Call Fee per Unit
0.727
0.427
2.543
0.254
2.224

$

514.09
514.09
514.09
514.09
514.09
514.09

$

373.51
219.51
1,307.32
130.65
1,143.17

•
PARKS IMPACT FEES

•
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•

I OVERVIEWI
s The City has historically assessed a parks impact fee to the
residential development within the City

a The parks impact fee is based on existing service levels in the
City as defmed below
)>

Current level of service: 7.16 acres/1 ,000 residents

)>

Cost per acre ofland: $120,000/acre

)>

Cost of improvements per acre ofland: $87,000/acre

)>

Trails???

•
I EXISTING INVENTORY

I

Developed

Park

Acres

~.~
Amphitheater Park
Art Dye Softball Complex
Beehive Park

Bicentennial Park
Caveman Park
Chipman Park
Country View Park
Evergreen Park
Greenv.<XX! Pa:rk
Hindley Park
Hunter's Park
lC_ Ballpark
Kimbe.-lyPa:rk
Legacy Park

Lion's Park
Martin's Park

•

Miller'sPa:rk
Mwntain Meadov.s Park
Nob Hill Park
North Park
Robinson Park
RotaryPa:rk
Shalima:r Park
V a! Vista Park
Valley View Park
CITY PARK TOTALS:

25.29
65.26
6.17
3.29
2.27
1.01

LJO
4.88
5.00
4.28
27.87
2.30
3.83
2.75
2.73
5.75
4.43
2.52
1.27
1_78
202
9.52
!55
4.64
0.68
192.2

13
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•

CALCULATION OF THE FEE PER PERSON

•

~ACT FEE SCHEDULE~

Land llse Category

Fee per Capita

Single Family Dwelling Unit
Multi Family Dwelling Unit

$

1,541.92
1,541.92

Impact Fee per
Household
5,782.18
3.75 $

PPH*

3.25

5,011.22

* Source: 2000 US Census data

•
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•

COMPARISON OF EXISTING & PROPOSED FEES

Existing/Pro osed Im act Fee Comparisons
% Change1
Roads
NIA
$
Water
1,630
24%
Fire
N/A
Police
374
N/A
Parks & Recreation
2,600
5,782
122%
TOTALS:
$
4,230 $
9,800
132%
1- Increase/decrease from the impact fee currently assessed by the City.
2- Additional fee to TSSD for sewer treatment

•

•
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 8,2007
"AMENDED - PUBLIC HEARINGS, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA

PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in public hearings on May 8, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring surplus of 3.84 acres
(Northwest of the Cinemark Theaters and near Applebee's at The Meadows) to be
exchanged for 3.84 acres of property (behind WalMart at The Meadows) - Stag
Receiving of public comment regarding the Leonard's Annexation consisting of
7.00 acres at 780 East 50 South. - StafS
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May 8, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as
foilows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Terilyn Lurker; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation by Utah State Community Forester Scott Zeidler, regarding the importance,
in terms of both fiscal and physical stewardship, of having a tree ordinance and in
becoming a Tree City. - Councilmember Rodeback
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

CO.MMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of council action that requires no further d~scussionor
which is rout~nein nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Comnlon Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the April 24, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the April 26, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over $1,000, and manually
prepared checks.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Presentation and action on the adoption of the tentative budget for fiscal year ending June
30, 2008. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on policies regarding fraud. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on fiscal financial polices and procedures. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on a Resolution declaring surplus of 3.84 acres (Northwest of the
Cinemark Theaters and near Applebee's at The Meadows) to be exchanged for 3.84 acres
of property (behind WalMart at The Meadows) - Staff

5.
6.

7
8

9.

10.
*11.
12.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution adopting a revised Parks and Recreation Charter. Councilmember Rodebnck
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Interlocal Agreement regarding the Tri
City Golf Course Operating and Management Agreement. - Councilman LeBaron
Review and action an Ordinance amending the American Fork Development Code as
follows:
Adds Specialty Schools to permitted uses in the PO-1 zone, the CC-1 zone, the
a)
GC-1 zone, Planned Shopping Center Projects, & Planned Commercial
Development Projects, and
Repeals Specialty Schools from permitted uses in the R3-7500 and the R4-7500
b)
zones, and
Provides
for a change in the standards for roads within Planned Industrial Parks. c)
StafS
Review and action on the ratification authorizing the Mayor .to sign the grant application
for 2007 Utah County Recreation Grant. -Melanie Marsh
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - StafS
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss pending
litigation.
Adjournment.
("Previous Agenda Item # 7 is removed from this agenda)

Dated this 7 day of May, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation by Utah State Community Forester Scott Zeidler, regarding the importance,
in terms of both fiscal and physical stewardship, of having a tree ordinance and in
becoming a Tree City. - Councilmember Rodeback
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (common Consent is that class of council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Comn~onCot~sentAgenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Cotnmon Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
Approval of the April 24, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the April 26, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over $1,000, and manually
prepared checks.
ACTION ITEMS
Presentation and action on the adoption of the tentative budget for fiscal year ending June
30, 2008. - Cathy ./ensen
Review and action on policies regarding fraud. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on fiscal financial polices and procedures. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on a Resolution declaring surplus of 3.84 acres (Northwest of the
Cinemark Theaters and near Applebee's at The Meadows) to be exchanged for 3.84 acres
of property (behind WalMart at The Meadows) - Staf

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

Review and &ion on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution adoptin8 a revised Parks and Recreation Charter. Councilmember Rodeback
Review and action on an agreement with April Ridge Homowms Association and Mr.
Joe Ferguson. - Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution a n d i n g the Interlocal Agreement regarding the Tri
City Golf Course Operating and Management Agreement. - Councilmcm LeBuron
Review and action an Ordinance amending the American Fork Development Code as
folIows:
Adds Specialty Schools to permitted uses in tht PO- 1 zone, the CC- I zone, the
a)
GC- 1 zone, Planned Shopping Center Projects, & Planned Commercial
Development Projects, and
Repeals Specialty Schmls from permitted uses in the R3-7500 and the R4-7500
b)
zones, FUUI
Provides for a change in the standards for roads within Planned Industrial Parks. c)
St08
Review and action on the ratification authorizing the Mayor to s i g n the grant application
for 2007 Utah County Recreation Grant. -Melanie Marsh
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks ordars. - SZUJT
Adjournment.

Dated this 1 day of May, 2007

Richard M. Colbom
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
MAY 8, 2007
ATTACHMENTS (2)

PUBLIC HEARING
7:10P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE DECLARING SURPLUS
OF 3.84 ACRES (NORTHWEST OF THE CINEMARK THEATERS AND NEAR APPLEBEE'S
AT THE MEADOWS) TO BE EXCHANGED FOR 3.84 ACRES OF PROPERTY (BEHIND
WALMART AT THE MEADOWS) -Staff
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on May 8, 2007, at the American Fork
City Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:10p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson and Council members Rick Storrs, Shirl LeBaron, Dale Gunther, and
Heidi Rodeback. Councilman Jimmie Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, Joe Rich, Lori England, Scott
Zeidler, Neal and Cassie Allred, Sheena Parker, Barbara Christiansen, and Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Rackman.
Mayor Thompson commented that the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comment on
declaring surplus 3.84 acres ofland northwest of the Cinemark Theaters and near Applebee's at The
Meadows in exchange for 3. 84 acres of property behind Walmart at The Meadows. He turned the
time over to Mr. Knobloch.
Mr. Knobloch indicated that there are two maps in the packet; one is the current proposal and the
other map shows the change from what was approved in December of 2005 with Woodbury
Corporation. Mr. Knobloch explained the exchange that would take place.
Councilman Gunther questioned the location of the property and verified that the acreage to be
exchanged was approximately the same acreage. He commented that he understood that the
exchange would tum the area behind Wal-Mart back into wetlands. Councilman Gunther
questioned whether the City would be responsible for changing the property back to wetlands. Joe
Rich indicated that Woodbury Corporation will be responsible for that.
Mr. Rich explained that the new exchange was requested because there is a spring along a comer of
the property; the Army Corps of Engineers is requiring a 50-foot radius around the spring. Mr. Rich
also stated that the current plan is a more efficient way oflaying out the project along the small
northern portion, which would give an easier access into the Kohl's parking lot as well as onto State
Street.
Mr. Denney stated that there are some corrections to the agreement, but that will be discussed
during the action item.
Mayor Thompson asked for further comment. There being none, the public hearing closed at 7: 19
p.m.
7:20PM- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE LEONARD'S
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.00 ACRES AT 780 EAST 50 SOUTH- Staff
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on May 8, 2007, at the American Fork
City Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present included
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Mayor Heber Thompson and Council members Rick Storrs, Shirl LeBaron, Dale Gunther, and
Heidi Rodeback. Councilman Jimmie Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Police Chief Lance Call, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, Joe
Rich, Lori England, Scott Zeidler, Neal and Cassie Allred, Sheena Parker, Barbara Christiansen,
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Rackman, and two additional citizens.
Mayor Thompson explained that the purpose of this public hearing was to receive comment on the
Leonard's Annexation consisting of7 acres at 780 East 50 South. He asked for any comments.
Councilman Storrs asked if this property is part of what the County was concerned about in the past
with annexations. Mr. Knobloch indicated that this was in one of the questionable areas, but the
city had received an indication that the County was okay with the annexation.
Mayor Thompson asked for any additional comments. There being none, the public hearing
adjourned at 7:22p.m.
REGULAR MEETING
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on May 8, 2007, at the American Fork
City Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson and Council members Rick Storrs, Shirl LeBaron, Dale Gunther, and
Heidi Rodeback. Councilman Jimmie Cates was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Police Chief Lance Call, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, Joe
Rich, Lori England, Scott Zeidler, Neal and Cassie Allred, Sheena Parker, Barbara Christiansen,
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Rackman, and two additional citizens.
Mayor Thompson welcomed those present. Scout Tyler Allred led the Pledge of Allegiance and
Terilyn Lurker offered the prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Neal Allred stated that he and his wife are owners of property that was recently annexed into
American Fork City. He indicated he would like to talk about the new interchange. There have
been different options proposed by UDOT for the new interchange, one of which would divide their
farm property into two pieces. This option would create access, irrigation, and other problems and
almost impossible for them to continue farming. Mr. Allred stated that when they annexed, they
were placed in the Agricultural Protection zone. He asked that the city support the diamond-shaped
interchange option.
Cassie Allred stated she was at the meeting to protect the family farm. She indicated that their farm
has been chosen to be part of a heritage project with the Library of Congress. The information they
obtain will go back to the Library of Congress. Ms. Allred stated that they have seen the
importance of family farms, and that as family farms disappear, they are a living history. Ms.
Allred stated that they are aware of the IRS and the tax problem concerning their property. She
indicated that there is no provision with the IRS, and that if a road goes through their property, they
will owe the IRS about a million dollars with interest. She stated that she would not pay that fee if
the road goes through; the City will pay or UDOT will pay. Ms. Allred stated that the area has
limited access and 200 South is the only road; if the SPUI option takes place there will be no access
to some of the property in that area. Ms. Allred also commented that there are ditches and
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headgates in locations that have been specified by the Courts; the Courts would have to be notified
if those are changed. Ms. Allred stated that they put the farm in the protection area to protect their
right to farm and state law indicates that their property can not be condemn for a road if there is an
alternative. The diamond-shaped interchange is the alternative and she asks that the city support
that option.
Evan Jones stated that he lives in the same area as Neal and Cassie Allred. He is also requesting
that the city support the diamond option, as the other option would go right over his house.
Sherry Kramer stated that she was here representing several residents concerning the Pony League
Field by the Fitness Center. The pony field is one of the best in the state. She indicated that
approximately 20 years ago, the coaches put in the grass in the infield. Ms. Kramer stated that the
field is a part ofthe quality of life they do not want to give up. She read a statement requesting the
pony league field be kept from becoming a parking lot. There are several advantages to keeping
this field rather than relocating it, and citizens are against losing this field. Ms. Kramer stated that
roads and parking lots surround the field, which makes it easy for young mothers to watch the
games from their cars. The field is also centrally located and there are shade trees. Ms. Kramer
stated that there are options for parking, such as the horseshoe pit area. Ms. Kramer also pointed
out that parking could be utilized on the southern parking lot; she had some ideas in which the
parking area could be utilized. Ms. Kramer also read from a past newspaper where creating a
cemetery was suggested near the Developmental Center; she suggested they look into that option.
Rulon Jensen stated that he has been down to the Skate Park recently and he wondered if the skate
park will be open in time for summer break. When will the sod or grass be planted? When will the
sprinkler system be put in? Mr. Jensen wants the skate park to be completed so the children of the
community can use it.
Mr. Denney reported that the parks crew is trying to identify the current sprinkler system so a new
design can be prepared. Once the design is completed, there will be a change order before the
council for approval. Ms. Marsh indicated that they are hoping to have this by the next City
Council meeting.
It was noted that the fence currently in place around the Skate Park is a construction fence and is

there only temporarily.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Tori Barhoravitch was presented the Mayor's Service Award for serving on the Parks and
Recreation Committee for approximately three and a half years.
Gary Rackman was also presented the Mayor's Service Award for his 3 8 years of service with the
Fire Department.
PRESENTATION BY UTAH STATE COMMUNITY FORESTER SCOTT ZEIDLER,
REGARDING THE IMPORTANCE, IN TERMS OF BOTH FISCAL AND PHYSICAL
STEWARDSHIP, OF HAVING A TREE ORDINANCE AND IN BECOMING A TREE CITYCouncilmember Rodeback
Mr. Ziedler stated that he attended the beautification committee a couple of weeks ago. He was
asked to give a presentation on the importance of having a tree ordinance and becoming a Tree City.
See attached presentation (ATTACHMENT #1).
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Mayor Thompson asked if there were any questions for Mr. Ziedler.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that there is a member of the beautification committee, Lindsay
Berry, at the meeting tonight. She indicated that this has been an active item on the Beautification
Committees Agenda for the past few months. Councilmember Rodeback stated that this is an
important topic and that an ordinance is needed. She appreciated the presentation.
Councilman Gunther asked if it was possible to get a copy of a tree care guide. Mr. Ziedler stated
that he would be glad to get some information to the City.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that they will be applying for a grant in the fall to help with
an ordinance. Once that has been given, they will work on education for the parks department and
for the citizens.
Councilman LeBaron asked what kind of tree Mr. Ziedler would recommend for the Fitness Center
parking area. Mr. Ziedler stated that honey locusts are great for parking lots; it is a hardy tree and
maintenance costs are very low.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback stated that recently they celebrated Arbor Day. She thanked Ray Garrett
and Craig Shipley for helping at the last minute with planting trees.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that a citizen had complained that during a recent rainstorm, the
sprinklers were on at the cemetery. She explained that the cemetery has sensors which monitor the
amount of moisture in the ground. Once the moisture gets four inches down, the sprinkler system
will shut down; the sprinklers may still go on during a rainstorm if the moisture level is not down
far enough. It was noted that the new system has conserved million of gallons of water each year.
Councilman Gunther commented that he appreciated the citizens who have come concerning
various issues. He felt that it would be well for the city to hold public hearings for long-range
planning for capital facilities before they move ahead with projects.
Councilman LeBaron had nothing to report.
Councilman Storrs reported that two weeks ago he, Austin Miller, and a representative of the Post
Office, went around to the residents along 50 South concerning changes in the addressing. The
neighbors were thankful for the address corrections and 50 South has been taken care of. He
reported that they will now need to address 700 North.
Councilman Storrs also reported that last Friday, he was glad the skate park was closed. A car carne
off the freeway and made it within 5 feet of the new skate park. Ms. Marsh stated that she will be
working with UDOT to work on a better barrier.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson stated that there was a City Cleanup currently going on and a Main Street cleanup
planned for Saturday, May 12th.
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Mayor Thompson also reported that they have been very busy on transportation. UDOT had a
meeting at Barratt School where there was a question and answer period; they had some alternates
suggested for the main street interchange.
Mayor Thompson commented that there was an Interfaith Breakfast held in Provo, which was a
kickoff to the Freedom Festival.
Mayor Thompson also stated that there was a Salute to Youth from the American Fork Symphony.
It was an outstanding event.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or which is routine in
nature. All items on the Connnon Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Connnon Consent Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember
and placed in the action items.)

1.
2.
3.

Approval of the April 24, 2007, city council minutes.
Approval of the April 26, 2007, work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over $1,000, and manually
prepared checks.

Councilmember Rodeback had two corrections on the April 24th minutes. On page 2, line 1, "Hank
Jr." should read "Honk Jr." Also, on Page 5, lines 10 and line 11 should read "reported that they
had not chosen to do vigorous advertising in that they were doing the sidewalks in the Shelley area
and all available funds were committed there."
Ms. Jensen asked that on the April 24th minutes, page 12, line 19 should be "$9,122" and not
"$29,122."
Councilman Gunther asked that on the April 26th minutes, page 7 beginning on line 35, "we would
want to devalue the property north of American Fork Main Street because of the more access
visibility and two things and increase the valuation of property south of the tracks" should read "it
would devalue the property north of American Fork Main Street because of the poor access and
increase the valuation of property south of the tracks due to increased access and visibility."

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the April24, 2007, city council minutes and the
April26, 2007, work session minutes with the corrections that had been noted, as well as the
city bills for payment, purchase requests over $1,000, and manually prepared checks.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
PRESENTATION AND ACTION ON THE ADOPTION OF THE TENTATIVE BUDGET FOR
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2008 - Cathv Jensen
Attached is a copy of the budget presentation (ATTACHMENT #2) which Ms. Jensen reviewed.
Ms. Jensen stated that they will notice a thirty million dollar increase in the budget over last year,
which is mainly due to secondary irrigation. She stated that they are also anticipating a 10% sales
tax increase as well as an increase in the road fund allotment, which they may have to look at if the
fuel prices keep going up and people drive less. Ms. Jensen stated that they have also included an
adjustment of inter-local contributions with Recreation. She indicated that there was also a citywide wage adjustment which has affected every budget.
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Ms. Jensen explained that with the wage adjustment, each department head evaluated their
employees and ranked them based on their contribution levels. In the tentative budget,all full-time
employees have been brought up to their rate; part-time employees will hopefully be addressed next
year. Ms. Jensen continued that there are 46 full-time employees who have already met their range
and will not see any increase in their wage as it stands right now.
Ms. Jensen stated that other variances in the city budget include fees, charges and increasing costs,
such as in dispatch fees, library books, and animal control fees. Also there are new hires,
investments in capital equipment, and projects nearing completion. Another variance is the Star
Mill small business loan has been paid off, which will affect the special revenue fund; the
celebration director has taken the celebration in a new direction and anticipates lower expenses; in
the debt service bond, the bond for the fitness center refunding bond will be retired this year. Ms.
Jensen indicated that a slowing expansion of the broadband department has decreased broadband
expenses.
Ms. Jensen went over the proposed new full-time employees and pointed out the capital equipment
and capital projects. She pointed out the city-wide sources and revenue and expenditures by
function pie charts.
Councilman Storrs stated that after reading the memo provided to them concerning the wages, he
would favor giving all the employees at least a 1% raise. Councilman Gunther would favor that, as
well. Ms. Jensen indicated that the budget would need to increase approximately $37,000 plus
benefits. Mayor Thompson stated they have to draw a line somewhere; next year the part-time
wages will be addressed, as well as those who have exceeded their range.
Councilman Gunther commented that he initially favored phasing the pay increases over a two-year
period. After some consideration, he felt that this was a better option. He did have some concerns
on the Hay Group Study, as he thought that some areas were higher than the private sector; if there
was an error there, it would be harder to correct in the future.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he would still like to see the inclusion of wireless internet access at
the City hall and Administration Building, as well as at the parks. He wondered if they have looked
at the costs for that. Ms. Marsh stated that they have looked at wireless internet for the buildings.
Councilman LeBaron also mentioned the sample paperless packet that Richard Colborn had
prepared for him. If that could be incorporated, and laptops purchased for the council members,
that would save a lot of paper.
Councilman Gunther stated that there are a couple of things he is interested in seeing take place.
One is for funding to be built up for improvements on Main Street, where the city would match
funds for improvements. He would like to see a reserve built up where they can start working with
the merchants on improving Main Street, such as the sidewalks and streetscape.
Ms. Jensen stated that they are beginning to put funds in to road projects and property acquisition;
they have approximately $300,000 coming out of this year's budget for both.
Councilman Gunther stated he had mentioned having money set aside for a performance arts center.
Ms. Jensen indicated they can decrease the roads and acquisition and put some into a performance
arts center.
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Councilmember Rodeback stated that in the parks department, the need for picnic tables and
benches had not been addressed. Ms. Jensen commented that she could not see where it was
requested, but she would look again.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she also had concerns about the website. The
comments she is receiving are that the website needs to be enhanced. Ms. Jensen stated that Debby
Lauret has requested a re-design and will work with that concern. It was noted that it comes under
Ms. Marsh's jurisdiction, but Debby Lauret would like to work on it.
Mayor Thompson asked if the council was okay with the tentative budget as presented.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt the tentative budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2008,
with the phase I option B of the wage study that was recommended by staff as well as the
inclusion of $5,000 for the picnic tables. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON POLICIES REGARDING FRAUD - Cathy Jensen
Mayor Thompson asked if legal counsel had reviewed the policy. It was noted that Kevin Bennett
had reviewed it before he left and was okay with the fraud policy.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the Fraud Policy as presented. Councilmember
Rodeback seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson commented that the first paragraph mentions a team under the procedures for
reporting. He questioned if they could specify that team. Ms. Jensen that it would be determined
by what the fraud is; it may include the police department, human resources, or treasurers
department. Mayor Thompson stated that he thought they needed to specify those items better.
Councilman Gunther commented that with the procedures for reporting, a report would need to go
to the Mayor, Chief of Staff, Finance Director or Treasurer and that person would determine who
investigates the fraud.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON FISCAL FINANCIAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES - Cathy
Jensen
Mayor Thompson questioned the procedures that the employees are responsible to follow and
whether they were familiar with the requirements and terminology. Ms. Jensen stated that they will
be implementing some educational training. Mayor Thompson thought that a flow chart may be
helpful. Ms. Jensen stated it will be part of the flow chart.
Councilmember Rodeback asked why the term "customer" was used instead of "public" or
"residents." Ms. Jensen explained that anyone who comes in to work with the city is considered a
customer.
Councilman Rodeback asked why cash counting is done out of public view. Ms. Jensen answered
that it removes the temptation when the money is out of public view; it is a safety precaution.
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Councilman Storrs moved to adopt the Fiscal Financial Policies and Procedures. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING SURPLUS OF 3.84 ACRES
(NORTHWEST OF THE CINEMARK THEATERS AND NEAR APPLEBEE'S AT THE
MEADOWS) TO BE EXCHANGED FOR 3.4 ACRES OF PROPERTY (BEHIND WALMART
AT THE MEADOWS)- Staff
Mayor Thompson explained that this was part of the public hearing earlier. There was an
explanation of the alteration ofwhat was previously approved.
Mr. Denney pointed out some changes that needed to be made. On the first page, the year needs to
be changed on the first line; the Mayor needs to be changed under Recital A to reflect Mayor
Thompson; and the date needs to be changed to December 31, 2007, in item number 3 referring to
the time limit.
Mr. Rich explained that they have waited for approval from the Corps of Engineers for several
months; the December date should be reasonable.
Councilman Gunther stated that it says in paragraph three that if the agreement is terminated, each
party is responsible for fees incurred. He felt that the City should not be required to bear those
costs, as Woodbury Corporation is corning before the City for the request. Councilman Gunther
asked for it to be changed, that Woodbury Corporation would be responsible for the costs.
Mr. Denney stated that the attachment to the agreement needs to be completed. He stated that it
refers to drawings, or the site plan, and it does not appear that the site plan is attached in Exhibit A;
that needs to be included.
Councilman Gunther stated that another question he had is if there is a potential liability on the
City's part for damages to the buildings. Mr. Rich stated that that is Woodbury's responsibility.
Councilrnernber Rodeback asked if the attorney had looked at it. Ms. Marsh answered that the
attorney is looking at the agreement right now. It was noted that Kevin Bennett was originally
looking at the agreement; this is only a technical revision.
Councilman Gunther moved to approve the Resolution 07-05-18R declaring the property
surplus and eligible for exchange and the real property exchange agreement relating thereto,
as amended, to accommodate the new legal descriptions to take effect upon receipt of
approval of the reclassification of the several parcels by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and subject to review of city's legal counsel and with the corrections identified by Mr. Denney.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND BOARDS
There were no appointments at this time.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING A REVISED PARKS AND
RECREATION CHARTER- Councilmember Rodeback
Mayor Thompson stated that this has been through some changes, but the revised charter before
them is the final draft.
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Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Resolution #07-05-19R adopting the revised Parks
and Recreation Charter. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT REGARDING THE TRI CITY GOLF COURSE OPERATING AND
MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT- Councilman LeBaron
Mr. Wright, legal counsel for the City, stated that they have been working on this agreement with
Lehi and Pleasant Grove since October of 2006. However, the bond counsel threw them a curve
about what needed to take place, including this interlocal agreement. Mr. Wright continued that
Lehi and Pleasant Grove have adopted this agreement, which sets forth some responsibilities of the
cities. Mr. Wright indicated that he does have some concerns, but there are practical factors that
may override the concerns for now. His review of the lease is that there are things left undone,
particularly in regard to American Fork City. Mr. Wright indicated that this agreement references
leases to the golf course; these leases are not done and it impacts American Fork City. This will
impact the City's ability to get access to two wells on the
Golf Course property; American Fork needs a guarantee to access and a protection zone around the
well. Mr. Wright indicated that could be addressed with the lease agreement. Another issue not
addressed is how water will be supplied to the Golf Course; he understands that in the past,
American Fork City has supplied that water source, but that will no longer work in the future as the
irrigation shares will go to other areas. The other cities will need to contribute water.
Mr. Wright stated that, based on information he has been given, another concern is that the new
clubhouse expansion is going to infringe upon the horse track. Mayor Thompson stated that he met
with Kent Wells and was told that they agreed to go back and revisit the plans to make the plans
match where the property is.
Mr. Wright stated that those were the concerns he had. He understands that things need to get
moving forward. In an ideal situation, they would not go forward without those concerns
addressed, but he did feel that these concerns could be addressed with the lease approvals.
Councilman Gunther stated that he has some concerns. He questioned if they could do anything to
memorialize the concerns if they go ahead and approve this. Mr. Wright indicated they could have
a letter of understanding with the other cities, but it would take time and this is the document the
other two cities have signed off on. Councilman Gunther asked ifthey could approve this subject to
a letter being written and approved. Mr. Wright indicated they could send out a letter, but the lease
agreements are the ace in the hole; if the lease agreements are not signed, then the interlocal
agreements become null and void. Councilman Gunther commented that he did want a letter
written to them so they are aware of the concerns. Mr. Wright agreed.
Councilman Gunther stated that another concern is that there is property owned exclusively by
American Fork City being used by the Golf course. He has heard that there has been a gradual
encroachment of use on property of American Fork City without any consideration. Councilman
Gunther thought that anything in previous agreements would govern over this agreement. Mr.
Wright stated that this agreement would govern the prior agreements. Councilman Gunther read
from the agreement where it read that nothing in this agreement was meant to supercede any
previous agreements, and he interpreted that to mean that any agreements regarding the Tri City
Golf Course that have been entered into before this would stand and that this would only pertain to
the TCIA. Mr. Wright stated that the interpretation area is where this agreement is silent to a matter
and is not in direct conflict with a previous agreement than the previous agreement will stand, but if
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there is a conflict then this agreement will trump. Mr. Wright felt this was a good agreement and
would tie down a few loose ends.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Resolution #07-05-20R amending the Interlocal
Agreement regarding the Tri City Golf Course Operating and Management Agreement.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs commented that Councilman Gunther was correct with the rights and the
property; he is comfortable that it will be addressed with the lease.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Councilman Gunther stated that he is trusting the legal counsel that the concerns will be addressed
with the leases.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE AMERICAN FORK
DEVELOPMENT CODE AS FOLLOWS: (A) ADDS SPECIALTY SCHOOLS TO PERMITTED
USES IN THE PO-l ZONE, THE CC-1 ZONE, THE GC-1 ZONE, PLANNED SHOPPING
CENTER PROJECTS, AND PLANNED COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS; AND
(B) REPEALS SPECIALTY SCHOOLS FROM PERMITTED USES IN THE R3-7500 AND THE
R4-7500 ZONES; AND (C) PROVIDES FOR A CHANGE IN THE STANDARDS FOR ROADS
WITHIN PLANNED INDUSTRICAL PARKS - staff
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the Planning Commission has given this a lot of thought and
careful consideration. Councilmember Rodeback asked what would happen to the Ensign School.
Mr. Knobloch stated that the portion of the property not in the PO-l zone would need to be
changed; there appears to be no opposition from the neighbors should the request be made.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve the Ordinance deleting specialty schools from the
permitted uses in the R3-7500 and R4-7500 zones and adding such uses to the PO-l Professional
Zone and certain other commercial zones and commercial development projects.
Councilman Gunther asked if it included the GC-2 zone as well as the GC-1 zone. Mr. Knobloch
answered that the GC-2 zone is referred to in the planned commercial projects ofthe development
code, so it would be included.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Mr. Denney stated the two items that need to be separated under two motions. Mr. Wright agreed.
Mr. Denney stated that they needed to add the zones in one motion and then delete in another
motion.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve adding specialty school to permitted uses in ther
PO-l zone, the CC-1 zone, the GC-1 zone, Planned Shopping Center Projects and Planned
Commercial Projects. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to repeal Specialty Schools from permitted uses in the R37500 and the R4-7500 zones. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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Mr. Denney explained that for the change in the standards for roads within Planned Industrial Parks,
they took a second standard for residential streets and set that as the minimum standard in the
industrial streets. He suggested that they recommend staff promote these standards forward with
these amendments.

Councilman Gunther moved to authorize the amendment of the city's design standards to add
provisions for industrial class roads as set forth in the memo, with instructions to staff to
prepare and insert pages to the design standards document to incorporate the changes to the
table in sections 1.2 to 4 and 1.2 to 11 prior to submitting said standards document for final
action by the City Council. Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RATIFICATION AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN
THE GRANT APPLICATION FOR 2007 UTAH COUNTY RECREATION GRANT- Melanie
Marsh
Mayor Thompson explained that they had the information before them. This is the opportunity for
the city to receive up to $16,000.

Councilman Storrs moved to ratify the approval authorizing staff to apply for the Utah
County Commission 2007 Municipal Recreation Grant in the amount of $15,911.40 which was
submitted and signed by Mayor Thompson on April30, 2007. Councilman LeBaron seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS AND
TASK ORDERS
Mayor Thompson stated that there were a couple of task orders to consider. They were Task Orders
#2 and #3 with Horrocks Engineers.
Mr. Denney explained that Task Order #2 includes internal coordination with Horrocks Engineers
and Franson Noble to attend city meetings and Central Utah Water Conservancy District, review
system analysis prepared by Franson Noble and Company, and a review of the draft master plan
updates.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve Task Order #2 for design service on the American
Fork City Secondary Irrigation System project such that the scope of work is not-to-exceed
the cost of $80,000. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback questioned if they were still on schedule according to the original
schedule. Mr. Denney stated that the agreements have taken a little more time than anticipated.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they knew when the construction would start. Councilman
Gunther stated it would be sometime this fall.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Gunther moved to approve Task Order #3 for Design Service on the American
Fork Secondary Irrigation Project to the associated scope of work not-to-exceed of $64,708.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback questioned what the status of the relations with the American Fork
Irrigation Company was. Mr. Denney stated that attorneys have been hired on both sides and there
City Council Minutes- May 8, 2007
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is an agreement written up between American Fork City and the irrigation company. That
agreement is contingent on Highland's approval. They are meeting again this next week and there
will be an agreement before the council shortly.
Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS PENDING LITIGATION
Councilman LeBaron moved to adjourn to an executive session to discuss pending litigation.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 9:54p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber M. Thompson, Council members Dale Gunther, Heidi Rodeback, Rick
Storrs, and Shirl LeBaron. Also present were Chief ofStaffMelanie Marsh, Police ChiefLance
Call, Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker, and Attorney Zack Wiseman.
Pending litigation was discussed. The executive session was audio-tape recorded as per State Law.
Councilman LeBaron moved to re-enter to regular City Council session at 10:18 p.m.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 10:18 p.m.

lJtuttf,U0/:uTeri1yn Lur er
Deputy Recorder
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American Fork City Municipal Tree Management
Considerations and Strategies
• People and Trees cohabitating a
community.
• Trees - The largest surface
organisms on earth, paired with
great potential for longevity .
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Trees - Assets or Liabilities.
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Trees Are Products and
Producers
• Generally supported by a significant portion of the
population.
• Associated with Open Space and outdoor
gathering venues.
• In some municipalities, a strategic component of
public service business operations.
• The Care Trade associated with trees has
advanced accordingly.
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Potential Influence of Municipal
Tree Management Strategies
• City Property
-

Parks
Cemeteries
Municipal Buildings
Parking Strips or Tree
Lawns

• Non-City Property
- Utility Rights of Way
- Commercial Zones
- Landscape surrounding
Planned Urban
Developments
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Municipal Trees - Duty of Care
• Public Safety.
• Exercise Due Diligence I
Avoid Negligence.
• Industry Accepted Care
Standards (ANSI A-300,
ISA - Best Management
Practices). Municipal
adoption.
• Fiscal Responsibility .
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Can and should these concerns be expressed in a strategy?
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If A Tree Resource Management
Strategy Is to Be Adopted Then Consider
a Model:
• What do you have? - Assessment
• What do you want? - Goals
• How do you get what you want? Objectives and Tasking .
• Are You Getting What you Want? Reassessment

What Tools Are Available to
Activate A Tree Resource
Management Strategy?
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•
•
•
•

Public Education
Mitigation Guidelines - removal and replant
Tree Ordinance
Municipal Operations Tree Care Standards
and Specifications
• ''The Plan'' - A Document comprised of all
or some of the above
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One of the Tools in the Strategy:
The Tree Ordinance
• The expression of municipal authority and
responsibility (department and person) to regulate
trees (within a defined extent) in accordance to
public safety needs, resource sustainability and
care standards
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Decision Criteria
Benefits vs. Costs: Social, Economic,
Environmental, Fiscal, Legal, Biological
Municipally Managed Tree Population; Assets vs.
Liabilities
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Fiscal Elements of a Tree
Management Strategy
• Biological processes
• The right tree in the
right place
• Prevention of defect
vs. cost of treatment
• Hazard abatement
offset by resource
development
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The Future - Thirty Years From
Now
Total Number of % of Population Occupied
Growing sites
Trees
Per Species
Age Class
Distribution Of
Trees
Care Costs Per
Tree

Tree Related
Occurrence of
Trees With Risk Conflicts
Factors
Conservation
Aesthetic I
Related Outputs
Cultural
Benefits
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Tree City USA
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• Public Recognition Program based upon meeting 4
minimum standards.
-

A Tree Board or Department.
A Municipal Tree Ordinance.
An Active Tree Management Program.
An Arbor Day Observance and Proclamation.

• Recognition comes to cities whom have adopted a
structure to steward and advocate the use of trees
as a civic effort.
• Annual renewal opportunity.
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COMBINED FUNDS
PROPOSED
BUDGET

APPROVED
BUDGET

6/30/2008

6/30/2007

~

VARIANCE
INCREASE
(DECREASE)

ANALYSIS
OF DEPT
VARIANCES

Total

*

$

$

18,403,400
16,500
189,400
4,796,400
184,100
3,515,100
36,647,700
1 '156,500
1,537,300
45,700
945,400
67,437,500

$

$

16,564,100
19,300
140,300
6,846,200
209,600
3,581,600
6,160,300
2,350,400
1,267,500
28,400
962,800
38,130,500

$

$

1,839,300
(2,800)
49,100
(2,049,800)
(25,500)
(66,500)
30,487,400
(1 '193,900)
269,800
17,300
{17,400}
29,307,000

11.10%
-14.51%
35.00%
-29.94%
-12.17%
-1.86%
494.90%
-50.80%
21.29%
60.92%
-1.81%
512.12%

1,839,300
(2,800)
49,100
(2,049,800)
(25,500)
(66,500)
30,487,400
(1 '193,900)
269,800
17,300
(17,400)
29,307,000

11.10%
-14.51%
35.00%
-29.94%
-12.17%
-1.86%
494.90%
-50.80%
21.29%
60.92%
-1.81%
512.12%

EXPENDITURES:
GENERAL FUND
SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
ARTS COUNCIL
CAPITAL IMP AND EQUIPMENT
CELEBRATION FUND
DEBT SERVICE
SEWER & WATER FUND
BROADBAND SYSTEM
FITNESS CENTER
PERPETUAL CARE
REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

TOTAL

I
to;)

REVENUES:
GENERAL FUND
SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
ARTS COUNCIL
CAPITAL IMP AND EQUIPMENT
CELEBRATION FUND
DEBT SERVICE
SEWER & WATER FUND
BROADBAND SYSTEM
FITNESS CENTER
PERPETUAL CARE
REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
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$

$

18,403,400
16,500
189,400
4,796,400
184,100
3,515,100
36,647,700
1,156,500
1,537,300
45,700
945,400
67,437,500

$

$

16,564,100
19,300
140,300
6,846,200
209,600
3,581,600
6,160,300
2,350,400
1,267,500
28,400
962,800
38,130,500
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NET INCOME (LOSS)

$

-

$

-

$

City-wide variances
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bond proceeds, secondary irrigation
Increased anticipated sales tax
Increased anticipated road fund allotment
Adjustment of interlocal contributions (recreation)
City-wide wage adjustments
Fees, charges and costs increasing (dispatch fees, library books, animal
control fees)
New hires
Investment in Capital equipment
Projects nearing completion (Log Cabin Project)
The Star Mill Small Business loan has been paid off, this will affect the
special revenue fund.
The Celebration Director has taken the celebration in a new direction and
anticipates lower expenses.
In the Debt Service fund, the bond for the Fitness Center Refunding bond
will be retired this year.
Slowing expansion of the broadband department has decreased broadband
expenses.
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NEW FULL-TIME BUDGETED POSITIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreation (Recreation Coordinator)
Cemetery (Groundskeeper)
Arts (Director) Beginning in January 2008
Water (Engineer)
Water ( Water Operator I)
Secondary (PI Specialist)
Engineering (City Engineer)
Literacy (Director)
Inspections (Building Inspector I)
Sewer (Sewer Specialist)
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CAPITAL EQUIPMENT/PROJECTS
Trucks {4)
Dump Trucks {2)
Expansion of Sprinkler System
Enclosed Cabs
Bobcat Buy-out
Sod Cutter
Sprayer/Leaf Vacuum
Mower Lease
Boat Harbor Property
Mower
Mule/Mule Plow
Copy Machines {2)/ Fax
Cemetery Expansion
Sign Truck
Computers, Laptops, Software
Cemetery Air Conditioning system
Sr. Citizen Kitchen Re-model
Tri City Golf Course Land Purchase
Tri City Golf Course Irrigation System
Computer Replacement
Emergency Equipment

Public Works Basement
Dorm Rooms-Fire Station
Van Lease
Diving Board
Life Guard Towers
Boiler for existing pool
Scuba Air Tank Replacement
Extraction Equipment
Air Fill System Upgrade
Fire Truck Lease
Fleet Vehicle Lease
Police Vehicles {7), Set-up
Motorcycle
Radar
Computer Lease
800 MHz Radios
Internet Lab Computer Upgrade
Library Shelving
T -1 for Phone lines
Scanner
Volleyball Standards
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CITY-WIDE SOURCES OF
REVENUE
licenses
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11 Property Tax
0 Licenses and Permits
• Lease Payments and Other Fees
• Msc. Re\enues
11 Operational and Service Re\enue
• Impact Fees

f:.d Sales Tax
i:!lntergo\ernmental Re\enues
[] Cemetery Fees
0 Contributions and Transfers
• Fund Surplus

0 Other Taxes

Iii Charges for Services
• Fines and Forfeitures
D Interest
Iii Proceeds from Bonds
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CITY-WIDE EXPENDITURTES BY
FUNCTION
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r::.1 Payroll

111 Capital Expenditures

D Operational Expenditures

D Debt Service

D Inter-Fund Transfers

D Contribution to Fund Balance(s)
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o Perpatual Care
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General Fund
PROPOSED
BUDGET
6/30/2008
REVENUES:
TAXES
LICENSE AND PERMITS
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
LEASE PAYMENTS &OTHER FEES
CEMETERY FEES
FINES AND COURT FEES
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
CONTRIBUTIONS & TRANSFERS
To ta I
EXPENDITURES:
ADMINISTRATION
LEGISLATIVE
LEGAL & ATTORNEY
EXECUTIVE
DATA PROCESSING
FLEET MAINTENANCE
PUBLIC WORKS
BUILDINGS & GROUNDS
POLICE DEPARTMENT
FIRE DEPARTMENT
AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT
ENGINEERING
STREETS & HIGHWAYS
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
BUILDING INSPECTIONS DEPARTMEN
PARKS DEPARTMENT
SENIOR CITIZENS
BOAT HARBOR
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
BEAUTIFICATION
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT
LITERACY
CEMETERY DEPARTMENT
PLANNING COMMISSION
NON-CLASSIFIED
TRANSFERS TO OTHER FUNDS
OTHER
TOTAL

APPROVED
BUDGET
6/30/2007

VARIANCE
INCREASE
(DECREASE)

ANALYSIS
0 F DEPT
VARIANCES

$ 1 1 ,4 7 1 '1 0 0
575,700
9 1 3 ,2 0 0
2,291,900
909,800
135,500
753,100
576,500
796,400
$18,423,200

$10,004,200
661,000
696,100
2,242,800
836,000
127,900
728,100
509,900
758,100
$16,564,100

$1,466,900
(85,300)
217,100
49,100
7 3 ,8 0 0
7,6 0 0
2 5,0 0 0
6 6 ,6 0 0
3 8 ,3 0 0
$1,859,100

1 4 .6 6%
-12.90%
31.19%
2.1 9%
8.83%
5.94%
3.43%
13.06%
5.05%
7 1 .4 5%

$1,180,200
113,000
360,300
1 2 5 ,2 0 0
125,600
90,900
203,900
616,500
3,732,400
420,000
746,000
442,500
1,530,200
7 6 1 ,4 0 0
511,000
711,300
2 5,6 0 0
4 5,4 0 0
521,300
16,800
671,500
6 5,4 0 0
511,900
384,000
609,200
3,901,700

$1,016,900
111,000
339,100
124,100
114,600
85,500
152,400
661,700
3,286,300
300,000
630,700
295,000
1,489,800
6 7 3,6 0 0
449,200
625,500
1 8 ,6 0 0
38,800
410,900
2 1 ,0 0 0
589,100
31,100
413,000
334,100
570,800
3,781,300

$163,300
2,0 0 0
2 1 ,2 0 0
1 '1 0 0
11,000
5,4 0 0
51 ,50 0
(45,200)
446,100
120,000
115,300
147,500
4 0,4 0 0
87,800
6 1 ,8 0 0
8 5 ,8 0 0
7,0 0 0
6,600
110,400
(4 ,2 00)
8 2,4 0 0
3 4 ,3 0 0
98,900
49,900
38,400
120,400

$18,423,200

$16,564,100

$1,859,100

16.06%
1 .8 0%
6.25%
0.89%
9.60%
6.32%
33.79%
-6 .8 3%
1 3.5 7%
40.00%
1 8 .2 8%
50.00%
2.71%
1 3.0 3%
13.76%
13.72%
3 7.6 3%
1 7.01%
26.87%
-20.00%
13.99%
110.29%
2 3.9 5%
14.94%
6.7 3%
3.1 8%
0.0 0%
467.54%
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NET INCOME (LOSS)
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 10,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, May 10,2007, in the American Fork City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main
Street, commencing at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Update on the 1-15 Main Street Corridor
Adjournment.
Dated this 9 day of May, 2007.
*

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 10, 2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENTS (3)
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on May 10, 2007, commencing at 4:03
p.m Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale
Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Others present
included Lance Call, Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Merrill Jolley, Brian Thompson, Bill
Elton, and two others. Barbara Christiansen, Rod Despain, and Wendelin Knobloch arrived near
the end of the meeting.
UPDATE ON THE 1-15 MAIN STREET CORRIDOR
Mayor Thompson explained that the reason for the meeting was that he had met with Merrill
Jolley and UDOT as well as the Union Pacific and were able to get another design of a SPUI that
may help the businesses at the west end of Main Street He provided a copy of the Diamond
Interchange. lt is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT 1.
Merrill Jolley explained that this Diamond was bigger than the previous and provided for a
bridge over the tracks and would connect to 1000 South in Lehi. Also a road would connect
West Main to 200 South by paralleling the tracks back to the east He feh that I 000 South in
Lehi, including the bridge over the tracks, would be built prior to the reconstruction of l-15 in
Utah County
Mayor Thompson provided a copy of the original Single Point Urban Interchange, SPUI design .
It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2. There was a potential commuter rail
station. A problem with this design was the circuitous route to get back to the businesses on
Main Street, west ofl-15 . The shotiest was about 1 V:! miles. The SPUl could handle 20 to 30
percent more traffic than the Diamond.
Mayor Thompson provided a copy ofthe updated SPUI that Union Pacific has also had thetr
input on It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 3. He noted that at the
transportation public meeting at Barratt School, the hotel and Best Vinyl people thought this was
a livable alternative.
Councilman Storrs did not like the curtailing of200 South in a cul-de-sac from a public safety
standpoint.
Howard Denney asked if Lehi had been contacted.
Mayor Thompson responded that Lehi Mayor Johnson was to that meeting and he said that he
did not think there was any problem. Mayor Thompson also pointed out that Lehi Mayor
Jo hnson had not had the benefit of public input yet.
Howard Denney asked if obtaining right-of-way through an Agriculture Protection zone was a
problem

Merrill Jolley answered that there were some complications with that. There was some
discussion on this.
Mayor Thompson commented that they ought to be putting on their hats of twenty-years hence.
Councilmember Rodeback responded that she thought this was the wrong body to do that. There
was a planning department for that and it also had not been before the public.
Mayor Thompson expressed that this was not for action. They ought to be looking at the best
interest ofthe City in the long haul.
Council member Rodeback commented that there was convenience with the SPUI and it would
create traffic induction. She did not feel qualified to judge the issues without the input of the
Planning Commission.
Mayor Thompson agreed.
Councilman LeBaron thought that whatever accommodated commuter rail and light rail was
VISIOnary.
There was a discussion of light rail and commuter raii and the development that would come
around them.
Councilman Storrs commented that the City's General Plan would need to be changed.
Merrill Jolley pointed out that the UTA right-of-way was on the south side of the U nion Pacific
tracks.
Bill Elton asked how many cars the commuter rail would take off the freeway.
Merrill Jolley noted that one train would carry 1650 persons.
Mayor Thompson noted that it was just one of many tools to move people. Carpooling also took
cars offthe freeway.
Mayor Thompson brought the discussion back to the West Main interchange and noted that the
question was between the Diamond or the SPUI as redesigned . There was continued discussion
on the interchange and consequences and famil y farms . He asked the best optimistic date for the
SPUI construction. He understood that there was funding for 1oth South in Lehi and that could
take place in four years.
Merrill Jolley did not know. He believed that Phase 1 was four to five years out and Phase 3 was
12 to 15 years away. He believed West Main American Fork would be in the first Phase.
Councilman Storrs asked when 500 East would be worked on.
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Mr. Jolley responded that there was a lot of discussion to be had with timing in regard to
adjacent projects. It was planned to be a Diamond.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about sound walls.
Mr. Jolley answered that they were not designed but they were planned for.
Mayor Thompson commented that they needed to preserve the commercial at the end of the
current West Main Street
Councilman Gunther stated that he didn't like the big long cul-de-sac and the at-grade crossing.
He wondered if there could be an underpass They ought to look at ways that the Allred ' s could
benefit from the SPUI situation.
Merrill Jolley stated that UDOT's interest was not whether it developed commercial or
residential but that it represented the best transportation alternative. That was what he was
passionate about.
Councilman Gunther stated that what he was passionate about was to find a win/win for
everybody.
Mayor Thompson was interested that the hotel people and Best Vinyl who had expansion plans
in that area be able to proceed with some confidence with the updated SPUI. There would need
to be a public hearing at the Planning Commission and get some public input and then forward
that to the City Council.
Merrill Jolley noted they were still in the environmental process. They were not into the design
process. He was going to proceed with the updated SPUI until he ran up against a brick wall.
He felt it was important.
Council member Rodeback asked about the limited access.
Merrill Jolley believed that it was in the City's and UDOT's interest that there would be street
access, not driveway access. It could become a state highway. He estimated that it would be
something less than Bangerter Highway.
Mayor Thompson mentioned that it could be like Van Winkle Expressway in Salt Lake. He
added that included with the updated SPUI was a realignment of the 300 West under pass.
Merrill Jolley explained that it would be widened and straightened out.
Howard Denney asked how many rails would be at the at-grade crossing near the proposed
station.
Merrill Jolley thought it might be more than one set of tracks.
Councilman Gunther asked for a paper on the topic of the pros and cons of a SPUI from UDOT's
standpoint. The City would do their pros and cons as well.
3

Brian Thompson stated that the Transportation Committee was working on the pros and cons.
Merrill Jolly thought it was presented previously. He would provide another copy.
Councilman Gunther asked if it was the signals on either end of a Diamond Interchange that did
not allow as much traffic to flow through.
Mr. Jolley answered that it was that and the angles that the traffic had to turn. SPUI' s were
easier to negotiate because of sweeping turns, especially for trucks. SPUI's were not cheaper.
Councilman LeBaron asked about University and I 06111 South interchanges.
Mr. Jolley stated that they were working and handling traffic better than a Diamond.
Brian Thompson commented that I 061h backed up under the SPUI design. Was it because they
underestimated the traffic?
Mr. Jolley responded that as you look at 106111 and University there were some differences and
similarities.
Northbound off traffic wants get across three lanes to get to turn north in a very short distance in
both instances.
Councilman LeBaron noted that in American Fork' s case it would be the same thing trying to get
into The Meadows. He appreciated UDOT's willingness to work with the City.
They discussed moving seven lanes into five and the intersection at Doug Smith' s. There could
be some help with signal timing, but very little.
Councilman Gunther stated that it was necessary to talk about seven lanes. He did not like
surpnses.
Mr. Jolley stated that it was in the long range plan. They were not trying to skii1 it.
Mayor Thompson commented that the seven lanes discussion was in MAG' s planning court. He
added that the City would have an additional public comment period.
Brian Thompson noted that the Transportation Committee would meet tomorrow and asked how
soon the Council wanted their recommendation.
Mayor Thompson answered that they needed to get a recommendation to the Planning
Commission as soon as possible. The Planning Commission would meet on June 6, 2007.
Rod Despain noted that a public hearing could be held then. This rippled itself in the whole
southwest portion ofthe City
ADJOURNMENT
4

The work session adjourned at 5:05p.m.

rr n1 , {I;_

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNClL
MAY 17,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, May 17,2007, in the City Administration OfTices, 51 East Main, commencing at
3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Transportation status report. - Sta8
Report on secondary irrigation. - Staf
Discussion of a waiver of park impact fees for Mira Vista. -Martha Spoor
Report on the public works building remodelladdition. - HowardDenney
Revision of the Historical Grant from $4100 to $7500. - Stag
Discussion of items for the upcoming May 22, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 15 day of May, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL :NffiETING MINUTES
MAY 17,2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, May 17, 2007, in the City
Administration Offices, 51 East Main, commencing at 3:34p.m. Those present included Mayor
Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Councilmembers Rodeback and Cates were excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, Lance Call, Richard Colborn, Martha Spoor, Barbara Christiansen, John Schiess,
Richard Noble, Howard Denney, Casey Wright, Rod Despain, and Juel Belmont.
TRANSPORTATION STATUS REPORT- Staff
Mayor Thompson reviewed a timeline for expediting a decision on the West Main interchange.
Monday, 5/21/07
Monday, 5/21/07
5/21-5/24/07
Thursday, 5/24/07
Thursday, 5/3 1/07
Wednesday, 6/6/07
Tuesday, 6/12/07

Receive a recommendation from the City Transportation Committee
Notice of public hearing on 6/6/07 sent to paper
Rod to prepare a memo of various options and related land use and
transportation impacts
Joint City Council/Planning Commission Work Session, 3 :30PM Historic
City Hall
Rod to prepare materials for City Council/ Planning Commission review
Public hearing before Planning Commission
Possible City Council Resolution

REPORT ON SECONDARY IRRIGATION - Staff
John Schiess explained that they had now been underway for three months on pre-design efforts
and had been working with City staff A copy ofhis presentation is included in these minutes as
an ATTACHlVIENT.
One of the overall goals was that one-third of the system will be operational in each ofthe next
three years with the note that they would accelerate that whenever possible.
The City had hired Jay Brems as the Secondary System Manager.
Howard Denney explained that the American Fork Irrigation Company (AFIC) has approved a
draft agreement with the City and believed it would pass at their June 5 meeting and the City
could pass it on June 12.
Mayor Thompson noted that it would be on the June 7 work session agenda for discussion.
John Schiess reported that the City was also working on an agreement with Highland City
regarding transmission lines that would need to be within their C ity, cooperation on permits, and
potential of sharing capacity in those lines, and reservoir sites.

Councilman Gunther commented that as they talked with Highland City there were real common
interests. He was pleased with Highland's cooperation.
Mr. Schiess noted that the next critical thing was location ofthe reservoir. They could not do

design until that location was nailed down. He discussed the lower reservoir in the area of the
race track. The upper elevation option in that area was the one most preferred in order to keep
the desired pressure. He asked ifthere were questions or comments.
Councilman LeBaron thought they needed to identify any vested rights in the area of the race
track
Mayor Thompson reported that the Riding Club had been asked that, but only a 20-year old lease
had been found. There were about 30 to 40 users. He did not think there was a vested right
Howard Denney explained that the elevation of the lower tank had significant impact on what the
residents would need to do to utilize the secondary water in their sprinkling systems.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the City needed to do what they needed to keep that impact
down .
Councilman Gunther thought it might be best to stay away from details until it was fully studied .
John Schiess explained that they were identifying some new meters that have become available
that might work in this application.
Richard Noble reported that the cost was just over $100 per meter. They were now being used in
Nevada. The State of Utah has been looking at them. This was kind of late breaking news.
Mr. Schiess noted that the design team was going to visit some ofthe secondary systems and
their operators. He invited the Council to go along if they wanted to . He would keep them
informed . They have found people who were not using their shares and were interested in
selling them to the City. He noted that the City could purchase those shares and bank them and
if a developer could not locate shares, he could pay off the shares.
Mayor Thompson commented that it could be looked into .
Richard Noble provided a draft of the agreement with AFIC. This agreement provided benefits
on both sides. On the City side it was good to know that the water would stay in American Fork
The conserved water, estimated to be 20 percent, from the installation of the secondary system
would be credited to American Fork City. From the AFIC side, the City would step in take the
maintenance of the open ditches. They would have better control of their storm system . It
would give the City the right-of-way for the ditches. The downside was the liability and
maintenance costs. The City would assume responsibility and liability for the ditches.
Richard Noble noted that a management committee was proposed in the agreement consisting of
seven members. Three each would be appointed by the City and AFIC and one appointed by the

City and AFIC jointly. They would make decisions on how to manage the system.
2

Juel Belmont commented that it was important to have the water in mid-April. It was important
that users know when the water was to be available.
Mayor Thompson asked the Council to review the proposed agreement and provide feedback to
1
Howard Denney by a week from today, May 24 h
Councilman Gunther commented that bond counsel suggested that they meet with investors in
California and that could be done any time now. They needed some firm numbers on what they
would want to bond for in this first round.

Mr. Schiess stated that he hoped to have better numbers in a month.
Mayor Thompson thanked Mr. Shiess and Mr. Noble for the update.
DISCUSSION OF A WAIVER OF PARK Th1P ACT FEES FOR MIRA VISTA - Martha Spoor
Mayor Thompson welcomed Martha Spoor to the meeting, noting that she had not been in
attendance at the work session when this was discussed previously.
Martha Spoor was asking for consideration for seniors. Mira Vista had facilities for them. They
did not want to duplicate services. Councilmembers Storrs and LeBaron had visited Mira Vista.
She stated that she had received a letter from Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh asking for additional
information
Most people that moved into the Village were not mobile for the most part They did not have
the same stamina that they had had before. Some people drove and they shouldn't Mira Vista
was providing their services. They had a spa and indoor pool. They were not using the facilities
of the city. They had an on site fitness center. They had an on site media center with magazines,
books, and DVD' s. There was a large room that can hold over 200 people. They have waterfalls
and fireplaces. There were always quilts on a frame and puzzles and a never-ending scrabble
game. They have a billiard table and ping pong table. They can grow gardens. They were going
to add a beauty shop and a craft center. They have more than five acres of park they were
putting in.
Were the impact fees imposed fairly? Ms. Spoor thought that the City should consider whether
those impact fees were fair for seniors when a community within the City of American Fork
provided duplicate services that the City provided. They were paying an impact fee and
duplicate maintenance. She asked that that be looked at to see if there could be any leniency to
give the seniors a break. When a senior went to a restaurant they received a discount This
would not be a discount, but it would be similar. They were recognizing seniors. Facilities for
seniors were lacking in all of Utah County. She asked for the Council to look at what was fair.
Mayor Thompson stated that some of the questions here were addressed in Rod Despain ' s
February 8, 2007, memo . The discussion was around that if a special consideration was given
here, where would they stop giving special consideration to whatever group it was?
Mayor Thompson felt the park space was provided for those on site. They received a gain
because it was something that those people wanted, but the general public did not have access to.
3

The impact fees were for the general public. Citizens that are seniors still receive the benefit of
public parks in the environment and ambiance of the City. Another thing Mira Vista received
benefit from, was that they already get a benefit of added density for the things provided.
Mayor Thompson explained that the issue was, was there more special considerations that need
to be considered as well.
Councilman Gunther appreciated the project. One way to look at it was that they were
contributing to future generations.
Martha Spoor responded that they were asking to look at fairness and was it a double indemnity
situation for the seniors there. She understood the concept of where do you draw the line.
Councilman Storrs asked ifthey could legally reduce them.
Legal Counsel Casey Wright reviewed the impact fee statutes prior to coming to this meeting
and he did not see that. To reduce an impact fee may cause some equal protection problems.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he had been to their wonderful facility. It was managed well,
was clean, and was a model for senior housing. To have an advantage of a reduction they would
have to open their facilities up to the public. He did not think they would want to do that. He
asked if the City had reduced impact fees for any other project like this one.
Rod Despain answered that they had not.
Councilman L eBaron noted the equal protection argument. He wished there was an answer.
Mayor T hompson asked if the Council or staff saw any potential openings for making special
allowances.
Rod Despain observed that they did not require park impact fees from businesses. Right now,
the basis for assessment was a residential unit. If they wanted to change that, the park impact fee
study would need to be done again .
Cathy Jensen stated that the park bonds were paid from impact fees.
Rod Despain stated that they were looking at revising the park impact fee as land was based
currently at $70,000 per acre. They could go to using different classes.
Mayor Thompson asked if the Council had a notion to go to different classes.
Councilmembers LeB aron and Storrs did not think so.
Howard Denney commented that if they went to a class system, a new impact fee study would be
needed.
Mayor Thompson did not detect any interest on the part of the Council in chang ing their current
approach. He thanked Ms. Spoor for coming.
4

REPORT ON THE PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING REMODEL/ADDITION- Howard Denney
Councilman LeBaron expressed that he did not see enough storage.
Howard Denney noted that there were nine new persons coming to public works. He noted that
because of the type of construction of the existing building there would need to be some
separation between the existing building and any new building. Storage was discussed.
The version provided by Larry Howden was $468,000. Howard Denney provided and
recommended an option that was $377,000. Cathy Jensen noted that they had budgeted
$280,000.
Councilman Storrs asked where they were going to get the money.
Howard Denney noted that with either option, they still had the opportunity to do the other at
some time down the road.
Councilman Gunther asked how much square footage of storage would be needed over the next
ten or fifteen years.
Howard Denney answered that he did not know that he could project that Right now they were
bringing up Rod Despain and his two offices of storage. Ed Jones had storage currently in the
basement There were also nine more employees coming to that facility. They would all have
some storage needs.
Councilman Gunther noted that Rod 's items of storage probably needed at a little higher standard
in that it was paper records. He felt they needed to use the existing basement for storage.
Councilman LeBaron would like to study it a little more. There was real need for additional
storage for arts, recreation and it would be wise to plan for adequate storage down the road .
Councilman Gunther thought they needed to do more long term capital improvement planning
and maybe they needed someone to help them do it. He was looking at constructing an office I
warehouse type building. They were looking at a 22-foot high tilt up building and including
landscaping the cost was about $50 to $55 per square foot Tenant finish was about $30 per
square foot. Would the City be better off to build a tilt up of22-feet in height that would have a
potential of a second layer of offices down the road?
Councilman Storrs asked what the cost of the office furnishings and equipment would be.
Mayor Thompson noted that some more work was needed in tying down the costs and in the
storage needs.
Howard Denney stated that some other details were needed to get closer costs.
Councilman Gunther stated that they needed to keep the current basement for storage.

5

Mayor Thompson noted that storage in the basement still called for hauling it down the stairs.
Howard Denney stated that if they were going to use it for storage an elevator was still needed.
Richard Colborn noted that records that were permanent could be stored at the State Archives.
Councilman Gunther would like to look at another option of adding on to the west end and the
aesthetics of that.
Mayor Thompson asked Howard Denney and Melanie Marsh to look into futu re record storage
needs.
Councilman Gunther noted one thing fundamental was that Howard Denney was buried in work.
The department heads needed to be involved in long range capital facilities plans.
Howard Denney noted that in the police department they bring on a new officer with every 1,000
increase in population. They have not set those kinds of goals for public works.
Councilman Gunther again stated that long range planning needed to be done even if they had to
hire someone to help with it. He felt it would be money well spent.
REVISION OF THE HISTORICAL GRANT FROM $4100 TO $7500- Staff
Juel Belmont asked ifthere were any questions on this.
Councilman Gunther understood that the grant would be increased from $4100 to $7500.
Juel Belmont explained that this would expand the historical district and would allow for
additional " light" surveys rather than intensive level surveys.
Ms. Belmont stated that the Housing Authority in Provo would like to make a presentation on
what had been done in Provo to preserve neighborhoods.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MAY 22, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
:MEETING
Councilman Gunther noted that the Broadband Committee would be looking at proposals for the
sale of the system. He thought that last time they had done an executive session prior to the
meeting and asked for the same now.
Richard Colborn will research the minutes of the past meeting and see how they did it then .
Mayor Thompson felt they could do it the same way.
Councilman LeBaron commented that they would vote for option A or option Bon the logo.
There was some additional information they needed to consider.
ADJOURNMENT
6

The work session adjourned at 5:24p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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7. Responsibility for Design,
Construction, O&M
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City responsible for design, construction &
O&M of secondary system, including
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10. Management Committee
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Seven members
• Three appointed by City
• Three appointed by AFIC
• Seventh appointed by other six
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• Drought management
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11. Status of AFIC
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AFIC not to amend articles in any way
which adversely affects City
AFIC agrees not to issue new shares of
stock
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13. Miscellaneous Provisions
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y Severability
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 22,2007
"SECOND AMENDED - NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION AND REGULAR SESSION &
AGENDA
*SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on May 22, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at *7:20 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property.
Adjournment.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May 22, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Cathy Jensen; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation by the Strawberry Days Royalty.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class of council action that requires no firrther discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed 6 o m the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

Approval of the May 3, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the May 8, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the May 10, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. - M q o r
Thompson
Discussion and action on Broadband proposals.
Discussion and action on the selection of a new City logo. - Councilmember Rodeback
Review and action on a Ordinance approving the Amended Overall Concept Plan for the
Vintaro (formerly known as Naterra) Planned Community, consisting of approximately
1343 lots, located at 400 South 860 East. - DavzdRobinson

Review and action on the Preliminary Plat of Vintaro PUD Phase I Plat A, a Planned
Community Development Project, consisting of 16 Residences, located at 620 East 650
South. - David Robinson
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Final Plat of Vintaro PUD
Phase I Plat A, a Planned Community Development Project, consisting of 16
Residences, located at 620 East 650 South. - David Robinson
b. Final Plat of Liberty Park Subdivision Plat A, consisting of one lot, located at 999
East Pacific Drive. -John Lundin
c. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Liberty Park Office
Development located at 999 East Pacific Drive. - John Lundin
Review and action on the Cambridge Court I Annexation, consisting of 8.02 acres,
located at 805 North 900 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the R1-9000 and R1-12,000 zones, and also the annexation agreement. Glade Tuckett
Review and action on the Richard McKinney Annexation, consisting of 3.17 acres,
located at 745 North 900 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the R1-9000 and R1- 12,000 zones, and also the annexation agreement. Glade Tuckett
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Curtis
Annexation consisting of 0.17 acres at 300 East 620 South. - Staff
Review and action on the approval of the property and liability insurance for 2007-08. Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance prohibiting parking at any time on both sides of 1180
South and 820 East in the North Pointe Business Park. - Staff
Review and action on the election method for the 2007 elections. - Richard Colborn
Review and action on the Senior Services Agreement with MAG. - Slafl
Review and action on a Historical Grant revision from $4100 to $7500. - StaH
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Sta$f
Adjournment.
(Previous agenda item #3 is deleted from the amended and second amended agendas)

Dated this 21 day of May, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 22,2007
*AMENDED - NOTICE OF S P E C I U SESSION AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
"SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on May 22, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hal!, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.

2.

Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property.
Adjournment.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May 22, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Cathy Jensen; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation by the Strawberry Days Royalty.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

( ~ o r n m o nconsent is that class of council action that requires no Eurtller discussion or
which is rout~nein nature. All items on the Comnion Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

1.
2.
3.

4.

Approval of the May 3, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the May 8, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the May 10, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
"4.

5.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Discussion and action on Broadband proposals.
Discussion and action on the selection of a new City logo. - Councilmenzber Rodeback
Review and action on a Ordinance approving the Amended Overall Concept Plan for the
Vintaro (formerly known as Naterra) Planned Community, consisting of approximately
1343 lots, located at 400 South 860 East. - DavidRobinson
Review and action on the Preliminary Plat of Vintaro PUD Phase I Plat A, a Planned
Community Development Project, consisting of 16 Residences, located at 620 East 650
South. - David Robinson
1
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7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD7s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Final Plat of Vintaro PUD
Phase I Plat A, a Planned Community Development Project, consisting of 16
Residences, located at 620 East 650 South. - David Robinson
b. Final Plat of Liberty Park Subdivision Plat A, consisting of one lot, located at 999
East Pacific Drive. - John Lundin
c. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Liberty Park Office
Development located at 999 East Pacific Drive. -John Lundin
Review and action on the Cambridge Court I Annexation, cons~stingof 8.02 acres,
located at 805 North 900 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the R1-9000 and R1-12,000 zones, and also the annexation agreement. Glade Tuckett
Review and action on the Richard McKinney Annexation, consisting of 3.17 acres,
located at 745 North 900 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the R1-9000 and R1-12,000 zones, and also the annexation agreement. Glade Tzlckett
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Curtis
Annexation consisting of 0.17 acres at 300 East 620 South. - StafS
Review and action on the approval of the property and liability insurance for 2007-08. StafJ
Review and action on an Ordinance prohibiting parking at any time on both sides of 1180
South and 820 East in the North Pointe Business Park. - StafS
Review and action on the election method for the 2007 elections. - Richard Colborn
Review and action on the Senior Services Agreement with MAG. - Staff
Review and action on a Historical Grant revision from $4100 to $7500. - StafS
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - StafS
Adjournment.
(Previous agenda item #3 is deleted from this amended agenda)

Dated this 21 day of May, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 22,2007
REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May 22, 2007, in the American
Fork City H a , 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:

III call.
to two minutes

person.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(common consent is that class of council action ~ l srequires
t
no futther discussion or
whicb is rorrtine in nature. All items mthe Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a aingle motion unlessremoved &om the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmemberand placed in the action items.)

Approval of the May 3, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the May 8, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the May 10, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

1.

2.
3.
4.

ACTION ITEMS

'

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. - Mrryor
Thompson
Discussion and action on Broadband proposals.
Review and action on an agreement with April Ridge Homeowners Association and Mr.
Joe Ferguson. - Mayor Thanzpson
Discussion and action on the selection of a new City logo. - Councilmember Rodback
Review and action on a Resolution approving the Amended Overall Concept Plan for the
Viniaro (formerly known as Naterra) Planned Community,consisting of approximate1y
1343 lots, located at 400 South 860 East. - DavidRobinson
Review and action on the Preliminary Plat of Vintaro PUD Phase I Plat A, a Ha&
Community Development Project, consisting of 16 Residences, Iocated at 620 East 650
South. - David Rob~mson
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, a& PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of ail dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Final Plat of Vintaro FWD
Phase Z Plat A, a Planned Community Development Project, consisting of 16
Residences, located at 620 East 650 South. DmidRobinsun
1
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Final Plat o f Liberty Park Subdivision PIat A, consisting of one lot, located al
999 East Pacific Drive. - John L d n
Rtviaw and action on m Ordinance approving the Liberty Park Office
c.
Development located at 999 East Pacific Drive. - John Lundin
Review and action on the Cambridge!Court I Annexation, consisting of 8.02 acres,
located at 805 Nofih 900 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
propaty in the Rl-9000 and R i - 12,000 zones, and also the annexation agreement. Glade Tuckett
Review and action on the Richard McKinney Annexation, consisting of 3.17 acres,
located at 745 North 900 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the RI-9000 and Rl-12.000 zones, and also the annexation tsg-reement. Glade Tuckett
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Curtis
Annexation consisting of 0.17 acres at 300 East 620 South. S
w
Review and action on the approval of the property and liability insurance for 2007-08.
Sta!
Review and action on an Ordinance prohibiting parking & any time on both sides of 1180
South and 820 East in the North Pointe Business Park, - StafJ
Review and action on the election method for the 2007 elections. - Richard C.'olhorrt
Review and action on the Senior Services Agreement with MAG. - Siaf
Review and action on a Historical Grant revision from $4 I00 to $7500. - S t d
Review and action on construction items inchding change orders snd tasks orders. - St@
Adjournment.
.

9.

10.

11.

22.
13
14
15.
16.
17.

Dated this 15 day of May, 2007

Richard M. Colborn

City Recorder

-

-

AMERlCAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 22,2007
SPECIAL SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on May 22, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:21 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, Ricky Storrs, and
*Heidi Rodeback. It is with regret that these minutes include the notation of the passing of
Councilman Jimmie Cates on May 18, 2007, and of his funeral held earlier today.
Also in attendance were Terilyn Lurker, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, George Schade, and 15 citizens.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY

Councilman Dale Gunther moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the sale of
real property. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Gunther, LeBaron, and Storrs. Absent, Councilmember Rodeback. The
motion carried.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 7:25 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilman Dale Gunther, Councilman Shirl LeBaron,
Councilman Ricky Storrs, Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, Finance Officer Cathy Jensen,
Broadband Director George Schade, City Recorder Richard Colborn, and Mr. Jerry Kite.
*Councilmember Heidi Rodeback arrived at 7:34p.m. The sale of real propetty was discussed .
The meeting was audio recorded as required by State Statute. The executive session adjourned at
7:37pm. and returned to Special Session.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn the Special Session at 7:42p.m. Councilman
LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on May 22, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:43 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron,
and Ricky Storrs. Others in attendance included Terilyn Lurker, Richard Colborn, Howard
Denney, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Darren Falslev, Casey Wright, Rod Despain, George
Schade, Kathy Goodwin, Maxine Steele, Mr. & Mrs. George Wilson, Ru.!on Jensen, Ralph
Glathar, George E. Brown Jr., Barbara Christiansen, and a full Chambers.

Maxine Steele led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance. Cathy Jensen offered a prayer.

Mayor Thompson reported that Councilman Cates had passed away last week and that his
funeral was held today. Councilman Cates would be with them in spirit.
PRESENTATION BY THE STRAWBERRY DAYS ROYALTY
The Pleasant Grove Strawberry Days Royalty reported on the upcoming activities during their
town celebration, June 18 thru June 23. There would be a PRCA Rodeo, City ofFun Carnival,
Mutton Busting, Parade, and many other activities.
They presented the Mayor and Council with Strawberry Cheese Cake and utensils. There was
general applause
Councilman Gunther commented that when he was in high school Pleasant Grove had a
reputation of having really pretty girls and it appeared that the tradition continued. There was
general applause.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Mayor Thompson thought that some were in attendance regarding the skate park He asked
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh to provide an update.
Melanie Marsh reported that the City was working the Cal Wadsworth Construction and Site
Design The design for the sprinkling system had been received . The change order could be
approved at a Thursday Special Session.
Shelley Brailsford offered her condolences on the loss of Councilman Jimmie Cates. She
explained that she was the neighborhood representative for the area surrounding the Recreation
Center. She addressed three specific items.
Proposed parking lot at the Recreation Center. As a neighbor she observed the parking at
the Recreation Center daily. The 73 spaces on the north were only half full the majority of most
days, the exceptions being the morning rush and the afternoon programs for the children. It was
hard for her to understand the need for additional parking when the south lot was not being used.
The City spent time and money on lights, signing, and striping. There were signs that stated that
parking was by permission only and violators would be towed. She asked whey it couldn't be
signed for Recreation Center parking only. Signs should be placed along Center Street directing
that it was parking for the Recreation Center. The I 00 spaces in that lot would be needed when
swim lessons began the first week of June. This lot should be utilized before taking out a much
needed baseball diamond for additional parking.
Dire need for Bus Manning Field to stay and not be moved. It was in the heart of
American Fork and being next to the Recreation Center was a real asset to the City. It was
beautiful and gave a home town feeling of a ball park. This was the oniy field in the City with
80 feet between bases. The field was always in use. It had been stated that another field would
be built up at Art Dye Park That was fine. Another Pony field was needed. Getting in and out
of Art Dye was a nightmare. The 500 boys in little league this year were going to grow up. One
2

neighbor stated that every year she looked forward to the warm summer evening and pull out a
lawn chair and watch a ball game from her driveway. She would much rather have that than an
empty parking lot. Many used the field all year to play games on.
Cemetery Expansion as a Short-term Fix. Mrs. Brailsford continued that no one in the
neighborhood was in favor of expanding the cemetery in this location, especially when it was a
short-term solution. A long-term solution needed to be found. Not only was it a neighborhood
park it was also a City park because it was centrally located, its proximity to the Recreation
Center, and its unique attributes of flat, playable ground and tall shade trees. Every day a group
of adults played Ultimate Frisbee and others used it to play family soccer games and fly kites. It
was an extension of the Fitness Center. The Swim Team used it for its land work. At one time,
American Fork had two Pony Fields there. The Filly Field could be easily rejuvenated and once
again be a Pony Field. The Cemetery was a peaceful place for quite reflection. Closer to the
Fitness Center was not quite. The neighborhood requested a public hearing on these matters.
Mayor Thompson asked for the raise of hands of those in attendance from that area. There were
about twelve years old. He thanked them for the information.
Mark Galloway addressed a dumping problem at the Art Dye Frisbee Golf Course. The Council
had voted it in last year and the baskets were in and they were about to put the cement in when
he stopped the work because Art Dye was still a dump. There were enough garbage cans and
refuse to fill eight diesels and concret e slabs the size of tubs. It was unsafe. He had worked with
Cal Houghton and T.J. Warnick who reported to him that they did not have another place to
dump. The City was putting in curbs and gutter and they had already spent money in a parking
lot. He asked the Council to address this. He thought this area was a public park.
Mayor Thompson thanked him for the observation.
Sara Powers, an empioyee that was a representative on the American Fork City Employee' s
Association. She had been asked to represent the part time employees on an issue. They had
received notice through the paper that part time employees were not going to have their pay
raised while the full time employees were. Integrity was very important. The part time
employees had been promised a raise through the employee wage study. They needed the money
as the price of fuel and food has gone up. They did not work for splendish homes or huge
vacations. They supported their families . They had been promised by the Council that they
would raise their wages. She asked the Council to consider the part time employees. They put in
their 110 percent every day.
Mayor Thompson expressed appreciation for her comments and also for those who had come
regarding this item. He asked for the form of the promise and was at a loss as to a promise
made.
Sara Powers responded that they were provided letters that said that their wages would be
adjusted She had worked for the City for two years and had yet to see a raise. She had talked
with other part time employees that had not see any wage increase and some had worked for six
years.
Councilman Gunther asked who signed the letter.

3

Ms. Powers answered that it was signed by Mayor Heber Thompson.
Mayor Thompson did not believe there was a promise. There was an indication that they were
going to raise wages. There was not a time frame. He would look at the letter again, but he did
not recall they made any particular commitments.
Sara Powers read from the letter, " Any adjustment to your pay rate as a result of this study wi ll
be determined in accordance with the normal budget approval practice for the fiscal year of2007
to 2008. "
Mayor Thompson responded that it was the budget process that would assess what they could do .
It was a two-stage process, first was full time, and second was for part time wages. That had
been their position for a long, long time. He knew they were hopeful for this, but this was the
way it was established in the budget this year. It was a similar pattern that they had done with
the police last year. Part of the police department was raised last year, and this year with the
study they raised them to a regular competitive level. The Council wanted to follow this twostage process.
Mayor Thompson appreciated their appeal. They were very worthy and valuable employees, but
they felt the full time employees deserved first consideration.
Council member Rodeback expressed appreciation for the part time employees and the Council
was sensitive to the needs of increase wages so much so they took the drastic steps last year of
raising taxes The Council had to balance that.
Don Boyle, a resident of American Fork and a 'long time patron of the Recreation Center
reported that last year his daughter and many of her friends were recruited to the Recreation
Center to be lifeguards and at the initial meeting it was expressed to them that they there would
be forthcoming an increase in pay. He was of the understanding that other cities started their
lifeguards out at $7.35 or $7.50 an hour instead of the $6.00 per hour here. As it stood right now
he was of the understanding that the lifeguards were understaffed and it was not getting any
better. As a parent, as a patron, and as a resident he hoped that an increase wouid be an area that
the City would give consideration to. It was the people in the City that kept the City going .
James Simmons, a lifeguard at the American Fork Recreation Center agreed with Mr. Boyle and
thanked him for his support. Right now, regardless of promises made or not made, there was a
need for a raise. Ninety percent of the staff was working 40 hour weeks and they still needed to
double their staff There were 22 guards employed . There was a need for 18 for every shift
every day The pool manager had gone to a lot of effort to recruit. There have been lifeguard
classes and he has been to the high schools. The kids come and get certified and then they look
around at where they could go and American Fork paid the lowest. They could work at
McDonald ' s for $9 50 an hour with no certification. They had to pay for their own certification.
The wage at $6.00 was not enough. Most of the staff was trying to support themselves thru
school and that was really hard on $6 an hour. He appreciated their time and hoped to be hearing
from the Council. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson felt they had the point of view of the need for an increase.
4

Councilman Gunther asked how many part time people in attendance were from the Pool or the
Fitness Center. By the show of hands there were about 25.
George E . Brown, Jr., addressed the pressurized secondary irrigation system and asked that the
Council reconsider that. Some things have happened since the public vote. The Central Utah
Project (CUP) was preparing to deliver water from Utah County to areas outside of this drainage
area. They were going to provide l 0,000 acre feet to Eagle Mountain from underground sources
with some supplement from the Provo River. Saratoga Springs was going to receive the water.
Communities to the south were going to get the water. He made the point that that draw would
be another draw on the deep aquifers. This year was a drought. This year if the secondary
system was in place, it would not service the citizens except on a rationed basis unless they drew
upon underground water. It was known from the experience of the farmers in southwestern Utah
that the State of Utah had imposed on them an Underground Water Management Plan that
basically cut back their usage of water by forty percent. If that happened in this County it would
be devastating to this community because the focus in this community had to be on safe drinking
water. He did not think that our priority of rights were that high. If it got to the point that water
got cut back that much, they would have to look at using surface water for drinkmg water. It
might be over next year and maybe it wouldn't.
Mr. Brown continued that there were charts that the Utah State Engineer had prepared with
assistance from some universities that say that we were going back into a drought cycle and that
the Colorado Basin for the last l 00 years had been in a high cycle. If we were going back into a
low cycle they were going to be 1looking at all of the water for drinking purposes and not for
irrigation. You couldn't drink it unless you treat it. He encouraged the City Council to
reconsider what was going on because he had a fear that if they proceeded with the secondary
irngation system, the only difference between it and the decision ofthe Broadband was $43
million. It was going to be a bad decision.
Mayor Thompson thanked him for his comments.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no Community Service Awards.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Thompson invited Assistant Library Director Kathy Goodwin to come forward to be
recognized as the Employee of the Month for May. She has worked for the City for 25 years.
There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson added that the Library had a wonderful staff and that they added much to the
community.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback stated a farewell to Councilman Cates. The image she kept of Jimmie
Cates was with a pitch fork on his lunch hour clearing out the ditches. That was probably more
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service than the Irrigation Company thought they would get from a City Councilmember He
was one of a kind.
Council member Rodeback reported that she spent last Thursday in training for Library Trustees.
The issue to her on the Bus Manning Field was that there was no public heanng and they did not
take input from the neighbors and that needed to be revisited. With regard to the dumping at Art
Dye, they needed to find better dumping grounds. Soil retention should be done off-site from the
parks
Councilmember Rodeback reported on an interesting happening as she was the rehearsal
accompanist for a father and son choir for a recent World Wide Leadership Broadcast for the
LDS Church. She explained that this choir in American Fork was chosen due to Director Donald
Rip linger's recommendation that American Fork had excellent music programs in their schools,
they had an active Arts Council and they knew how to sing. That was a real feather in the cap of
American Fork.
Councilman Gunther was appreciative of people that came to Council meeting and expressed
themselves. It was good to know of the concerns and they would see if they could address them.
Mayor Thompson commented that he was glad to have Councilman Gunther in attendance after a
health scare
Councilman LeBaron reported that he attended an informal induction ceremony for the new
Superintendent at the Cave. It was one of our valuable resources. They were planning a new
Ranger Station at mouth of the canyon. The words spoken by the Regional Director of the Forest
Service were very complimentary of the support American Fork gave them. He reminded them
that American Fork was only one of three high schools that had a mascot of a Caveman.
Councilman LeBaron expressed his regards and appreciation of working with Councilman Cates.
He recounted that Councilman Cates concentrated on solving problems and he was a servant of
the people.
Councilman LeBaron reported on a ceremony on 1100 East State on a new bus stop brokered by
the Rotary Club.
Councilman Storrs expressed that Councilman Jimmie Cates was going to be missed . He was a
great statesman and a gentleman. He always thought of the people first
Councilman Storrs added that he was glad to see Councilman Gunther in attendance tonight. He
complimented the Police Department on the Honor Guard for Councilman Jimmie Cates.
Mayor Thompson noted that the Police Honor Guard added a lot of dignity and respect and
tribute that enhanced the day. He asked that his thanks be passed on.
MAYOR' S REPORT
Mayor Thompson reported on a Scam Alert received from the Salt Lake Police Department. On
Tuesday, May 8, 2007, at approximately 3 :30p.m., an unidentified male and female, falsely
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representing themselves as health insurance representatives, went to the house of an 83-year old
victim and were able to acquire several items of personal information from her. The suspects
then contacted the victim by phone and scheduled an appointment with her at her home over the
weekend . They told her that MediCare was providing free dental, eye, and hearing programs and
asked if she wanted to sign up and the victim agreed. When the suspects met with the victim at
her home they gave her paperwork bearing the company name, WellCare, to complete with her
personal information. The victim provided several pieces ofpersonal confidential information to
the suspects. The male suspect is described as Caucasian, in his mid to late twenties with
medium length dark hair. The female suspect is described as Caucasian and is about nine
months pregnant. She has medium length, curly dark hair.
This scam appeared to target the elderly. Citizens should be aware that MediCare does not send
representatives to customers ' residences and they have no program ofthe kind as described by
these suspects. Members of the pub! ic should be wary of any person or organization that
contacts them by phone, email, or in person and asks them for personal information .
Mayor Thompson asked somebody to go to the Senior Center and read this to them on Friday. A
lady stepped forward to do that.
Mayor Thompson reported that the spur railroad tracks on 500 East had been removed. He
commended Howard Denney and J.H. Hadfield for their work.
Mayor Thompson commended the Rotary Club for their work on the bus stop at 1100 East State
Street.
Mayor Thompson explained that the Central Utah Water Conservancy District has established a
zeroscape garden at their location on 1300 South in Orem. It was open to visitors.
Mayor Thompson commended the work done in the City Cleanup. There was also a Downtown
Cleanup on May l21h
Mayor Thompson reported on a very good educational session taught by UVSC Professor David
Litchford to the City supervisors on how to treat the employees they supervise.
COMM.ON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further diswssion or
whi ch is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless rem oved from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a C ouncil member and placed in the acti on items.)
l
2
3.
4.

Approval
Approval
Approval
Approval

ofthe
of the
of the
of the

May 3, 2007 work session minutes.
May 8, 2007 city council minutes.
May 10, 2007 work session minutes.
City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1 ,000.
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Councilman Gunther moved approval of common consent items including the minutes as
presented, the payment of the City bills and purchase requests over $1,000.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Storrs reminded everyone about the Fireman's Breakfast on Monday from 6 00 a.m.
to 10 00 am.
Councilman LeBaron reminded everyone of the Memorial Day program at the Cemetery
beginning at 11:00 a.m.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
There were no appointments.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON BROADBAND PROPOSALS
Council member Rodeback explained that when this Administration was underway, the City
began a thorough review of all of its assets and departments hoping to improve revenues and
efficiencies and bring long term improvement to our City' s financial condition. Seen in that
light, they could see that while the Broadband was a valuable asset to the citizens, it was also a
large drain on the budget. Since they could not retail and because the bond had become an
interest bearing loss it was felt the best option to preserve that system for the residents and build
it out for the rest of the residents and to upgrade to the triple play, was to get it into the private
sector. An RFP was issued and awarded a year ago. That company could not deliver and the
RFP was reissued. They have studied the proposals. They have elected to study the fiber aspect
and were not prepared to make a decision on that tonight. Based on discussions earlier tonight in
executive session, they were prepared to make a decision on the Broadband.
Councilmember Rodeback thanked the evaluation committee that included Councilman Gunther
and herself, George Schade, Dave Mills, Mr. Jerry Kite who was eminently qualified as being a
past telecommunications executive, and Melanie Marsh.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to accept the proposal of Surpha who has offered to take
the incity network and to upgrade it costing sever·al million dollars. They appeared to be
financially capable and had been in business for many years. She was convinced of their
commitment to the values articulated and added that the City also enter into a Letter of
Intent period for 90 days. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
George Brown asked the dollar amount.
Councilman Gunther noted that there would be a Letter oflntent period followed by a contract
that would finalize the amount.

All were in favor.
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DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE SELECTION OF A NEW CITY LOGO Councilmember Rodeback
Councilmember Rodeback did not have a copy of the final draft of the logo. One was provided.
It is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Brian Pope of the Marketing Success Institute thanked those that had been involved in getting a
new logo including Debby Lauret who headed up this project and worked with Nikki Brown
from Let' s Logo and Mr. Ben Meissner who was the lead designer on this project. There had
been a lot work input and work sessions. Debby Lauret had informed him that Jimmie Cates had
seen and approved this prior to his passing.
Nikki Brown thanked the Council for the opportunity to work on the logo This was started a
little over a year ago. She was proud of the logo chosen.
Mayor Thompson stated that it had been looked at during the work session. They looked at some
with the stanza and some without it, but had left it on. He asked if there was another opinion.
Councilman Gunther thought it was two to two and the Mayor was the tiebreaker.
Nikki Brown noted that included in the logo was the City Hall , American Fork River, Mount
Timpanogos, music, and 1853 was the year American Fork was founded . She talked with Debby
Lauret last Thursday and this was what she was told that it would be.
Brian Pope noted that it was very good in color and in two-color and in one-color.
Mayor Thompson asked the Council's feeling.
Councilman LeBaron hesitated to comment because six or seven of his suggestions had been
incorporated. The public has had a chance to weigh in on this on a somewhat limited basis. He
thought it was a great move to update. A logo was an important branding device for any
organization Prior to the final consideration he thought it was Council member Rodeback that
asked to look at an option where the river came down that ended at the bottom, without the
music. That appealed to him. He was not anti-music, but was appreciative of music. What
appealed to him was that without the music bar, it was cleaner. He would like some marketing
people to look at it. He questioned whether those in the back of the room could see the musical
notes
Council member Rodeback thought it would be cleaner without the music. The time for revision
had past. They needed an up or down vote on this. It was this or the Wagon Wheel. She was
conservative and she liked the Wagon Wheel. It was the Economic Development Director
Debby Lauret who suggested that it was time for a change. She told them that some thirty plus
communities that had a wagon wheel as their logo. The State Economic Development Office
told Debby Lauret that the wagon wheel meant, 'stuck in a rut ' In a sense they were
'reinventing the wheel' tonight.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the logo in honor of Councilman Cates who liked
it. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
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Council member Rodeback noted that it could be the Jimmie Cates Memorial Logo.
Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Gunther and Rodeback. Nay,
Councilmembers LeBaron and Cates. It was a tie vote. Mayor Thompson voted, Aye, to
break the tie. The motion carried.
Councilman Gunther noted that no matter what logo was chosen there would be those that would
not be happy.
Councilman LeBaron clarified their nay votes in that it was not negating the hard work.
Councilman Gunther commended Councilman LeBaron on his suggestions as it really had
enhanced the logo.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A ORDINANCE APPROVING THE AMENDED OVERALL
CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE VINT ARO (FORMERLY KNOWN AS N ATERRA) PLANNED
COMMUNITY. CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 1343 LOTS, LOCATED AT 400
SOUTH 860 EAST - David Robinson
Mayor Thompson noted that they had not seen this for some time. He was delighted to be able to
review this now.
David Robinson noted that originally the cottage units were smaller. They were now changed to
larger lots with less density. There were still some cottage units. The mix was a little different.
It expanded the concept of the mixed use. The Parks were still there.
The Planning Commission was comfortable with the intent. This was the overall plan that the
developer would be held to in the rest of the project.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-05-18 approving the
amended overall concept plan for the Vintaro Planned Community. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF VINT ARO PUD PHASE I
PLAT A A PLANNED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, CONSISTING OF 16
RESIDENCES. LOCATED AT 620 EAST 650 SOUTH -David Robinson
Council member Rodeback noted that there was a lot of detail here.
Rod Despain commented that the preliminary plan showed the character of the project. There
were smaller units and mostly rear accessed for the garages. This was a mixed use with larger
units_ There would be a central open space area. The street 620 South was an arterial class
roadway. This was characteristic as to what was anticipated .
Councilman Gunther asked the timetable on doing this first phase.
David Robinson hoped that Plat A would be constructed in July 2007.
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Councilman Gunther moved to approve the preliminary plat of Vintaro PUD Phase I Plat
A, a portion of a Planned Community Development Project. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS. COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED.
a.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE FINAL PLAT OF
VINTARO PUD PHASE I PLAT A A PLANNED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT, CONSISTING OF 16 RESIDENCES, LOCATED AT 620 EAST 650
SOUTH - David Robinson
Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-05-19 approving the final
Plat for the Vintaro PUD Phase I Plat A, a Planned Community Development
Project consisting of 16 residences to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the
plat with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject
to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of
required public improvements and actual conveyance of the water rights for the plat
area. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. AIJ were in favor.
Rod Despain noted that this was a small bite of the big project Utilities were adjacent to
this site. This also triggered the set of documents that went along with entire project

b.

FINAL PLAT OF LIBERTY PARK SUBDIVISION PLAT A CONSISTING OF ONE
LOT, LOCATED AT 999 EAST PACIFIC DRIVE- John Lundin
John Lundin stated that the office would be his sales office and the other half would be
for lease.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of Liberty Par-k Subdivision Plat
A to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications
with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to
the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of
required public improvements. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
c.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE LIBERTY PARK
OFFICE DEVELOPMENT LOCATED AT 999 EAST PACIFIC DRIVE -John Lundin
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-05-20 approving the specific
site plan for the Liberty Park Office Development on Lot 1 of Liberty Park
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Subdivision located at 999 East Pacific Drive. Councilmember Rodeback seconded
the motion.
Mayor Thompson noted that Pacific Drive would be improved with this project

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CAMBRIDGE COURT I ANNEXATION. CONSISTING
OF 8.02 ACRES. LOCATED AT 805 NORTH 900 WEST. INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE
OF ANNEXATION. PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R1-9000 AND Rl-12,000
ZONES, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT -Glade Tuckett
Rod Despain noted that this had to be recorded concurrently with the McKinney Annexation.
This annexation would provide property to soften the curve on 900 West (6800 West).
Councilmember Rodeback asked how firm the City was for residential in this area.
Rod Despain noted that the Healey/Brenchly parcel defined the end of the commercial on their
south end .

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-05-21 approving the Cambridge
Court I Annexation, the Annexation Agreement and the placement of the annexation area
into a combination of the Rl-12,000 and the Rl-9000 zones as shown in the zone
designation map with instructions to the Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of
all deeds and water rights by the City and execution of the agreements by the applicants.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RICHARD MCKINNEY ANNEXATION, CONSISTING
OF 3. 17 ACRES. LOCATED AT 745 NORTH 900 WEST. INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE
OF ANNEXATION. PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE Rl-9000 AND Rl-1 2.000
ZONES. AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT - Glade Tuckett

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-05-22 approving the Richard
McKinney Annexation, the Annexation Agr·eement and the placeme111t of the annexation
area into the Rl-9000 zone as shown in the zone designation map with instructions to the
Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City
and execution of the agreements by the applicants. Councilmember Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY' S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE CURTIS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 0 17 ACRES AT 300 EAST 620
SOUTH - Staff
Newell Curtis and Jeff Curtis were present to request annexation .
Newell Curtis noted that it was residential now but they would like it to be placed in a
commercial zone. There was currently a home and a small shop on the property.
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Councilman Sto.-rs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-05-21R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Curtis Annexation at 300 East 620 South. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion.
Mayor Thompson noted that this action set up a public hearing. It would be the first meeting in
July .

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF THE PROPERTY AND LIABILITY
INSURANCE FOR 2007-08- Staff

Councilman Cunther moved to approve the coverage with Travelers Insurance for a
premium of $316,920 for fiscal year 2007-2008.
Mayor Thompson asked why the reduction.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they had a good year and they were able to clean up some
litigation. He asked about catastrophic insurance.
Richard Colborn would get some information.

Councilman Stor·rs seconded the motion. AIJ were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE PROHIBITING PARKING AT ANY TIME
ON BOTH SIDES OF 1180 SOUTH AND 820 EAST IN THE NORTH POINTE BUSINESS
PARK -Staff

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-05-23 to prohibit parking at any time
on both sides of 1180 South and also 820 East in the North Pointe Business Park.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs complimented the owner for wanting to do this.
Mayor Thompson noted good staff work on this.
Councilman LeBaron asked about the unintended consequence.
Councilman Gunther noted that unintended consequences usually appeared about a year later.
Mayor Thompson noted that some sensitivity and education were needed in this implementation.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ELECTION METHOD FOR THE 2007 ELECTIONS Richard Colborn
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Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the paper ballot method for the 2007 Primary and
November Election.
Councilman LeBaron recognized City Recorder Richard Colborn for his work.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson thanked Richard Colborn for his research.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SENIOR SERVICES AGREEMENT WITH MAG - Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that this was all the meals that were served at the Senior Center.
Ralph Glathar stated that this was one ofthe better Senior Centers around. Everyone felt
welcome. This was the only social life many ofthem had .
Councilman Gunther moved to approve the contract with MAG. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A HISTORICAL GRANT REVISION FROM $4100 TO $7500 Sta(f
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the City would put up $15,000 and the City would get
$7500 back. With this revision there was a difference of $3 ,400.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve the grant revision including the scope of
work. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All we•·e in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS - Staff
There were no change orders or tasks orders.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Storrs moved adjoumment at 10:10 p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY P L m G COMMISSION
MAY 24,2007
NOTICE OF JOINT WORK SESSION
Notice i s hereby given that the American Fork City Council and the American Fork City
Planning Commission will meet in a joint work sssion on Thursday, May 24,2007, in the
American Fork City HalI, 3 1 North Church Street, c o m m c i n g at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall
be as follows:

JOINT WORK SESSION
1. Discuuion of the West Main Interchange.
2. Adjournment.

Dated this I5 day of May, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCil.,
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
MAY 24,2007
JOINT WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENTS (3)
The American Fork City Council and the American Fork City Planning Commission met in a
joint work session on Thursday, May 24, 2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church
Street, commencing at 3:30p.m.
Members of the City Council present included Mayor Heber Thompson and Council members
Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Planning Commission members present included Joe Gordon, and Rebecca Staten.
Staff members present included Rod Despain, Wendelin Knobloch, Richard Colborn, George
Schade, J.H. Hadfield, Police Chief Lance Call, and Linda Walton.
Others present included Mr. & Mrs. Neal Allred, Merrill Jolley from UDOT, Barbara
Christiansen, Linda Walton, Butch Walters, and three additional citizens.
DISCUSSION OF THE WEST MAIN INTERCHANGE
The Mayor and Councilmembers mo ved from the Council table to seats in the audience. Mayor
Thompson conducted the meeting.
Mayor Thompson distributed copies and discussed the Diamond Interchange. It is included in
these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1. The old SPUI design is included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENT 2. The revised SPUI design is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT
3.
In an effort for better access the revised SPUI design had much more direct access and had been
looked at by UDOT and Union Pacific and UTA Mayor Thompson felt that this area was
favorable as the right spot for a commuter rail station and for keeping the businesses on West
Main viable. This area fell within the correct distances between stops for commuter rail. This
was the most economical place.
Rod Despain explained that the current master road plan showed West M ain continuing on as it
did now. The crossing over the railroad tracks would be out about the boundary of Lehi . One of
the concerns of this plan was the ability to go north or south. The railroad produced about a mile
and a half Chinese Wall between 300 West and by the Sugar Factory that stopped north- south
access. They came to the thought that there would be a frontage road north of the tracks. North
of the tracks was basically commercial and south of the tracks was residential.
Rod Despain stated that the City encouraged the current alignment. There was an effort to adopt
the SPUI as an alternative. One of the big impacts was the road on 200 South became a high
speed roadway. American Fork' s preferred site for a number of years for a commuter rail station
was in the area of 500 E ast. UTA did not like that one. Howard Denney had commented to him

that the preferred side of town for a commuter rail station depended on whether you statted from
Salt Lake or from Provo.
Rod Despain explained that the City' s collector road network was on a one-third to one-half mile
frequency.
J.H. Hadfield explained that an arterial class street was five lanes like in front of the American
Fork Hospital and was between 96 feet and 101 feet in width.
Mayor Thompson noted that American Fork's 200 South Street would connect to the proposed
lOth South in Lehi.
Merrill Jolley reported that the environmental document on 1Oth South would be ready in the next
year and a half Connection to I-15 was still several years away.
Mayor Thompson reported that the American Fork Transportation Committee studied the
Diamond and the revised SPUI and they had a difference of opinion as to what was most
effective. The Transportation Committee wanted the City to hire a consultant and give an
independent decision.
Mayor Thompson continued that the Diamond left the traffic patterns pretty much as they were
now The revised SPUI was between 15 percent and 30 percent more efficient. It leant itself to
commercial development in the area. It also preserved access to the existing businesses. He did
not address the Agricultural Protection zone.
Mayor Thompson thought that the Diamond took away a lot of the possible commercial
development but it left the current commercial intact.
Councilman Gunther commented that the Diamond did not preclude future commercial
development. A developer that wanted to develop to the south could build a bridge over the
railroad.
M ayor Thompson asked for comment from members of the Planning Commission.
Planning Commissioner Joe Gordon commented that right now the current master plan showed
residential. Commercial would change a lot ofthe dynamics. One of the great challenges on the
Diamond was the turning of the big trucks. Even with the Diamond, it would require a type of
SPUI design. He agreed that the plan that terminated the 200 South to the east in a cul-de-sac
was not a good one. He agreed with Horrocks that this commercial needed to be tied with The
Meadows.
Butch Walters asked what would happen at the at-grade crossing when the trains stopped there.
It was an occurrence everyday at that location.
Council member Rodeback was concerned with the threat to the Agricultural Protection zone.
Mrs. Allred explained that there were heavy tax consequences on any thing done on her property.
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Mayor Thompson asked if there were any other observations.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that with regard to commercial development, Pleasant
Grove was more ready to receive it.
Joe Gordon noted that there was a commercial impact on all of the west side. Different traffic
patterns were reviewed.
Mayor Thompson asked the Council what was needed in order for the Council to make a
decision.
Councilman Storrs commented that Marie Adams bought up getting an independent consultant to
recommend what was best for American Fork, not necessarily what was the best for UDOT. He
agreed.
Butch Walters stated that it seemed there was a lot of effort in making a SPUI work when with
the Diamond, it was there and the property was already owned.
Mayor Thompson explained that the City had passed a Resolution favoring the Diamond
Interchange. They have tried to come to a better long-term solution with a modified SPUI. The
report from the American Fork Transportation Committee was that they were evenly divided and
that was why they suggested a consultant.
Joe Gordon asked if the SPUI was used, how would it work with the Agricultural Protection
Zone
Merrill Jolley responded that he had not had much experience with Agricultural Protection
zones. They were planning to meet with the Allred's.
Joe Gordon noted that for the last 20 years the City had been looking at one direction. This was
different. The City Council was on record to keep the Main Street alignment.
Councilman Gunther stated that nothing changed his mind . There were still many options with
the Diamond. He did not like the dead end on 200 South with the SPUI. He did not know if
commuter rail was good or not. He did not object to a consultant. There were pros and cons to
both They needed to decide what was best for American Fork.
Councilman Storrs would stick with the Resolution in support of the Diamond Interchange.
Council member Rodeback felt that with sticking with that design they were limiting traffic. The
General Plan showed residential. There was an Agricultural Protection zone. She could not see
opening that section up to commercial.
Councilman LeBaron commented that there was nothing that said it ought to be all commercial.
His concern was that the Diamond Interchange would fail and it would not be wise and prudent
to fund something that was going to fail . He was still open.
Mayor Thompson asked what Lehi was going to do with their Main Street.
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J.H. Hadfield explained that in 1989 he was appointed to the American Fork Planning
Commission and they were tackling the General Plan at that time. An old sage at that time told
them that, "good planning was working with the inevitable." Utah County continued to grow.
There were 2200 acres south of American Fork to the shores of Utah Lake and the agreed upon
boundaries between Lehi and Lindon. Zoning has set the density at three dwelling units per acre.
Vintaro came in and they got twelve dwelling units per acre. It was going to get heavier and
heavier. UDOT's challenge was to move traffic. We need to build to accommodate. He visited
his son twice a year in the Washington, D.C. area. He lived at the end of a metro line with a
commuter rail station that had a parking garage for over 8,000 cars that was seven stories high.
There was a major road and shopping center and housing. A commuter rail station brought
commercial. It was commercial that paid the bills. With residential for every dollar you take in
taxes, you spend about $2.30 in services. He felt commuter rail was important. Spacing was
important. American Fork looked at the site on 500 East. lfthis is the site, the City needed to
take advantage of it. A flyover to The Meadows would be a plus. As the south area grows, the
residents are going to want to come north. They needed to look far into the fi.rture to what would
benefit the grandchildren.
Council member Rodeback stated that she could be a swing vote on this issue.
J.H. Hadfield stated that they knew about the upgrade to l-15 and 101h South in Lehi, but where
did the Mountain View Corridor come in. American Fork has been the Hub because we have
had the roads to accommodate traffic. He felt Rod Despain had done a good job in providing
collector roads. Never was not an occasion. Hell froze over about three times a year and never
was about six months away. Money talked.
Mayor Thompson thanked him for the perspective from one who had been in the harness for a
long time.
Councilman Gunther did not disagree with what was said .
J.H. Hadfield explained that in 1992 they updated the General Plan. He went up on the northeast
corner of the City and talked with the property owners and they did not want to be part of the
City Then a LDS Temple was announced. Their tune changed due to one event. The place for
a park and ride was not Pleasant Grove. Lehi had an area, Lindon had an area, and American
Fork had an area.
Councilman Gunther felt that they needed to look at the entire City. Freeway frontage was very
valuable.
JH. Hadfield pointed out that zone boundaries down the middle of the road were not a good
thing. Also, the City zoned larger lots in concentric rings out from the center of town so that on
the outer portion there were large lots. An adjacent community put high density in their outer
portions that was now against our large lots. American Fork had tore-look at that.
Mayor Thompson asked if the Council wanted to do a study.
Councilman Gunther did not object to having a study done.
4

Joe Gordon stated that the General Plan was eleven years old.
Mayor Thompson asked if it would help the Planning Commission to have a consultant work on
this.
Joe Gordon was not an advocate of consultants. The Council had to be advised. The Planning
Commission had a lot going on. They could have someone look at both designs and provide the
pros and cons.
Rod Despain supported having professional help with regard to the design. This was not a quick
process. The Planning Commission needed to conclude, how important was a more efficient
interchange? Mrs. Adams comment was good. Could the Diamond be tweaked to be more
efficient? Was additional commercial wanted in that area? If it was, the SPUI was the only way
to go. How important was commuter rail? Commuter rail needed the SPUI.
Councilman Gunther did not think consultants were everything. He asked why a commuter rail
station could not go in with the Diamond Interchange? There were ways to overcome the fact
that UTA' s right-of-way were on the south side.
Council member Rodeback needed to know that the Allred's were taken care of and that the
City ' s Main Street would not deteriorate.
J.H. Hadfield agreed that because ofthe demand on staff's time, there was a need for additional
help.
Councilman Gunther favored looking at the plan for the whole City.
Rod Despam would like the consultant for the pros and cons.
CounciJ,man LeBaron noted that there were plusses and minuses.
Councilman Gunther added that this was just one piece of a big puzzle.
Rebecca Staten felt that the Planning Commission needed to have the impacts of each provided
so they could be reviewed.
Mayor Thompson would look into a consultant and include the assessment of the impacts.
Councilmember Rodeback asked that they include the area north from Costco. Mayor
Thompson agreed.
Rod Despain thought it would be through Howard's office to make the contacts.
Merrifl Jolley stated that UDOT' s timeframe on the interchange was to publish a document by
the first of September.

5

UDOT would be meeting with the Allred's on June 4th at 10:30 a.m. at their home. Mrs. Allred
invited someone from the Council to attend.
ADJOURNMENT
The joint work session adjourned at 5:35p.m.

t( tl1 ( (LL
Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN F O E CTTY COUNCIL
MAY 31,2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in st ~pecialsession on
Thursday, May 31,2007, in the City Administration OW~ces,51 East Maim Street,
commencing at 4:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as foIlows:

SPECIAL SESSION
1.

2.
3

Review and action on a change order for the sprinkling system ;md lend scaping at the
skate park. - S
W
Review and action to authorize the Mayor to sign the Letter of Intent with Stupha on the
sale of the Broadband. - St@
Adjournment.

Dated this 30 day of May, 2007.

Richard M. Colbrn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL .MEETING .MINUTES
MAY 31 , 2007
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Thursday, May 31, 2007, in the City
Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4 :35p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman Gunther was excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie
Marsh, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, George Schade, and Steven Overson.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CHANGE ORDER FOR THE SPRINKLING SYSTEM AND
LANDSCAPING AT THE SKATE PARK -Staff

Councilman Storrs moved approval of Change Order No.5 in the amount of $43,550.00 for
the irrigation system and the landscaping at the skate park. Councilmember Rodeback
seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron asked why they were not opting to save $3,000 by having the Parks
Department and volunteers lay the sod.
Melanie Marsh explained that the Parks Department did not have the time in their schedule.
Mayor Thompson noted that it added up to more than an acre of sod.
Melanie Marsh added that it was not on flat ground either.
Mayor Thompson asked about the funding for this change order.
Cathy Jensen stated that it could come from the RDA or from the Park Impact fees. She
recommended the use of the Park Impact fees.

AJI were in favor.
:REVIEW AND ACTION TO AUTHORIZE THE MAYOR TO SIGN THE LETTER OF
INTENT WITH SURPHA ON THE SALE OF THE BROADBAND -Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that Mr. Steven Overson was present from Surpha. He explained that
Surpha was the winner of the RFP . This action would authorize the Mayor to sign a Letter of
Intent He asked if any changes needed to be done. He asked George Schade to explain this.
George Schade explained that this Letter oflntent would allow them to get into the due diligence
of everything. They would look at the In-City Network, get the asset list together, and work to
completion.
Mayor Thompson noted that there was the $500,000 purchase price and a few other key items.
1

Councilman LeBaron asked if this was such that they did not have to go out again for a legal
review.
Melanie Marsh answered that was correct.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the Letter of Intent with Surpha. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 4:43p.m. Councilmember Rodeback seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 7, 2007
NOTICE SPECIAL SESSION AND WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session and a
work session on Thursday, June 7,2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church
Street, commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL, SESSTON
Review and action on a request by UDOT for a waiver of the City noise ordinance for
resurfacing work on 500 East and 100 East that will be done between the hours of 8.00
p.m. and 6:00 a.m. from June 11 thru June 16.
Adjournment to a work session.
WORK SESSION
Presentation by the Provo Housing Authority, Preserving Historical Neighborhoods.
Discussion of exotic animals. - StafS
Transportation status report. - Stag
Discussion of an agreement with the American Fork Irrigation Company. - StafS
Discussion of items for the upcoming June 12, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 4 day of June, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERJCAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL rvfEETING MINUTES
JUNE 7, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Thursday, June 7, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall , 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:43 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and
Shirl LeBaron. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Howard Denney,
Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Jim Hardy, Police Chief
Lance Call, Legal Counsel Melissa Mellor, George E. Brown Jr. , Phyllis Crookston, Sherry
Kramer, Juel Belmont, Doug Mayne, Jim Golden, Barbara Christiansen, Kim Bunker, Sharlene
Wilde, Troy Bentley, and four additional citizens.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REQUEST BY UDOT FOR A WAIVER OF THE CITY
NOISE ORDINANCE FOR RESURFACING WORK ON 500 EAST AND 100 EAST THAT
WILL BE DONE BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 8:00P.M. AND 6 :00A.M. FROM JUNE 11
THRU JUNE 16
Howard Denney noted the noise ordinance limited heavy construction noises between the hours
of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00a.m.
UDOT Representative Jim Golden explained that the project would include milling to remove
the old surface They would then come back with hot mix and then a top course on top ofthat.
As the operation moved along, there would be a period oftime of a couple of hours at a time that
would have a lot of noise. Milling was the noisiest part and the vibration that came with
compaction. To do it during the day would be a real distraction to traffic.
Councilmember Rodeback asked what they were doing to notify the public and what recourse
did the public have.
Jim Golden responded that there would be flyers distributed asking the residents for their
cooperation in keeping their cars off the road along with garbage cans during the nighttime
hours. It would also have a phone number to the contractor if they had a concern. By doing the
project at night it would get done much faster because they would not have to deal with as much
traffic. The milling would start at 8:00p.m. and continue to 1:00 a.m. to 2:00a.m. They would
then come back with the paving machine between about 11 :00 p.m. and 6:00a.m.
Mayor Thompson asked if the fly er specifically mentioned noise.
Mr. Golden answered that he did not know if it mentioned noise specifically. It was construction
noise and vibration . Back up alarms were of concern.
Councilman Gunther stated that he would certainly want to approve this but UDOT needed to do
a super job of public relations with the notice so residents knew what to expect and w ere not
surprised.

Mr. Golden did not think that the final notice had gone out so he could add the specifics ofwhat
to expect

Council member Rodeback explained that as a mother of a 2-year old, that was very important
Councilman Gunther asked that they tout the benefits of doing it this way.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they describe the noise. Was it like a locomotive or
supersonic jet? He noted that the secondary irrigation would be built soon. He asked about that
coordination.
Jim Golden answered that this project was originally scheduled for last year but was delayed due
to the asphalt shortage. He was not aware of secondary irrigation.
Howard Denney explained they did not yet know the impact on what roads and at what time.
They did not have that kind of detail yet

Councilman LeBaron moved to grant the request by UDOT for a waiver of the City noise
ordinance for resurfacing wo•·k on 500 East and 100 East that will be done between the
hours of 8:00p.m. and 6:00a.m. from June 11 thru June 16. Said dates could be adjusted
due to weather or other external factors subject to flyers going to the neighbors affected
with a sufficient explanation of the noise volume, the description of the noise and any other
pertinent information to alert the neighbors to the construction in the area. Councilman
Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson commented that with the availability of blacktop this was something that
ought to be done.
ADJOURNMENT TO A WORK SESSION

Councilman LeBaron moved adjournment to a work session at 3:54 p.m. Councilmember
Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, June 7, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:54p.m. Those present at
the previous special session were in attendance at this meeting with the exception of Jim Golden.
PRESENTATION BY THE PROVO HOUSING AUTHORITY PRESERVING HISTORICAL
NEIGHBORHOODS
Juel Belmont introduced Mr. Kim Bunker, a member of the Board of Directors of the
Neighborhood Housing Services ofProvo.
Kim Bunker explained that about 15 years ago in the Franklin N eig hborhood in Provo persons
got together and sort of complained amongst themselves about too many rentals, too much junk,
and the inability to communicate with the City. The got together and formed an ad-hoc
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committee with one voice, comprised ofbusiness partners, resident partners, and City partners.
They worked for two years. On September 14, 1994 the Neighborhood Housing Authority was
incorporated as a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization. They had three primary goals.
•
•
•

Increase homeownership
Fix up properties
Encourage volunteerism to help clean up and paint

The Franklin Neighborhood was the first They now had five neighborhoods.
The presentation is provided in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Director of the Neighborhood Housing Services ofProvo Sharlene Wilde explained that one of
the annual events was Paint Your Heart Out Over 600 volunteers would participate in the two
weekends. It was more than just paint They did fix up and yard work The paint was received
through Provo City's CDBG. Some ofthe really bad homes needed to come down and some
needed to be saved. They were not historic preservation. They were revitalization, but they had
to go hand in hand and there had to be new construction. Ms. Wilde explained that on any horne
the sold, they recorded a deed restriction that it had to be owner occupied for 15 years.
Ms. Wilde explained that they had a chartered membership with the NeighborWorks
organization of which a member of their Board was present who had flown in from Denver. The
NHS ofProvo bought homes and fixed the plumbing, electrical and provided a new roof They
did things that others would not do . They also did loans.
Mayor Thompson asked ifthe homes selected had some historical value.
Ms. Wilde responded that was not necessarily the case. If they did have historical value, they
would restore that Some were just little WWII boxes and in those cases they added to them and
made them at least 1500 square feet They knew it was working when people who had lived in
the area moved but stayed within the same area. They worked close with Provo City, but they
were not Provo City True revitalization included upper income levels as well .
Mayor Thompson asked if they were all volunteer workers.
Ms. Wilde responded that they were not They were supported significantly by the financial
institutions in the community including Central Bank, Industrial Bank, NeighborWorks America,
Bank of American Fork, and Far West Bank, and they could not function without them.
Sharlene Wilde introduced the Area Representative for the Downtown Neighborhoods Judy
Kelch, who was also the Dixon Neighborhood Chair.
Judy Kelch explained that she used to live in American Fork and she had been a good friend of
Councilman Jimmie Cates. She added that besides the Paint Your Heart Out program there was
also the Plant Your Heart Out program which provided new trees for old Provo. Stability
brought reduced crime to a neighborhood because permanent residents knew who and what
belonged.
3

Ms. Kelch continued that in the Dixon Neighborhood there have been 56 homes purchased
through this program. Those were the anchor families and leaders in various aspects of the
community. The programs continue to evolve. One dollar invested in a house, yielded $19 in
economic development.
Mayor Thompson asked if there were any questions.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that developers tell American Fork that they would rather
demolish single family homes and build multiple family homes.
Ms. Kelch explained that about a year and a half ago they had put some laws on the books like
what they called "Three to two. " When renting a unit, one can only rent to two single
individuals, not three. This encouraged landlords to rent to families.
Sharlene Wilde explained that the reason it worked for a non-profit to do it was that they did not
need to make money at it. They did receive a three percent development fee.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the organization had done some good work and he appreciated
them sharing it with American Fork. He asked if they used a Design Review Committee.
Ms. Wilde answered that they did. They complied with those rules. About eight months ago,
they stopped people from paving over their entire yard for parking. Only 25 percent can be
paved. They also have a dwelling rental ordinance that required the units to be brought up to
code.
Councilman Gunther noted that they did not have a 501(c) (3) that dealt with this in American
Fork.
Ms. Wilde suggested that they start with a full time staff person in the City' s RDA. They needed
to pick a small area to focus on in the beginning.
Councilman Gunther noted that they did not have any low or moderate areas.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that there were some individual locations.
Ms. Wilde added that they needed to pick the worse of the worst.
Mayor Thompson thanked them for the information.
Ms. Kelch added that the neighborhood Chairs were the eyes and ears to inform the agency what
was available
DISCUSSION OF EXOTIC ANIMALS - Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that Troy Bentley had been before the Council previously. He had two
wolf dog hybrids that had been licensed. He stated that the County would be taking a much
more active roll in animal control.
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Cathy Jensen, a Board Member, reported that North Utah County Animal Special Service
District was in the process of gathering all of the animal control ordinances used by entities in
north Utah County. From those ordinances they hoped to develop one that could be used by
everyone. Their goal was to consolidate services and hire one animal control officer for northern
Utah County with authority granted by an Interlocal agreement This person would also enforce
licenses.
Councilmember Rodeback asked how one individual could do that for the whole area.
Cathy Jensen reported that the Special Service Director had done this in other areas.
Councilman Gunther commented in the Attorney's letter it said that Mr. Bently had complied
with the current ordinance and if there was a new ordinance, he would be grandfathered from it
They could not retroactively have him comply.
Mayor Thompson agreed .
Councilman Gunther commented that the question was whether the City should pass an
ordinance regarding exotic animals now, or should they wait for the County to do something.
Councilmember Rodeback was not ready to adopt this ordinance because of the uncertainty in
the scientific community on how to determine genetically the make up of those breeds and if the
USDA had not taken a position she did not see how American Fork City could.
Melanie Marsh introduced Melissa Mellor from Tucker Hansen ' s office.
Ms Mellor recommended that if this was something that the City was inclined to do, to go ahead
with it. She did not know how long the special service district would take to come up with their
ordinance. She asked Mr. Bentley if his wolf dog hybrids were spayed or neutered.
Mr. Bentley responded that they were not He stated that he did not intend to have them bred
either. He also kept them contained.
Councilman LeBaron asked for a little history on this matter.
Mr. Bentley stated that when he arrived in American Fork from Oregon, the dogs were
registered . He called Mr. Hardy to let him know that they were here. That was in February of
this year. There have been no complaints on his dogs . They had shots and vaccinations. They
had a wellness certificate before they came here . He had a news crew show up. He had not had
a problem but some thought they were dangerous to the community. Both dogs were registered .

Enforcement Officer Jim Hardy noted there were veterinarian statements that said that there was
no vaccine that was approved for hybrids.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that her research found that they had every belief that a
vaccine would work on hybrids but they have had no testing.
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Mr. Hardy felt that the City needed to take a position. Either they let them all in or they
grandfathered these two. He could not say which of the instincts would override the other.
Councilman Gunther understood that some dogs were worse than the hybrids.
Mayor Thompson asked if there would be changes coming out of the North Utah County Shelter
on this ordinance.
Cathy Jensen did not know.
Councilman Gunther wanted an ordinance that fit American Fork. The City ought to look at all
of the City's animal control ordinances. They needed to look at it as a whole.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that there was an earlier letter, May 3, from Kasey
Wright about the City's animal control ordinances and found them to be missing provisions
regarding exotic animals and vicious animals. The draft has very comprehensive.
Phyllis Crookston commented that there were many wild animals in town and that the southern
part of town was overrun with raccoons and could cause worse problems than a hybrid wolf dog
that had been vaccinated. There were other feral animals as well.
Councilman Gunther recommended that the Council have an ordinance drafted that they could
look at He asked Jim Hardy ifthe ordinances were sufficient to allow him to enforce a problem.
Mr. Hardy responded that for the most part they were. They needed something dealing exotic
animals.
Mayor Thompson asked that this ordinance be tuned up and brought to the June 21, 2007, work
session. He asked Melanie Marsh to work with legal counsel on this.
TRANSPORTATION STATUS REPORT -Staff
Mayor Thompson reported that the City's Transportation Committee had met and they have
recommended that the City get a consultant to assist on the review of the West Main Street
interchange
Howard Denney explained that they were getting the scope of that work together. They did not
have an estimated cost
Councilmember Rodeback added that it was to include the area north on 900 West Street as well.
Councilman LeBaron suggested a hybrid SPUI and that they move the south bound off ramp
further north and the north bound off ramp further to the south.
Councilman Gunther did not think that a SPUI had to be 90 degrees. That ought to be looked at
George E. Brown, Jr. commented that UDOT and MAG had made their recommendation that the
Mountainview Corridor go through the northern part ofLehi. He felt that without having an
6
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arterial road south of American Fork, the proposed 10 h South in Lehi was going to cause
problems for American Fork. He encouraged that be looked at as well.
Councilmember Rodeback agreed.
George Brown suggested that there needed to be an arterial in the north, south, and central
locations.
Howard Denney stated that MAG was looking at different things right now. If lOth South came
into American Fork, in 2030 that was an additional 56,000 vehicle trips per day. If what George
Brown was talking about took place it took it down to about 30,000.
Council member Rodeback asked ifthey were offthe track of having a transportation resolution
by June 12.
Mayor Thompson reported that they were offthat target.
DISCUSSION OF AN AGREElvffiNT WITH THE AlvffiRICAN FORK IRRIGATION
C01\1P ANY - Staff
Mayor Thompson stated that this should be ready for action this Tuesday.
Councilman LeBaron was ready to go with it
Howard Denney reported that on June 5, the irrigation company adopted it with subject to ' s in
the motion, but not in the body of the document.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JUNE 12,2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Councilman LeBaron thought that the presentations from applicants should be limited to two
minutes and asked that Cathy Jensen again provide her cards that had worked so well in the past
Councilman Gunther asked why they were having co-financial advisors.
Cathy Jensen responded that in talking with Dustin Matsumori from George K. Baum, this time
they were selling the bonds on the open market In the past, Laura Lewis had been their third
party advisor. They have agreed on being co financial advisors and they would negotiate a fee
between them and it would not cost the City any more and would protect the City.
Mayor Thompson stated that it had to deal with the bonds being sold on the open market
ADJOURNlvffiNT
The work session adjourned at 5 22 p.m.
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Violent Crime
By NeighborHood, 1998
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The strength and attractiveness of Provo City is
in its neighborhoods and the caring attitude that
kind of living spawns, neighborhoods where
people care for each other, building a sense of
community of neighborly caring for others
across our city, our nation, and our world.
Strength, security, tender concern and peace
grow in the world as those charac teristics
germinate in Provo' s neighborhoods.

Family Income
by
Block Groups

2000

Carolyn Wright
Provo School Board Memb e r
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Lets take a look back in Provo's
History
• Provo evolves from a small town in Utah to a larger City,
the home ofBYU.
• Along the way, liberal zoning allowed neighborhoods to
be changed. Apartment complexes replaced homes ,
houses were subdivided.
• Provo, especially its historic neighboli10ods, become a
rental zone with few homeowners and anchor families left

% Owner Occupied
By Census Block
2000
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Pulling the team To-gether
• Cleanup with
Dumpsters leads to a
City Tradition
• The formation ofNHS
• The public/private
partnership builds
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Chuck and NilJ\cy Hugo's Home

• Home of Chuck and
Nancy Hugo, Franklin
Resident, NHS Board
Member
• Father's Warning
about buying an old
house
• He forgot to warn her
about buying in an old
neighborhood

When things hit "rock bottom"
• House burned down and
killed the rats
• 50 police calls in 1 year

for the 1 block area where
Franklin Commons now
sits
• 2 homes across the street
that were Drug houses-2
of 20 "hot spots"

• Fran klin 's desire for
change turned into a
group which was
constantly working to
improve the
neighborhood through
service projects
• Leaders emerged out of
this group which began
pushing Provo City for
zoning and other changes

V\1hy did this happen in

.

·..;.;.:.;..-'

Franklin?
• Franklin had old housing stock, from 1850 to the present
• Low per capita income
• 67% of its housing units are rentals, many transients, few

voters
• Central to Social Setvices
• State Liquor Store
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Firs Signo'f'Change.
Park Condominiums

Private Development
• Now willing to come to

~1e

area and invest
• Building a cul-de-sac on
open ground across ~1e RR
tracks
• Asking $216,000 to
$225,000
• Much easier now that areas
that were o nce magnets for
drug crimes have been
revitalized

• Built by David
Gardner, Developer
• NHS Board Member

Place
~0

• 6 Units
• Families-Owner
Occupied
• Sale Price $ 145,000
each, approxi mately

Franklin Commons Block

50

40
30

20

10

:0 . '

·Piovo has no Shortage of Problem
Property, This property features:

• 17 Units, individual homes
and twin homes

• Lead paint problems mixed
with children as residents

• Families, owner occupied

• Dangerous wiring

• $ 159,000 sale price

• Unsafe Staircases

• Funds for the site from
expiring HOME dollars,
not CDBG funds.

• Windows that won't open.

• Leaky Plumbing
• Houses divided into
multiple units
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· The Purchase Rehabilitation
Program

3rd-Project: N HS "rebuild"
• This house rep laces a very
worn, tired and small house
on the same location

• Provo began purchasing problem prope.ties in 200 I.
Eyesore homes and otherwise "troubled" units were the
initial focus .
• At first, Provo City's RDA acted as the "General
ContTllctor," but now NHS does all these "rehabs."
• Upon completion, the change in feel in the immediate area
is striking.

• The new home, buill in the
Federal Style, does an
excellent job add ing to the
o ther improvem ents alread y
done while not taking away
from the historic feel of the
area.

s ·a me Block: B;fore and After shots
of a "Paint Your Heart Out 2003"
Now owned by Barrett and Heidi Christensen.

Bringing out Historic Details with Paint!

40+ Homes have
been repainted by
volunteer effort!

• 340 East l 00 North
• Extensive Lead Paint
P roblems
• Illegal Duplex
• Now owned by Gary
Christensen & Family
Albeno & Lisa

Polo's Victorian
on 200 East:

before and after,
June 2003
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· Plant Your Heart Out, new trees f or old Provo
• Providing Down Payment Assistance Loans, Mortgage Services for Provo
Residents
• PurchaSe Rehab Projects, as well as larger projects like Franklin Commons

NHS Purchase Rehab
Project on LOONorth in

Joaquin Neighborhood
Pictured with new
Owners !

Trees plattted iu Dave and Judy York's yard alo11g 300 East in 2004

DMoved the Staircase and brought it up to City Codes

Provo City and NHS Loan Programs

DAddcd Porch Railings, removed Lead Paint
DRcpaintcd ioterior. rc-~ted and n:-Ooorcd also

• Provo City began with the 80/20 program, which gave an
interest free, payment free loan for 20%ofthe pu rchase
p1ice to buyers in the Hist01ic Neighborhoods
• The Equity Share Program followed with a similar
program.
• C un·ent programs otTer a variety of products, including
one for purchase and renovation done by the homeowner.

DAdded a new Family to the Neighborhood!

What does Stability bring to a
Neighborhood?
• Crime d iminishes because pennanent residents know
"who and what belongs"
• Families fee l safe enough to let their children play
• Businesses can operate safely

.Tools ofRevitafizatfDn: .Tffe 807 20Loan Program
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'i-heft and Buglary in Pionee r
Neighborhoods 1998-2004

Dixon Neigh borhoociHome
Purch ased through the 80/ 20 Program

• $ 1.00 invested in housing
yields $19.00 in economic
development:

Targeting Resources is Effective
• Targeting, or con centra ting resources in areas of greatest need
has proven to be effective policy in neighborhood revitalization

• Real Estate & Title Fees
• Con tractor wages

• Provo's first targeted revi talization effort- Franklin (NHS) circa
1996

• Home lmprovement
Expenditures
• Increased Taxes

• NHS area expanded o Maeser circa 1998

• Landscaping
House on the comer of 400
West and 500 South after
NHS renovation-former Drug

• Later expanded to Joaquin, Dixon, Timpanogos
• CNRCC established 2003/2004

House

I;'£Q){Qs t9J2,§QcggJi~istji§t,pry

facilities, economic development and Citywide housing rehab

• Early 2000's- Public policy evolved to recognize the needs of
the Pioneer Neighborhoods- support ofNHS increases
• CNRCC Revolving Fund- Provo's firs t major commitment to
the concentrabon of Federal resources to Pioneer
Neighborhoods

An d How are we doing ..

-

- -~
-- ~
Neighborhood Revitalization IS an
Economic Development Tool
• Provo's Central Business District needs assistance
• Pioneer Neighborhoods provide support for CBD
businesses
• Without strong surround ing neighborhoods the Central
Business District will die
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Strengthens Neighborhoods
through Families

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 12,2007
REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June 12, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Steve Pierson, Calvary Mountain View Church; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentations by applicants for appointment to the City Council. (Appointment to be
made at the June 14, 2007 City Council Special Session at 7:30 p.m.)
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class ofcouncil action that requires no further discussion or
which 1s routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Couticilmember and placed in the action items.)

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Approval of the May 17, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the May 22, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the May 24, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the May 31, 2007 special session minutes
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

-M q o r
Thompson
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
T'oinpson
Review and action on appointment of a City Engineer. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on the acceptance of bids on the boat docks. - StafS
Review and action on an agreement with the American Fork Irrigation Company. - Stat
Review and action on an appeal of a denial of a zone change request by Mr. & Mrs.
Draper for property at 105 South Center from the existing R2-7500 to the R-4 zone. Rod Despain
Review and action on an agreement with Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation for
financing of a Caterpillar Wheel Loader. - T.J. Warnick
Review and action on the Hogi Yogi concession contract at the Fitness Center. - Derric
Rykert
Discussion and action on a temporary turnaround and on an updated agreement with the
property owner at approximately 980 North 500 East regarding the 2007 Steel Days. Mayor Thompson

Review and action on a Resolution honoring Councilman Jimmie Cates.

Review and action on contracts with George K. Baurn and Laura Lewis to act as cofinancial advisors in the sale of the Secondary Irrigation GO Bonds. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PLTD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Final Plat of Pacific Court
Subdivision Plat A, an Inner Block Cottage Development, consisting of 9 lots, at
530 West Pacific Drive. -Brent Overson
Review and action on the final plat of North Shore Corporation Center Plat C
Subdivision, consisting of four lots, at 800 South Auto Mall Drive. -,John Heiner
Review and action on the approval of the American Fork Library Collection
Development and Materials Selection Policy. - Sheena Parker
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staf
Adjournment.
Dated this 5 day of June, 2007
A

Richard M . Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
JUNE 12, 2007
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on June 12, 2007, at the American Fork City Hall,
located at 31 North Church Street, commending at 7:34p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber
Thompson, Councilmember Heidi Rodeback, Councilman Dale Gunther, Councilman Rick Storrs, and
Councilman Shirl LeBaron*. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard
Denney, Rod Despain, Wendelin Knobloch, Chief Lance Call, Sheena Parker, Lori England, Derric Rykert,
Andy Spencer, Delene Cates and members of the Jimmie Cates family, George E. Brown Jr., Ginger Hunter,
Gary Jensen, Deborah John, Sherry Kramer, Mr. and Mrs. Steve Stoker, Marie Adams, Rebecca Staten, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Dowse, Ralph Glather, Sam Gonzalas, Mr. and Mrs. Davis, Maxine Steele, John Heiner, and
a full council chambers.
Mayor Thompson welcomed those present. He explained that Councilman LeBaron would arrive around
8:00p.m. and announced that they would hold off on the presentations by the applicants for the vacant
council seat until Councilman LeBaron arrived.
Brittany Cates led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Sam Gonzales of the Mountain Calvary
Church offered a prayer.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION HONORING COUNCILMAN JIMMIE CATES - Mayor
Thompson
Mayor Thompson explained that the Council would like to honor Councilman Cates by approving Resolution
07-06-22R. Mayor Thompson read through the resolution and asked Delene Cates, wife of the late
Councilman Jimmie Cates, to come forward to receive a copy of the resolution.
There was general applause.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve Resolution 07-06-22R honoring Councilman Jimmie Cates.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion, as did Councilman Gunther. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER PERSON
Jeff Sermon indicated that he had met with the Planning Commission concerning the storage bins at the
Cemetery. He had a presentation concerning those storage bins at the Cemetery, including some solutions.
Mr. Sermon stated that American Fork has the most beautiful cemetery in the county. He did not feel that
the Cemetery needed a storage facility, but if it was determined that one was needed, it belonged in an
appropriate location such as an industrial area. He stated that it does not have to be so big, expensive and
permanent. He indicated that Orem City does not have any bins located at their cemetery; the dirt is kept on
the truck during the funeral and other items are kept at the Public Works Facility. In Provo, they do not have
any storage bins on the cemetery grounds, but across the street you can see two-foot high bins similar to
Orem City. Mr. Sermon pointed out that these storage areas are not located around homes, public streets or
schools. He indicated that the city has the resources for other options. The best use for the space at the
cemetery is for burial spaces.
Mayor Thompson indicated he appreciated the comments. Councilmember Rodeback also thanked him for
his comments.
Henry Dowse commented that he was a member of the Beautification Committee, and at the last meeting
they voted unanimously to remove those storage bins.
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Sydney Thomas stated that she was before the council to talk about the budget. She asked the City Council
to consider including money in the budget to purchase the paintings that are on display at the City Hall. Ms.
Thomas gave a brief history on the painter, Mary Ann Johnson, and commented that Ms. Johnson had them
framed with a specialty glass to preserve the paintings. Ms. Thomas also stated that the Arts Council is in
the process of trying to get funds together to purchase the paintings.
Debbie Serman commented that she was happy the storage bin were going to be taken down and wondered if
a date had been set for the removal of the bins.
Mr. Denney explained that a bid was awarded, but it would be about another two weeks before the work
would take place.
Ginger Hunter commented that she was happy the bins were coming down and felt it was a huge mistake to
build them in the first place.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the Concerts in the Park are well underway and that they are fabulous
assets. She explained that this was a free-of-charge event.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she was concerned about the feedback on the cemetery expansion
into the Bus Manning field. She wanted them to revisit that issue. Mayor Thompson stated there will be an
upcoming work session where this will be discussed.
*Councilman LeBaron arrived at 8:12p.m.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that as they have been studying the proposals on the interchange, she
visited the Allred's farm. She was very impressed with the business and noted that they are 13 years from
becoming a centennial farm.
Councilman Gunther commended the citizens who have come out tonight to express their opinions. He read
a quote from Beyond Empowerment: Building a Company of Citizens where it talks about Athens, Greece,
and it being a community of citizens. He was thankful for the citizens' involvement and suggestions and
solutions.
Councilman LeBaron apologized for being late due to a family obligation. He reported that the Steel Days
plans are in progress and things are on track.
Councilman LeBaron also reported that the Golf Course is underway with the irrigation system
improvements.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he has decided to run for re-election because he has enjoyed the last three
and a half years working with the staff, council and citizens and that there are projects the Council is working
on that he would like to see through to completion. He stated we have a wonderful community.
Councilman Storrs publicly offered his condolences to the Bob Phelps family: Bob Phelps passed away from
cancer. Councilman Storrs indicated that Bob Phelps had worked with Carl Wanlass on the budget for many
years and that he had participated with the Recreation Committee.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson offered his condolences to the Phelps family as well. He commented that the council had
planned on presenting Bob Phelps with a service award at a council meeting recently, but Mr. Phelps had
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been too ill to attend. Mayor Thompson then delivered the award to his home and spoke with him. Mr.
Phelps had been optimistic at that time.
Mayor Thompson stated that he was able to attend the swearing in of three new officers and he commended
Chief Call for his efforts in getting quality police officers.
Mayor Thompson commented that the Fireman's breakfast was a huge success.
Mayor Thompson stated that he attended the celebration of Gene Harvey Chevrolet's 50 years ofbusiness.
PRESENTATION BY APPLICANTS FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE CITY COUNCIL (APPOINTMENT
TO BE MADE AT THE JUNE 14, 2007, CITY COUNCIL SPECIAL SESSION AT 7:30P.M.)
Mayor Thompson announced that they would go to the Presentations by the applicants. They would do so in
alphabetical order.
GEORGE E. BROWN, JR. stated that he applied for the vacant City Council seat because he believed that
government was instituted of God to secure to each individual the free exercise of conscience, the right and
control of property, and protection of life. He stated that they are fortunate that the constitution provides for
those rights. Mr. Brown stated what he felt the government should provide services such as water, sewer,
police and fire protection, roads, library services, parks, etc. that the citizens cannot reasonably provide for
themselves. He knows what is going on in the community, and although he does not agree with everything
this body had done, he does not criticize the government body. Mr. Brown felt he had the education, training
and skills to serve on the City Council.
GINGER HUNTER stated that she applied for the position with a heavy heart; life is very fragile and they
have lost a lot of valuable people. She indicated that she had asked herself what she would be bring to the
table that is not already there. They have a very good group of council members. Ms. Hunter commented
that everything they do affects the citizens' lives daily. It was an awesome responsibility and she wanted to
bring a feeling of listening to people of the community. She stated that the people all have a voice and the
two minutes each meeting is the best forum for the citizens to express their views. Ms. Hunter felt that they
needed to practice civility; she does not want to see people attack each other in public. It was a wish in her
heart to be on the Council. She thanked them for their time.
GARY JENSEN stated that in the past year, he and his wife have had the experience of developing land
caUed Parker Heights. Since that process began, he has become more involved and interested in how the city
functions and he feels like he would be giving back to the citizens what he has been enjoying. Mr. Jensen
stated that he has worked with diverse groups of people with differing views. He endorsed teamwork. He
feels he has a lot to offer and feels that rules and policies are very important. Mr. Jensen stated that he is
impressed with what is provided for the youth, but is concerned with the growth of American Fork. He has
had experience working with the Senior Center. He stated that he lives near the cemetery and is in full
support of the movement of the bins.
DEBORAH JOHN stated that she has lived in American Fork for four years. She respected Councilman
Cates and was told that the reason he had served on the council was because when he was younger, others
had been taking care of the community and he felt it was his turn to give back. Ms. John felt the same way.
She felt like this has been her home and she believed she could represent the people of the community and
work toward keeping it a good place to live. Ms. John stated that she has served on library boards and other
committees in other communities. She sees American Fork growing and sees that it represents challenges.
Ms. John felt that she could look to the future and listen to the input of the community and those with more
knowledge.
SHERRY KRAMER had a power point presentation for the council. She explained that the opportunity to
become a City Council member would expand her ability to give back to the community. She explained that
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she was committed to the community; she has spent hundreds of hours attending meetings, reading the Land
Use Element of the General Plan, the Open Space and Trails Element of the General Plan, and has begun
reading the Development Code. Ms. Kramer explained that she has been involved in the creation of the
Parents for Parks, Trails, and Open Space (PPTO) and has gathered donations for park equipment as well as
worked with the Developer of Searle Meadows for larger lots. Ms. Kramer feels that she is ready to
contribute and is prepared in many areas.
STEVEN BRENT STOKER thanked the Council for allowing him to speak. Mr. Stoker indicated that he
works for the Salt Lake County Clerk in the Elections office; he is familiar with the government and how it
works. His background with the county includes right-of-way and purchasing of land for roads, trails, and
open space. He indicated he is completely familiar with water rights and abstracting of finding title of water
rights. He is also familiar with the voting procedures, as he has 12 years of experience with voting, polling
places, etc. He commented that Salt Lake was the county that did get it right with the electronic voting this
last year, due to the involvement of the citizens. He thanked them for their time.
Mayor Thompson thanked the six applicants for their courage. He noted the special session of the city
council on Thursday to make the announcement of the successful applicant.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Comm on Consent is that class of Council action that requires no flll1her discussion or wh ich is routine in
nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion un less removed fro m the Common Consent Agenda by the Mayor o r a Counc il me mber
and placed in the actio n items.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Approval
Approval
Approval
Approval
Approval
$1,000.

of the May 17, 2007, work session minutes.
of the May 22,2007, city council minutes
of the May 24, 2007, work session minutes
of the May 31, 2007, special session minutes
of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests over

Councilmember Rodeback had a correction to the May 22nct minutes. On page 8, line 24, it should read
"Since they could not retail and because the bond had become an interest-bearing loss . . ." instead of "Since
they could not retail and because they were subsidizing the bond ... "

Councilmember Rodeback moved approval of the items on the common consent agenda, including the
change to the May 22 11ct minutes. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZENS AND BOARDS
Mayor Thompson explained that Alexis McMurdie has been recommended to serve as part of the Parks and
Recreation Committee.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve the appointment of Alexis McMurdie to the Parks and
Recreation Committee. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENT OF A CITY ENGINEER
Mayor Thompson explained that they have interviewed for a new City Engineer to take over some ofthe
responsibi~ities of Howard Denney, who has been both Public Works Director and City Engineer. Mayor
Thompson explained that they have chosen Andy Spencer to be the City Engineer and asked for a vote of
support to this decision.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the appointment of Mr. Spencer to City Engineer.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
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Councilmember Rodeback stated she would abstain from the vote; she is in support of Mr. Spencer but feels
that the City Council was not represented on the selection committee. Mayor Thompson indicated that he
had been on the selection committee. Councilman Storrs commented that he did sit in on a job interview
with Mr. Spencer prior to this and he was very impressed with him. Councilmember Rodeback stated that
she is in no way against the appointment and has full confidence in Mr. Spencer; she just felt that a member
of the council should have been on the committee.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman LeBaron,
Councilman Storrs, and Councilman Gunther. Councilmember Rodeback abstained. The motion
carried.
Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker issued the Oath of Office to Mr. Spencer.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ACCEPTANCE OF BIDS ON THE BOAT DOCKS
No action was taken on this item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH THE AMERJCAN FORK IRRIGATION
COMPANY
Mr. Denney explained that this agreement had been passed by the Irrigation Company with two items of
conditions. He turned the time over to Richard Noble for an explanation.
Mr. Noble stated that in the monthly board meeting, the Irrigation Company approved the draft agreement
subject to two conditions. The first condition was a final review by their legal review; their legal counsel has
been involved in the process so they do not anticipate any major problem. Second, they would like to be
reimbursed for the legal expenses, not to exceed $2,500.
Councilman Storrs asked if our legal counsel had reviewed the agreement. Mr. Denney explained that our
legal counsel wrote the agreement.
Councilman Gunther stated that on the second page in Section F he read "In most years, the water rights of
the company are not expected to provide sufficient water for project needs through the entire irrigation
season. In that event, the City is willing to supplement the project water supply with water from City-owned
water rights, including ground water rights and other water sources." Councilman Gunter questioned
whether the city would have the water to supplement the Irrigation Company. Mr. Noble stated that under
paragraph C on the same page, it says that the city has water rights and has the sole discretion to use the
water to supplement the water supply for the system.
Councilman Gunther stated that on page 4, Section 7 paragraph b, it mentions that the City will maintain the
existing canals and/or ditches and the Irrigation Company will reimburse the City for its proportionate share
of the expenses. Councilman Gunther noted that in the recent past, there has been an escalation in costs and
he questioned if they feel that both parties are adequately protected. Mr. Noble answered that the consumer
price index would take care of the price.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the agreement with the Irrigation Company, approve the
agreement terms and conditions and authorize the Mayor to execute the same, subject to a final review
of their legal counsel and the reimbursement of legal fees up to $2,500. Councilman Gunther seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPEAL OF A DENIAL OF A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST BY MR. &
MRS. DRAPER FOR PROPERTY AT 105 SOUTH CENTER FROM THE EXISTING R2-7500 TO THE
R4 ZONE - Rod Despain
Mayor Thompson summarized the appeal. Many years ago, the city had a zone map that was manually
prepared. The property in question at 105 South Center was completely in the R4-7,500 zone on the
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manually prepared zone map. In 1994, the zone map was digitized and the zone lines shifted slightly, so
only about 75% of the Draper property was in the R4-7,500 zone; there are other properties that have also
had the zone lines moved. Mayor Thompson further explained that the digitized map was a service offered
by the county, and they can now see where some of the propeziies have been split. The request by Mr.
Draper is that they take the R4-7500 to his south property line to make his entire piece of property in one
zone. It was stated that the Planning Commission voted against recommending approval to the City Council
because the official zone map as adopted has been hanging in the City Recorders Office.
Councilman Gunther stated that as he read the material, it was a practical problem and he felt there had been
no notice of the change and he feels to grant to approve the appeal based on that information.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the materials the Drapers sent gave great documentation. She
commented that she does not want to see the density become too high, but she thought the law was on the
side of the Drapers.
Councilman Storrs concurred with Council members Gunther and Rodeback. He indicated that from reading
what staff wrote, he did not think it was a major issue to change the zone.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the Planning Commission could act proactively to address some of these
ambiguities, such as have the zoning boundaries cleaned up where properties are in two different zones.
Mr. Despain stated that there are other places within the city where this same condition exists. He pointed
out Dan Richard's property on West Main and the fact that legal counsel stated that the digitized version of
the zone map was the legal one. He stated that in order to change the zone boundaries, property owners
would have to make changes tlu·ough the zone change process, which is what the Drapers are doing.

Councilman Gunther moved to grant the appeal and to approve an ordinance change to show the
entire parcel at 105 South Center Street as being located in the R4-7,500 zone. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she would like to see the split zones cleaned up. Mayor
Thompson stated that they want staff to look at options to correct this problem, which one option would be to
look at having the zone follow the nearest property line of the owner.
Mr. Denney stated the Official Zone Map is hanging up at the Recorder's Office; there was ample comment
time and period when the map was digitized. He explained that there was notice given when the map was
changed, and even though there were changes, by going through the process the digitized map became the
official map.
Mayor Thompson noted that this would be the subject of a work session in the future.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL SERVICES
CORPORATION FOR FINANCING OF A CATERPILLAR WHEEL LOADER - TJ Warnick
Councilman Gunther moved to approve the agreement with Caterpillar Financial Services for
financing of a Caterpillar Wheel Loader.
Mayor Thompson stated that Kasey Wright, the attorney for the City, has some concerns with the proposed
agreement that were outlined in a letter to the Mayor, Council, and Ms. Marsh. Mayor Thompson asked if TJ
Warnick, the Street Superintendent, had seen the letter from Mr. Wright. Mr. Warnick indicated that he had
not seen the concerns; he was given a copy to read.

Councilman Gunther amended his motion to approve the agreement with the exceptions
recommended by Legal Counsel.
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Councilman Stom asked if this is similar to other leases within the city. Mr. Warnick indicated that this is
the first lease by the Street Department, although the Water Department has had a lease.
Councilman LeBaron commented that leases are probably boilerplate, but he thought they should be able to
amend the agreement.
Mr. Warnick noted at the Cat had already been delivered, with the contract being dropped off a week after
delivery.
Councilman Gunther noted that leases can be changed; they can also look into going through another
company for a lease.
Mr. Denney recommended that legal consultants take a stab at making it an acceptable contract and then give
it to Caterpillar to get their response.
Mr. Warnick commented that in item #3, they will not come close to the allowable hours and so that would
not be an issue.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson restated that the motion was to approve the agreement with the changes recommended by
Legal Counsel that are listed on the June 6th letter.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE HOGI YOGI CONCESSION CONTRACT AT THE FITNESS
CENTER - Derric Rykert
It was noted that this was the favored bid received and that legal counsel had reviewed the agreement.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve the Hogi Yogi Concession contract at the Fitness Center.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Ms. Marsh asked that they refer to the memorandum from counsel and include a condition of approval to
include the corrected liability insurance amounts.

Councilmember Rodeback amended her motion to subject to increasing the General Liability and
Auto Liability to $2,000,000 and the General Aggregate limit to $3,000,000. Councilman Gunther
agreed to the amendment to the motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A TEMPORARY TURNAROUND AND AN UPDATED
AGREEEMENT WITH THE PROPERTY OWNER AT APPROXIMATELY 980 NORTH 500 EAST
RGARDING THE 2007 STEEL DAYS - Mavor Thompson
Mayor Thompson stated that they had an agreement last year with the Goodsell property owner regarding the
2006 Steel Days. This agreement had been updated from last year, and included in the packet was an opinion
from the attorney for them to review.
Ms. Marsh stated that on item number 4 should read" . .. removable wooden bridge along the ... " with the
word "to" removed from that sentence.
Councilman LeBaron asked for differences to the agreement. Mayor Thompson stated that some of the
facilities used last year have been left in and do not need to be done.
City Council Minutes - June 12, 2007
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Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the agreement as per the handout. Councilman Storrs
seconded. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONTRACTS WITH GEORGE K. BAUM AND LAURA LEWIS TO ACT
AS CO-FINANCIAL ADVISORS IN THE SALE OF THE SECONDARY IRRIGATION GO BONDSCathy Jensen
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the contract with George K. Baum and Laura Lewis to act as cofinancial advisors in the sale of the Secondary Irrigation GO bonds. Councilman Gunther seconded
the motion.
George Brown stated that he does not have any objection to the selection ofthis company, but he does want
to encourage the Council to wait until the US Geological Study and Survey comes out to determine the effect
of water use on the underground water rights. He indicated that there was a study recently done along the
Utah-Nevada border where it shows that there would be serious depletion of Utah aquifers if Las Vegas was
able to pump the water from those aquifers. He thought it would be well within the City's interest to wait to
get that study before going forward with the bond; that study was due this summer.
Dustin Matsumori clarified that the firm does currently have a contract in place to serve as an investment
banker for the city, but this adjustment is a renewal of the contract. Because of the size of the bond, it makes
sense to do this for the competitive sell. Going forward on any other bonds, it would revert to what has
previously been done.
Councilman Storrs asked about interest rates. Mr. Matsumori stated that in the last three weeks, there has
been a spike in the rates and rates have broken through a five-year high. They attribute that to inflationary
pressures throughout the world. They believe the feds w111 raise the rates by year end; a month ago, there
were no economists who were thinking it would rise.
Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried .

REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINTIJMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Final Plat of Pacific Court Subdivision Plat A, an
Inner Block Cottage Development, consisting of9lots 530 West Pacific Drive.- Brent Overson
Mayor Thompson indicated that they had some concerns at a previous City Council meeting
concerning this project, such as traffic flow, but the Planning Commission has now recommended
approval of this plan.
Mr. Overson explained the location of the inner block project. The inner block cottage development
was developed to provide an alternative for development of vacant and underused land within blocks
of the original town, as well as landlocked property. He indicated that the property on the far east
belongs to Hal Holmstead, and that property is landlocked. The Fackrells have access across the
railroad as well as at 560 West, but this development would do away with the crossing of the railroad
and access would be only from 560 West. Mr. Overson noted that there will be property along the
railroad for a trail; they will also build a small parking lot for people who are using the trail. One
other element required in the inner block is to show where the homes sit on the lots, so Mr. Overson
had provided information on the design ofthe homes and which lots they will be on.
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Councilman LeBaron thought the project would be a good addition to the area.
David Fisher asked how big the houses would be and what the distance would be between the
homes. Mr. Overson explained that the homes range from 1,200 to 1,500 square feet with ten feet
between the structures; the side yards for an inner block project allows for a setback of five feet.
Councilman Gunther asked what the price range would be for the homes. Mr. Overson answered
that the price would be from the mid to high $200,000s.
Councilmember Rodeback indicated she had some heartburn for access onto 560 west, but she noted
that the Planning Commission strongly suggested that the city move forward with the plan to
complete the railroad cross-over at 560 West. She felt that was a good point to observe.
Robert Wheeler commented that he lived at 342 North 560 West. He stated that in the definition of
cottages, it states it was for unused and vacant property; that area is not unused and vacant and he is
concemed with the added traffic in the area. Mr. Wheeler also stated that cui-de-sacs are not
addressed in inner block cottage developments. Anything not addressed in the inner block cottage
development reverts back to what is required in the underlying zone. Mr. Wheeler noted that the
American Fork City Codes state that roads shall not be more than 400 feet from the right-of-way to
the start of the turn; this road is well over 400 feet. He thought the reason for the length of the road
requirement is for emergency equipment. He did not think the Planning Commission did their
homework.
Mr. Despain stated that the Cottage development sets aside the standard subdivisions, and he noted
that the Planning Commission did approve the subdivision knowing the length of the road and what
the standards are.
Mayor Thompson asked if there was a discussion on the length of the road and ifthey realized the
possible discrepancy in the ordinance. Mr. Despain stated that the Planning Commissioners did
understand it and that Mr. Wheeler raised the issue in the course ofthe review. Mr. Despain stated
that this was a unique parcel and the Planning Commission approved it.
Mr. Overson stated that the recommendation includes the dimensions of the road; that was reviewed
extensively.
Councilman Gunther commented that the last time this project was before the City Council there
were quite a few of the neighbors who were opposed to the development. Mr. Overson stated that
there was only one neighbor present right now who was in opposition of the development; the other
neighbors have been kept abreast of the development and are not in opposition. Councilmember
Rode back stated that her recollection was that there were also neighbors in favor of this.
Mr. Stoker asked if this was a Planed Unit Development. Mr. Despain explained that this was an
Inner-block Cottage Development; the street will be public and there will be no common lands. Mr.
Stoker stated that his only concern would be the roads, as roads have to meet very specific criteria.
Mr. Stoker questioned whether the roads would be dedicated to the city and if so, if they met the
requirements of a standard public road in American Fork City. Mr. Overson stated that the project
will be bonded and built to specifications of the city; it will be required to meet the standards. Mr.
Despain stated that this has a 36-foot travel way, which is the standard on the road width.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance 07-06-24 approving the Final Plat,
Lotting Plan and Building Plans for Pacific Court Subdivision Plat A, an Inner Block Cottage
Development, consisting of 9 lots and to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and
accept the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat
C ity Cou ncil Minutes - June 12, 2007
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subject to (1) posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required
public improvements and (2) verification of delivery of water rights. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
b.

Review and action on the final plat of North Shore Corporation Center Plat C Subdivision, consisting
of four lots, at 800 South Automall Dtive- John Heiner
Mr. Heiner stated that they are submitting this for are-subdivision of lot 10 ofNorth Shore
Corporate Center Plat B. They have had Planning Commission approval for some time, but had to
wait for North Shore Corporation Center Plat B to be recorded. They are now requesting approval of
the City Council.
Councilman Gunther asked what the lots will be used for. Mr. Heiner stated they anticipate office
buildings similar to their 700 East project.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the final plat of North Shore Corporation Plat C
Subdivision, consisting of four lots to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and
accept the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat
subject to (1) posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required
public improvements and (2) evidence of recording of the final plat of North Shore
Corporation Center Plat V at the Office of the Utah County Recorder. Councilman LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF THE AMERICAN FORK LIBRARY COLLECTION
DEVELOPMENT AND MATERIALS SELECTION POLICY
Sheena Parker explained that the reconsideration committee is composed of members of the Library Board,
as well as several volunteers who sit on the committee. She indicated that any challenged book by a patron
would be considered by the committee. They do not censor the books, but they will look at the request and
make a proposal back to them.
Mayor Thompson asked if the by-laws specify the composition of the committee. Ms. Parker did not think it
was specified, but that was something that could be added. Mayor Thompson fel t that would be valuable.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she served on the committee that drafted this policy; she is anxious for
them to approve it. She stated that it protects the rights of the first amendment, which allows us to express
ourselves and have access to information. The evaluation of the collections is another important provision of
the policy, which provides the Library Board the ability for long-range planning.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt the Library Collection Development Policy with the
provision that they spell out the composition of the reconsideration committee in the By-Laws.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron commented that there is some interesting balancing that takes place; the free speech
rights of the author, of the public, and the public's ability to express concern of the reading materials.
Mayor Thompson clarified that other libraries have this policy. Ms. Parker stated that the State requires this.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the reconsideration committee also reassigns locations of books if they
find that necessary.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS rNCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS AND TASK
ORDERS
City Council Minutes- June 12, 2007
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There is a change order with regard to the Center Street Trail Preconstruction Engineering in the amount of
$12,052.44.
Mr. Denney explained that this is a contract with MW Brown Engineering who is doing the design on the
Center Street Trail. Part of the change order has to do with the outcome of the public hearings that were held
at the library. Mr. Denney stated that they are now almost ready to do the design study report. He further
explained that the majority of the modification will be paid through federal funds; the local match is
approximately $816.
Ms. Jensen indicated that they could find the money for the modification.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the change order in the amount of $12,052.44 for the Center
Street Trail Preconstruction Engineering. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that she would like to see the maps of the proposed trail.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
The meeting adjourned at 9:54p.m.

.
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Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 14,2007
SPECIAL SESSION & AGENDA
The American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on June 14, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
Discussion and action on an appointment to fill the Council seat vacated by Councilman
Jimmie Cates thru 2007 and issuance of the Oath of Office.
Adjournment.
Dated this 5 day of June, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL l\1EETING MINUTES
JUNE 14, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on June 14, 2007, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers
Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Police
Chief Lance Call, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Terilyn Lurker, Austin Miller, Linda
Walton, Marie Adams, Rebecca Staten, David Rodeback, Barbara Christiansen, Mr. & Mrs.
Steele, George E . Brown Jr. , Ginger Hunter, Mr. & Mrs. Gary Jensen, Mr. & Mrs. Ernie John,
and Sherry Kramer.
Applicants present included George E. Brown Jr., Ginger Hunter, Gary A. Jensen, Deborah John,
and Sherry Kramer. Steven Brent Stoker was absent.
Ginger Hunter led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Gary A Jensen offered a prayer.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON AN APPOINTJ\1ENT TO FILL THE COUNCIL SEAT
VACATED BY COUNCILMAN JIMMJE CATES THRU 2007 AND ISSUANCE OF THE
OATH OF OFFICE
Mayor Thompson noted that today was Flag Day. He explained that this day was celebrated as
Flag Day because in 1777, the Continental Congress first adopted the Flag. It was observed off
and on until in 1916 President Woodrow Wilson proclaimed it a National Holiday for just 1916.
It was then observed sporadically and some states observed it on a regular basis. Under
President Harry S. Truman, in 1947 a law was passed stating that this was a National Holiday
and it had been observed since 1947. It was patriotism, it was our heritage, and it was our values
that we stand for. Those were the reasons for Flay Day. He was delighted that they could take
this action on Flag Day.
Mayor Thompson explained the process that had been gone through was outlined in the State
Code in 20A-l-51 0 including posting notice and establishing a date for interested persons to
submit by. There was a presentation by the applicants at Tuesday' s City Council meeting and
they assessed them. If the vacancy was filled prior to 30 days since the vacancy existed, it was
by action ofthe Council like any other action, through a motion and vote. If it was after 30 days
it was a different process. There needed to be three out of the four votes for a motion to pass.
He asked if there was a motion.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he had a motion and a brief comment. Beforehand he
acknowledged the present service and dedication ofDeLene Cates wife of former Councilman
Jimmie Cates whom they all missed. They appreciate those that have applied and have gone
through the process. He commented that he had been through that process as they had . It took a
lot of courage to come forward, to submit your name, and to make a presentation and to be
subject to a vote. They were impressed by the credentials of the candidates and found them to be
all very capable applicants with each having something unique to give the community. They

encouraged each not selected to become more involved in community affairs as a volunteer in
some capacity.

Councilman LeBaron moved pursuant to Utah Code Section 20A-1-510 that Sherry
Kramer be appointed as an interim City Councilmember for American Fork City to serve
through December 31, 2007. Further, that Sherry Kramer be administered the Oath of
Office by City Recorder Richard Colborn, and thereafter, that she say a few words before
taking her seat among her welcoming colleagues on the Council. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs commented that he would like to vote for all six ofthem.
Mayor Thompson noted that could be a long process.
Councilman Gunther commented pursuant to his second, that he had known several of the
candidates for many years and had met two of them more recently and he had been impressed
with each of their desires to be of service to the community. Those that are not chosen, he
encouraged them to continue to volunteer their services to the community. He added that it was
impressive to him that most of the candidates that he spoke with indicated that one of the
primary reasons they were throwing their hat into the ring was because of the respect they had
for Jimmie and that he was a role model for them. Councilman Gunther added that he was a role
model for all.

All were in favor of the motion.
Sherry Kramer carne forward and was issued the Oath of Office by City Recorder Richard
Colborn.
Council member Sherry Kramer expressed her thanks for the vote of confidence. She was
honored and humbled to be chosen for this position to fill in for Councilman Cates who was such
a great man. She hoped to honor his memory by being fair and honest and listening to both sides
of an issue as he did . Those were qualities that she appreciated in him. She assured the Council
that she would work hard to get up to speed quickly. There was general applause.
Council member Kramer took her seat at the Council table.
Mayor Thompson thanked the candidates who had applied and who were willing to serve. He
added that they were all very capable people and he hoped they continued to offer their service.
They may be calling them for additional help and service.
Mayor Thompson commented to DeLene Cates that he was sure that Jimmie would be pleased
with this appointment this evening.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilmember Rodeback moved adjournment at 7:44p.m. Councilmember Kramer
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
(h .
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Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
.TUNE 21,2007
"AMENDED - NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, June 21,2007, in the American Fork City Administration Offices, 51 East Main,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Report on secondary irrigation. - John Schiess
Discussion of an Interlocal Agreement with Highland City regarding the debris basing at
the mouth of the canyon. - Sta8
Discussion of an Interlocal Agreement with Highland City regarding water shares and
usage. - StafS
Discussion of long range planning for the Fitness Center and Recreation. - StafS
Discussion of long range planning for the Cemetery. - StafS
Review of the City's animal control ordinance. - StafS
Review of legal counsel services. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of appointments to the Board of Adjustments. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of sexual oriented businesses. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of items for the upcoming June 26, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 19 day of June, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

A.MERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 21,2007
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, June 21, 2007, in the American Fork City Administration Ofices, 51 East Main,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:

WORK SESSION
Report on secondary irrigation. - John Schiess
Discussion of an Interlocal Agreement with Highland City regarding the debris basing at
the mouth of the canyon. - StafS
Discussion of an Interlocal Agreement with Highland City regarding water shares and
usage. -Staff
Discussion of long range planning for the Fitness Center and Recreation. - Stclff
Discussion of long range planning for the Cemetery. - StaJf
Review of the City's animal control ordinance. - Sta8
Review of legal counsel services. - Mayor 77zompson
Discussion of appointments to the Board of Adjustments. -Mayor Ehompsocz
Discussion of items for the upcoming June 26, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.
Dated this 18 day of June, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 21' 2007
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, June 21, 2007, in the
American Fork City Administration Offices, 51 East Main, commencing at 3:32p.m. Those
present included Mayor Heber Th01npson, and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi
Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Richard
Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Derric Rykert, John Schiess, Police Chief Lance Call, Linda Walton,
Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh, Rob Autrey, Kasey Wright, Barbara Christensen, Ray Garrett,
A.J. Epperson, and Debbie Lauret.
REPORT ON SECONDARY IRRJGATION -John Schiess
John Schiess reported that there was now an approved agreement between the City and the
American Fork Irrigation Company (AFIC). Two other agreements with Highland City are
scheduled to be discussed later in this meeting. The focus at this meeting was on a particular
location for a lower reservoir in the vicinity of the Tri-City Golf Course. There were three
locations that were on ground that the City owned .
Qntion # l. This location was north of the race track where the current rodeo arena was. There
was the opportunity for building lots between the race track and 200 East Street.
Option #2 . This location was on top where the riding club horse stables were. There was
opportunity for building lots to the south.
Option #3. This location was on top to the south of Option #2 and directly west of the
grandstands for the race track.
Councilmember Rodeback asked for an explanation of what a reservoir was.
John Schiess answered that in this case a secondary reservoir was a pond where there was a
constant flow coming in and water going out as it was used . The level of the pond would be
going up and down. It would be open water with sloping sides. There would be a little berming
of the sides .. It would be approximately 20 feet deep .
Councilman Storrs noted that it would be similar to Lehi's that was located on 6800 West, just
south of the Equestrian Park.
Schiess commented that Highland's was at the mouth of American Fork Canyon and was
similar.

l\l[r_

Councilman Gunther expressed that it needed to be fenced and it should also be landscaped.
Council member Kramer asked that some type of fencing other than chain link be considered.

John Schiess answered that it could be something else. It was just how much they wanted to
spend.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that she had seen many reservoirs that were assets to the
community.
John Schiess explained that the City was looking for property for a lot of other uses. The Riding
Club was involved in this area. There were competing ideas for this ground.
John Schiess showed the following comparison chart:
Options

Construction Costs

Potential Net Land Sales

Total Costs

#1
#2
#3
#4

$10,794,985
9,808,349
9,712,213
13,269,237

$4,391,265
2,136,366
2, 129,154
5,464,948

$6,403,720
7,671,982
7,583,058
7,804,289

Option #4 was an off-site location currently not owned by the City.
There were pressure issues. He showed the following additional information:
,.... Option# I has the lowest pressure (30 psi lower than culinary)
..... Option #2 has the highest pressure (15 psi lower than culinary)
...,. Option #3 mid range pressure (20 psi lower than culinary)
Option #1 would require modification to most sprinkler systems to make it work. Option #2
would require very few modifications. Option #3 was a mid-range approach.
Howard Denney asked the original cost for the lower reservoir.
Mr. Schiess did not have those figures in front of him, but the costs included in the chart
included the transmission line costs from the mouth of the canyon and transmission lines from
this reservoir down into the City. The cost of the reservoir was about $2 to $3 milJion .
Councilman Gunther liked Option #1 the best from a development standpoint, but with the
pressure issue, Option #2 was better. There was also the extension of 9600 North to the east that
was being looked at, but thought it was still out there some time.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Golf Course Committee had looked at this and if they had a
preference.
John Schiess responded that they had not The staff and at least the president of the committee
liked any of the options that were off of the golf course.
Mayor Thompson commented that earlier options discussed the use of some of the ponds at the
golf course and to expand those.
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Councilmember Kramer asked the size of the possible development lots shown.
Mr. Schiess answered that they were consistent with the Rl-9000 zone.
Councilrnember Kramer suggested that they bump the size of those lots up a little.
Mr. Schiess agreed that the City would probably want larger lots .

Mayor Thompson did not think that the City wanted any option except the one that would
provide the highest pressure.
Howard Denney stated that this was best location.
Mr. Schiess explained, hydraulically, why these locations were the best. He pointed out that the
main ditch came into this area. The turnout from the Murdock Canal would flow into that ditch
and easily would be delivered to the reservoir site.
Option #4 was between 100 East and 200 East, just west of Option #3. The City owned some of
it but they would need to purchase about an acre from Kay Robinson.
Counciltnember Kramer asked what the pressure would be coming from that location .

Mr. Schiess answered that it would be about a 17 psi difference.
Councilman LeBaron asked about public access to the reservoir.
Mr. Schiess responded that there would be no public access for safety reasons.

Councilman LeBaron noted that wakeboarding and water skiing ponds that were about five to six
feet deep were very attractive in private or semi-private Planned Developments.
John Schiess explained that Spanish Fork has left one side of their reservoir a sandy beach on
one side, and stocked it with fish and left it open. There were some safety issues, but that was
what they decided to do in Spanish Fork.
A.J . Epperson asked ifthe City had any interest in preserving the Riding Club. He understood
that land was given to the State in the 1940's for the Riding Club and the stables, rodeo grounds,
the track, and the grandstand was built by the Riding Club. They had a 99-year lease at one time.
The Riding Club tried to re up the lease in 1997 and 2002.
Councilman Gunther answered that he had not seen a 99-year lease. He had seen a 10-year lease
in the 70's or 80 s. He commented that from a practical standpoint the City was pretty tight
financially and this was valuable property.
1

Mr. Epperson noted that there was funding for some people. Every niche and group was
welco1ned in the City and had their little area. He asked that they have an option to retain an
area. It was used seven days a week, everyday and was used more than some parks. He asked if
the Riding Club was expendable.
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Councilman LeBaron asked to see the Riding Club Charter and membership list.
Melanie Marsh noted that A.J. Epperson had shared that with Mayor Thompson, Howard
Denney, and herself
Councilman LeBaron stated that his information was that it was used rarely. It needed to be
studied.
Mayor Thompson explained that the layout of lots was just feasibility . There were no plans at
this time to do any of that. They did need to look at long-term. The Riding Club had been
around for a long time and they had a following of those that had that interest. The City needed
to look at the value of the property to the community. The location of the reservoir was key to
the kind of secondary system that they would have.
Council member Kramer was open to look at possibly preserving the stables by utilizing Option
#4, between 100 East and 200 East.
Councilman Storrs asked if the Riding Club used the County's Equestrian Park at all .
A.J. Epperson stated that there was a cost to use it and everyday was booked up a month in
advance . Without the American Fork facility he could not have his three race horses.
Mayor Thompson noted that the real value was the ability to board horses .
Councilman Storrs explained that the City had budgeted money to the Equestrian Park so City
residents could utilize it.
A.J . Epperson stated that he had never used the Equestrian Park because there was the American
Fork facility. Their biggest fear was the elimination of the ability to board horses . They have
cooperated with the golf course and done everything in their power to help the citizens and help
the golf course.
Mayor Thompson felt they had a good perspective.
John Schiess stated that they needed to look at construction costs of the different options. If they
were not going to sell lots Option #2 was the one they needed to look at.
Councilman LeBaron observed that with this project lasting three years, costs were going to
mcrease.
Councilman Gunther asked if these costs of land for the reservoir were covered in the bond.
Mr. Schiess responded that there were.
Option #4 was difficult construction in that it would require straight up and down walls and
about twice the amount of concrete.
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Mayor Thompson commented that they had not found any solutions yet that helped with the
issue of pressure. In order to have adequate pressure for future growth the higher pressure option
was the only choice.
Howard Denney explained that this was one of the critical path elements. Design could not start
without knowing what pressure to design for.
Councilman Gunther commented that the best pressure was Option #2 . His brainstorm idea was
to utilize underutilized property by selling it or developing it into lots to take care of some of the
needs in the City. There were other things the ground could be used for. The Council needed to
decide where they were going to put the reservoir and then decide on what they will do with the
rest of the ground . They could not afford to wait very long on where the reservoir would be.
Ray Garrett noted that they were proposing to purchase 68 acres from the State on the east side.
Howard Denney com1nented that it would take at least two years to get that from the state.
John Schiess added that location was farther away from the Murdock Canal.
Council member Kramer asked why using the ponds at the golf course was not a good option.
Mr. Schiess stated that they would be at about 5 psi less pressure than Option# 1.
Councilman Gunther stated that John Schiess had convinced him that Option #2 was the place it
needed to go.
Mayor Thompson asked if it could be moved to the south a little.
Howard Denney explained that there was an existing 20-inch culinary water pipe that went just
to the south of it .
John Schiess explained that there was room to move the reservoir about twenty feet to the south .
Councilman Gunther asked about moving it west to the roadway.

Mr. Schiess responded that there was some room to the west that was right-of-way that was in
the name of Highland City. They could look at that.
AJ. Epperson asked why they could not have just one pond at the mouth of the canyon .
John Schiess answered that the pipe size required would need to be a 60-inch instead of a 36inch pipe. It would be a great expense.

M_r. Epperson asked if the cost of a second reservoir would be greater that the cost of the bigger
ptpe.
Mr. Schiess answered that he would have to run those numbers. If they had just one reservoir at
the mouth of the canyon they would have to pressurize the line out of the Murdock Canal to get
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water up to it. With the second reservoir, it was a gravity flow. With the second reservoir, CUP
water from the Alpine Reach 3 Aqueduct would flow by gravity into it.
Council member Kramer asked if they could trade some lots to Mr. Robinson for the ground
between l 00 East and 200 East so there was not an out of pocket expense.
John Schiess commented that the overall cost on that site was still a lot more.
A.J. Epperson asked about the pressure areas.
Mr. Schiess answered that the complaints regarding low pressure would come from the existing
residents in the area south of the hill to about the railroad tracks on 100 North. New construction
would be able to build for whatever pressure was there.

Howard Denney estimated that lower pressure would result in a homeowner spending about
$1,000 to make the system work
Councilman LeBaron stated that there would be some very unhappy people if they did not have
adequate pressure.
In answer to Council member Kramer's question on water pressure, Howard Denney explained
that most people designed to the maximum pressure. If they could have 10 heads on particular
circuit, that was what they used. With a lower pressure, they may only be able to have 8 heads
and they would have to go in and make that change for each circuit that they had.
Mayor Thompson would be happy using the one suggestion with the possibility of negotiating
with Highland in making it wider and shorten it up .
Councilman Storrs was okay with Option #2 and using the property for other development or for
the Riding Club . The higher pressure was needed.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that with that option they may need to relocate the stables.

A.l Epperson stated that they were fine with relocating the stables. The current stables had
about $85,000 in concrete. They could relocate below but they wanted to be assured that they
would be able to continue to operate. There were 3 7 stables and five tack rooms.
Councilman Gunther liked Option #2 with communicating with Highland City about the right-ofway. The other thing the Council needed to do was to decide what to do with the remainder of
the ground.
Derric Rykert commented that he had met with the Recreation Director from. Spanish Fork who
repmted to him that they liked their reservoir. They fish, swim, and have BBQ facilities. It was
part of their park system.
John Schiess noted that this pond would be much smaller and the level would go up and down.
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Council member Rodeback explained that she was from the State of Washington and they did not
consider it a park unless it had a lake.
A.J. Epperson stated that if there was anything the Riding Club could do, they would like to help.
DISCUSSION OF AN INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT WITH ffiGHLAND CITY
REGARDING WATER SHARES AND USAGE -Staff
John Schiess distributed this agreement and the one for the following agenda item. In this
agreement, items included:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Recitals
AFIC water use
AF/ AFIC agreement
Weir structure
AFIC water delivery in Highland
AFIC share limit in Highland
Make whole
Segregation protest
Cost participation
Water delivery coordination
Water exchanges . A second version on this item was presented.
Developmental Center water shares
Ordinance and permit cooperation

Howard Denney noted that with a piped system, flood control became more difficult
John Schiess stated that the City's water attorney Mr. Hartvigsen was fine with both agreements .
DISCUSSION OF AN INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT WITH IDGHLAND CITY
REGARDING THE DEBRJS BASIN AT THE MOUTH OF THE CANYON -Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that American Fork and Highland City were going to send an offer letter
to the County for the purchase of the debris basin. He asked the Council to review both
agreements as they would need to act on them soon.
Mayor Thmnpson thanked Mr. Schiess for the update.
REVIEW OF THE CITY'S ANIMAL CONTROL ORDINANCE -Staff
Mayor Thompson understood that the draft showed that it needed to wrap up some enforcement
Issues.
Legal Counsel Kasey Wright answered that was probably correct.
The Council discussed the draft Ordinance and the need for specific enforcement remedies.
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Council members LeBaron, Rodeback and Storrs were ready to take action and to have it placed
on the agenda.
Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Wright if it was something that he could have ready for Tuesday
night's Council meeting.

Mr. Wright responded, absolutely .
Mayor Thompson asked that the agenda be amended to include this item.

REVIEW OF LEGAL COUNSEL SERVICES -Mavor Thompson
Mayor Thompson asked the Council review the proposal provided by Hansen & Wright. He
thought it to be reasonable.
Kasey Wright explained that he envisioned himself as being the main contact. The buck would
stop with him. The advantage with the firm was that there was always someone who could
respond, even if he was out of town. Melissa Mellor would work with him .
Mayor Thompson commented that this was not unusual. They already had separate legal counsel
for human resource issues and water issues.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they did this with any other cities.
Kasey Wright responded that they did not do municipal work with any other cities. They did on
the criminal side. There could be a lot of discussion on using 'in house' versus ' out house'
attorneys . This model was used by other cities. It was not unique. It could be set up however
the Council wanted . The Council discussed various scenarios. Mr. Wright noted that he had
been practicing for six years. Tucker Hansen had handled the criminal side of things for some
time for the City.
Mayor Thompson stated that there would be more discussion at the July 5, 2007, work session.
He explained that the City had a review board with other City Attorneys and Melanie Marsh and
himself to interview candidates and they all came in with very little City experience. This would
be on the July 10, 2007, City Council agenda for action.
Councilman LeBaron was good with that approach .

DISCUSSION OF SEXUAL ORIENTED BUSINESSES -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thmnpson explained that the City had no ordinance to deal with Sexual Oriented
Businesses currently . Local government can regulate this in some ways. Lindon City ' s SOB
Ordinance was provided. It had a lot of detail.
Kasey Wright noted that there were two ways to control these types of businesses and that was
through zoning or licensing or both. Some of the issues included secondary effects like loitering,
crime) and crowds that may gather. Time, place and manner can be limited. Discussion was had
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on various types of options. Mr. Wright explained that he helped with the Lindon Ordinance and
knew there was a lot of research done.
Mayor Thompson stated that they would review this and cover it at a later work session.
Kasey Wright will provide a draft for American Fork.
Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Wright to work with City Planner Rod Despain on the zoning
portion . It needed to be a joint effort.

DISCUSSION OF LONG RANGE PLANNING FOR THE FITNESS CENTER AND
RECREATION -Staff
Recreation Director Derric Rykert gave the Mission Statetnent:
"Provide quality, affordable, comprehensive facilities, programs, activities and services
that contribute to the health well-being and social development of our community and
surrounding communities."
Mr. Rykert explained that the recommendations that will be provided came from himself, the
staff) interaction with patrons, and citizens. Before any finalization of a long range plan, he
requested the help of a professional firm .

Derric Rykert provided pictures of the parking lots that showed that the south parking lot was
being used as well as the school district parking lot. Parking also impacted residents in the area
as patrons were parking on the street. He noted the following :
Parking at the Fitness Center
D

0
0
D

D

0
0
D

0

Expansion committee knew parking was an issue that would need to be addressed in the
near future.
Worn out our welcome in the AJpine School District parking lot. Anticipate future
limited use.
Staff are utilizing alternate parking locations.
Summer traffic utilizing the seasonal, south parking lot, still have cars on the street,
Alpine lot .
Convenience issue: Research shows convenience is one of the top values patrons place
on using a fitness center or using other options. We do lose patrons & revenue due to
lack of parking.
Would still allow for future expansion of fitness center if or when it happened. Allows
for several different options of area usage.
Fall, Winter, Spring: 79 existing stalls; need: 140
Summer: 175 existing stalls; need : 240
Opposition/Support of parking/cemetery: Have received complaints, opinions, concerns
and support.

Parking Options
9

0
D

0

A:
B:
C:

Do Nothing, leave things as they are.
Relocate the pony field to the Art Dye Complex, convert field into parking.
Re construct access to south lot for year round access

The Council discussed using the old entrance again.
D

D:

Relocate horse shoe pits, utilize west side; This plan requires some public
relations work and consideration for the Jensen Family. I have not yet pursued
these avenues, pending interest in this option. (Additional 55 to 75 spaces)

Councilman Storrs did not think that they should mess with relocating the horse shoe pits again.
Council member Rodeback reported that was the same feelings expressed by Parks
Superintendent Cal Houghton.
Councilman LeBaron noted that there was special clay for the pits.
0

E:

Multi Level Parking Garage.

Derric Rykert reported that a majority of the staff were parking in areas other than the north
parking lot
Councilman Gunther thought there to be a million dollars in the ground and improvements for
the Bus Manning Field. A multi level parking garage would probably cost $8?000 to $10,000 a
space. For 70 spaces, $700,000 was cheaper than destroying the field and installing parking
there.
Items or Issues that need to be addressed and considered before expansion of facilities
0

What's Hot? What are the current trends in fitness and recreation?

They were constantly changing
0

What are our neighbors doing? What else has/is being built in/around our community?

Alpine, Highland and Cedar Hills were doing a feasibility study for a Fitness Center. If they
build a large facility with a competition pool, that would eliminate some of A1nerican Fork's
needs.
D

Construction and operating costs

These costs were continually going up.
0

Capacity of existing site(s)?

No more room at the Bus Manning Field.
Importance of Fitness, Recreation & Parks
10

0
0
0

These programs and facilities are a major component in the health, fitness and well being
of our com1nunity, state and nation.
These programs, facilities, parks, etc. in one way or another reach into every household in
A1nerican Fork and our surrounding communities.
We impact the quality of life of our residents by what we do now, what we plan for and
what we commit to

Mayor Thompson asked if the Parks and Recreation Committee had looked at this .
Derric Rykert answered that they had not.
Counc1lman LeBaron responded that they had not specifically, but generally they had talked
about some of these things .
Derric Rykert continued that the committee wanted the completion of the Art Dye Sports
Complex and the completion of the Parks Task Force recommendations.
Long Range Planning
0

1 to 5 year plan:

•
•
•
•
•

•

At least two (2) fu11 size gymnasiums
Multi Purpose room
Permanent structure over competition pool-?
Pavilions, tables, BBQ' s for rental, patron usage
Completion of Art Dye Sports Complex : including lighting of all fields, fixing of
roads in/out of park, new concessions stand, scoreboards and other improvements
as needed
Acquisition of property "south of the freeway" for future sports complexessoccer, baseball, football, etc.

Councilman LeBaron noted that little leagues were expanding faster than the older leagues.
Councihnember Rodeback commented that unless revenues came in better, these plans were just
pipe dreams.
Councilman Gunther asked if American Fork wanted to be the sports capital of the world and
continue to pour money into recreation, or did they want a balance by putting some money into
the arts and the performing arts.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that a lot of this was in response to demand from the citizens.
He thought that the survey would help in this . Young families were going to want soccer fields,
recital halls, and all of that.
Councilman Storrs noted that the Greenwood Park was donated.
Councihnember Rodeback commented that she could not turn her kids out to go to a park by
themselves because the streets were too congested.
1]

Council member Kramer observed that in Highland they had three things into one. They had a
trail in a neighborhood, and a detention pond that was a soccer field. That would be·nice to
require a developer to give that kind of land.
Councilmember Rodeback again pointed out that there was not funding coming in fast enough to
fund all these things. The Council would need to decide on timing and funding .
•
•
•

Completion of the Parks Task Force recommendations on all city parks
Tennis Courts
Trails System

Derri c Rykert stated that this was the need as he saw it in his department.
0

6 to 10 years :
•
Completion of Sports Complex "south of freeway"
Indoor Field house (utilizing pool bubble)
•
•
Rock Climbing/Bouldering
•
lee Rink-Public skate, hockey, figure skating, etc .
•
Eight lane competition pool

0

In SUtnmary:
•
These are good struggles/opportunities to have. Our citizens are getting out and
active. Our community as a whole is healthier and enjoys a higher quality of life
as we provide these improved facilities and services.

Mayor Thompson asked the Council if they had any particular instructions on the parking issues.
People that had contacted him did not want to see the ball fields taken away.
Councihnan LeBaron noted that when those fields went in there were many calls regarding noise
and the lights .
Councilmember Rodeback envisioned a parking garage to the south and the fitness center
building, up.
Councilman LeBaron asked about the YMCA on the Vintaro property.
Mayor Thompson answered that they had a lot of groundwork to do, but they said it was still
com mg.
Councilman LeBaron asked to see some of the participatory numbers in the recreation programs.
DISCUSSION OF LONG RANGE PLANNING FOR THE CEMETERY -Staff
City Sexton Ray Garrett stated that the Filly Field was not an option for cemetery property as it
was just a band aid approach. They needed to do something permanent He presented the
Cemetery Department Mission Statement.
12

awe will provide a clean and beautiful environment which will bring peace and comfort.
We will have a staff that is kind and understanding. The grounds will be kept at a high
standard, neat and trim, with beautiful flower gardens so that one can experience many
emotions of tears, happiness and joy. As family members leave they will have
confidence knowing that their loved ones will be taken care of"

Mr. Garrett expressed that as a Cemetery Staff they were committed to this Mission Statement.
Statistics
Average number ofburials per year
Number ofburial spaces available
New section of Cemetery (Devereaux land)
(We will be using this area this area for burials as weJl as
temporary soil storage)
1993-1998 average yearly lot sales (before moratorium

150
150
500 spaces

207*

*With the rate of207lots sold per year it would take 4.9 years to seJl an acre of land.
However, it has been estimated that American Fork will reach a population of70,000 by
203 7. We expect that with this type of population growth, it will only take 2-21,12 years to
sell an acre of land.
Mr . Garrett noted that his lead man, Brian Chipman, will be leaving as of July 1, 2007, to work
for Roosevelt City.
2007 Goals- Land Acquisition

Mr. Garrett discussed land purchase options including:
68.28 at the Developmental Center. (This would serve the needs for 173.4 years
based on 400 lots per year.) Would also provide soil storage for all of the City. This
was the Sexton's preference.
35 .09 east of the LDS Temple. (89 years)
3 1. 78 acres including the Race Track and land on top west of the Race Track. (81
years)
10.4 acres at the Miller Park on 150 West. (26 years)
15 .6 acres on the Bromley/Beck property. (39.7 years)
Councilman Storrs noted that MaJcolm Beck was of help in the past in getting property from the
State.
Ray Garrett commented that the ground south of the freeway had a high water table and would
not be an option unless a lot of fill was brought in. He continued that they filled a one-ton truck
twice when they dug a grave. The farther away they were to a location of soil storage, it would
add a lot of time to the digging of each grave. Locations were discussed including area to the
west of the extended parking lot for the amphitheater. He made it clear that they needed ground .
It needed to be clear to the State Representatives that ground was needed.
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Mayor Thompson would get a meeting with Representatives John Dougall and Ken Sumsion and
members of the Cemetery Committee. He invited Councilmember Kramer to be a part of that
meeting.
Ray Garrett asked who had been assigned. Mayor Thompson stated that they were working on
appointments.
PRESENTATION OF NEEDS
Rob Autrey gave the following American Fork statistics:
24th most populous City in the State and moving up fast but was being passed by
both Lehi and Pleasant Grove.
105 linear miles of roads
205 acres of park
5362 acres
8.38 square miles
8797 acres at build out
We were at 60 percent of build out now, as per the City's annexation declaration
At public works there were currently 14 offices. They were bringing on new persons in the
stonn water, pressurized irrigation, sewer and a new engineer, along with a new GIS CAD
person. There were two offices on south side of the complex but there was no parking or a
meeting place. Four of those new persons would be meeting with the public daily.
The road department currently had a storage area of. 80 of an acre in two parts, along the river
and south of200 North. The church located there allowed them to go over their property to get
to the second piece of property further to the south.
Mayor Thompson felt that if that church could relocate it would be of value for the City.
Rob Autrey explained that with a 100 by 100 salt dome and parking for trucks and storage bins
for salt, road base, and reclaimed asphalt they needed at least three acres . They needed a
location to provide for the containment of the material that was not now happening.
Council member Rodeback asked if this was for new material or for dumping.
Howard Denney answered that it was not dumping. They needed to get some of this material
inside.
Mr. Autrey explained that the culinary water department currently had three bays. They needed
a 1O-wheel dump truck. They needed a staging area to lay out piping and to work on water
tneters. In five to ten years they would like to get a second backhoe and three more employees
along with a smaller second sucker truck. They also needed about a half acre of storage space.
Mayor Thompson asked for the total area needed.
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Mr. Autrey answered that it was six acres . He reported that they went to the Lehi City water

department. They had building with a little over 10,000 square feet including about 2,000 square
feet for offices.
Councihnember Rodeback asked about a place so they would not have to dump at Art Dye.
Mr. Autrey responded that the acreage included about two acres for spoilage.

Mayor Thompson asked Howard Denney for a proposal from public works with some good
options.
Councilman Gunther would be talking with Rob Autrey and Howard Denney about some of the
needs and looking at funding options.
Mr. Autrey felt that they may need to decentralize public works departments.
Councilmetnber Kramer retninded them that the acreage near the golf course was prime real
estate.
DISCUSSION OF APPOINTMENTS TO THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS -Mayor

Thompson
There was no discussion on this item .
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING ruNE 26. 2007. CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
There was no discussion on this item.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 6:40p.m.

kfh.tll
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
.TUNE 21,2007
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in special session on June
21,2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 8:00 p.m.
The Agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
Receiving of public comment regarding the City Budget for fiscal year ending June
30,2008.
SPECIAL SESSION
Review and action on a Resolution establishing the Certified Tax Rate for fiscal year
ending June 30,2008. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the City's Budget for fiscal year ending June
30,2008. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the City's Capital Improvement Budget for
fiscal year ending June 30,2008. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on the Library Internet Policy. -Sheena Parker
Adjournrnent.
Dated this 12 day of June, 2007.

Terilyn G k e r Deputy Recorder

AiviERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 21 ' 2007

ATTACIDVIENT
PUBLIC HEARING-7 :30P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC CO:MNIENT REGARDING THE
CITY BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2008
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on June 21, 2007, in the American Fork City

Hall, commencing at 7:31p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers
Sheny Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present
included Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Derric Rykert, Sheena Parker, Richard Colbom Melanie
Marsh, Kasey Wright, Lori England, Jay Christensen, Arlo Shelley, Glnger Hunter, Barbara
Christiansen, Rebecca Staten, Ralph Glathar, three Scouts and five additional citizens.
Mayor Thompson explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
City budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2008. He turned time to City Finance Officer Cathy Jensen.
Her presentation is provided in these minutes as an ATTACH:MENT.
Cathy Jensen reviewed revenues and noted that the first item was the anticipated $30 million secondary
irrigation water bond that was anticipated in the first phase. The City had a wage study done by the
Hay Group which resulted in some pay increases. There was a full time Arts Council Director
budgeted for .
The Capital Improvement fund had gone down due to completion of the RDA projects. It was added
to for the Courts expansion.
The new Celebration Director was taking a different, less costly direction.
Fitness Center wage study resulted in an increase in operational costs.
The decrease in Perpetual Care was due to the decrease in the sale of cemetery Jots.
Mayor Thompson stated that they expected tnore property taxes from the commercial sector. Smne
assessments had not been done in a prompt manner.
Cathy Jensen cotnmented that in speaking with the County, they thought the Assessor was further
along in commercial assessments than they were.
Mayor Thmnpson noted that Cathy Jensen began this budget process in January with Council
participation since March. They looked at needs and justifications.
Councilman Gunther asked if there was funding for the public works offices.
Cathy Jensen responded that the budget was there for that. It may need to be increased when that time
came.
1

Mayor Thmnpson noted that this budget was really distorted because of the $30 tnillion in bonds for
the ftrst phase of the secondary irrigation.
Mayor Thompson asked if there were comments from the public.
Rebecca Staten suggested that under expenditures it should read Planning Department rather than
Planning Conunission.
Mayor Thompson answered that they had meant to make that change.
Cathy Jensen reviewed expenditures.
Councilman Gunther noted that they would be able to earn interest on the bonds before they had to
expend the1n.
Councilmember Rodeback added that it would help defray inflation costs.
Mayor Thompson noted that debt service was principal, interest and paying agent fees.
He asked if there was additional input from the public.
Ralph Glather was glad to see the increase in the senior citizen program.
Rebecca Staten asked if there was anything in the budget to get 560 West over the railroad tracks to
Pacific Drive, and could they do something for weed control in the parks.
Cathy Jensen stated that there was weed whipping in the parks budget.
Ms. Staten stated that the grass was going to get overrun with weeds, particularly in Spring Hollow
Park.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that she asked Parks Superintendent Cal Houghton about that
about a year ago and she was assured that the grass would overtake the weeds.
With regard to the extension of 1120 North Street west to 900 West, Councilmember Kramer felt
should be done first as she thought it would eliminate a lot of traffic down 560 West.
Allison Dean asked about road construction on 100 East.
Mayor Thompson stated that was resurfacing of the road.
Allison Dean asked if they would have to do it again after the secondary irrigation system was installed.
Councilmember Rodeback stated it was a UDOT road. The City informed them of the plans for
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secondary inigation.
Ms. Dean reported that there were three cui-de-sacs on Knob Hill that had not been paved forever.
She wanted to get them paved. She had left messages at public works.
Howard Dermey stated that the City was paving by priority. They had an inventory of roads. It
depended on how much traffic was on that road. They needed more funding. Because of the lack of
traffic in cui-de-sacs and side roads, those generally had to wait. There was a reconunendation out
there not to overlay, but to chip seal only and then rebuild.
Mayor Thompson asked if there was increase in funding for roads.
Cathy Jensen responded that there was $200,000 in the current road budget and in the open budget
period on Tuesday there would be more added . They would be finishing up the road impact fee
shortly. She hoped to include an additional $300,000.
Allison Dean asked if cul-de-sacs were included.
Mayor Thompson answered that it would still depend on where it fell in the priority list.
Allison Dean stated that in the winter the snow plows did not come through and neither did garbage
collection.
Councilman Gunther reported that he had citizens talk to him about their roads also. It was a general
challenge in the City. More funds were needed and he was not sure what the answers were. He added
that the County had not reassessed property values on the commercial side. There were two financial
institutions that he watched pretty carefully at The Meadows. They had prime locations. They had
very low assessments. He would be meeting with the County Assessor to express the damage done to
American Fork City.
Councilman LeBaron stated that they were placing more emphasis on holding developers responsible
for building good roads.
Councilman Gunther commented that if they resurfaced all of the roadways after the secondary
irrigation was installed it would be about $19 million more. Roadways were a challenging money
lSSUC.

Rebecca Staten asked how much further out 1 120 North Street was.
:Howard Denney responded that it would be about two years. The City was being advised by their
engineering company that it needed to bring fill material ~ fill it up and see if it sank. Then all that
material would need to be taken out and then proper road base brought in.
Arlo Shelley comJnented that eight months ago the process on the secondary irrigation was started. It
has been two-thirds of a year since the bond had passed and there was no physical evidence that
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anything had been done. Inflation would eat $5 to $8 million, if it took a full three years to build the
system.
Mayor Thmnpson stated that there was a significant inflation factor built in.
Arlo Shelley continued that it allowed for the waste of money that did not need to happen if the
timeframe could be sped up.
Mayor Thompson noted that was a good observation.

Mr. Shelley stated that American Fork had one of the best water systems. The American Fork
Cemetery had come a long way and people working at the cemetery were doing an excellent job,
except for "monument" on First West. With full three years, there would be a loss of funds that was
not needed.
Councihnan Gunther answered Mr. Shelley that the secondary system was moving along as fast as it
could. There was a lot of engineering to do and it was now 75 percent complete. There were
agreements to be worked out with the Irrigation Company and Highland City. He appreciated the
cotnment about shortening the time. That had been discussed and if it was feasible it would be done.

Mr. Shelley encouraged the use of many contractors.
Councilman Gunther responded that had been discussed and was being studied. It was not a sitnple
thing.
There being no further comment the hearing concluded at 8:08p.m.
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on June 21 , 2007, in the American Fork
City Hall, comtnencing at 8:08 p.tn. Those present at the public hearing were present at this
meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING THE CERTIFIED TAX
RATE FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2008 - Cathy Jensen
Cathy Jensen stated that this year there would not be a tax increase. The Certified Tax Rate
would be .002213 . The effect ofthat on a $170,000 home was that this year' s property tax
would be $206.92 while last year one would have paid $288 .26. That was a significant decrease.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-06-23R approving the proposed
Certified Tax Rate at .002213 for 2007. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron pointed out that the City has adopted the County's proposed rate. The City
could have adopted another rate.
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All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE CITY'S BUDGET FOR
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2008 -Cathy Jensen
The City's Budget and Capital Improvement Budget have been combined into this one Resolution.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-06-24R approving the City's Operating
Budget for fiscal year ending June 30,2008 and that included the Capital Improvement Budget.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilmember Kramer. The motion
carried.

•

Councilinember Kramer explained her abstention was because of her lack of participation in the
budget's preparation.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE CITY'S CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENf BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING ruNE 30, 2008 -Cathy Jensen
This was included in the previous action.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE LIBRARY INTERNET POLICY- Sheena Parker
Library Director Sheena Parker explained that this had been the policy for a several years. Now they
needed to review it every three years and file it with the State. It had been rewritten in the form that
the State recommended. July 1 was the deadline for adoption.
Mayor Thompson asked if it covered the pervasiveness of pornography and those kinds of items
adequately.
Ms. Parker reported that Kevin Bennett had reviewed it in the past and Kasey Wright has recently
reviewed it. She was comfortable that it did what it needed to do.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the American Fork Library Internet and Online
Access Policy and Guidelines as presented. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback pointed that there were four members of the Library Board in attendance
showing their support for this item. They included Sheena Parker, Jean Dewey, Barbara Christiansen,
and Councilinember Rodeback.
Councilman Gunther thanked them for serving.

All were in favor.
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ADJOURNMENT

Councilman LeBaron moved adjournment at 8:15p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 06-21-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 4

AMERICAN FORK CITY
OPERATING BUDGET
FYE JUNE 30, 2008

COMBINED FUNDS
PROPOSED
BUDGET
6/30/2008

APPROVED
BUDGET

~

VARIANCE
INCREASE
(DECREASE)

REVENUES;
GENERAL FUND
SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
ARTS COUNCIL
CAPITAL IMP AND EQUIPMENT
CELEBRATION FUND
DEBT SERVICE
SEWER & WATER FUND
BROADBAND SYSTEM
FITNESS CENTER
PERPETUAL CARE
REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
Total

18,628,000
16,500
216,400
4,759,400
184,100
3,515.100
36,650,600
1,157,800
1.537,300
45.700
945,400
67,656,300

16,564,100
19,300
140,300
6,846 ,2 00
209,600
3,581,600
6,160,300
2,350,400
1,267,500
28,400
962,800
38,130,500

$

EXPENDITURES :
GENERAL FUND
SPECIAL REVENUE FUND
ARTS COUNCIL
CAPITAL IMP AND EQUIPMENT
CELEBRATION FUND
DEBT SERVICE
SEWER & WATER FUND
BROADBAND SYSTEM
FITNESS CENTER
PERPETUAL CARE
REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
TOTAL

18,628,000
16,500
216.400
4.759.400
184,100
3,515 ,100
36,650,600
1,157,800
1,537,300
45,700
945,400
67,656,300

16,564,100
19,300
140,300
6,846 ,200
209,600
3,581,600
6,160,300
2.350,400
1,267,500
28,400
962,800
36,130,500

s

NET INCOME (LOSS)

_s____-

$

ANALYSIS
OF DEPT
VARIANCES

2,063,900
(2.600)
76,100
(2.086,800)
(25,500)
(66,500)
30,490.300
(1 .192,600)
269,800
17,300
(17.400)
29,525,800

12.46%
-14 .51%
54.24%
-30.48%
-12.17%
-1.86%
494 95%
-50.74%
21.29%
60.92%
-1.81%
532.29%

2,063,900
(2,800)
76,100
(2,086,800)
(25,500)
(66,500)
30,490,300
(1.192,600)
269,800
17 .300
(17,400)
29,525,800

12.46%
-14.51%
54 24%
-30.46%
·12.17%
-1.86%
494.95%
-50.74%
21.29%
60.92%
-1.81%
532.29%

s
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 06-21-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 4

CHANGES TO TENATIVE BUDGET
•
•

$15,000 was added to Arts as a grants match.
The employment of aFT (Full-time) Arts Director was moved to July
instead of January. The PT (Part-time) secretary wages were used
to off-set part of this expense.
A piano was added to capital equipment for Arts.
$15,000 was added to parks capital equipment for an additional
truck.
$5 ,000 was added to Parks for parks "furnishings".
A 1% wage adjustment was added to those FT employees who
through the Hay study and employee placement was either stalled in
their range, or exceeded their range.
A FT equipment operator was added to Streets.
Revenues have been up-dated to reflect current projections more
accurately.
Criminal attorney expenses have been adjusted to more accurately
reflect actual expenses .
Operational expenses such as utilities line-items have been
adjusted based on up-dated projections.
PropertY. tax revenue has been updated to more closely approximate
the certified tax rate.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW FULL-TIME BUDGETED POSITIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreation (Recreation Coordinator)
Cemetery (Groundskeeper)
Arts (Director)
Water (Engineer)
Water (Water Operator I)
Secondary (PI Specialist)
Engineering (City Engineer)
Literacy (Director)
Inspections (Building Inspector I)
Sewer (Sewer Specialist)
Streets (Equipment Operator)
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 06-21-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 3 OF 4

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT/PROJECTS
Trucks (5)
Dump Trucks (2)
Expansion of Sprinkler System
Enclosed Cabs
Bobcat Buy-out
Sod Cutter
Sprayer/Leaf Vacuum
Mower Lease
Boat Harbor Property
Mower
Mule/Mule Plow
Copy Machines (2)/ Fax
Cemetery Expansion
Sign Truck
Computers, Laptops, Software
Cemetery Air Conditioning system
Sr. Citizen Kitchen Re-model
Tri City Golf Course Land Purchase
Tri City Golf Course Irrigation System
Computer Replacement
Emergency Equipment

Public Works Basement
Dorm Rooms-Fire Station
Van Lease
Diving Board
Life Guard Towers
Boiler for existing pool
Scuba Air Tank Replacement
Extraction Equipment
Air Fill System Upgrade
Fire Truck Lease
Fleet Vehicle Lease
Police Vehicles (7), Set-up
Motorcycle
Radar
Computer Lease
BOO MHz Radios
Internet Lab Computer Upgrade
Library Shelving
T -1 for Phone lines
Scanner
Volleyball Standards
Piano for Arts

CITY-WIDE SOURCES OF
REVENUE

lEI PropertyTax
0 Licenses and Permits
• Lease Pa,ments and Oher Fees
• Msc. Re..enues
JJ C9efational and SeNce Re..erue
•Impact Fees

EJSales Tax
mlntergo-..emment.al Re-.enues
GJCemeteryFees
o Contributions and Transfers
• Fund Surplus
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 06-21-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 4 OF 4

CITY-WIDE EXPENDITURTES BY
FUNCTION

oDebtService

sinter-Fund Transfers

BRDA

IZl Perpatua l Care

OContribution to Fund Balance(s)
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 25,2007
NOTICE OF COUNCIL RETREAT
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a Retreat to be held on
Monday, June 25,2007, at 9039 N. Timphaven Rd., Sundance, Utah, commencing at 3:00 p.m.
The Agenda shall be as follows:

RETREAT
Discussion of Council Assignments; Prioritized Planning Items; and the Strategic Plan.
Adjournment to dinner by 6:45 p.m.
Dated this 21 day of June, 2007.
A

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
""Due to not having water and subsequently no restrooms at the location at Sundance, the
meeting is relocated to:
Harvest Restaurant
Thanksgiving Point
3003 N. Thanksgiving Way
Lehi, Utah
As of 1:30 p.m. June 25,2007.
A

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 25,2007
NOTICE OF COUNCIL RETREAT
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a Retreat to be held on
Monday, June 25,2007, at 9039 N. Timphaven Rd., Sundance, Utah, commencing at 3:00 p.m.
The Agenda shall be as follows:

RETREAT
Discussion of Council Assignments; Prioritized Planning Items; and the Strategic Plan.
Adjournment .to dinner by 6:45 p.m.
Dated this 21 day of June, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AJviERJCAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL :MEETING l\1INUTES
JUNE 25, 2007
RETREAT

The American Fork City Council met in a retreat on June 25, 2007J at the Harvest Restaurant,
Thanksgiving Point, 3003 N. Thanksgiving Way, Lehi, commencing at 3:20p.m. (It had been
previously scheduled to be held at a location at Sundance but was changed due to a broken water
line and subsequently no restroom facilities.) Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson,
Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Also present was City Recorder Richard Colborn.
DISCUSSION OF COUNCIL ASSIGNMENTS : PRIORITIZED PLANNING ITEMS; AND THE
STRATEGIC PLAN
Assignments
Mayor Thompson began by discussing the Council Assignments noting that they were open to
change.
Name

Dept Advisor

Committees/Liaison

Heber Thompson

Police
Fire I EMS
Human Resources
Ad mini strati on

Public Safety
Schools I Education
N . Utah Valley Animal Shelter
Veterans

Ricky Storrs

Public Works

Solid Waste
Neighborhood Development
Finance
Youth Court
Transportation

Shirl LeBaron

Fitness I Recreation
City Attorney

Recreation
Finance
Youth Council
Golf Course
Steel Days

Dale Gunther

Budget
Broadband
Senior Citizens

Finance I Chairman
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown AF
Timp Spec Service Dist

Heidi Rodeback

Library
Arts Council
Public Relations

Arts & Humanities
Beautification I Shade Tree
Literacy

Sherry Kramer

Economic Develop

Economic Development

Planning
Information Tech

Cemetery
Metro Water Board
Historic Preservation
Parks/Trails* (moved from Storrs)
AF Irrigation Co.
Neighbors in Action

Councilman Storrs stated that both Council members Rodeback and Kramer were into the trails
more than he was and suggested that be changed.
Mayor Thompson was good with that and moved Trails from Councilman Storrs and combined it
with Parks under Councilmember Kramer. He added that he had talked with Jim Price who
explained that with the funding as static as it had been that the costs would be much higher and it
might be necessary to consolidate projects.
Councilman LeBaron noted that some communities have a committee called Parks, Trails and
Open Space.
Council member Rodeback thought that the Parks and Recreation Committee had room on their
agenda for those types of discussions. Both Councilman LeBaron and Councilmember
Rodeback attended those meetings.
Councihnan LeBaron noted that they had difficulty in getting parks department people to the
tneeting. The recreation committee was vibrant and was focused on their new Charter.
Mayor Thompson commented that he and Councilman Cates visited the Seniors at their Friday
lunch. Councilman Gunther had the assignment now. He asked for input on other assignments.
Councilman Gunther asked how it would work for Council member Kramer with the American
Fork Irrigation Board and the Metropolitan Water Board.
Cuonciltnan Storrs commented that Councilman Cates had a pitchfork in his truck and he was
always cleaning out ditches.
Mayor Thotnpson noted that Art Estes was the Watermaster and Mike Shumway was the
Secretary-Treasurer. If they needed help they came to the City. The ditches were also a part of
the City's drainage system.
Councilmetnber Rodeback stated that when they first started to investigate a water bond the
irrigation company's intention was to go out of business. Now that it passed that was not the
case.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that there were good members on the irrigation board.

Mayor Thompson asked if there was any advice for Councilmember Kramer at the Cemetery.
They want some land for storage bins. They may be able to get that from a neighbor.
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Councilman Gunther did not think it was a good idea to build permanent storage bins. He
thought that maybe hauling it off was better. There was property west of the amphitheater that
tnight be able to be utilized.
Mayor Thompson noted that the Cemetery needs may be catalyst for other storage needs of the
City. Howard Denney has been charged in coming up with a plan.
Mayor Thompson stated that Cathy Jensen reported that there was about $1,117,000 from the
sale of the old hospital that could be a starter fund for cemetery property.
Councilman Gunther responded that the there was a Resolution of the Council that those funds
should be used to pay down the bonds. He understood that previous Council's could not be
bound . He was one of the architects of that.
Council member Rode back asked if the money would be better spent on cemetery property or
paying down the bonds .
Councilman Gunther thought it would be better used to buy cemetery property. They could
borrow that money from there to buy property and then pay it back.
Mayor Thompson stated that Representative Ken Sumsion had made some inquiries with
Division of Facilities and Construction Management.
Councilman Gunther noted that one of the real estate persons for the State was Allen Lunceford.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the Cetnetery Pageant was coming up. It ought to be under
the Arts CounciL The reason that it wasn't was because the Cetnetery Pageant Committee and
the Arts Council didn't play well together.
Mayor Thompson observed that likely over time, that may come over to the Arts CounciL
Councilman Gunther reported that he had been talking with Howard Denney about their needs
for office space and personnel. He would like to continue those discussions . He was not in favor
of office space being built in the basement of public works .
Mayor Thompson and Councilman Storrs gave encouragement to those discussions continuing.
He discussed more effort in space planning.
Councilman Gunther noted that there was a study done a number of years with regard to those
types of needs by Richardson Architects and that had been provided to Howard Dermey. They
needed an architect or space planner to update that study.
Mayor Thompson wanted someone in public works to be responsible for space needs in their
department.
CounciJmember Kramer would like the space needs to include an alternative for dumping at the
Art Dye Park.
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Councilmember Rodeback suggested that Howard Denney take the Mayor and Councilmember
Kramer on a tour to see the dumping that was as tall as two men.
Councilman Gunther commented that Timpanogos Special Service District was also trying to
buy land.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that Streets Superintendent T.J. Warnick did not want to have
his crew spend the time driving down there.
Council member Kramer did not think the distance was that great.
Councilmember Rodeback did not think there was an Economic Development Committee.
Mayor Thompson felt that something more than Debby Lauret and advisers were needed . There
was nothing currently in pJace.
Mayor Thompson suggested a focus on the action process for the long-range plan by achieving
shorter term objectives and tasks . Input from various sources was important. They have been
presented long term plans for cemetery, fitness center, and public works.
Council member Rodeback was glad to see those presentations last week. She asked if they could
expect the same type of presentation from all departments .
Mayor Thompson answered that they could.
Councihnetnber Rodeback asked if the long range plans were something that the Council
approved.
Mayor Thompson responded that was s01nething they could talk about.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they were five, ten, or thirty year plans.
Mayor Thompson expressed that was something they needed to give some structure to. When
there were some objectives, there needed to be some type of measurement of success. If it
needed to be altered, get it Okayed, and then move forward. He noted the storage bins as an
example.
Councilman Gunther added that it was a great example of alteration .
A' Prioritized Planning Items Discussed
~Pressurized

Water Implementation (Councilman Gunther)

Councilmember Rodeback stated that they did not budget for the public information function .

City Recorder Richard Colborn was asked to look in the tninutes regarding this. Councilman
Gunther would also look into it.
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...,.. Broadband Business Plan (Councilmember Gunther)
Mayor Thompson expressed that this item was still there until it was sold .
...,.. Transportation I Traffic was headed by Councilman Storrs
...,.. 1120 North Extension (Councilman LeBaron)

Councilman LeBaron was surprised to discover that this project was three to five years out.
Councilmember Kramer reported that she had talked to Howard Denney about funding and he
said they needed about $5 million for next year's roads and transportation needs .
Councilman Gunther stated that the dollars needed for roads was staggering. Road impact fees
needed to get approved as soon as possible. He talked about a Special Improvement District.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that there were a lot of inflation costs on these construction
time frames. She commented about using revenue bonds.
Councilman Gunther did not agree .
Mayor Thompson asked Councilman LeBaron to explore some funding options .
...,..100 East 200 South Curve (Councilman Storrs)

Councilman Storrs explained that this was at the north east corner of Greenwood SchooL He
would get with Howard Denney and have him provide an update at a work session.
Councilman Gunther commented that things that were put off didn't go away .
...,.. 500 South 200 East (Councilman Storrs)

Councilman LeBaron asked if there was funding for this area. There was a promise made.
Councilman Storrs stated that the drainage was horrible as well on 400 South 200 East.
Councilman Gunther had asked Streets Superintendent T.J. Warnick to develop a road
maintenance schedule.
Mayor Thompson reminded the Council that they had decided to spread the roads out amongst
the Council.
...,..900 West 700 North (Councilmember Kramer)

Councilmember Kramer noted that this was very important in her neighborhood .
...,.. 50 South 700 East & 1100 East (Counci1member Rodeback)
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~ 1100 East, South to the freeway (Councilmember Rodeback)
Councilman Rodeback noted that a lot of 50 South improvements were interlocal with Pleasant
Grove. Funding for design had been approved. A light was needed at 50 South 1100 East.

Mayor Thompson explained that 1100 East had been approved for state and county participation
through Pleasant Grove. It was high priority.
Councilman Storrs explained that the 50 South 1100 East Intersection was in the jurisdiction of
both Pleasant Grove and American Fork.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was important to make it easy for people to get to the
American Fork Hospital.
~

560 West Crossing (Councilman Gunther)

Mayor Thompson commented that residents periodically came to Council meeting and asked for
560 West to be put through and that they had been promised it for a long time.
Councilman Gunther responded that it was a funding issue. It might be a place for a special
improvement district. Pros and cons of the crossing were discussed. It was thought to be about
$1 million. There were a lot of places for that impact fee to go. Between now and 2008, it was
estimated that road needs were about $14 million .
Mayor Thompson stated that there was something moving ahead with impact fees in the next
couple of weeks . There were some issues with the opening of 560 West and many in favor of
opening it and many that were not.
Councilman Gunther noted that over the next five years, expenses would still be pulling away
from funding .
Council member Rodeback thought it extremely difficult to budget for extremely high expenses
one year and somewhat lower the next.
~City

Organization was headed by Councilman LeBaron

~City

Employee Pay Plan (Mayor Thompson)

Mayor Tho1npson stated that was complete except for the part time employees. They had to
make some adjustment for lifeguards .
Councilman Storrs noted that the study was done and asked if the Council needed to adopt it.
Mayor Thompson did not know, but it was part of the budget. He asked the City Recorder for
conunent.
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Richard Colborn responded that when the study came forward from the Hay Group it came with
a Compensation Philosophy that the Council had not discussed and adopted . The Council had
taken care of e1nployee wages based on that in the budget.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that if it was the philosophy of the Council it needed to be
debated . There was certainly an area of discussion with regard to percentiles and things like that.
Mayor Thompson stated that they had a discussion on this in a budget work session.
Councilman Gunther added that they had discussed how to implement the pay plan. He thought
that the Council ' s responsibility was to adopt the pay plan and philosophy and then how it was
applied was up to the department heads and the Mayor.
Mayor Thompson stated that they needed to adopt this.
Councilmetnber Rodeback asked if performance reviews were happening within all departments .
Mayor Thompson answered that it was but it was off and on.
Councilman LeBaron added that it was training, and they still did not have an HR Policies and
Procedures Manual. There were some fundamental things that needed to be discussed with
regard to organization.
~Development

I Building Turnaround (Councilmember Kramer)

Mayor Thompson explained that this was about the length of time it took to get through the
process. Previously the City had the reputation of being slow and deliberate.
Councilman LeBaron reported that there has started to be a huge cry to get the sensitive lands
plan ready .
Councilmember Rodeback explained the sensitive lands, wetlands, and water table study was
first asked for more than a year ago .
Mayor Thompson noted that the water table south of the freeway fluctuated quite a bit. The
Planning Commission will be acting on Sensitive Lands on July 18, 2007.
~ HR

Policy I Procedures (Mayor Thompson)

Councilman Storrs asked where they were at with this.
Mayor Thompson answered that the HR attorney, Zack, had provided the first pass at that. Then
it was turned over to Kevin Bennett who had looked at it with Joyce Coleman who had a HR
background and they reduced it from 100+ pages to about 30+ pages. Now Kevin Bennett was
out of the picture. It was back to Zack.
Councilman Storrs stated that he had been hearing about this for years.
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~Common

City Logo (Mayor Thompson)

Mayor Thompson noted that the only thing remaining was the Style Guide that had been
distributed for input.
~Arts

Council Reorganization (Councilmember Rodeback)

Councihnember Rodeback wanted to see the numbers dealing with the Arts Council Director.
She would take the Bylaws to the Arts Council Board to make sure they were all on the same
page.
~Boundaries

~American

were headed up by Mayor Thompson.

Fork I Pleasant Grove Boundary (Mayor Thompson)

Mayor Thompson explained that American Fork City had passed the boundary agreement with
Pleasant Grove and sent it over for their adoption. At that same time the developers, Mayfield,
and the Corps of Engineers had some additional issues together that impacted the boundary
agreement. Pleasant Grove City Attorney Tina Peterson was trying to get it finalized . There
were two businesses in Pleasant Grove that American Fork provided utilities to that were
impacted with this agreement as well.
~American

Fork I Cedar Hills Boundary (Mayor Thompson)

Mayor Thompson explained that Cedar Hills wanted a boundary adjustment along 900 East to
include the Warenski Funeral Home and the Highland Farms into their City.
Councihnan Gunther did not feel American Fork would want to agree to that.
Mayor Thompson stated that they were looking into what advantages to those businesses that
would be. So far, they could not find any advantage of leaving Atnerican Fork.
~Capital

Facilities Plan was headed by Councilman Gunther.

~Impact

Fees Update (Counciltnan Gunther)

Mayor Thompson stated that this was very important. Cathy Jensen was trying to get those
finished up.
~Economic

Development Strategy was headed by Councilmember Rodeback

~Promoting

American Fork I Public Information (Council member Rodeback)

Mayor Thmnpson stated that Councilmember Rodeback and Debby Lauret had come up with
some strategic information that would support the long range plan.
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Councilmember Rodeback had asked Debby Lauret if this was something that was adopted by
vote of the Council. She reported that Debby Lauret has urged the Council to make decisions
based on how much money they would bring into the City.
Richard Colborn asked what kind of decisions.
Councilmember Rodeback responded that it was all of the strategic planning decisions from
targeting businesses to networking with education to making sure they had essen6al services and
a good quality of life.
Councihnan Gunther asked if there was a section about retention . He felt that was necessary.
He felt that if they had an RDA Downtown that they would have had the resources to keep
Honocks Engineers.
~Development

South West Side (Council member Kramer)

Mayor Thompson commented that they ought to be ready to go with the completion of the
Sensitive Lands Ordinance.
,.... Cemetery Long Term Needs (Councilmember Kramer)
Mayor Thompson noted that they had discussed this at the last work session.
~ TSSD

Odor (Councilman Storrs)

Councilman Storrs stated that they were working on that right now but it was going to take some
time . They were working on belt presses that would compress the sludge so they would not have
to dry it. They would also be doing away with the composting.
Councilman Gunther understood that they were going to a cannibal system.
Councilman Storrs added that the Timpanogos Special Service District was spending close to
$85 1nillion to upgrade the facility for odor control and capacity.
~Tri-City

Golf Course Improvement (Councilman LeBaron)

Council man LeBaron stated that they needed some additional persons for the Golf Course
Committee. The new oversight committee had not yet been taken care of
Councilman Gunther had some docutnents for him with regard to American Fork's participation.
Mayor Thompson expressed that American Fork had more assets there than anyone else and they
needed to be watched over.
~Recycling

Usage (Councilman Storrs)

Council member Rodeback thought that was more of a public information function.
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This item was moved to A and the SOB Policy was moved to A' .
...,.. Veterans Hall and Property (Mayor Thompson)
Mayor Thompson noted that there was a small piece of property to the north that was up for sale.
Councilman Gunther thought it to be about 3, 000 square feet and it was for sale for about

$75,000.
Councilmember Rodeback asked what the City would do with the property.
Councilman Gunther had asked City Planner Rod Despain about the property. Zoning required
off street parking. It was not worth much, maybe $10,000.

It was decided to move this item down to a B priority.
~City

Council Decision Process (Council member Kramer)

Councilman LeBaron commented that they followed the Springville model fairly close, but was
frustrated that work sessions s01netimes became a public hearing. He felt the Mayor had done a
good job, but felt it might need to be formalized. There should be some education for the public
as to how the meeting worked.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that she was uncomfortable in giving directions when it
was not open to public input.
Councihnan LeBaron reported that Draper Mayor, Mayor Smith had taken the position that there
was to be no public comment unless it was a public hearing. Councilman LeBaron thought that
Mayor Thompson had provided for a good balance .
Councilman Gunther wanted to encourage the public to be involved. He did not want to get too
rigid.
Mayor Thotnpson would get the Springville model back and get it out.
Councilman LeBaron noted that under the public comment, sometimes it was appropriate to just
thank thetn for their comment. They had promised to be a transparent Council and felt they had
reached the balance well.
Councilman Gunther c01nmented that Mayor Thompson had handled the meetings well.
Councilman LeBaron asked Councilmember Kramer her observations regarding the operations
of the Council prior to her appointment.
Councilmember Kramer answered that she had been pretty satisfied and that she had been
listened to.
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Councilmember Rodeback added that it nagged her a little bit that not very many came to the
meetings.
Mayor Thompson noted that under the new procedures public hearings on development projects
were held before the Planning Commission .
._Utah Lake Commission (Mayor Thompson)
Mayor Thompson reported that this item could be removed .
...,.. Cemetery I Fitness Center Parking (Councilmember LeBaron)
Mayor Thompson noted that this item had already been discussed . He asked if there were any
other ite1ns that needed to be discussed.
·Grants. Councilmernber Rodeback asked about hiring a part time or full time grants
administrator.
Councilman Storrs noted that Police Chief Lance Call was excellent at getting grants and he had
said that he was willing to help others.
Councilmernber Rodeback would provide some options.
·Risk Management. Councilmember LeBaron noted that he and the City Recorder tag-teamed
on that. There would need to be a part time or full time in 2008-09. It should be A this year and
possibly A' next year.
Counciilnan Storrs thought it would pay to have such a person on board with the City.
·Legal Department. Councilman LeBaron expressed that he had some concerns that needed to
be discussed in the future.
Councilman Gunther asked if they wanted a full time in house City Attorney.
Councilman LeBaron noted that deliberations had to be in open session.
Mayor Thompson noted that he had the DVD from David Church on open meetings and they
would review that in the future.
Councilman LeBaron stated that one of his concerns was accessibility. Posted hours in the office
wouldn't be enough . They had so many issues. Accountability was an issue as well . It was an
appointed position.
Council member Rodeback asked about the freedom to remove the attorney from office.
Councilman LeBaron would strongly consider Kasey Wright as the City Attorney, but it was the

time element.
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Council member Rodeback wanted to make sure they could terminate as necessary. She did not
like to have to make appointments that first January after an election. It was probably in their
ability to change that.
Mayor Tho1npson asked the City Recorder to look into the appointment process.
·City Managers Training. Mayor Thompson noted that this was training for all those that
managed areas in the City. It was an ongoing process. The next training was this coming
Wednesday.
·Finish Parks. Council member Rode back expressed that this needed to be a main priority and
moved to A' .
•City Building Space Needs . Councilman Gunther felt this needed to be moved up to A' as well.
·City Beautification. Councilmernber Kramer thought that a new business should have a review
regarding landscaping issues .
•Ordinance Enforcement Councilman Storrs reported that he had been to a house fire that was a
two-unit rental in an Rl-9000 zone. It was not zoned for duplexes. Something needed to be
done.
·City Celebration Name. Councilman LeBaron felt that during Steel Days there was an
obligation to a sponsor to carry on with the skating tournament. Maybe it could be fenced
around the newly placed sod . It was suggested that the bleachers could be placed on the outside
of the fence for the tournament. He would call/text Randy Morris .
American Fork Strategic Plan
Mayor Thompson asked for any suggestions regarding the Strategic Plan.
Council member Kramer commented that the Chief of Staff had a lot to do and thought that she
might need some help .
Councilman Gunther stated that the Hay Group Study showed that the City was pretty thin in
having enough people to do the work.
Councilmetnber Rodeback thought that was big discussion item and they needed a City
Administrator.
Councilmembers Gunther and Storrs expressed that they were good with the organization.
Mayor Thmnpson noted that the real discussion was in the goals .
1. Position American Fork to be a sought after location in the state.

2 . Attract and retain the right people for employment or volunteer service, including elected
officials.
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3. Focus the city organization on what we are best at- reliable infrastructure, necessary
services, and balanced quality of life programs.
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5.

Develop a sustainable resource engine ofthe right people, funding and image or
reputation.

}JHUI.

Councilman Gunther read from something that he had. He did not know the author.
"No individuals or family can exist in isolation. In many significant ways a person's first
responsibility is to himself and to his family. We also need to function meaningfully with
other people as friends and neighbors, as church workers, and as citizens of the
community, nation, and the world. Moreover, in all these things we need to find a happy
balance between work, recreation, relaxation, spirituality, and cu1tural things. Music,
drama, and visual arts refine the mind and speak to the soul and give insight into life and
life's values. They build faith and champion spiritual values and with opposing and
exposing selfishness, materialism, shallowness, and all things harmful to the human
personality or destructive to human relationships."
Councilman Gunther liked balance in the Strategic Plan.
ADJOURNMENT TO DINNER BY 6:45P.M.
The retreat adjourned at 6:30p.m.
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Richard M. Colborn
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 26,2007
*AMENDED - NOTICE OF PUBLIC ]HEARINGS AND REGULAR SESSION &: AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American ~ o i City
k Council will meet in two public hearings on June 26, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:10 p.m.
7:20 p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the changes to the G a l year ending June
30,2007 budget.
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a portion of the street
right-of-way at 1285 North 200 Eask -. - I- 1 . !
-, ?.-- A Ti I
1

.

/I

1,s

;

:t.--

-.,,

'-;,.q:

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June 26,2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Kasey Wright; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Mwnth
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common~ o m e nis
t that 01- of Council adion Mre+ritar na w
r discurnion cr
which is routine in nature. A11 items on the Common Consent Agenda ars adopted by a &gls motion unless lraMwrl ~ I Ulhhama+CcPrrd
Ageoda by the Mayor or a Councilmemberand placed in the action a m . )

1.
2.

3.
4.

Approval of the June 7, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the June 12, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the June 14, 2007 city council special s e s h n minutea
Approval Qf the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,MM.

ACTION ][TEMS
1.

2.
3.
4.

5

Review and action on a Resolution adopting changes to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2007 fiscal year budget. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on an Ordinance vacating a portion of the street right-of-way at 1285
North 200 East. - St@
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards - M q u r
Thompsun
Review and action on the ratification of an Ordinance approving a zone change atUL3
South Center from the existing R2-7500 to the R-4 zone -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended Preliminary Plan for Copper
h d g e at North Shore Corporate Center at approximately 800 South Auto Ma11 Drive. Kyle Spencer & Lyn Rindlisbacher
I

7.
"8.
9.

10.

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
Review and action on the final pIat of Shelley Lane Subdivision Plat A, consisting
a.
of 2 lots at 314 West 300 North. - Karen McCoy
Review and action on an agreement with J-U-B Engineers, Inc. for the preliminary design
of street improvements in the general vicinity of Shelley Elementary School. st^
Review and action on a revised Animal ControI Ordinance. - Staf
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. Stafl
Adjournment.

Dated this 25 day of June, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE, 26,2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEAIUNGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in two public hearings on June 26, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
Receiving of public comment regarding the changes to the fiscal year ending June
30,2007 budget.
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a portion of the street
right-of-way at 1285 North 200 East.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June 26, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:
Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Kasey Wright; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of council action that requlres no hrther discussion or
which is routine in nature. NI items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed ftom the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items )
Approval of the June 7, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the June 12, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the June 14, 2007 city council special session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.
ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on a Resolution adopting changes to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2007 fiscal year budget. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on an Ordinance vacating a portion of the street right-of-way at 1285
North 200 East - Sta8
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on the ratification of an Ordinance approving a zone change at 105
South Center from the existing R2-7500 to the R-4 zone. - Mwor Thompson
Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended Preliminary Plan for Copper
Ridge at North Shore Corporate Center at approximately 800 South Auto Mall Drive. Kyle Spencer & Lyn Rrndlisbcrcher

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Shelley Lane Subdivision Plat A, consisting
of 2 lots at 314 West 300 North. - Karen McCoy
Review and action on an agreement with J-U-B Engineers, Inc. for the preliminary design
of street improvements in the general vicinity of Shelley Elementary School. - Stafl
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Siaj
Adjournment.
Dated this 19 day of June, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 26, 2007
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council met in two public hearings on June 26, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson,
Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Others present included Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Wendelin Knobloch, Jay
Christensen, Ralph Glathar, Ginger Hunter, Arlo Shelley, Sheena Parker, Lori England, Doug
Bateman, Lance Call, Austin Miller, Mrs. Miller, Howard Denney, Barbara Christiansen, Robert
Clark, and three additional citizens.
7:10P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE CHANGES TO THE
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 2007 BUDGET
Mayor Thompson began the public hearing at 7:17p.m. and explained the purpose ofthe hearing
was to receive public comment regarding changes to the fiscal year ending June 30, 2007
Budget. He turned time to Finance Officer Cathy Jensen.
Cathy Jensen explained the purpose of open budget period was to maintain a balanced budget by
making transfers for operational expenditures, grants, and transfers to capital improvements. In
the special revenue fund there was the accounting of two small business loans. In the capital
improvement fund there were additional transfers to the golf course, payments received from the
State for the courts projects, and adjustment to the parks project. The Fitness Center has
received additional funding for the increase in lifeguard wages.
Mayor Thompson asked for comments from anyone.
Councilmember Rodeback asked for the detail on parks projects.
Cathy Jensen reported that they were working on the parking lot at the Art Dye and it was higher
than anticipated and they took part of the park bond to meet that expenditure.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the $42,000 for Recreation Committee. She felt it would
be better identified as the Recreation Department and distinct from the Committee.
Cathy Jensen responded that was how it had been identified traditionally.
Council member Rodeback asked about the breaking out of the Capital Equipment from the
Capital Improvement Fund.
Cathy Jensen answered that it was felt that it would be better accounted for in this manner.
There being no additional comment the hearing closed at 7:25p.m.
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7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE VACATION OF A
PORTION OF THE STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY AT 1285 NORTH200EAST
Mayor Thompson opened this public hearing at 7:25p.m. and explained that the purpose of the
hearing was to receive comment regarding the vacation of a portion ofthe street right-of-way at
1285 North 200 East.
Gordon Jacobson stated that this alignment would match with the road improvements in front of
the Robinson twin home project. He would also be dedicating some property in another location.
With no further comment, Mayor Thompson concluded the hearing at 7:28p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in regular session on June 26, 2007, in the American Fork
City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor
Heber Thompson, Councilmember Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Wendelin
Knobloch, Jay Christensen, Ralph Glathar, Ginger Hunter, Howard Denney, Sheena Parker, Lori
England, Doug Bateman, Lance Call, Austin Miller, Mrs. Miller, Arlo Shelley, Ed Anderson,
Rod Despain, Marie Adams, Barbara Christiansen, Robert Clark, four Scouts from Troop 810,
and four additional citizens.
Scout Daniel Lyon led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Kasey Wright offered a
prayer.
The Scouts and leaders in attendance introduced themselves. They were working on the
Citizenship in the Community Merit Badge. There was general applause.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Arlo Shelley introduced the new Superintendent of the Timpanogos Cave, Dennis Davis. Mr.
Shelley suggested Cave Days be celebrated.
Dennis Davis stated it was a great pleasure to be here as part of the community and leader of
Timpanogos Cave National Monument. He had met Councilman LeBaron previously. He
pledged to keep the good things going that had been going. His one big goal was to get the
Interagency Facility constructed. There were more committees and red tape than ever before.
Mayor Thompson asked if there was a reliable timeline.
Superintendent Davis answered that the dollars were there in 2011 or 2012, maybe. There was
no approval yet to spend. The Forest Service was to purchase the ground and the Park Service
was to build, but the Forest Service would use most of it. Senator Bennett set up the law.
Mayor Thompson asked his experience.
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Superintendent Davis responded that he had 31 years with the National Park Service. He served
in Denver as a park planner and has served as a Chief of Maintenance, Superintendent and Asst.
Superintendent. He expressed that it was a great pleasure to be back in field operations and in
this part of the world. He shook hands with the City Council.
Ginger Hunter reported that the Symphony would be playing during Steel Days at the
amphitheater on July 11, and it was free. Two nights later they would be at the open house for
the Daughters of the Utah Pioneers from 6:00p.m. to 7:30p.m. at Robinson Park. The DUP
Museum would be open for tours.
Mayor Thompson asked for a report on the recent damage at the Museum.
Ms. Hunter answered that had been repaired. They had spent about $1500 in having the carpets
taken out and cleaned and had the padding replaced. They were trying to replace the furnace.
They also needed to replace the wall that was damaged.
Robert Clark asked if the City had an ordinance on absentee landlords to make them keep the
property up.
Mayor Thompson noted that there were nuisance abatement ordinances but there was not an
absentee landlord ordinance. The Council had talked about it.
Mr. Clark reported on that problem in Columbia Village that was taking property values down.

Councilman Storrs explained that the Nuisance Abatement Committee was in favor of getting
one.
Legal Counsel Kasey Wright explained that there were remedies and there was a Code
Enforcement Officer through the police department. Recently they have been more aggressive in
their efforts.
Mr. Clark asked what Doug Smith Auto was doing with the property that he had removed homes
from besides making a big dust bowl.
Councilman Gunther reported that Mr. Smith had purchased the property for expansion purposes.
Mr. Clark had heard that there was going to be a restaurant.

Mayor Thompson responded that was going to be on the west side ofthe auto dealership.
Councilman Gunther added that UDOT was receiving public input on the changing of the
configuration of the West Main Interchange.
Wendelin Knobloch noted that the property was still zoned residential. There has not been
application for change.
Councilman Gunther suggested that Mr. Clark called Doug Smith.
3

Councilman LeBaron stated that he appreciated citizens coming here and expressing themselves
regarding their concerns. He noted that the City was more aware of enforcement issues.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no presentations.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Thompson invited Austin Miller from Fire/Rescue to come forward and be recognized as
the Employee of the Month for June 2007. He had most recently worked on getting conforming
addresses on 50 South between 700 East and 1100 East. There was general applause.
Councilman Storrs stated that there would soon be an ordinance for placement of addresses on
homes for legal counsel to review.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Gunther reported that the had met with Howard Denney and Rob Autrey regarding
long term planning for public works and facilities that were needed.
Mayor Thompson commented that on the one hand he appreciated long range planning but on
the other hand the price tag was discouraging.
Councilman LeBaron had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Kramer had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Storrs asked Howard Denney to thank the Streets Department for taking care of the
cleaning up after the City had the trees removed on 400 South Street.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson reported that members of the Council, Water Department and the City's new
Pressurized Irrigation Superintendent toured the Alpine pressurized irrigation system and got
some good first hand information of what was working well and what to avoid in our system.
They were very hospitable and informative. He appreciated the City's good relationship with
other cities.
Councilman LeBaron reported on a tragedy within the community. Twenty-six hours ago two
students of American Fork High School were involved in a traffic accident in the Twin Falls area
ofldaho. Travis Landeen lost his life. Jonathan Keith, an accomplished pianist had surgery on
his arms and hands and was now stable. There was a gathering tonight at 8:00p.m. in the
American Fork High School gymnasium and another about 9:45 p.m. on the football field. Their
hearts go out to the families.
4

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Approval of the June 7, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe June 12, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the June 14, 2007 city council special session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

Councilman LeBaron asked that in the June 12 city council minutes, there be an addition at the
end of the first sentence on page 2, line 38, to read, "due to a family obligation," in line 45
change, "he" to "the Council," and in line 46, change "they" to "we." In the June 14 special
session minutes, in Page 1, line 41, "Beforehand" should begin the sentence with the word,
"present" added after the first, "the," and the word "present" in line 42, stricken. Also on page
1, line 48, "is" should be changed to "in."

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve of the June 7, 2007 work session minutes, the
June 12, 2007, City Council minutes, the June 14, special session minutes, with the noted
changes and also approval of the payment of the City bills and purchase requests over
$1,000. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING CHANGES TO THE FISCAL
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2007 FISCAL YEAR BUDGET -Cathy Jensen

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-06-25R approving adjustments to the
fiscal year ending June 30, 2007, budget. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE VACATING A PORTION OF THE STREET
RIGHT-OF-WAY AT 1285NORTH200EAST -Staff
Councilman Gunther asked if the City was just trading property.
Rod Despain explained that the City was vacating a portion of the roadway that was not needed
and the developer would be dedicating property in another area that was needed. When property
was vacated it was given back to the adjacent property owner. Lands that came to the City by
dedication cannot be sold but had to be given back. The City did not hold it in fee title.
Councilmember Kramer asked how wide the property was that was being dedicated on 100 East
Street.
Rod Despain explained that the curb and gutter already existed and the improvements would line
up with those to the south.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-06-25 vacating a portion of the
street right-of-way at 1285 North 200 East on the condition that it is included in the
property. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
There were no appointments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RATIFICATION OF AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A
ZONE CHANGE AT 105 SOUTH CENTER FROM THE EXISTING R2-7500 TO THE R-4
ZONE -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson explained that this was discussed at the last meeting and the Council approved
the change in zone. This Ordinance would make it official. There is no change from what was
presented before.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-06-26 ratifying the approval of the
zone change from R2-7500 to R-4 at 105 South Center. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Storrs, LeBaron, and
Gunther. Abstain, Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING AN AMENDED
PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR COPPER RIDGE AT NORTH SHORE CORPORATE CENTER
AT APPROXIMATELY 800 SOUTH AUTO MALL DRIVE -Kyle Spencer & Lyn
Rindlisbacher
Kyle Spencer ofNorthem Engineering explained that Building #1 was on the north, Building #2
was on the south, and Building #3 was in the middle. The modifications included the extension
of Building # 1, 17 feet and also increase in the number of parking stalls and the parking
configuration. There would be more landscaping. The additional water and sewer laterals would
stay with the public utility easements.
Councilman Gunther asked how high the office-warehouse buildings would be and the parking
ratio.
Mr. Spencer answered that some would be two-story. The parking ratio was 1 space per 1,000

square feet for the warehouse portion and 5 spaces for every 1,000 square feet for the office
portion. They were now in excess of the parking requirements.
Councilman Gunther asked the physical dimensions of one of the units in Building #3.
Mr. Spencer answered that it was 24' x 30' for the office space and 24' x 60' for the warehouse
portion. It was 24' x 90' overall.

Councilmember Kramer asked about landscaping.
Mr. Spencer noted that they had a 30-foot landscape easement all along Auto Mall Drive. The
Planning Commission had a landscape plan and they would put in trees.
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Rod Despain explained that this was an amended preliminary plan. The previous plans showed
facades and landscaping. There were no significant changes to those plans.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-06-27 approving the amended
preliminary plan for Plat A of Cooper Ridge at North Shore Corporate Center at
approximately 800 South Auto Mall Drive which was previously approved by the City
Council as part of a subdivision approval on April24, 2007. Councilmember Rodeback
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Shelley Lane Subdivision Plat A, consisting of 2
lots at 314 West 300 North -Karen McCoy
Karen McCoy was present representing this project. There was an existing home on lot
# 1. Lot #2 faced to the east.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of Shelley Lane Subdivision Plat
A, consisting of 2lots located at 314 West 300 North, to authorize the Mayor and
Council to sign the plat with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording
the plat subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely
construction of required public improvements and verification of water rights
conveyance. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Rod Despain noted that the water rights had been conveyed.
Ms. Ginger Hunter noted that Karen McCoy was her daughter-in-law and this was her
mother's property and was where she was raised. She would be moving here from Lehi
and when she came here she would bring value to American Fork and her neighbors
would love her because she took good care of her property.
Councilmember Kramer was glad to see that the lots were kept big.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH J-U-B ENGINEERS, INC. FOR THE
PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF STREET IMPROVEMENTS IN THE GENERAL VICINITY OF
SHELLEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL -Staff
Howard Denney stated that the aerial photo showed the area of sidewalk improvements and
improvements for the disabled in the safe walking route to Shelley School. The cost for the
design phase was $15,350. At one point in time the project was over $250,000 when they were
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working toward the CDBG Grant. They did not get that, but they were still in the running for a
fifty-percent match from the state. Once the design was done, they could cut back to the
available funds for construction.
Councilman Storrs noted there were some concerns of legal counsel.
Howard Denney noted that his was the second legal review on this. This was just design, not
construction. There was very little liability. It would probably be just a survey crew.
Councilman Gunther asked if the proposed rates were reasonable.
Mr. Denney responded that they were market and reasonable. They were comparable with

Horrocks. The City had seen higher.
Councilman Gunther felt to keep the recommended changes to the contract by legal counsel.
Kasey Wright explained that this was written being very protective of the City. He could do
some strike-thru' s and send it back.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of an agreement with J-U-B Engineers, Inc. for the
preliminary design of street improvements in the general vicinity of Shelley Elementary
School and that it incorporate the changes as recommended by legal counsel in the
contract. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that once they heard about the grant that they go ahead
with haste as school started again in August.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED ANIMAL CONTROL ORDINANCE -Staff
Mayor Thompson asked what types of animals needed a state license.
Kasey Wright noted that a zoo and a circus would have those types of licenses. It did not
preclude them from getting a city license.
Mayor Thompson asked about the grandfathering. If the animal was deceased, the
grandfathering ended. He asked if the owner were to become deceased, would the estate be able
to continue. It was the owner that had the training to permit this. It seemed that it could be an
exposure to the City. He did not know how likely that was, but he would like to see something.
Kasey Wright noted that was something he had not thought of They could add in, "or the
owner" to take care of that. They were only grandfathering in dogs, not other kinds of animals.
Councilman Storrs expressed that he had a problem with grandfathering anything in. If they
were dangerous, they were dangerous.
Kasey Wright noted that the reports of the hybrid animal that he was aware of were that it was
not dangerous, and it was fenced and well cared for. There were some due process issues. If the
City was not comfortable, it could be taken out.
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Councilmember Rodeback stated that there were property rights.
Councilman Storrs was concerned when an owner comes out in the newspaper and said that they
were dangerous and he needed to be right next to them and he didn't like to leave them. That
was a reason not to have them.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that he treated his dogs well.
Councilman Storrs added that if the owner was with them, that was one thing. If they got away
from him, that was another.
Councilman Gunther expressed that the owner had complied with the law as it was currently
written.
Kasey Wright responded that if there was a real danger to the community and could show that,
then they could work around that property right.
Councilman Kramer asked if the City could require animals to be spayed or neutered.
Mr. Wright did not feel there was a problem with requiring that, but he had not researched that

Issue.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that they were both girls. Her original position had not
changed. There were dogs on her street that were let loose and they were a threat to her children.
These two were not a threat. The neighbors were prepared to fill the room to say that they were
okay.
Councilman Storrs was concerned with the one time when they got out.
Councilman LeBaron asked if there had been any reports to the police
Police Chief Lance Call shook his head that there were none.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-06-28 amending the City's
Animal Control Ordinance to include Section 6.09 Wild Exotic or Dangerous Animals, with
the addition to the grandfather clause, "or the owner."

Kasey Wright clarified that Section 6.09.020, would apply to deer or elk that were not listed in
one thru eleven.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.

Councilman LeBaron asked Councilmember Rodeback if she would accept an amendment that
based on competent veterinary advice and counsel that neutering or spaying may be required.
Councilmember Rodeback asked at whose expense it would be done at.
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Councilman LeBaron expressed that it would be at the owner's expense.
Councilman Gunther asked if any offspring would be grandfathered as well.
Kasey Wright responded that they would not be.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that the owner was transferred here by his employer. He
researched the law before coming here.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was for a situation that the City was not currently aware
of
Councilman Gunther did not understand the benefit. He did not see any purpose to neuter or
spay.
Councilmember Kramer noted that when male dogs were neutered it calmed them down. She
asked if it was the same with female dogs.
A gentleman from the audience reported that Petsmart claimed that there was no evidence of
that.
Mayor Thompson asked about the penalties that were assessed for every day there was a
violation and when that started.
Police Chief Call understood that usually began at the moment the infraction was cited.
Kasey Wright would clarify that.
Councilman Gunther was sensitive to Councilman LeBaron's concerns about other dogs that the
City did not know of. He asked if they could check with the licenses. If they were not licensed
they could not be grandfathered.
Councilman Storrs asked about snakes.
Kasey Wright noted that it applied to snakes that were venomous or that squeezed.
Councilman Gunther expressed that this was something that ought to be done now and could be
amended if they came up with other issues.
Councilman LeBaron withdrew his proposed amendment.
Mayor Thompson asked that language be included that the penalty started at the time the
violation was cited by a qualified officer ofthe City.
Councilman Rodeback amended her motion to include that the penalty started at the time
the violation was cited by a qualified officer of the City. Councilman Gunther agreed with
his second.
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All were in favor of the motion.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS -Staff
There were no change orders.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:56p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULY 5, 2007
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, July 5, 2007, in the American Fork City Administration Offices, 51 East Main,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review ofthe style manual for the new logo. -Linda Walton
Discussion of part time wages. -Staff
Discussion of the Hansen & Wright proposal for legal services. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of items for the upcoming July 10, 2007, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 2 day of July, 2007.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULY 5, 2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, July 5, 2007, in the City
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 3:34 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and
Shirl LeBaron. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Howard Denney,
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Kasey Wright, Linda Walton, Police Chief
Lance Call, Nicke Brown, and two citizens.
REVIEW OF THE STYLE MANUAL FOR THE NEW LOGO -Linda Walton
Public Information Officer Linda Walton was present. The new logo was approved by the
Council not long ago. The Style Manual would provide guidelines for the use and placement of
the logo. Some departments will use a variation of it.
Linda Walton noted that Steel Days had their own image and their own logo and they would
continue to use that. With regard to stationary, they were going to try to standardize it. There
may be applications that may not look good with the full color. Those will be identified and
placed in the style manual. If going on aT -shirt, the color of the T -shirt would come into play.
Ms. Walton added that the City Seal was also a logo of the City. If someone was ordering
something, she asked that they talk with her so they could make sure they were on the right track
for what they were doing. The company that did the logo could also do the layouts for various
applications.
Linda Walton reported that the only input she has had thus far was that not very many people
liked the logo. Everyone has an opinion about what it should look like. The reason for the logo
was that when someone saw it they would know that it was American Fork City.
Mayor Thompson asked if there was an approach to inform the citizens of the new logo.
Linda Walton responded that there was news coverage about the logo when the Council adopted
it. They could do something on the website and explained that it would be implemented as
things wore out or ran out.
Councilman LeBaron suggested a little history on how this came about. People also needed to
understand that there were ten to twelve icons or themes that were unique to American Fork that
were represented in the logo.
Ms. Walton stated that unfortunately there was not a button that people could push to tell them
all those things. Nike just had a swish. It said nothing about their products, but was just an
identifier. We now have a logo and needed to support it positively.
Councilmember Kramer asked how many did not like it.
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Ms. Walton responded about eighty percent ofthe departments.
Mayor Thompson commented that they could have a campaign and send it out in the employee
newsletter. It could also be sent out to the citizens in the monthly newsletter with their utility
bills.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the black and white's in the Style Manual was something they
could choose from.
Ms. Walton noted one was a gray scale for the newspaper and another was for black and white.
Howard Denney stated that some persons were out of business cards and suggested that the have
a uniform setup through a certain vendor. He asked how soon that could be set up.
Linda Walton felt that stationery and business cards could be set up fairly quickly.
Mayor Thompson did not think that the Council needed to adopt the Style Manual. It was an
operation tool.
Linda Walton expressed that it needed to have some authority behind it.
Nicke Brown noted that the background color affected the look of the logo a lot.
Linda Walton explained that it would be a work in progress.
Councilman Gunther asked why so many disliked it.
Linda Walton felt that the last year of City Council meetings summed it up. When they started
out they picked one way to start to go and refined it. There may have been five other ways to go
that may have been simpler. Everyone would not be satisfied. That was just reality.
Mayor Thompson asked for any comments.
Nicke Brown felt that the Style Manual was a good start and was definitely a work in progress
and that it would need approval.
Linda Walton stated that as of right now any thing that went through the approval process for a
check to be cut needed to have someone watching that. She was not sure she would catch all of
those requests. At the recreation center they did the order ofT-shirts right there. It might have
to be done through email.
Councilman Gunther stated that the Bank of American Fork went through a logo change and
came up with one that he did not care for. But, they had a company party to show and explain
who the Bank was. People were excited about it. The logo became less of an issue because it
was more about who they were.
Mayor Thompson thought that was a good suggestion and maybe they needed to have a kick off.
2

DISCUSSION OF PART TIME WAGES -Staff
Cathy Jensen provided a memo to the Council which is included in these minutes as an
ATTACHMENT.
Mayor Thompson gave some background that they had a sizeable number of employees and
lifeguards come to Council meeting to complain about lack of lifeguards and said it was because
ofthe lack of a competitive wage. Cathy Jensen and Melanie Marsh looked at other cities and
American Fork was indeed low on the totem pole. They were $6.75 at least and mostly $7.00
and $7.50 and beyond. The City was faced with shutting down some hours because they could
not staff it. They acted quickly and adjusted the scale. It was a safety and security issue. Mayor
Thompson, Melanie Marsh, and Derric Rykert met with the employees at the Fitness Center
early one morning. There were a lot of concern from the other employees and they were told the
same thing about their area.
Melanie Marsh explained that the City was really low at the $6.00 per hour rate.
Mayor Thompson added that it was a tight labor market.
Councilman Gunther asked if this tracked with the Hay Group study.
Melanie Marsh responded that it did not quite get them to the Hay Group study.
Cathy Jensen stated that the Fitness Center was in the middle.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that they were looking at a temporary program now and next
year they would bring them up in the second phase of wage increases.
Mayor Thompson added that because of circumstances it was wise to accelerate the increase.
Councilmember Kramer suggested that they could cover that cost and raise price for swim
lessons. Swim classes were totally full now.
Mayor Thompson added that they wanted lessons to be affordable.
Councilmember LeBaron thought they were charging similar prices as the neighboring cities. It
was a community service. There were also people that gave private lessons.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that Derric Rykert did a systematic review of the rates.
Mayor Thompson asked Melanie Marsh her assessment of the rates.
Ms. Marsh thought they were competitive.
Councilman Gunther expressed that Doug West was volunteering to assist Derric Rykert in its
business standpoint. The subsidy this year was about $270,000. There was a lot of money
invested there. He wanted to look at what it actually cost and include replacement costs as well
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and charge what it cost. If there were some that could not afford that, there could be some type
of circuit breaker approach. The subsidy would then be for those that could not afford it and not
for those that could afford it.
Councilmember Kramer thought that to be a great idea.
Mayor Thompson felt there would be trouble with treating people differently.
Kasey Wright noted that there may be some way around that. The schools do some subsidy.
Council member Rodeback stated that this subsidy was greater than a Fitness Center issue. They
were talking about bringing up part time wages across the City up to date.
Councilman Gunther felt that they needed to treat the employees fairly. What he was saying was
that they needed to assist those patrons that were in need and not subsidize straight across the
board.
Councilman LeBaron supported this and added that it needed to be comparable with sister cities
and they needed to show appreciation for part time workers.
Mayor Thompson commented that cities competed for the same labor force.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that in true representative fashion the Council was giving
the residents what they wanted.
Councilman Gunther reported that he had a discussion with a neighbor that frequented the pool
and did walking and was through at 6:30a.m. They then wanted to go to the meandering river
but it did not open until 7:00a.m. Maybe it was an enhanced revenue opportunity.
Mayor Thompson explained that in his conversations with Derric Rykert and some of his people
had a good mindset about generating more revenue.
Cathy Jensen explained that they would not touch the budget now but make the adjustment at the
open budget period at fiscal year's end when they knew what it would be.
Councilmembers Gunther, LeBaron, Rodeback, and Kramer were in favor of adjusting the part
time wages at the Fitness Center
Councilman Gunther asked about opening up the meandering river earlier.
Melanie Marsh stated that she had received several calls and they were looking into it.
Mayor Thompson added that they needed to look at the cost.
Cathy Jensen stated that Derric Rykert had a proposal that he was almost ready to bring forward.
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Councilman LeBaron would be interested to know what other communities did in administering
a sliding scale for fees. How was the information provided to be verified? Who was going to
review it?
Councilmember Rodeback noted that in past activities the school principal's have been able to
provide some information. They could seek grants for some of that.
DISCUSSION OF THE HANSEN & WRIGHT PROPOSAL FOR LEGAL SERVICES Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson explained the proposal was on an hourly basis and a provision of 16 hours a
week where they would be on site. They asked for a legal secretary like Joyce Coleman.
However, Joyce Coleman was in need of full time employment and would be going to work for
the courts.
Kasey Wright noted that he could bring in his own secretary at an additional minimal cost.
Mayor Thompson reported that Kevin Bennett was the City Attorney for civil matters and was at
80% of full time, at his request, so he was able to do his own things. He was available and on
call and the City kept piling stuff on top of him. He was very thorough and he found he could
not keep up. Before Mr. Bennett considered leaving, the City talked about the possibility of
bringing on a part time civil attorney or going to a firm for assistance. Mr. Bennett left in April.
Right now they have identified attorneys or their firms for human resources, water, broadband,
and criminal prosecution. Initially it was thought to replace Kevin Bennett. They interviewed
some individuals and none of them panned out. To date, Hansen & Wright has been acting on a
temporary basis. Hansen & Wright was proposing that Kasey Wright be the primary contact and
other members of the firm would be able to step in if they were needed. He asked the wishes of
the Council. They needed to respond to this proposal.
Councilman LeBaron asked where it was advertised when they interviewed previously.
Melanie Marsh responded that it was on the State Bar, ULCT, and Job Bank.
Councilman LeBaron thought it should have included the Association of City Attorney's. There
may be others.
Mayor Thompson reported that he had another resume but it was not any better as far as civil
experience. He asked what direction the Council wanted to take.
Councilman LeBaron, in his personal experience, felt that Tucker Hansen and Kasey Wright
have served the City well. The Council has been impressed with the timeliness of his work in
the interim.
Pros with Hansen & Wright
Familiar
Costs
Both prosecution and civil together
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Comfort level
Automatic coverage on overload
Support staff and office
Contract vs. Appointment
Pros for In-House Attorney
Access with someone on site
Exclusiveness to the City
Does not have a client list that is charged a higher rate and might have more allegiance to
Does not do prosecutions for Highland and conflict prosecution with Lehi and Lindon
One person accountable
Appointment vs. Contract
Councilman LeBaron felt that if the Hansen & Wright proposal were preferred, one individual
should be appointed. It could be done on a trial basis. He could see the value ofboth.
Councilmember Rodeback felt that the City got into trouble with positions of this stature without
an appointment. It needed to be subject to an appointment and not just a contract.
Councilman LeBaron agreed that it needed to be an appointment. They could repast for the
position and advertise with the City Attorney Association. This was a specialized field.
Councilman LeBaron explained a good gage on a prosecutor was complaints. He had not seen
any. They were doing a good job.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that if she knew that this contract was subject to review every
two years, she would be comfortable with that.
Councilman Gunther commented that the Bank of American Fork for years and years outsourced
legal services as their general legal counsel. If there were special areas they would get another
attorney for special purposes. It worked well. To him, the underlying thing was the best
expertise. The Bank of American Fork now had a full time attorney. That has been good as
well. Some things still needed to go out. Either system can work okay. The question was
getting the best representation. Sixteen hours a week may not be enough time on site
Councilman LeBaron noted that the sixteen hours referred to was just on site time.
Councilman Gunther would rather the City Attorney have an office in American Fork so he
could go see him. He asked if they needed proposals from others before they went in this
direction.
Councilman LeBaron answered that they did not as they already had a history of working
together.
Kasey Wright responded that Councilman LeBaron was fairly accurate in all the items he put
down. There were pros and cons. They were accessible by phone. He noted that they did have
other clients. They wanted this even at a reduced rate because they knew they would get paid.
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He assumed that an appointment would be every two years like Tucker Hansen for the criminal
side. They would be able to handle any overflow. It seemed that Kevin Bennett got bombarded
at times. Their greatest strength was their staff. It they were wanted at different times, they were
flexible.
Councilman Gunther favored this route.
Councilman LeBaron noted that his preference would be to see what would come out of the City
Attorney Association.
Mayor Thompson stated that the City did not get what it needed when it had its own Attorney, it
was too much. They talked about getting him some help.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they could have an exclusive paralegal so there was another
contact besides the attorney.
Councilmember Kramer thought that the City may not be the highest priority client. Forty hours
a week at $75 an hour was about $150,000 per year. She asked if the time in the proposal
included City Council meetings, Site Plan meetings, and Planning Commission meetings. It did
not.
Kasey Wright stated that they had put out a flat fee proposal.
Councilman Gunther noted that Kasey Wright had been representing the City for two to three
months. He asked the general sense of time needed.
Kasey Wright answered that on the last bill it was about $10,500 and he wrote it down to $8,200.
The City was keeping him hopping. There seemed to be a lot of rush items. The time
commitment was there. It was a lot of work. They would like to see some commitment from the
City's end. He wanted to make some changes in his office to more accommodate the City.
Councilman Gunther asked about their clients and where American Fork would fall.
Kasey Wright answered that American Fork would be in their top four. He was charging $75 per
hour.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he liked Mr. Wright's presence at their meetings and the way
his voice carried.
Council member Rodeback asked Mr. Wright if he could give it his all.
Kasey Wright responded that in the industry sometimes you can let things slide by. Hansen &
Wright offered a service of quality that was above the cut.
Councilman LeBaron added that civility was a big thing.
Councilman Rodeback felt that her concerns had been addressed.
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Councilman LeBaron noted that all appointed officials were on a 'subject to review' basis.
Councilman Gunther asked if a contract was needed.
Mayor Thompson commented that the contract would be through the end of the year and then a
renewal.
Kasey Wright was comfortable with that.
Mayor Thompson noted that Kasey Wright was already working.
Councilman LeBaron noted that it would be an appointment.
Mayor Thompson stated that they would act on Tuesday subject to specifics on a contract based
on this proposal.
Richard Colborn commented that he understood that the agenda did not need to be amended to
include the appointment of a City Attorney but that it would be placed on the next agenda.
Mayor Thompson confirmed that that was correct.
Councilman Gunther commented that accessibility was really more important than where the
office was. The attorney should work where he was most efficient. He felt that an hourly fee
was fair to both sides.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the flat fee was.
Kasey Wright stated that it was $8,000 per month. He would adjust that to $8,500 if he were to
provide a secretary.
Councilman Gunther asked for it to be based on an hourly fee.
Councilman LeBaron noted 4 hours a day 10:00 a.m. to 3:00p.m. with an hour for lunch. They
would prepare their own contract and the City's HR Attorney would review it. He asked for a
cost break down for the paralegals and secretary rates.
Councilman Gunther quoted John Ruskin: "It's unwise to pay too much, but it is worse to pay
too little. If you pay too much you lose a little money that is all, but if you pay too little then
sometimes what you bought wasn't capable of doing the job you wanted."
Mayor Thompson stated that Mr. Wright would draw up the contract and the Council would act
on it on Tuesday, based on an acceptable contract.
Councilman LeBaron asked Kasey Wright to address accessibility, accountability, and
exclusivity in the contract. The Council wanted to have unfettered access to him and his staff
As an appointed official he was accountable to the Mayor and to the Council.
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DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JULY 10, 2007. CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Mayor Thompson asked for an item to be added to the agenda and become a new number 11
with the other items shifting down. It is a temporary extension of the police contract at the
Developmental Center.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she accepted an invitation from Kevin Call, President of
the Utah County Association of Realtors, to meet with him so he could catch up with what was
going on in American Fork. She stated that Mr. Call reported to her that processes were going
very smooth at the building department and they were very pleased.
Mayor Thompson responded that that was quite a compliment considering what they had been
hearing.
Council member Rodeback continued that Mr. Call suggested that if the City was looking at
adopting different impact fees that they consider doing it over a period of time, even one per
month.
Richard Colborn suggested that the Chief Building Official, Ron Morrill, be consulted as to the
timing of the implementation of the new impact fees.
Mayor Thompson commented that he had information on a Walk for Diabetes including Juvenile
Diabetes on July 19 for someone that was interested. It was at the Provo Marriott.
Mayor Thompson reported that he received an email from a 14-year old that lived near the
American Fork High School citing some parking problems around his yard. He asked that the
High School Community Council address this issue. He provided that information to
Councilmember Kramer.
Mayor Thompson noted that he had received information regarding the Cedar Hills Celebration
that would be happening on July 20. He asked for a Councilmember to attend. He provided
information and tickets to Councilman LeBaron.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she received a call from a lady whose son was in violation of
the curfew. She asked for a copy of the curfew laws so they could be placed in the City
newsletter. She commented that last night there were some boys that had a bottle with gasoline
that they were going to light that she confronted. Chief Call will talk with her.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he had a conflict on the LeBaron Annexation item and he would
excuse himself from the room during that discussion and action.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she had received email from persons at Mira Vista
asking why they could not move in.
Mayor Thompson reported that he forwarded the email that he received, on to Howard Denney
for his review. It had to do with the granting of a temporary occupancy permit when the building
really was not finished.
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Howard Denney stated that if there were still life safety issues outstanding, temporary occupancy
permits were not available.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:38p.m.

h:rn.&L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 07-05-07 CC WS MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
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American Fork City

Memo
To:

Mayor Thompson, City Council members

From:

Cathy Jensen

Date:

July 5, 2007

Re:

Wages under $7.00

I've been asked to perform an analysis of the impact of raising wages for those employees currently earning
under $7/hour to $7/hour, with the understanding that lifeguard wages and lifeguard supervisor wages have
already been adjusted to a market rate to accommodate the safety issues in regards having sufficient lifeguards
on duty.

•

It's important to remember that the hours projected to be earned are based on a static pay period, June 11-June
24 2007, may differ from actual hours worked in the next fiscal year, due to department head scheduling or
change in employees and duties.
There are currently 47 employees who earn less than $7/hour, 29 of which work in the fitness center. The total
dollar effect of raising all fitness center employees to at least $7/hour is approximately $12,000, assuming similar
hours worked. The affect of raising all other employees, who work in the library, parks, police department and
cemetery to $7/hour is approximately $10,500. Generally we figure a 10% benefit allocation on part-time
positions. The total impact for wage and benefits City-wide would be $24,750.
If the CounciVMayor decides to adjust these wages, the actual adjustment to the budget would follow the usual
open budget period adjustment timing and would most likely occur near the close of the June 30, 2008 fiscal
year.
Thank you .

•

•

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 10, 2007
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in three public hearings on July 10, 2007, in the

American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street right-of-way at
760 North 900 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street right-of-way at
750 North 950 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Curtis Annexation consisting of 0.19
acres at 3 00 East 620 South.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on July 10, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:

•

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Mayor Thompson; roll call.
Presentation of the 2007 Steel Days Grand Marshal and Jr. Grand Marshal
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Approval ofthe June 21, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe June 21, 2007 special session minutes.
Approval ofthe June 25, 2007 retreat minutes.
Approval of the June 26, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.

•

2.
3.

Review and action on an Ordinance vacating the street right-of-way at 760 North 900
West. - Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance vacating the street right-of-way at 750 North 950
West. - Staff
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor

Thompson
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•

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

•

*11.
12.
13.
14.

Review and action on a Class B Beer License for Yopona Japanese Restaurant at 466
North 900 West. -Mui A Ly
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Capital Improvements Portion of the
General Plan relating to Water and Parks. -Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the American Fork Standards, Drawings
and Specifications relating to Development in the City. -Staff
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to Annex the LeBaron
Annexation consisting of 14.25 acres at 906 East Bamberger Drive.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Providence Heights Annexation
consisting of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 East, placement of the property in the GC-2,
zone, and also an amended Annexation Agreement. -Brett Nelson
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Leonard's Annexation consisting of
7.99 acres at 780 East 50 South, placement ofthe property in the R3-7500 zone, and also
the annexation agreement. -John Lundin
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Creekside
Cottages, an Inner Block Cottage Development consisting of 11 residences at 160
East 100 South. -Monte Nelson & Larry Howden
b.
Review and action on the final plat ofHarbor Village Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 68 lots at 160 West 700 South. -Reed Hawks
Review and action on the temporary renewal of police services contract with State
Developmental Center. - Chief Call
Review and action on the Hansen & Wright proposal for legal services. -Staff
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 7 day of July, 2007

(__ ftt, &L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULY 10,2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in three public hearings on July 10, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street right-of-way at
7 60 North 900 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street right-of-way at
750 North 950 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Curtis Annexation consisting of 0.19
acres at 3 00 East 620 South.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on July 10, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:

•

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Mayor Thompson; roll call.
Presentation of the 2007 Steel Days Grand Marshal and Jr. Grand Marshal
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or·
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Approval ofthe June 21, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe June 21, 2007 special session minutes.
Approval ofthe June 25, 2007 retreat minutes.
Approval of the June 26, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.

•

2.

3.

Review and action on an Ordinance vacating the street right-of-way at 760 North 900
West. - Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance vacating the street right-of-way at 750 North 950
West. - Staff
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor

Thompson
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•

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

•

11.
12.
13.

Review and action on a Class B Beer License for Yopona Japanese Restaurant at 466
North 900 West. -Mui A Ly
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Capital Improvements Portion of the
General Plan relating to Water and Parks. - Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the American Fork Standards, Drawings
and Specifications relating to Development in the City. -Staff
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to Annex the LeBaron
Annexation consisting of 14.25 acres at 906 East Bamberger Drive.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Providence Heights Annexation
consisting of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 East, placement of the property in the GC-2,
zone, and also an amended Annexation Agreement. -Brett Nelson
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Leonard's Annexation consisting of
7.99 acres at 780 East 50 South, placement ofthe property in the R3-7500 zone, and also
the annexation agreement. -John Lundin
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Creekside
Cottages, an Inner Block Cottage Development consisting of 11 residences at 160
East 100 South. -Monte Nelson & Larry Howden
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Harbor Village Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 68 lots at 160 West 700 South. -Reed Hawks
Review and action on the Hansen & Wright proposal for legal services. - Staff
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 3 day of July, 2007

l /'h, QL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULy 10, 2007
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council met in three public hearings on July 10, 2007, in the.American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson,
Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Lori England,
Sheena Parker, Marie Adams, Ralph Glather, Dan Richards, Jeff Curtis, Barbara Christiansen,
and 9 additional citizens.
7:10P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE VACATION OF A
STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY AT 760 NORTH 900 WEST
Mayor Thompson began the public hearing at 7:12p.m. and explained the purpose ofthe hearing
was to receive public comment regarding the vacation of a street right-of-way at 760 North 900
West. As part of the Cambridge Court Annexation and the subsequent development of the
subdivision, the "S" curve on 900 West is being realigned to provide a greater curve radius. As a
result of the change, a small triangle of existing right-of-way is no longer required. This would
facilitate the conveyance of the unneeded portion to the adjacent property owner. He asked for
comments.
Marie Adams asked if the subdivision was taking place.
Howard Denney answered that it was not yet being approved.
There being no further comment, the hearing finished at 7:16p.m.
7:15P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE VACATION OF A
STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY AT 750 NORTH 950 WEST
Mayor Thompson began the public hearing at 7:16p.m. and explained the purpose ofthe hearing
was to receive public comment regarding the vacation of a street right-of-way at 750 North 950
West. As part of the McKinney Annexation, the City received a deed to the McKinney Lane,
which lane had been previously used as the access to the Richard McKinney property. As a
result of the annexation of the McKinney Property and the proposed Cambridge Court
Subdivision, the lane is not necessary for access to the property or useful as a public street. As
part of the Cambridge Court Subdivision, it is proposed to create a new street serving the area
located approximately 100 feet further to the north and to relocate a sewer line, now located in
the lane, in the new street right-of-way. This action would facilitate the conveyance of the
unneeded portion of the lane to the adjacent property owner.
Rod Despain explained that this was part of a parcel deeded to the County in 1974. The
applicants for annexation approached the County and they were willing to deed a portion to
American Fork and the applicants have asked for that to be deeded back. The Planning
Commission saw the opportunity of moving 750 North for a better design.
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The request before the Council on this hearing and the previous hearing was purely and simply to
vacate the property. It did not convey title.
Councilmember Kramer asked if there was to be no reimbursement as was the case with the one
last meeting.
Rod Despain answered that was correct. It had been designed some time ago that the flattening
of the "S" curve would take place. As development occurs to the north the sewer line in the
easement may be moved so that it was not in the backyards.
There being no additional comment, the hearing ended at 7:21p.m.
7:20P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE CURTIS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 0.19 ACRES AT 300 EAST 620 SOUTH
Mayor Thompson began this public hearing at 7:21 p.m. and explained the purpose of the
hearing was to receive public comment regarding the Curtis Annexation consisting of 0.19 acres
at 300 East 620 South.
Jeff Curtis was present.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests to this annexation had been received by
the City.
There being no more comment the hearing concluded at 7:23p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in regular session on July 10, 2007, in the American Fork
City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor
Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Cathy
Jensen, Lori England, Sheena Parker, Kasey Wright, Police ChiefLance Call, Rod Despain,
Larry Howden, Monte Nelson, Marie Adams, Ralph Glather, Dan Richards, Barbara
Christiansen, John Lundin, Andrew Bunker from Troop 1129, and 11 additional citizens.
Scout Andrew Bunker from Troop 1129led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Mayor
Thompson offered a prayer.
PRESENTATION OF THE 2007 STEEL DAYS GRAND MARSHAL AND JR. GRAND
MARSHAL
Steel Days Parade Chairman Tiffany Olds announced that 6-year old Tiffany Searle was this
year's Steel Days Jr. Grand Marshal. Tiffany's mother Valerie Searle reported that over a year
ago, Tiffany began to suffer the affects ofLyme Disease. After enduring batteries oftests,
Tiffany remains upbeat and positive. She wakes up everyday laughing and excited to go to
school. She never wants to stay home because sitting around is boring. Her hobbies include
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going to her brother's baseball games, shopping, visiting a friend, swinging, and going for walks
in the stroller to pick flowers. Tiffany aspires to play soccer or baseball, she can't decide which,
and to swim faster than the fastest swimmer on the Recreation Center Swim Team. It was
because of her positive attitude and example ofhope and perseverance that she was selected as
the Jr. Grand Marshal. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson congratulated Tiffany Searle on being the Jr. Grand Marshal. She shook
hands with the Mayor and Council
Tiffany Olds announced that the Grand Marshal were all of the men and women from American
Fork who have served in various branches ofthe military service. Local veterans have agreed to
participate on parade day. There was general applause.
Councilman LeBaron commented that Tiffany Olds was very enthusiastic and it was a joy to
meet with her monthly and then on a weekly basis as Steel Days approached. He had seen the
line up and noted there were good entries in the parade.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Dan Richards commented on a serious development issue at 1080 North 874 West, Mitchell
Meadows. He started on it a little over a year ago. Additional homes were ready to be moved
into. Last fall there was 65 pounds of water pressure and that was what they planned on for the
sprinkler system. This spring there was 65 pounds of pressure. This summer it has dropped to
45 pounds. The upstairs bathroom could not be used. There were methods for pumping up the
pressure within the home, but not the outside pressure. He had put in $25,000 in sprinkling
systems last fall. This summer, the landscaping was dead. Forty-five pounds was not adequate
pressure for use in a home and outside. Pumps for within the home were about $2,000. The City
has approved additional homes below on 900 West that were sucking the pressure from the upper
end. The pressure came from The Meadows and also across 700 North. There was no waterline
yet coming across 1120 North. When he did this development, one of the major things was for
the City to tie the water system across the top. Forty-five pounds pressure did not adequately
service homes. He asked what could be done. It needed to be resolved soon.
Mayor Thompson asked the cause.
Howard Denney stated that it was on a long dead-end line.
Councilmember Kramer asked when the 1120 North line was scheduled to go in.
Howard Denney responded that it would go in when they had the money. It had been planned to
go in along with the road. It could go in sooner.
Councilmember Rodeback asked ifthat was the extent of the problem because at her home on
200 West there was no pressure to run her sprinkler.
Howard Denney would have that looked at. There should be a lot more pressure there.
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Mayor Thompson asked how they solved the Mitchell Meadows problem in the short term.
Councilman Gunther asked if pressure drop was caused by more usage.
Mr. Denney believed that to be the case. As they looked into it, as fire hydrants were turned on,

it became less of a flow as they went up in elevation. That showed that it was not a valve that
was shut down. He explained that every night the water tanks started at about twenty feet and
went down to about six feet. This was a critical time.
Danny Richards asked what he should do with the homes in which people were about to move
into.
Howard Denney did not know. They would look for options. They could talk with Horrocks
about solutions. The quick answer was to connect to the 1120 North line or install an inline
pressure pump.
Councilman Gunther commented that there may be multiple causes of the problem, including the
drought.
Mayor Thompson asked Public Works to make a recommendation ofwhat to do in the short
term. The long term was obvious. Maybe the short term was to speed up the long term.
Howard Denney explained that the water system was not put in with the intent that everyone
would water at night, but that was what was trying to be done. That was why it really wasn't bad
to have the parks and cemetery watering during the day.
Mayor Thompson asked what time the maximum pressure occurred.
Mr. Denney responded that it was probably between 8:00p.m. and 9:00p.m. It bottomed out in
the morning.
Mayor Thompson noted that they could maybe have the first right to that period of time.
Dan Richards stated that the issue was taking a shower and flushing your toilet. That was not
done at just a certain time.
Rod Despain noted that it would probably solve itself in September.
Dan Richards noted that there were other projects slated to come on line.
Council member Kramer asked if a moratorium was needed to the south of Mitchell Meadows.
Rod Despain did not think so. The water line needed to be installed.
Danny Richards responded that it was slated to go in two years ago.
Seth Hainey stated that it sounded to him that the short-term solution was the pumps in the
homes.
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Dan Richards noted that would take care of the inside but not the outside use.
Norman Huff reported that he had lived in American Fork for about two years. He lived in the
Timpanogos Village Condominiums. Surrounding the condos they were inundated with tall
weeds. Some had been cut down but they were concerned about those on the periphery. In the
northeast section of the property there were some old trees that were torn down and stacked. He
would like to know how they would get whoever was responsible to take them down.
Mayor Thompson asked who owned the property.
Mr. Huff answered that it was Mira Vista Development.

Mayor Thompson expressed that the Homeowners Association needed to get Mira Vista
Development to get it addressed.
Councilman Gunther asked if the City had any authority to go in tell them to clean up their lot.
Rod Despain answered that the City had mechanisms for having lots maintained that had let the
weeds grow. The City did not knock down weeds for private individuals. The short term
solution was to make contact with Ms. Spoor and have her get it cleaned up.
Mr. Huff stated that they have tried and asked many times.
Alice Dodge reported that Martha Spoor stated that she was not going to do anything about it.
Mayor Thompson explained that they would have it looked at in the view of a fire hazard and a
nuisance. The City would work to get it cleaned up.
Councilman Gunther asked if the Ordinance allowed the City to clean up the property and bill
the property owner. It did.
Mayor Thompson stated that the Fire Chief was the best one to send out and issue a notice.
Marie Adams reported that it had come to her attention that the diving board at the City pool was
closed to public use every day, all day, until 7:00p.m. While it was important to support the
City's teams, it was an oversight that needed to be corrected. She asked the Council to talk with
the pool manager and opening up the board to the public for a couple of hours a day.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no Community Service Awards to present.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Kramer had nothing to report at this time.
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Councilman LeBaron reported that this week was Steel Days. The activities were noted on the
Steel Days Website. This year new, was an Arts Fest on Friday along with the DUP open house.
The fireworks were the best around. The carnival would be next weekend. It was a time to
celebrate our heritage with our friends and neighbors.
Mayor Thompson noted that there was also a youth dance on Friday. He noted the Chamber of
Commerce Steak Fry along with the Big Show and Cruise.
Councilman Gunther expressed appreciation for citizens who attend this meeting and comment
on issues that the Council may not be aware of.
Councilmember Rodeback commented on activities at the Arts Council. They were getting
ready to appoint a full time Arts Council Director. They were also looking at written By-Laws.
For a number of years the Arts Council has operated without either of those. Their funding and
support had been unsure each year. Incredibly, they have more than a thousand volunteers
donating thousands of hours each year. She presented a draft ofBy-Laws to the Arts Council
Board last Saturday morning. They talked about importance of a governing board and a paid
staff to delegate to. They talked about a partnership with 501 c 3 and separate governance.
There was a strong consensus and were ready to forward them on to the City Council for their
approval. She had great hopes that this would strengthen the Arts Council.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson had Ralph Glathar stand and be congratulated as a newly appointed member of
the State Rehabilitation Council.
Mayor Thompson noted that the Rumbi' s Island Grill opened this past week.
Mayor Thompson invited Police ChiefLance Call stand and reported that a couple members of
the regional FBI came and presented an award to Chief Call for his participating in special
security arrangements for the Joint Terrorism Taskforce. They spoke highly of the Chief.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Approval of the June 21, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe June 21, 2007 special session minutes.
Approval ofthe June 25, 2007 retreat minutes.
Approval of the June 26, 2007 city council minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.
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Councilman Gunther moved approval of the June 21, 2007 work session minutes, the June
21, 2007 special session minutes, the June 25, 2007 retreat minutes, the June 26, 2007 city
council minutes, with the corrections provided, and the City bills for payment, manually
prepared checks, and purchase requests over $1,000. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
(Changes provided to the June 21, 2007 work session minutes, included Page 4, line 42, add the
words, "of land" after "costs." Page 5, line 18, change "further way" to "further away." Page 7,
lines 33-34, change the sentence to read, "Mayor Thompson noted that American Fork and
Highland City were going to send an offer letter to the County for the purchase of the debris
basin." Page 8, line 25, add the word, "they" after the word, "that." Page 11, line 48, change,
"their selves" to "themselves." Page 12, line 3, add the word, "a" prior to "neighborhood" and
"detention." Page 13, line 44, change the word, "further" to "farther.")
(Changes provided to the June 21, 2007 special session minutes included Page 1, line 24, add
"to" after the word, "due," line 31, add "cemetery" prior to the word, "lots," and lines 33-34,
change to read as follows: "Mayor Thompson stated that they expected more property taxes
from the commercial sector. Some assessments had not been done in a prompt manner." Page 2,
line 7, delete the word, "the." Page 3, line 21, change the word, "show" to "snow," and line 45,
change the first portion of the sentence to read, "It has been two-thirds of a year since ... " Page
4, lines 11-14 to read, "Mr. Shelley stated that American Fork had one ofthe best water systems.
The American Fork Cemetery had come a long way and people working at the cemetery were doing
an excellent job, except for the "monument" on First West. With three full years, there would be a
loss of funds that was not needed," and line 17, change, "were" to "was." Page 5, line 29, add the
word, "asked" after "Mayor Thompson," and line 31, add the word, "in" after the words,
"reviewed it.")
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson moved this item up on the agenda. He appointed Marie Adams to a position
on the Board of Adjustment to replace Councilmember Kramer.

Councilman LeBaron moved to confirm the appointment of Marie Adams to the Board of
Adjustment. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE VACATING THE STREET RIGHT-OFWAY AT 760 NORTH 900 WEST -Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that this had been the subject of one of the earlier public hearings.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-07-29 approving the vacating of a
portion of900 West Street at approximately 760 North, to become effective concurrently
with the recording of the annexation plat for the Cambridge Court Annexation.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE VACATING THE STREET RIGHT-OFWAY AT 750 NORTH 950 WEST -Staff
Mayor Thompson explained that this item had also been the subject of one of the earlier public
hearings.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-07-30 approving the vacating of
McKinney Lane at approximately 750 North and 950 West as a public street, to become
effective concurrently with the recording of the annexation plat for the Richard McKinney
Annexation. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CLASS B BEER LICENSE FOR YOPONA JAPANESE
RESTAURANT AT 466 NORTH 900 WEST -Mui A Lv
Mayor Thompson noted that this restaurant was soon to open.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve a Class B Beer License for the Yopona Japanese
Restaurant at 466 North 900 West. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS PORTION OF THE GENERAL PLAN RELATING TO WATER AND
PARKS - Staff
Mayor Thompson reported that this had been prepared by Robertson Lewis Young &
Burningham and was in preparation for the altering of impact fees.
Rod Despain stated that in this instance it was an update from the 1997 Culinary Water Plan and
the 2002 Parks Plan. There was some clarity needed for neighborhood parks, that the level of
service standard was 6.2 acres per one thousand in population. That was adopted 10 years ago
and was still the standard. The motion needed to include that clarification. The cost of ground
for parks had risen dramatically.
Council member Rodeback explained that the chart showed it being 7.16 acres per one thousand.
Rod Despain noted that approach to the standard was the number of acres that we have divided
by the number of people we have. That would be a continuing changing number. The level of
service standard needed to be a constant number.
Councilmember Rodeback observed that this park standard was arrived at by taking the ratio of
7.16 acres by the cost ofland. It was simply a cost ratio.
Rod Despain stated that the new number 7.16 was arrived at by converting the regional park
areas to core park area and some new math.
Howard Denney noted that only core parks were eligible for the use of impact fees.
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Rod Despain reported that core parks were neighborhood and active parks other than regional
parks. Twenty-five acres of Art Dye was a regional park. Forty-eight acres of that were
considered core parks. The boat harbor was a regional park. The level of service standard for
regional parks was five acres per thousand. The basis of the original plan was that the City
would not fund regional parks out of impact fees. They needed to be kept separate. Regional
parks were at a different standard, five acres per thousand.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that the City was well covered in core parks but not in
regional parks. With new growth they needed the large tracts of land for ball fields.
Rod Despain expressed that the original analysis was very clear. The City made a conscious
decision not include regional parks in the impact fee analysis.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the City could make a conscious decision to change its mind.
Mayor Thompson answered that it could.
Councilmembers Rodeback and Kramer asked that the Council seriously consider doing that.
Rod Despain commented that the City would need to decide how they would come up with the
short fall in regional parks.
Mayor Thompson stated that they should not delay getting this adopted. He felt the ratios could
come later.
Councilman Storrs asked if they could approve it now and come back and amend it.
Rod Despain believed that they needed to adopt it now and get it in place. They could change
their mind later.
Mayor Thompson stated that the core parks should be at 6.25 acres per thousand ofpopulation.
Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-07-26R approving the Capital
Facilities Plan for Water and Parks as prepared by Robertson Lewis Young &
Burningham and that the level of service standard for core parks be 6.25 acres per
thousand population. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback was not comfortable with leaving the regional park standard question
hanging in the air. If she had some assurance that would be coming back soon, she would feel
better.
Councilman Gunther felt this needed to be in place to get impact fees assessed. He did not have
a problem in coming back and dealing with the issues that Councilmember Rodeback had. They
needed to move it ahead.
Rod Despain urged them not to put it off. They could give some instructions to the Planning
Commission to re look at regional parks as part of the impact fee. The impact fee for parks was
currently based on land cost at $70,000 per acre.
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Councilmember Rodeback asked that if they so instructed the Planning Commission, ifthat
required the commission of a new study.
Mayor Thompson stated that they would have to look at all sides of that.
Councilmember Kramer asked how quick they could get that on the Planning Commission
agenda.
Rod Despain answered that it was not a short-term turnaround. The Planning Commission was
now reviewing it. It was in process.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that it had been in process since she took office 17 months ago.
She was not sure they had the right fee because she was not sure they had the right ratio.
Councilmember Kramer asked if they could use the impact fee for the regional parks.
Cathy Jensen responded that they could not.
Councilman Gunther noted that if they passed this as the motion was made and then they wanted
to change to count regional parks as core parks, they could change that in the future.
Rod Despain answered that level of service standards could always be changed.
Mayor Thompson understood that what they used for the 7.16 number lumped neighborhood and
regional parks into one standard.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that was what Rod Despain had indicated, but Cathy
Jensen did not agree.
Councilman Gunther did not see any harm in passing it now and if at a time in the future there
needed to be a change, he did not see that there would be any financial harm.
Council member Kramer stated that this was going on for 17 months and asked if there was a way
to put in on a fast track or it might get put off a whole lot longer. She wanted just this part
addressed.
Mayor Thompson would instruct the Planning Commission and Chairman that the Council
would like prompt attention in looking at this matter.
Councilmember Rodeback asked that they instruct the Planning Commission to reexamine the
standard for regional parks to evaluate whether it could be included in the impact fee or analysis
and to do so in a timely manner. Then, they should be able to address the impact on recreation.
She asked the record to show that she was in strong support of that need, contrary to what was
said in the newspaper this week. She had a strong record of support for parks and recreation.
The City was trying very hard to accommodate those needs.
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Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Kramer, Storrs, Gunther, and LeBaron.
Mayor Thompson asked that special instruction be given to the Planning Commission and to the
Chairman particularly that the Council would like prompt attention in looking at the parks
element ofthe general plan to evaluate inclusion of regional parks in impact fees.

With that instruction to the Planning Commission, Councilmember Rodeback voted,
"aye."
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE AMERICAN FORK
STANDARDS, DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT IN
THE CITY - Staff
Councilman LeBaron expressed that it seemed to be very thorough and appropriate.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-07-31 establishing standards for
the design, quality of material, and quality of construction of public improvements within
the City of American Fork, Utah. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Rod Despain commented that since this draft was distributed, two corrections needed to be made
and included in the motion. In Section 1.17 to show that the drainage plans were for the 100year frequency storm instead of the 10-year and in Section 10.17 C the finish grade of the grass
or sod should be between 1 and 1.5 inches above the sidewalk.

Councilman LeBaron included those changes in his motion. Councilman Gunther agreed
with his second.
Mayor Thompson asked Public Works Director Howard Denney if the Public Works Department
was happy with this standard.
Howard Denney responded that they were.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE LEBARON ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 14.25 ACRES AT 906 EAST
BAMBERGER DRIVE -Shirl LeBaron
Councilman LeBaron explained that he had conflict in this matter. He had filed specific conflict
documents with the Recorder. This property was owned by his mother in a trust. He had a direct
financial relationship with these transactions and development to the point that he needed to be
excused from this body and abstain from voting.
Councilman LeBaron was excused and exited the room.
Mayor Thompson asked the surrounding zoning and what was the intended zoning on this
property.
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Rod Despain answered that to the west and to the east of the property were offices. North was
the R3-7500 zone and south of State Street was the GC-1. This action would set the public
hearing with at least 30 days notice.
Zoning would be discussed at the Planning Commission.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-07-27R indicating the City's intent
to annex the LeBaron Annexation consisting of 14.25 acres at 906 East Bamberger Drive.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Gunther, Rodeback, Kramer, and Storrs. Absent, Councilman LeBaron.
The motion carried.
Councilman LeBaron returned and took his seat with the Council.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE PROVIDENCE
HEIGHTS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 10.43 ACRES AT 1050 SOUTH 860 EAST,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE GC-2, ZONE, AND ALSO AN AMENDED
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT -Brett Nelson
Rod Despain explained that this was known commonly as the Roper property. Mr. Roper has
sold the property to Salisbury Development. This was heard about two years ago with Mr.
Maddox requesting zoning for multiple housing. The current applicants asked for zoning
consistent with the Business Park with up to four office structures.
Mayor Thompson noted that it was on the American Fork side of the proposed boundary
agreement with Pleasant Grove.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-07-32 approving the
Providence Heights Annexation, the amended annexation agreement and placement of the
entire parcel in the GC-2, General Commercial zone with instruction to the Recorder to
withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City and execution
of the agreements by the applicants. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Council member Kramer asked if it exceeded the parking ratio needed.
Mr. Despain explained that at this point it was a concept plan to show what was anticipated. It
was not set in stone, but had been given a great deal ofthought.
Councilmember Kramer noted that blacktop got really hot and asked about the placement of trees
to provide shade in the parking area.
Brett Nelson stated that they would have curb diamonds for more landscaping. The wetlands had
been delineated. They would tum that into a park and see if the City would like it turned over to
them. They had provided about twenty-five percent green space.
Rod Despain added that the development would come back to the Council for final approval.
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All were in favor of the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback congratulated Mr. Nelson on a good concept for a tough parcel.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE LEONARD'S
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.99 ACRES AT 780 EAST 50 SOUTH, PLACEMENT OF
THE PROPERTY IN THE R3-7500 ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
-John Lundin
Rod Despain noted that this was not a continuation of the Crystal Cove project but would be
similar and would be stand alone project.
Councilman LeBaron explained that he and Mr. Lundin may have some common interest in
improvements but no financial gain.
Mayor Thompson asked if it was exclusively senior housing.
Mr. Lundin stated that it was age 55 and over.

Rod Despain noted that there was a separate section of the Development Code that addressed
Senior Housing. It required 80 percent to be occupied by persons age 55 and over. There were
also some design accommodations with lesser open space that came with this.

Councilmember Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-07-33 approving the Leonard's
Annexation consisting of 7.99 acres at 780 East 50 South, the annexation agreement and
placement of the entire parcel in the R3-7500 Residential zone, with instruction to the
Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City
and execution of the agreements by the applicants. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED.
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Creekside Cottages, an
Inner Block Cottage Development consisting of 11 residences at 160 East 100 South. Monte Nelson & Larry Howden
Mayor Thompson asked if there was any bank stabilization problems.
Architect Larry Howden stated that it was a concrete wall channel.
Councilman LeBaron felt this project would be a real improvement to the area.
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Councilmember Rodeback reported that in a recent conversation with Kevin Call,
President of the Utah County Realtors' Association, he noted the lack of affordable
housing in American Fork. She felt these had a nice design.
Mayor Thompson asked the price range.
Monte Nelson responded that they would be 1400 square feet to as much as 2200 square
feet. The cost would range from $275,000 to $350,000.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the $200,000 home was now $300,000.
Howard Denney was concerned that the American Fork River was being boxed in. He did
not know how they were going to access it. They needed public access on at least one
side.
Monte Nelson stated that the entire east side was a right-of-way.
Howard Denney responded that it was not a public access.
Councilmember Kramer asked if a trail was located on either side of the creek.
Mr. Denney responded that there was not.
Rod Despain noted that this issue was raised before. The river was owned by the private
property owners. It might be possible for the City to be added to the easement.
Monte Nelson thought that if there was an emergency, the property owners would
probably be glad for the City to show up.
Councilman Rodeback asked if it needed to be tabled until it was worked out.
Councilman Storrs stated that a final plat was before the Council that had been
recommended by the Planning Commission. He asked how it got this far along without
this issue being resolved. He did not think it was fair to the developer.
Rod Despain noted that this issue was treated the same as Bohme River.
Howard Denney stated that in 1983 repairs were made to the creek with easements that
were never recorded.
Mayor Thompson and Councilman Storrs felt that it should have been handled at the
Planning Commission.
Councilman Gunther responded that if the Planning Commission missed something, the
Council needed to pick it up. He did not see any conflict between the owners' interest
and the City's interest.
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Dan Richards thought it could be taken care of with specific language placed on the plat
that described the creek bed with an easement. It would then be signed by the owner and
the City. It would need to be included in the motion.
Howard Denney stated that would give them the bed of the creek. In an emergency the
City had the ability to go on the property with compensation for any damage.
Dan Richards noted that there were no fences allowed between the homes. There was the
ability to access. The creek did have a fence.
Councilmember Kramer asked about having basements.
Monte Nelson commented that there was not a problem with basements with the
improvements that were along the creek.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-07-34 approving the final
plat, lotting plan, and building plans for Creekside Cottages, an Inner Block
Cottage Development, consisting of 11 residences, at 160 East 100 South, to
authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat with instructions to the City
Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to: 1) The posting of a
performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required public
improvements and 2) Accept the boundary line description of the creek for
easement purposes to American Fork City. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat of Harbor Village Subdivision Plat A consisting of 68
lots at 160 West 700 South. -Reed Hawks
Rod Despain explained that this was the property immediately to the south of the LDS
Church on 100 West. It includes the Harbor Road Plat A and Plat C Annexations. There
were many subject to's. There were basement restrictions. This was an area vested prior
to the sensitive lands ordinance, but had been addressed. There was one unresolved issue
regarding surface water runoff and was under review by the City Engineer and some
loose ends to tie up.
Councilman Gunther asked Ken Berg what concerns he had.
Ken Berg reported that there had been wells and ponds on site that had saturated the
ground and have since been removed and they were in the process of drying up the
ground.
Councilmember Kramer commented that they were in a drought now and asked what
happened when there was not a drought. Was that an issue?
Mr. Hawks noted that there was an under ground collection system that would take the
water to the west to the Storrs slough.
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Councilmember Kramer felt that the City would be held liable for any flooding as they
were in Mountain Meadows.
Rod Despain explained that virtually on the land on the south side was made dry enough
to farm because of drains that had been installed. If they were taken away, it was likely
that the water would surface. Part of the sensitive lands ordinance was to make sure that
the drains were not destroyed, or if they were, that they were replaced.
Howard Denney noted that the aerial photographs showed where the land had been tried
to be drained. He recommended that the lowest living space be at least one-foot above
the road.
Councilmember Kramer noted that some homes in California have a crawl space.
Mr. Hawks noted that the elevation would still need to be determined. He was planning
on building the homes. He might sell off a few lots. There would be an 8-inch perforated
drain pipe placed around each home.

Councilman Gunther asked Mr. Hawks if he was intimately familiar with the sensitive
lands ordinance and intended to fully comply.
Mayor Thompson asked if it was the current or the one they were on the verge of
approvmg.
It was the proposed ordinance.
Councilmember Kramer stated that they need parks in the south area. She knew that the
City would be receiving wetlands but would the City be getting higher ground for parks.
Rod Despain responded that it was the intent of the developer to satisfy his open space
obligation through the payment of impact fees.
Mr. Hawks stated that they had also incorporated trails and open space planning in the
development. From the Church on the north, south along 100 West they would provide
about 15 feet additional road right-of-way and would landscape that. In the annexation
they gave deeds to the City for a road to be built on Storrs Avenue. They wanted to keep
the existing dirt road as a trail and have the ditch remain.

Council member Rodeback emphasized the need to update the parks component of the
general plan as soon as possible.
Howard Denney noted another issue was storm water disposal. It was the proposal of the
developer to take the water to the southwest corner of their land to a detention basin and
do a direct discharge into the Storrs slough. The general plan below 1-15 calls for a storm
drain channel separated from the irrigated water channel. This proposal was not
consistent with the general plan.
Rod Despain noted that was number one on the subject to list.
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Mr. Hawks added that it also talked about maintaining the historical ground water slough
and he would be affecting that which was also not consistent with the general plan.
Howard Denney stated that they would be going across multiple properties to get to the
lake. They would also be going across several properties with the sewer line.
Mr. Hawks stated that they had solutions to those problems. They would work jointly
with the property owner to the south. They were treating the water three times before it
went into a ditch that was regulated by the Corps. It was two ditches, storm water and
irrigation. They had a permit from the Army Corps ofEngineers, Nationwide Permit No.
7 and a letter from the State Department of Water Quality that allowed them to do that.

Mayor Thompson asked Rod Despain if he was content with the three subject to items.
Mr. Despain responded that he was.

Councilmember Kramer asked Howard Denney if he was satisfied.
Mr. Denney responded that he had stated his position and he had not been dissuaded
today. Their plan needed to change or the City's General Plan needed to be changed.
Mayor Thompson stated that this is where the City Engineer's presence at Planning
Commission was very important so that this got the proper hearing.
Howard Denney added that this discussion was had at the Planning Commission.
Rod Despain reported that it was attached as a condition ofthe Planning Commission.
Councilman Gunther expressed that it sounded that the way the subject to was approved,
it was to be approved by the City Engineer.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that the approval with the subject to, allowed the
developer to move ahead but they would have to duke it out with the City over this issue.
Mr. Hawks stated that they were willing to work together on it. They had been working
together for a number of months.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the final plat of the Harbor Village
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the mayor and council to sign the plat and accept
the final dedications with instruction to the City Recorder to withhold recording of
the final plat subject to: 1) Approval of the storm drainage removal plan by the
City Engineer; 2) Posting of a bond to ensure the timely construction of the public
improvements; and 3) Receipt of a corrected plat for the Harbor Road Annexation
Plat A, to eliminate the island of unincorporated territory with the recently
recorded Cates Island Annexation area.
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Mr. Hawks stated that it was up to the homeowner to decide slab on grade or crawl space.
They would work on that language.
After some discussion it was decided that the note would be revised that the garage floor
would be one foot above the back of curb and the living area would be above the grade of
the garage floor.

Councilman Gunther amended his motion to include that the note would say that
the garage floor would be one foot above the back of curb and the living area would
be above the grade of the garage floor.
Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion.
Richard Colborn asked the cross section of 100 West Street.
It was reported that it would be 82 feet.

All were in favor of the motion.
Mayor Thompson noted Councilmembers Rodeback and Kramer's concern about having
the Parks Element of the General Plan updated as soon as possible.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE TEMPORARY RENEWAL OF POLICE SERVICES
CONTRACT WITH STATE DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER - Chief Call
Mayor Thompson noted that this was for a 90-day period of time while the details were worked
out on a longer term agreement.

Councilman LeBaron moved that the short term service contract between American Fork
City and the Utah State Developmental Center for continued additional police services be
approved. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE HANSEN & WRIGHT PROPOSAL FOR LEGAL
SERVICES - Staff
Councilman LeBaron felt that the agreement missed a few things as he reviewed it. He would
like the City's Human Resources Attorney to review this. He would fashion a motion to approve
the agreement in principal with the details to be worked out.
Mayor Thompson explained that Hansen & Wright would still function as they currently were.
Councilman Gunther asked if it was the intent to have it reviewed by legal counsel.
Councilman LeBaron stated that it was. They already made a commitment to Kasey Wright
subject to working out the agreement and making an appointment. It should include
accessibility. On call availability during business hours may be as important as an on site
person. Kasey Wright individually needed to be appointed by the Mayor rather than a firm. All
work would be as directed by the City.
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Mayor Thompson explained that they want Hansen & Wright and designate Kasey Wright as the
principal respondent. It was the full services of Hansen & Wright that the City wanted.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that they would get that but they needed to appoint the
individual.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that Tucker Hansen was appointed the City Attorney for
criminal matters.
Kasey Wright responded that was fine.
Mayor Thompson asked that they take action after the agreement was revised. He asked Chief of
StaffMelanie Marsh to handle this.

Councilman LeBaron moved to defer this contract until additional review by the City's
Human Resources Attorney and input by Councilmembers. Councilmember Rodeback
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS - Staff
Mayor Thompson reported that there was Task Order Number 4 for services to date on the
Secondary Irrigation for $35,000.
Howard Denney explained that it included 1) Project Management; 2) Highland City
coordination efforts; 3) Upper Reservoir location Efforts; 4) Lower Reservoir location efforts; 5)
Fox Hollow Golf Course coordination efforts; 6) Project funding coordination; 7) City
interviews; and 8) Miscellaneous preliminary design and coordination efforts. He recommended
the approval of the task order.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if it was really for services to date. She was under the
impression that it was for services for duration of the project.
Howard Denney stated that it only had to do with the tasks that were listed. From now on it
would probably be preliminary design and then after that final designs and construction
drawings.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that this task was coordination efforts between cities. She
thought it was for the duration of the project.
Howard Denney answered that it was the making of the contract. They now had the one with the
irrigation company. They were working on one with Highland.
Councilman Storrs noted that it said that the effective date of the task order was April 23.
Howard Denney reported that was the date of the main contract.
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Mayor Thompson asked what the City had approved thus far.
Cathy Jensen estimated it to be about $150,000.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of Task Order Number 4 for the Secondary Water
System. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilmember Rodeback noted that she thought that the appointment of the Arts Council
Director was going to take place tonight.
Mayor Thompson commented that the Council not be meeting on July 24th and it would be on
the July 31st agenda.

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:10 p.m. Councilmember Kramer seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 26, 2007
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, July 26, 2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

•

8.

9.

10.

Discussion by UDOT of a study for an east-west connector between Saratoga Springs and
American Fork.
Mrs. Chidester will discuss the development of her property.
Discussion of the final impact fee analysis. -Elise Christensen
Discussion of the City's Economic Development Plan. - Councilmember Rode back and
Debby Lauret
Report on secondary irrigation. - John Schiess
a.
Discussion of an agreement with Highland City regarding water shares and usage.
b.
Discussion of an agreement with Highland City regarding the debris basin.
Discussion of recycling, garbage services and associated costs to the City. - Gordon
Raymond ofAllied Waste
Review of Steel Days Activites. - Councilman LeBaron
Discussion of an ordinance regulating check cashing businesses. - Councilmember
Kramer
Discussion of items for the upcoming July 31, 2007, City Council meeting. - Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 23 day of July, 2007.

[_ lh, (Jj
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULy 26, 2007
WORK SESSION
ATTACHMENTS (4)
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, July 26, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:34 p.m. Those present
included Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Dale Gunther, and *Ricky Storrs. Councilman
Gunther conducted the meeting as requested previously by Mayor Thompson. Mayor Thompson
and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback and Shirl LeBaron were excused. Others present included
Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Police Chief Lance Call, Rod Despain, Andy
Spencer, Melanie Marsh, Kasey Wright, Debby Lauret, Wendelin Knobloch, Marie Adams,
Barbara Christiansen, Brian Thompson, John Schiess, Linda Walton, Elise Lechtenberg, Jason
Burningham, and two additional citizens.
DISCUSSION BY UDOT OF A STUDY FOR AN EAST-WEST CONNECTOR BETWEEN
SARATOGA SPRINGS AND AMERICAN FORK
The Council took a seat in the audience for the presentation.
Brent Wilhite was present representing the UDOT East-West Connector Study including
American Fork, Lehi, and Saratoga Springs. Also present was UDOT Project Manager Bryan
Adams, Region 3 UDOT Public Involvement Coordinator Geoffrey Dupaix, and Sue Lee part of
HDR and is heading up the Environmental Process. Mr. Wilhite's presentation is included in
these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1.
Councilman Gunther asked what the rate of growth was.
Mr. Wilhite answered that between 2000 and 2030 it was estimated to be 350 percent.

JeffDupaix noted that it had about doubled in this area in the last six years.
Brent Wilhite emphasized that the East-West Connector Study was separate from the Mountain
View Corridor and any other studies in the area. There was coordination. It included from
Redwood Road to 1-15 and from about 700 South Lehi to 1500 South in Lehi. He stated that
public comment was really crucial to this process. There would be public meetings and a
website (www.udot.utah.gov/ewconnector) for information and email (weconnector@utah.gov)
and a phone number (1-801-753-7344) for comments or questions.
Mr. Wilhite asked if there were any questions.

Councilman Gunther asked if what was being talked about was the 1oth South in Lehi route.
Mr. Wilhite answered that it was.

Councilman Gunther asked what would be happening from this time forward.
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Mr. Wilhite stated that they would be having meetings over the next month with many groups
including homeowners associations. At the end of next month they hoped to have a large public
seeping meeting.

Councilman Gunther asked if 1oth South in Lehi was a given.
Brent Wilhite responded that 1Oth South was really the name of the project, but it was too
premature to say where the corridor will go. That would come through public comments, the
study and wetland impact.
Ms. Sue Lee explained that they would be working on alternatives with the Army Corps of
Engineers. They want to see the least damage to wetlands.
JeffDupaix noted that Lehi had preserved some corridors.
Councilman Gunther asked where the connection would be on Redwood Road.
Sue Lee noted that the study area was a lot bigger on the west side because they did not know
where they would be crossing the river. They needed to look at all the alternatives. Crossing the
river was a big factor.
Councilman Gunther noted that the Mountain View Corridor was in favor of the 2100 North
alternative.
Jeff Dupaix responded that the preferred alignment for the Mountain View Corridor was on 2100
North in Lehi, Lehi Block and then head east.
Councilman Gunther thought that originally it was going to go along the north border of Utah
Lake.
JeffDupaix stated that was still an option that was on the table.
Rod Despain noted this was the first phase of the process and that American Fork had been
pretty involved with this very issue. Merrill Jolley had taken a firm stance as to where this
would be. At least in American Fork there had been a lot of discussion of alternatives and it
came down to basically the SPUI or Diamond to 1Oth South in Lehi. Is this being revisited or
reselling?
JeffDupaix noted that however Main Street ended up; it would change how this would connect.
Rod Despain explained that the City's Transportation Committee has asked the City to
commission a study of the merits of the Diamond vs. the SPUI. The City has taken a very
proactive position. This East-West corridor was fairly narrowly defined. The 19th South
Corridor was the one the City preferred. The American Fork plan called for two parallel routes
on the south. The 21st North corridor ignored the south area and the east-west movement. This
Council was on record through a formal Resolution that supported the Diamond.
Geoffrey Dupaix stated that the east-west corridor was the link between the two.
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Rod Despain commented that the problem was that the process required separate studies,
seemingly like the others did not exist, but the roads were all interconnected.
Geoffrey Dupaix added that the studies needed to be looked at independently but they did all
interact. This study has to evaluate how they interact.
Rod Despain continued that the City was prepared to suggest ways they should interconnect.
Howard Denney asked why the east end of the study area was not widened out like the west end
of the study area. They should look the other interchanges including Lehi Main and the so-called
new Pleasant Grove, instead of just American Fork. The impact could be broadened He asked
if it was only wetlands that got that kind of attention.
Sue Lee stated that in this study the only federal involvement was the Army Corps ofEngineers.
They would have to get federal approval. Most of the wetlands were on the west side. That was
why it was bigger. This was funded as the 1Oth South project and was to provide the best way for
immediate relief of traffic on SR 73.
Rod Despain stated that it appeared to him that they were focused on one alignment.
Howard Denney explained that American Fork felt that the Pleasant Grove interchange needed to
be hit with a by-pass or something like that or it would bring American Fork to its knees quicker
at the West Main interchange. There needed to be other alternatives to get people to the south.
The impact needed to be spread out.
Bryan Adams commented that the Vineyard Connection would be studied as well.
Councilman Gunther expressed that there needed to be coordination with all of these things.
American Fork's Main Street was going to be challenged.
Rod Despain stated that the various studies looked at transportation and how to move people. He
looked at his job as looking at how those roads impacted American Fork City. They had
different masters. UDOT wanted to move cars. They wanted to protect neighborhoods. He
repeated what he had said before in other meetings, "UDOT doesn't give a damn what it does to
the Cities just so they move cars."
Brent Wilhite responded that statement was debatable, but for another time.
*Councilman Storrs arrived.
Councilmember Kramer asked why they needed to widen Main Street.
JeffDupaix stated emphatically and clear that they were not widening Main Street. This was a
connection to the Main Street Interchange. It would point traffic to American Fork. They were
looking at a study from 100 East to Orem but they were not looking at anything from 100 East to
1-15.
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American Fork Transportation Committee Chairman Brian Thompson asked if they were okay
with creating a bottleneck on American Fork Main Street.
JeffDupaix stated that there were no long term plans. He added that in disagreement with Mr.
Despain's comments, UDOT did care how these facilities affected the communities. The
communities were bumping up against each other. People were going to take the path of least
resistance. They needed to provide that path.
Councilman Gunther thanked him for saying that they care about people.
JeffDupaix stated that was his job. IfUDOT did not care, they would not have created his job.
The transportation plans involved the quality of life. It was not just the moving of cars but also
the moving of goods and services.
American Fork Hospital Administrator Mike Olsen thought that the Mountain View Corridor
originally was going to connect into the Pleasant Grove Interchange. It they were most
interested in moving traffic they should not focus so much on the wetlands. They should move
the traffic in the most efficient way, in the least impacted way. They should address
environmental issues the best they can, but they should not stop it because of that issue.
JeffDupaix felt they were doing that and expressed that it was a balancing act. There were a lot
of things that went into the mix.
Mr. Olsen commented that it seemed they were afraid to deal with the feds.

Brian Thompson noted that what happened with the Legacy highway was ugly.
JeffDupaix expressed that they wanted public comments in order to really evaluate the wetlands.
This was the first step.
Ms. Lee stated that evaluating socio economics was part of it.
Mr. Adams stated that he had been part of the Legacy Project for last 7 years.
Mike Olsen stated that if the corridor went too far north it would not move traffic.
Mr. Adams stated that this project had to: 1) Alleviate transportation issues on State Road 73; 2)
Blend and be part of the community; and 3) Factor in and blend in with natural environment.
That was what they were trying to do. He stated there would be a solution.

Councilman Gunther asked if there were any other questions or comments. There were none.
He thanked them for their presentation. He expressed his personal appreciation for some of the
things he had heard here and maybe they wouldn't look at them as enemies but look at UDOT as
partners.
MRS. CHIDESTER WILL DISCUSS THE DEVELOPMENT OF HER PROPERTY
Ms. Chidester was not in attendance.
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Rod Despain explained that the City has had an agreement with Ms. Chidester for some time and
was part of the 18-inch water line placement in about 1986. That area was now being annexed
and she has asked what the agreement meant. Mr. Despain commented that the City's world had
changed as well. The waiver of fees was from 1986. The pattern of resolve in these types of
agreements has not been consistent.
Councilman Gunther commented that it was subject to some interpretation. He deferred the item
until Legal Counsel Kasey Wright had a chance to review the agreement.
DISCUSSION OF THE FINAL IMP ACT FEE ANALYSIS -Elise Lechtenberg
Elise Lechtenberg presented the final Transportation Impact Fee Analysis. Based on the
discussion tonight, they will finalize the rest of the impact fees and get that to the Council in the
next couple of weeks. The previous items of concern had been resolved. A copy of her
presentation is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2. She pointed out that if the City
adopted an impact fee lower than what was recommended, the City would need to make up the
difference. She asked that the Council keep that in mind. Pass through trips showed as no
impact.
Councilman Gunther asked if there was a floor space calculation that was needed for the Police
Department.
Ms. Lechtenberg stated that she did not include that in the presentation. She would provide that.
It would be included in the written analysis.
Councilman Gunther asked if police service to Cedar Hills was considered in the public safety
impact fees.
Elise Lechtenberg answered that Cedar Hills did have a facility that the American Fork officers
utilized. They could not include any of that into the impact fees to American Fork and they had
excluded all calls to Cedar Hills in their calculations.
With regard to the parks impact fee Ms. Lechtenberg noted that the level of service established
was 6.25 acres of parkland per thousand citizens. That included neighborhood and community
parks but excluded regional parks. She explained that they conservatively used the value of
$1 75, 000 per acre for new park land.
Councilman Gunther did not know that land could be bought for that price.
Ms. Lechtenberg explained that it was estimated at $175,000 because parks would be in
residential areas and not commercial areas. Larger plots would be purchased and may be a better
pnce.
Councilman Kramer stated that in her recent conversations the projected costs were between
$300,000 and $500,000 per acre.
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Ms. Lechtenberg stated that they could look at them again, but any increase in that price would
raise the impact fee.
Councilman Gunther stated that they needed to be realistic. He had talked to some residential
developers and they could not find ground for less than $300,000 an acre.
Councilmember Kramer commented that they needed the additional funds to get more parks.
Ms. Lechtenberg asked that any additional land sales data be provided. The impact fees needed
to fund the parks that were being put in.
Councilman Gunther asked for a copy ofthe analysis. He was seeing that $175,000 was not
being conservative. It would not cover what the City needed. He added that if the impact fee
was enough to cover the need, maybe the price of land would go down.
Elise Lechtenberg explained that the last time the impact fee was increased was about 2002 and
$75,000 an acre was used for the land cost. At that time $40,000 to $50,000 was the cost to
improve an acre of park ground. That has gone up to $85,000 per acre.
All impact fees, if they were adopted as recommended at 100 percent, would be $10,307 for a
single family residential unit.
Jason Burningham explained that they hesitated using the entire amount because about 80 acres
of parks were gifted.
Councilmember Kramer responded that over the last five years, there had not been any property
gifted.
Mr. Burningham continued that they were trying to keep it all in perspective.

Councilman Gunther thanked them for the presentation.
DISCUSSION OF THE CITY'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN- Councilmember
Rode back and Debbv Laurel
This item was postponed to a future meeting.
REPORT ON SECONDARY IRRIGATION -John Schiess
John Schiess presented a progress update on the secondary irrigation water system. The water
impact fee that was done by Lewis Young Robertson & Burningham was an update on the
existing capital facilities plan. He wanted everybody to recognize that the existing capital
facilities plan had a lot of the City's culinary water coming from the aqueduct that was already
treated at the Orem Treatment Plant. So they did not have a component for building a new water
treatment plant. He wanted everybody to recognize that when they get through the process and
they have a new impact fee in two or three months it was going to jump up considerably higher
from the $2,000 they had been talking about because of that treatment portion. The public was
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going to get hit with a $2,000 increase now and again in a couple of months with that much
more. This was an interim amount. He reviewed the design accomplishments.
Mr. Shiess introduced Jessica Wilson who was heading up the Public Involvement Plan. They

would have a plan and a scope of work for this for next Tuesday night. They would have a hottine phone number and a website. They were planning public meetings. A project logo for the
American Fork Pressurized Irrigation was discussed. AFPI, with the name American Fork
Pressurized Irrigation with light blue line underneath and light blue in the interior area of the A
and the P was the preferred.
Ms. Wilson explained that AFPI would be in the website address.
Mr. Shiess discussed the agreements with Highland City.

Councilman Gunther explained that the City had retained Water Attorney David Hartvigsen and
he had reviewed all of the agreements and was okay with them.
a.

Discussion of an agreement with Highland City regarding water shares and usage
Mr. Schiess reviewed the sections of this agreement with the City Council. The
agreement is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 3.
One of the issues brought up was to speed up the construction in order to save interest
costs. Mr. Schiess explained that it may not work that way because there were not
enough contractors to do it in one year and that if they did, it would drive up prices.
Rod Despain asked who was currently in charge of maintenance ofthe weir at the mouth
of American Fork Canyon.
Mr. Schiess answered that it was the American Fork Irrigation Company, but that

Highland Irrigation had put in a lot of money and effort in maintaining it. It was in their
best interest.
Rod Despain suspected that it was really the City that had that burden.
b.

Discussion of an agreement with Highland City regarding the debris basin
Mr. Schiess reviewed the sections of this agreement with the City Council. The

agreement is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 4. This mainly dealt with
flood control issues. The two cities proposed to purchase the debris basin from the
County. They would use it for flood control and other purposes.
Howard Denney stated that the advantage was to acquire the land and control the future
of the property.
John Schiess stated that it was an ideal spot for a secondary irrigation reservoir and it
could be placed within that facility without destroying its function. The County had
discussed selling it in the past.
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Howard Denney pointed out that it would put the City in the flood control business, even
outside the existing City limits.
Councilman Storrs asked when they would start putting pipe in the ground.
John Schiess stated that they would be putting pipe in the ground this fall and begin the
reservoir in the spring.
Councilman Gunther thanked John Schiess for his presentation.
DISCUSSION OF RECYCLING, GARBAGE SERVICES AND ASSOCIATED COSTS TO
THE CITY - Gordon Raymond ofAllied Waste
Gordon Raymond stated that recycling was more expensive because of the subscription service
provided in American Fork, meaning it was not mandatory. They were planning on the CPI
increase as provided for the garbage, but a greater increase for recycling.
Councilmember Kramer asked if it was mandatory, would it be less expensive.
Mr. Raymond answered that the cost would not go up to $4.30, what Allied Waste charged the
City, but only to about $4.00. He encouraged a mandatory program.

Councilmember Kramer had talked with a few of her neighbors and they would like to see it
mandatory.
Mr. Raymond added that they could expand from every other week pickup to an every week
pickup for around $5.00 per month.

Councilman Gunther noted that this was on the agenda for Tuesday. He thanked Mr. Raymond
for his presentation.
REVIEW OF STEEL DAYS ACTIVITIES -Councilman LeBaron
This item was postponed to a future agenda.
DISCUSSION OF AN ORDINANCE REGULATING CHECK CASHING BUSINESSESCouncilmember Kramer
Councilmember Kramer explained that this mirrored a Sandy City Ordinance. Kasey Wright
provided this Ordinance for American Fork.
Councilman Storrs asked about the existing check cashing businesses.
Kasey Wright responded that they would be grandfathered in.
Rod Despain asked what was trying to be regulated.
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Councilmember Kramer answered that it was the number they were getting. They had two more
coming into the City.
Rod Despain noted that the City already regulated the spacing of group homes and cell towers.
This would be the third.
Kasey Wright stated that it would need to go through the Planning Commission. There was
nothing on the City books with regard to requiring a certain amount ofwindow space and color.
There may be some challenge to it as the City had not done that kind of thing in the past.
Councilman Gunther asked if there were any other comments.
Councilmember Kramer felt it was necessary to get it done as soon as possible and have the
Council pass it and then go through the Planning Commission for their items.
Kasey Wright stated that they could switch it from the Development Code to the City Code
similar to the animal ordinance they passed a few weeks ago. They could regulate by population
in that manner but not proximity. That would need to go to the Planning Commission.
Rod Despain noted that for the most part, check cashing businesses were viewed as tenants and
did not go to the Planning Commission. They were able to just go and get a business license.
Richard Colborn noted that someone would have to evaluate compliance with regulations if it did
not go to Planning Commission or at least to Site Plan Review.
Councilman Gunther felt that they should put it on the Council agenda as a City Ordinance and
deal with amendments in the future at the Planning Commission for inclusion in the
Development Code.
Councilmember Kramer wanted to get the Ordinance in place as soon as possible. She asked if
they could limit getting a business license as they were in this process.
Kasey Wright did not think they were that far along in the process.
Councilman Gunther asked Councilmember Kramer to get with Kasey Wright and make changes
and they would have it on the upcoming agenda.
Councilman Gunther went back to the Chidester item.
Kasey Wright reported that in regards to the agreement with Ms. Chidester it was necessary to go
back to the intent of the parties.
Councilman Storrs felt the same way.
Councilman Gunther suggested that in the future, give the party the money.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JULY 31 2007 CITY COUNCIL
MEETING- Staff
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Richard Colborn distributed a change order for the Courts project. Agenda item one would have
a correction in the address. The item on the subdivision would be removed from the agenda and
the check cashing ordinance added.
Howard Denney reported that there would be three Tasks Orders on the Secondary Irrigation
System for the pond, transmission lines, and public relations.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:45p.m.

tl ~. QJ_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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•
EAST-WEST
CONNECTOR
American Fork •lehi • Saratoga Springs

•

What is the EWC Project?
EAST·WEST
CONNECTOR

•

Environmental study

•

Purpose: Look at
transportation solutions to:
1.
2.

Improve east-west regional
mobility
Reduce congestion on S.R. 73

•
1
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•

Utah County Growth
EAST·WEST
CO II II ECTOR

Northwestern Utah County Population Projections

2000*

2006*

2030**

*

U.S. Census Bureau

**MAG. 2007

•

American fzyrk

•

Leni

•

saratoga 5Prin9>

Study Background
EAST·WEST
CONNECTOR

ENVlB0NMEWfAL

\

EAST-WEST
CONNECTOR
Ameri<ilnforlt·Le~·SaratogaSptlnqs

•
2
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•

Stoaf:Arrea ...
-~ ~

'

•

-~

'·.

• •

•

0

•

•
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•

Other Area Environmental Projects
EAST·WEST

CONNECTOR

c:z:::
c:::::::;)

c:::::::l

1·1

ENVIRONMENTAL

c:::::::;)

~

UTRH COUnTYSRLT LRKE COUnTY

IMPACT !\TATEMHH

•

c:z:::
c:z:::

Phase 1 Schedule
EAST-WEST
CONNECTOR

PHA

•

E

4
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•

Your Input Means Better Output
EAST·WEST

CON:NECTOR

www.udot.utah.gov/ewconnector

• Attend public meetings
• Visit website
• E-mail comments to
ewconnector@utah.gov
• Call 801-753-7344

•

Issues I Needs I Questions
EAST·WEST

CO!IIIitTOJI

•
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•
American Fork City, Utah County, Utah

Presentation of:
Proposed Roadways, Water, Public Safety,
and Parks & Recreation Impact Fees

-

~

LEWIS l[fff!J YOUNG
ROBERTSON & BURNINGHAM,

INC

•

•

OVERVIEW OF IMPACT FEES
m Legal Authorization of Impact Fees:
~

ii

Utah State Code, Title II, Chapter 36, Parts 1-5 (the "Impact Fees Act")

Definition and Purpose of Impact Fees:
~

One time payment of money by development activity as a condition of
development approval

~

Finance mechanism for equitably distributing costs of capital facilities
between existing & future development

~

A rational nexus between contributions in the past as compared to needed
contributions in the future

r. Other considerations in Establishing Impact Fee Structures
~

•

Adopting impact fees lower than 100% of the recommended impact fee
will result in a disproportionate share of capital costs between existing
and future users

1

..
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•
L

ROADWAYIMPACTFEES

I!

: .\'" ,y,Y,!fw,"~<<%4\""%'>'»'-"*'-'·*·« "'-~"-·''"~-if"'"""*~ h. K'l"'Vl" '''M'il~<JJJ..+~'H;.<kfl:-,,:;_,._ .ww%~w·~,;,,;,_,,,_ ,«-»«::'«i;1;·.~>4-->:~.::&.-;,,.,'.hl.\4k'i&.~<»::::.v..: ;:- _- ;;:;;....~.<:<>&Wikhl;;»h

•

I IMPACT FEE METHODOLOGY]!
>~',,ow~-,,-~;,,,,_,m'0'<•M<"".t.- >~%'_,..,. '<',,~,..,'l~~.i:!iW>l'.'"'-..'$.·.·~1($Jf-:q_,.,"".'"'-'":-~"'""'"' . ~w.;::::;:>,'..},:..~_ •

• --~

,,,•:<&.'"%-"-<-" ' ••

~~l'

li The study considers one City-wide service area

Plan and analysis of pass through trips has
been completed by Horrocks Engineers

if. Capital Facilities

li It is assumed that the City will add 205,581 trips to the current

232,021 trips generated in the City through build-out
j

if.

Growth related capital project costs total $89,585,210

if.

All capital projects have been discounted 5% to account for
pass through traffic per findings ofHorrocks

mIt is assumed the City will issue debt in 2012 and 2022 to meet
capital needs related to timing of projects

,

""<=··-~..,. ·"'- ., " ........m:;:: ..•..::.v,:m-W,v.,,:~x.•.,mw,3'J'..Ml!!';!;F,~:~ri.'lW:mm~Af_,.imm~e:a~-~-"'"*"~"'<..~.w·,,_~1-,.,..~@-<o"><'•>'/,:J.~-~'~ilim~1<:'¥'-"*"'~!W;G{~ ~~:m:.,_w~. d:>-Ji:.~,.~-·"'>-••......- -~

•
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
\tljustul
l'lnttct

''II

900Wcst· St!llcto 700N 1
SO South· 700 E to 1100 E

2006
2006

Slate SITect!West M11in Strcet1

s

2006
2006
2006
2006

560 Weill· Pm:ific DJivelliTA Crossin&
S60We51-1040Nl0 II:!ON
700 North· 100 E to 200 E
112<l North -900 W tn560 W
Stale Strcet/:200 E.i111 • JntcrmMion

2006
2006

500 EB!II • Stale to M11in
\100811111- St11tetoSO S

2007
2007

Main Sireet- 1400 W tn 570
6;!0Smllh -600£to 1JOOE
400 South- 500 E lo 1100 E
700 Eu!ll.- SIBle In 50S
600 Ea!ll.- Sll!lclt)6;!0S

Cmltn!(,"f

w'

1,.380,811
1,476,461

"'"'
2009

968,943
S,735,591

500 Ea!ll.- 700 s 1o ISOO

2009

2,962,538

2009

71,762

2,001,106
34,437,289

( "'' \ttubqt,dl!\ ( un,liUllll!ll \till
tn(,rniHhS

47%
47%

552,.368

47%

407,793
599,185

'"'·
,,..

\,481,30H

246,522
181,998
167,416

13,744
795,:!.(>4
1,4:!0,050

47%

615,3115
6,134

47%
47%

370,11911

~.:!44.405

41%
47%
47•.4

1,046,7!14
:!,036,040
1.321,750
3J6,JJII
435,:!:?7

4,177,599
~.71:!,001

690,066
1193,011
145,341
740,635
829,BTI
988,2.38

s

2,001,106
S,109,4110

308,1:!.8
185,867

47%

],.378,8(.0

54,975

s

'"''''

s

47%

1,659,7S3

$

690,406
416,461

1131,457

~.712,001

1!100 South- 740 E lo 860 E'
1100 South - 500 E IU 1160 E

2009

s

690,406
98B,238

3,725,713
4,177,!199
690,066
1193,011

1100 Ea~o1 ·SIBle to SO S'

s

55!,368
407,793
599,18S
1.378,1160
68,719
795,264
1.420,050

~0011

100 East· 100 N to 700 N 2
TOTALS:

ftllttnt(ol'f~

831,45?

2007
:!008
:!0011
:!008

s'

h!ttlllunolm,!SI!IP!uuohn.,!lmlllum!m~OtiJttlutu!m,!

6ti:!.,21111

8:!3,602
S,73S,591

47'Y.
41%

~.921.150

2,221,904

47%

1,131,621

829,877

47%

419,46:!

422,658

47%

s

71,762

s

1,665,623

s

26,602,111S

12,915,616

•
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

I

I

is-JO Year Plan ~
,

'"'"'''~••.>... dL ..b."m'i!

l'l<>il(l
South Frtm\11'" Rd - M11in 10 200 S
300 Wc!ll.- Muin lo So FrontllllC Rd
100 Eusl- 700 N to 1800 N1

South Fronlagc Rd - 300 Wct.1 10 100 E
860 East· S111tc: 1o 1100 S
II!ONorth·IOOEtolOOE
200 East- 980 N to 1120 N
200 Soulh • 1400 W to 300 W
South Fronlagc Rtl • 100 E to SOO E
100 East· So Frontage Rd lo 620 S
1100 Eut- SO S to 700 N
J 100 South· 100 E to 500 E
1
1400 West- Muin to 200 S
1100 Eut • 900 N In 1900 N
P11dfic Dri~ - W Slale 10 500 E
50 SouthfM11in • Stutc lo 700 E
1500 South· 100 W to 740 E
300 Nonh • 400 W lo 1100 E
9110 Nonh • 500 E 10 900 E
TOTALS:

\ ''"
2010
2010

( mnnt ( '"t
3,794,838
736,196

s

2010
lOll
2011

,\dju,tetl
I 1rltr.tll undm!! Sf 1ft lmhlmJ: I,,.. 1\ ~mulm!! Olh1r I umlm!! ( mlllll ( '"''
3,794,1138
736,196

s

2011

2012

2012
2012
lOll
:!013
2013
:!013
2013
:!013
2014
2014
2014

'

994,012
4,595,495
3,912,313
1,067,1102
4,346,479
6,184,126
3.495,:!46
49,580,)37

(n\t \tlilhutaille !.:ml•lluduUJ\('a!
lnC,!m\lhH
Tt~!3"
:!.019,693
47%
391.819
47%
47%
47%
47%
47%

2,693,002
2,881,989
2,610,011
162,737
497,86!1
4,317,207
2,997,466
236,095
l,l%,330
1,760,9!5

"'"

s

47%

47%
47%
47"A.
47%

47'Y.
47%
47'Y.
47'Yo
47'Y~

47%

s

1,602,1179
\,451,612
90.510
:!76,900
2,509,155
1,742,123
137,:!18
1,334,624
1,069,50:?
241,4116
2,791,086
:!,376,154
648,532
2,758,6311
3,924,963
2,21&.375
27,511'5,269

•
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•

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

\tJJ!L'!<d

l'nt]llt
100 Ea>~l/200 South. ·lntcn•cd.ian
100 Ew;t ·100 S to So Fronta~:e Rd
100 Euld· 620 S to 1500 S
100 \\'C!;l· S Fronlage Rd lo Buel HMbcv
200 South- 300 W to 500 E
500 East· Main to 700 N
200 East. 700 N to9110 N
200Eiost-1120Nto !SOON
570Wc::;~;-200Sto IJOOS
700 North • 200 E to 1300 E
1100 South· 510 W tu 100 E
1190 E&!t- 1100 N to Timp Blvd
620 South- 510 W taiOO E
900 Eust- 300 N to 700 N
I:WO W~:st- 200 S to 1000 S
1500 South- 1400 W to 100 W
1-15Cro~in

\ltl

2015
2016
2016
2017
2018
2019
2019
2019
2020
2020
2021
2021
2022
2022
2023
2024
2024

OTALS:

(urnnt(,,t

$

$

453,1311
1,202,822
3.268,118
4,950,91:!
2,178,171

(<>'I \f!!JIJUilh)t (

lu!tJllilllulm,! Sllh J.untlm.! ]mll]umlm.! OtluJiumhn!! (uJttnt(•"'453,138
$

1,::!02,822
3,268,118
4,950,912

:2,171J,I71

2,305,585

.2,305.585

1101,957

1101,957

1,437,767
4,361,325
4,001,235
3,456,473
1,529,222
4,194.295
1,434,933
3,994,566
9,032,647
8,000,000
56,604,166

1,437,767
4,362,325
4,001.235
3,456,473
1,529,222
4,194,295
1.434,933
3,994,566
9,032,647
8,000,000
56,604,166

'

'

•

U!!'IJUIIIIJ)I

toCrnllthS
47% $
47%
47%
47%
47Yo
47Yo
47%
47%
47"-'
47%
47%
47%
47%
47%
47%
47%
47'¥.

\e II

].,ILl<
300,541

1133,664
2,265,101

3,5115,843
1,648,596
1,823,559

634,193
1,137,175
3,605,562
3.307,113
2,91!5,413
1,320,814
3,785,703
1.295,147
3,767,675
1!,902,975
7,885,152
49,084,326

COSTS TO IMPACT FEES~

% Rel.tted to

•

Ro.td\\a} P1ojccts

Total Costs

G1onth 1

Glonth-Rcl,tted
Costs

Futme T11p
Ends

Cost pet Tup
End

•
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IMPACTFEESCHEDUL~
n

MWMFE

A

.z

2#Mi&'i% ,

mm

;;,:;:;,::;;;,w;;;Mww

, il!l'b@foilWAL

Calculation oflmpact Fee per Land Use:

prr T11p
$

$

Impact Fee

Adju~tmt>nl

Cost

Land-t St' Categones
Residential (Dwelling Unit)
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Non-Residential (1,000 Floor Space Sf)
Manufacturing
General Office Building
Medical-Dental Office Building
Specialty Retail Center
High Turnover {Sit-Down) Restaurant
Fast Food
Convenience Market with Gasoline Pumps
Supermarket
Drive-in Bank
Church
Nursing Home

T11p

Ends

1

281.80
281.80

9.57
6.72

281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80
281.80

3.82
11.01
36.13
44.32
127.15
496.12
845.60
102.24
246.49
9.11
6.10

factors

pc1 l mt!I K Sf:

50% $

50%
40%t $
50%
40%
35%
35%
10%
5%
35%
5%
50%
50%

1,348.39
946.83
430.58
1,551.28
4,072.51
4,371.21
12,540.60
13,980.44
11,914.31
10,083.77
3,472.99
I ,283.58
859.48

..

1- Source. Trw Generatwn 7th Ed1t1on, Inst1tute of Transportation Engmeers

•
WATER IMPACT FEES

•
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•

I OVERVIEWj
<~:£::-.o;,,, _;;:,.:,~~.'l~k,~..,;:;~'m"'W·#:·w:.-,,, .,, ""''*'*7'1§

t

ii The Engineers have updated the existing CIP to include recent

"

construction inflation
'lii The water impact fee has been updated using the following

assumptions:

>

Remaining ERCs through build-out: 12,719

~

Growth related capital improvement costs: $29,354,676
~

~'

•
ProJect

IS-inch line (350 W to 900 Won 1120 N)
Spring Development Feasibility Study
Upgrade 2,4,and 6-inch to 8-inch (I 00 E from 200 S to 400 S)
Mill Well Testing
Loop 8-inch line (685 N to 700 Non 725 E)
loop 6-inch line in Dye Ball Park to 980 N and 400 East
18-inch line (200 East to 540 Won 1500 Nand to 1120 Non 540 W)
Upgrade 8-inch line to 12-inch ( 1500 N to 1450 Non 1100 E)
Spring Development
36-inch water line ( 1500 N, 100 E to 900 E)
Well Development
18, 16, and 12-inch trunk lines (south ofl-15)
5 MG reservoir (north pressure zone)
3 MG reservoir (south pressure zone)
20-inch water line (tank farm along East City Boundary to 1-15)
8-inch water line (200 S, 600 W to 10000 W)
36-inch water line (north reservoir to south reservoir)
12-inch trunk lines (south ofl-15)
Well Develo ent
GRAND TOTALS:

•

J

"""""'"''·-,--;s.~.,-

I.,...
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
..,x,,,A,,,_,__......,iMm
s

Impact Fee
Rel.1ted Costs
384,300
42,000
70,350
28,350
28,350
76,650
884,100
28,350
122,850
951,300
628,950
3,076,500
2,111,550
1,538,250
2,657,550
139,650
1,180,200
1,398,600
628,950
15,976,800

Estimated \'ea1
of Const1 uctwn
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2011
2012
2011
2012
2015
2015
2015
2021
2024
2023
2031
2030
2025
2027

Constructwn
Ye.u Totals
384,300
$
43,890
73,516
29,626
29,626
91,407
1,101,749
33,808
153,093
I ,352,844
894,430
4,375,093
3,910,474
3,250,902
5,374,550
401,635
3,248,107
3,088,778
1,516,848
29,354,676
$
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•

CALCULATION OF THE WATER IMPACT FEE~
v"

,

-,.,~, __,,..,.,,~"-0..~%iitk:;.~ ,...

--..4.--::\Wi«-.,-~-,..f< ;;;,""'~

;:~;;;.;W>~tr.

~\o.\'t?»<c~)%::di:"'xJ0.&:'*-r:;"·''-"'i'i%')0ki'h4':%&iiW3W.&;nnrm4m~nn::i:'ii<>~WiK"·'~~;-..w-:<;:.c."·"-~

•
PUBLIC SAFETY IMPACT FEES

•

7
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•

OVERVIEWi

I

if The City has not historically assessed a public safety impact

i

fee
if With future growth projections and the need of additional

public safety building space, the City and Consultants have
determined impact fees to be the most equitable method for
funding growth related public safety buildings
if The City currently owns one fire station and one building that

houses the police department (shared with Courts)
if The City will need a fire station south ofl-15 and additional

""" " " "

•

floor space to house the police department as growth occurs
(estimated at 2015 for
l)
"-&~-- """"~~"""

I

EXISTING INVENTOR~:)
iK'>"M. @,:..o_, ,, , ','~"-"':.v cc

Replacement Value

,_w,;,-.,, •W.«,,"'?;o:;k<.'.~,;'>-<, ·><>''-~'' 'mu/<:'<'.'f<·n·.,;;{<c,, -Xz&·.;,,, ',' 'i ~l]<

%to

Replacement Value

'A:<· .; u>.•

Total Fire
2

1

Less Drprcciation
New Gro\\th
Fire Facility
2,893,500
43.8399"/o $
Ftre Rescue Buildm
$
$
TOTALS:
2,893,500
$
1- Based on original construction cost
2- Based upon share of projected fire calls as a% of total calls at build-out

%to

Buy-In
1,268,507
1,268,507

Total Police
2

Less Depreciation'
New Gr·m\th
Police Facility
42.2011 Vo $
Pohce Station
4,422,978
$
$
TOTALS:
$
4,422,978
1- Based on original construction cost.
2- Based upon share of projected police calls as a% of total calls at build-out.

•

~

""

Bu}-ln
1,866,545
1,866,545
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•

FUTURE PLANS

Protect

Future Fare Statton
TOTALS:

Consh uctwn
Ye.tr
2015

•y,, lndudeU
m ( :'llcul.ttum

Gronth-Rt>l.ttl'd
Costs
43.84Yo $
630,199
$
630,199

Tot.tl
%. Included
Gron th-Rel.tted
Fnethh Coo;;t
111 f'.tlcul.ttJOn1
Costs
2,997,351
42.20Yo
1,264,915
TOTALS:
2,997,351
1,264,915
t -Percentage calculation is based on future anticipated calls as a "/o of total calls through build-out
Pro wet
Pohce De artment Ex ans10n

ConstJ uction
\ ertr
2015

Total
Farll1h Co~t

Construct ton
Ye:-.r Tot.lls

ConstructiOn
\ l'ar Tot.tls
1,721,375
1,721,375

•

•
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•

PUBLIC SAFETY IMPACT FEE (POLICE)
Y.t Related
to Grov. th

1

•

Police Capital Projects

1 otal Costs

Gro" th Related
Costs

future
Calls

Cost per Call

•
PARKS IMPACT FEES

•
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•

I

OVERVIEW~'

:;,.'W<h·~f-~.'ME t:.~-.;.-.:,-::::.1f~,;;:-o,3~·-

.,., ·,.: ,

mThe City has historically assessed a parks impact fee to the
residential development within the City

mThe parks impact fee is based on the adopted level of service
in the City as defined below
;

~

Current level of service: 6.25 acres/1 ,000 residents

~

Cost per acre of land: $175,000/acre

~

Cost of improvements per acre of land: $87,000/acre

•

1

I EXISTING INVENTORY~
N:£m:t,+--A"4b:s<:W.«/,i

'1~%.<~.,.4&'&..%;;;!i\\~'""""-t''"'v'"·t\<.;;;<.W.ilil'%'i,iJ§%f.&'m~-1~%-'-'' ,,"c~!

Dc\l'IHJH:d

P.nk

3

Acrr'<

AF Recreation Cen1er
---~
1

Amphitheater Park2
Art Dye Softball Complex
Beehive Parle
Bicentennial Parle
Caveman Park
Chipman Park
Country View Park
Evergreen Park
Greenwood Park
Hindley Park:
Hunter's Park
J.C. Ballparlt

Kimberly Park
Legacy Park
Lion's Park
Martin's Park
Mi1ler'sPark
Mitchell Hollow
Searle Addition to Hwtter Park
Mountain Meadows Park
Nob Hill Park
Nonh Parlt (Nonh)
Nonh Park (South-Undeveloped)

•

Pioneer Park
Robinson Park
Rotary Park
Shalimar Park
Val Visla Park
Vall View Park
CITY PARK TOTALS'

6.00

25.29
60.00
6.17
3.29
2.27
1.01
1.76
4.88
5.14
4.28
27.87
3.63
3.83
2.75
6.25
1.92
4.43
1.39
0.40
2.52
1.27
1.78
2.25
2.25
2.02
9.60

1.55
4.64
0.68
101.1

11
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•
Land Use Category
Single Family Dwelling Unit
Multi Family Dwelling Unit

ree per Capita
1,603.96
$
1,603.96

Impact ree per
PI'II"'
Household
6,014.86
3.75 $
5,212.88
3.25

• Source: 2000 US Census data

•

COMPARISON OF EXISTING & PROPOSED FEES

Existing/Proposed Impact ree Comparisons
1

%Chan e
Water
24%
Fire
N/A
Police
578
N/A
Parks & Recreation
2,600
6,015
131%
TOTALS:
$
4,230 $
8,939
111%
1- Increase/decrease from the impact fee currently assessed by the City.
2- Additional fee to TSSD for sewer treatment

•
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•

Draft (7-3-07)
INTERLOCAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT

This agreement is made and entered into this _ _ _ Day of ___, 2007, by and
between American Fork City, a municipal corporation, hereinafter "American Fork", and
Highland City, a municipal corporation, hereinafter "Highland", both of who are political
subdivisions of the State ofUtah.
RECITALS

WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of the Interlocal Cooperation Act, Title
11, Chapter 13, Utah Code Annotated, 1953, as amended, public agencies, including
political subdivisions of the State of Utah as therein defined, are authorized to enter into
written agreements with one another for joint or cooperative action; and

•

WHEREAS, the parties to this Agreement are public agencies as defined in the
Interlocal Cooperation Act; and
WHEREAS, the parties share a common boundary between them; and
WHEREAS, each party owns and operates systems to provide culinary and
secondary water to their residents; and
WHEREAS, American Fork currently owns and operates culinary water
distribution facilities within Highland and wishes to construct secondary irrigation
facilities within Highland to better serve the needs of its residents; and
WHEREAS, the American Fork Irrigation Company ("Irrigation Company")
delivers water to shareholders within each party's municipal boundary and Utah County;
and

•
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WHEREAS, the parties each are major shareholders of the Irrigation Company;
and
WHEREAS, Highland currently owns 1,215 shares of the Irrigation Company and
approximately 200 shares are utilized in Highland by private land owners excluding the
Utah State Developmental Center; and
WHEREAS, the parties recognize the need to protect water rights from forfeiture
or loss from unauthorized use; and
WHEREAS, the parties recognize the need of each to obtain additional water for
use by its future residents; and
WHEREAS, American Fork is negotiating an agreement with the Irrigation
Company to deliver its water to Irrigation Company shareholders through a piped system

•

and assume operation and maintenance of the Irrigation Company's ditch system; and
WHEREAS, the parties are desirous of reaching an agreement with respect to
secondary water deliveries within and through each City.
NOW THEREFORE, the parties do mutually agree, as follows:
1. Highland agrees to not accept additional Irrigation Company shares for
development purposes unless those shares have been historically utilized in
Highland or on land to be annexed into Highland and as described in the Irrigation
Company water rights place of use.
2. Highland agrees not to protest the agreement between American Fork and the
Irrigation Company to deliver water to Irrigation Company shareholders through a
piped system and assume operation and maintenance of the Irrigation Company's

•

ditch system .
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3. American Fork agrees to support Highland's efforts to develop an interlocal
agreement addressing operation and maintenance of the weir structure at the
mouth of American Fork Canyon between the cities affected by flows in the
American Fork River and irrigation companies which utilize the weir.
4. Highland agrees to deliver Irrigation Company water to Irrigation Company
shareholders within Highland through Highland's piped system.
5. Highland agrees to accept a maximum of 1,415 shares of Irrigation Company
shares for use in Highland and to utilize those shares within appropriate water
right regulations.
6. Parties agree to make whole other Irrigation Company shareholders in the event
that their actions jeopardize Irrigation Company water right quantity or quality.

•

7. American Fork agrees not to protest the segregation of water rights from the
Irrigation Company representing Highland's shares in the Irrigation Company in
the event it becomes necessary to comply with State ofUtah water rights law.
The quantity of water right to be segregated shall be a proportional share of the
Irrigation Company's total water right based on Highland's shares in the
Irrigation Company.
8. Highland agrees to participate in the cost of constructing American Fork's
transmission line from the diversion structure through Highland to American Fork
in return for the following consideration.
a.

Highland would receive a portion of the infiltration savings generated
from construction of the transmission line based on a percentage

•

participation. The percentage of infiltration savings received will be equal
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to the percentage of financial participation. Each city's proportional share
of cost and saved water shall be mutually agreed upon in amendments to
this agreement.
b. Highland would utilize capacity within that pipeline to deliver water to
Highland from the Provo Reservoir Canal. The cost participation and
capacity entitlement shall be mutually agreed upon in amendments to this
agreement.
9. In exchange for Highland's financial participation, American Fork agrees to
cooperate with Highland on splitting infiltration savings and delivering Provo
Reservoir Canal water through American Fork's transmission line in accordance
with Highland's entitlement which will be based on Highland's cost participation

•

in construction of the transmission line and in accordance with amendments to
this agreement.
10. American Fork and Highland agree to pursue water right and or irrigation
company share exchanges among each city's several sources of water to the
extent that such exchanges are mutually beneficial to both cities. Said water right
exchanges shall be mutually agreed upon in amendments to this agreement.
11. American Fork and Highland agree that the Utah State Developmental Center has
shares in the American Fork Irrigation Company that are utilized in both
American Fork and Highland. The first 100 shares have been committed to
American Fork City in exchange for the City supplying culinary water to the
facility. At some point, the balance of the shares may be utilized to meet

•

development requirements within the respective City in which they are utilized

•

•
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which if transferred to Highland may exceed the amount of shares stipulated to in
section 5. American Fork agrees to allow those shares to be transferred to
Highland provided they will be held harmless against any resulting decrease of
water quantity or quality due to such transfer in accordance with section 6.
Highland agrees to exchange equivalent water shares with American Fork in
accordance with section 10 or pursue water right segregation in accordance with
section 7 in the event Utah State Developmental Center irrigation shares are
turned into Highland for development.
12. Highland agrees to cooperate with American Fork in providing any required
ordinance amendments, zone changes, conditional use permits, building permits,
etc, to enable American Fork to construct water storage and transmission facilities

•

through and in Highland .
13. American Fork agrees to follow standard Highland procedures in obtaining and
required ordinance amendments, zone changes, conditional use permits, building
permits, etc,

•
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SIGNED AND DATED THIS _ _ _ _ _DAY OF _ _ _ _ _,2007 .

CITY OF HIGHLAND

ATTEST:

- - - - - - - -MAYOR

CITY RECORDER
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

CITY ATTORNEY
AMERICAN FORK CITY

•

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY RECORDER
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

CITY ATTORNEY

•
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INTERLOCAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT

(Draft 7-6-07)

THIS AGREEMENT entered into on the dates indicated by the signatures
below, between the City of Highland and American Fork City, Utah Municipal
Corporations of the State of Utah, hereinafter referred to as the "Parties".
WHEREAS, The Parties wish to utilize the American Fork Canyon Debris Basin"
Basin" in order to accommodate the development of a pressurized irrigation system in
American Fork, to expand its use as a flood control structure and to implement the
best methods to protect, preserve and aid in replenishing the groundwater in Northern
Utah County; and
WHEREAS, The Parties wish to purchase the Basin from Utah County and jointly
hold an undivided interests in said Basin and preserve it from private development;
and
WHEREAS, The Parties have authority to enter into such agreements pursuant to
Chapter 11-13-202, and Section 10-1-202, Utah Code Annotated, as amended.
NOW THEREFORE IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

•

•

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS
1.

PURPOSES OF THE AGREEMENT. The Parties hereby agree that
they shall jointly seek to obtain from Utah County, ownership of the
Basin based on a fair market value purchase. If the Basin is purchased,
it shall be owned jointly by the Cities with each having a one half
undivided interest. The parties agree that the cost of the purchase of the
Basin shall be borne evenly between the Parties.

2.

USE OF BASIN. If the Basin is purchased, the primary use shall be as
a flood control facility. The Parties anticipate and agree that either
party shall not be restricted in its individual pursuit to utilize the Basin
for other uses, provided that any such pursuit does not conflict with the
original, primary purpose of the Basin as a flood control facility. If a
Party wishes to use the Basin for any purpose other than as a flood
control facility, that Party shall, at its own cost and expense, prepare
any all applications and submit the same to the appropriate regulatory
body for any proposed use or activity not currently authorized within
the Basin. The parties acknowledge that American Fork City is
considering use of the Basin as a reservoir and that Highland City is
considering use of the Basin as an infiltration basin and both parties
agree that such uses are appropriate and authorized uses under this
agreement. Each Party agrees to cooperate with the other Party's
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•

proposed use of the Basin that does not interfere with its primary use as
a flood control facility.

3.

MANAGEMENT OF FACILITIES. The Parties agree to jointly
manage the Basin as a flood control facility and evenly spilt all
expenses related to that function. Highland City will take the lead in
such maintenance activities and perform all necessary maintenance in a
timely manner. The Parties agree to adopt an annual budget to cover
foreseeable joint flood control expenses. Highland will consult with
American Fork City before taking immediate emergency actions not
anticipated in the annual budget. If a use of the Basin for other than
flood control is approved for any Party, that Party that sought the use
shall bear all expenses of said alternative use.

4.

TERM. This Agreement shall take effect upon its execution by the
Parties whose names appear first above and shall continue for a period
of 50 years or until terminated by unanimous consent of the parties to
it.

5.

NO NEW ENTITY CREATED. It is not the intent of the Parties that
this agreement creates any new entity. It is an agreement for joint
action only.

6.

DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY ON TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT.
Upon termination of this agreement, for any reason, the Basin shall
remain in joint, undivided ownership, between the Parties, and each
party shall one half the cost of the maintenance of the Basin as a flood
control facility.

7.

AMENDMENT. This Agreement may not be amended, except by
written agreement of all the Parties hereto.

8.

AMINISTRATION. This agreement shall be administered to the extent
necessary by the Public Works Directors of each City. In the event the
two directors cannot come to a consensus on a given issue, an Appeal
Board will be created to make a final decision. Each City Council shall
appoint two representatives and those four will select a fifth to be on
the Board.

9.

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS. Highland City shall be responsible for the
management of the financial affairs of this agreement. American Fork
will remit to Highland City, on or about August 1st of each year, one
half of the amount budgeted for the maintenance of the Basin as a flood
control facility. Highland City shall report quarterly to American Fork
City on the expenditures for the flood control facilities. American Fork
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may examine the books and records relating to the maintenance of the
Basin at any reasonable time, upon request.
10.

COMMENCEMENT AND EFFECTIVE DATE. This agreement shall
take effect on the date that the agreement is approved by both Parties.

11.

LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION. The Parties shall defend,
indemnify, save harmless and exempt the each other, their officers,
agents and employees from and against all claims, suits, legal
proceedings, demands, damages, costs, expenses, and attorney's fees
incident to any willful or negligent acts or omissions by each Party, its
officers, agents or employees arising out of the implementation of the
provisions of this agreement.

SIGNED AND DATED THIS _ _ _ _ _DAY OF _ _ _ _ _,2007.
CITY OF HIGHLAND

---------~MAYOR

•

ATTEST:

CITY RECORDER
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

CITY ATTORNEY
AMERICAN FORK CITY

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY RECORDER
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

•

CITY ATTORNEY

•

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 31, 2007
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING, SPECIAL SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on July 31, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:25p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street right-of-way at
170 South 700 East.

SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in special session on July 31, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.
3.

Approval of the July 5, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe July 10, 2007 minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
*1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

•

8.

Review and action on an Ordinance vacating the street right-of-way at 170 South 700
East. -Staff
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on the appointment of an Arts Council Director. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on the appointment of a City Attorney for civil matters. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on an agreement for legal services. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on the Utah County Communities Activities Grant Agreement. - Staff
Review and action on an agreement with Highland City regarding water shares and
usage. -John Schiess
Review and action on an agreement with Highland City regarding the debris basin. John Schiess
1

..

•

•

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
*14.
15.
16.

Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Main Street
Investments L.C. and adjacent roadways annexation consisting of23.52 acres located at
approximately 150 North 1000 West. -Scott Peterson
Review and action on the adoption of Addendum 4 to the Solid Waste Collection
Agreement with Allied Waste. -Gordon Raymond
Consideration of an assessment agreement between American Fork City and Tri-City
Interlocal Agency, TCIA, whereby the City pledges local sales and use taxes for 1/3 of
the debt service related to the irrigation system and new golf course club house for TriCity Golf Course. - Councilman LeBaron
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Land Use Element of the General Plan
in the area of 1050 East 220 South from the Medium Density Residential to the
Professional Office Land Use Designation. -John Lundin
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the zone map in the area of 1050 East 200
South from the existing R3-7500 to the PO-l, Professional Office zone. -John Lundin
Review and action on an Ordinance regulating check cashing businesses. Councilmember Kramer
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Adjournment.
(*Previous agenda item #14 is deleted from this agenda.)

Dated this 30 day of July, 2007

•

kVh.

&L

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULY 31,2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING, SPECIAL SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on July 31, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:25 p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street right-of-way at
170 South 700 East.

SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in special session on July 3 1, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(common Consent is that class of ~ o u n c iaction
l
that requires no hrther discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed fkom the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

1.
2.
3.

Approval of the July 5, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the July 10, 2007 minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
Review and action on an Ordinance vacating the street right-of-way at 170 South 700
West. - StaH
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on the appointment of an Arts Council Director. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on the appointment of a City Attorney for civil matters. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on an agreement for legal services. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on the Utah County Communities Activities Grant Agreement. - Staf
Review and action on an agreement with Highland City regarding water shares and
usage. -John Schiess
Review and action on an agreement with Highland City regarding the debris basin. John Schiess

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Main Street
Investments L.C. and adjacent roadways annexation consisting of 23.52 acres located at
approximately 150 North 1000 West. - Scott Peterson
Review and action on the adoption of Addendum 4 to the Solid Waste Collection
Agreement with Allied Waste. - Gordon Raymond
Consideration of an assessment agreement between American Fork City and Tri-City
Interlocal Agency, TCIA, whereby the City pledges local sales and use taxes for 113 of
the debt service related to the irrigation system and new golf course club house for TriCity Golf Course. - Councilman LeBaron
Review and action on a Resolution amending the Land Use Element of the General Plan
in the area of 1050 East 220 South from the Medium Density Residential to the
Professional Office Land Use Designation. -John Lundin
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the zone map in the area of 1050 East 200
South from the existing R3-7500 to the PO-1, Professional Office zone. -John Lundin
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Cambridge Court Subdivision, consisting of
20 lots, located at 750 North 1000 West. - Glade Tuckett
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Stag
Adjournment.

Dated this 23 day of July, ZOO7
A

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
JULY 31,2007
PUBLIC HEARING
7:25P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE VACATION OF A
STREET RIGHT -OF-WAY AT 170 SOUTH 700 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on July 31, 2007, at the Historic City Hall,
located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:25 p.m. Those present included Mayor ProTem Shirl LeBaron, Councilman Dale Gunther, Councilmember Sherry Kramer, Councilman Rick
Storrs, and Councilmember Heidi Rodeback. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Wendelin Knobloch, Andy Spencer, Rod Despain, Chief Lance Call, Kathy
Goodwin, Kasey Wright, Lori England, Jay Christensen, Barbara Christiansen, Janet Wright, Dean
Wright, Kennedy Wright, Carson Wright, Heidi Mitchell, Austin Mitchell, Ivy Mitchell, Josette
Walker, Pam Hunsaker, Dan Richards, John Schiess, Marie Adams, Dana DuJardin, Ralph Glather,
Rulon Jensen, George Brown, Gordon Raymond, John Lundin, Felicity Tate, four scouts and their
leaders from troop 26 and approximately six additional citizens.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron explained that the public hearing was to receive comment regarding the
vacation of a street right-of-way at 170 South 700 East. He asked for any comments.
There being no comment, the public hearing closed at 7:27p.m.
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on July 31, 2007, at the Historic City Hall,
located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present at the public hearing
were also present for the special session.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron had the Scouts introduced themselves. The scouts then performed a flag
ceremony and Councilman Gunther offered the prayer.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron welcomed everyone present at the meeting. He excused Mayor
Thompson, who was recovering from surgery.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Dan Richards indicated that he was at the meeting to bring up the issue of water at 1080 North 900
West, which he had brought up at the last City Council meeting. He indicated that he had met with
the planners and engineers to discuss how to solve the problem of low water pressure. There is not
a short term solution, and the long term solution will bring the extension of the water line on 1120
North to 900 West. Mr. Richards stated that water is real critical issue. That morning they had 23
pounds of pressure in his subdivision, and it was a bit better in the afternoon. Mr. Richard stated
that 20 pounds of pressure is not livable. It was his subdivision, but he cannot solve the problem by
himself; the city needs to help.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that the issue was raised three weeks ago. He asked Mr. Spencer,
the new City Engineer, for any updates or reports.
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Mr. Spencer stated that Mr. Denney had asked John Schiess to look at the model on the water issue.
He commented that when there is high demand on the system, there will be very little water
pressure. Mr. Spencer agreed that there were no quick fixes, but he did not think they have settled
on anything.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that they, as a City Council, do understand the importance of
completing the road and it was a high priority.
Felicity Tate stated that she was a representative of the April Ridge Homeowners Association. She
was there to ask the City Council to help them concerning an important matter. In 1999, the city
approved the subdivision, with a fence surrounding the property. Mr. Fergusen uses a manual gate
regularly during the day but he does not close the gate; this is a dangerous situation, as the gate is
close by the tot-lot where kids frequently play. In 2004, the City Council made an agreement to
install an electrical gate; this agreement has not been satisfied. American Fork City has already run
electricity to the gate; but that was halted due to questions on whether or not they were on cityowned property. There is a new agreement currently being negotiated. Ms. Tate stated that the
primary concern is that the gate remains closed at all times for public safety. She felt they have
some leverage to work with since the driveway Mr. Ferguson is using is larger than what was
deeded. They are hoping that this situation can be resolved by November 1st of this year.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated the issue would be presented to staff.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron presented the Employee of the Month award to Janet Wright, who works
at City Administration.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she went to the amphitheater for a concert where the young
man in the car crash was able to play the piano left-handed. She indicated that there were about 400
people in attendance. She also attended the Guys and Dolls play with about 600 people in
attendance. She commented that the Arts Council programs are very well attended.
Councilman Gunther stated that this past week the funeral was held for Nathan Barnes, who was
killed in Iraq. He commended the police department for the escort. Councilman Gunther also
thanked the Parks Department for lining Main Street with flags. He noted that there were also
scouts and their leaders in the community who lined the streets from the American Fork Tabernacle
to the Cemetery. It was a beautiful tribute. He thought they may do something in a future council
meeting to honor Barnes.
Councilman Storrs reported that he met with the Nuisance Abatement Committee; they all received
information on a problem in American Fork. He was happy to report that Jim Hardy already issued
a citation to the landowner. Councilman Storrs stated there was also a great presentation by Merrill
Finlayson, the Code Enforcement Officer for Pleasant Grove City, on code enforcement.
Councilman Storrs stated he met with the attorney and was hoping they would have three new
ordinances for the council to review and adopt concerning various issues, such as yard sales and
nuisance abatement.
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Councilmember Kramer stated that she has been working with the Legislators trying to figure out
what to do about acquiring land for cemetery space. She would like to have that included in a
future work session.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that they had the annual Steel Days celebration, which was a great
success. He appreciated the committee who worked hard on the celebration. They will be meeting
this week to review the activities. He wanted to commend the council for their support of the
activities. He appreciated the Police and Fire departments, as well as the other departments within
the city, for their work with Steel Days. Mayor Pro-Tern stated that they are looking for additional
help for the Steel Days Committee.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron also stated that the council will meet in a work session to discuss their
ideas.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron echoed the sentiments of Councilman Gunther concerning Nathan Barnes.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated he attended the summer concert series.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that the annual history and heritage pageant is this weekend and
encouraged people to attend.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or which is
routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent Agenda by
the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1. Approval of the July 5, 2007, work session minutes.
2. Approval ofthe July 10, 2007, minutes.
3. Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.
Ms. Lurker indicated that there was one correction to the July 10, 2007, on page 4, line 17 "their"
should be "there."

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the common consent agenda items, with the one
correction to the July 10,2007, minutes. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE VACATING THE STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY
AT 170 SOUTH 700 EAST- Staff
Councilman LeBaron asked for any additional comments to the vacation of the street right-of-way
at 170 South 700 East.
Mr. Despain stated that they have a map that identifies the area, but he indicated that the actual
description needs to be verified and asked that a condition of approval be verification of that
description.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron noted that his family had owned this property several years ago, as well as
the property to the east of the property in question; they have sold the property and have no interest
at this time. There is no monetary gain by his family in any way. He wanted to make sure the
disclosure was noted.
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Councilman Gunther stated that he was concerned with the item. He had reviewed the Planning
Commission minutes and the Planning Commission had some concerns. He stated that there is a
triangle piece across the road from this property being developed by John Heiner. He felt that they
would need the full width of the road to service both properties, and based on his review he thought
it would be a mistake to vacate the property.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she also reviewed the Planning Committee minutes and did
not see where the Planning Commission had recommended approval, but had tabled action. She
questioned whether the City Council could take action on this item when the Planning Commission
tabled it. Mr. Despain explained that the action that the Planning Commission tabled was for
approval on the site plan; they felt that the road needed to be vacated before the site plan was
approved, as the parking area on the site plan included property that was owned by the city.
Mr. Despain noted that the vacation included a proposal by the applicant to terminate the access on
700 East and Pacific Drive, which would clean up the intersection.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron asked city staff to address Councilman Gunther's concern regarding
property needed for the adjoining property.
Mr. Despain stated that Pacific Drive at that location is the former 700 East. Mr. Despain stated the
Planning Commission looked at the projects; the driveway into the Heiner development was closely
looked at by the Planning Commission. Mr. Despain indicated that if the council would like to see
the design of the Heiner development, he could have that available at a future meeting.
Mayor Pro-Tem LeBaron stated that one consideration they need to remember is that part of the
issue is that the parking for the businesses is currently on the property to be vacated; it has been that
way for many years. If they take away the parking, then there is the potential for some of those
businesses to close. Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron commented that if additional width is needed on 700
East, maybe they should look at the Heiner property to take care of the need.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she went to the site and measured the street. After measuring
that street, she determined that Pacific Drive is smaller than the smallest local class road. The
Heiner development has already been approved and is a smaller piece of property; they did not have
a lot of property to give and as it would cut into their project. She felt like they needed to keep the
road widened, as the city would need a larger road in the future. If they give that piece up, they
would have to buy it back in the future.
Councilman Gunther agreed with Councilmember Kramer.
Mr. Despain stated that the east/west leg of the road was already in place. He also stated that the
Planning Commission did not believe Pacific was as significant as 700 East or as Bamberger. Mr.
Despain commented that if they are uncertain on whether the width would be adequate, staff could
re-look at the issue and provide more information. Mr. Despain stated that one of the things that
drove the Planning Commission was that the local development already occupied, as parking, a
portion of what was going to be vacated.
Councilman Gunther thinks the right-of-way vacation needs more study.
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Mr. Despain stated that if they are uncomfortable, they can refer the item back to the Planning
Commission and the Planning Commission will take another look.
Councilmember Kramer stated that Bamberger and Pacific Drive will connect to 1100 East; they
need to require collector class width.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron explained that the older building to the north was in existence when his
father purchased the property and that the southern building was built in the 1980's.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron asked if any of these concerns had been addressed by the Planning
Commission. Mr. Despain answered that they believed Pacific Avenue was an adequate width, and
that it was not a concern due to the fact that the road was already in place. The Planning
Commission's biggest concern was the intersection at 700 East; the proposed vacation would
eliminate the access which was located right at the intersection.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that the majority of the council would feel more comfortable with
additional information.

Councilman Storrs moved to table vacating the street right-of-way at 170 South 700 East and
refer it back to the Planning Commission. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Mr. DuJ ardin asked for a clarification on what action the Council wanted to take place. He stated
that if they look at the road, there are two lanes on one side of the road and one lane on the other
side; the east side of the road was wider than the west.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she took the measurements of the asphalt; the measurements
showed that the overall width was less than the smallest local class road. When the road is re-done,
the center lines will be re-drawn.
Councilmember Rodeback pointed out that when a developer comes to the city for completing a
project, they are required to finish their side of the road; future developers on the other side would
be responsible to finish the rest of the road.
Mr. DuJardin commented that his plan cannot be approved if he does not have any parking. The
Karate owners installed the curb and gutter incorrectly directly to the property line; now he is
running into problems with the curb and gutter. Mr. DuJardin stated that he was under the
impression that everything was fine when he purchased the property. He stated that when the
property was recently surveyed, the parking over the right-of-way was discovered. Mr. DuJardin
stated that he will lose most of his parking without that property and have to scrap his project. He
also wanted to close the entrance right off of 700 East and Pacific and relocate it to the south.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that referring it back the Planning Commission will be able to solve
some of these issues.
Mr. Despain stated that they will take this back to the Planning Commission to look at the City
Council's concerns.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that when the Planning Commission was approving the
development to the west, was this issue of the road width raised? Mr. Despain stated that the
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Planning Commission was not of the opinion that the road was too narrow, nor did they think it
would cause any harm.
Councilmember Rodeback pointed out that they just need better clarification.

Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND BOARDSMayor Thompson
There were no appointments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPOINTMENT OF AN ARTS COUNCIL DIRECTORMayor Thompson
Councilmember Rode back indicated she was pleased to announce the appointment of Lori England
as Arts Council Director. She felt this was very important for the Arts.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron offered Ms. England as the Arts Council Director.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve the appointment of Ms. England as the Arts
Council Director. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT FOR LEGAL SERVICES- Mayor Thompson
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron commented that he reviewed the agreement and would like to make a
couple of adjustments, if Mr. Wright agreed. He commented that he thought that Mr. Wright has
done a great job and has been very professional. Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron went over each
paragraph in the agreement and noted some changes that he would like to see. He felt the
appointment should be to Kasey Wright, an individual, rather than a law firm. In paragraph two, the
word "council" needed to be inserted after "city" in line 3. He initially had a concern on the rate for
the assistants in paragraph 3, but felt that the rate for Mr. Wright was lower than the current market
rate. One change was that ifthere were any out-of-pocket expenses that totaled over $1,000, he
would like to see it brought before the Finance Committee for approval; he did not see this as a
major issue, but thought it would be a safeguard. He did not see a problem with the city paying the
monthly billing late, so he did not think the interest was necessary. Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron also
noted that the Human Resources attorney wanted them to include a successor clause in case things
do not work out, and so he asked that a clause be included to give 60- or 90-days' notice of
termination; this protects both parties. In paragraph 8, he would like to have "to be approved by the
city council" added to the end of the sentence. He would like to add a paragraph indicating that the
City Attorney is accountable and reports to the Mayor and his designees. The City Attorney and the
Governing Body collectively and/or individually shall have reciprocal, direct and unfettered access
to one another.
Councilman Gunther stated that ifhe understood it correctly, they are including that, if there were
any out-of-pocket expense over $1,000, then the Finance Committee would take a look at it. They
were also asking that a clause be included that either party can get out of the agreement term of two
years with 90 days' notice.
Mr. Wright commented that he saw no problems with the proposed changes, which he thought that
the main issue was the out-of-pocket expense going to the Finance Committee.
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Councilman Gunther moved to approve the agreement with Hansen Wright for legal services
with the changes as amended. Councilman Storrs seconded. All were in favor.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she is pleased with the services.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPOINTMENT OF A CITY ATTORNEY FOR CIVIL
MATTERS -Mayor Thompson

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the mayor's appointment of Casey Wright as the City
Attorney for civil matters. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Ms. Lurker issued the Oath of Office to Lori England and to Kasey Wright.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron congratulated Ms. England and Mr. Wright on their appointments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE UTAH COUNTY COMMUNITIES ACTIVITIES GRANT
AGREEMENT - Staff
Ms. Marsh explained that this grant was applied for a couple of months ago and indicated that the
funds could go toward the Amphitheater, ball fields at Art Dye Park, or landscaping of the skate
park.
Councilmember Rodeback stated this is welcomed money and questioned how they make the
determination of where the funds go. Ms. Marsh indicated that Ms. Jensen would work with them
on that.
Ms. Jensen explained that the funds will have to be expended by October and can go toward the
Amphitheater, ball fields at Art Dye Park, or landscaping of the skate park.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the agreement for the Utah County Communities
Activities Grant Agreement. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH HIGHLAND CITY REGARDING
WATER SHARES AND USAGE- John Schiess
Mr. Schiess was present to answer any questions the City Council may have.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve Resolution 07-07-28R approving an agreement with
Highland City regarding water shares and usage and authorizing the Mayor to execute the
agreement. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH HIGHLAND CITY REGARDING THE
DEBRIS BASIN- John Schiess

Councilman Storrs moved to approve Resolution 07-07-29R approving an agreement with
Highland City regarding the debris basin and authorizing the Mayor to execute the
agreement. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mr. Schiess noted on the debris basin agreement that the idea is not to sign that agreement until the
purchase has taken place.
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Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron asked Mr. Schiess to let the Council know what the status is on the public
involvement plan. Mr. Schiess indicated there are task orders to deal with this issue; they have
started on the website as well as a hotline for frequently asked questions.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE MAIN STREET INVESTMENTS L.C. AND ADJACENT ROADWAYS
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 23.52 ACRES LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 150
NORTH 1000 WEST- Scott Peterson
It was noted that this is the first step in the annexation process.
Mr. Despain stated that a majority of the property is the freeway, and that annexation would
eliminate a large island.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt the Resolution 07-07-30R indicating the city's intent to
annex the Main Street Investments L.C. and adjacent roadways annexation consisting of
23. 52 acres located at approximately 150 North 1100 West. Mayor Pro-Tem LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ADOPTION OF ADDENDUM 4 TO THE SOLID WASTE
COLLECTION AGREEMENT WITH ALLIED WASTE- Gordon Raymond
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that this is the fourth addendum to the refuse collection agreement
with Allied Waste. The proposed rate increase is based on the consumer rate increase, and Allied
Waste is asking for $4.30 in recycling.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve Addendum 4 to the Solid Waste Collection
Agreement with Allied Waste. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Rulon Jensen stated that his concern is, if they raise the recycling rates, would citizens drop out of
the program.
Councilmember Kramer stated that one way to lower the price is to make it mandatory for all
citizens.
Councilman Gunther stated that the City Council is concerned with recycling and that they will be
discussing the issue.
There was a discussion on ways to improve the percentage of residences participating in the
recycling program. There needs to be some public relations dealing with this. It was suggested that
raising the rates on a second garbage can may encourage residents to switch to recycling.
Councilmember Kramer commented that she liked the idea of having a trial period and questioned if
that was a possibility. Mr. Gordon stated that could be done, but there are some costs that would be
incurred such as manpower of taking out and removing cans. Mr. Gordon stated that in other
communities, when the residents have had some education, there was some growth.

Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION OF AN ASSESSMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN AMERICAN FORK
CITY AND TRI-CITY INTERLOCAL AGENCY, TCIA, WHEREBY THE CITY PLEDGES
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LOCAL SALES AND USE TAXES FOR 1/3 OF THE DEBT SERVICE RELATED TO THE
IRRIGATION SYSTEM AND NEW GOLF COURSE CLUB HOUSE FOR TRI-CITY GOLF
COURSE - Councilman LeBaron
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron stated that he has some concern on this agreement, mainly being that
there was neither an oversight committee, nor do they have committee bylaws. He felt there was
still some homework that needed to be done.
Councilman Gunther stated that one concern is about some inequities in the partnership; American
Fork owns quite a bit of property that is being used by the golf course and there has never been any
consideration for that. He thought they should make an agreement where the land is leased or
purchased from the City. Councilman Gunther commented that he is also concerned that if they
pass this agreement with anything in there that would negate any opportunity to lease the property
owned by American Fork City, that they would then not get any benefit; Mr. Wright had assured
Councilman Gunther that there is nothing in this agreement that would negate any ownership or
right to lease or sell property owned by American Fork City.
Mr. Wright explained that the pressure to get the bonding done this year is because it is Pleasant
Grove City's tum to be over the Golf Course. He noted that the cities are getting bills every month;
they will get reimbursed when the bonding comes through, but they would like the bond to go
through as soon as possible. Mr. Wright thinks there are concerns by Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron and
Councilman Gunther that do need to be addressed and he indicated that he has prepared a ground
lease that was placed in their boxes that does address some of the issues such as water, but not
leasing of the property. He did not think the cities were on the same page and may need to meet
together to discuss the issue. From what he understands, they are trying to push this through
because the improvements have been started, but there are loose ends that need to be tied up.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron asked whether there could be an addendum to address the concerns of
American Fork City. Mr. Wright stated he understood that the other cities were approving this
agreement at their upcoming meetings. Mr. Wright pointed out that the agreement only agrees that
the cities will pay their share of the bond; it in no way relates to the leasing or use of the ground.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the assessment agreement between American Fork
City and Tri-City Interlocal Agency whereby American Fork City pledges local sales and use
taxes for one-third of the debt service related to the irrigation system and new golf course club
house for Tri-City Golf Course, noting that there is an expectation in passing the motion that
there will be an addendum to the agreement which will deal with the issues raised by
Councilman LeBaron. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback asked what kind of impact the agreement would have on the budget. It
was noted that the city's impact is $120,000 plus the land purchase agreement.
Councilman Gunther noted that when they had the presentation, it was projected that the golf course
would become profitable within 5 years; that would reduce or eliminate an obligation of the cities to
come up with the payment.

Mayor Pro-Tem LeBaron called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE LAND USE ELEMENT OF
THE GENERAL PLAN IN THE AREA OF 1050 EAST 220 SOUTH FROM THE MEDIUM
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DENSITY RESIDENTIAL TO THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE LAND USE DESIGNATIONJohn Lundin
Mr. Despain stated that John Lundin has taken a look at the property he controls on the south side of
Bamberger. Originally, it showed the property to be in medium residential area, but he has since
decided to put the property south ofBamberger into a PO-l zone.
Councilman Gunther asked if the neighborhood was concerned about the change to professional
office. Mr. Despain answered that the residential neighborhood to the north was resistant to allow
this area to be a part of their association. The concerns of the Crystal Cove residents were that they
thought the fees would change; also, the mortgage companies would not allow them to expand the
association. When a four-plex design was brought before the Planning Commission, they did not
like that option.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Resolution 07-07-31R amending the Land Use
Element of the General Plan in the area of 1050 East 220 South from the Medium Density
Residential to the Professional Office Land Use Designation. Councilmember Kramer
seconded the motion.
Councilmember Kramer requested that the Planning Commission look into determining that the
road to the north of this property be made into a major collector class road, which would include a
tum lane. Mr. Despain stated that that would take approximately two months, as they would have
to amend the General Plan and look throughout all of Bamberger Drive, but they would look into
her request.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron disclosed that he had interest in property to the west, but it will not affect
his vote.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Kramer felt that they need to make sure they have an adequate road.
Councilmember Rodeback wholeheartedly agreed with Councilmember Kramer. Councilman
Gunther stated that they need to make sure they have vision for the future.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE MAP IN THE AREA
OF 1050 EAST 200 SOUTH FROM THE EXISTING R3-7500 TO THE PO-l, PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE ZONE -John Lundin
Councilman Storrs moved to approve Ordinance #07-07-35 amending the zone map in the
area of 1050 East 200 South from the existing R3-7500 to the PO-l, Professional Office Zone.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE REGULATING CHECK CASHING
BUSINESSES - Councilmember Kramer
Councilmember Kramer turned the time over to Mr. Wright to explain the ordinance.
Mr. Wright stated that at the work session they discussed the proposed ordinance dealing with
check cashing stores. He stated that it does not impact the Development Code, only the City code.
Mr. Wright further explained that this ordinance puts a restriction on the number of businesses,
limiting them to 1 per 10,000 residents, as well as a restriction on the types of buildings.
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Councilmember Kramer stated that this ordinance mirrors Sandy City's ordinance and that Orem
City just passed a similar ordinance.
Councilman Gunther commented that it states similar businesses and questioned whether pawn
shops be considered a similar business. Mr. Wright did not think it would apply to pawn shops. It
would include payday loan businesses.
It was noted that there were approximately seven check cashing businesses within American Fork
City currently. The current businesses would be grandfathered in, but there would be a hold on
issuing any more licenses until more were allowed.
Councilmember Kramer stated that a second part of this ordinance would go before the Planning
Commission for approval requiring a distance between the businesses. She also stated that she has
looked into adding restrictions to other businesses, such as pawn shops.

Councilmember Kramer moved to approve Ordinance #07-07-36, a Check Cashing and
similar businesses ordinance, amending section 2.5 of the American Fork City Development
Code by creating a section regulating check cashing and similar businesses, also providing a
savings clause and effective date for the ordinance. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion.
It was noted that it needed to read "American Fork City Code" and not "American Fork
Development Code."

Councilmember Kramer amended her motion to read "American Fork City Code" instead of
American Fork Development Code" and that the second part of the ordinance be sent to the
Planning Commission as soon as possible. Councilman Gunther agreed to the amendment.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS AND
TASK ORDERS - Staff
Councilmember Rodeback stated she was looking at task order #6, which dealt with the public
involvement program on the secondary water system. Mr. Spencer indicated that these task orders
were the next in a series of task orders to be approved. Mr. Spencer commented that Horrocks
Engineers had taken a leap of faith and have started on the website. Councilmember Rodeback
stated that she has been talking with Linda Walton on public involvement and what is before her is
not what Ms. Walton has come up with. Mr. Spencer stated this was just to allow them to proceed
and not the actual document. Councilmember Rodeback stated that she is hesitant to approve that
Task Order until they can get together with Ms. Walton.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron indicated that they would approve each task order individually.

Task Order #5- Lower Reservoir Transmission Line and Filter Station
Councilman Gunther moved to approve Task Order #5 with Horrocks Engineering and
authorize them to proceed with the associated engineering services for the Lower Reservoir
Transmission Line and Filter Station in the amount of $438,300. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
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Task Order #6- Public Involvement Plan
Councilmember Rodeback moved to table Task Order #6 until they can clarify what is going
on. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Task order #7- Lower Reservoir Design
Councilman Gunther moved to approve Task Order #7 with Horrocks Engineering and
authorize them to proceed with the associated engineering services for the Lower Reservoir
Design in the amount of $119,347. Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
AF Police/Courts change order #1
Ms. Marsh explained that this change order was for the Courts remodel in the amount of $20,020.85
for ceiling material, holding cells, etc., and asked that approval be subject to receiving agreement
from the courts that they will cover the costs.

Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron moved to approve change order #2 AlA Document G701 in the
amount of $20,020.85, subject to receiving final agreement from the courts that they will cover
the cost. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 9:44p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 9, 2007
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, August 9, 2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 3:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Discussion of the City's Economic Development Plan. - Councilmember Rode back and
Debby Lauret
Discussion of Arts Council Charter and By-Laws. - Councilmember Rodeback
Review of Steel Days Activities. - Councilman LeBaron
Discussion of land by the Developmental Center for cemetery use. - Councilmember
Kramer
Discussion of the width of the road adjacent to Mitchell Springs Subdivision at 700 North
700 West. - Councilmember Kramer
Discussion of items for the upcoming August 14, 2007, City Council meeting.- Staff
Adjournment.

Dat~his~d~y

&I'

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

2007.

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 9, 2007
WORK SESSION
ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, August 9, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:30p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale
Gunther, and Shirl LeBaron. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Police ChiefLance Call, Kasey Wright, Debby Lauret,
Lori England, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Randy Morris, Lela Bartholomew, Barbara
Christiansen, and 3 additional citizens.
Mayor Thompson had undergone a knee replacement and expressed that it was good to be back
in the main stream of City business. He moved to the Arts Council item while waiting for copies
of the Economic Development Plan.
DISCUSSION OF ARTS COUNCIL CHARTER AND BY-LAWS - Councilmember Rodeback
Councilmember Rodeback noted that Lori England and Lela Bartholomew were present. The
Arts Council had been operating for some 20 years. The Charter and the By-Laws were to shore
up the Arts Council and provide the support they need. The Arts were growing in American
Fork. They wanted to make sure there were steps in place for its continued growth. The Charter
was equivalent to the ordinance of approval for the Arts Council existence. They had looked at
different avenues including making the Arts Council autonomous from the City. They learned
that the Arts did not succeed without strong government support. The By-Laws provided the
oversight. They set policies and procedures. It provided for a paid staff and it clarified the
relationship between the American Fork Arts Council and the 501(C)3, Timpanogos Arts
Foundation. It was the same relationship that the American Fork Library had with the Friends of
the Library. They were separate, but worked together.
Councilmember Rodeback continued that the By-Laws were in writing and when the City
Council approved them it would be continued forward that way. That was important.
Mayor Thompson expressed that Councilmember Rodeback had done a lot of work along with
the Arts Council Board and others. He asked if it was a good solid foundation for the future.
Both Arts Council Director Lori England and Board Member Lela Bartholomew responded that
it was.
Councilman LeBaron was impressed with the working draft.
Councilman Gunther commended Councilmember Rodeback and those with the Arts for the
work done on this. He thought it to be a great foundation for the future.
Mayor Thompson added that the Charter and By-Laws were on the August 14, Council agenda
for action.
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DISCUSSION OF THE CITY'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN - Councilmember
Rode back and Debby Laurel
Debby Lauret distributed copies of the City's Economic Development Plan. A copy is included
in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT. She explained that the Plan had been developed based
on surveys and information from Staff, the Planning Commission, developers, and county
officials. Economic Development Corporation of Utah (EDCUtah) suggested that the City
contact Washington County for their economic development plan. She asked the Council to
review the document and provide any feedback.
Mayor Thompson noted that the City's Strategic Plan was the first pass at this. They had
encouraged various others entities in the City to come up with a long and near term plan. This
was an effort to do that as far as economic development activity was concerned. There were
some objectives included that could be measured.
Councilman LeBaron asked if there was some type of mechanism that the City could help in
contacting businesses to come to American Fork.
Debby Lauret responded that they could be more proactive in that regard. EDCUtah sends
information that they receive to American Fork. American Fork did respond to requests. They
were hoping to target some businesses. They had talked with Mr. Herman Franks who had the
old WalMart. It was being leased currently to Tahitian Noni.
Councilman Gunther reported that he had talked to the owners as well. It was about a five-year
lease. They had hoped for a car dealership there.
Councilman LeBaron added that the City needed to be concerned about the I-15 rebuild of the
500 East interchange and work with UDOT on a better on and off access to that area.
Rod Despain reported that the City had seen alternatives on 500 East but they had said it was just
going to be a rebuild and an upgrade of where they were at now. There was not a lot of
discussion. He thought it was to be a compact SPUI.
Howard Denney explained that at this time UDOT thought it would be a diamond with widening
ofwhat was there.
Mayor Thompson directed that vigilance be kept on this matter.
Debby Lauret reported that she had a meeting with Woodbury next week regarding the Lifestyle
Center. She would provide an update at that time.
Councilman Gunther commended Debby Lauret and Councilmember Rodeback for developing
the Vision Statement. He mentioned that Dudley Concrete Pumping Service had tied up some
ground in the City on the South but he indicated that they would not be allowed to park their
pumping trucks outside. He would have to move out of town.
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Rod Despain explained that the Planning Commission had looked at the prospect of altering the
current ordinance for the Planned Industrial zone and has said that they did not think they wanted
to change it. It would change the Planned Industrial zone into the General Industrial zone and
that went too far. The Planned Industrial setting was to create a park-like setting. An example of
the PI zone was the Beehive Clothing and the buildings that were in the area that Reed Bromley
has developed. It was not what was at Ellsworth Paulsen Construction.
Councilman Gunther asked if there was a general industrial zone that Dudley Concrete Pumping
could go to.
Rod Despain answered that it was the 1-1 zone. It was fairly compact and pretty well used up at
this time. There was an 1-1 zone down by sewer treatment plant and the other currently was
between 1-15 and the railroad tracks, although the Planning Commission did not feel that the 1-1
zone should be by 1-15 as it did allow outside storage. It was a policy call as to what was
appropriate.
Councilman Gunther thought there may be a potential conflict between Economic Development
and the Planning Commission. If the City wanted to keep those businesses in American Fork
they needed to be accommodated.
Mayor Thompson asked Debby Lauret and Rod Despain to get together to see if there were areas
that could accommodate these types of businesses.
Councilmember Rodeback added that there was also the cornerstone ofthe quality of life that
was identified in the Economic Development Vision Statement. The statement was really a lens
thru which to analyze decisions with regard to economic development. It was a tool for analysis.
Councilman LeBaron asked if there had been any contact with the companies of Wild Oats or
IKEA
Councilmember Kramer answered that she had contacted Wild Oats. They explained that they
were redoing their demographic priorities.
Debby Lauret stated that when she was in Las Vegas at the shopping center convention she
talked with many retailers who indicated that they were not coming to Utah yet, but when they
came they would probably go to Salt Lake first or St. George and that American Fork would be
down the list.
Council member Kramer asked if Woodbury was trying to entertain a big music store.
Debby Lauret would mention that to Woodbury.
Mayor Thompson thanked Debby Lauret and Council member Rodeback for their report.
REVIEW OF STEEL DAYS ACTIVITIES - Councilman LeBaron
Steel Days Chair Randy Morris reported that he had attended every event except for the Burnout
because it was at the same time as the Big Show. He thought that the committee did a fantastic
3
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job. There were some things that were different. The attendance at the Big Show had twice the
attendance that was last year and the Burnout had at least the numbers that it had last year. He
did not have a final tabulation of ticket sales.
Mayor Thompson observed that the quality of the publicity and some of the materials were less
than acceptable. Specifically it was the accuracy of the information that was there. Proofreading
was lacking.
Randy Morris noted that there were some "iffy" things right up to the last minute. He felt the
production quality was extremely poor. They would not use that company again.
Mayor Thompson reported that some always ask why we have a burnout.
Randy Morris explained that he had received the same type of comment regarding the carnival.
The Committee voted unanimously to kill the carnival this year and realized from a financial
analysis that the carnival was a good thing and they hurried and signed it up.
Mayor Thompson asked the economic value of the burnout.
Randy Morris answered that there was not any. It was a drain. However, there were people that
came for just that.
Councilman LeBaron noted that given the area, it was difficult to charge admission. Maybe they
could get some vendors to line the area. He was not a carnival fan, but if the word gets out that
there was not going to be a carnival, there would be a more negative response that if they were
going to have a carnival. Families like it.
Randy Morris noted that the big conflict in Steel Days was the Burnout vs. the Big Show. They
both needed to be on a Saturday night. If the Council were to decide that the burnout was not to
be part of Steel Days, they could go to a one-week celebration. If not, he recommended a two
week celebration.
Mayor Thompson asked Police Chief Call about this year's burnout.
Police Chief Call indicated that it could have been much worse. The crowd was pretty well
behaved. They had two significant arrests but in that amount of people, that was not too bad.
Next year his security approach will be much more severe with the Bar. This year they did not
have the assistance of the MP's from the Navy that they usually had. Lehi PD sent six to eight
officers to assist. That worked very well. American Fork reciprocated to Lehi during their
celebration but was not requested to do so to the same extent.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he was neutral to the burnout. Previously, he had been in a
participating car during the burnout. The American Fork Burnout was only one of two in the
state. There was definitely a thrill in watching and in being involved. He felt they needed to get
sponsors to pay for that specific event. He noted that some of the promoters wanted the City to
install concrete slabs in the road and paint them black so there would not be so much road
damage.
4

Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Morris for his proposal for next year.
Mr. Morris thought they would have the same major events. The burnout was a key factor in the
planning ofthe next Steel Days. One week or two weeks?
Councilman LeBaron stated that the parade, the carnival, and the car show were all synergistic.
Councilmember Rodeback included the Marching Band Breakfast in that synergy affect. The
other thing that she liked was the children's activities.
Randy Morris noted that the Arts Festival was very good. They would be able to have the
softball tournament back into a two-week celebration. He added that the carnival was very
confined at Robinson Park. If they were to hold it at Art Dye, there could be more rides brought
in and more revenue.
Councilmember Kramer asked about the Picnic in the Park returning to the Filly Field.
Randy Morris commented that it could be pursued. He would be concerned about parking.
Councilmember Kramer would like to see a Children's Run as had been done in the past.
Mayor Thompson expressed that the advantage of having it over two weeks was that there was
more freedom to do more activities. The disadvantage was that other town celebrations were one
week and if we were to overlap onto another City it would limit support from outside the City.
He thanked Randy Morris for the good job that he had done this year.
Councilman Gunther asked the amount of the carnival revenue.
Randy Morris had not seen the revenue report but believed it to be down. He asked that the
Council make a decision on the burnout and that they get going immediately on booking a
carnival. In 2008, the celebration would be on the traditional Steel Days weekend.
Councilmember Kramer asked if it was possible to do a Saturday to Saturday instead of two full
weeks.
Randy Morris answered that they did consider it. The question was what would be the first
Saturday. The carnival would have to be the second weekend.
Councilman Gunther stated that the revenues would be more interesting to him. Philosophically,
he did not like the burnout, but if the burnout was a big revenue generator, he could be convinced
to keep it. He favored a celebration of one week. If revenues were better in two weeks, he
would rethink that.
Mayor Thompson commented that having the burnout or not having the burnout had a major
impact on scheduling.
Councilmember Rodeback did not come to this meeting ready to make that kind of a decision.
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Police Chief Lance Call expressed that with six officers, they could handle the crowd at the
burnout. Closing Main Street for the cruise or the parade took 35 to 40 officers. It would help to
separate the Big Show and the Cruise.
Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Morris to come up with a scenario with the celebration being all in
one week with no burnout and another scenario that was Saturday to Saturday, with and without
a burnout. His gut feeling was that the City ought to be out of the burnout. There was too much
risk involved and to him it was not typical of what American Fork was.
Randy Morris did not disagree but there were at least 5,000 people there. That was a lot of folks.
Mayor Thompson also asked for a final revenue report. Cathy Jensen would provide that.
Randy Morris would provide the scenarios in a couple of weeks.
DISCUSSION OF LAND BY THE DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER FOR CEMETERY USE Councilmember Kramer
Councilmember Kramer reported that she had contacted State Representatives Ken Sumsion and
John Dougall. She noted that there were two parcels that were both owned by the State. The
lower one was 119 acres and the one on the top was approximately 140 acres. Representative
Dougall wanted to know why the City wanted it. She explained that the City wanted it for use as
a cemetery. Representative Dougall told her that property was the most restricted in the State
and that they would have to charge market price. It would have to be approved by the
Legislature and the Governor and another department. That did not deter Councilman Kramer.
She asked that they get the process going. Representative Dougall asked if the City was willing
to pay the $300,000 to $400,000 per acre to which Councilmember Kramer replied that the City
would be able to compensate for the cost of the ground in the cost per gravesite. She explained
to him that she would bring this information back to the Council.
Councilman Gunther did not see a way that the City was going to get land without paying market
value no matter where it was.
Mayor Thompson noted that Cemetery Sexton Ray Garrett had provided the Council with a long
range planning document. He remembered that about 20 acres provided space for about 20
years. He wanted to see more like 30 to 40 acres.
Councilmember Kramer thought that he was looking for 60 acres.
Councilman Gunther thought that they were able to get about 500 gravesites per acre. Ten acres
would provide about 5,000 gravesites and at about 150 burials per year that would be about a
thirty year supply.
Richard Colborn noted that when a space was needed, without the moratorium as it is now, the
family would usually purchase three or four more.
Mayor Thompson thought that they needed about 40 acres to deal with. The current cemetery
was about 25 to 28 acres.
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Councilman Gunther explained that if $300,000 an acre was used as the market price the cost
would be $3 million for 10 acres. He asked the current cost of a cemetery lot.
Cathy Jensen noted that it was $750.
Richard Colborn added that at the last meeting, Elise Lechtenberg stated that it cost about
$80,000 to improve an acre of park ground. He assumed it would be about the same for
cemetery land.
Councilman Gunther noted the cost for land and improvements would be close to $400,000 an
acre.
Mayor Thompson stated that the City was not going to shy away from the market price. They
wanted to work towards 40 to 60 acres.
Councilman Gunther did not think the City could buy that far ahead.
Council member Rodeback felt that if the City didn't, the land would be gone.
Councilman Gunther would provide Councilmember Kramer with some numbers on what he
thought the City could afford.
Mayor Thompson asked Councilmember Kramer to get with Ray Garrett and go over his long
range plan to see what acreage was really necessary. He thanked Councilmember Kramer for all
of her effort in this matter.
DISCUSSION OF THE WIDTH OF THE ROAD ADJACENT TO MITCHELL SPRINGS
SUBDIVISION AT 700 NORTH 700 WEST - Councilmember Kramer
Councilmember Kramer had asked about a possible discrepancy on the road width. She read
from page 8 of the March 22, 2007 City Council Work Session Minutes:
"Mr. Despain explained that they dropped the ball on this. He further explained that at
13,000 vehicle trips per day, the arterial class road requires five lanes. Having
discovered this, they had to decide what needed to be done. They could chose to do
nothing and live with the road width at 60 feet and deal with it later, or they can address
the issue now. Mr. Despain indicated that they discussed the issue and determined that
the absolute minimum road width they would need is a 70-foot right-of-way. This would
mean that the planter strips currently on the south side of the road would go away and
that they would also project northward ten feet to accommodate four 11-foot travel lanes
and a 12-foot turning lane."
With that, she got out her map of the City roads that she had had for quite a while and discovered
that it was a major collector size road and not an arterial road. She measured the road and there
was 69 feet 2 inches, including the one foot on the south of the sidewalk on the south side. Five
lanes was not part of the master plan. It had been suggested that Bamberger be expanded at the
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last meeting and was told that it had to go through a process. She asked what happened with 700
North.
Mayor Thompson referred the question to City Planner Rod Despain.
Rod Despain explained that it was a major collector with a standard cross section of 82 feet.
Sometimes they dropped out the planters on both sides and that knocked it down to 72 feet and
that was able to function as a 5 lane road with 58 feet of travel surface. On street parking
depended on the level of traffic and when the additional lanes would be needed. At the outset it
would function as a 2 lane with parking on either side. Ifthere was the impression that this had
been reclassified as an arterial class road, Mr. Despain expressed that he misspoke. The 1996
major street plan put it at a minor collector and the update showed it as a major collector.
Councilmember Kramer noted that what was described in the minutes could fit within a 70-foot
cross-section. Her concern was safety. There should be a landscape strip and a small shoulder
so that persons would not have to walk right up against the concrete wall.
Rod Despain stated that the City could do anything they wanted to pay for. The standard could
be changed. The dilemma was that the shoulder and the on street parking went together. Ten
feet is a standard shoulder, eight feet was tight, and five feet was not adequate. Some were not
built to a standard and cited 1200 North in Provo going toward the LDS Temple.
Mayor Thompson asked the solution to Councilmember Kramer's concern.
Councilmember Kramer felt that five lanes would be appropriate on 700 North as one
approached the 900 West intersection.
Howard Denney commented that probably for the first ten years there would just be a dashed line
down the middle of the asphalt. The congestion was not there.
Rod Despain noted in the issue with Jared DeHart, it was the amount of right-of-way. They now
had a right-of-way that seemed to be useable for the type of road it would be. It was the
potential, not what was happening now.
Councilmember Kramer wanted to make sure they had enough width and a proper landscape
strip and shoulders especially in neighborhoods for safety.
Councilman Gunther explained the situation by drawing on the white board.
Howard Denney added that there were lots of options in the future once you had the right-ofway.
Mayor Thompson asked how they wanted to proceed.
Councilmember Kramer stated that right now on the north side of the street north of the curb and
gutter was about a five foot space for sidewalk. She wanted that to be a four foot space and a
landscape strip of five feet.
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Howard Denney did not think there was a problem with putting the landscape strip in at this
time. The capacity of the road would still be adequate. They would have to look at it in the
future.
Rod Despain noted that at some time they may have to tear out the curb and gutter. That may be
15 years down the road.
Mayor Thompson asked if this was something that needed to be done soon.
Councilmember Kramer stated that they had not poured it yet and that it needed to be done soon.
Howard Denney explained that construction had been stopped until these decisions were made.
Rod Despain asked if the City cared about on street parking at this location. They could do a lot
of things without on street parking. The curb and gutter could go any place they wanted it to go
at this time. It would be a while before 700 North was a major road.
Councilman Gunther commented that with the wall it made it so that people did not have
anywhere to go. With the design to the east being narrower, he could not see the City doing
anything else. To make it wider to the east, they would have to buy homes.
Councilmember Rodeback confirmed that this was a neighborhood and some of the homes
would have two or three car garages. The priority should be pedestrian safety with walkable
neighborhoods.
Councilman Gunther did not think that they needed parking on the north side where the wall
was.
Councilmember Kramer wanted to make sure that when the land was annexed to the west, that
they made sure they got it wide enough.
Rod Despain explained that the remainder of the road would be 82-foot. One benefit of the
approach to 900 West was that everyone had to turn. There was no thru traffic.
Councilman Gunther asked if they could live with the existing curb and gutter. The matter was
discussed and it was felt that the existing needed to come out.
Mayor Thompson felt this change could be handled with a purchase order by the Finance
Committee.
Howard Denney noted that they would work with the contractor.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING AUGUST 14, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING- Staff
Councilmember Rodeback noted that there was controversy with the widening of9600 North at
the last Highland City Council meeting. It was reported to her that they would also be coming to
the American Fork City Council on August 14th.
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Howard Denney stated that MAG has been asked to do a study of the major collectors. Nothing
that American Fork was doing was changing it.
Councilman LeBaron noted that a change in the width of the road would affect some American
Fork residents.
Howard Denney continued that it is the same as American Fork viewed it for the last 20 years.
Rod Despain noted that there were some elements of9600 North that were in American Fork.
For the last seven or so years American Fork had not annexed property to 9600; they have held
back.
Councilmember Rodeback asked what pending action had mobilized the neighborhood.
Rod Despain thought that the new Highland Mayor was calling the roadway what it was, a
collector road.
Councilmember Kramer felt that the road needed to be made safer.
Mayor Thompson commented that Howard Denney was correct. MAG was looking at the area
on a regional basis.
Rod Despain noted that this would be a regional road.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she had been told that some had been threatened that
they were going to buy up homes along 9600 North and they were going to go thru the golf
course and connect Cedar Hills to the Meadows and on to Redwood Road.
Howard Denney stated that this was a study.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that some were told when they bought their homes that it
was not going to be a major road.
Councilman Gunther asked what was in American Fork.
Rod Despain proposed to have W endelin prepare a slide that showed City boundaries in relation
to 9600 North.
Mayor Thompson felt that would be a good idea.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that they had been told that 9600 North was the preferred route.
Mayor Thompson stated that this was just a study.
Councilman Gunther added that the road may go over the canal when they cover it.
Councilman LeBaron stated that Highland was redoing their master plan.
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Mayor Thompson asked if there were any other items for the council meeting.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he would be recommending Floyd Baldwin to serve on the Golf
Course Committee.
Richard Colborn noted that he had been instructed to amend the agenda honoring Sgt. Nathan
Barnes and asked if there were any other items.
Mayor Thompson asked that it be the first item on the agenda.
Rod Despain stated that Josette Walker had called about the Katherine Chidester agreement. In
compensation for an 18-inch water line thru her property, she was given two water and one
sewer connection and she wanted to know what it was worth now.
Mayor Thompson commented that they had dealt with similar agreements like the Kawakami
agreement.
City Attorney Kasey Wright stated that the intent of the parties was pretty clear that the City
would honor that connection.
Rod Despain asked if it needed to come back to the Council or if they could take care of it by
instruction. They would still collect the Timp Sewer fee.
Mayor Thompson stated that it would go to the Finance Committee.
Rod Despain explained that the City had passed an ordinance of annexation for Leonards
Annexation. Mr. Leonard had signed the agreement but now will not provide the deed. Rod
Despain had prepared a substitute annexation agreement that would change Mr. Leonard from a
signatory to a non-signatory party. He asked if it could be placed on Tuesday's agenda.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the City needed the right-of-way that he would not give.
Howard Denney expressed that ultimately they will need that right-of-way. It was eligible for
compensation as part ofthe federal project on 50 South Street.
Kasey Wright asked if there was a way for Mr. Leonard to get out ofthe contract.
Rod Despain thought they could force it, but completion of the annexation of the property would
then take a long time.
Councilmember Kramer asked if this set a bad precedent.
Rod Despain explained that the City had taken the position that they were not going to annex
property without their will.
Mayor Thompson added this item to Tuesday's agenda.
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Howard Denney noted that the release of the remaining bond to the homeowners association did
not complete the project. The homeowners were willing to take on the remaining improvement
items. There was a pool that the homeowners did not now what. There was a trail called for.
Landscaping was one of the elements of the bond.
Mayor Thompson stated that this should have been done a long time ago.
Councilman Gunther asked if the City had any further obligation to the homeowners association.
Councilman LeBaron thought there needed to be a release from the homeowners association.
Rod Despain thought that a release document that absolved the City of any further obligation
would be necessary.
Kasey Wright thought that was a good idea.
Mayor Thompson asked to have it ready for Tuesday.
Councilman LeBaron asked who was finalizing Kasey Wright's contract. It was decided that
Mr. Wright would be doing it. He would get it to Councilman LeBaron for review.

ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:51p.m.
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Economic Development Vision Statement

American Fork City
Mission. The Economic Development department seeks to enhance the prosperity and
quality of life of American Fork residents through careful attention to three factors which
influence the City's economic development: (1) support of present and prospective
business members of American Fork; (2) development of a qualified work force; and (3)
promotion of a quality of life that will allow businesses to thrive.

BUSINESS SUPPORT
Philosophy. A healthy business sector with a diversified economy provides a greater
variety of career opportunities for residents and provides for residents' day-to-day needs.
It also makes the tax base more resilient to changes in the national economy. American
Fork can attract and retain a healthy mix of businesses through careful attention to its
business climate.

•

Objective 1: Create a diversified economy•
•

Maintain an inventory of commercially developable properties and buildings in
American Fork. Maintain certification in the Utah SURE Sites program. Respond to
inquiries in a timely and efficient manner.

•

Target specific industries that bring in higher tax revenues, fill gaps in the current
market, offer high-quality career opportunities for residents, or thrive in Utah
Valley's high-technology cluster.

Objective 2: Revitalize and maintain the downtown business district.

•

•

Help the downtown, which is perceived as the economic epicenter of the City, to
project an attractive and economically vibrant image.

•

Maintain infrastructure in good repair, including sidewalks, streetscapes, and parking
lots.

•

Provide, through City ordinances, for signage conducive to business in a walking
environment.

•

Support the redevelopment of the Harrington School property.

•

Provide incentives in the form of a low-interest loan program to attract niche
merchants to the downtown.
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Objective 3: Provide ongoing nurture and support of local businesses.
•

Work to support retention and expansion of existing American Fork businesses.

•

Through partnership with the Chamber of Commerce, provide promotional,
networking, and training opportunities for area businesses, including the annual
production of a business directory.

•

Partner with the news media to highlight local businesses.

•

Increase patronage of local businesses through support of the cultural tourism
industry.

WORK FORCE DEVELOPMENT

•

Philosophy. High-quality businesses are powered by a well-educated work force.
American Fork shows its commitment to quality education for both young and life-long
learners through its support of educational opportunities at the elementary, secondary,
and post-secondary levels, as well as in the trades.
Objective 1: Advance the quality of education.
•

Maintain cooperative relations with the Alpine School District and with private
elementary and secondary institutions. Support and promote the Utah Scholars
program.

•

Support Utah Valley State College in its efforts to become a university. Support the
expansion of the Mountainland Applied Technology Centers.

Objective 2: Support workforce training programs.
•

Support and promote the Utah College of Applied Technology's Custom Fit program
in its mission of providing customized employee training.

•

Maintain open relations with the Department of Workforce Services and with LDS
Employment Services .

•
2
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QUALITY OF LIFE
Philosophy. A high quality of life enables the City to attract and retain businesses.
Quality of life helps businesses to recruit and retain workers and to project stronger
images. Quality infrastructure is an enabling factor in many business transactions.

Objective 1: Provide adequate infrastructure and essential services.

•

•

Work with UDOT, Mountainland Association of Governments, Utah County, and
others to provide for transportation needs, including roads and commuter rail.
Support appropriate transportation legislation and help to identify funding sources.

•

Maintain roads and sidewalks at consistent, high quality.

•

Provide or advocate for consistent, high quality utilities, including water, sewer,
garbage pick-up, recycling, Internet and power.

•

Support upgrades at the Timpanogos Special Service District that will eliminate odors
on the south side.

Objective 2: Promote quality of life issues that are attractive to prospective
businesses and their employees.

• Serve as a resource to the American Fork Arts Council in recommending programs,
concerts, and facilities that will stimulate cultural tourism to the area. Facilitate
partnerships between the Arts Council and the business community. Help secure
sponsorships for festivals, exhibits, and other cultural magnets.

•

Support the development of active recreation programs and adequate park facilities .

• Support the work of the Beautification and Shade Tree Committee and the Nuisance
Abatement Committee in their efforts to clean up and beautify the City.

•

Advocate effective stewardship of the City's natural resources, including open space,
sensitive lands, wetlands and shoreline preservation, and trees .

•

Draft, August 9, 2007
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ECONONOCDEVELOPMENT
OBJECTIVES AND MEASURABLES
Task list

412712007

Task.
2007-2008
GoaL Maintain certification in the Utah

Task.
2007-2008

Add North Pointe Business Park to SURE sites by Spring 2007

Task.
2007-2011

Add Warehouse Distribution Price Realty Group to the Sure Site
Programs

Task.
2007-2008

Provide marketing pieces with City's logo and demographic
information. Develop CD or Web-based tool that highlights the City's
assets. Apply to EDCU for marketing grant.

Task.
2007-2008

Establish working relationship with developers of Warehouse
Distribution Center.

•

•
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Goal. Maintain infrastructure in good repair, including sidewalks;}treetSca~s ·
lots.

Task.
2007-2008

Work with downtown merchants to clean up, fix sidewalks, improve
streetscape. Hold four events yearly.

Task.

Increase funding for improved streetscape and sidewalks.

2007-2011

Goal.·. Provide
Task.
2007-2008

Task.
2007-2008

Evaluate current loan program and develop a level of funding that
provides for desired outcomes.

Task.

Create marketing piece for loan program.

2007-2008

Task.
2007-2008

Produce directory through partnership with Chamber and/or marketing
company. Mail to residents or post online.

Task.

Maintain, update, and produce directory on a yearly basis.

2007-2011

Task.
2007-2008

Work with the Chamber, Workforce Services, and Custom Fit to
provide two yearly training seminars.

Task.

Continue to provide seminars on a biannual basis.

2007-2011

•

Measures of success. Increased
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Task.
2007-2011

Measures ·ofsu~cess•
.advarice ·

•
Task.
2007-2011

Task.
2007-2011

Task.
2007-2008

Measures of success.

•

Improve roads and infrastructure for business districts. Encourage
City Council to prioritize capital improvement projects that have
economic impacts.
Increase City funding for roads and infrastructure 20 percent over five
years.

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 14, 2007
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on August 14, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:

7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the LeBaron Annexation consisting of
14.23 acres at 906 East Bamberger.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on August 14, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Pastor Patrick Gatlin, Community Calvary Church; roll
call.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation ofCommunity Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the July 26, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the July 31, 2007 special session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS

* 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Review and action on a Resolution honoring Sgt. Nathan Barnes. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on the approval of the Arts Council Charter. - Councilmember
Rode back
Review and action on the approval of the Arts Council By-Laws. - Councilmember
Rode back
Discussion and action on the release of the remaining bond to Temple Meadows
Homeowners Association. -Melanie Marsh
Review and action on an Ordinance adopting provisions of the Utah Code including the
Utah Criminal Code, the Motor Vehicle Insurance Provisions, the Motor Vehicle Act, the
Uniform Driver License Act, the Traffic Rules and Regulations, The Publicly Owned
Motor Vehicle Provisions, the Driving by Minors Provisions, the Financial Responsibility
1

7.
8.

*9.

10.
11.

ofMotor Vehicle Owners and Operators Act, the Vintage Vehicle Provisions, the OffHighway Vehicle Provisions, the Utah Code of Criminal Procedure, the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Act, the Utah Controlled Substances Act, the Utah Drug Paraphernalia
Act, and the Utah Imitation Controlled Substances Act; and providing an effective date.
- Tucker Hansen
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the Municipal Wastewater Planning
Program Report for 2006. - Steve Parker
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Overall Site Plan for the All
American Planned Commercial Office Development located at 332 East 800
South in the North Shore Corporation Center Plat C. -John Heiner, Reed
Swenson, and Josh Willie
b. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the specific Site Plan for Corporate
Office Condominiums in the All American Planned Commercial Office
Development located on Lot #4 in the North Shore Corporation Center Plat C at
332 East 800 South. -John Heiner, Reed Swenson, and Josh Willie
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Leonard's Annexation consisting of
7.99 acres at 780 East 50 South, placement ofthe property in the R3-7500 zone, repeal of
the previous Ordinance No. 07-07-33, and also the annexation agreement. -John Lundin
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders.- Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 13 day of August, 2007
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Richard M. Colborn
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 14, 2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on August 14, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the LeBaron Annexation consisting of
14.23 acres at 906 East Bamberger.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on August 14, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30 p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Pastor Patrick Gatlin, Community Calvary Church; roll
call.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the July 26, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the July 31, 2007 special session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on the approval of the Arts Council Charter. - Councilmember
Rode back
Review and action on the approval ofthe Arts Council By-Laws. - Councilmember
Rode back
Discussion and action on the release of the remaining bond to Temple Meadows
Homeowners Association. -Melanie Marsh
Review and action on an Ordinance adopting provisions of the Utah Code including the
Utah Criminal Code, the Motor Vehicle Insurance Provisions, the Motor Vehicle Act, the
Uniform Driver License Act, the Traffic Rules and Regulations, The Publicly Owned
Motor Vehicle Provisions, the Driving by Minors Provisions, the Financial Responsibility
ofMotor Vehicle Owners and Operators Act, the Vintage Vehicle Provisions, the Off1

6.
7.

8.
9.

Highway Vehicle Provisions, the Utah Code of Criminal Procedure, the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Act, the Utah Controlled Substances Act, the Utah Drug Paraphernalia
Act, and the Utah Imitation Controlled Substances Act; and providing an effective date.
-Tucker Hansen
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the Municipal Wastewater Planning
Program Report for 2006. -Steve Parker
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Overall Site Plan for the All
American Planned Commercial Office Development located at 332 East 800
South in the North Shore Corporation Center Plat C. -John Heiner, Reed
Swenson, and Josh Willie
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the specific Site Plan for Corporate
Office Condominiums in the All American Planned Commercial Office
Development located on Lot #4 in the North Shore Corporation Center Plat Cat
332 East 800 South. -John Heiner, Reed Swenson, and Josh Willie
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders.- Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 7 day of August, 2007

/(fit,~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 14,2007
PUBLIC HEARING
ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on August 14, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson,
Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, and Dale Gunther. Councilmembers Shirl
LeBaron and Rick Storrs were excused. Others present included Richard Colborn, Wendelin
Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Howard Denney, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Police Chief Lance
Call, Doug Bateman, Rod Despain, Rulon Jensen, Ralph Glathar, Kyle Spencer, Barbara
Christiansen, and 35 citizens.

7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE LEBARON
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 14.23 ACRES AT 906 EAST BAMBERGER
Mayor Thompson began the public hearing at 7:23p.m. He noted that Councilman LeBaron had
an interest in this, but was not in attendance.
Mayor Thompson explained that he recently had a total knee replacement. It was a slow process
to return to complete functionality. He asked for comments.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported the City had received no protests to this annexation.
Mr. Lane Taylor was concerned about increased traffic if 900 East Street were to go thru to State
Street. He lived just north of this development. There was a group concerned about increased
traffic in the area.

Mayor Thompson noted that the issue sounded like it was broader than just this annexation and
invited Mr. Taylor to speak during the regular public comment period.
Councilman Gunther asked if it was part of the master plan to run 900 East to Bamberger.
Howard Denney explained that 900 East was a planned major collector to go from 1100 South to
850 North.
Council member Kramer asked if the City would have to go through the same process to get a
railroad crossing as they did for 560 West.
Mr. Denney responded that they would.
Councilman Gunther did not think they should close two more crossings if the goal was to move
traffic. There was already one on 700 East and 1100 East. He did not think that it was
necessary.
Howard Denney noted that if they did not use 900 East, they would have to increase the size of
1100 East. The railroad had already been downgraded to a siding and it may not stay.
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Councilmember Kramer commented that it might house TRAX. She would rather widen 1100
East.
Howard Denney added that Barratt School was there because 900 East was a collector.
Councilmember Rodeback asked the intended use of the property included in the LeBaron
Annexation.
Rod Despain responded that the General Plan put that property in a commercial zone. That
would be firmed up in discussions with the Planning Commission. The property on either end
was GC-2. He added that Mrs. Neal on the east end had attended site plan and specifically
requested not to be included in the annexation. The plat has been drawn without Mrs. Neal's
property included.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:33p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on August 14, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:34p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, and Dale Gunther.
Councilmembers Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs were excused. Others present included Richard
Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Howard Denney, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh,
Police Chief Lance Call, Doug Bateman, Rod Despain, Kasey Wright, Marie Adams, Rulon
Jensen, Ralph Glathar, Kyle Spencer, George E. Brown Jr., John Heiner, Barbara Christiansen,
and 3 5 citizens.
Mayor Thompson welcomed all those in attendance.
Boy Scout Samuel Riehle from Troop 830 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and
Pastor Patrick Gatlin of the Community Calvary Church offered a prayer.
Mayor Thompson moved the Resolution Honoring Sgt. Nathan Barnes to this point in the
meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION HONORING SGT. NATHAN BARNES Mavor Thompson
Mayor Thompson read the Resolution. It is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Mayor Thompson invited Sgt. Barnes parents, Kevin and Donna Barnes and members of the
family that may be present to come forward and accept the Resolution. The audience stood and
applauded.
Councilman Gunther expressed appreciation for letting them revere their son and brother and
appreciated the model they all were.
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Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-08-32R Honoring Sgt. Nathan
Barnes. Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion. All were in favor.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Elizabeth Neibaur recognized the service that the Mayor and Council rendered to American Fork
and its citizens. She expressed concern for what was happening on 9600 specifically as it related
to our Sister City's proposal. She understood that Mayor Thompson was a member of
Mountainlands Association of Governments, MAG, and that MAG had just finalized a proposal
on an east-west collector in north Utah County. It was her understanding that MAG had selected
9600 North as part of that east-west collector. Her greatest concern was a possible conflict of
interest on the part of the Mayors of American Fork, Lehi, Cedar Hills, and Pleasant Grove in
that they were possibly discussing final MAG proposals and unduly influencing their City
Councils in regard to this issue. This road issue was a Highland City issue not a MAG issue.
She asked that the Mayor and City Council reflect what was best for the citizens of American
Fork, for their open space, for their clean air, and for the future.
Mayor Thompson responded that he had made no overtures to the Council to send them one
direction or the other. He did not know where that information came from, that he had been
influencing the City Council in some fashion.
Ms. Neibaur did not mean to infer that. She just did not want that to happen in the future. She
reported that she had received an email from Highland City Councilman King, who indicated
that American Fork had come to the table with Highland on this issue. She consequently
emailed all of the American Fork City Councilmembers and they knew nothing about the
proposal. She asked Mayor Thompson to respond.
Mayor Thompson stated that person had some bad information.
Ms. Neibaur reported that Highland City Councilmember Stillman stated that this issue was
bigger than a City issue. It was a County issue and a MAG issue. She asked that as the leaders
of American Fork that they could consider the residents of American Fork in any decision.
Mayor Thompson appreciated the input and concern.
Kerry Cummings stated that they had heard a lot on what was proposed for 9600 North. She
asked what American Fork had on the docket for 9600 North.
Mayor Thompson stated that MAG was chartered to recommend good regional transportation
options. There was nothing specific about it with regard to lanes or widths, but just that it should
be considered as an east-west route to go across the valley. It has been in American Fork's plan
for a long time. He asked for comment from City Planner Rod Despain.
Rod Despain explained that American Fork was adjacent to 9600 North at two points. One was
about 400 West and the other was at about 20 East, American Fork addresses. They were
annexed and developed some years ago. Since that time, the boundary has been firmed up with
Highland. The general plan shows 9600 North as a collector road. Highland expressed
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dissatisfaction that American Fork was going all the way to 9600 North and American Fork
agreed to hold annexations back one lot. 9600 North had always had less width than a collector
class road would have. There was a time that Highland was not anxious to take the widths
needed. Now it appears that Highland wanted it to be a collector road and MAG was studying it.
Councilmember Rodeback asked for a clarification of the widths of a major collector and a
minor collector.
Rod Despain responded that in American Fork, a major collector was 82 feet and a minor
collector was 66 feet. Because it was in Highland, American Fork would not be able to require
that. He added that with the agreement with Highland, American Fork would have no more that
what was there now.
Mayor Thompson expressed that the ball was really in Highland's court to take the lead and
decide whether it was a major or minor collector road.
Council member Rodeback commented that it was only in Highland's court until it became a
regional issue and then MAG was involved through which the City had a voice.
Mayor Thompson added that American Fork would have a voice as would other cities.
Rod Despain stated that MAG has seen that route as a regional issue. As a City, American Fork
favored it being used as a collector class road however wide it was. The issue there is that it
carried traffic east and west. With Costco and The Meadows he believed there was now an
increase in traffic on that road.
Ms. Cummings asked if she was correct that American Fork did not have anything to do with the
width of9600 North because of the agreement they had with Highland City.
Rod Despain responded that American Fork had no jurisdiction outside of its boundary.
Whatever was in the City at this time, was all that they would have.
Councilman Kramer asked ifHighland could widen the road where it was in American Fork's
jurisdiction.
Rod Despain understood that a City could not condemn outside their boundaries.
Council member Kramer asked Howard Denney how long in the future the development of 9600
North might take place.
Public Works Director Howard Denney responded that the Plan they had was a 30-year plan that
got them to 203 0.
Ms. Cummings felt this was on the docket much sooner than 30 years.
Mayor Thompson reported that it has been the City's experience that these things unfolded pretty
slowly.
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Councilman Gunther expressed that he had received quite a few emails from the neighborhood
up there and he had responded. He was not aware that this matter was on the agenda anywhere
soon. Mayor Thompson had asked Councilman Gunther to represent him at a Utah County
Council of Governments (COG) meeting. County Commission Chairman Larry Ellertson
Chaired the meeting. There was a motion made and passed to appoint a commission to study
regional transportation systems in the County, which everybody thought, was a good idea. He
did not know if that committee had been organized yet. He assumed that the east-west corridor,
wherever it was going to be, would be studied by this committee. He suggested that interested
parties form a lobby group and lobby that committee. It looked like the east-west corridor was
just for Highland but for others as well. American Fork was lobbying for roads in American
Fork, one ofthem from Saratoga Springs to the West Main I-15 Interchange. The City has had
input in that process. He had heard hardly anything about this 9600 North. The first he had
heard about it was the emails.
Mayor Thompson noted that MAG, by their Charter had regional planning and transportation
was at the top of their list. COG was putting together an independent group to study this and he
anticipated that they would work with MAG.
Ms. Cummings stated that she lived on 1450 North and wanted to be represented. This item
should not be handed off to Highland and let them make the decisions. She felt she should be
heard and represented. It affected a lot of people in American Fork.
There was general applause.
April Ridge Homeowners Representative Felicity Tate explained that they had sent information
to the American Fork City Attorney and hoped that the Council would review this. They were
determined to resolve this issue without further delay. It had gone on now for several years and
had gone on far too long. This morning a neighbor came and woke her up and reported that the
gate had been chained open and not just chained it open but twisted. They continually had to
repair and straighten the gate.
Ms. Tate continued that Mr. Ferguson, a Cedar Hills resident, was compromising the safety of
their children. They strongly believed that Mr. Ferguson was abusing his rights, if he had any
rights at all to use this access. They found it most absurd that he was able to carry on in this
matter. A PUD should be fully fenced; hence the gate that was installed under the authorization
of the City. The situation they were in was at the fault of the City by relinquishing the bond
before the gate was installed. On the plat it showed an opening for the gate. There was a safety
factor with the water in the canal. It needed to be resolved quickly. It would be too late if they
lost a child.
Council member Kramer asked for this to be on a work session.
Mayor Thompson commented that the City's patience had run out. He asked legal counsel
Kasey Wright to vocalize where they were at with this matter.
Kasey Wright explained that American Fork City had been working to resolve this issue for a
number of months. The City has been willing to install a gate and to put in sensors that opened
and closed it. They tried to negotiate with both parties on this. Both parties have demonstrated
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some unwillingness. Feelings were involved. The City wanted to get the gate up and protect the
children. He had given an opinion letter to the City and the Mayor was reviewing the potential
options.
Felicity Tate stated that the April Ridge Homeowners had agreed. They want the gate. It was
Mr. Ferguson who stopped it. Mr. Ferguson got the property in 2003. They had never ever
disagreed, just put in the gate for them.
Doug Brockbank explained that he lived a couple ofblocks away from 9600 North. It had been
speculated that 9600 North would be a three to five lane corridor with speeds up to 50 mph and
their yards and homes affected.
Mayor Thompson thought that to be highly unlikely.
Mr. Brockbank asked if American Fork had ownership to 9600 North and Highland had annexed

it from American Fork.
Rod Despain responded that Highland annexed the property from Utah County.
Mr. Brockbank asked if the City Council had taken a position on this and why they had taken

that position.
Councilmember Rodeback responded that it was a little hard for them to take a position where
they were not given a vote. American Fork had no jurisdiction here. Nevertheless, she held the
very strong opinion that this area around 1400 North in the Hillcrest area was one of the most
beautiful and most established neighborhoods and they needed to do all they could to preserve
that. Even though they did not have a vote, they did represent the citizens there, and they could
serve as voice. She would do all she could to make sure their voice was heard. There was
general applause.
Mr. Brockbank asked that the rest of the Council make their positions known.

Councilman Gunther expressed the same feelings as Councilmember Rodeback. There was
general applause.
Brent Mason stated that he was a resident of 1450 North and 382 West. He asked for a
clarification from City Planner Rod Despain regarding the two areas that were in American Fork
City and adjacent to 9600 North.
Rod Despain stated that it was City property up to the north boundary of the subdivision lot and
some of the roadway may be included. He did not know how much. The City had utilities that
served those lots in 9600 North.
Mr. Mason thought he heard that American Fork had given away rights in 9600 North where

those two areas were in American Fork City.
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Rod Despain stated that saying that the City had given away their rights was not accurate. What
he said was that it was in the jurisdiction of Highland and so the City no longer had the physical
control.
Mr. Mason asked about the property that was in the City of American Fork, and if American
Fork would have a say.
Rod Despain responded that they would in the same way that Highland had control of their
jurisdiction, American Fork would have control of their jurisdiction.
Mayor Thompson stated the Cities were not going to operate independently. American Fork and
Highland had a good relationship. There would be discussions to find out to what extent they
support regional transportation. There was a lot of that kind of talk yet to go on.
Brent Mason understood that for those small areas American Fork City Council did have input
and a voice and a vote.
Mayor Thompson stated that they did have a voice and with a good relationship with Highland
City they ought to be able to come to something that was satisfactory to everybody.
Rod Despain stated that the American Fork was a very incidental player in that whole road.
They had some voice.
Mr. Mason wanted to know when American Fork would be having conversations with Highland
City regarding 9600 North.
Mayor Thompson responded that MAG had to come up with some recommendations and there
was an independent study group. There was a lot of study still to do.
Councilmember Kramer reported that she had called Highland City earlier and was informed that
there was a public hearing on this matter tentatively set for August 22, 2007 at 7:00p.m. at
Legacy Elementary School.
Councilman Gunther advised the 9600 North concerned citizens to get together with Highland
landowners and develop a lobbyist group. He suggested that they find out who this regional
transportation committee was.
Mayor Thompson added that they could probably find out the members from Mountainlands
Association of Governments at their office in Orem.
Councilman Gunther noted that American Fork had a Transportation Committee but 9600 North
was not even on their radar screen. He had heard a lot of talk, but that was all until he got some
emails. He had no clue that there was an immediate plan for that.
Janae Roper thanked Councilmembers Rodeback and Kramer and commented that the wonderful
parks contributed to the quality of life and American Fork was a better place to live because of it.
There was general applause.
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Ms. Roper continued that 1120 North was already wide and looked like a major collector. She
asked what the plans for 1120 North was.
Mayor Thompson answered that it was a major collector.
Ms. Roper asked if there were any plans for it to connect to 6800 West through the wetlands.
Mayor Thompson stated that they were still trying to come up with full funding.
Councilman Gunther responded that it was on the City's A Prime list of prioritized planning
items.
Councilmember Kramer added that they had the approval of the Army Corps ofEngineers. They
still needed funding and the residents' support.
Janae Roper asked about the road through the golf course and who owned it.
Mayor Thompson explained that three cities owned the golf course; American Fork, Lehi, and
Pleasant Grove.
Ms. Roper asked about a dirt road that connected to Lone Peak High School.
Mayor Thompson stated that again was part of long range planning.
Janae Roper expressed that she loved how Councilmember Rodeback described what a prime
area the Hillcrest Neighborhood was and that putting a major collector road on 9600 North
would really affect the quality of life for the residents there. She asked Mayor Thompson if he
represented American Fork on MAG.
Mayor Thompson responded that he did.
Janae Roper asked if MAG had any power and funding.
Mayor Thompson answered that MAG had access to funds and was an advisory committee.
Ms. Roper asked for his support of the Hillcrest neighborhood. They would encourage what a
force 1120 North Street could be. She appreciated Councilman Gunther's suggestion. The
northern border needed to be protected.
Rozan Kitchen explained her unique issue. She lived on 1500 North, American Fork City
address, 9600 North, Highland address and was a resident of American Fork City and the City
Council did have jurisdiction and she expected to be represented by the Council with sufficient
gusto. She voiced opposition to the proposed east-west corridor. She just heard about it this
morning. There had already been hearings in Highland on this and they were ready to vote on it.
She had never been notified of an opportunity to voice her concern and her voice would not have
much of an impact as she was not a resident of Highland but it would have an extreme impact on
her family. She felt she was not represented in this issue. It was similar to what happened in the
1700's with taxation without representation. She expressed outrage that her voice had not been
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heard by those with the ultimate decision. The Highland City Council had expressly chosen a
plan on their border in order to decrease opposition to the plan by effectively dividing the
affected parties. They must not allow this plan to be implemented because of this attempted
division. To address this matter ethically, the affected Council's must meet together to hear all
of the residents' concerns. Anything less would be a serious breach of government responsibility
and an invitation to legal action. She asked that the City Council vote against this proposal.
There was general applause.
Rulon Jensen stated that the sprinkling system was in at the skate park, the grass was growing,
the fence was in, but the gates were locked. They were using Forbes School. He asked when it
would be open. The Chamber of Commerce reported in their 2006 publication that the skate
park was done in 2006. It was still not done in 2007.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh answered that they were working through a couple of issues and a
needed change order. There were some items on the punch list. It was anticipated that they
would be completed and they hoped to have a walk thru on August 27 and a soft opening Labor
Day weekend and a Grand Opening the middle or end of September.
Mr. Jensen thanked the Mayor and Council.
Patty Taylor discussed the annexation on Bamberger and the fact that 900 East was a busy
thoroughfare. They would be getting a petition regarding the traffic. There were over 600
children walking that everyday without a crossing guard; without any help from the City. She
met with Mr. Despain before this annexation hoping that 900 East would not connect to 860 East
but understood that was on the master plan.
Mayor Thompson commented that there were many options to slow down the traffic in the
vicinity of a school including law enforcement and speed bumps.
Ms. Taylor hoped not to increase those problems by extending 900 East Street.
Mayor Thompson asked for any other comments.
Doug Brockbank asked where the 9600 North issue went now. Everyone needed to be better
educated.
Mayor Thompson stated that there would be more opportunities for public input. There was a lot
more action and recommendations that would need to be considered before they got too deeply
into this. They had heard the general direction of the Council. He was not sure ofwhat more
could be said.
Councilman Gunther commented that it looked to him that in terms of the total scheme,
American Fork City was not a major player and that was why he suggested a lobby group.
Mr. Brockbank felt that the recommendation for 1120 North was very sensible and was needed
and should be studied.
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Mayor Thompson stated no more study was needed there. It was a matter of funding and getting
it done.
Paul Fiso, who lived on 1500 North, asked if there was funding for the 9600 North east-west
corridor and were they going to condemn his house.
Councilman Gunther did not think that Highland could condemn his house. He did not know.
Mr. Brockbank stated that many felt that there had been planning done behind the scenes and
very little public input.
Mayor Thompson stated again that he had not spoken individually and put forth any point of
view. There were a couple of study groups to come up with some recommendations and then
they would have some intelligent information to act on. He stated that was not an unreasonable
approach and they were reasonable folks.
Mr. Brockbank stated that Highland was ready to vote.

Mayor Thompson asked what he should do to change Highland's approach to this.
Doug Brockbank thought that they should recognize the possibilities of 1120 North and those
should be studied and that was reasonable.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she lived in that area and would represent them, but 1120
North Street did not connect beyond 200 East and thought they were looking for a corridor that
extended further to the east. She also suggested getting a lobby group to talk with MAG.
Paul Fiso asked how long ago had MAG started to talk about this.
Mayor Thompson stated that he had answered all the questions and terminated the public hearing
at 8:28p.m.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no Community Service Awards to present.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Kramer had nothing to report at this time.
Paul Fiso commented to Mayor Thompson, with respect, that Mayor Thompson had not
answered the question as to how long ago had MAG started to talk about this.
Mayor Thompson expressed that he did not know how important that was.
Mr. Fiso stated that it was important because nobody knew about it until somebody started to
knock on their doors and tell them about it.
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Mayor Thompson commented that it was not American Fork's issue. There were two
independent study groups who were going to study it and make recommendations and then they
would have something to consider. Right now he did not think they had anything to consider. It
was pretty straight forward. The Council may feel different, but he was the one that attended the
MAG meetings on a regular basis. That was how they operated. The insistence that the Council
make some commitment before they had all the studies and facts was out of line. MAG had been
talking about east-west corridors for a couple of years at least and you can see how far they have
gotten. We are still at the very elementary stages. There was still a lot more details and facts for
people to have.
Doug Brockbank stated that sometimes as citizens they were not aware of things that come up,
but something with an impact of a five-lane, 50 mph corridor thru a neighborhood ...
Mayor Thompson asked who said that here.
Mr. Brockbank answered that he had not hear it here.
Mayor Thompson felt that was an opinion.
Mr. Brockbank continued that potentially it could be the case.

Howard Denney noted that State Street was only 25 mph.
Mr. Brockbank asked if there was anything the American Fork City Council could do to limit the

speed.
Howard Denney stated that the only thing American Fork City had done was to enter into a
group with other Cities and asked MAG to study transportation issues in the north end of Utah
County and that was it. They were studying regional transportation. They would need to wait
until that information came back.
Mayor Thompson asked American Fork Transportation Committee member Marie Adams how
she would answer this gentleman's question.
Marie Adams responded that it seemed to her in listening to the comments, there was some
misinformation. There was a lot of talk in the paper and a lot of meetings on Bangerter Class
highways. Some folks assume this was what they were talking about. A major collector road
was established every so often, so emergency traffic could get thru and so there were alternative
routes. More roads provided more alternatives and it helped to spread out the impact. The
comments about making 1120 North a major collector were a little short sighted in terms of
spreading out the impact. She suggested that they get a hold of MAG and get correct
information and what they were studying and what they were doing. She also encouraged them
to form a group to make their views known.
Paul Fiso asked why the Mayor could not represent them.
Mayor Thompson responded that he had a whole City to represent.
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Councilmember Rodeback stated that they would get the information out.
Mayor Thompson stated that it had been in the study mode.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that they have agendas and they inform the public.
Doug Brockbank asked if they had an agenda item to discuss this. Wouldn't it be reasonable to
discuss this 9600 North issue? It was reasonable that the Mayor and Council would have public
discussion on this.
Howard Denney expressed that they did not have the study back yet. Highland would be
discussing it at Legacy.
Councilmember Kramer suggested that the neighbors get the Citizen and that it would show the
agendas for the surrounding cities.
Doug Brockbank asked if this matter could continue to be discussed.
Mayor Thompson stated that citizens would have adequate opportunity to hear what the
recommendations were and what the options were.
Councilman Gunther stated that in all due respect, he appreciated when the public that came and
told the Council how they felt. He felt this was overdone. They had an agenda to go thru
tonight. He left an invitation to talk with him personally. He pledged that they could meet with
him for as long as he liked.
Ralph Glathar commented that about two or three months ago there was a meeting at MAG. The
public was invited. He went to it and some of these same issues were expressed. There was not
a lot of public there. Now they were guessing as compared to what was delivered at the meeting.
Mayor Thompson felt that the suggestion of Council member Kramer to follow the Citizen for the
agendas was a good one.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Kramer reported that she had met with Howard Denney and discussed the trails.
There were a couple of items to add to the Trails Master Plan that would make them more
useable over by the golf course. She understood that she would need the signatures of three
Councilmembers to have that discussed.
Mayor Thompson responded that he and Howard Denney had talked about that.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she and Councilmember Kramer met with others
regarding regional parks. Regional parks included large open space and sports facilities. The
City was very inadequately covered for those facilities and the General Plan was not helping the
City to get there. She asked that the Planning Commission revisit that. They ought to be setting
aside land south of the freeway before development took place.
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Councilman Gunther had nothing to report at this time.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson stated that there was a lot of publicity about the Children's Health Insurance
Program. There was a hot line (1-877-KidsNow) and a website (www.health.utah.gov/chip)
where specific information could be obtained.
Mayor Thompson noted that the Realtor Association was reporting that over the last three and a
halfyear period, the average sales price of a home in American Fork had gone up 59.3 percent.
The concern brought on by this report was the affordability of homes within the community.
Where was the workforce housing going to be coming from? It looked like we were being
priced out of affordability.
Mayor Thompson called attention to the Library Community Lecture Series and reported that on
Thursday, September 13, 2007 at 7:00p.m., the Bank of American Fork was going to present a
basic course in personal finance. It would also be helpful in completing a Scout Merit Badge.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the July 26, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe July 31, 2007 special session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the common consent items including the July 26,
2007 work session minutes and the July 31, 2007 special session minutes and also approval
of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests over $1,000
subject to the review of the Finance Committee.
Councilman Gunther explained that they did not have a quorum at the Finance Committee
meeting and would be scheduling one as soon as possible.

Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
There were no appointments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF THE ARTS COUNCIL CHARTER Councilmember Rodeback
Councilmember Rodeback attended last night's Concert in the Park and noted that the audience
was in the hundreds and previous performances had experienced like numbers. The Concerts in
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the Park was just one of the large number of healthy arts programs. The Arts Council enjoys
more than 1,000 volunteers. The Arts Council had been operating for some twenty years without
a Charter. This would remedy that.
The next item would give the Arts Council written By-Laws. They were acknowledging that the
Arts Council was part of American Fork City government. The Arts needed the support of
government. This would stabilize the Arts Council for future generations.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt the Arts Council Charter authorizing the
American Fork Arts Council. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback amended the motion to include that the wording should be
corrected that the Chair remain until "his or her" term expires. Councilman Gunther
agreed with his second.
All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF THE ARTS COUNCIL BY-LAWS Councilmember Rodeback
Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt the American Fork Arts Council By-Laws.
Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion.

Councilmember Rodeback noted that Arts Council Director Lori England, President Lela
Bartholomew and Executive Board Member Sydney Thomas were present.
All were in favor.

DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE RELEASE OF THE REMAINING BOND TO
TEMPLE MEADOWS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION -Melanie Marsh
Mayor Thompson noted that one of the items that the bond was in place for was for landscaping.
He asked if there was a release.
Legal Counsel Kasey Wright reported that there was not one prepared but stated there would be
one and a motion would need to include that its approval be subject to the homeowners
association signing the release.
Councilman Gunther moved to release the bond on condition that the Temple Meadows
Homeowners Association sign the release document releasing the City from any other
obligation. Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING PROVISIONS OF THE UTAH
CODE INCLUDING THE UTAH CRIMINAL CODE, THE MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE
PROVISIONS, THE MOTOR VEHICLE ACT, THE UNIFORM DRIVER LICENSE ACT,
THE TRAFFIC RULES AND REGULATIONS, THE PUBLICLY OWNED MOTOR
VEHICLE PROVISIONS, THE DRIVING BY MINORS PROVISIONS, THE FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY OF MOTOR VEHICLE OWNERS AND OPERATORS ACT, THE
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VINTAGE VEIDCLE PROVISIONS. THE OFF-IDGHWAY VEIDCLE PROVISIONS. THE
UTAH CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL
ACT. THE UTAH CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT. THE UTAH DRUG
PARAPHERNALIA ACT. AND THE UTAH IMITATION CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
ACT; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE -Tucker Hansen
Mayor Thompson explained that this update was something that was done after the Legislature
met each year.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-08-37 adopting provisions of
the Utah Code including the Utah Criminal Code, the Motor Vehicle Insurance Provisions,
the Motor Vehicle Act, the Uniform Driver License Act, the Traffic Rules and Regulations,
The Publicly Owned Motor Vehicle Provisions, the Driving by Minors Provisions, the
Financial Responsibility of Motor Vehicle Owners and Operators Act, the Vintage Vehicle
Provisions, the Off-Highway Vehicle Provisions, the Utah Code of Criminal Procedure, the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Act, the Utah Controlled Substances Act, the Utah Drug
Paraphernalia Act, and the Utah Imitation Controlled Substances Act; and providing an
effective date. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE MUNICIPAL
WASTEWATER PLANNING PROGRAM REPORT FOR 2006 -Steve Parker
Public Works Director Howard Denney explained that this was a self-test as to how the City was
performing. The system was about 57 years old. The City's licensed operators were Steve
Parker and Jon Varney.
Councilman Gunther noted that the report showed that there was not a sinking fund established
for system replacement. He asked why not. It seemed that it would be good financial planning
to set funds aside.
Cathy Jensen responded that government usually depended on bonding and taxes. Replacement
was put off until there was an urgent need.
Councilmember Kramer added that she noticed that as well and would ask that it be considered
in the next budget year.
Mayor Thompson noted that they have started some funding, but funding was woefully short.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-08-33R adopting the Municipal
Wastewater Planning Program Report for 2006. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS. AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
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ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Overall Site Plan for the All American
Planned Commercial Office Development located at 332 East 800 South in the North
Shore Corporation Center Plat C -John Heiner. Reed Swenson. and Josh Willie
John Heiner explained about that they planned to build four office buildings of about
20,000 square feet each. They would be two stories with four condominium units per
floor.
Councilmember Kramer commented that she looked at the landscape portion and asked
about the diamond shaped areas.
John Heiner responded that they were for trees.
Councilmember Kramer asked about trees around the perimeter.
Mr. Heiner answered that there were trees at the corners. On one boundary was an office
warehouse building. When they submitted their plans they had 9 percent landscaping and
did not see the code requirement of 10 percent. The landscape was now between 11
percent and 12 percent. A landscape architect had prepared the plan.
Councilmember Kramer suggested some additional trees along the border.
Mr. Heiner explained that there was not sufficient width in those planters.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt the Ordinance approving the overall site
plan for the All American Planned Commercial Office Development located at 332
East 800 South in the North Shore Corporation Center Plat C. Councilmember
Kramer seconded the motion.
City Recorder Richard Colborn explained that the agenda called for an ordinance but Rod
Despain explained to him that one was not required.

Councilmember Rodeback amended her motion to delete the reference to an
Ordinance. Councilmember Kramer agreed with her second.
All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the specific Site Plan for Corporate Office
Condominiums in the All American Planned Commercial Office Development located on
Lot #4 in the North Shore Corporation Center Plat C at 332 East 800 South -John
Heiner. Reed Swenson. and Josh Willie

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-08-38 approving the
Specific Site Plan for Corporate Office Condominiums in the All American Planned
Commercial Office Development located on Lot #4 North Shore Corporation Center
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Plat C at 332 East 800 South subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to
ensure the timely construction of required public improvements and submittal of
condominium documentation. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE LEONARD'S
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.99 ACRES AT 780 EAST 50 SOUTH. PLACEMENT OF
THE PROPERTY IN THE R3-7500 ZONE. REPEAL OF THE PREVIOUS ORDINANCE NO.
07-07-33, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT -John Lundin
Mayor Thompson asked if the County would have a problem leaving off this one parcel.
Rod Despain explained that they would not leave the parcel off, but shift Grant Leonard from a
signatory status to a non-signatory status. The plat now showed the different parcels.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-08-39 approving the
Leo nards Annexation consisting of 7.99 acres at 780 East 50 South, approve the annexation
agreement for the Lundin portion, and placement of the property into a combination of the
R3-7500 Residential zone and the R1-15000 Residential zone as shown on Attachment B of
the Ordinance, with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of
all deeds and water rights by the City and execution of the agreements by Mr. Lundin.
Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS -Staff
Mayor Thompson stated that Task Order No. 6 was the Public Involvement Program regarding
the secondary water system. They would work with the City's Information Officer.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of Task Order No. 6 to the Engineering Services
Agreement in the amount of $157,000 for the Public Involvement Program for the entire
project. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that this item was tabled at the last meeting because she
had not seen the document and had not had any input from Linda Walton. She had now met with
Jessica Wilson from Horrocks and reported that Linda Walton was okay with it. The City
needed to approve all of the public involvement.
Mayor Thompson thanked Councilmember Rodeback for that homework.

All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson explained that this was Change Order #6 for the skate park.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve Change Order #6 for the skate park in the amount
of $2,130.00. Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT
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Councilman Rodeback moved adjournment at 9:27 p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded
the motion. All were in favor.

~rruJ~JRichard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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•

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION NO. 07-08-32R
HONORING SGT. NATHAN BARNES
Whereas, Sergeant Nathan Barnes was killed in action on July 17, 2007 in Operation
Iraqi Freedom near Rushdi Mullah, Iraq; and
Whereas, Sgt. Nathan Barnes served in the Army, 4th Battalion, 31st Infantry Regiment,
2"d Brigade Combat Team, lOth Mountain Division, Fort Drum, N.Y.; and
Whereas, Sgt. Nathan Barnes was 23 at the time of his death and had been a life-time
resident of American Fork; and
Whereas, Sgt. Nathan Barnes understood that he was protecting our individual and
country's liberty, he was patriotic and loved the American flag, and was willing to accept
the risks and challenges of war; and
Whereas, Sgt. Nathan Barnes earned pride, inspiration and love from his family
consisting of parents, Kevin and Donna Barnes, four brothers and one sister; and also
respect and admiration from the community for his selfless actions and service; and

•

· Whereas, Sgt. Nathan Barnes died while protecting our country and gave the ultimate
sacrifice for our freedom. His purpose and mission was to ensure our unalienable rights
of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. He returned to American Fork with honor for
his heroism; and
NOW, THEREFORE, the Mayor and City Council ofAmerican Fork recognize and pay
tribute to Sgt. Nathan Barnes for his unselfish service to our country and also the citizens
of American Fork, and pledge to perpetuate his memory by striving to serve the
community as honorably as he did.
Passed by the American Fork City Council this 14 day of August, 2007.

ATTEST:
Heber M. Thompson, Mayor

Richard M. Colborn, Recorder

•

NOTICE OF SPECIAL JOINT MEETING
OF THE
PLEASANT GROVE, AMERICAN FORK
AND LEHI CITY COUNCILS

Notice is hereby given that the Pleasant Grove City Council will hold a Special Joint
Meeting at 6 p.m., Wednesday, August 15, 2007, with the American Fork City and Lehi City
Councils, at City Hall, in the Mayor’s office (northwest back entrance), 70 South 100 East,
Pleasant Grove, Utah. This is an information meeting and no action will be taken. The agenda shall
be as follows:
AGENDA
1.

To discuss the proposed Ground Lease Agreement for the Tri-City Golf Course.

2.

Adjourn

CERTIFICATE OF POSTING:
I certify that the above notice and agenda was posted in three public places within the Pleasant Grove City limits. Agenda
also posted on the City’s website.

Posted by: Amanda. R. Fraughton, City Recorder
Date: August 14, 2007
Time: 2:30 p.m.
Place: City Hall, Library and Community Development Building

*NOTE: If you are planning to attend this public meeting and, due to a disability, need assistance in understanding or
participating in the meeting, please notify the City Recorder, (801) 785-5045, twenty-four (24) or more hours in advance
of the meeting and we will try to provide whatever assistance may be required.

Special Joint Meeting Minutes
Of The Pleasant Grove, American Fork and Lehi City Councils
Regarding
Fox Hollow Golf Course
August 15, 2007
6 p.m.
PRESENT:
Mayor: Mike Daniels (Pleasant Grove)
City Council Members:
Lee Jensen
Bruce Call
Mayor: Howard H. Johnson (Lehi)
Mayor: Heber Thompson (American Fork)
City Council Members:
Dale Gunther
Shirl LeBaron
Others:
Tina Petersen, P.G. Attorney
Ken Rushton, Lehi Attorney
Kasey Wright, A.F. Attorney
Kent Wells, Course Board Chairman
Rick Roberts, Head Pro for Tri-City Golf
Howard Denney, A.F. Public Works Director
Mary Burgin, Deputy Recorder (Pleasant Grove)
The City Council and staff met at Mayor Daniels’ office at 70 South 100 East, Pleasant
Grove, Utah. This was an informational meeting with no action to be taken.
1. TO DISCUSS THE PROPOSED GROUND LEASE AGREEMENT FOR THE
TRI-CITY GOLF COURSE.
Mayor Daniels thanked everyone for their attendance. He said the meeting had been
called to get to the bottom of the consternation that seemed to be surrounding the
proposed Ground Lease Agreement. He noted that it was strongly felt that the three cities
come together and discuss the proposed agreement. Mayor Johnson said the meeting was
a very good idea.
Mayor Thompson from American Fork then explained that the acting City Attorney, Mr.
Kasey Wright, had researched agreements concerning the Tri-City Golf Course. He said
that Mr. Wright had found that American Fork had attempted over the years to present
bills to Pleasant Grove and Lehi for what they felt was owed to them. The bills were
ignored, he alleged. He then explained that American Fork’s current Council feels
strongly that with the wells that are on the golf course, there needs to be an agreement
that American Fork City will always have access to those wells. He also said that the
proposed ground lease goes beyond the access items, including rights-of-way, also. The
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Mayor went on to say that Mayor Daniels had a good observation in bringing the meeting
together to discuss concerns. He then went to say that he realized that all three cities had
their viewpoints concerning the golf course.
Mayor Johnson from Lehi noted that in the beginning, the three cities purchased state
property in order to create the course. Mayor Johnson then asked Golf Pro Rick Roberts
how the new irrigation system was coming along. Mr. Roberts said that it is about 85%
completed. He said the lawn is greening up quickly and is really beautiful. The Mayor
then asked about the clubhouse. Mr. Roberts deferred to Golf Board Chair Kent Wells.
Mr. Wells said the ceiling is now out of the clubhouse, and the move to the trailer (which
is now on-site) will take place the upcoming Saturday.
There was then discussion on which parts of the course were owned by American Fork
City. Attorney Petersen said there was a parcel map with the proposed ground lease
agreement that she had handed out.
After further discussion concerning which city owned which parcel, American Fork
Council Member Dale Gunther noted that it was his understanding that according to
historical documents, there are 80-plus acres that American Fork owns. Mayor Johnson
commented that some of that acreage might not be involved in the golf course.
Mayor Johnson asked Mr. Roberts how much is being irrigated on the course. Mr.
Roberts said about 180 acres. Mayor Thompson added that American Fork’s Public
Works Director, Mr. Howard Denney, had informed him that the city will not be able to
continue to provide the water for the course. The Mayor said that the water in the ponds
on the course would now need to go to their city’s pressurized irrigation system.
Mr. Denney explained that the golf course holds no water shares. He said the city doesn’t
have water shares for rent, either. Attorney Wright asked Mr. Denney what the options
were. Mr. Denney answered that each city needs to provide one third of the water rights
needed to water the golf course. He suggested they pull from water rights that all three
cities hold at the mouth of American Fork Canyon. Attorney Petersen asked how many
water rights that each city would then need to provide. Mr. Denney said Horrocks
Engineer John Schiess would need to provide those figures.
Attorney Wright asked if the cities could provide water at the diversion point Mr. Denney
spoke of. Attorney Petersen said that would again be a question for Mr. Schiess.
Attorney Wright then commented that the first issue was that American Fork City had
two wells on the property. He said American Fork wanted to be sure they had access to
those wells for use and maintenance, and that the wells would not be compromised.
Attorney Petersen said she couldn’t see that as a problem. Additionally, Mr. Wells said
that the course would be going off the septic system and would be hooking onto the city’s
sewer system. He said there would be no problem with the course personnel complying
with the request.
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Concerning Attorney Wright’s comments concerning the historical documents he had
reviewed and his perception that American Fork had contributed more funds to the golf
course than the other two cities, Mr. Wells said his perception was that all three cities had
contributed equally; either financially or by in-kind contributions. He said that according
to a letter that referred to an auditor’s report in 1991, the contributions from the three
cities were unequal. Attorney Petersen said she would need a copy of the auditor’s report.
Attorney Wright indicated that he didn’t have a copy of the report. He said he only had a
letter that referred to the report. Lehi Attorney Ken Rushton said that it would be
difficult to update the auditor’s report 16 years down the road.
Mr. Gunther said that in his mind, if the three cities were equal partners, there needed to
be equalization. He said that he realized that to adjust past unequal payments into the
course by the cities would be difficult, but felt that if a good partnership was to exist
between the cities, it needed to “be made right.” He said the challenge would be to find a
method to make it fair to all of the cities.
Mayor Johnson observed that he saw three issues that had been raised. He said he
couldn’t see providing Lehi’s share of water as a problem. Also, the issue of access and
protection of American Fork’s wells on the course was easily agreed to. The land issue,
however, was a bit more difficult to know how to proceed with this issue. Mayor
Thompson indicated that each city would need to research the land issue.
Mayor Johnson said he really didn’t know how the money issue could be resolved. He
said that in his experience as a businessman over the years, he had to just, “split the assets
down the middle and run!”
American Fork Council Member Shirl Le Baron noted that trying to equate monetary and
in-kind contributions may have been unequal. Mayor Johnson remarked that maybe the
best method would be to go forward from this point and make sure that documentation
become clearer in regard to the course.
Mr. Roberts said he didn’t know why the cities contributed different amounts. Mr.
Gunter noted it would be helpful if the three cities would find documentation as to
amounts contributed. He said he likes to get all of the facts down in order to make a good
decision.
Attorney Petersen explained that the official auditor’s report would need to be seen to see
more information on how the contributions were made. Mr. Wright said the letter he had
referred to was from the then golf course committee chair, Mr. Bill Pierce to the Mayor
of American Fork. Attorney Petersen then expressed concern that trying to go back and
create what had happened would be difficult—especially with in-kind services.
“Here is the question,” noted Attorney Petersen, “this is going to take some time.
Meanwhile, the bond is not yet issued.” She said that over $400,000 in bills need to be
paid within the week. She asked if the three cities were willing to again to contribute a
third each in funding for the golf course until the bond money comes in. Mr. Wells
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added that Mr. Burningham has said that the bond buyer has been getting nervous
because it has been taking so long for the cities to sign the paperwork.
Mr. Gunther then commented that he has been in the bond-buying business for many
years. He added that the market for bonds is available and the rates have dropped since
Mr. Burningham said the deal with the bond buyer was so good. He said it shouldn’t be
difficult to get a bond buyer at this time. He then told the group that he would like to see
a little more information on the table prior to signing the land lease agreement.
Mr. Le Baron said that he also feels there needs to be a comfort level on the past in order
to go forward. He said he wants to see some give and take in regard to what has been
characterized as inequities in expenditures on the golf course by the three cities in the
past.
Mayor Johnson noted that he again would like to suggest that wherever the cities decide
to draw the line, he feels everything before that would be even. He also went on to say
that Pleasant Grove and his city had both thought that American Fork had derived several
benefits from having the course in their city. Mr. Gunter said that argument has always
bothered him. He said he knows the other two cities have expressed that thought in the
past, but he hasn’t really been able to see the large benefit to American Fork by having
the course within their city boundaries. Mayor Johnson said he understood. He added
that he still feels that the reasonable course for the future would be to go forward and
forget the past.
Mayor Thompson observed that he felt that the research, etc, could be done in short order
in determining what was fair. Mayor Johnson said that his city could quickly look into
the matter, also. Mayor Thompson said the reason for the current meeting was to bring
all of the cities together to explore all of the ideas from those communities in regard to
the golf course.
Mr. Gunther suggested that perhaps each city could pay a lease payment to American
Fork City. He said each city would then own an exact one third interest in the course. He
said that there could be some kind of an agreement whereby American Fork could obtain
more ground from the other cities (bordering on American Fork) that they could use for
an extension of their cemetery. Mr. Le Baron agreed. He said the city is in crisis with
the need for more cemetery ground.
After further discussion, Mr. Roberts addressed the group. He said that he, Mr. Wells
and the board were a bit frustrated that a year after the three cities had agreed to the
improvements on the course, that there seemed to be “foot dragging.” With the course
being currently worked on, there was a shortfall on revenue. He said he hoped that the
cities will be able to come to a resolution quickly. The clubhouse is already in process of
being demolished, and he said more monies will be needed within the next month for that
project.
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Attorney Petersen reminded everyone that the monies will not be available until 30 days
after the cities sign off on the ground lease agreement. Mr. Wells said the bills will be
about $500,000 for August and another $500,000 for September.
Mr. Wright said that he was concerned that if American Fork didn’t come to an equitable
agreement with Pleasant Grove and Lehi, and the ground lease was signed anyway, that it
would be less likely that a quick resolution would come about. Mr. Wells said he didn’t
appreciate the fact that the two other cities were being held, “hostage” by American
Fork’s request. He also observed that maybe trying to rush and get the information too
quickly would perhaps cause mistakes.
Attorney Petersen explained that what needed to happen was that the bond counsel works
with the TCIA in making sure that they have authority through the ground lease
agreement. She added that the issues that Mr. Wright and American Fork were raising
could be resolved, but really didn’t have anything to do with the ground lease agreement;
as the other cities had agreed to the other provisions regarding protection of water
sources, etc.
Mayor Johnson said the issue needed to be resolved. Attorney Petersen agreed, but said
the money/equity issues and water supply issu didn’t necessarily need to be resolved
prior to the bond counsel receiving their needed information. Mayor Thompson
questioned how like it would be that once the ground lease was signed, if the cities would
remain interested in resolving, “fair ownership and fair payments.” He then observed
that he felt that the three cities could work out the identity of each city’s ownership in the
course.
Mayor Daniels announced that during the discussion, he had tried to pull together the
ownership of the parcels on the web. He said that it might be a bit difficult to establish
who owes what to whom. In relation to the electrical and lighting, sewer and other
services, he said it could become a nightmare to try to sort it all out after all of the years
that have passed. He then showed the varying parcels and which city owns them.
Mr. Gunter commented that records will need to be gone through to come up with needed
answers. Mr. Wright said that all of the needed records are not always available. Mr.
Wells agreed. He indicated that it might be difficult to figure out what was given to the
course, “in kind,” by the cities over the years. He gave the examples of Pleasant Grove
City dredging the river through the course, or taking the insulation out of the clubhouse
that was to be torn down, etc. He said that everyone has contributed to the course over
the years. He then observed that if there was an attempt at an actual accounting, it would
be impossible, if not a nightmare. Mr. Gunther said that the record-keeping needs to
become a priority.
Mayor Daniels said he would strongly suggest that the running of the golf club be turned
over to the golf committee. He said the committee would then need to sink or swim.
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Mayor Thompson noted that validation of ownership could take place with map Mayor
Daniels had projected onto the screen. He said it could all come together in a week. Mr.
Wright agreed. He suggested that a workable timetable be set for another meeting so that
the process could continue to move along.
Lehi City Attorney Mr. Ken Rushton reminded everyone that once the proposal was
drawn up, it needed to go before all three Councils. Mr. Le Baron suggested that as much
as possible needs to come in from former auditing reports.
Mayor Daniels then came back to the map on the screen. He said it looked like there was
105 acres of joint ownership, with 87 acres that are in American Fork. Mr. Gunther
indicated that some of that acreage is not used by the golf course. Attorney Petersen said
that the parcel Mr. Gunther is talking about was excluded with the cooperative
agreement.
Mayor Johnson said that it looked like American Fork actually owned 67 acres of land.
Mayor Daniels said that the map looked like American Fork owned holes 8, 7, 5 and 9.
He said only part of 9 was in American Fork. Mr. Gunter said that 86 acres were owned
by American Fork; with only 67 in use with the course.
Mr. Rushton suggested that the group meeting the following Wednesday, August 22,
2007, to further discuss the matter. He suggested that those involved try to uncover the
actual audit that was being referred to in the letter. Attorney Petersen said that such a
report should be with the City Recorder’s office.
Please Note: Mayor Johnson left at 7:45 p.m.
Mayor Daniels said that the Golf Course Board is now a separate committee. He
suggested that the Board needs to pursue the ownership of the Course. He said that he
felt that the Course needed to move ahead instead of being, “bogged down in 35 years of
history.” Mr. Gunther said the Mayor’s idea made sense to him.
The next meeting was then scheduled for Mayor Daniels’ office on Wednesday, August
21, 2007 at 6 p.m.
2. ADJOURN
At 8 p.m. the meeting was adjourned.
This certifies that the Special City Council
Minutes of August 15, 2007 are a true,
full and correct copy.
Signed__________________________
Mary Burgin, Deputy Recorder
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Special Joint Meeting Minutes
Of The Pleasant Grove, American Fork and Lehi City Councils
Regarding
Fox Hollow Golf Course
August 22, 2007
6 p.m.
PRESENT:
Mayor: Mike Daniels (Pleasant Grove)
City Council Members:
Lee Jensen
Bruce Call
Mayor: Howard H. Johnson (Lehi)
City Council Member:
Johnny Revill
Mayor: Heber Thompson (American Fork)
City Council Members:
Dale Gunther
Shirl LeBaron
Others:
Tina Petersen, P.G. Attorney
Ken Rushton, Lehi Attorney
Kasey Wright, A.F. Attorney
Kent Wells, Course Board Chairman
Rick Roberts, Head Pro for Tri-City Golf
Jamie Davidson, Lehi City Administrator
Frank Mills, Pleasant Grove City Administrator
Howard Denney, A.F. Public Works Director
Mary Burgin, Deputy Recorder (Pleasant Grove
The City Council and staff met at Mayor Daniels’ office at 70 South 100 East, Pleasant
Grove, Utah. This was an informational meeting with no action to be taken.
1. CONTINUED DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED GROUND LEASE
AGREEMENT FOR THE TRI-CITY GOLF COURSE.
Mayor Daniels welcomed everyone to the meeting.
Mayor Thompson said that in researching the issues raised at the previous meeting on
August 15, 2007, he felt he had a more solid base of facts to bring to the table at the
current meeting. He indicated that Mr. Malcolm Beck was the construction supervisor
for the project. Mr. Beck was serving on the City Council at that time, so was familiar
with the issues with the Golf Club from the beginning.
First, he said that Mr. Beck noted that it was assumed that Pleasant Grove and Lehi cities
had to bring themselves current with what American Fork had contributed to the Course.
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The vesting would otherwise not be equitable between the three cities. This did not
happen at the time of construction. He said there were letters written back and forth
between the cities in an attempt to recoup the cost.
Council Member said that with the acreage that was previously talked about, this would
mean that American Fork had contributed $270,000 to the Course in cash and land.
Mayor Thompson said Mr. Beck indicated that American Fork had 85 acres in the
original deal. Mr. Wells said that the original audit report confirmed that acreage.
Mayor Thompson then told the group that American Fork needs to have a land lease
agreement that specifies a right-of-way access to the wells, etc, that the City owns on the
Course. American Fork City wants to make sure that these wells are not compromised
and that his city has access to such wells for use and maintenance. He also said that each
City needs to contribute water shares for the watering of the Course.
His second point said that the lease agreement his City is proposing that each of the cities
contribute their equal share of water to the Course. He said he has been told that his City
does not have enough water to supply the entire golf course. He explained that his City
supplies all of the water to the Course; and the other two cities pay for their portion of
water that is used on the Course.
In his third point, Mayor Thompson reported the issue of leasing of American Fork City
property that was used by the Course needs to be addressed. He said American Fork City
has not been compensated for the use of its land on the Course. In 1987, he said there
was no bill showing that American Fork City was seeking reimbursement for its land
used by the Course. He said he has no documentation showing that the Course agreed to
pay or did pay American fork City for the use of its land.
Finally, Mayor Thompson noted that in reviewing historical documents, he felt it showed
that over the years American Fork City contributed more funds to the golf course than the
other two cities. In a specific incident, the Mayor said that in May of 1991, a letter from
American Fork City Mayor to the golf course chair stating that the Course’s audited
financial statement indicated that Pleasant Grove City should reimburse American Fork
City in the amount of $10,260.00. He said the report said Lehi City should reimburse
American Fork City in the amount of $53,935.00. The Mayor explained that in his
research, he could not find any information showing that the other two cities ever paid
American Fork City the stated amount.
The next points the Mayor brought forward were his own personal feelings, he explained.
He asked that the Course name return to Tri-City Golf Club. He also said that the
committee remains independent. He asked that there be a non-voting advisor to the golf
board. He also asked that representatives from the men’s and women’s golf clubs not be
on the board. There should be no free rounds of golf afforded to the members of the
board; The Mayor said serving on the board is voluntary service that shouldn’t be
compensated.
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The Mayor also added that the issues he had state were not legal issues. He said they
were policy decisions. He recommended that these issues be addressed and included in
the lease agreement so we can bring the issues to resolution.
Mayor Daniels then asked who collects the sales tax off the rounds of golf as well as
what is sold in the pro shop. It was explained that American Fork City collected that tax.
Mr. Wells said that American Fork City receives about $6 to 7,000 a year in revenue.
Mr. Gunther indicated that those funds are used for police, roads and other infrastructure
city services related to the Course.
Mayor Daniels said he was only trying to identify all forms of contributions that each city
participates in. He said that identifying all of these might take a period of time,
considering all that has transpired over the years with the Course. The Mayor also noted
that in the previous week’s discussion, there had been discussion as to how to find peace
and harmony amongst the owners; and how, exactly, to accomplish that harmony.
Mayor Thompson responded that he didn’t feel there was any way to reconstruct enough
history as to who contributed what. “I think I’m good with the assumption we are all
equally invested,” the Mayor said. He said with the exception of water shares, he said he
felt that all three have contributed either financially or in kind. “Let’s just assume
everyone had equal equity,” he said.
Mayor Daniels asked about a letter that had been sent from the American Fork Attorney
saying there was a balance of $98,000 due to American Fork. Mr. Wright said that since
a meeting on Monday, Mayor Thompson had received additional information. He said
that the land was donated, and the City no longer wanted reimbursement and was
stepping away from wanting the large reimbursement. Mayor Daniels said this made the
list of requests simpler to deal with.
Mayor Thompson said he would like to hear from the other cities. After further
comments, Mr. Gunther said that he spoke with and accountant for the firm of Howard
Sherwood from the time of the initial construction in 1969. He said the accountant the
construction was completed in 1974 on the Course. The Course board required an
independent audit every year. Also, he noted that the three cities were required to fund
the construction of the Course. He said at that time it appeared to be a difficult financial
time for the cities. He also said he was told that there was friction between the cities. He
indicated that Mr. Beck noted that the cities entered into some kind of short term
financing. When the notes came due, he indicated that American Fork’s contributions
exceeded the other two cities. Additionally, he said he was told that both Pleasant Grove
and Lehi had difficult times supporting the Course for the first several years.
Mr. Mills said he had a little different take on some of the events that took place when the
Course first started up. He said he was serving on the Pleasant Grove Council at that
time, and he remembered that as construction began on the Course, there was discussion
between the three cities regarding the ponds that would need to be placed on the course.
He said that Lehi and Pleasant Grove chose not to participate in the creation of the ponds
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as they really didn’t have the money to be involved. He also said the ponds were really
only of benefit to American Fork City and the irrigation company.
Mr. Mills then went on to explain that part of the land that American Fork donated to the
Course was donated to American Fork in the first place. He said they didn’t have to
purchase that land. He said that he served on the construction committee for the Course.
Mayor Thompson answered that there was some kind of confusion, then. He said that he
understood that a part or the whole of the land was leased from the state. Mr. Mills said
that the issue was such that it all came down to dollars and cents; and Lehi and Pleasant
Grove didn’t feel they needed to reimburse American Fork City for land that was donated
to them. Mayor Thompson said he was not aware of Mr. Mills scenario. He said that
neither Mr. Bill Hoglund nor Mr. Beck had given him that version of the history. Mr.
Mills said that he knew that Mr. Beck was involved, but in fairness, Mr. Hoglund was
serving as the Recreation Director for Pleasant Grove at that time, and perhaps didn’t
have the hands-on involvement.
Mr. Wells said one of the things he found to be very interesting was that all three cities
were occasionally receiving reimbursements from the Course at the end of some years.
He said he read where that in 1982, each city received a $1,000 reimbursement. Mayor
Thompson said that was tradition. He said that the operating practice was that the Course
was to be self sufficient from the start.
Mayor Thompson then asked if there was any discussion on his point regarding access
and protection of American Fork’s wells located on the Course. Mayor Johnson said that
he agreed that American Fork should have both access and protection (from chemicals,
etc.) for their wells on the course. Everyone agreed with his assessment. Mr. Wright
reiterated that a zone of protection seemed to be okay with everyone for the wells and
other water sources owned by American Fork City.
Mayor Daniels next asked the group the question that at the end of the day, what had
been achieved? Mr. Le Baron said the establishment of equal partners. Mayor Daniels
asked that 30 years from this day, what would be remembered and documented that they
had accomplished. Mayor Thompson said that the specific ownership of the Course
would be established. Also, he said the right-of-way, protection and access to American
Fork’s wells as well as a main water line would be clearly defined. He also said he hoped
that specific water shares from all three cities would be contributed in order to cover the
watering of the Course.
Mayor Daniels remarked that his vision of what would be coming out of the discussions
that had taken place by this group would be to see the Course become a separate entity.
He said he would like to see it stop being ran like a government entity; but instead being
ran like the multi-million dollar facility it is. He went on to say that he would like to see
issues agreed upon, then see the Course stand alone so there is no more discussion in the
future, with all of the issues having been cleared up.
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Mr. Davidson mentioned that he agreed with Mayor Daniels. He indicated that he would
like to see the Course managed differently than it had been in the past. He said that it
seemed that the same way of running the Course had gone for years. However, he noted
that for some reason, some people expected to see different result.
Mayor Thompson said the way the Course had been ran for years had worked just fine.
Mr. Le Baron said that the Course does need to be adequately cleaned up with public
ownership, or be required to privatize. Mayor Daniels agreed. He said that if he was
investing millions into an enterprise, he would have a choice. However, with the Course,
he said it cannot be sold until it turns around and operates in the profitability column for
five quarters.
Mr. Johnny Revill asked, then, what the solution would be since the cities really have no
choice and must subsidize the course. Mayor Daniels answered that he still believes that
the best way to make the Course sink or swim would be for it to be ran by the board of
directors; just like a sewer district. He said each city would appoint members to the
board. Also, financial statements would be regularly from the board to the cities. He
then explained that the land and assets should belong to the Course; or they should lease.
The Mayor said that a way should be formulated for the cities to draw up what should
look like a stand-alone entity (in the Course).
Mayor Johnson then noted that the three cities seemed to have come together in an
agreement a year ago. He said he also agrees with Mayor Daniels in that the course
needs to be organized based on good business practices and as a “stand alone” business.
He went on to explain that when the cities got together, he thought they were in
agreement. He said he thought that what was now going on was counterproductive to go
back and re-evaluate. Mayor Johnson suggested that the group agree together that
American Fork needs the access to their water supplies on the Course. However, he said
the structure of the Course must go into the future; and not on how it was ran in the past.
Mayor Daniels explained to the group that the structure of the organization of the Course
and its board was already set up and agreed upon. He said it was out of the hands of the
cities at this point. Mr. Wells reminded the group that each city was to send a council
member to the board meetings. There had been none that had attended during 2007, he
noted. Mayor Daniels also indicated that the holders of the bond want to make sure they
are dealing with a legal entity. He said that entity has been agreed that it will be the Golf
Course Board.
Mayor Thompson said he remembered that there was to be an oversight committee.
Mayor Daniels said the Mayors and Councils from the three cities were that committee.
He said that the bond holder knows that if, for some reason, that the bond is defaulted on,
the three cities will come forward.
After further discussion, Mr. Wells said the TCIA had been told the bond money would
be in place no later than April of this year. He said that now the Board was looking at
August, or perhaps September.
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Mr. Wright commented that “we didn’t have our ducks in line before building—and the
bills are getting paid.” Mr. Davidson reminded Mr. Wright that he wasn’t in party when
the original agreement was put together. Mr. Rushton said that he felt that the original
agreement had been worked out. Mr. Wright said there were issues that were not worked
out.
Mayor Daniels proposed that the cities carefully go through American Fork’s proposals.
He asked what they felt the other cities owed them. Mr. Denney said that the figures
varied. Mayor Daniels asked what American Fork would feel would make them whole
with the issue.
After further discussion, Mr. Gunther said that either way, the vision has changed due to
what Mr. Beck had said about each city putting in not only monies in the Course, but also
in-kind contributions. He said the numbers are, “not worth feelings among the parties.”
Mr. Le Baron agreed. He said that in this community of three cities, he felt that those in
the current meeting were honorable people. He said that everyone worked hard to get the
Course to where it is now. He suggested that everything be zeroed out. He said if any
checks are written, that they be written directly to the TCIA; but that any payment is
optional. Mr. Gunther said he was, “good with that.” Mayor Thompson also agreed.
Mr. Revill said he was okay with this also. He said he was still concerned about the
organization of the Golf Club Board and the name of the Course. Mr. Wells said the TriCity Interlocal Agreement was agreed upon and signed by the cities, so the organization
of the Board was already done. He went on to say that Fox Hollow was already
registered with the state as a DBA.
Mr. Wright asked if there was any problem with the zone of protection with the other
cities in relation to American Fork’s water sources on the Course. Mr. Mills noted that
those zones of protection already automatically exist. Mr. Wright said that since the
Course is considered a tenet, there would need to be a written right-of-way. Mr. Mills
said that state law, water sources have protection zones. Mayor Johnson suggested it be
written into the agreement.
Mr. Wright then asked how the cities would best want to deal with the water share
question as each city would contribute water shares. Mr. Mills said he feels that Pleasant
Grove had “heartburn” with this request. He said that the issue comes down to a simple
question—that the Course had been a water customer for years of American Fork. He
said they had faithfully paid their bill to the city. He then asked if American Fork can
guarantee that if they deliver water at the mouth of American Fork Canyon; that water
will only be utilized for the Course.
Mayor Johnson said that he understood that American Fork needed Pleasant Grove and
Lehi to provide the water because they were getting to the point of build-out that they
needed the water they were providing for other areas of their city.
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Mayor Thomson said that in the spirit of the fact that American Fork originally donated
land, that he felt it fair that the other two cities could donate additionally water.
Mr. Mills suggested that if American Fork needed to purchase additional water, that they
take the sales tax they are making off the course and purchase that water. Mr. Denney
said that the state still owns the water shares for the Course land, and those shares did not
come with the land.
It was then asked what the water bill is per year, so far, for the Course. Mr. Wells said
around $15,000 per year. He said that with the new, more efficient irrigation system on
the Course, the amount will be less per year.
Mayor Daniels raised the question to the group that the Course needs water from
American Fork. He asked how they get the water. Mr. Revill asked how much water
was needed. Mr. Roberts said millions of gallons per night, nine months a year. He said
they are currently irrigating 125 acres.
Mayor Daniels then suggested that the watering of the course be an issue between TCIA
and American Fork. Mr. Davidson added that Lehi can deal with the TCIA, also, in
regard to needed water. Mayor Daniels said this is what he is suggesting—that TCIA is
already empowered to deal with water problems, etc, if they come up. Mayor Daniels
said the three cities organized a legal entity in the TCIA. Mr. Le Baron agreed. He said
that the Board would need to figure out where the water is to come from.
Mr. Rushton said that he feels that the Course is a water customer in American Fork. He
said the city has a legal obligation to continue to provide water to the Course. He said he
felt it was a municipality issue, not a TCIA issue.
Mayor Daniels then said that it looked like the replies to the original issues Mayor
Thompson had brought up were; 1. The Land Lease would be signed between the three
owners (cities); 2. There would be a 99 year lease on the land for $1; 3. If the Course
ceases, it goes back to American Fork City; 4. The Course Board would have a meeting
with American Fork City regarding water issues; 5. The naming of the Course, etc. has
been substantiated. After further discussion, the meeting was adjourned. Mr. Wright
offered to write up the ground lease agreement to be signed by the cities.
2. ADJOURN
At 7:55 p.m. the meeting was adjourned.
This certifies that the Special City Council
Minutes of August 22, 2007 are a true,
full and correct copy.
Signed__________________________
Mary Burgin, Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 23, 2007
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, August 23,2007, in the American Fork Fire/Rescue Training Room, 96 North
Center Street, commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

*7.

8.
9.

Dan Jones will report on a recent survey conducted for American Fork City.
Discussion of impact fee ordinance. - Cathy Jensen
Discussion of water rates. - John Schiess
American Fork Pressurized Irrigation update. -John Schiess
Rick Roberts will report on Golf Course items.
Discussion of a Letter of Commitment for an Economic Development Marketing Grant
from EDCUtah with the City providing $4,000 in matching funds. - Councilmember
Rode back
Discussion of the Design Study Report for the Center Street Trail. -Howard Denney
Discussion of items for the upcoming August 28, 2007, City Council meeting.- Staff
Adjournment.

u

Dated this 21 day of August, 2007.

~(It,

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
WORK SESSION MINUTES
AUGUST 23, 2007
ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on August 23, 2007, at the American Fork
Fire/Rescue Building, located at 96 North Center, commencing at 3:30p.m. Those present Mayor
Heber M. Thompson, Councilman Gunther, Councilmember Kramer, Councilmember Rodeback,
and Councilmember LeBaron*. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn
Lurker, Steve Parker, Kasey Wright, Jay Christensen, Sam Liddiard, Rod Despain, Lori England,
Howard Denney, Brian Thompson, Barbara Christiansen, John Schiess, Diane Mappen, Linda
Walton, Pete Simmons, Dan Jones, Maurine Crandell, Jim Matsumori, Dustin Matsumori, David
Rodeback, and two others.

Mayor Thompson welcomed those present. He excused Councilman Storrs and indicated that
Councilman LeBaron would arrive shortly.
DAN JONES WILL REPORT ON A RECENT SURVEY CONDUCTED FOR AMERICAN
FORK CITY
Mayor Thompson turned the time over to Linda Walton to introduce Dan Jones.
Ms. Walton explained that this is the first public opinion survey that has been done by American
Fork City. In the survey they tried to cram in as many questions as possible. The city leaders
wanted to get input from the citizens of American Fork on what areas the citizens felt were
important, what the city was doing okay in and areas that needed improvement. Ms. Walton stated
that they will be using a four-step process, which includes research, analyze the data, take action,
and evaluate. Ms. Walton commented that a survey, although not this extensive, will take place
each year. Dr. Jones, the owner of Dan Jones and Associates, is a professor at the University of
Utah and has worked with many cities and other government entities.
*Councilman LeBaron arrived at 3:41p.m.
Mr. Jones introduced Diane Meppen, the General Manager of Dan Jones, who was also present to
help with the presentation.
Mr. Jones began by stating that overall, people like living in American Fork. He indicated they
surveyed individuals age 18 and over by telephone interviews during the month of June, surveying a
total of 401 households. There were different questions asked during the survey such as what they
liked most about living in American Fork, what they like least about living in American Fork,
whether or not they would recommend American Fork to others as a good place to live,
improvements they would like to see, how they rated services of American Fork, etc. Mr. Jones
went over the presentation, which is attached to the minutes (see ATTACHMENT # 1).
Mr. Jones explained that when questions were asked unaided, meaning there were no set answers to
choose from, there were some answers that included comments. He indicated that those comments
had been included in the survey report and that they could possibly indicate negative feedback. It
was also noted that after the interview, there was a time for the citizens to make comments, which
have also been included in the report.
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Mr. Jones pointed out that the survey indicated the main area of improvement that the citizens
would like to see involves traffic issues. Other areas of improvement include pressurized irrigation,
more restaurants, parks and restrooms in parks, sidewalks/curbs/gutters, school issues, and
transportation.
Mr. Jones explained that the citizens were also asked to rate services provided by American Fork
City on a scale of 1 to 5, with one meaning "poor" and five meaning "excellent." He indicated that
any rating over 4 was a good rating. American Fork City rates very well with sewer services,
library, and garbage services.
Mr. Jones stated that recreation is an important issue to the citizens of American Fork; the citizens
felt that preserving open space was a high priority, with addressing beautification nuisances and
encouraging volunteerism as other high priorities. On the south side of the freeway, the citizens
would like to primarily see residential development, with some light industrial development,
recreation, retail development and a combination. With the commercial development coming into
American Fork, a majority would like to see it focused in the Meadows area.
Mr. Jones commented that forty-two percent of those surveyed feel that preserving historical
buildings in the downtown Main Street area was very important. On the question of whether or not
the city should become involved in the development of historic Harrington School for arts,
residential, office space or other uses twenty-two percent indicate that the city definitely should be
involved while twelve percent indicate the city definitely should not be involved. A majority of
those surveyed felt that the Harrington School building should be used as a Fine Arts Center.
When asked if they or any household members have used the Fitness Center in the last two years,
72% indicated that they had. Of those, 40% were somewhat satisfied and 37% were very satisfied;
1% was very dissatisfied and 6% were somewhat dissatisfied.
When asked about what concerns them most about transportation in American Fork, most were
concerned with there being too much traffic and congestion. Some other items listed involved
public transportation. Overall, those surveyed were neutral or somewhat satisfied concerning the
road system in American Fork.
Mr. Jones stated that the survey indicates that the city's main concerns will be roads, especially with
the upcoming secondary irrigation system installation. In conjunction with secondary irrigation
construction, another big issue is communication and how that would be handled during the
construction.
When asked if they had contacted any American Fork City office in the last year, 49% stated they
had called. Of those who had contacted any office, the majority were somewhat satisfied or very
satisfied. But there were 16% that were very dissatisfied and 16% that were somewhat dissatisfied.
Of those who were dissatisfied, the main answer was that the employee did not have an answer or
that they could not get a response, that there was a slow response time, or that nothing was done.
Only 23% of those survey indicated that they had tried to contact an elected official.
Mr. Jones stated that those surveyed would most like to receive information about American Fork
City though the utility bill, then the city newsletter, email, newspaper, website, and other options.
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There were some suggestions, comments, or questions that those surveyed had for those managing
American Fork City. Fourteen percent indicated that they are doing a good job, with 5% suggesting
they listen to the people and communicate with the public.
Mr. Jones went over the demographic profile of those who participated in the survey. It was noted
that American Fork City had a great amount of people with college degrees. Mr. Jones commented
that overall, the citizens are happy and feel it is a pleasure to live in American Fork. He thought the
city officials were doing a great job.
Ms. Walton stated that the information from the survey will be available on the website, or can be
emailed directly to them if they would like.
DISCUSSION OF IMPACT FEE ORDINANCE- Cathy Jensen
Elise Lechtenberg indicated that she was asked to address some issues that have come up
concerning the impact fee ordinance over the last few weeks. She indicated that she had discussed
some of the questions with individual council members and felt that the issues had been resolved.
Ms. Lechtenberg noted that the Impact Fee public hearing will be held on Tuesday, August 28th.
Ms. Lechtenberg commented that she wanted to make sure the City Council was clear on the
ramifications of adopting impact fees lower than what the consultants have proposed. If they chose
to collect a lower fee, they will need to make up the difference of needed funds by some other
means, whether it is through General Fund Revenues or Sales Tax Revenues. The purpose of
having an impact fee is to make sure that future development is paying for the impact that it will
have on parks, police services, water services, etc. When calculating the impact fees, they needed
to make sure that existing residents did not subsidize future development or future development
subsidizing existing residents. The current level of service needed to be maintained with impact
fees or other revenues.
Ms. Lechtenberg went on to explain that with previous proposals on the Parks impact fee, they had
felt that $175,000 per acre was a conservative amount. There was some concern of the council that
the amount was not high enough to cover the cost of land for parks in the future and so they have
raised the price to $225,000 per acre. They tried to be reasonable by looking at larger areas ofland,
and they needed to take into consideration that the majority of the future development will take
place south of the freeway; the cost for land will be lower in that area rather than near the temple.
It was questioned whether the impact fees would have an impact on affordability of the consumers
or if they resigned to the fact that fees will be increasing. Ms. Lechtenberg stated that they had not
done any feasibility studies along those lines, but they had not seen an unreasonable impact. She
commented that when impact fees first came about, cities would look at what other communities
charged and would then go off of that amount to determine what they would charge; there was
neither rhyme nor reason for the amount. Ms. Lechtenberg commented that they need to remember
that each city has a different level of service. For instance, American Fork City has a higher
standard for parks. Therefore, American Fork City's Parks Impact fee will likely be higher than
other communities. She stated that developers understand that impact fees are part of the deal, but
that the City does not want the impact fees to be significantly higher than other communities. Ms.
Lechtenberg stated that with the Park Impact fee, American Fork City's fee would be higher than
other communities because of the higher standards set for parks.
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Councilmember Rodeback stated that the impact fees do not raise the cost of living. The cost of
living already exists, and impact fees distribute that cost equitably among users. If they do not set
the impact fees, then they need to look to other areas of revenue for money for the improvements.
Councilman LeBaron asked whether the sewer impact fees needed to be increased. Ms.
Lechtenberg answered that they did look at the existing capital facilities plan for sewer, but it was
so far out of date that they did not feel they could provide a fair assessment of the sewer impact fee.
It was noted that the sewer impact fee would be looked at with the next study.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that the regional parks were not in the study up to the
standards of the city, but they do intend to look into that as soon as possible which would increase
the impact fee. Ms. Lechtenberg stated they have exceeded the standard for neighborhood parks,
but struggle with regional parks.
DISCUSSION ON WATER RATES AND UPDATE ON AMERICAN FORK PRESSURIZED
IRRIGATION -John Schiess
Mr. Schiess stated that he had passed out a memorandum that showed the proposed water rate
structure recommendation for culinary and secondary systems. Mr. Schiess stated that from the
analysis to date, the rates are still in the ballpark of where they need to be to collect money to pay
for both systems; this depends upon the impact fee analysis to make sure the fees are similar to what
Horrocks Engineers had proposed last year, and they are working on that completion.
Mayor Thompson asked if anyone had received feedback concerning the rates, such as metering
secondary irrigation use. Mr. Schiess that when they had talked about metering the pressurized
irrigation system last year, they did not think that technology would support metering. In the last
few months they had come across a meter that may work, which would allow them to monitor the
secondary water usage and charge according to the use. However, the meter is not fully tested in
Utah and they would like to see it the meter use for another year. Also, they are unsure how they
would work with secondary water; culinary water has had no problems with the meters. Mr.
Schiess stated that additional concerns are that these meters required two separate ten-year batteries
and the software currently used for the meters do not match what the City currently used. It was
noted that the cost of the secondary water meters were approximately $240, while culinary meters
are half as much. Mr. Schiess explained that the cost of the meter had not been included in any of
their calculations, so if they chose to go that route they would need to add a couple of million
dollars more to the overall price. Mr. Schiess stated that there was an option for a meter to be added
in the future after technology had improved and that there would be space in the box for a meter.
Mr. Schiess stated that it was critical that the water rate structure gets adopted for next spring.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that public information is so important and questioned how
educating the public will take place. Mr. Schiess explained that information will be placed on the
website, sent out in flyers, brought up in city meetings and neighborhood meetings. They will make
sure that the public has all the information. Jessica Wilson explained that she will be working with
Linda Walton on public relations.
Mr. Schiess stated that with the water rates there will be hardship cases and the council will have to
make a decision on whether or not any rate exceptions will be made. They needed to keep in mind
that if they allow for rate exceptions the payment burdens will be shifted to others. It was noted that
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the two fees that have had a waiver requested has been for late fees and the utility bills for veterans;
there have been very few citizens request relief on their utility bill through the Finance Committee.
Mr. Schiess stated that they have taken the General Plan Element to the Planning Commission, but
the commission members have asked for some more information. They are hoping that it will be
adopted at the next Planning Commission meeting, where they will then have a full capital facilities
plan so that they can then begin the process of an impact fee analysis. Mr. Schiess stated that he
would like to see the rate structures approved soon. He stated that they are beginning the project
design and are working on a major transmission line and on obtaining land for a reservoir. Mr.
Schiess commented that over the last few weeks, the construction estimates have gone up and they
will need to scale down some parts of the project to come in within the budget, but they are
committed to do that.
Mr. Schiess stated that there are some potential delays, such as obtaining UDOT property,
contractor availability, weather, and the land purchase for the upper reservoir. He commented that
they are currently working with Highland City to purchase land at the mouth of the canyon from
Utah County, which he will follow up with Highland to see where they are in the process.
Mr. Schiess stated that they would like to have an Open House held in November, either on the 9th
or the 16th of November. They would also like to have a groundbreaking ceremony with the public
officials.
RICK ROBERTS WILL REPORT ON GOLF COURSE ITEMS
Councilman LeBaron indicated that he had just contacted Rick Roberts. Mr. Roberts had thought
that the meeting was next Thursday.
DISCUSSION OF A LETTER OF COMMITMENT FOR AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING GRANT FROM EDCUTAH WITH THE CITY PROVIDING $4,000 IN
MATCHING GRANTS - Councilmember Rodeback
Councilmember Rodeback explained that $4,000 had been budgeted for in the Economic
Development Budget; this grant would double that amount. The funds would be used for the
marketing of Economic Development. She would recommend that they approve the letter of
commitment.
DISCUSSION OF THE DESIGN STUDY REPORT FOR THE CENTER STREET TRAILHoward Denney
Mr. Denney explained the location of the proposed Center Street Trail. It would start at 600 North
and Center Street, go south on Center Street to Bicentennial Park, across 400 South to 100 East,
then south along 100 East to I-15 where it would run along the right-of-way into the Greenwood
Park. The report gave more specific details on what would need to take place along the trail. He
indicated that the design study report included the information that was received at the public
hearings that had been held last year. He stated that the study report is the next requirement that
must be approved before they can go to right-of-way acquisition; after that, they will go to funding
for the project. Mr. Denney explained that they will need to begin picking up some right-of-way for
the trail, but suggested that they request money from MAG for funds to finish the trail. It was noted
that the city's portion of the cost was 6.77%.
Councilmember Kramer asked why the trail goes along the East side into Greenwood Park. Mr.
Denney answered that the safety analysis indicated it was better to cross the street at an intersection
City Council Work Session Minutes- August 23, 2007
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in that location, in addition to the safety issue there was the old horse trough that needed to be
avoided.
There were no other questions.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING AUGUST 28, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING- Staff
Mr. Wright explained that he now had the Sexually Oriented Business ordinance. This would also
be a two part ordinance, similar to the Check Cashing Business ordinance, which would include a
zoning section that would need to go through the Planning Commission.
Councilman Gunther asked what the change was to the amended Pebblewood Estates Planned Unit
Development. Mr. Despain explained that the developers have requested that they pull the private
open space in four feet along the perimeter so that interior units would have access out of the rear of
their homes. Mr. Despain indicated that this was a modest change and that the Planning
Commission felt it was a good option.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that the City Council consider holding a Public Hearing on
Transportation issues. At the last City Council meeting, the 9600 North Street issue was a hot topic;
there were rumors going around that were unfounded. Councilman LeBaron felt that it was a good
idea to address the issue so that the citizens did not feel the Council has been unresponsive. He
also felt that it may be a good idea to have a more broad hearing on transportation, including other
areas of interest to the citizens.
There was a discussion on when to hold the public hearing and what areas needed to be included in
the hearing. It was decided to hold the public hearing on September 18th from 7:00p.m. to 9:00
p.m. at the American Fork Junior High Auditorium; if the auditorium is unavailable, an alternate
would be Forbes Elementary. Some of the roads that should be discussed would be 9600 North,
900 West, 900 East, and 1120 North. They would be prepared with information on those areas at
the start of the meeting, as well as being prepared to answer some questions so that the citizens do
not think the council was being secretive.
Councilmember Kramer asked that they include 980 North in the public hearing. Mayor Thompson
indicated that they will have time for hearing when the developers come forth with a proposal; he
did not think that road needed to be addressed at the public hearing.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he would also like to schedule a work session concerning the Hay
Group study and implementation. He, as well as Councilman Storrs, had received many complaints
from the employees concerning the outcome of the study.
Mayor Thompson asked when they could schedule the meeting on the implementation of the Hay
Group Study; it could be at an upcoming meeting. Ms. Marsh explained that the study was
implemented in accordance with the budget approval. Councilman LeBaron noted that some areas
had already been implemented without the council having approved the study. Mayor Thompson
stated that part of that is if the council wants to make the decision on operating matters and if they
want to get involved. Councilman LeBaron commented that they would like to receive more
information on the study and to be more knowledgeable on the issue so they can answer employee
questions. It was noted that the question is whether or not the City Council needs to take action on
implementing the study.
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Ms. Marsh stated they do want the council to take action on that study, but that would be done
together with the personnel policies and procedures. They need another few weeks to work with the
department heads. It was decided that it would be discussed at the second meeting in September.
Ms. Marsh stated that she would invite Sue Shay to come back to the City Council for more
education; it would give the council members more information on how the study was
accomplished, determination of grades, etc.
Councilman Gunther stated that he has come from the private industry side ofbusiness where the
board gives oversight for salaries for senior officers; the CEO has the responsibility to determine the
salaries of the other employees. Councilman Gunther stated that this was a change from what has
been done in the past, and people do not like change. The wage study was done a year ago, and
there may need to be some adjustments for inflation. Councilman Gunther felt that this was a tool
for salary administration and once the employees understood the program they would see it as a
positive change to help them develop their careers.
Mayor Thompson stated that there have been many employee meetings concerning the study where
the employees have been informed. He noted that the employees were used to a very fluid situation
where if they would squeak they would get some attention. That has happened for many years, but
the City has decided that they needed to get something more reliable in place. The City Council
decided to go with the Hay Group, which compared information with other cities and some private
companies; they decided upon where the wages should be for the grades. Mayor Thompson stated
that the mentality is that everyone thinks their situation is different, no matter what education they
have received about the study.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he would like to be more aware of what is going on, as would
Councilman Storrs. The employees have come to them with complaints and concerns and they
would like to know more on the study. They would like to be able to give some intelligent
responses. They had heard of significant increases from employees that were not productive.
Ms. Marsh stated that as part of the study, the compensation philosophy has changed greatly; wages
are determined based on performance.
Councilman Gunther explained that within a given grade the job descriptions are determined. It
was noted that the department heads created the job descriptions for the workers within their
departments and that each of the department heads wrote their own job descriptions with a review
by the Mayor and Human Resources. There is an entry level, a mid-point level which is similar to a
journeyman, and then a maximum point. The supervisor makes a judgment based on the job
description and the performance of the employee. If a job description is not right, then management
needs to look at the description and make a judgment. This also allows the supervisor and
employee to discuss how the employee can improve within their job. Councilman Gunther felt that
this is a great system that motivated the employee to do better. He commented that one problem is
that employees are too worried about what other employees are making.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he would like to have Sue Shay come to them so that they
understand the study better. He noted that one concern is the maximum wage; several ofthe
employees have indicated that they have maxed out on their job. Those employees understood that
they would no longer be eligible for raises because they have reached their maximum. It was noted
that those employees could receive a lump sum payment once a year.
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Mayor Thompson stated that this should have been brought to them for discussion earlier and that
there had been plenty of time for them to talk about this. Councilmember Rodeback stated that they
did not have much of an opportunity to discuss it; they had been given a presentation, there was a
ten-minute recess and then it went to staff. The Council did not have a chance to study it.
Councilman Gunther stated that this is a tool that management can use; he did not think the council
needed to approve the wages.
Councilman LeBaron thought it was a major policy shift that needed some discussion; they
approved a budget without understanding specifically what was going to happen. There needed to
be some education so that the Council would have a better understanding.
There was a short discussion on when they could discuss this issue when Councilman Storrs could
be present; Councilman Storrs' current work schedule prohibited him from attending meetings on
Thursday afternoons. It was decided they would discuss this discussion prior to the September 25th
meeting at 6:00p.m.; they may need to change dates for the approval ofthe personnel policies and
procedures.
Ms. Marsh indicated that she would be happy to meet with any of the council members to discuss
the Hay Group study if they would like.
Councilmember Kramer stated that with item number 9, the First Amendment to the Option and
Site lease Agreement with Verizon Wireless, she wondered ifthis was an additional tower or an
existing one. Mr. Despain answered that they would use an existing tower with updated equipment
and a 900 square foot building at the base of the tower.
Councilmember Kramer suggested that they may want to meet with the developer of the Goodsell
Property to get some input from them, as the cell tower may restrict some residential development
on their property. Mr. Despain explained that the cell tower would not interfere with residential
development; according to the development code the cell tower is allowed in this location.
Mr. Despain explained that construction of the improved cell phone tower was depended upon the
contract and review by the Planning Commission.
Pete Simmons, representing Verizon Wireless, explained that it was an existing facility. They will
take the existing antenna rays off and then putting on antenna rays similar to what is on the Cingular
pole; it would be mimicking that pole. Mr. Simmons explained that the difference between the
Verizon and Cingular pole is that this would have six antennas. Mr. Simmons understood that the
Planning Commission tabled action on this item because they wanted approval of an amended
agreement by the City Council.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the building at the base could be more compact. Mr. Simmons
stated that the structure would be housing a generator as well as battery and other equipment; the
size of the building could not be reduced. Councilmember Kramer suggested that they have a
stamped concrete barrier that will be more aesthetically pleasing rather than a chain link fence; she
did not like the idea of a chain link fence with a net over the top. Mr. Simmons stated they could do
that.
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---~----

Mr. Wright stated that he would like to have the Golf Course Lease Agreement added to the agenda
for action. The lease has been completed and will be emailed out to all cities for action.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 6:21 p.m.

!IUN~
Terilyn Lur er
Deputy Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 8-23-07 CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSIOR MIRUTES- PAGE 1 OF 22

Survey of

American Fork Residents
conducted by

Dan Jones & Associates Inc.

2007

Methodology and Sampling
• Who? American Fork residents, age 18 or over
• How? Telephone interviews
• When? June, 2007 (evenings and Saturdays)
• How many? 401 households
• Margin of error: ±4.8%
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ATTACBIIEln' TO THE 8-23..()'7 CITY COUKCU.. WORK SESSIOR MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 22

How long have you lived in
American Fork?
Lifetime resident
12%

Less than 2
years 9%

2-5 years
19%

Over 10 years
40%

What do you like most about living in the
American Fork area? (UNAIDED)

Ln<,.tir>nlc.enl"'l location
The people/neighbors
Small town atmosphere/rural feeling
Quiet/peaceful
Town/community/community feeling/family feeling
It's home/raised family here/grew up here
It Is safe/low crime
Mix of small town with city amenities
Mountains/lake/scenery
Close to family- relatives
Schools
Affordable housing
Quality of life
Living by the temple
Beautiful/pretty
Businesses coming In/shopping
Recreation areas close by
Everythlng/1 like it
Miscellaneous
Don't know
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 8-23-07 CITY COUBCU. WORK SESSIOB MIBUTES- PAGE 3 OF 22

What do you like least about living in
American Fork?

townlbackwarcls/small town mentality

Would you recommend American Fork to
others as a good place to live?
Probably
not
3%

Definitely
not

2%

Don't know
(vol)

2%
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 8-23-07 CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION MINUTES- PAGE 4 OF 22

What is the one major improvement that
you would like to see in the next five
years that would make living in
American Fork City better for you?
(UNAIDED)

Resolve road issues/more freeway exits/on-ramps
Traffic issues
Pressurized irrigation/secondary water system
More restaurants
Parks/park issues/restrooms in parks
Sidewalks/curbs/gutters
School issues
Lower taxes
Traffic light issues
TRAX/transportation
Growth/control growth
Police/law enforcement
Better planning/zoning
Miscellaneous business comments
Misc. recreation comments (pooUtennis courts/rec. center)
Downtown/revitalize
Library
Local government comments/political
Less building/fewer houses
Clean up yards
Miscellaneous
Don't know

4
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How would you rate the following services
provided by American Fork City. Please rate each
on a 1-5 scale, with one meaning "poor" and five
meaning "excellent."
Excellent 5 . - - - - - - - r - - - - , - - - - - , - - - - - - - , - - - - , - - - - , - - - - - ,

·---.
4.21

4

4.09

3

2

Poor 1 +----+---~--~---4---+----+--~
Sewer
library
Garbage
Fitness Courtesy of Parks and
Fitness
seiVices
seNices
seiVices
city
recreation se!Vices
for youth employees
for families

(Continued)
Excellent 5 . - - - - - , - - - - - . . . , . - - - - . . . . , . - - - - - , - - - - - , - - - - ,

4

3.87

3.84

•

G

•

______:p_Q _____

-----3.74---

3

----------------- - ---------- --------------- ------

2

------------------------

•

---··3;61t -

------------

3.59

'

Poor 1 +----+----~---~----+----+---~
Police crime
Water
Handicapped Economic
Police traffic
Snow
prevention
seNices
se!Vices
Development enforcement
removal
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(Continued)
Excellent 5 , - - - - - - , - - - - - - r - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - r - - - - , - - - - - - ,

4

• •
3.56

3.52

'

'

'

3

2

3.35

.
3.23

3.04

·----

--------- ---- - ------------

Poor 1 +------+----~---~-------4-------+-------~
Arts (like
Animal
Broadband
Recycling
Road
City planning
music, visual,
control
services
services
maintenance and zoning
theater)

Please rate the following American Fork
services regardless of whether you have used
the particular service.
Ve~

satisfied

5,---------,-------,---------.---------,----------,

3.97

4

------ •

-

3.81
--.----- -

-- -3.a2------

• • •
3.44

3.26

3

2

Ve~

dissatisfied1

+--------+---------+-------+--------+--------_j
Steel Days
celebration

Appearance of
city parks

The overall
Your ability to
Beautification
work
have access to
and
performance of elected officials landscaping on
city employees
city roadways
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Please tell me whether you agree or disagree
with the following statements about
American Fork using a 1-5 scale.
Strongly 5 , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
agree
4.36

4

-

•

4.10

4.08

-----------------·----------------·

3

---------------- ----------- - ---------------------

2

---

3.20

Strongly 1 - l - - - - - - . , . . . . . . - - - - - - , . . . - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - 1
disagree
Overall, I feel safe I feel safe driving on I feel safe walking
Before the city
city streets
down my street at
makes major
living in American
Fork
night
decisions, citizens'
opinions are
considered

Please rate the importance of each of the following to
you using a 1-5 scale with one meaning "not at all
important", and five meaning "very important."
Very

important 5

4

.------r----....,-------,-----,-------,
4.22

4.16

~-----

G

3.98

3.96

------<j)-

2 -------------------------

Not at all
important1

-1------f-------+-----+-----+----____,
Less traffic
congestion

Open space in
the city

Affordable
housing

Walking and
bicycle trails

More retail
choices or
variety of retail
stores
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(Continued)
Very
5 -r--------,-------,------,------,------,
important

4

------S-.6~--

------:t.66

---3.1>4 ______ -

~
3

----------------- ----- ------ ---- ------------

2

----------------- -------- --- ---- ---------

Not at all
important 1

3.43

~

3.32

+------+----+----f-----+-----l
Additional
library
resources

Diversity of
housing types

Main Street in
American Fork

Additional arts
activities

Wildlife habitat

What priority should the
American Fork City Council give to
each of the following? Again, please
use a 1-5 rating scale, with one
meaning it should be a "low priority"
and five meaning it should be a
"high priority."
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(First of two charts on priority)
High
priority

5 ,-----------,-------,-----,---------,--------,

4.02

3

3.98

__ 3.92_______ 3.15
0
0

-o----- --o-

4

0

-------------

2

Low
priority

Preserving open

space

Addressing
nuisances like
junk cars, etc.

Encouraging
volunteerism

Encouraging
more public
transportation

Improving

recreation
facilities

(Second of two charts on priority)
High
5 ,------------,------,-----,------,
priority
4 ·---------------------- -------------------- ---------------

3

3.56

3.49

0

3.43

0

0

3.26

Architectural and
design standards for
Main Sl

Developing new city
parks

Attracting more retail
stores and shopping
choices

--

0

2

High
priority

Economic growth of
Main Sl
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As you know, there is a large area in the
southern part of American Fork that is
south of 1-15 by the lake.
What would you most like to see
as that area develops and grows would you prefer?

Don't know, 7%
Primarily
residential
development, 34%
Other (SPECIFY),
14%

Recreation/park,
8%

Primarily retail
development, 9%
Light industrial
development, 18%
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There has been a great deal of commercial
development in the American Fork area.
In your opinion, where should future
commercial and economic growth
be focused? Should it be ...

Other
(specify)
15%

Don't know
(vol)
3%

Focused in the

Main St./
downtown area
27%

Focused
throughout city
22%
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Regarding economic development in
American Fork --Please tell me whether
you agree or disagree with the following
statements - using a 1-5 scale where one
means you "strongly disagree" and five
means you "strongly agree."

Strongly
agree 5 - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4

--------- --------- ---------------------------- --------------- --------------------------

•

3.47

•

3.49

3

----------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------

2

------------------------------------ - -- - -------------- ----------------------- -

Strongly
disagree 1 + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

Large retail stores should
be located in American
Fork

Large retail stores
negatively impact local
businesses
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How important to the future of this community is it to
preserve the historical buildings in the downtown
Main street area?
Very important - 5

4

Neutral- 3

2

Not at all important /1

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Should City Government become involved in the
development of historic Harrington School for arts,
residential or office space, or other uses?
100%.---------------------------,

80%

-----------------------------------------------------------

60%

--------------------------- ----------------

40%

------- -------- ----------37%----------------- --------------

19%

Definitely
should

Probably
should

Probably
should not

12%

11%

Definitely
should not

Don't know
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In your opinion, how should the Harrington
School building be used?

Torn down
Office spaces/city offices/business space
Museum/historical museum
Public use/benefit community
Education
Private owner/private venture
Preserved/don't tear down
Owner should decide
Special needs/handicapped
Retai 1/restaurant
Residential/apartments
Something good/nice (not specific)
Something for kids
Miscellaneous
Don't know/nothi

Have you or other household members used
the Fitness Center in the past 2 years?
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8~23~07 CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION MINUTES- PAGE 15 OF 22

IF YES: Regarding your overall satisfaction
with the center, would you say you are ... ?
(Number responding = 289)
Somewhat
satisfied
40%

Somewhat
dissatisfied
6%
Very
dissatisfied

1%
Very
satisfied

Don't
know

1%

37%

What concerns you the most about
transportation in American Fork? (UNAIDED)

Too much traffic/congestion
Roads/off and on ramps
Not enough public transportation (not specific)
Lack of buses/need more bus routes/available in residential areas
Need TRAX/mass transit/light rail
Nothing/no concerns
Main Street comments
East comments
Traffic light comments/left turn signals
Planning/future planning
Residential area traffic/speeding/big trucks
Police/enforce speed limits
Miscellaneous
Don't know
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Overall, how satisfied are you with the road
system in American Fork?
Very
dissatisfied

Don't
know
1%

Very
satisfied

Somewhat
satisfied
38%

Neutral
22%

As you may know, 1-15 in Utah County
is scheduled for major reconstruction.
This will have an impact traffic on the
surface streets in American Fork. Also
the City will be starting construction of
the pressurized irrigation water system,
which means many City roads will be
torn up for the 3-year installation.
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Knowing these projects are coming,
and that there will be an impact on
transportation in the City, what things
could the city do to help residents
better cope with the construction that
may last a few years?

Don't do it all at once/do small sections at a time
Construction at night/off hours
Put up signs/use signage
Alternate routes widened/improved/well-maintained
Not have all the main streets blocked off at the same time
Do it as fast as possible/in a timely manner
Public transportation comments
Traffic lights timed/regulated
Water irrigation comments/pressurized irrigation
Website comments
More police patrol/enforce traffic laws
Fix roads right
Keep roads open/allow access
Make one-way streets
Carpooling
Miscellaneous
Don't know
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During the past year, have you contacted any
American Fork City office to seek service,
information, or to file a complaint?

Yes,49%

No, 51%

Were you generally satisfied or dissatisfied
with the City's response?
(Number responding 195)

=

Very
dissatisfied
16%

Don't know

Very satisfied
39%

27%
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IF DISSATISFIED? Why?
(Number responding = 63)

They didn't have an answer/couldn't get a response
Slow response time
Didn't do anything/nothing was done about it
Got the run around
Miscellaneous police comments
Animal control issue
Lack of interest/they don't care
Too hard-nosed/lack understanding and compassion
More concerned with business instead of resident
Miscellaneous
Don't know

During the last couple of years, have you contacted or
attempted to contact any American Fork City elected
official like the Mayor or Councilperson to seek
service, information, or to file a complaint?
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Using a 1-5 scale, with one meaning you are
"not at all satisfied" and five meaning "very
satisfied" - how satisfied are you with the
amount of information you receive ...
5,---------------------------------~

4

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

3.44

3.21

3

2

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~

... regarding City
PROJECTS

~~~~~~~~- ~ ~ ~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~ -~- ~~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~

... regarding City
SERVICES

From which source would you most like to
receive information about American Fork City?
(READ OPTIONS)
City
newsletter
22%

E-mail
9%

1%
Other
(specify)
10%

Utility bill
44%
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What suggestions, comments, or
questions do you have for those
managing American Fork City?
(UNAIDED)

-they are doing a good job
Listen to the people
Inform/communicate with people/educate us on issues
Road comments
Traffic/traffic flow comments/traffic lights
Control growth/growth issues
Government/city council comments
Police comments
Irrigation system comments
Planning/zoning comments
Main Street comments
Library issues
More parks/bigger parks
Spend less money
Website comments
On-line bill pay
Transportation
Miscellaneous
Don't know
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26·35
36-45
46-55
56-65
Over 65
Refuse (DO NOT READ)
Approximate annual family income categorY
Less than $29,999
$30,000·$49,999
$50,000-$59,999
$60,000-$7 4,999
$75,000·$1 00,000
Over $100,000
Refuse (DO NOT READ)
eve! of education
Less than high school
High school/ GED
Some college I technical
College degree
Refuse (DO NOT READ)

24"/o
23"/o
18"/o
13"/o
12"/o
2"/o

12"/o
17"/o
13"/o
16"/o
20"/o
14"/o
9o/o
,
1"/o
12"/o
34"/o
51"/o
2"/o

End of presentation
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 28, 2007
*AMENDED -NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on August 28, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:00p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding an Ordinance adopting Capital Facilities
Plans and Impact Fees for Water, Roadways, Public Safety, and Parks and
Recreation, for funding Capital Facilities Related to the City's Water and
Roadway System and Public Safety and Parks and Recreation Facilities

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on August 28, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Derric Rykert; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation ofCommunity Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no
further discussion or which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single
motion unless removed from the Common Consent Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the
action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the August 9, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe August 14, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.

2.

Consideration for adoption an Ordinance adopting Capital Facilities Plans and Impact
Fees for Water, Roadways, Public Safety, and Parks and Recreation, for funding Capital
Facilities Related to the City's Water and Roadway System and Public Safety and Parks
and Recreation Facilities. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor

Thompson
3.

Consideration and action on a Parameters Resolution authorizing the issuance and sale of
not more than $46,950,000 aggregate principal amount of General Obligation Bonds for
the American Fork Secondary Water System. -Cathy Jensen
1

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
*11.
12.
13.

Review and action on a Letter of Commitment for an Economic Development Marketing
Grant from EDCUtah with the City providing $4,000 in matching funds. Councilmember Rodeback
Review and action on an Ordinance regulating Sexually Oriented Businesses. -Kasey
Wright
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the zone map in the area of227 North
Center Street for Just Dance Academy from the existing R2-7,500 Residential Zone to the
PO-l Professional Office Zone. - Tiffany Enger
Review and action on the Ordinance of Annexation for the Curtis Annexation, consisting
of0.19 acres at 330 East 620 South, placement of the property in the GC.;.2 zone and the
1-15 sign overlay zone, and also the annexation agreement. - Jeffrey & Cynthia Curtis
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an amended Final Plat ofPebblewood Estates PUD Plat A
Amended, consisting of 49 units, located at 610 East 60 South. - L&T
Construction
Review and action on a First Amendment to the Option and Site Lease Agreement with
Verizon Wireless at 1100 North 550 East. -Staff
Review and action on the Design Study Report for the Center Street Trail. -Howard
Denney
Review and action on a Ground Lease with the Tri-City Interlocal Agency, Pleasant
Grove City, and Lehi City. -Kasey Wright
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders.- Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day of August, 2007
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 28, 2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on August 28, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:00p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding an Ordinance adopting Capital Facilities
Plans and Impact Fees for Water, Roadways, Public Safety, and Parks and
Recreation, for funding Capital Facilities Related to the City's Water and
Roadway System and Public Safety and Parks and Recreation Facilities

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on August 28, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Derric Rykert; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no
further discussion or which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single
motion unless removed from the Common Consent Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the
action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the August 9, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe August 14, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.

2.

Consideration for adoption an Ordinance adopting Capital Facilities Plans and Impact
Fees for Water, Roadways, Public Safety, and Parks and Recreation, for funding Capital
Facilities Related to the City's Water and Roadway System and Public Safety and Parks
and Recreation Facilities. - Cathy Jensen
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor

Thompson
3.

Consideration and action on a Parameters Resolution authorizing the issuance and sale of
not more than $46,950,000 aggregate principal amount of General Obligation Bonds for
the American Fork Secondary Water System. -Cathy Jensen
1

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Review and action on a Letter of Commitment for an Economic Development Marketing
Grant from EDCUtah with the City providing $4,000 in matching funds. Councilmember Rodeback
Review and action on an Ordinance regulating Sexually Oriented Businesses. -Kasey
Wright
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the zone map in the area of227 North
Center Street for Just Dance Academy from the existing R2-7,500 Residential Zone to the
PO-l Professional Office Zone. - Tiffany Enger
Review and action on the Ordinance of Annexation for the Curtis Annexation, consisting
of0.19 acres at 330 East 620 South, placement of the property in the GC-2 zone and the
I-15 sign overlay zone, and also the annexation agreement. - Jeffrey & Cynthia Curtis
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an amended Final Plat ofPebblewood Estates PUD Plat A
Amended, consisting of 49 units, located at 610 East 60 South.- L&T
Construction
Review and action on a First Amendment to the Option and Site Lease Agreement with
Verizon Wireless at 1100 North 550 East. -Staff
Review and action on the Design Study Report for the Center Street Trail. -Howard
Denney
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day of August, 2007
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
AUGUST 28, 2007
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on August 28, 2007, in the American Fork
City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber
Thompson, Councilman Dale Gunther, Councilmember Sherry Kramer*, Councilman Shirl
LeBaron, Councilmember Heidi Rodeback, and Councilman Rick Storrs. Others present included
Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Terilyn Lurker, Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Rod Despain,
Howard Denney, Lori England, Chief Call, Kasey Wright, Jay Christensen, Doug Bateman, Elise
Lechtenberg, Steve Sowby, Arlo Shelley, Bryan Thompson, Ralph Glather, Dustin Matsumori,
Marie Adams, Ted Barratt, Rebecca Statten, Helen Anderson, Ross Welch, Clint Stinson, Emily
Hallen, Patty Taylor, Carol Sweetwood, David Ballard, Troy Deco, Pete Simmons, Grant Nielson,
scouts and their leaders from Troop 1090, a member of the press, and approximately 70 citizens.
7:00P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING AN ORDINANCE
ADOPTING CAPITAL FACILITIES PLANS AND IMPACT FEES FOR WATER, ROADWAYS,
PUBLIC SAFETY, AND PARKS AND RECREATION, FOR FUNDING CAPITAL FACILITIES
RELATED TO THE CITY'S WATER AND ROADWAY SYSTEM AND PUBLIC SAFETY
AND PARKS AND RECREATION FACILITIES
Mayor Thompson explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comment regarding an
ordinance adopting the Capital Facilities Plan and Impact Fees for Water, Roadways, Public Safety,
and Parks and Recreation. This would fund the Capital Facilities related to the city's water and
roadway system and Public Safety and Parks and Recreation Facilities.
Mayor Thompson turned the time over to Elise Lechtenberg for an explanation.
Ms. Lechtenberg stated that American Fork has historically assessed impact fees for new
construction, but these impact fees are out-of-date and they have worked with the City to revise and
update the impact fees. Ms. Lechtenberg explained that the Utah State Code allows for cities to
charge impact fees but noted that there are stipulations and regulations on how the fees could be
calculated. The update of the impact fees were to make sure new growth within the city was taking
care of themselves, so that existing homes were not subsidizing new construction and new
construction was not subsidizing what currently exists; the costs need to be adequately shared. Ms.
Lechtenberg reminded the City Council that they have recommended the impact fees at 100%; ifthe
city chooses to go with lower impact fees then additional funds will need to be acquired to maintain
all levels of service. Impact Fees are able to include the cost of buy-in components which would be
existing facilities that have remaining capacities, future growth, outstanding debt related to buy-in
components, future proposed debt, and professional expenses which includes planning of the
projects.
Ms. Lechtenberg started by explaining the Roadway Impact Fees methodology. They look at the
amount oftrips that would be generated, the growth related to capital projects, and assuming a debt
in 2012 and 2022 to meet the capital needs related to the timing of projects. They have included the
future road projects, financing, impact fee updates, etc. She explained that a single family dwelling
unit will have a Road Impact fee of $1,348.39, a multiple family unit would have an impact fee of
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$946.83, and commercial projects would have varying impact fees depending on the type of
building.
Steve Sowby stated that he has thoroughly read and analyzed the proposed impact fee and he had
some comments that they may want to consider before taking action. First, the new fee for Public
Safety, which is a new fee to the city, will add $900 to every building permit. His second comment
refers to the water impact fee. Mr. Sowby stated that two-thirds of the future development will take
place on the south side of the city; it may not be fair for a city-wide impact fee and they may want
to consider a district impact fee so that people in the north side of the city do not pay for what takes
place on the south side of the city. Mr. Sowby commented that thirdly, there was a capital facilities
problem that a few people noted yesterday that they may need to add to the water costs. Near 200
North and 200 West there are five or six blocks with no fire hydrants. That would be a project that
may need to be taken care of soon and would need to be added to the capital facilities projects. Mr.
Sowby's last comment was concerning the park impact fee. He noted that the fee was projected to
rise to over $7,000. As he read in the document, the only justification for the amount is taking a
figure of what they want and then figuring out how much to charge for it. Mr. Sowby felt they
needed to research that more to make sure it is justifiable and defendable. Overall, these impact
fees will make the building permits around $16,000.
Mr. Lechtenberg went over how the fees were calculated. On the water impact fees, a larger meter
would be charged a higher amount. For public safety impact fees, they have taken the existing
facilities and future facilities and spread it out the entire city development so that future
development did not have to bear the entire burden of that expense.
*Councilmember Kramer arrived at 7:20p.m.
Ms. Lechtenberg stated that they had to calculate parks in a different manner. The park impact fee
was based on an existing level of service, cost per acre of land, and the cost of improvements per
acre of land; this was also based on a level of service that is slightly less than what the city currently
maintains. She stated that they do not have a future plan for the parks, so the city will have to wait
until developments come into. Ms. Lechtenberg stated that they could actually charge a fee higher
than what has been charged based on what they would like for a level of service.
Ms. Lechtenberg stated that the proposed impact fees would total $11,465.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that when they determined the cost of land per acre, it included a
large number of quotes from around the city. In the large packet they have it shows a different
amount for cost of land per acre. Ms. Lechtenberg indicated that the notice was incorrect and the
right amount per acre should be $225,000.
Helen Anderson, with the Utah Valley Homebuilders Association, stated that she had several
questions but she would focus on two areas of concern on the Park Impact fee. Ms. Anderson stated
that one concern deals with the buy-in formula and how the buy-in is handled for the impact fees; it
is different for the police and fire than for the parks impact fee. For the Police and Fire, they take a
percentage of past and future cost, divide that by future demand units and then another calculation
translates that to the cost per home. The past cost is greater than the future costs; so it is
advantageous to calculate it that way. The Parks Impact fee does not follow the same buy-in
formula; it only looks for the future costs of parks, which results in a higher impact fee. Ms.
Anderson stated that not only did it take all of the future costs but it also included the cost of parks
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that the city already owns; if the city wanted new residents to pay for what the city already owns,
they should calculate it at what was actually paid for the land. Ms. Anderson commented that the
city will have made money since the price of land has increased since the land was purchased. They
felt that the impact fees should be calculated the same for both the Public Safety and the Parks
impact fees. It needed to be done fairly; there are internal inconsistencies with the current plan.
Ms. Anderson stated she would like to sit down with the consultants and city staff to go over this in
more detail to work out some of the concerns. She felt that if the city would do this and they did
some tweaking on the impact fees they could avoid any future challenges.
Mayor Thompson stated that they would take that request into consideration. He noted that council
members Kramer and Rodeback have studied this extensively with the consultant.
Ms. Lechtenberg stated that she had explained that the buy-in option is different for the parks
impact fee because the city does not have a set capital improvement plan for the parks, therefore the
parks impact fee has to be handled slightly differently. The improvement cost is based strictly on
the improvements that we now have in the parks. The land component is based off of $225,000 per
acre. They do not have the information to determine the true cost of the land that they city had
already obtained; therefore, they have determined the amount $225,000 to be the cost per acre. It
was noted that the parks impact fee has not included any inflated rates for land per acre in the
future.
Ross Welch, who works for Patterson Construction, stated that they also had some concerns.
Obviously, the steep increase is a concern, and therefore a main focus was on the park impact fee.
Mr. Welch stated that the impact fees do have an influence on purchasing homes here in American
Fork. He felt that most of the future development the city would see take place would be in the
south, where the value of the property does not seem to be as high as what they would find on the
north side of the city. Mr. Welch commented that they would prefer to see a smaller increase.
No were further comments and the public hearing closed at 7:32pm.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on August 28, 2007, at the American Fork
City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present at the regular session
were also present at the public hearing.
Mayor Thompson welcomed those present. Reese Larsen of troop 1090 led the audience in the
Pledge of Allegiance and Melanie Marsh offered a prayer.
Scouts from troops 1090 introduced themselves as did a cub scout.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Clint Stintson stated he was there representing the homeowners in the Mountain Meadows
subdivision. They may recall that the homes in that subdivision should have been built without
basements, but that was not the case. In 2004, most of the homes' basements were flooded with
groundwater, and they had slowly been working on the problem since that time. In July of 2007, it
was decided that the Public Works department would set a meeting up between the city staff, the
homeowners, and Mayor. Nothing happened until the Mayor's office took measures. The field
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work was supposed to be done before the snow came but it was now 9 months later and nothing has
been done. He stated that since that time the employees at Public Works have not returned any of
their emails. Mr. Stintson stated that it is documented that the water table can be as high as 30
inches, and it is also documented that basements should not have been built; the home builders were
not told about it and some were even told it was okay for basements. Mr. Stintson wanted to know
ifthe city had an update for the homeowners.
Mayor Thompson thanked Mr. Stintson for his comments and asked for an update from Howard
Denney.
Mr. Denney stated that the suction truck has been down for several months; it has been repaired and
they can now use the truck to locate the facilities. Mr. Denney thought that within a month they
should have the utilities found and would have more information at that time.
Mayor Thompson stated they will be out within the month to look into the matter.
Emily Hallem stated that she also lives in Mountain Meadows. She wondered what they could do
to find out when this would take place and what guarantees they have that there will be
communication. There are basements that are not finished and the homeowners do not dare finish
those basements. Ms. Hall em stated that Mr. Stintson would probably be a good representative for
the homeowners; he has tried in the past to communicate with the city.
Councilman Storrs stated that he would be the liaison between the homeowners and the city.
Patty Taylor stated she was present representing a number ofhomeowners in the vicinity of900
East. She indicated that they had provided the City Council with a petition concerning the safety
hazard on 900 East near the elementary school. The crosswalk is now in the middle of the street,
but there are now cars that park on the north and south of the crosswalk where children have to walk
out blindly between two cars. To compound the problem is that there is no crossing guard. Ms.
Taylor stated the other concern is that at the last City Council meeting it was confirmed that 900
East will be connected to State Street in the future, eventually connecting onto the freeway. This
would endanger the children even more so. She noted that 900 East was on the Master Plan to
connect to State Street.
Council members Storrs and Gunther did not think the road would go over the tracks and felt the
master plan needed to be changed. They did not think they would ever be able to get approval for a
road to cross the tracks.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she is on the Alpine School District Community Council and
they have discussed the need for safer crosswalks. She noted that when the crosswalk was installed,
they actually went out on-site and worked out the location; those involved were herself, Chief Call,
Howard Denney, and the Principal of Barratt Elementary. The principal felt that the middle ofthe
block was the preferred location for the crosswalk.
Ms. Taylor stated the crosswalk is not necessarily bad at that location, but they needed a crossing
guard. Mr. Denney stated that the State of Utah requires the cities to meet certain standards in order
to have a crossing guard; this location does not warrant one at this time. Mr. Denney commented
that when they performed the study it was during the specific times as required by the State, which
was fifteen minutes before and after school let out.
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Mr. Denney stated that the City did drop the speed limit to 20 miles per hour along that road to help
with the traffic concerns. It was noted that there were people who sped down that road, regardless
of the speed limit, and that there seemed to be a lack of police presence. Chief Call stated that they
have had officers on the road, but they are not there full time.
Ms. Taylor stated that they have recommended speed bumps, stop signs, or something that would
help reduce the speed.
It was felt that the council may want to look changing the master plan, and it was noted that there
will be a meeting on September 18th to discuss transportation issues.

Arlo Shelley stated that he is happy to see the scouts present. Mr. Shelley commented that it has
come to his attention that the Forest Service was considering a fee increase for people to drive
through the canyon. He noted that the Forest Service has not given out the information freely that
people can drive through the loop for no charge. Mr. Shelley explained that the proposal is to
double the three-day pass to $6, eliminate the fourteen-day fee, and increase the annual pass from
twenty-five dollars to forty-five dollars. Mr. Shelley felt that this was closing the public land to the
public and that the fees were excessive. He suggested that the citizens contact the Forest Service to
let them know how they feel; there is a deadline of September 1oth for feedback.
Mayor Thompson stated that anyone interested in making comments needed to contact the John R.
Logan of the Forest Service, located at 390 North 100 East in Pleasant Grove.
Mr. Shelley also asked about pressurized irrigation, as he has not seen any construction beginning.
He indicated that it had been ten months since the bond was passed.
Carol Sweetwood stated that she was the spokesman for April Ridge PUD homeowners. They are
there to remind them of the issue ofthe gate across Murdock Canal. They understand that the three
attorneys involved have gotten together; they were encouraged but have not heard anything lately.
Kasey Wright indicated that there was a conference call scheduled and they are moving forward;
they are trying to work on a settlement.
Mayor Thompson stated that they are also committed to get this issue resolved but that they have
very little patience and are determined to get this situation taken care of.
Ms. Sweetwood asked that they also adopt an ordinance on keeping the gate closed at all times.
David Ballard stated his comment concerned 900 East. He asked if anyone on the council was
aware that the road was supposed to go through to State Street. Councilmember Rodeback
answered that she found out two weeks ago.
Mr. Ballard asked how they determine that the road would go through. Mr. Denney stated that the
last Master Plan was approved in 2004, but the road had been in the previous plan.
Councilmember Rodeback indicated that this item would be discussed at the September 18th
meeting, where people can give their opinion on transportation issues.
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Mayor Thompson stated that 900 East going through to State Street was in the master plan, but it
appears that the council would like to have that addressed.
Troy Deco stated that on the impact fee schedule, funding for the completion of the road was
included in the project costs. Councilmember Rodeback replied that the General Plan is a living
document that can be changed; if the Master Plan is changed to have that road taken off then
funding for the project would also come out of the Capital Facilities Plan.
Councilman Gunther explained that in order to get one railroad crossing approved, two crossings
must be closed. They have not been able to do that yet, and he did not think it would happen on 900
East. Councilman Gunther agreed that they needed to revisit the Master Plan to eliminate crossing
the railroad at that location.
A citizen stated that Mr. Despain had commented at the last meeting that crossing the railroad tracks
at 900 East would not be a problem and she questioned if that was correct. Mr. Despain stated that
it is a problem going over the railroad tracks, as indicated by Councilman Gunther. Mr. Despain
stated that currently there is a half-mile between crossings over the tracks, which is what the city
likes to have.
Mayor Thompson thanked the citizens for their comments and indicated that they are committed to
do what they can to make sure the transportation is properly dealt with.
A citizen asked for clarification whether or not 1100 East was designated to connect to the freeway.
Mayor Thompson stated that 1100 East was a major thorough fare to connect onto the new
interchange, but the property was in Pleasant Grove and they were the ones to work on that.
PRESENTATION OF EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
There was no employee of the month.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no community service awards.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback indicated she attended a conference on Urban Forestry Tree Care grants.
The Beautification Committee and Parks Department are making good progress on American Fork
City becoming a Tree City. They are also working with volunteers to get trees planted in Val Vista
Park and Hunter Park.
Councilman Gunther had nothing to report.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the skate park is done and now open. There were about 30
people there at about 6:00p.m.
Councilman LeBaron expressed appreciation to the Arts Council for the Summer Concert Series
that ended last night; it was a wonderful venue.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he has had a number of citizens talk to him about the ball parks
and the need to extend fences and work on the infield.
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Councilman LeBaron stated that he, along with Councilmember Rodeback and Councilmember
Kramer, attended the public hearing at Legacy Elementary put on by Highland City concerning
9600 North.
Councilmember Kramer had nothing to report.
Councilmember Storrs had nothing to report.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson seconded Councilman LeBaron's observation on The Concerts in the Park.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or which is
routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent Agenda by
the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the August 9, 2007, work session minutes.
Approval of the August 14, 2007, regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

Ms. Lurker reported that there were three changes. On page 3, line 15 "This was road issue" should
read "This road issue". On page 7, line 43 "He had not clue" should read "He had no clue". On
page 12 line 24 "pledged that he could" should read "pledged that they could."

Councilmember Rodeback moved approval of the common consent agenda with the changes
submitted. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
CONSIDERATION FOR ADOPTION AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING CAPITAL FACILITIES
PLANS AND IMPACT FEES FOR WATER, ROADWAYS, PUBLIC SAFETY, AND PARKS
AND RECREATION, FOR FUNDING CAPITAL FACILITIES RELATED TO THE CITY'S
WATER AND ROADWAY SYSTEM AND PUBLIC SAFETY AND PARKS AND
RECREATION FACILITIES - Cathy Jensen
Mayor Thompson stated they have had some discussion at the public hearing concerning this item.
Councilman Gunther stated that he was not insensitive to the comments made this evening but felt
they needed to adopt the fees.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve Ordinance 07-08-40 revising and prescribing a policy
for impact fees for transportation, public safety, parks and water; and, adopting the capital
facilities plans for the associated impact fee analysis, and adopting impact fees for the
provision of said services, establishing a service are for equitable distribution of the impact
fees, and other related matters, adding that they ask those who made comments (Ellen
Anderson, Ross Welch, Steve Sowby) to make their case to Elise Lechtenberg with the proviso
that if Lewis Roberts and Burningham comes back to them that they have the right to amend
this ordinance as dictated by Lewis Roberts and Burningham after input from those people
that have some concerns, which mainly deals with the Park Impact Fee. Councilmember
Rodeback seconded the motion.
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Councilmember Rodeback stated that the question on the price per acre on the south of the freeway
was appropriate, but the impact fees had been weighted with the price for that land. The price of
land did seem very high, but it is necessary to satisfy the demands of the parks. They experience so
much congestion at the parks and there is a clamor for more. Councilmember Rodeback
commented that she had asked that they revisit the parks for a higher standard, which would make
the impact fee go up. If they look at the impact fees, it is a cost that already exists and rather than
recoup it through other areas, they are choosing this option. New purchasers can choose if they
want to live in American Fork because of the standard ofliving with regards to parks. She feels it is
important.
Councilman Gunther commented that when they look at the cost ofhousing, there are multiple costs
including land, materials, fees, etc. The materials ~nd land costs fluctuate and developers take that
into consideration. If housing is cheaper in other cpmmunities, then that is where buyers will go if
that is what they want. His concern is that in the past, there has been an unwillingness to charge
appropriate impact fees to keep costs down and as a result they are not able to take care of the needs
of the city. The revenues need to come from somewhere and he is supportive of the proposed
impact fees to collect the needed revenues. Councilman Gunther indicated that those with concerns
now have the opportunity to make their case to the consultant, which he thought should be done
right away.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she moved to the Hillcrest development in 1997 and then to the
Orchard Hills development in 1999. She would have been happy to spend more in parks impact
fees rather than hundreds of hours trying to get more usable parks in that area. She thought there
were more residents who would agree with her.
Councilman Storrs stated that he was prepared to vote for it, then after the comments that were
made he was ready to table approval for further review. He explained that after listening to the
other council members he has decided that although the impact fees are a lot of money, American
Fork City does have a need for these impact fees to cover costs. He thought that Councilman
Gunther's idea for those with concerns to meet with the consultant was great.
Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman
Gunther, Councilmember Rodeback, Councilman LeBaron, Councilmember Kramer, and
Councilman Storrs. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND BOARDSMayor Thompson
There were no appointments at this time.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON A PARAMETERS RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE AND SALE OF NOT MORE THAN $46,950,000 AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL
AMOUNT OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS FOR THE AMERICAN FORK SECONDARY
WATER SYSTEM- Cathy Jensen
Ms. Jensen indicated that this resolution was actually passed a year ago but Bond Council has asked
that they once again adopt the resolution in preparation for going to bond.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Resolution 07-08-34R authorizing the issuance and
sale of not more than $46,950,000 aggregate principal amount of general obligation bonds of
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American Fork City, Utah County, Utah, to be issued in one or more series from time to time;
fixing the maximum aggregate principal amount of the bonds, the maximum number of years
over which the bonds may mature, the maximum interest rate which the bonds may bear, and
the maximum discount from par at which the bonds may be sold; providing for the
publication of a notice of bonds to be issued; providing for the running of a contest period and
the proving the distribution of a preliminary official statement with respect to the issuance
and sale of the bonds and related matters. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Steve Sowby asked why revenue bonds were not being used. Councilman Gunther indicated that he
had recommended General Obligation bonds because those bonds were cheaper and it would
require that the public vote on the issue.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman
LeBaron, Councilman Gunther, Councilmember Kramer, Councilmember Rodeback, and
Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LETTER OF COMMITMENT FOR AN ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT MARKETING GRANT FROM EDCUTAH WITH THE CITY PROVIDING
$4,000 IN MATCHING FUNDS- Councilmember Rodeback
Mayor Thompson turned the time over to Councilmember Rodeback.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that this item was budgeted for out of the Economic
Development funds; it would be used to create a marketing kit that would be available for prospect
businesses. Councilmember Rodeback recommended approval.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to authorize the Mayor's signature on the letter of
commitment releasing $4,000 in matching funds for the EDCU Marketing Match grant.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilmember
Rodeback, Councilman LeBaron, Councilmember Kramer, Councilman Gunther, and
Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE REGULATING SEXUALLY ORIENTED
BUSINESSES -Kasey Wright
Mr. Wright indicated that this was just filling the hole in the city's ordinances. Most of the cities
had already adopted this type of ordinance, which would limit businesses brought into the city. Mr.
Wright stated this ordinance is to protect the children in certain areas of the city. Mr. Wright
explained that they looked at a number of ordinances from other cities as well as websites for
protecting children. They also tried to make sure holes were plugged in American Fork's ordinance
that other cities had noticed in their ordinances.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the next step is to establish zoning requirements. Mr. Wright stated
that this will be going to the Planning Commission for zoning regulations.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of Ordinance 07-08-41 regulating Sexually Oriented
Businesses as presented. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback felt it was important the public understood that this does not create an
opportunity for this type of business. Businesses have the right to operate, and this ordinance is a
tool for the city to enforce certain limits.
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Councilman LeBaron commended Mr. Wright on his work on the ordinance.
Rebecca Statten asked when the zoning portion might be sent to the Planning Commission. Mr.
Wright stated that they are probably a month out before it goes to the Planning Commission.
Mr. Wright explained that not having one of these ordinances in place is an invitation to come to
American Fork.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman
Gunther, Councilmember Rodeback, Councilmember Kramer, Councilman LeBaron, and
Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE MAP IN THE AREA
OF 227 NORTH CENTER STREET FOR JUST DANCE ACADEMY FROM THE EXISTING
R2-7500 RESIDENTIAL ZONE TO THE PO-l PROFESSIONAL OFFICE ZONE- Tiffany Enger
Councilmember Rodeback stated this zone change cleaned up the area and thought it was
appropriate.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve Ordinance 07-08-42 approving the zone map
amendment showing the lot at 227 North Center Street to be classified at PO-l Professional
Office Zone. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Councilmember Rodeback, Councilman Storrs, Councilman Gunther, Councilmember
Kramer, and Councilman LeBaron. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION FOR THE CURTIS
ANNEXATION, CONSISTING OF .19 ACRES AT 330 EAST 620 SOUTH, PLACEMENT OF
THE PROPERTY IN THE GC-2 ZONE AND THE I-15 SIGN OVERLAY ZONE, AND ALSO
THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT -Je(frey & Cynthia Curtis

Councilman Storrs moved to approve Ordinance 07-08-43 for (1) approving the Ordinance of
Annexation for the Curtis Annexation, (2) approve the annexation agreement, (3) place the
entire parcel in the GC-2 General Commercial and in the 1-15 Sign Overlay Zone; with
instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending execution of the agreements by the
applicants and actual conveyance of the right-of-way area for the widening of 620 South
Street. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Councilman Storrs, Councilmember Rodeback, Councilman Gunther, Councilmember
Kramer, and Councilman LeBaron. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an amended Final Plat of Pebblewood Estates PUD Plat A
Amended, consisting of 49 units, located at 610 East 60 South- L & T Construction
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Mayor Thompson explained that this was a minor revision of the development in the
area.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she noticed there is a trail that runs along the
property but stops at the roadway and questioned if the development was fenced. Mr.
Despain explained that the trail goes outside of the development. He did not know if it
was dedicated to the use of the public, but it did provide access.
Mr. Despain stated that the development had previously been approved, but the change
is to allow for a 4- foot open space behind the units. It provided for an access for the
interior units.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance 07-08-44 approving the
Amended Final Plat of Pebblewood Estates PUD Plat A, consisting of 49 units,
located at 610 East 60 South to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat,
accept the dedications and instruct the City Recorder to record the plat.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Councilmember Rodeback, Councilman Gunther, Councilmember Kramer,
Councilman LeBaron, and Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE OPTION AND SITE LEASE
AGREEMENT WITH VERIZON WIRELESS AT 1100 NORTH 550 EAST- Staff
Mr. Despain stated that as part of the packet there was a memorandum which was provided to try to
give some background. V erizon would like to put an antenna on a cellular tower pole that was
originally installed by Qwest, which Verizon took over from Qwest. This pole is also used to
provide lights for the Art Dye Complex. Mr. Despain stated that in the course of the Verizon's
review, the technology used by V erizon is different than what Qwest used. Therefore, V erizon has
come to the city with a request to update the equipment on the pole and add a building at the base of
the pole. Mr. Despain stated there were four issues that the Planning Commission felt needed to be
addressed in the agreement. This would be a motion of intent or willingness for Verizon to use the
pole and to authorize amending the agreement setting forth the conditions. Mr. Despain stated that
four conditions for approval include allowing them to add a 900 square foot building for equipment,
the value of the lease agreement, the need to cover the compound area, and the adequacy of the
existing transformer that may need to be enlarged. Mr. Despain stated that they have included two
sheets with the information in the packet; one show the existing antenna and the other show what
has been proposed.
Councilman Gunther stated that he was concerned that this was a parking lot where they are
proposing a large, ugly building with a chain link fence. He felt it was out of place and he was
opposed to approving the amendment.
Mayor Thompson asked if the current arrangement included a fence. Mr. Despain stated the fenced
area is proposed to secure the equipment, which also has to be air conditioned.
Councilmember Kramer agreed with Councilman Gunther. She had spoken to the homeowners
who lived to the south of the park; they were not pleased with the proposal. Councilmember
Kramer stated that she has made some calls to Rocky Mountain Power, who will meet with her next
week to give her an estimate on how much it will cost to move the electrical from Art Dye to the
Golf Course Area. A gentleman from the State of Utah will also be meeting with her to discuss the
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effectiveness of moving the cell towers to the north. Councilman Kramer asked ifMr. Simmons
was interested in the proposal to relocate the cell towers.
Pete Simmons stated that he appreciated the comments of Councilmember Kramer. He explained
that there is an existing pole there that was used by Qwest, but has been acquired by Verizon. They
are not proposing a new pole, just upgrading what is there. Their plan is to mimic what Cingular
already has in place but they would have to fence around the compound. Verizon did not plan on
relocating the pole; relocation of the pole was something they could look at but they would prefer to
use the existing structure.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she did not see this location as being a cell phone tower
destination. She was looking to relocate the towers to a location to the north so that it would be
hidden by the trees. If this were moved north, it may help with cellular services to Highland and
Alpine.
Mr. Simmons again stated that Verizon's intent was to use the existing facility. The Planning
Commission has already reviewed the request, but they sent it to the City Council to discuss the
lease. They tabled approval to get a lease document in place.
Councilmember Kramer thought that the site plan needed to be reviewed by the Planning
Commission as well. Mr. Despain stated that the Planning Commission was unprepared to approve
a site plan if the city was not going to approve a lease; that is the reason for the Planning
Commission tabling action.
Councilman LeBaron stated that months ago he raised the question on the rent that was received for
the cell towers; he thought it would be better if they got market value on the lease, as there were
areas they could use the additional funds on.
Councilmember Rodeback stated she is extremely concerned because staff has forwarded a request
to them suggesting they come up with terms for the agreement. They have no guiding ordinance on
what the rent should be, structure type, etc. She would like them to develop an ordinance giving the
Council direction.
Councilman Gunther stated that he subscribes to V erizon, but he thought this was a beautiful park
setting and this was aesthetically destructive to the whole park. Councilman Gunther stated that he
is familiar with what the antenna rays will look like; he and his brothers have property in which
they have cell towers. Councilman Gunther did not think that the cell towers fit in with the park.
Mr. Simmons stated that there is an existing facility which is similar to what they are proposing. If
a concern is the look of the building, they can design a structure that will fit in with the existing
structures in the park. Mr. Simmons commented that he does understand the concerns, but if they
start looking at decreasing the size of the cell towers then they are looking at increasing the number
of cell towers in the city.
Councilman Gunther asked about relocating it further north into the trees. Mr. Simmons stated that
V erizon can look into that, but they have to remember that a building would need to be added.
Verizon's first priority is to use the existing facility; they are only asking for what Cingular
Wireless has previously been allowed to do.
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Councilmember Kramer suggested that the companies get together to where one pole can service all
cell phone companies.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to table approval of a first amendment to the Option and
Site Lease Agreement with Verizon Wireless and direct staff authorize Councilmember
Kramer to come up with an alternate agreement that they can live with. Councilmember
Kramer seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilmember Rodeback,
Councilmember Kramer, Councilman Gunther, Councilman LeBaron, and Councilman
Storrs. The motion carried.
Mr. Despain asked what the City Council wants them to do. From the terms of the zoning
ordinance, it conforms. The reason they came before the City Council was that the agreement
would have to be amended in order to allow for the structure at the base of the pole. Mr. Despain
pointed out that Verizon' s interest is that the city allowed someone else to do what they are now
requesting.
Councilman Gunther commented that it may conform to the ordinance, but they are leasing the
property from the City and he is not willing to lease it to V erizon under those conditions.
Mayor Thompson clarified that if they keep it exactly as it is, then they could negotiate the lease.
Mr. Despain pointed out that if they did not change anything from the tower as it exists, then they
would not need the approval of the City Council.
Councilmember Kramer stated that if Mr. Simmons and V erizon are interested in relocating the
poles to the north, he could contact her.
Grant Nielson stated that he understands the need for a fence. They could classify it as security for
their facility and safety for those around it to have a fence, and he understands the need for security.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DESIGN STUDY REPORT FOR THE CENTER STREET
TRAIL- Howard Denney
Mr. Denney stated that this report is on the Center Street Trail. He explained that the trail starts at
600 North Center Street and continues south on Center Street to the Bicentennial park, where it
turns to the east and goes along 400 South to 100 East, down 100 East to the freeway right-of-way,
along the freeway right-of-way into Greenwood park. He stated that this report mimics the public
hearing comments that they received.
Councilmember Rodeback asked why the trail turns on 400 South and does not continue along the
freeway. Mr. Denney answered that there was an ownership issue which would require that there
be taking of property. Mr. Denney stated another issue deals with crossing the river; this plan
proposed a crossing along the current bridge.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the report indicates there is a funding match required but she
questioned ifthey have funded for the project. Mr. Denney stated that they funded for a portion of
it, but not for right-of-way acquisition. Ifthey authorize the signature, then they can move onto the
right-of-way phase.
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Mayor Thompson asked if action was acceptance of the design. Mr. Denney stated it was
acceptance of the report, which does include some design, as well as a few other things. This would
allow them to move further.
Councilman LeBaron asked how they solved the issue of the horse trough. Mr. Denney explained
they solved that issue by crossing the street and having the trail along the east side of the road,
which would require that they take out the planter strips at about four houses to allow for the trail.
Mr. Denney noted that the trail will be handicap assessable and has been reviewed for federal
requirements.
Councilmember Kramer asked if there were trees in the area that would have to be removed and if
this would be an improvement to the area. Mr. Denney answered that there are a few small scrubs
that would have to be taken out but they would only have to trim back the trees that are already over
the right-of-way.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the Design Study Report for the Center Street Trail.
Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she spoke with Mr. Denney on the trails, and while they are
receiving grants for the trails, they still have to come up with matching funds. She wanted to go on
record to say that adding money for the trails in the bond for roads, because it is transportation,
would be a good idea.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the planter strips were already city property. Mr. Denney stated
that if they were into the next step he would have the answer but he did think they would have to
take a foot or two behind the sidewalk.
Councilmember Rodeback clarified that this vote sets in motion for them to go on to right-of-way
acquisition. Mr. Denney answered that the next process is a contract to start the appraisal process.
They are proceeding into trying to acquire the right-of-way, but noted it is not uncommon for rightof-way acquisition to fail.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman
LeBaron, Councilmember Kramer, Councilman Gunther, and Councilmember Rodeback.
Councilman Storrs voted "nay." The motion carried.
Councilman Storrs explained that he voted against the motion because of the initial comments of the
landowners and the citizens.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A GROUND LEASE WITH THE TRI-CITY INTERLOCAL
AGENCY, PLEASANT GROVE CITY, AND LEHI CITY- Kasey Wright
Mayor Thompson stated that at a recent meeting between the three cities, Mr. Wright was charged
with preparing a ground lease agreement that would get all the cities on the same page so they could
proceed with the bonding. They do have a revised copy of the Ground Lease Agreement in front of
them.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the process was quite interesting. He thought it was assertive for
the rights for the citizens. They did the right thing and he appreciates the resolve of Councilman
Gunther and Mayor Thompson in getting this done.
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Councilmember Rodeback asked if this agreement would allow them to relocating the cell towers
on the Golf Course property if they decided to go that route. Mr. Wright stated that they would
have to make an amendment to the agreement, but it would not prohibit that. There may be some
hiccups if they put the towers on the City property where there are certain State requirements
dealing with the purchase of the Golf Course land by the City; he did not think this would interfere,
but that would be a hurdle to cross.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if there would be a violation of the agreement with the State if
9600 North were to go through the Golf Course property. Mr. Wright stated that would be another
hurdle, but that the State may agree to it if they chose to justify it.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the Ground Lease with the Tri-City Interlocal
Agency, Pleasant Grove City, and Lehi City. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Those voting "aye" were Councilman LeBaron, Councilman Gunther, Councilmember
Kramer, Councilmember Rodeback, and Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS AND
TASK ORDERS- Sta(f
There were no change orders.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Gunther moved to adjourn. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 9:25 p.m.

~YUA~
Terilyn Lurker
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 6, 2007
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, September 6, 2007, in the American Fork City Administration Offices, 51 East
Main Street, commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discussion of an increase in ambulance fees. -Fire Chief Jay Christensen
Report ofthe American Fork Transportation Committee. -Bryan Thompson
Discussion of funding for 560 West Street and ll20 North Street. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of items for the upcoming September 11, 2007, City Council meeting.- Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day of September, 2007.

{(Itt,

&.t

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 6, 2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENTS (2)
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, September 6, 2007, in the
American Fork City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 3:30p.m.
Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi
Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and *Ricky Storrs. Others present included Richard
Colborn, Linda Walton, Howard Denney, Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Fire Chief Jay
Christensen, Kasey Wright, Bryan Thompson, and Barbara Christiansen.
DISCUSSION OF AN INCREASE IN AMBULANCE FEES -Fire Chief Jay Christensen
Fire Chief Jay Christensen explained that ambulance fees had last been adjusted in 2006.
Approval for paramedics has been received.
Mayor Thompson asked if the cost has increased.
Chief Christensen explained that the base rate was tied to the consumer price index. The base
rate now was $409. Advance Life Support- Intermediate service would be $490. Advanced
Life Support- Paramedic would be $821. These fees would be paid by the user.
Councilmember Kramer noted that the paramedics can do a lot more.
*Councilman Storrs arrived.
Mayor Thompson noted that action on this item was scheduled for Tuesday's Council meeting.
REPORT OF THE AMERICAN FORK TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE -Brian
Thompson
Chairman Brian Thompson explained that the Transportation Committee was formed about six
months ago to:
1. Support the City in planning, promoting, organizing, and implementing a cohesive
transportation master plan.
2. Promote a spirit of cooperation and participation among members of the Committee, City
leaders and the community.
3. Promote and support the transportation master plan through:
a. Reports and presentations at City Council meetings and other public forums and
media sources.
b. Personal contacts and meetings with the Mayor, Chief of Staff, and/or appropriate
City Council members, as well as county, school and business leaders.
Collectively, the Committee has/is:
1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewing the February 2004 "American Fork City General Plan-Transportation
Element" and other key information
Conducted field trips to observe major transportation concern areas, including property
owners potentially impacted by the I-15 interchange configuration
Recommended an independent study ofthe optimum Main Street/I-15 interchange design
Participating in the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) as part ofthe State Street
widening project environmental study
Listening to citizen transportation concerns
Attending relevant work sessions, city council meetings and other public forums to gather
required information
Regularly contacting transportation officials representing UDOT, UTA, Horrocks
Engineers and other municipalities

Chairman Brian Thompson asked if the committee was on the right track as to what the Council
wanted to see done. He felt that the committee was to make recommendations to the Council
and the Council would make the public statements.
Mayor Thompson asked for any observations from the Council.
Councilman Storrs felt that Brian Thompson and the committee were doing an excellent job and
they were right on track. Councilman Gunther agreed.
Mayor Thompson suggested that the American Fork Transportation Committee report to the
Council each month. It was decided that they would report at the first work session of the
month.
Councilmember Rodeback noted the good comments made by American Fork Transportation
Committee member Marie Adams at a recent Council meeting and what a strength it was.
Brian Thompson noted that transportation emerged as one of the hot topics in the recent citizen
survey conducted by Dan Jones.
Linda Walton added that parking was aligned with transportation.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that there was a lot of misconception among citizens in terms of
who was responsible for this road or that road. There is the expectation that there was
coordination being done.
Mayor Thompson agreed that the Committee was to make recommendations to the Council and
the Council would make the statements.
Councilmember Kramer liked hearing comments, like from Marie Adams at the recent Council
meeting.
Brian Thompson had draft bylaws ready for review by the City's legal counsel.
Councilman Gunther added that the Mayor had tried to involve citizens in the development of
the City and he should be applauded for that. There was citizen involvement in a critical issue.
2

Mayor Thompson asked about the selection of an independent study team.
Howard Denney reported that they had received only one proposal.
Brian Thompson asked about the City's position on the West Main Interchange.
Mayor Thompson stated that the Council supported the diamond until something changed. That
was why they were getting additional information. The resolution was still in force.
Howard Denney asked how they were going to fund this study of$20,000 to $25,000.
Cathy Jensen suggested that it could be from impact fees.
Councilmember Rodeback asked that 1100 East and 50 South be included for discussion at the
public hearing.
Brian Thompson added that American Fork Hospital Administrator Mike Olsen shared an
interest in that.
Councilman Storrs asked about the signal on 300 West State.
Howard Denney responded that there were two small pieces of the property that were needed for
the poles.
Councilman Storrs offered to talk with the owners.
Richard Colborn asked about the topics for the upcoming public hearing on transportation. He
understood them now to be:
Review of the current master road plan.
9600 North corridor.
900 West corridor.
900 East corridor.
1120 North corridor.
1100 East corridor.
50 South corridor.
Mayor Thompson thought that the format would be to have Howard Denney show some
overheads regarding the current master road plan. He would then give a short status report on
each of the items and ask for comment.
Councilmember Rodeback asked that it be explained up front what the City would do with the
comments received.
Councilmember Kramer asked if this would be done a second time on other items such as the
road into Art Dye. She asked if it was possible when the Goodsell's came in to develop their
property to widen that access at that time.
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Howard Denney responded that the majority of the access was planned to come from 500 East.
The current access would then become a minor access. They discussed that minor access coming
out onto 700 North and the possibility of adjusting the fields.
Mayor Thompson asked for a time for other transportation comments.
Brian Thompson explained that Police Chief Lance Call had prepared a list of the hot spots that
had received the most attention from his officers. He would provide that to the Council and staff
via email.
DISCUSSION OF FUNDING FOR 560 WEST STREET AND 1120 NORTH STREET Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson explained that the 1120 North extension needed immediate attention.
Cathy Jensen provided Horrocks Engineers updated cost estimate for the construction of 560
West and 1120 North Street projects. (It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1)
For both projects was $1.55 million. A projection of newly implemented impact fees was also
distributed. (It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2)
The options looked at included a special improvement district in the area of The Meadows,
bonding, or a property tax increase.
Councilman Gunther explained that one of the problems with the Certified Tax Rate was that the
commercial property was way under assessed. The first year, the City received the increase for
new growth, but after that, there was no way to catch up other than with a tax increase.
With regard to a special improvement district, if 51 percent was against it, it could not proceed.
Councilmember Kramer reported that her neighbors were more in favor ofbonding and having
that paid for by all of the residents.
Mayor Thompson felt that they could put a good case together with just assessing the
commercial.
Councilman Gunther was not favorable to revenue bonds.
Mayor Thompson asked that all of the business in The Meadows and Alpine Center that would
be benefited by the increased water flow including Costco and those adjacent there, be identified.
Councilman LeBaron would like to see a RAP tax next year to get something going for the arts.
Councilmember Rodeback suggested that they should raise property taxes on a regular basis to
keep up with inflation.
Mayor Thompson commented that finances were very complex in the government circle.
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Councilmember Kramer asked if 560 West was really going to go over the tracks.
Howard Denney reported that it had been reviewed previously by UDOT. It was approved at
one time for a round-a-bout instead of a signal. That would now probably have to be reviewed
agam.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the distance from 560 West to West State Road was greater
than that of the round-a-bout north to West State on 900 West.
Mr. Denney responded that 560 West to West State Road was greater. It was about 500 feet.

Mayor Thompson asked for a recommendation for that situation.
Councilman Gunther thought that a signal was what they had to do.
Howard Denney felt the signal was the best application as well.
Councilmember Kramer asked about using Ryan Hales to assess that.
Mayor Thompson asked her to pursue that with him.
Howard Denney added that they need to look at the proposal that came in yesterday. He will let
Councilmember Kramer know if Mr. Hales was to be involved with this proposal.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING SEPTEMBER 1 L 2007. CITY COUNCIL
MEETING- Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that this was a short agenda.
Councilman LeBaron noted that at the Utah League meetings there were many concurrent
sessions that the City should have representation at. He suggested that they divide up. He
wanted to go to most of the water ones.
Mayor Thompson was willing to go to the ones that were not covered.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the Child-Appropriate Standards.
Mayor Thompson stated that John Gunter has talked with neighboring cities who have adopted
this. It was showing that these were the City's standards. It was self-policing.
Kasey Wright explained that it was self-policing. The City did not have any enforcement
responsibility.
Councilmember LeBaron thought that Albertsons, WalMart, and Smiths were already covering
some of their publications.
ADJOURNMENT
5

The work session adjourned at 4:36 p.m.

k lh, u_

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 09-06-07

•

To:

Howard Denney, P=, _Ls /

From:

Brent Ventura, P~

Date:

July 30, 2007

Subject:

Cff~~~~e

Ks

---11·11--ENGINEERS
Memorandum

Updated Cost Estimates for 560 West and 1120 West Projects

I've attached a copy of an updated Budgetary Estimate for each of the projects you requested. Although some
detailed design has been completed for each project, I am uncertain as to how much has changed for each of the
projects, particularly 560 West. Until we can begin a more detailed 'redesign' the estimates will need to be
considered budgetary in nature .

•

•

One West Main Street

P.O. Box 377

American Fork, UT 84003

O:I!C/ien/1118 American Fork Genera/1560 West RR Crossing\Budgetary Estimate Memo.doc

Telephone (801) 763-5100

ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 09-06-07 CC WS MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 3

American Fork City
1120 North Roadway
Budgetary Cost Estimate

•

July 28, 2007

14
15
16

CY
Each
SF
CY
CY
Ton
SY
LF
Each
Each
LS

1

LF

2030

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
Construction Engineering (8%)
Contingencies (20%)

•

TOTAL

TE

Notes:
I. Estimate is budgetary in nature and is not based upon completed construction plans .

•
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American Fork City
560 West Railroad Crossing
Budgetary Estimate

•

•

July 28, 2007

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30

Drive Approach
Curb and Gutter
CurbTypeB3
Medain Filler

C.Y.
S.Y.
S.F.
L.F.
S.Y.
L.F.
L.F.
Each
Each
Each
L.F.
C.Y.
C.Y.
S.Y.
S.F.
L.F.
L.F.
S.F.
Each
L.F.
Each
L.F.
Each
Tons
C.Y.
L.F.
L.S.
C.Y.

160
250
70
115
8
40
110
9
2
1

1,860
900
270
230
220
545
205
280
1
110
1
130
15
220
2
75
1
0

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL
Contingencies (20%)

$114,413.50
$22,882.70

Railroad Signalization by Others
TOTAL ESTIMATE

Notes:
1. Estimate does not include any right-of-way acquisition.
2. Estimate does not include any utility relocation costs .
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. AMERICA~RK CITY
IMPACT FEE PROJECTIONS
BASED ON LAST FY NUMBERS AND NEWLY IMPLEMENTED IMPACT FEES

Single-Family

Commercial

Multiple Family

7,186.73
Parks
Single-Family

6,228.50
Parks
Multi-Family

1,348.39
Roads
Singi-Family

946.83
Roads
Multi-family

5869.16
Roads
Commercial

>

1-3

~

~

July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 11, 2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING AND REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on September 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Main Street Investments L.C. and
Adjacent Roadways Annexation consisting of23.520 acres at 150 North 1000
West.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on September 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the August 23, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe August 28, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution regarding Child-Appropriate Standards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Memorandum of Understanding regarding the participation of
Alpine City and Highland City in American Fork Recreation Programs. - Derric Rykert
Review and action on a Resolution regarding an increase in ambulance fees. -Fire Chief
Jay Christensen
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff

/C,

Adjournment

!lJ §
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Dated this 4 day of September, 2007

~

Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 11, 2007
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on September 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street. Those present included Mayor Heber
Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilmember Sherry Kramer was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Wendelin Knobloch, Howard Denney, Police Lt. Sam Liddiard,
Craig Shipley, Sheena Parker, Randy Spafford, Terilyn Lurker, Doug Bateman, Marilyn Wyler,
John Gunter Jr., Scouts from Troops 824 and 828, Barbara Christiansen, and 12 additional
citizens.
7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE MAIN STREET
INVESTMENTS L.C. AND ADJACENT ROADWAYS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
23.520 ACRES AT 150 NORTH 1000 WEST
Mayor Thompson explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
the Main Street Investments L.C. and Adjacent Roadways Annexation.
Wendelin Knobloch explained its location was next to the Best Vinyl and the Park and Ride and
included some ofl-15.
Mayor Thompson asked for comments.
General Manager ofKurt's Auto Wrecking Daniel Baldwin asked if the part of his property that
was still in the County was included in this annexation.
Mayor Thompson answered that it was not. He continued that ifMr. Baldwin wished to pursue
annexation he would need to take some initiative to do that.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that the City had received no protests from any other
entity.
There being no further comment, the hearing finished at 7:24p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on September 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilmember Sherry Kramer was excused.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Wendelin Knobloch,
Howard Denney, Police Lt. Sam Liddiard, Craig Shipley, Sheena Parker, Randy Spafford, Doug
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Bateman, Marilyn Wyler, John Gunter Jr., Scouts from Troops 824, 828 and 1090, Barbara
Christiansen, George E. Brown Jr., and 25 additional citizens.
Scout Jacob Restler from Troop 828 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Randy
Spafford offered a prayer.
Fifteen Scouts from Troops 824, 1090, and 828, introduced themselves. They were working on
the Citizenship in the Community Merit Badge. The Scout leaders also stood and were
recognized by Mayor Thompson. There was general applause.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Felicity Tate, representing the April Ridge Homeowners Association, expressed that they
genuinely appreciated the City working with them on the gate issue with Mr. Ferguson.
Councilman Gunther had met with Mr. Ferguson on several occasions and they hoped that the
meetings have been positive and will help in the installation of an electronic gate. They
anticipate that the progress will continue. The Homeowners Association set the date of
November 1, 2007 to have the gate installed. They have worked closely with the City to get an
agreement signed with Mr. Ferguson for many years. They were sad many times when verbal
agreements were reached but not held to. There were still some issues to sort out with Mr.
Ferguson. April Ridge Homeowners were not unreasonable. They chose the right to protect
their children from the dangers associated with the Murdock Canal and also to protect their right
in making this agreement functional and equitable by not relenting to unreasonable demands.
Ms. Tate asked Councilman Gunther if there was any guidance from him from his meetings.
Councilman Gunther responded that they were in process of getting bids on the gates and they
should have those soon. He had met with Mr. Ferguson and reported that Mr. Ferguson was very
cooperative and had concern about the children. Councilman Gunther felt it was going to get
done. He would sit down and show him how the gate will work. From the Homeowners legal
counsel, Mr. Brown, he did not see any problems in getting this underway in the next week or
two.
Ms. Tate expressed their concern with any agreement that would let Mr. Ferguson leave the gate
open at his discretion.
Councilman Gunther thought that was something that legal counsel would work out. They
would be kept abreast. Each had legal counsel. He did not think there would be a problem. The
gate was planned to be on American Fork City property.
General Manager Daniel Baldwin ofKurt's Auto Wrecking at 1075 West Main stated concern
about roads and how businesses would have access to West Main Street. He wanted to stay at
this location after all was said and done. He had seen drawings that included access roads that
went through his property. He attended various meetings where UDOT blamed the City for the
situation. He recycled about 50 cars out of American Fork each month and felt that helped in the
City's beautification efforts. He asked for consideration that they be able to remain there.
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Mayor Thompson noted that Best Vinyl and the new hotel were also in that neighborhood. The
City was very mindful of making sure there was property access. He thanked Mr. Baldwin for
his business in the community.
Paul Mansfield, 420 West 712 North, expressed that ever since the new Costco went in it was
very difficult to get onto 900 West from 700 North at certain times of the day. He asked for a
three-way stop at the intersection. It seemed that the traffic going north to Highland was
favored.
Howard Denney reported that the City was under contract with Ryan Hales who would be
studying traffic in that area.
Mayor Thompson explained that they would have traffic counts and that on going to help them
understand what type of control devices were needed.
Mr. Mansfield added that sometimes up to 30 cars were backed up past Mitchell's and they were
making illegal U-turns so they could go other ways.

Mayor Thompson commented that the Council had been over there and were aware of the
situation.
Councilman Gunther mentioned to Mr. Baldwin that it was important to attend the UDOT public
hearings and to express his concerns.
Daniel Baldwin answered that he had and when he did they really liked to blame the Mayor. He
added that some straight answers would be great. Studies went on for years and his life hung in
the balance.
Howard Denney explained that the consultant on this study was not under contract yet. A
purchase order was being prepared to Horrocks. Turnaround would be a couple of months.
Daniel Baldwin asked if the new roads would be City roads or State roads. He had many
concerns.
Howard Denney noted it depended on UDOT. Main Street would probably be a State Road. He
assumed others to be under local jurisdiction.
Mayor Thompson stated that when the study was done they would talk with him.
George E. Brown Jr. noted that there was a public hearing on Transportation at the Jr. High
School on Tuesday, September 18, 2007.
Mayor Thompson answered that was correct. They would be taking public input.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no community service awards.
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COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she went to a meeting with the Barratt Elementary PTA
yesterday morning where they expressed concern for what was proposed for 900 East Street.
She took a copy of the transportation master plan map and the road standards and explained to
them that nothing was proposed for there and that it would remain a minor collector and would
probably not very likely go through to State Street in our lifetime and that it would have
residential speed limits of 25 mph or less. There was now a better understanding there and they
were put at ease. She hoped that this word spread as fast as the false alarms had.
Councilman Gunther reported that he had been busy but had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman LeBaron knew there was a lot of work being done behind the scenes and
commended the Council members that went out into the community and did a lot of legwork.
Councilman LeBaron reported that there was now a crater where the old Tri-City Golf
Clubhouse used to be. It was part of the improvements that included a new clubhouse and
banquet facility. They were about 90 percent complete with the irrigation system project. The
back nine was done. He would have Rick Roberts come and report to the Council.
Councilman Storrs complimented City employee Aaron Brems on his quick resolve regarding a
sewer manhole cover.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson noted that in the restoration of City Hall there was a lot of involvement of the
City's Historical Committee. He reported that the City had received an Outstanding
Achievement Award from the Board of State History in recognition ofthe tremendous efforts in
the rehabilitation and restoration of the American Fork City Hall. He thanked the Historical
Committee for their work.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the August 23, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the August 28, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

Written changes were provided to the August 23, 2007 work session minutes that included
inserting the following sentence on page 4, line 2: "The cost of living already exists, and impact
fees distribute that cost equitably among the users." Also on page 4, line 11 insert the word
"regional" before "parks" and in line13, add, "standard for" prior to "neighborhood parks" and
"regional" prior to "parks." On page 7, line 22, remove the words, "has what." Written changes
were also provided to the August 28, 2007 city council minutes that included the correct spelling
of"look" on page 1, line 44, and on page 15, line 25, the correct spelling of"hurdle."
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Councilman Gunther moved approval of the common consent items including the minutes
with the noted changes. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson made appointments to the Skate Park Committee and noted that he had
interviewed the individuals and they were willing to serve.
Sherry Kramer, Councilmember
Melanie Marsh, Administrative Representative
Marilyn Wyler, Parks and Recreation Representative
Bryce Reinhold, Adult Skate Enthusiast
Brody Penrod, Youth Skate Enthusiast
Robert Fratcher, Parent Representative
Police Chief Lance Call, Police Representative
Jason Thompson, Parks Department Representative
Randy Spafford, Recreation Department Representative

Councilman Gunther moved to confirm the appointments. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion.
Councilman LeBaron asked their charge, if there were Bylaws. He believed they needed to be
governed by those who used it.
Mayor Thompson stated that they would have Bylaws and they would follow the model recently
established by the Arts Council with the help of Council member Rodeback. They would choose
their own Chairman and get some help in developing their Charter and Bylaws.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh stated that this Committee would be under the Recreation
Department.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REGARDING CHILD-APPROPRIATE
STANDARDS -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson noted that surrounding cities have passed resolutions regarding a voluntary
standard regarding making sure the material on display was appropriate for children and what
they would do if there were materials that were not. He introduced Citizens for Families
Representative John Gunter Jr.
Mr. Gunter explained that American Fork would be the 35th City in the State to pass such a
resolution. It meant that the community would watch out for our children. It would help protect
kids and strengthen families and have kids have good childhood experiences.
5

Councilman Gunther commended John Gunter Jr. for his work in this matter.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-09-35R regarding ChildAppropriate Standards. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING REGARDING
THE PARTICIPATION OF ALPINE CITY AND HIGHLAND CITY IN AMERICAN FORK
RECREATION PROGRAMS - Derric Rykert
Councilman LeBaron had reviewed this and asked that it be tabled for more discussion. He had
found several deficiencies that needed additional work. He commended Randy Spafford and the
staff, but as he had read through it there was some further work needed. He did not see any
urgency. He understood other cities had passed it.
Mayor Thompson asked who had put this together.
Randy Spafford answered that the Committee was the Northern Utah County Recreation
Taskforce that was made up of school district members and Councilmembers from both
Highland and Alpine. They had been working to this end for years.
Councilman Gunther asked if the concerns were legal issues.
Councilman LeBaron responded that they were scheduling issues, noticing requirements, the
fees, and who the staff would be. Some things needed to be fine tuned. The Parks and
Recreation Committee needed to give some input to it. He would like to hear feedback from
Councilmembers and to schedule it for a work session.
Councilman Gunther understood that the document was really drafted by this taskforce.
Randy Spafford reported that it dealt with the other towns getting somewhat organized and the
hiring of another coordinator working out of the American Fork office that would work with
Highland and Alpine to help get them on their feet.
Melanie Marsh commented that the Parks and Recreation Committee had reviewed the Memo of
Understanding and Derric Rykert reported that they were behind it. Part of this included funding
for new recreation coordinator. There was some urgency as they were heading into the
basketball season.
Councilman LeBaron asked the names of the individuals that drafted the Memo of
Understanding.
It was mainly Larry Brown a volunteer from Alpine. Councilman LeBaron would provide
comments to him.
Councilmember Rodeback was okay to defer but noted also that they needed to get the additional
funding that was badly needed.
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Mayor Thompson asked that this item be scheduled for the September 20, 2007 work session.
Councilman LeBaron would prepare a memo of his concerns.

Councilman LeBaron moved to table the Memorandum of Understanding regarding the
participation of Alpine City and Highland City in American Fork Recreation programs for
further clarification and study and recommendation for changes. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson reminded the audience that there was a public hearing on September 18, 2007,
to be held at the American Fork Jr. High Auditorium concerning transportation issues in general.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION REGARDING AN INCREASE IN
AMBULANCE FEES -Fire ChiefJay Christensen
Mayor Thompson noted that the situation had changed now in that the City had licensure from
the State for Paramedic services. That has led to an increase for that service and the updating of
the current fees.
Fire Chief Jay Christensen added that the mileage rate had gone down. It was a long time getting
this licensure approved.
Councilman Gunther commented that paramedics provided a higher quality of care. These fees
were typically picked up by the insurance companies.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-09-36R approving an increase the
EMS/Paramedic charges. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS -Staff
There were no change orders or tasks orders.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 8:13 p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 18, 2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on Tuesday, September 18,
2007, in the American Fork Jr. High School Auditorium, 20 West 1120 North, commencing
at 7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Review of the current master road plan.
Discussion of the 9600 North corridor.
Discussion of the 900 West corridor.
Discussion ofthe 900 East corridor.
Discussion of the 1120 North corridor.
Discussion ofthe 1100 East corridor.
Discussion ofthe 50 South corridor.
Comments on other transportation issues.
Adjournment.

u

Dated this 11 day of September, 2007

)(th,

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 18, 2007
PUBLIC HEARING
ATTACHMENTS (2)
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on Tuesday, September 18, 2007, in the
American Fork Jr. High School Auditorium, 20 West 1120 North, commencing at 7:03p.m.
Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi Rodeback, Dale
Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilmember Kramer was excused. Staff present
included Public Works Director Howard Denney, City Planner Rod Despain, Planning Assistant
Wendelin Knobloch, City Recorder Richard Colborn, Public Works Assistant J.H.Hadfield, Lt.
Sam Liddiard, and City Engineer Andy Spencer. Others present included Barbara Christiansen,
Elizabeth Neibaur, Brian Thompson, Luana Searle, Mike Olsen, Nan Kuhn, Marie Adams,
Bryun Lemon, Jeff Blair, Michael Christensen, Grant Leonard, Scott Harrison, Daniel Baldwin,
Christie Stewart, Paul Sanders, Dan Funk and a total of 105 citizens.

Mayor Thompson explained there would be a ten minute review of the current Master Road Plan
and about ten minutes of comments regarding each corridor. There may be additional time at the
end. They would probably be here about an hour and a half They would be here as long as they
needed to be.
REVIEW OF THE CURRENT MASTER ROAD PLAN
Mayor Thompson explained that the Master Road Plan has been in existence for some time. It is
reviewed and updated periodically. It was available to change as needed. That was why there
were public hearings, studies, and consultants to help with those decisions. He turned time to
Public Works Director Howard Denney.
Howard Denney explained that the current master road plan was from February 2004. The City
has had a Master Road Plan for about 30 years. The previous one was from 1996. There were
local roads and then collector roads every half or one-third mile. This concept has been used
clear back into the 1970's. These roads collect the traffic and send it to the arterial roads such as
100 East, State Street, or Main Street.
Mr. Denney continued that one thing unique to American Fork was that the City knew its

ultimate boundaries. American Fork was confined by Lehi, Highland, Cedar Hills, Pleasant
Grove, Lindon, and Utah Lake. The Land Use Element of the General Plan was the basis of all
other planning elements. Cities had to have a Land Use Plan and a Transportation Plan. Roads
included local, minor collector, major collector, and arterial roads. Minor collector roads were
not much bigger than a residential street (60 feet) and were 66 feet in width. They generally
provided for more prominent left turn lanes at intersections for a better free flow of traffic.
Schools were always on at least a minor collector road. Schools generated traffic.
Howard Denney added that the City had traffic projections developed using computer models
predicting what traffic counts would be for 2030 and to ultimate build out. Roads have been
sized accordingly. A minor collector can handle 5,000 vehicles a day. A major collector would
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have five lanes and could handle 10,000 vehicles a day. For 15,000 vehicles, seven lanes would
be needed. That was the basis going back for 30 years.
Mayor Thompson explained that the Council has established the American Fork Transportation
Committee. Members present included Howard Denney, Mike Olsen, Brian Thompson, and
Marie Adams. They were asked to stand and be recognized. Mayor Thompson explained that
they have given the Council some points of interest where there needed to be special study. The
City was financing a consultant to assist in the areas needed and especially on the Main Street I15 Interchange. He thanked them for there service noting that it was very obvious that with
growth the City ceased to be an island by itself and were forced to take a regional perspective on
transportation. We all flowed thru various cities in everyday travel.
DISCUSSION OF THE 9600 NORTH CORRIDOR
Mayor Thompson asked those that were present for this topic to stand.
Elizabeth Neibaur thanked the City Council and the Mayor for providing citizens with this public
hearing on transportation. She also thanked the Mayor and City Council for their tireless service.
American Fork has some of the best parks in the area because of the work of members of the
City Council. American Fork City was a thriving, vibrant place to live because of our past and
current leaders.
Ms. Neibaur explained that several persons have come up with an American Fork Citizen's
Statement. It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1.
Ms.Neibaur made a presentation. It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2. There
was general applause.
Mayor Thompson thanked Ms. Neibaur for her presentation.
Thomas
, was concerned about opening the door to the corridor for further expansion. He
urged the consideration of the interests of American Fork above those interests of other cities.
He continued that in terms of the Tri-City Golf Course he understood that land would revert to
the State if it was used for any other use other than a golf course.
Mayor Thompson responded that part of the golf course was from the state and part was from
American Fork City and if it were used for anything other than a golf course, which no city has
plans to do, some property would revert back to the state and some back to the City.
__,_T=ho"'-'m=as.,____, asked if the Council had approved giving it back to the state for a road.
Mayor Thompson reported that there were no plans for a road thru the golf course. Things had
been discussed. It probably would not happen before ten years.
A gentleman from the audience said that these things were being discussed at various City levels.
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Mayor Thompson acknowledged that there was and that it was a good thing. As far as he knew
MAG and others would not do something that the City did not want to do. MAG was the Cities.
MAG was not going to tell the City what to do.
Mayor Thompson moved the discussion to 900 West noting there may be time at the end to come
back to this item.
DISCUSSION OF THE 900 WEST CORRIDOR
Mayor Thompson explained that this was the street that ran north from the stop light past Costco.
It included property that was in American Fork, Lehi, and Utah County.
Luana Searle explained that she went to Costco, a lot. She was concerned that Highland City did
not require adequate road width on 900 West. She asked why Highland and the State were able
to develop that road with just two lanes. If they were going to have collector roads, they needed
to be able to collect traffic.
Howard Denney commented that American Fork can only control to its borders.
Ms. Searle noted that was her major concern. American Fork was carrying the burden for cities
that would not do it. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson explained that there were four new mayors and they were willing to step up
with a common interest in transportation issues. He did not think it was fair that to say that
American Fork was going to bear the burden. The City did have some to bear from bad planning
in the past but did not think they were going to be subject to that in the future.
A gentleman asked if 900 West was going to go all the way to SR 92.
Howard Denney did not know. Mayor Thompson reported that he had not seen plans for that.
Another gentleman commented that it appeared that the City was allowing the tail to wag the
dog. Why did the City feel a need to provide access from other cities thru American Fork to the
freeway and have American Fork citizens pay the cost? He added that people did not build in
Cedar Hills to have easy access thru American Fork? Why does American Fork have to bear that
burden? There was general applause.
Howard Denney explained that residents traveled on there. It was a two-way street. They were
not building collector roads for developers. They were building them for everyone. Residents
had to get to churches, schools, and soccer games.
DISCUSSION OF THE 900 EAST CORRIDOR
Mayor Thompson asked for those interested in the 900 East Corridor to either stand or raise their
hand.
Troy Dicou stated that many in the neighborhood around 900 East had met with City Council on
August 28 and expressed their opposition of further development that would increase traffic on
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900 East Street. They recognized that they were close to a collector that was on 1100 East.
Their concerns were related to the safety of the children at Barratt Elementary School with the
narrowness of the roads and the speeds that are being used to travel it.
They recognized that it needed to be a minor collector to accommodate school traffic but was not
in favor of it being expanded. There were a number of existing problems with 900 East. Its
close proximity to 1100 East would create some queuing problems on 50 South with the
intersection of 1100 East 50 South. Already during peak times, eastbound traffic backed up
beyond 900 East. The north end o£900 East from 300 North up to the LDS Temple was very
narrow and cars routinely parked across the sidewalk because it was so narrow. The sidewalk
was not developed on the east side of the street. lf900 East was taken south across 50 South and
connected to State Street it would create an additional intersection at 50 South that would create
another stop in the east-west traffic. The close proximity of those intersections would be
problematic. It would increase the traffic on 900 East and slow east-west traffic.
Mr. Dicou expressed that they were pleased in meeting with the Mayor and City Council on

August 28th and felt they received recognition of the hard issues and many of them expressed
their agreement that these were significant issues and supported their position to not develop 900
East further. They were here in support of that process. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson asked Howard Denney the road classification of 900 East.
Howard Denney explained that it had two classifications. From State Street north to 900 North
was a minor collector and from State Street south to Sam White Lane and to the freeway was a
major collector.
A lady asked to change the master plan.
Mayor Thompson asked if it was not reasonable to connect 900 East thru to Sam White Lane.
Troy Dicou explained that the concern was that 900 East should not connect between 50 South
and State Street and that future development should not increase traffic on 900 East.
The owner of the land in which the 900 East section would have to go through to connect
between 50 South and State Street spoke that he did not want it to go through. If it did not go
through residential zoning was probable. If it did go through, it would probably be commercial.
It if did go through, his parcel would be chopped up. He wanted residential.
Troy Dicou stated that they wanted to keep that a residential area.
A man asked about the future planning for TRAX in some form. He did not want to see another
crossing and another hazard.
Mayor Thompson felt that TRAX was twenty years away.
Another gentleman explained that he lived in a city the same size of American Fork that had two
thoroughfares and had pressure from cities on all sides wanting north and south access, even a
freeway. That City held their ground and did not go with it because they wanted to preserve a
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couple of things. Those things were a I) good school system, 2) tranquil neighborhoods, and 3)
to keep the economics and culture and property values as they were. With 1100 East, 100 East,
and 900 West, he felt that they had enough. There was general applause. All enjoy the City.
Why would they want to change it?
DISCUSSION OF THE 1120 NORTH CORRIDOR
Mayor Thompson asked for those with interest in the 1120 North corridor to stand.
Jeff Blair explained that he had lived in American Fork for nine months. He asked if there had
been any studies of expanding a road from a minor collector to a major collector and the
financial impact on the homes along those routes. What was the financial benefit gained by
widening 1120 North Street when it ended at the golf course to the east?
Mayor Thompson asked Howard Denney to comment about the master plan for 1120 North.
Howard Denney explained that 1120 North would extend further to the east going south and then
east past the golf course, north of Art Dye, to 1100 East. On the west, it would cross the
Mitchell Hollow to 900 West and Lehi's 900 North.
Mr. Blair asked the financial benefit for American Fork. He could see the benefit for Cedar
Hills.

A lady asked ifthey were widening 1120 North in front ofthe Junior High School.
Mayor Thompson responded that 1120 North was wide enough. There were speed limits and
speed bumps that they could do. It was a collector road now. They would expand it at the
intersection of 900 West.
A lady commented it was going to cost two million dollars to go through protected wet lands to
expand a road. The citizens did not want it expanded. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson explained that the City had an obligation for adequate water lines to be
extended to The Meadows. It was urgent to get that completed. He asked Howard Denney to
comment.
Howard Denney reported that the City had a 404 Permit to cross Mitchell Hollow now. The City
had to create new wetlands, which it has done.
A lady commented that it was already a zoo in front of the Jr. High on 1120 North.
Councilman LeBaron stated that 1120 North was part of his responsibility and that he lived in
this area. The cost to extend 1120 North was about $1.2 million with the water lines. It was part
of an obligation that the City had to The Meadows and those residents to the west. Councilman
Gunther had been looking at ways to fund that road. Councilman LeBaron felt it would ease
congestion at 700 North. It was a priority.
A lady asked how many lanes it would be and the speed limit.
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Mayor Thompson answered that there were no plans to widen the road. The only thing they
were going to do was at the intersection where it met 900 West there would be some left turn
lanes to facilitate traffic.
A lady noted that there were no lanes painted on the roads. She was concerned about families
and children that lived on this street. It should be a priority to keep the speed limit down. There
was general applause.
Councilman LeBaron asked for additional police patrols in the area.
A lady asked how long before it was extended to the east.
Mayor Thompson responded that it would be years. They could look at traffic calming in front
of the Jr. High School and reduced speeds.
A gentleman asked if photo radar was legal here.
Lt. Sam Liddiard responded that it was not.
Bryun Lemon explained that he lived on 1120 North Street right across from the Jr. High School.
He was concerned with all roads being expanded. Tonight they were told that the City knew its
maximum population and that could be supported by the roads we have. With other cities going
through American Fork it seemed that they were not for American Fork citizens' benefit but for
the commercial benefit of Costco, The Meadows and others. American Fork citizens were not
having a problem getting around it was those from the other cities. He would like that to be
addressed, especially living right on 1120 North Street. He moved here for the feel of American
Fork and if this was the case the feel was going away and the citizens were not being told why
except that it was for the commercial benefits. It was his kids that had to cross this street that
was for the good of the communities around us. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson appreciated the comments. It was our kids and grandkids that were coming
here to live and they needed to provide adequate roads. They could not ignore regional needs.
They were tying to get the best balance they can. He had not heard any big expansion plans for
9600 North from Highland, or MAG, or anyone else, but people get excited about what they
think they hear. There were no big widening plans for 1120 North Street. They would look at
traffic calming in front of the school.
DISCUSSION OF THE 1100 EAST CORRIDOR
Mayor Thompson asked for those interested in the 1100 East Corridor to stand.
American Fork Hospital Administrator Mike Olsen expressed that they wanted to get 1100 East
Street to the Interstate. Persons from other areas need to access to the hospital. As it was now it
was very difficult to get there. The hospital was growing and major expansion plans were
underway. 1100 East Street needed to be able to accommodate that traffic. There was applause.
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Mayor Thompson explained that a major challenge was getting American Fork 1100 East, which
was 2000 West in Pleasant Grove, through Pleasant Grove to the freeway. Pleasant Grove had to
come up with the financing for that. It was a major roadblock.
Mike Olsen added that the master plan showed 1100 East Street as a five-lane road to SR-92 and
it would be widened to the Interstate. This was to serve as the bypass for when they redo I-15.
He understood that funding had been approved.
Mayor Thompson commented that Highland City had purchased some homes to accommodate
the widening.
A lady explained that she lived south of the 4-way stop on 1100 East and noted that a stop light
was needed there. At times it backed way up.
Mayor Thompson expressed that a stop light in that location would not be UDOT but under local
jurisdiction. The City does not have any that they currently own.
A lady noted problems with the stoplights at the Lehi and the American Fork Main Street off
ramps and that they needed to be coordinated better to make them more effective
DISCUSSION OF THE 50 SOUTH CORRIDOR
Mayor Thompson asked how many were here for this item.
Michael Christensen explained that he lived on the corner of 900 East and 50 South. He stated
that about eight months ago there was a meeting regarding 50 South Street and the residents were
told that 900 East was not going through, ever. Now, 900 East was an issue to go through. It
frustrated him as a landowner and a resident of American Fork that this could be a possibility.
He asked the City Council to not allow 900 East Street to go over the railroad tracks and connect
to State Street. There would need to be a stop light if it did.
Michael Christensen asked when the 50 South Street improvements were going to happen. He
was in support of the improvements to 50 South Street, but not of making another intersection at
900 East.
Grant Leonard stated that he lived on 50 South and he wanted the improvements on 50 South
done. It was a major collector road. A lot of people were saying, "Not in my backyard." Most
drove on 50 South. No one slows down. It was idiotic to think that people would only go 25
mph on that road.
Mayor Thompson stated that funding for 50 South was half of what was needed. They were
struggling in getting funding but there were some possibilities.
A lady expressed that everyone realized there was growth and asked that the Mayor and Council
force the other cities to make their own solutions. Our roads were working. American Fork had
solutions. There was general applause.
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Councilman Gunther had heard the isolationists view, lets make all roads in American Fork toll
roads. He read what he believed was the philosophy of this Mayor and of this Council. He
appreciated all that came and expressed their views. It was taken from a publication, Your Town:
Designing its Future.
"In a democratic society it was not the politician or the banker or the developer or the
utility company or the planning department that designs our environment. They are
simply some of the vehicles that assist in planning and building our cities and rural
communities. It is the citizenry however, in the great tradition of Jefferson that is
ultimately responsible. Those ofyou entrusted to translate the desires of the citizenry
must do it in a meaningful and responsible manner. More importantly where
environmental enlightenment is lacking in your town you must take the initiative to
inform the citizenry of the need to develop responsibly and the consequences if good
design is not implemented."
Councilman Gunther stated that he had heard a lot of negative comments and a lot of positive
comments as well. He cringed a little bit when he felt distrust of the political leaders that they
had elected. It made him nervous because he felt they were trustworthy and were not holding
anything from them or hiding anything. He commended them for coming out. He felt what
needed to happen was that this needed to be a correlated society. They did not live in an
isolationist situation. When he went to a BYU ballgame, he went through Pleasant Grove,
Lindon, and Orem. We were all dependent on each other. It was valuable to get input. He
encouraged them to get involved. There were opportunities to have a bigger input. He
appreciated how many have become involved.
COMMENTS ON OTHER TRANSPORTATION ISSUES
Mayor Thompson asked if there were any in attendance for other transportation issues.
A gentleman from the audience stated that he did not come to talk about any streets. The City
has established a grid system for their citizens. He has to get to locations. If the roads were
working fine why was 50 South backing up? Why was State Street backing up? Why was 700
North backing up? Why was 100 East backing up? We are not at built out or anywhere near
close. We need to build now not later. Costs will be much greater in the future. Density
housing is coming to Utah Valley.
Another gentleman expressed that there was not a collector needed on 400 West-560 West
winding its why south from 9600 North when there was one on 150 West and 900 West. He did
not feel it served anything.

J.H. Hadfield responded that it was that same grid pattern between a half-mile and a third-mile to
get people out of neighborhoods.
The gentleman expressed that TRAX had to happen down here.
Mayor Thompson answered that there has been a lot of planning down here for TRAX. The
timing for UTA was currently way out, but that could change.
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Curtis Larson explained that he lived on 500 East. It was a big concern and real safety issue in
running a collector road through a park. He was a Trustee of the 500 East Neighbors Association
and he was representing that Association tonight. They had a personal interest in this but he felt
that everyone had an interest in the Art Dye Ballpark.
Howard Denney noted that the master road map needed to be corrected. It wM planned for the
collector road to go north of the ball fields.
Mr. Larson noted that even with that there was not much property between the ball park and the
golf course. He specifically asked the new Transportation Committee modify this to at least
show what it was supposed to show and leave off the dotted line, the proposed route, because it
was ineffective.
Mr. Larson added that on 700 North at 500 East was a bad location when going north on 500
East. Crossing 700 North was terrible due to the lack of visibility because of the bridge. It was
bad design and dangerous. The City needed to cut down the trees and that would help the
circumstance. He asked the Mayor to have that taken care of on a regular basis. 700 North
Street was now inadequate. The 5th East Neighbors Association suggested that if700 North was
going to be a collector road that it be widened to include a center turn lane to help the flow of
traffic. They looked forward to working with the Transportation Committee and also with the
Parks Committee regarding Art Dye Park. There was general applause.

Gary Gibb explained that he lived at 1437 North just south of9600 North. His expectation of
this public hearing was to be able to come and gain a greater understanding of the master plan
and the proposed changes. He asked that the Mayor, Council, and the citizen committee to give
specific information about the plans they had and state the purpose and say this is the reason
why. There were a number that want to become involved. He did not feel he had the same
information that Mayor and Council had. He did not know what MAG was doing. It was the
Mayor that was at those meetings. He did not know what decisions the Council was making with
regard to developers. He was not at those meetings. He would like specific information about
the general plan and not that those decisions were already made. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson responded that the master plan was something that was developed and had a
logical flow of traffic anticipating growth. The Planning Commission and public works and
others in the City do the best they can. They were having a public hearing to receive valuable
input in updating the plan. One thing was that there needed to be the change at Art Dye Park that
was pointed out and one or two others. For the most part this plan was very current. No one has
said anything south of the freeway toward the lake. That was where the greatest expansion
would be. There were collector roads planned there as well. They will seriously consider items
brought up tonight.
Mayor Thompson answered a question about the next step in the process by explaining that each
corridor would be examined with the recommendations from the Transportation Committee.
Christie Stewart expressed that she came here not planning on saying anything but it was hard
not to say something when it affected your life, your family, and your neighborhood. She was
appreciative of the Mayor and Council and their service to American Fork. She had been talking
with her father-in-law who had been the Mayor ofProvo for several years and she asked him
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about the north end of Provo and how hard it was getting through there. She explained that he
answered her that they took a poll of the residents and they did not want any major roads, they
wanted to preserve the neighborhoods and they respected that. She asked the American Fork
Mayor and Council to remember the quality of their neighborhoods and the quality of American
Fork. There was general applause.
Scott Harrison who lived in the 1450 North area thanked the local officials for having this
meeting and commented that while a lot of the comments seemed negative, it was not about
isolationism or about keeping our heads in the sand it was really about the nature ofwhat we
wanted our community to be. He was not sure if the community a previous gentleman spoke
about was South Pasadena, California ...
The gentleman answered that it was.
Mr. Harrison continued that he sent an email with a map of South Pasadena to a number of City

Council members. A couple of years ago he moved here from Pasadena, California, and noted
that South Pasadena had preserved the entire nature oftheir City by not allowing the 710
Freeway or the 110 Freeway to connect through that community. It was not convenient for
South Pasadena. South Pasadena did have some of the best schools in southern California and
they continue to do so.
Scott Harrison commented about open space and the choices that needed to be made. He had
lived in New York and San Francisco. One could make many arguments to add another road
across Central Park or Golden Gate Park in those beautiful cities for better access to the other
side. A major east-west connector was not just about people in Cedar Hills or Highland or
Pleasant Grove, it was about our City first. As we make our decisions, bigger roads were not
always better. We need to build roads to preserve what we want.
A gentleman from the audience stated that he had been to different city council meetings and
public hearings in the towns that he had lived in but he was new to American Fork. It seemed
like the Council was just sharing the plan or did their feedback mean anything. Can they do
something to alter the roads?
Mayor Thompson responded that this was the best thinking they had to this point. They were
getting all the input they can. They take this input very seriously.
Councilman Storrs commented that they were here to get input.
Mayor Thompson explained that the citizens have elected them and they were very serious about
public comment and concerns. They will make the best decision for the community.
Councilman LeBaron added that the Land Use and Transportation elements were living
documents and subject to change based on the ebb and flow of the community, its residents, and
needs. One of the biggest concerns in the recent survey done for the City was traffic. Gary Gibb
did not tell you that he was the Principal ofLegacy Elementary School and was concerned about
the safety of the children going to and from his school. The local officials were going to process
all of these comments. It was not cast in stone. They were here to listen to the public, they will
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listen to the experts, they will listen to MAG, and they will listen to UDOT. It has to be a
cooperative effort from all of the neighboring cities.
J.H. Hadfield stated that in 1992 he was put on the American Fork Planning Commission. They
looked at the entire area of American Fork. They looked at the south side but they could not
sewer anything south of the sewer outfall line. They talked with persons on the northeast side of
town and were told to leave them alone they did not want to be part of the City. About that same
time the LDS Church announced the building of a temple. Within eight months those same
persons wanted services. We have the same thing today. This was a living, working document
as Councilman LeBaron had said. On the north, there was Highland. If one lived on the west
side of Highland one could not get to Lone Peak High School unless you went up to 11000 North
or down to 700 North in American Fork. To the west, was Lehi. Along came Eagle Mountain
and Saratoga Springs that impacts its Main Street. There were a lot of options for American
Fork. He did not know the answer. Time will tell whether it was a good plan or a bad plan. But
if you fail to plan you plan to fail.
A lady in the audience noted that 1120 North was a high priority and asked when it was planned
to be completed.
Councilman LeBaron responded that they wanted to do it as soon as possible and the extension
was hoped for in the next couple of years.
Councilmember Rodeback explained how to get involved in the process. On a day to day basis
there were 1qo issues from cemetery, library, finance, to transportation, police, and enforcement.
Because they want the citizenry to be informed there was a system in place to give advance
notice of meetings and agendas. The best place to read those, in her opinion, was in the
American Fork Citizen every Thursday. They were also posted on the City's website,
www.afcity.org. As to a decision and reporting on something after the fact, read the American
Fork Citizen or the Daily Herald for a third party report as to what they had done.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that there was a book that described the process with an
inflammatory title, How to Fight the Developers and Win. It was not in the American Fork
Library but was in the Orem Library. She continued that the final decision was made by the City
Council who were elected to promote the point of view of the citizenry. The Council would not
know what that was unless they came to a meeting like this. Those that were vocal carried more
weight. They would still look at the big picture. There was general applause.
Bill Cox, reported that he left this meeting for a test of his own to drive the community streets.
He noted that without his foot on the gas his vehicle went about 20 mph and with just a little on
the gas he traveled about 30 mph without giving it a thought. We as citizens make the
community safe by driving the speed limit. As he drove 700 North at 25 mph and had a few cars
back up behind him and horns honk at him, that told him that as citizens of American Fork we in
our stewardships needed to be better managers of the community and 25 mph was a lot slower
than we were really cognizant of As a citizen we had that responsibility. As you leave here,
you drive at 25 mph. There was general applause
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General Manager ofPick-a-Part Daniel Baldwin expressed that he was glad that the
Transportation Committee was looking at roads in his area ofWest Main Street. He asked for
consideration when building the accessory roads so that he can continue his business in that
location. Proposed changes in the freeway miss him but the accessory roads hit him. There was
general applause.
A lady asked how a citizen would communicate with the Transportation Committee.
American Fork Transportation Committee Chairman Brian Thompson invited her to call him at
the Bank of American Fork, 642-3044. They met at least monthly but now probably more often.
The lady suggested that the American Fork Transportation Committee have a link on the City's
website.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the City Council and Planning Commission minutes were
online. They could come and read the hard copies and read the general plan, look at the maps
and ask questions. It was noted that the general plan was also online.
A gentleman from the audience noted that the American Fork Jr. High School was close to
capacity. He was afraid what would happen with the increase in traffic if it was connected to
Cedar Hills.
Mayor Thompson explained that they would have some good traffic management.
The gentleman did not think it could happen. There was general applause.
Paul Sanders asked if the same type ofbuilt up crossing ofMitchell Hollow on 9600 North
would be used for 1120 North.
Public Works Director Howard Denney explained that there would be two metal structures 20
feet in diameter. One would be for the water course and another for an equestrian trail.
Luana Searle asked that when 1120 North was complete are they going to increase capacity at
the intersection when turning south to Costco.
Mayor Thompson responded expand that intersection and make some turning lanes.
Dan Funk reported that his experience with a little City that learned well to manage their traffic,
the surrounding cities began to respect that. It became a source of income in that the police
really did monitor those roads.
Mayor Thompson reported a similar thing on 700 North coming down from 900 East. It was rare
that people were going less than 30 mph.
Mr. Funk explained that there needed to be a consistent effort over the years. Persons from other

cities will figure out a way to get through even if it means they had to slow down. He asked that
the Council keep that message in mind.
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A discussion of700 North Street going through between 200 East and 100 East ensued. Mayor
Thompson noted that it was already on the master plan.
A man from the audience noted that 1120 North could become a major collector. That could
happen if there were a connection through Lehi.
Mayor Thompson stated that they had regular meetings with Lehi.
American Fork Transportation Committee member Marie Adams explained that all ofUDOT's
plans were available. There were no plans for that at this time. If it was not on the agenda, and
not on their plan, and not in their funding, it probably wasn't going to happen.
J.H. Hadfield explained that they were working on the 2030 plan now.
A man asked about TRAX.
Mayor Thompson stated that there was some funding for commuter rail was different. It stopped
at every population center. TRAX stopped more often and they expecting something in 2020.
There was not funding for that.
MAG Executive Secretary Nan Kuhn invited everyone to an open house on October 24th from
4:30p.m. to 7:00p.m. at theOrem Friendship Senior Center. American Fork would be there
with their plans along with MAG, UDOT, UTA, and many others. Right now there were ten
major studies going on. There would be information there on each. The study of 9600 North
was in the very beginning stages. The east-west connection may not be 9600 North. She stated
that if she received a name and address she would make sure they had an invitation provided to
them.
Mayor Thompson thanked all for coming.
ADJOURNMENT
The public hearing concluded at 9:21 p.m.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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9600 North <!orridor Issues

•

Do A.F. Citizens want or need an East/West Collector?
NO. An east/west collector on or near 9600 N. in Highland would not
address American Fork citizen's traffic issues. It would be of greater benefit
for its sister cities (P.G. and Cedar Hills) at the expense of A. F. citizen's
quality of life.

L_Q_ng_ _ I~r_m_ _B_~nefits of an East/West Coll_~_91QI
Are the long term benefits of an east/west collector, beneficial for current and
future A. F. citizens? NO.
Hundreds of American Fork citizen's property, neighborhoods and open
space would be forever changed by and east/west collector. Air quality in our
city would be further compromised.
It is unfair for A. F. citizens to forever shoulder east/west traffic collector
traffic from P.G. and Cedar Hills residents.
ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 9-18-07
PH MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 4
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•

•

Open the ~r for MAG

Many American Fork Citizens feel that if Highland City changes 9600 N. to a major
collector (a 70ish foot road on its master plan), that this would open the door for
MAG to move forward with its plans for an east/west collector spanning from Cedar
Hills to the new 1-15 collector in Lehi.
Speeds and traffic restraints on such a road would be determined in the future. ath
North in Orem started out as a two lane road. ath North in Orem is currently a major
east/west collector, with speeds on or over 35 mph. Do we want such a road in our
backyard?

A.F. has invested Millions in Golf Course/Art Dye Park
Many citizens in American Fork are gravely concerned that the city has and is
investing millions of tax payer dollars in the golf course (currently building a new club
house/reception center) and art dye park only to have these last of their kind open
spaces challenged every few years by the possibility of major collector roads being
put through or by these valuable areas.
If an east/west collector road was built on or by the golf course, the golf course
would experience a larger decline in people using its facilities.

ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 9-18-07
PH MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 4
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•

OpeApace

•

The proposed 9600 North easUwest 3 to 5 lane connector to the 1-15 expansion in
Lehi will destroy the natural ecosystems of the parks and open space within miles of
its proposed path. Tri-City golf course and A. F. riding club are part of a last of its
kind, unique stretch of open space that contains an ecosystem of well established
groves of trees or forests.
Removing or modifying any portion of this open space that borders and or runs
through or by the American Fork River, will forever jeopardize this delicate
ecosystem.
This open space with well established large sprawling trees is now home to many
different species of birds and is a refuge for birds migrating through Highland and
American Fork. The golf course is home to wild foxes and other wildlife. The name
of Tri-City Golf Course was recently changed to Fox Hollow in honor of these foxes.
Similar to the affects of a wildfire, the 9600 N. proposal would forever change the
dynamics of this forest and would drive the wildlife out of this forest.
This open space is its citizens past, current and future's natural legacy. Please leave
this open space unscathed. It is the greatest gift we can give ourselves and leave to
our children. This forest must be preserved, cherished and protected.
ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 9-18-07
PH MINUTES- PAGE 3 OF 4
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•

American Fork City. Great Place to Live

•

Many citizens in American Fork live in American Fork because of its quiet,
quaint neighborhoods.
If an east/west collector were built on 9600 N., the Hillcrest neighborhood
and the A. F. neighborhoods that would be affected by such a collector being
built going east, would be changed forever.

Let's work together to keep American Fork a great place to live.

ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 9-18-07
PH MINUTES- PAGE 4 OF 4
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 20, 2007
NOTICE OF MEETING
Notice is hereby given that members of the American Fork City Council have been invited to
attend a meeting with the State Street ES Project Team regarding the State Street (100 East
American Fork to 2000 North Orem) Widening Project. This is in the Environmental Study
stage of the project. The meeting will be held at the offices of Horrocks Engineers, 1 West
Main Street, American Fork, on Thursday, September 20,2007 commencing at 2:00p.m.
Dated this 17 day of September, 2007.

f[Ai.&_L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 20, 2007
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, September 20, 2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 3:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Slide presentation on Historic Preservation. -Historian Nancy Calkins
Presentation to the city of historical maps by Darrell Conder.
Presentation regarding a proposed development at 500 East about 1000 South. - Taylor
Jarman & Ryan Best
Presentation regarding the Water Element of the General Plan. -John Schiess
American Fork Pressurized Irrigation update. -John Schiess
Discussion of concurrence regarding the Hay Study. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of the Recreation Memorandum of Understanding. -Councilman LeBaron
Discussion of items for the upcoming September 25, 2007, City Council meeting.- Staff
Adjournment.

Datris ~d~y
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 20, 2007
WORK SESSION
ATTACHMENTS (3)
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, September 20, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:30 p.m. Those present
included *Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale
Gunther, and Shirl LeBaron. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, Derric Rykert, Kasey Wright,
Police Chief Lance Call, Debby Lauret, Cathy Jensen, Rod Despain, Doug Schneider, John &
Juel Belmont, Barbara Christiansen, Dan Adams, George E. Brown Jr., John Schiess, Eric
Dixon, Nancy Calkin, and 20 citizens.

Mayor Thompson explained that due to a last minute meeting with the Utah County Commission
that would take Howard Denney and himself away from this meeting, the item regarding the Hay
Study would be moved to the top of the agenda.
DISCUSSION OF CONCURRENCE REGARDING THE HAY STUDY -Mayor Thompson
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh provided a presentation of the City's New Compensation Program.
It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1. She expressed the biggest concern from
employees was that this established performance based pay and did not take into account tenure.
Mayor Thompson explained that they had several discussions on the pay system and the Hay
Group philosophy. He knew that Councilman Storrs had some specific concerns. As a Council
they needed to come up with support for and adoption of this Hay Group System ofPerformance
Based Evaluation. As they have experience with it they could always change. He asked for
concerns of the Council.
Councilman LeBaron thought this to be a good start. His concern was in terms of job
description. This body had advice and consent of at least appointed officials. He asked who
drafted their job descriptions. What were the checks and balances if a department head misevaluated a particular employee or employees? There may be some disconnect in those areas
that may need to be discussed outside this meeting. They may have gotten the cart before the
horse. They were still awaiting a Policies and Procedures Manual. He would have liked to have
had that first. What if there was a large disparity in wage increases? He felt the philosophy and
concepts were sound, it was how to make them applicable to American Fork
Mayor Thompson commented on who was validating the job descriptions. As a first pass they
pulled from various departments five employees that reviewed the job descriptions. The Hay
Group provided a formula as to how points were to be determined. He attended a meeting of this
group and found them very competent in going through the detail.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the same individuals did the department heads as well.
Mayor Thompson answered that they did everyone.
1

Councilman Gunther reported that he had a discussion with Councilman Storrs who had some
people talk with him regarding some salary levels for some people. Councilman Gunther
explained that having previously been in a position when they changed to a performance based
system he felt that changing from a tenured system to a performance base system for the City
was the right way to go. This provided a tool that allowed supervisors to help people develop
their talents and to get people to where they want to go in their career. The supervisor would sit
down and say to that individual here is your job description. Here is the low, mid, and maximum
pay for that job. Mid-point was a good solid journeyman job. Maximum was all the job was
worth even if the person could walk on water. With this the employee will have a clear
understanding from the supervisor of what was expected to get to the maximum. If the employee
was maxed out, there was no growth. If the employee wanted to progress salary wise, the
supervisor needed explain that the person would need to look to a different job description. The
employee could then do some career planning. The supervisor could be a coach or a mentor to
help the employee in his chosen career path. It was a win-win. It said to the employee that the
City was interested in them and in getting them to a job that they received satisfaction from and
that they want to perform in with commensurate pay based on their performance. It would be the
responsibility of the employee to get there. The employee cannot just show up and get tenure
and get there. The challenge was learning to use the new tool. He explained that was the
conversation he had with Councilman Storrs and he felt that it was a good thing to do. The
challenge was with the supervisors.
Councilmember Rodeback added that in the context of local government tenure was not a useful
standard to apply. The employees had a property right in their job.
Mayor Thompson commented that Councilman LeBaron had noted that for the few appointed
persons, maybe a dozen or so, he was suggesting that there be more participation by the Council
in reviewing those positions. He asked that Councilman LeBaron clarify that roll.
Councilman LeBaron responded that he would do that outside of this meeting.
Councilman Gunther expressed that there was the Review Committee and they may have the
ability to look at that.
Mayor Thompson answered that the Review Committee was only looking at job descriptions.
Councilman Gunther asked who looked at overall internal equity.
Mayor Thompson asked Melanie Marsh how that was going to happen.
Melanie Marsh responded that in the past, evaluations were turned back in to her. If she was
aware, she would go back to the supervisor. She did not know how that would work in this new
system.
Mayor Thompson thought they could do more than that.
Councilman Gunther thought that was a lot of responsibility on one person. In his past life the
Senior Executive Officers would sit down and review the evaluations.
2

Mayor Thompson responded that in the City it was the Key Staff. He asked Melanie Marsh if
she needed more information. She did not.
*Mayor Thompson and Howard Denney were excused to go to a meeting with the County
Commission. He turned the Chair to Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman Shirl LeBaron.
SLIDE PRESENTATION ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION -Historian Nancy Calkins
Independent Historic Preservation Consultant Nancy Calkins explained that she was hired to
perform a Reconnaissance Level Survey of the central area of American Fork for the possible
expansion of American Fork Historical District. There were tax incentives for property owners
and businesses that were located in this area. At least 50 percent have to be buildings with
historic integrity. This area will be nominated in the next few months. In order to beef up the
number of buildings they included the Columbia Village area, which was historic in itself. She
showed slides of some of the historic buildings.
Councilman Gunther thanked her for the work that was done.
Juel Belmont commented that Nancy Calkins was also a Landscape Architect and that her work
came in on time and on budget.
PRESENTATION TO THE CITY OF HISTORICAL MAPS BY DARRELL CONDER
Mr. Darrell Conder explained that several years ago he acquired the 1890 Sanbourn Insurance

Map of American Fork from the University of Utah. He knew that the City Hall had a map of
the old fort that had been traced from the original by Carl Hansen because the original map was
getting so light. He had some map work done so that they were both at the same scale.
Juel Belmont had asked if he wanted to donate the maps to the City to which he responded that if
the City bought the frame, he would donate the map. He hadn't heard anything for about five
years. He bought the frame and had the map mounted in it. Two days later she called him and
asked him again. He felt it belonged with the City for other people to see. He presented the Map
to the City along with a write up about it that is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2.
Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Shirl LeBaron thanked Mr. Conder and accepted the gift noting that
an appropriate place for it would be found.
Juel Belmont stated that this was a generous gift to the City and thanked Mr. Conder.
PRESENTATION REGARDING A PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AT 500 EAST ABOUT
1000 SOUTH - Taylor Jarman & Ryan Best
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman LeBaron asked the nature ofthe presentation.
Ryan Best reported that they had met with Mayor Thompson and he felt it was something that
should be brought before the Council.
3

Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman LeBaron explained for the record that any nods in the affirmative,
any comments that could be interpreted as support was in no way approval of this body. There
was Site Review and Planning Commission to go through. They had trouble with that in prior
presentations and wanted it to be clear. They were interested in what they had to say.
Architect Kevin Scholz stated that the reason for coming was to get an idea if this was something
that would be supported by the City.
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman LeBaron answered that was problematic and was the reverse order
of things.
Councilmember Rodeback believed that what was to be presented was something different that
what they had seen in American Fork before. She thought the developer wanted some
indication.
Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman LeBaron wanted them to understand the statement he gave in the
beginning.
Mr. Best asked the reason then that Mayor Thompson wanted them to come to the work session.

Economic Development Director Debby Lauret commented this was an office and mixed-use
project on the southwest off the 500 East exit. It was a new concept that needed to be looked
into. She reported that Mayor Thompson and herself both had a positive response to it. They
thought it had merit and that the City would need to amend some of the City's Ordinances.
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman LeBaron stated that they would consider it as a notion and a
concept and as a hypothetical proposal.
Ryan Best explained that there were eight members of the team present. They were looking at
7.5 acres owned by Mr. Kelshaw and also an adjacent lot consisting of3.5 acres which gave
them access. They had done a lot of research. The water table was too high. They had worked
with good results through the Planning Commission. The Kelshaw property was not yet
annexed. They looked at a lot of options. They had scaled it back and had come up with a very
contemporary building. They had met with the Police Chief and the Fire Chief They have an
idea that they want to make 1-15 and 500 East the most modern look in the valley. There was
interest from local businesses that were interested in leasing space. They had stepped back a
little from the commercial/mixed-use concept. They were now showing three, eight-story
buildings. The GC-1 or GC-2 would work and for the first phase they would abide by the
ordinance that was in place.
Mr. Best continued that they have some of the biggest names in the world involved as far as

engineering was concerned. There were a lot of reasons why they thought they could make it
"pencil." He asked for questions.
Debby Lauret asked if they had abandoned the residential element.
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Mr. Best answered that they had not abandoned it but it was stepped back a little. They had not
given up on that. Without the Kelshaw and the adjacent Lot 11, this corner would be storage
units.
Council member Rodeback stated that she did not have a clear picture of what was proposed.
Was it just an office building?
Mr. Best stated that right now it was completely office. There was no mixed-use now. He

would love to come back to mixed-use. When they went to the Planning Commission, it looked
like it would be about a year to get an ordinance written, maybe. Rod Despain had told them
how it was since day one.
Councilman Gunther expressed that it looked like a nice piece of property and that it could be a
nice development.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that she was a transplant to American Fork from a suburb
of Seattle, Washington. She was no stranger to urban buildings. They would look handsome
next to the interstate. However, she continued, she was elected to represent a very rural
community and she thought this was a point of departure from what American Fork was used to.
They had a presentation on historical preservation earlier in this meeting. When The Meadows
came in, the City wanted a historical look and feel about it. This proposal would be a strange
element in the community. Why go with a modern shape when they could go more with a nod to
history.
Mr. Best responded that he was open to proposals. The reason that they wanted to go with

something like this was not because they wanted to take a jab at history, but they believed it was
beautiful. There would be an atrium, fountains, and a lot of water.
Rod Despain explained that the adjacent Lot 11 was in the GC-2 zone and the Kelshaw property
was not yet in the City but would come into the City in a design commercial zone. To the south
was a Planned Industrial zone. The concept was not incompatible with what the ordinances
would allow. The Planning Commission had seen this on two different times. What he had not
heard before today was that they were walking away from multiuse, at least temporarily. At the
last meeting, the Planning Commission Chairman asked if the Kelshaw Annexation would go
forward if there were no mixed-use component and he recalled that the answer was that it would
not.
Mr. Best responded that time constraints were of the essence. It was more that they did not want
to wait a year to get an ordinance change. They were asking for 12 residential units per acre and
that was what the ordinance allowed.
Rod Despain noted that currently the GC-2 zone did not allow housing.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that there was a problem with the 500 East overpass and
interchange now. Something needed to be done there. He liked the mixed-use idea. He would
like some high-end housing and restaurants.
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Councilmember Rodeback stated that the Council was very sympathetic to mixed-use. Maybe
there was the need to expedite the ordinance.
Mr. Best responded that was their passion for this piece of property. They still needed the office

base. The Meadows pulled some great restaurants. They didn't need a lot of restaurants or a lot
of retail. They believed that they were only %' s of a mile from the Pleasant Grove interchange.
To wait on this 500 East interchange was an opportunity lost.
Debby Lauret expressed that they had several mixed-use projects coming through. They needed
to take a hard look at the ordinance and see if it couldn't be speeded up.
Rod Despain responded that the Planning Commission worked on it for about an hour at last
night's meeting discussing the potential approaches to mixed-use. Mixed-use was not an easy
issue. Part of the question was that it was not the same as multiple-use. The issue of going to
mixed-use projects, particularly those high in residential components, was a major shift in the
urban needs of the City.
Councilman Gunther stating that in asking that question he was not communicating that he was
in favor of mixed-use.
Councilmember Kramer liked the strictly office proposal. With high density housing originally
proposed it would have a lot of impact on the City's infrastructure. She would be more
interested in a strictly office use for that area.
Mr. Best answered that it was important to remember that this would not go up all at once but in
three phases. They could revisit it as each phase was approved. They would build the middle
first, then the north and then the south. The top floor would have Utah Lake and Mt.
Timpanogos views that were incredible.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she liked the lower profile.
Mr. Best stated that this was a mid-rise project. He lived here and they needed to go after the
commercial. His was an expensive project and they were after Grade A Office Tenants. They
have had banks look at the project. The appeal was the exposure of the 1-15 off-ramp.
REGARDING THE WATER ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN -John Schiess
Culinary water. John Schiess stated that the Water Element was distributed previously and it had
been recommended by the Planning Commission at their last meeting. This was an update and
now it included both culinary and secondary water components. Mr. Schiess discussed the
culinary water. There needed to be 720 gallons per day per equivalent residential connection
(ERC) and 400 gallons of storage per ERC.
*Mayor Thompson and Howard Denney returned. Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman LeBaron
continued to Chair the meeting.
Mr. Schiess showed an overall fire flow map. The current recommendations made were mostly
for fire flow and was estimated to cost about $1.3 million. Some trunk lines were needed and
6

since it was growth generated could be paid for through impact fees. Rates and impact fees
remained the same as previously suggested and were included in the Water Element.
Mr. Schiess reminded the Council that good high quality water was being saved through the use

of the secondary system. He asked for questions. There were none.
Secondary water. Eric Dixon from Franson Engineers discussed the $46.95 million secondary
water project as part of the Water Element of the General Plan. They had formulated the demand
and the supply required. There would be 40 psi throughout the town. The culinary system
needed to have a higher pressure. They needed to keep water velocity between 3 and 5 feet per
second. Under maximum usage velocity could go up to 7 feet per second. The options of the
location of reservoirs were determined. They had a variety ofwater sources so it would be
necessary to manage the right use of the right source during various times. This data was put
into a computer model to use in providing answers to various scenarios.
Mayor Thompson asked if the use of run-off was considered.
Mr. Dixon answered that the existing ditches would have to be evaluated. He continued that it
was estimated that the entire project would take about three years. They were working on the
design of the lower pond by the northwest end of the golf course. They were located to match
the culinary zones.
Councilmember Kramer wanted to know if the secondary system would provide more outside
pressure than they had now.
Mr. Dixon responded that it would be close to what it was now.

John Schiess noted that in some places now when everyone turned on the water, the pressure
dropped. This would even it out more.
Mr. Dixon explained that they knew where there were some problems now and they were

engineering out those problem areas.
Mayor Thompson noted that some of the changes as was previously identified in the culinary
portion should help those situations.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that this year the outside pressure at her home was the worse
it had ever been.
Mr. Schiess answered that there should be adequate pressure in that area and suggested that the

system be checked for closed or partially closed valves.
Councilmember Kramer asked if cross-connection was a concern.
Mr. Dixon stated that there would be an inspection of each connection to avoid cross-

contamination.
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Mr. Schiess added that very few cross-connections happened because of the precautions that

were taken.
Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Shirl LeBaron explained that Mayor Thompson has asked him to
finish conducting the meeting. He noted that the American High School Golf Team will be
going to the State Tournament for the first time in nine years.
AMERICAN FORK PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION UPDATE -John Schiess
John Schiess stated that they hoped to have the first part of the bonding in place by the end of
October or first part ofNovember. They were planning on contracting with the existing
contractor on 1100 East and State for a bore for the secondary system while Pleasant Grove was
working that intersection. They were working on the design of the reservoir. They hoped that
the land purchase for the upper reservoir was coming along.
Mr. Schiess noted that there was an open house on the secondary system scheduled for Friday,
November 16, 2007. They would have a groundbreaking sometime probably in November.
DISCUSSION OF THE RECREATION MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING Councilman LeBaron
Councilman LeBaron explained that they had been involved with Highland and Alpine in
recreation programs for some time. He provided a memo addressing his concerns regarding the
Memorandum ofUnderstanding. His memo was discussed. It is included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENT 3.
Councilman LeBaron added that the citizens of American Fork should not be short-changed.
The City had a wonderful staff and Recreation Department. They should go back to the
bargaining table with Alpine and Highland and try to clean it up a little.
Councilman Gunther did not disagree with what Councilman LeBaron had said and that they
were very valid points. His concern was that they had negotiated a deal and there was some push
back. Maybe this was the best deal they could get right now. Maybe some of the points would
be deal killers. Would we be worse off? He did not know those answers.
Councilman LeBaron commented that part of the problem was that he did not know who all the
players were. He was not involved but he should have been. It got to members of the Council
late. They should have been in the loop.
Recreation Director Derric Rykert responded that this was intended to be a working document.
It was to get an understanding of what the recreation directors wanted to accomplish. There
were some things that were muddied over the years.
Mayor Thompson commented that this was the first pass at the document.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he understood that Alpine had passed it.
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Derric Rykert explained that they were running programs and was told they had to get it adopted.
Both Alpine and Highland had approved it.
Councilman Gunther asked that since Alpine and Highland had already approved it if they were
going to be upset with changes.
Derric Rykert did not believe so. They knew it was a working document. They came to
American Fork.
Councilman LeBaron reported that it had been very congenial. They came to American Fork and
asked the price of admission.
Councilman Gunther asked that they incorporate the changes as Councilman LeBaron outlined
and then pass it and send it to them.
Councilman LeBaron thought that they could sit down with them and iron out the concerns as a
softer approach. He was a proponent of having our own programs, but in the spirit of what the
staff had done, he was willing to sit down with them. Scheduling was the biggest question.
Derric Rykert added that Highland was in favor of having American Fork schedule their fields.
Councilmember Rodeback agreed that voting on it was a good idea with the exception of not
including the scheduling of the Alpine fields. It was sensitive and that they could look at it again
next year.
Councilman LeBaron urged to have a uniform fee structure for all of the schools.
Derric Rykert would like that if the fees would not increase.
Mayor Thompson asked where this was going to go.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the City was confident that there were enough fields from Alpine.
Derric Rykert was confident that they would have enough as they would want and American
Fork should have priority on some of the fields.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they approach them and be good neighbors but not at the
expense of American Fork residents and American Fork parks. In the past it had not been a
money issue but a facilities issue.
Councilmember Kramer added that it would not hurt to ask.
Derric Rykert would get with Councilman LeBaron to make changes.
Mayor Thompson asked that this item be placed on an amended agenda for Tuesday.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING SEPTEMBER 25, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING- Staff
9

Mayor Thompson noted that Rod Despain and Howard Denney were looking for a response to
the development at The Meadows. They would be discussing that with them this evening.
ADJOURNMENT
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman LeBaron adjourned the work session at 6:00p.m.
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Compensation Program
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THE AMERICAN FORK FORT
The early American Fork fort defined the core of the town for over 150
years, even though it was never finished.
American Fork was first settled in 1850 with scattered homes and farms. In
1853, these homes were pulled together and the fort was defined and
construction started in response to concerns about the local Indians. Many
other forts in Utah were also constructed about this same time. This fort was
to be 80 rods long and 74 rods wide, enclosing about 3 7 acres within the
wall. A rod is 16.5 feet; making the intended finished size of the fort 1320
feet long X 1287 feet wide.

•

•

Each head of household was given a plot of ground in the fort. They were
expected to build the wall of the fort behind their own property. The fort was
to be "rubble wall" construction, which means that a wooden structure
would be filled with rocks and other debris, including wet clay to fill in.
When the mixture dried the wood structure was removed and used to build
another section of the wall. The fort was to be 12 feet high, six feet wide at
the base and tapered to two feet at the top .
A map of this fort was included in George Shelley's History ofAmerican
Fork in the early 1940s, but clear memories of the fort and where it had been
located had generally faded. Many persons who grew up in AF in mid 20th
century were told that the last remaining part of the wall of the old fort was
at about 3rd North and 2nd West. There was a cement wall coming off from
the hill. However it really was a retaining wall poured to hold the
embankment, so the road would not wash away, rather than the last of the
fort.
Several years ago I set out to see if I could find where the fort really was
and where several of my ancestors had lived. I first obtained a copy of the
old map of the fort, which hung in the City Hall and also late 19th and early
20th century Sanboum Fire Insurance maps of American Fork from the
University of Utah. I had both maps printed to the same scale, with the fort
map on clear film. There was a very small note on the fort map indicating
where Chipman's store was located at Main and Merchant's Streets. When I
superimposed the fort map over the Sanboum maps many interesting
correlations emerged .
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The early American Fork Fort
has defined the core of our town for over 150 years. This
overlay of the original fort plan shows a strong correlation
to the town center in 1890 and even into the early 21st
century. For example, note the following:
• Merchant Street was the main street and ran in front of
the homes on the west side of the fort where the
merchants lived.
• Traffic coming from the north entered the fort at the
northwest comer and then continued down Merchant
Street to what is now Main Street and exited the fort at
about what is now First East and Main.
• The central common area of the fort remains so to the
present time. Many public use buildings have
occupied this land including the City Hall and public
safety buildings, a jail and schools.
• Leonard Harrington, who was the first bishop and
mayor had his home in the southeast comer of the fort,
next to the first church meeting house. Today the
Alpine Stake Tabernacle is close to this spot.
• Another early church building was built in the
commons area. The road built to access this building is
called Church Street to this day.
• On the southeast comer of Main and Center there is an
indented parking area which marks the natural path of
the stream which flowed through the middle of the fort
and then down what is today south Center Street.
For more information see accompanying narrative.
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• Merchant Street was the main street of the fort which ran in front of
the homes located on the West side of the fort where the merchants
primarily lived. Some of these names continued as merchants in
Ameican Fork for over a century, such as Chipman, Boley; and
McNeil. Traffic coming from the north entered the fort at the
northwest comer and then continued down Merchant Street to what is
now Main Street and exited the fort at about what is now First East
and Main.
• The central common area, where the settlers brought their cattle for
the night has remained the "commons area" to the present time. The
old Harrington school, the City Hall, fire and police stations, an early
Church building and the jail have and in some cases still do sit on this
commons land.
• Today's First North was the street in front of the homes on the north
side of the fort. Arza Adams' home and mill at 150 North was just
outside of the fort to the North and used the water from the stream that
then flowed through the fort to power the mill ..
• Today's Main Street passed in front of the homes on the south side of
the fort.
• Leonard Harrington, who was the first bishop and mayor, had his
home next to the first church meeting house in the southeast comer of
the fort. In the early 20th century the Alpine Stake Tabernacle was
built just outside of what had been the southeast comer of the fort.
• The east wall of the fort ran just to the west of where the Tabernacle
was built.
• Later a more centrally located church building was built in the old
commons area. A new road to access this building is called Church
Street to this day and runs just east of the old Harrington School and
the City hall.
• On the southeast comer of Main and Center there is an indented
parking area which would not be expected from the square blocks of
the original town layout. However, this indent marks the natural path
of the stream which flowed through the middle of the fort and then
down what became Water Street, and is today south Center Street.
The old fort including its location has been obscured to modem memory, but
it defines the core of American Fork to this very day.

•

Darrell Conder 2007, former American Fork resident
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Mayor, Counsel, and Key Staff

FROM: ·

Shirl LeBaron

DATE:

September 20,2007

RE:

Memorandum of Understanding regarding Alpine, American Fork,
Highland and Alpine School District Recreation Programs

The following are observations and concerns from the Memo:
2.0 Duration of Relationship
Paragraph 2.1 Unchanged.
Paragraph 2.2. The opt-out clause needs to be clearer. The word
"compelling" from the second line needs to be excluded. Perhaps there ought to be
a date prior to budget requests where the opt-out should be.
3.0 Governance
3.1 Unchanged
3.2 How do we account for the increased participation? Is this going to ·
change each year? Past years' participation rates may be substantially less than the
upcoming year. There needs to be a factor of a percentage of increase from
previous·years based upon growth on housing permits or new construction. The ·
last sentence should be changed to "if fee requests are not delivered".
3.2.1 The Alpine School District should charge a uniform fee so that we are
not at the whim of arbitrary fees from individual principals.
3.3 Unchanged
4.0 Staffing and Supervision
4.1 We need to ensure that the fees as well as travel and supervision
charges.
4.2 Unchanged
4.3 In the last sentence, people should be changes to personnel.
5.0 Scheduling and Field Fees
5.1 American Fork should have priority in scheduling. Alpine and Highland
fields should be included in this as well and specified. Alpine and Highland
residents are major participants and should have priority in scheduling the fields
rather than private individuals. If we are left with scheduling after all of the
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increasing private leagues and groups, we may be left with the bulk wear and tear
on our fields. in the alternatives, we should be given venues to be a priority
5.2 If their proposal ofF ebruary 1st as scheduling deadline for their private
groups and ours is March 1st what happens during those two deadlines?.
5.3 What does "over-time" mean? This needs to be specified. One years,
two years and no later than two years. Again this is not specific enough.
5.4 Unchanged
6.0 Maintenance, Preparation and Repair
6.1 The second sentence should read ''The cities will be expected to prepare
their own fields for play." See the attached news article.
6.2 Unchanged
6.3 Unchanged
7.0 Individual Registration Fees
7.1 Unchanged
7.2 Unchanged

rage

1

or L.
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i\lpine refuses to sign joint rec agreement

TESSA WIDTE AND CHRISTIE DALLEY -North County Staff
i\lpine officials are refusing to sign a joint recreation agreement with Highland and American Fork,
saying they are not happy with the arrangements and want changes.
Last year i\merican Fork gave Highland and i\lpine notice they should establish their own recreation
programs. Since then, the three cities have been in negotiations to continue their programs together but
with a more equitable financial agreement.
Because Highland is growing faster than i\merican Fork, the percentage of youth participating from
Highland and i\lpine was greater than that from American Fork. i\lpine has benefited from a joint
program for several years and has used neighboring i\merican Fork facilities to accommodate
recreation programs, most notably the Junior Jazz basketball program.
i\ccording to a draft agreement, both Highland and i\lpine will assume an expanded role in handling
the recreation programs and will contribute additional funds -- increasing from $30,000 to $60,000 for
i\lpine -- to pay for more personnel.
i\lpine School District has agreed to let the cities continue to use the district's outdoor facilities for the
city recreation programs.

••

i\lpine City Council members expressed concern about a clause that would allow American Fork first
priority in booking i\lpine sports fields ahead of Alpine-sponsored sports teams and leagues.
j'Wjth the strain we put on their programs, we need to reciprocate (by collaborating on a progr~l but
they should submit their ne~ds to Alpine like eyezypodx else," said i\lpin~ qty Councilman Hata
Puriri. "We baye the best facUities jn northern I ftah Cmmty, and I dap't want our <Wm independent

ifOups to get set aside. I don't want American Fork to zy.n QW' recreatic;m prog!W!lS ~d ~
scheduling."
·
·. '
, ..

i\lpine city administrator Ted Stillman, who has been negotiating the agreement with Highland and
i\merican Fork, has said that this is the first year they are asking for priority in scheduling and it is not
intended to be disruptive, but rather to streamline scheduling.
Stillman said the agreement would go back to i\merican Fork with proposed changes that allow i\lpine
teams first priority to home teams and leagues before being opened up for other teams to book.
Derric Rykert, director of recreation for i\merican Fork, said i\merican Fork is in the position to
provide the services and facilities Highland and Alpine don't have yet.
"We are trying to make arrangements that are win-win for both the city government and the
communities," he said. "I think we have come up with something that is fair and equitable. We have
simplified the process and cleared it up."
•

Not everyone agreed the cities should work together.
"Last year they asked us to wean ourselves from their recreation programs. Is this just postponing the
http://www.heraldextra.com/index2. php?option=com_ content&task=view&id=231753&1t...
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inevitable?" said Highland Councilman Steve King .
''No, it is mutualism and good for all parties," City Administrator Barry Edwards said. "Together it
costs less than separate programs.''

This story appeared in The Daily Herald on page Dl.
Article views: 505

Close Window
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 25, 2007
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on September 25, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee ofthe Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approval
Approval
Approval
Approval

of the September 6, 2007 work session minutes.
ofthe September 11, 2007 regular session minutes.
of the September 18, 2007 public hearing minutes
of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Agreement with Utah County
to conduct the November Election. -Staff
Review and action on the approval of a Class B Beer License for Los Dos Compadres
Taqueria at 66 West Main Street. -Juan Yuriar
Review and action on a Sensitive Lands Ordinance. -Planning Commission & Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone map amendment from the existing
R1-12,000 Residential zone to the PR-3.0 Planned Residential zone for a portion of
Lakeside PUD Plat A located between 240 West (Storrs Avenue) and 100 West (Boat
Harbor Road) at approximately 900 South. -Adam Maher
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat ofHill Valley Subdivision Plat D consisting of
two lots at 842 East 600 North. -Dale Gunther
b.
*Review and action ofBishop's Comer Subdivision consisting of three lots at 285
North 700 East. -Cody Hansen
1

c.

*7.
8,
9.
10.
11.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended site plan for Stewarts
R. V. Trailer Sales at 854 East 1100 South. -Stewarts R. V.
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Dudley Concrete
Pumping Office Building and Truck Storage facility located at 712 South
Automall Drive. -Bob Dudley
Review and action on a Memorandum ofUnderstanding regarding the participation of
Alpine City and Highland City in American Fork Recreation Programs. - Derric Rykert
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. -Staff
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action to authorize the Mayor to sign an Extended Letter oflntent with
Surpha on the sale of the In-City Broadband Network. -Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day of September, 2007

/l' h1' (LL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 25, 2007
NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on September 25, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approval of the September 6, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval ofthe September 11, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the September 18, 2007 public hearing minutes
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Agreement with Utah County
to conduct the November Election. -Staff
Review and action on the approval of a Class B Beer License for Los Dos Compadres
Taqueria at 66 West Main Street. -Juan Yuriar
Review and action on a Sensitive Lands Ordinance. -Planning Commission & Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone map amendment from the existing
R1-12,000 Residential zone to the PR-3.0 Planned Residential zone for a portion of
Lakeside PUD Plat A located between 240 West (Storrs Avenue) and 100 West (Boat
Harbor Road) at approximately 900 South. -Adam Maher
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat ofHill Valley Subdivision Plat D consisting of
two lots at 842 East 600 North. -Dale Gunther
b.
Review ofBishop's Corner Subdivision consisting of three lots at 285 North 700
East. -Cody Hansen
1

c.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended site plan for Stewarts
R. V. Trailer Sales at 854 East 11 00 South. -Stewarts R. V.
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Dudley Concrete
Pumping Office Building and Truck Storage facility located at 712 South
Automall Drive. -Bob Dudley
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action to authorize the Mayor to sign an Extended Letter oflntent with
Surpha on the sale of the In-City Broadband Network. -Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day of September, 2007

~ fu,

{lL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 25, 2007
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on September 25, 2007, at the City
Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:31 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilman Dale Gunther, Councilmember Sherry Kramer,
Councilman Shirl LeBaron, Councilmember Heidi Rodeback, and Councilman Rick Storrs.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Sam Liddiard, Kasey
Wright, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Jay Christensen, George Schade, Lori
England, Beau Chadwick, Barbara Christiansen, George Brown, Tammy Harrison, scout Dallen
Harrison, scout Devin Harrison, Kari Sweetwood, Carnie Baird, Austin Orton, David Peterson,
Ken Cordiner, scouts and their leaders from troops 19 and 824, and approximately 10 additional
citizens.
REGULAR SESSION
Mayor Thompson welcomed those present. Scout Dallen Harrison led the audience in the Pledge
of Allegiance and Tammy Harrison offered the prayer.

•

TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO-MINUTES PER
PERSON
Kari Sweetwood, a representative of the April Ridge homeowners, indicated that she was present
to ask the timeline on the gate installation and if the homeowners would be able to get
information on warrantee and maintenance services.
Councilman Gunther reported that the Finance Committee had approved the purchase of the gate
and installation of the blacktop leading from the cul-de-sac up to the canal right-of-way. It was
anticipated that the asphalt would be laid around October gth and the gate would take
approximately three to four weeks to build and then installed. Councilman Gunther indicated
that George Brown had a video of the gate that they could review if they chose to do so.
Ms. Sweetwood requested that the homeowners be allowed to review the information on the
warrantee and maintenance services when it becomes available.

•

Carnie Baird stated she had sent some letters to the Mayor and City Council concerning the
traffic on 1190 East. As a neighborhood, they would like to see a stop sign on 1280 North at
1190 East. Ms. Baird indicated that there were 194 children that have to cross 1190 East to get
to the elementary school, and there was no place for them to cross. She stated that she
understood the purpose of the collector class road, which was the designation for 1190 East, but
commented that road is not very busy. Ms. Baird stated that drivers speed down the road and the
residents do not feel it was safe. The neighborhood would like to see that intersection become a
4-way stop so that children can cross the street before they reach Harvey Boulevard in Cedar
Hills. Ms. Baird stated that the Principal of Deerfield Elementary indicated that Cedar Hills
wanted to remove the cross walk off of Harvey Boulevard because it was not a safe location.
The residents of the neighborhood would like to see a speed bump, crosswalk, and/or 4-way stop
sign in that location and they would like the City Council to consider any of those options. The
ultimate goal is to get traffic to slow down.
City Council Minutes- September 25, 2007
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Mayor Thompson stated the City will assign Public Works and the Police Department to look
into the possibility of a four-way stop sign and that follow up should be done with Howard
Denney.
Mr. Denney stated that 4-way stops have to be warranted and three years ago that area did not
warrant one. He would check into that once again as traffic patterns may have changed due to
the new residences constructed.
Austin Orton stated that at approximately 3:30a.m. on September gth, he discovered a man trying
to break into his house through the front door. When he opened his front door to ask the man to
leave, he found him urinating on the porch. The man would not leave and was persistent in
asking to come into the house. Mr. Orton asked his wife to call the police, at which time the man
jumped off the porch. Mr. Orton then went upstairs to look out the window to see where the man
went, as he could not see him from the front porch. At that time, he heard his wife was
screaming at the man to get out of the house. Mr. Orton chased the man out ofhis house into the
front yard, where a friend of the man convinced him to leave. Mr. Orton stated that the police
were there and quickly had the individuals in custody. Mr. Orton and his wife gave statements
and then retreated into their home. He was told by the police that the man would probably spend
the night in jail. About 40 minutes later, a woman arrived at the home; the police released the
man and his friend to the lady. Mr. Orton commented that that was the background but not the
real problem. The following Monday, Mr. Orton went to the police station to see if he could
determine what went on and what charges were to be filed, but he was told that he was not
allowed to have that information and that information was not public until the case went to court;
he was told that would take place on October 21st. He was given a case number and told that he
could contact the city attorney's office for more information. When Mr. Orton called the
attorney's office a few days later, the secretary asked for the name of the individual on the case;
he gave the case number because he did not have the name of the man and she said it was useless
to her without the name. He was told to wait a few days and then contact the office again; a few
days later he was told once again that he needed the name of the individual. He indicated that he
has made daily calls to both the police department and the attorney's office in attempts to obtain
information on the case. Mr. Orton stated that Friday, the police department and the attorney's
office finally made contact with each other and he was told that the case had not been turned
over to the attorney's office as it was still under investigation. When he contacted the police, he
was told that there was no officer assigned to the case, although it was under investigation. Mr.
Orton explained that as of today, he was back to square one where he knew nothing that was
going on. He would like to know what is going to happen to the man or if he needed to press
charges and he needed assistance navigating the system which seemed to be against him. Mr.
Orton stated that although he understood the information is not available to the public, he does
not feel that is the public but a victim. Mr. Orton suggested they work on improving the flow of
information between the police, the attorney's office, and the victims. In addition to that, he
would like them to look at the procedure which allows a perpetrator to be released while on the
victim's doorstep.
Mr. Liddiard commented that he was unaware of the specifics for this particular case but would
be happy to work with Mr. Orton to get information. Mr. Liddiard explained that if the
perpetrator was a juvenile, the name would not be public .
Mr. Wright, the City Civil Attorney, stated that the number given to Mr. Orton is a citation
number; the citation number is not the system the attorney's office uses. They go by the name of
City Council Minutes- September 25, 2007
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the perpetrator until such time that the court has assigned it a number; it is more efficient for
them to work with a name until that point. Mr. Wright explained that each case is assigned a
citation number by the police department and then sent to the attorney's office; they will then
screen the hundred or so cases a week and will submit any necessary to the court; the court
would then give it a number and then send it back to the attorney's office. Mr. Wright stated that
they do try to keep the victims involved once it gets to that point, but noted that there was a bit of
a lag time. He explained that they want the victims to be involved for input if the perpetrator
does not plead guilty.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the city currently had a victim's advocate. Mr. Liddiard stated
that they are working on hiring a new victim's advocate, but they do have someone who has been
assigned to work in that capacity until the position is filled.
Councilman LeBaron pointed out that if it was a juvenile involved, then the Criminal Attorney
would not be involved as it would be turned over to the county.
Mr. Orton stated that he was given a court date of Friday and was told that he needed to contact
Tucker Hansen.
Mr. Wright stated that he would work with Mr. Liddiard to get the information needed to Mr.
Orton.

•

PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no awards at this time .
PRESENTATION OF EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Robert "Beau" Chadwick was honored as the Employee of the Month for September. Mayor
Thompson thanked Mr. Chadwick for his service to American Fork City and awarded him gift
certificates as a thank you.
Mayor Thompson had the scouts from troops 824 and 19 introduce themselves.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs reported that he met with the landowners on 300 West to get a traffic light
installation in process; they are willing to work with the city to get that accomplished.
Councilmember Kramer reported that she spoke with Juel Belmont, who wanted her to report to
the council that the Historic Preservation Committee had done a scope of work for the last year
and half to determine where they wanted to expand the city's historic district. The Historic
Preservation committee felt it was important to include other historic buildings in the district.
Councilmember Kramer indicated that she appreciated the presentation by the committee. She
noted that the city was also presented with a historic map and she hoped to see it hanging in City
Hall soon.

•

Councilman LeBaron stated that he attended the League of Cities and Towns conference a
couple of weeks ago and was able to attend the luncheon honoring LDS Church President
Gordon B. Hinckley. It was a wonderful event.
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Councilman LeBaron stated that he also attended Grand Opening of La Vigna, which was
previously known as Ottavio's .
Councilman LeBaron reported he also attended the Transportation Public Hearing at the
American Fork Junior High School as well as the Parks and Recreation committee meeting
where they did some strategic planning and prioritizing.
Councilman LeBaron stated they would be having the Skate Park Grand Opening this Saturday;
there would be a professional skater performing and the Mayor would preside over the
ceremony.
Councilman Gunther stated that he had already given a report on the April Ridge gate already.
Councilman Gunther reported that the design of the Pressurized Irrigation system is progressing;
they think they will be meeting with the rating agencies on the bonds at the end of next month so
that they could issue the bonds by the end of the year. He indicated there was a ground breaking
ceremony tentatively set for November.
Councilman Gunther commented that it was a pleasure to see the scouts present, as well as the
pride in the parents and scout leaders faces.
Councilmember Rodeback echoed she was at the opening of La Vigna; the restaurant was a great
asset to the community.

•

Councilmember Rodeback thanked the residents who attended the transportation hearing. She
thought that they needed to re-visit the General Plan. Councilmember Rodeback commented that
another course of action they need to consider is to talk to the School District about re-instating
the bus routes to the Junior High that were cut several years ago; since that time the traffic has
gotten worse.
Councilmember Rodeback announced that there were two volunteer events on October 13th.
They will be planting trees in the Val Vista Park and Hunter Park. She indicated that the
neighbors and a contractor have volunteered to clean up the south end of the Val Vista Park to
make a parking lot.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson stated that they received good input from the transportation public hearing.
Mayor Thompson stated that they also had a successful Miss American Fork Pageant.
Mayor Thompson reported that they met with Horrocks Engineers with regards to the State
Street widening project; this would widen State Street by one lane each direction from 100 East
in American Fork to 2000 North in Orem. The plans look very well; they are trying to work
some trails into that as well as adequate sidewalk.

•

CQMM ON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or which
is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

Approval of the September 6, 2007, work session minutes.
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2.
3.
4.

Approval of the September 11, 2007, regular session minutes.
Approval of the September 18, 2007, public hearing minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase request over $1,000.

It was noted that corrections had been submitted by Councilman Gunther for the September 18,
2007, Transportation Public Hearing. The first change was on page 8, line 28 to include "were"
so that the sentence read "Mayor Thompson asked if there were any in attendance for other
transportation issues." The second change was on page 11, line 38 to indicate the citizen's name
was Bill Cox.

Councilmember Rodeback approved the common consent agenda items with the
corrections to the September 18, 2007, minutes, as noted. Councilman Gunther seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
There were no appointments at this time.

•

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT WITH UTAH COUNTY TO CONDUCT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION- Staff
Ms. Lurker explained that with Referendum #1, the Lt. Governor's office announced that the
counties would be running the elections in November. With the counties running the elections, it
was decided that the cities would pay what they had budgeted to the county to cover some of the
expenses.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve Resolution #07-09-37R authorizing entering into
the Interlocal Agreement to have Utah County conduct American Fork City's November 6,
2007, General Election. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she questioned what Mr. Wright's thoughts were on section 8
where it states that the municipality agreed to indemnify and hold the county harmless including
providing legal defense costs on behalf of the County, as a result of any legal or administrative
claim, action or proceeding brought against the County by any person or entity claiming that the
county violated any state or federal law by providing election services under this agreement. Did
he agree that the city should be responsible for any election problems with the county running
the elections? Mr. Wright stated that he was not entirely comfortable with that section, but the
city may not have a choice. Mr. Wright indicated that they could see ifthe county was willing to
make any changes to the agreement.

Councilman Gunther amended the motion to approve the resolution pending legal
counsel's review and discussion with the county eliminating those sections that are
objectionable to the city. Councilman Storrs accepted the amendment. All were in favor.
The motion carried.
•

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF A CLASS B BEER LICENSE FOR LOS
DOS COMPADRES TAQUERIA AT 66 WEST MAIN STREET -Juan Yuriar
The applicant was not present.
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Mayor Thompson stated that this previously known as Toni's Deli and has changed ownership .
This was to allow for a continuation of that beer license.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve a Class B Beer License for the Los Dos
Compadres Taqueria at 66 West Main Street. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SENSITIVE LANDS ORDINANCE -Planning Commission
and Sta(f
Mayor Thompson stated that the Planning Commission and staff have looked this over for a long
time. He indicated that he had some grammatical corrections that he would give to Mr. Despain.
Mayor Thompson commented that the ordinance referenced maps, but they did not have any
maps included in the ordinance.
Mr. Despain stated that the maps that were in the hearing version were not included in this
document, but he could quickly get copies if they wanted to see them.
It was decided that they would hold off on review and action on this item until later in the
meeting when copies of the maps could be obtained.

•

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE MAP AMENDMENT
ROM THE EXISTING R1-12,000 RESIDENTIAL ZONE TO THE PR-3.0 PLANED
RESIDENTIAL ZONE FOR A PORTION OF LAKESIDE PUD PLAT A LOCATED
BETWEEN 240 WEST (STORRS AVENUE) AND 100 WEST (BOAT HARBOR ROAD) AT
APPROXIMATELY 900 SOUTH- Adam Maher
Mr. Despain explained that this was a proposed development provided by Mr. Maher and that
proposal had been included with the request. Mr. Despain stated that it would be a residential
project that consisted of single family lots and a component park which included cluster housing.
He stated that the existing R 1-12,000 zone does not allow for the cluster housing component.
Mr. Despain reported that the Planning Commission has looked at this as a combined project and
has decided that the cluster component has to be in the proper zone; this zone change takes care
of that technicality. Mr. Despain stated that they have a version of what Mr. Maher would like to
develop, and that the cluster housing would serve most likely retirees.
Councilmember Kramer commented that she liked some of the elements of the design, such as
the accessibility of the cui-de-sacs and the lot sizes in the R1-12,000. But, she understood that
some of the neighbors had voiced some opposition so she decided to drive past the area.
Councilmember Kramer stated the area is a very beautiful setting and as she tried to envision the
plan, she decided to look at the master plan for the land use. As she reviewed the master plan, it
says that much of the area was impacted by physical constraints, but she did not see any physical
constraints in that area.

•

Mr. Despain stated that there are physical constraints that a person can not see, such as high
water levels. Mr. Despain commented that the area is great for agricultural uses, but it was
readily convertible to housing. He noted that there was a slough along the western boundary of
this project; that slough has been included in the design of the project. By combining the two
zones they end up with some open space associated with the Planned Development; either way,
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the density would remain the same. Mr. Despain pointed out that they are not approving the
design of the project but the zone that would facilitate that design .
Councilmember Kramer felt that the Rl-12,000 zone was best; they wanted 32 units but that
number would be greatly reduced if it was in the Rl-12,000 zone. Mr. Despain commented that
the General Plan allows for three units per acre and either way, it was about three homes per acre
in the project because the common land would go toward lots. Mr. Despain stated that
developers have been encouraged to develop a variety in the housing in that area, which included
cluster housing.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the concerns of those opposed to the zone change were. Mr.
Despain stated the concerns were the cluster homes and the belief that they would be cheaper and
occupied by less affluent people, therefore being a detriment to the area. Mr. Despain
commented that he did not think the homes would be entry-level homes.
Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt an Ordinance approving the zone map amendment
from the R1-12,000 Residential Zone to the PR3.0 Planned Residential Zone at
approximately 100 West 900 South as shown on the attached map. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.

•

Councilmember Rodeback asked for an explanation as to why the Planning Commission voted to
recommend this zone change despite the negative comments. Mr. Despain stated that the
Planning Commission has looked at the overall plan for the area and that the commission saw the
sole form of development as being large single family lots. Mr. Despain continued that the
ordinance allows for three forms of development and this utilizes two of the forms, cluster
housing and single family. Mr. Despain stated that for someone to voice a negative opinion is
not the only reason to deny a request. If the City Council does not want to encourage cluster
housing they need to repeal the ordinance that allows for it.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she was not against clustering but felt it would be a good
buffer between a professional office area and residential housing.
Mr. Despain stated that this was a policy call on the part of the council, but he was hearing some
concern on the variety of housing scattered through out the area. He questioned if they wanted to
allow clustering only near commercial areas. Councilmember Kramer felt that may be a better
option.
Councilman Gunther questioned how the calculation of density, or the 32 homes on 6 acres, was
determined. Mr. Despain stated that the density is applied toward the entire project; the
ordinance takes the acreage of the project and times that number by three, giving the developers
a maximum number of homes they can have on the total project. Mr. Despain further
commented that the Planning Commission has embraced the variety of housing styles, setting a
maximum housing density and allowing a developer to create a design. In this case, the
developer wanted a balance of large lot development and cluster housing, and with this plan they
are keeping constant with the density the general plan allows.

•

Councilmember Rodeback questioned if the cluster housing would be multi-story dwellings. Mr.
Despain answered that he thought the homes would most likely have two stories because
basements are not allowed in the area.
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Councilman LeBaron commented that they have approved the zone and the ordinances, and he
felt they would have difficulties if they do not approve a plan that meets the ordinances. Mr.
Despain pointed out that they do not have to approve the zone, but it goes contrary to the theory
behind the Planned Residential districts. Mr. Despain stated that he did not think this was an
inappropriate. He commented that if the City Council was reluctant to allow more dense style
then the Planning Commission needed to know so they could go forward with that
understanding, although this was the type of development the Planning Commission would like
to see.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she liked the idea of a variety of housing options, but she
was hesitant because of some of the problems with the inner-block developments that the city
has seen. Her concern was with the cluster housing in the middle of large lots and the possibility
of the shadow of the multi-family developments would cast on the large lots surrounding them.
Mayor Thompson asked if the council wanted to re-visit the ordinance.
Councilman Gunther clarified that the ordinance was in place to allow this and that they are
being asked to approve a zone map amendment to allow the cluster component as part of this
particular project. Mr. Despain stated that was correct and noted again that there are alternatives
which are allowed in this area; this zone change.is one of those alternatives.

•

Councilman Gunther stated that he was not comfortable with this yet and would like to look at it
more closely.
Mr. Despain commented that all of the detail is not here at this time and a lot of the questions
being asked deal more with the project design and not the zone change. Mr. Despain suggested
that they table this request and piggyback action on a zone change with approval of the project
design; the developer could then defend his own plan.
Mayor Thompson indicated that he did not think that would help as he thought the council was
not comfortable with the location of the cluster housing. Councilman Gunther stated that he
would like to see a design first; location was not an issue for him. Mr. Despain stated that they
may have designs for the cluster lots, but probably not the larger lots. He commented that the
developer could give them more information. Councilmember Kramer stated she like the
planned residential developments, such as Val Vista, but she was uncomfortable with the
clustering in the area. Councilmember Rodeback was also concerned with the location of the
cluster housing. She understood the desire for having a variety of housing options, but wanted to
be assured of a good design.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he was willing to withdraw the motion as he does not have a
problem either way.

Councilman LeBaron withdrew his motion. Councilman Storrs withdrew his second.

•

Councilman Storrs moved to table the zone change to receive more specific information.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Gunther, Councilman LeBaron, Councilmember Rodeback, and
Councilmember Kramer. All were in favor. The motion carried.
City Council Minutes- September 25, 2007
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.
Review and action on the final plat ofHill Valley Subdivision Plat D consisting of
two lots at 842 East 600 North.
Councilman Gunther indicated that he was the owner of the property and would
excuse himself from the room while this was discussed. He did want to note that this
originally it was a one half-acre lot subdivision. Jerry Kite elected not to buy the
property and so Councilman Gunther has now turned this into a two lot subdivision.
Councilman Gunther left the meeting at 8:48p.m.
David Peterson was present for this item. He explained that one difference between
this plat and the previous plat was that 600 North was now a full street and that on the
corner of 850 North and 600 North they would be installing a turnaround for fire
trucks or garbage trucks.

Councilman Storrs moved to void any previous approvals for Hill Valley
Subdivision Plat D and to approve the Final Plat of Hill Valley Subdivision Plat
D, consisting of two lots, located at 842 East 600 North to authorize the Mayor
and City Council to sign the plat, with instructions to the City Recorder to
withhold recording of the plat subject to the posting of a performance guarantee
to ensure the timely construction of require public improvements.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Councilman Storrs, Councilmember Rodeback, Councilman LeBaron, and
Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.

•

Councilman Gunther returned at 8:50p.m.
b.

•

Review and action ofBishop's Corner subdivision consisting ofthree lots at 285
North 700 East- Cody Hansen
It was noted that the existing home had been removed and that they would be
constructing two new homes. It was unknown at this time the architectural design of
the homes, but they would be single family.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to void any previous approvals for Bishop's
Corner Subdivision and approve the Final Plat of Bishop's Corner Subdivision
Plat A consisting of three lots at 285 north 700 East to authorize the Mayor and
City Council to sign the plat, with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold
recording of the plat subject to posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the
timely construction of required public improvements. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilmember Rodeback,
Councilman Gunther, Councilmember Kramer, Councilman LeBaron, and
Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
City Council Minutes- September 25, 2007
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c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended site plan for Stewarts
R.V. Trailer Sales at 854 East 1100 south- Stewarts R. V
Mr. Despain stated that this was an expansion of the existing facility. Stewarts R.V.
have been successful and the repair and maintenance business is now active and they
need a place for repairs. The owners have assured the city that this was only a modest
expansion; the parking remains the same, there is no change to water usage, nor is
there a change in quality of water.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance 07-09-45 approving the
amended site plan for Stewarts R.V. Trailer Sales at 854 East 1100 south.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilmember Kramer asked how long the business had been in place and if they
comply with the landscape ordinance. Mr. Despain answered that it had been at least
eight years since the building was constructed and that it did conform to the landscape
ordinance that was in effect at that time. Mr. Despain also indicated that the
landscape ordinance has had very little change since that time. Councilmember
Kramer asked if the City could request more landscaping and if this was the time to
make that request. Mr. Despain stated that any time a developer goes to the city they
run the risk of being asked to do something they did not plan. It was noted that the
Planning Commission saw this only as an expansion and did not see the need to
require more landscaping. Councilmember Kramer indicated that she would like to
see a few trees added to the landscaping. Councilmember Rodeback commented that
she thought they could request that but not require it. Councilman LeBaron stated he
would make that request of the owners.

•

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Councilman Gunther, Councilmember Rodeback, Councilmember Kramer,
Councilman LeBaron, and Councilman Storrs. All were in favor.
d.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for Dudley Concrete
Pumping Office Building and Truck Storage facility located at 712 South Automall
Drive- Bob Dudley
Ken Cordiner with Masterpiece Builders was present to answer any questions.
It was noted that this project was just off of 500 East on the south side of the freeway
and just east of Ellsworth Paulsen Construction. It was also noted that the rail road
tracks run along the southern boundary line.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance 07-09-46 approving the site plan
for Dudley Concrete Pumping Office Building and Truck Storage Facility.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.

•

Councilman LeBaron acknowledged and commended Councilman Gunther in
keeping this business in our community.
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Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Councilman Storrs, Councilman Gunther, Councilman LeBaron,
Councilmember Rodeback, and Councilmember Kramer. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASK ORDERS- Staff
There were no change orders at this time.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE SALE OF REAL PROPERTY- Mayor Thompson
Councilman Gunther moved to adjourn to an executive session to discuss the sale of real
property. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 9:10p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson, Council members Dale Gunther, Heidi Rodeback, Rick
Storrs, Shirl LeBaron, and Sherry Kramer. Also present were Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh,
Budget Officer Cathy Jensen, City Civil Attorney Kasey Wright, Deputy Recorder Terilyn
Lurker, and George Schade ofthe Broadband Department.
The sale of real property was discussed. The executive session was audio-tape recorded as per
State Law.

•

Councilman LeBaron moved to re-enter to regular City Council session at 9:27 p.m.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor .
REVIEW AND ACTION TO AUTHORIZE THE MAYOR TO SIGN AN EXTENDED
LETTER OF INTENT WITH SURPHA ON THE SALE OF THE IN-CITY BROADBAND
NETWORK - Sta(f
Councilman Gunther moved to extend the letter of intent with Surpha for the sale of InCity Broadband Network, the parties now wish to extend the delivery time to October 31,
2007, for the definitive purchase agreement relating to the in-city network acceptable to the
parties hereto and to authorize the Mayor to sign the extension for those purposes.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SENSITIVE LANDS ORDINANCE (CONTINUED)Planning Commission and Staff
Mr. Despain explained that he had handed out the maps that would be attached to the ordinance.
He stated that there were five maps which addressed the areas of sensitive lands. Those maps
show the groundwater depth, the proposed liquefaction, wetlands, and the last two maps are the
flood hazard maps showing two different areas. Most of the areas of sensitive lands are located
south of the freeway.

•

Councilman Gunther asked if Mr. Despain was confident this ordinance would protect the city
against problems similar to the problems in Mountain Meadows. Mr. Despain stated the
ordinance is intended to protect the city and to give the city the ability to require essential studies
and tests prior to development and construction. In the absence of this sort of ordinance, the city
would be defenseless. Mr. Despain explained that this ordinance addresses wetlands, high
ground water, liquefaction, and flood hazards. Mr. Despain stated that the ordinance was strong
City Council Minutes - September 25, 2007
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enough if the engineer used wisdom and the city obtained good data; it would also depend upon
the resolve of the staff and council in the approval process .
Councilmember Rodeback stated she saw that they were open to problems under Legislative
Intent Section 1-2 where it calls for the expense of evaluating the condition of potentially
unstable land by engineers employed by the landowner. She felt the expense should be passed
onto the landowner, but that it should be done by an independent engineer. Councilmember
Kramer agreed and wanted to see something included that would allow the city to decide who
that engineer would be.
Mr. Wright commented that he did not think the city would want an independent engineer, but
would rather have the City Engineer be the person to make the decision. He questioned if they
wanted an independent engineer to make a decision that would bind the city. Mr. Wright thought
that the evaluation should be done by the City Engineer.
Mr. Despain stated they need to be careful about state law. There were provisions that required
the cities to take the opinions of a third party engineer over the city engineer. There is also a
stipulation that, in an instance of a disagreement, a third party engineer is allowed to provide
competing data that is assumed to be valid. For example, in Cedar Hills the original engineer
said not to build on the hillside. The developer then located an engineer who said they could
build on that land. The City of Cedar Hills was told that the developer would sue if they did not
accept the second engineer's findings.

•

Councilman Gunther questioned if they build into the ordinance the stipulation that the City
Engineer has the trump card and the city is sued and the courts rule against the city does the city
escape liability? Mr. Wright stated that he needed to look at the statute that Mr. Despain had
referred to, as he felt the city may be in a catch 22. Mr. Wright stated that the council needed to
decide if they wanted litigation at the front end or back end of development. Not only does the
city have the responsibility to protect the rights of the developer, but they also have the
responsibility to protect the rights ofthe property owner down the road. Councilman Gunther
thought that litigation on the front end would be best if that absolved liability on the back end.
Mr. Despain stated that this ordinance regulates what the owners need to do to develop property.
Councilman Gunther asked once again if the ordinance was strong enough to protect the city.
Mr. Despain answered that he was unsure how to give Councilman Gunther an answer. The
problem they had with Mountain Meadows was that basements were built where basements
should not have been.
Councilmember Rodeback pointed out that public facilities are not to be built in restricted areas,
and she wondered what would happen to the Boat Harbor and the expansion plans. Mr. Despain
answered that the Boat Harbor was located in an area susceptible to flooding, therefore it should
be developed in such a way that when the flood happens they would not have to spend a lot of
money defending it.

•

Mr. Despain stated this ordinance was not an answer to all their problems, but it was a better
approach to what they had in the past. It gave them some uniformity in the way the issues are
addressed and it gave them a common approach.
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Councilmember Rodeback asked if Mr. Wright had reviewed the ordinance. Mr. Wright stated
he has not reviewed this yet. Councilmember Rodeba:ck indicated that that concerned her and
felt they should table it.
Councilmember Kramer asked if there was a map that showed the parks and trails system on the
south side of town.
Councilman Gunther asked if this was a time sensitive item. Mayor Thompson indicated that it
was. Councilman Gunther then questioned if they could pass this ordinance, recognizing that
things needed to be done such as Mr. Wright's review, or amend it at a later date.
Mr. Despain stated that he thought it would be amended at some point, but he is unsure when.
This was an ordinance designed by committee with a lot of input from a lot of people.
Additionally, some parts they may find are difficult to implements and some with unintended
consequences. Mr. Despain stated that there were five annexations waiting for this ordinance to
be passed. Mr. Despain also stated that if they are not comfortable with the ordinance it may be
better to wait to approve this.
Mr. Wright thought they could be ready to go by the next council meeting and that may be the
better approach to take. If they approve this ordinance and then there are five annexations that
take place before the ordinance is amended, the city is bound by this ordinance.

•

Councilmember Kramer stated that they are missing a critical piece of the puzzle, which was a
map of the south side showing a trails and park system, so that when annexations take place there
is a plan for the trails and parks. If they do not have that in place when the annexations come in,
they may not develop in such a way that would allow for the system the City would like.
Mayor Thompson asked how far away the approval was for the Parks and Trails Element of the
General Plan. Mr. Despain answered that it was up to the city on providing where and how
many parks on the south side; impact fees are also associated with this. Mr. Despain indicated
that they may be able to provide a map but approval of that Element of the General Plan would
not take place for a while.
Councilman LeBaron asked that the Parks and Recreation Committee be allowed to look at the
Parks and Trails plan as well.
Mayor Thompson stated if they are not comfortable with moving forward with this until the
parks and trails are approved, they may be a few months away. Mr. Despain stated that there are
five annexations, two of which are moderately sizable, that are waiting for this ordinance to pass.
Mr. Despain stated that those who are waiting for annexation were told that they were waiting
for the Sensitive Lands Ordinance needed to be passed before they could continue. Mr. Despain
suggested that allow those that had been waiting be allowed to go forward with any future
annexations be on hold. Mr. Despain noted that with the five annexations, approximately fifty
acres were included and they were not near the stream corridor.

•

Mayor Thompson stated that if they could have this before them in two weeks they could act on
the annexations and then postpone any further action until they get the parks plan. Mr. Despain
stated the five annexations are at the Planning Commission with the annexation agreements; they
would be put on the October 1ih agenda for action.
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Mayor Thompson stated on page 7, item 9 reads that no structure or utility shall be placed in a
moderate or higher liquefiable soils zone without demonstrating complete mitigation and
protection. Mayor Thompson questioned if "complete mitigation and protection" was specified
later on in the document. Mr. Denney stated that was determined by the Engineer who designed
the project and he did not think they could pin down any solutions because of the fact that there
could be a variety of alternatives. Mayor Thompson thought the section needed to include more
guidelines; they are very specific in other areas and felt they should be specific in this area. Mr.
Despain stated that he would talk to the City Engineer about that section.

Councilman LeBaron moved to table approval of the Sensitive Lands Ordinance.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain noted that Governor Huntsman was articulating that cities need to do more about
sensitive lands or hazardous lands.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman
LeBaron, Councilman Gunther, Councilman Storrs, Councilmember Kramer, and
Councilmember Rodeback. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they could formally request that the Planning Commission
get the detail on the Parks and Trails system completed with all due hast. Mr. Despain indicated
that he would carry that message to them.
•

ADJOURNMENT
Councilman LeBaron moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 10:15 p.m.

l}aJ~ r/Ut/if-,
Terilyn Lur{er
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 4, 2007
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, October 4, 2007, in the American Fork City Administration Offices, 51 East
Main Street, commencing at 3:30 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
Discussion of 2008 Steel Days Plans. -Randy Morris
Report ofthe American Fork Transportation Committee. -Brian Thompson
Discussion ofthe Water Element ofthe General Plan. -John Schiess
Discussion of naming the American Fork City Amphitheater. -Craig Shipley
Update on the Water Bonds. -Cathy Jensen
Discussion of items for the upcoming October 9, 2007, City Council meeting. -Staff
Adjournment.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Dated this 1 day of October, 2007.

,,

~.
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I

"liVl· ~

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 4, 2007
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, October 4, 2007, in the
American Fork City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 3:32p.m.
Those present included Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Shirl LeBaron and Councilmembers Heidi
Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and *Sherry Kramer. Mayor Thompson was excused as he was
meeting with the County Commission on an item of City business. Councilman Storrs was also
excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Lt Sam
Liddiard, Randy Morris, Lori England, Craig Shipley, Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Brian
Thompson, John Schiess, Eric Dixon, and Barbara Christiansen.
DISCUSSION OF 2008 STEEL DAYS PLANS -Randy Morris
Burnout. Randy Morris talked about the status of the burnout. Last year's Steel Days was over
two weeks and that was a big effort. There was some motivation to do it all in one week. He
wanted to know if the burnout was going to happen as it dictated whether Steel Days was one
week or two weeks. It was planned for July 10-12, 2008, the weekend following the 4th of July.
He noted that they had talked about the risk of the burnout in a public forum.
Councilman LeBaron discussed the pros and cons of the burnout.
Pro

Wildly popular
Brought people to American Fork
Traditional

*Councilmember Kramer arrived.
Con

Costly
Some risks

Councilman Gunther stated that he had never attended the burnout. It sounded like a danger.
There was no revenue. The risk wasn't worth it. He was in favor of eliminating it. He should
have gone to it to see what it was like.
Councilman LeBaron commented that he had a DVD of it from two years ago.
Randy Morris explained that the expense was the bleachers.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the cost of police coverage.
Lt. Sam Liddiard reported that the last two years four officers had been assigned. They were
also lucky enough that the Navy Reserve MP Unit usually sent eight MP's to assist.
Councilman LeBaron added that it was well organized.
1

Councilman Gunther asked if there was a way to make the burnout safe and insure the risk and
charge for it.
Randy Morris expressed that because it was on a city street, it was difficult to maintain a gate.
Councilman LeBaron felt that from a legal standpoint the risk was minimal. It brought in nonresidents.
Councilmember Kramer asked who paid for the damage to the road.
Randy Morris answered that the repairs were donated.
Brian Thompson added that besides direct revenue there were indirect revenues from people that
came to the City. He expressed that the burnout was entertaining and it stunk but it was wildly
popular. It worked well in conjunction with the Cruise. It drew some unique individuals.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the smoke and smell were part of the ambiance, the
atmosphere. It was only one of two in the state.
Councilman Gunther asked if it was going to influence young drivers to go out and drag race.
Randy Morris explained that it as a stationary event. The vehicles were blocked.
Councilman LeBaron stated that if you don't have it, there would probably be more negative
feedback than if you did have it. He personally would like to see a demolition derby with a gate
but there was not a location to hold one right now.
Council member Rodeback commented that if the burnout was one of two in the state and it
attracted a lot of out of town visitors, why was American Fork the ones that dealt with it. Why
could it not be held elsewhere?
Councilman LeBaron expressed that Mayor Thompson would prefer not to have it.
Randy Morris would like to know if they were to have the burnout or not.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the cruise and burnout could be held on a totally different
weekend and not be associated with Steel Days.
Councilman Gunther suggested that if it was dropped for a year, it could be brought back.
Council member Rodeback was not sure the benefit outweighed the risk.
Councilmember Kramer commented that her boys loved it, but if there was not a way to receive
revenue from it, she would probably not support it.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the City subsidized it about $6,000.
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Councilmember Rodeback asked if the Steel Days Committee liked it.
Randy Morris answered that most members would vote it down.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he knew Chief Call was not wildly in favor of it when he first
got here. Councilman LeBaron could go with it either way. There were registration fees
charged.
Councilman LeBaron stated that it sounded like they should take a different direction next year.
This was not an action item.
Lt. Liddiard stated that it over stretched the Police when the Car Show and the Big Show were
on the same day.
Randy Morris stated that he would put together a Steel Days program that would fit in one week.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the matter would need to come back to the Council for a
decision.
Councilman LeBaron responded that the Council had not voted on activities of Steel Days
previously and did not feel it would be a wise precedent.
Councilmember Rodeback was procedurally unclear as this was not a meeting to take action.
Councilman LeBaron stated that it was his feeling was to let the committee move forward. He
did not know the feelings of the Mayor.
Carnival. Randy Morris reported that he had talked with legal counsel for City ofFun Carnival
Laramie Merritt. The City of Fun Carnival has signed a five-year deal with Nephi City for the
1
week after July 4 h. The Steel Days Committee has looked at another carnival that was based in
Arizona, Midway West Amusements. They had done theOrem Summer Fest and the Utah
County Fair at Thanksgiving Point. They were available if they booked them pretty soon. He
had a sample contract.
Councilmember Kramer reported that she attended the Utah County Fair last and they seemed to
be more family oriented.
Randy Morris asked if there was opposition to moving the carnival location to The Meadows if
they were able to get permission.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that there would be. There was synergy downtown with
the parade and the band breakfast.
Councilman LeBaron added that there was no shade at The Meadows.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that it would not have the small town atmosphere that it
had in Robinson Park.
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Randy Morris added that they would be working to get more people out to the Picnic in the Park.
They were targeting $45,000 for 2008's Big Show performer. They would be expanding the
Arts Fest.
The Council thanked Mr. Morris for his work.
REPORT OF THE AMERICAN FORK TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE -Brian
Thompson
American Fork Transportation Committee ChairmanBrian Thompson explained that the City
had asked that they increase the visibility of the Committee. They attended the public forum and
local and neighborhood meetings. They hoped to have some formal recommendations to the
council next month.
Councilman Gunther asked about the progress of the transportation study on 900 West Street.
Mr. Thompson reported that Marie Adams was on top of that.

Councilmember Kramer stated that Ryan Hales was doing it and that he was really good.
Brian Thompson reported that they had changed the consultant on the West Main Interchange in
that Horrocks had a conflict. The new group was looking at a third interchange design.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she had talked with Howard Denney about bypassing Main
Street altogether and having the road from Saratoga Springs go all the way to 500 East.
Brian Thompson responded that they were looking at that and agreed that UDOT should
coordinate all of the studies. They needed to talk about the roads that connected all of the
studies. On State Street, Horrocks was now looking at narrowing at 500 East and not 100 East.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the Transportation Committee had a link on the City's website.
DISCUSSION OF THE WATER ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN -John Schiess
John Schiess and Eric Dixon asked for any comments regarding the Water Element of the
General Plan that was presented at the last work session. It was on Tuesday's Council agenda
for action.
Councilmember Rodeback asked ifthere was anything particular that the Council needed to be
looking at.
Mr. Schiess answered that there was not.
Councilman Gunther asked if there had been any response from UDOT on the little piece of
property the City wanted to utilize.
John Schiess answered that they were open to that. They would want to lease it to the City on a
small amount, $25 per year basis. He was not sure why. With regard to the debris basin Mayor
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Thompson and Howard Denney were at a meeting right now on the purchase of the debris basin.
He asked when they would like to have a ground breaking.
Councilman Gunther suggested that it could be held in November.
John Schiess noted that they would not have a contractor yet. November 16, 2007 was the date
of the open house at the Library.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they hold it earlier in the day of the open house.
John Schiess responded that he would talk to the public information person. They would
probably hold the ground breaking up by the golf course.
Councilman LeBaron thanked Mr. Schiess and Mr. Dixon for the information.
DISCUSSION OF NAMING THE AMERICAN FORK CITY AMPHITHEATER -Craig

Shipley
Parks Department employee Craig Shipley was present to suggest naming the Developmental
Park, Quail Cove.
After some discussion it was suggested that the area be named Quail Cove and the amphitheater
be named American Fork Amphitheater at Quail Cove.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that Craig Shipley took great pride in his work there. That type
of name would certainly look a lot better on a wedding invitation.
Councilmember Kramer liked the idea of keeping American Fork in the name.
Councilmember Rodeback asked how they named a park. Was it a resolution or ordinance or
just a motion?
Councilman LeBaron thought this could be put on the October 23rd City Council agenda for the
naming of the park and the amphitheater. They needed a protocol for naming public lands and
public buildings. He noted that the area was a jewel in the rough that was getting less rough all
the time. He commented that the Arts Fest could be held there.
Councilmember Kramer asked about the Fairyland Park. It had been there a long time.
Councilman Gunther stated that it was Dr. Houston that did that.
Councilmember Kramer suggested that the monument stay there, but all the cement could be
removed.
UPDATE ON THE WATER BONDS -Cathy Jensen
Cathy Jensen reported that the bank qualified bonds would be up to $9.9 million. The bond rate
would be about 4.43 percent. Financial Advisor George K. Baum & Company felt that the rates
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would hold through the end of the year. The goal was to sell the bonds before November 15,
2007. After that date there usually was a lot ofbonds on the market. On October 18-19, 2007
they would be making presentations to the rating agencies in San Francisco. The Council would
need to hold a special session the first part of November to sell the bonds. They were looking at
a negotiated sale and it would be a plus of$250,000. She asked ifthere were questions. There
were none.
Councilman LeBaron thanked Ms. Jensen for the update.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING OCTOBER 9, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING- Staff
Councilman LeBaron asked that the Recreation Memo ofUnderstanding be deleted from the up
coming agenda.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh asked that the amended agreement with the Tri-City Interlocal
Agency be added to the agenda.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if Kasey Wright had reviewed the Sensitive Lands Ordinance.
Councilman Gunther reported that he had. He noted that he had concerns on the Sensitive Lands
Ordinance and the Ordinance Adding Definitions, Revising Section 2-6.11 (Planned Commercial
Development Projects) and amending other provision of the Development Code Relating to
Warehouse and Outside Storage and Display. It was interesting to him in that he and his brothers
owned property at 700 East 50 South. He thought they ought to have been provided an executive
summary.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was part of this work session to have staff here to
discuss items.
Councilman Gunther would like to pull this item. He needed more information. Kasey Wright
had not yet reviewed it. He did not know if he had a conflict of interest.
Councilman LeBaron noted that it affected other developments as well.
Councilman Gunther would talk with Mayor Thompson on this item and whether or not it would
remain on the agenda. The Council needed to have information so they would know what they
were voting on so there were not unintended consequences. He suggested that a legal review
should be completed prior to an item coming to the Council.
Ms. Marsh agreed that it should. They talked about having adequate review at Monday's Key
Staff meeting.
Councilmember Rodeback wanted to know the concerns of the developers with regard to the
sensitive lands ordinances.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that the planning secretary ought to attach minutes from the
Planning Commission on matters like this.
6

There was also added to the agenda an executive session regarding pending litigation.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 4:45p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 9, 2007
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on October 9, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Mountain View Corridor Project Update and announcement ofPublic Hearings.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the September 20, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the September 25, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Sensitive Lands Ordinance. -Planning Commission & Staff
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the Water Element of the General Plan. John Schiess
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone map amendment from the existing
R1-12,000 Residential zone to the PR-3.0 Planned Residential zone for a portion of
Lakeside PUD Plat A located between 240 West (Storrs Avenue) and 100 West (Boat
Harbor Road) at approximately 900 South. -Adam Maher
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for
Brubaker Planned Commercial Office Warehouse Development on Lot #9 of
North Shore Corporate Center Plat B, at 767 South Auto Mall Drive. -Mac
Brubaker
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Fairways at Temple View Subdivision Plat
A consisting of8 lots at 1342 North 100 East. -Gordon Jacobsen
1

c.

*6.

7.
8.
*9.
10.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Granite View
Estates Plat A PUD, consisting of 41 residences at 780 East 50 South. -John
Lundin
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat ofLiberty Park Plat
B, a commercial PUD at 1050 East 220 South. -John Lundin
e.
Review and action on the final plat of Johnson's Corner Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 3 lots at 195 South Center Street. -Johnson Family/Oak Hills
Surveying
Review and action on a Resolution approving an amendment to the Interlocal Agreement
between American Fork City, Lehi City, and Pleasant Grove City and the Tri-City Golf
Course Interlocal Agency granting the Agency certain powers and imposing certain
duties including, but not limited to, the power to exercise eminent domain. - Staff
Review and action authorizing staff to go out to bid for janitorial supplies. -Staff
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders.- Staff
Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss pending litigation. Mayor Thompson
Adjournment.
(*Previous agenda items #4 and #7 were deleted from this amended agenda.)

r ,
!llh. eLl

Dated this 7 day of October 2007
~
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 9, 2007
NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on October 9, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Mountain View Corridor Project Update and announcement ofPublic Hearings.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the September 20, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the September 25, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on a Sensitive Lands Ordinance. -Planning Commission & Staff
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the Water Element of the General Plan. John Schiess
Review and action on an Ordinance Adding Definitions, Revising Section 2-6.11
(Planned Commercial Development Projects) and amending other provision of the
Development Code Relating to Warehouse and Outside Storage and Display. -Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone map amendment from the existing
R1-12,000 Residential zone to the PR-3.0 Planned Residential zone for a portion of
Lakeside PUD Plat A located between 240 West (Storrs Avenue) and 100 West (Boat
Harbor Road) at approximately 900 South. -Adam Maher
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for
Brubaker Planned Commercial Office Warehouse Development on Lot #9 of
North Shore Corporate Center Plat B, at 767 South Auto Mall Drive. -Mac
Brubaker
1

b.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Review and action on the final plat ofFairways at Temple View Subdivision Plat
A consisting of8 lots at 1342 North 100 East. -Gordon Jacobsen
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Granite View
Estates Plat A PUD, consisting of 41 residences at 780 East 50 South. -John
Lundin
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Liberty Park Plat
B, a commercial PUD at 1050 East 220 South. -John Lundin
e.
Review and action on the final plat of Johnson's Corner Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 3 lots at 19 5 South Center Street. - Johnson Family!Oak Hills
Surveying
Review and action on a Memorandum ofUnderstanding regarding the participation of
Alpine City and Highland City in American Fork Recreation Programs. - Derric Rykert
Review and action authorizing staff to go out to bid for janitorial supplies. -Staff
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 9, 2007
REGULAR SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on October 9, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers *Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther,
Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Lt. Sam Liddiard, Kasey Wright,
Richard Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Melanie Marsh, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker,
Marie Adams, Caleb Warnock, Scouts from Troops 1153 and 810, former Mayor Jess Green, and
twenty citizens.
Scout Jace Thompson from Troop 1153 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Kasey
Wright offered a prayer.
Mayor Thompson had the scouts in attendance come to the front and introduce themselves. He
also recognized their leaders. There was general applause.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Ken Cardon reported that he moved to American Fork about four years ago. He asked that the
City consider E-billing for the water bill and allow them to pay on line. That was his only bill he
had to write a check for.
Mayor Thompson reported that he had forwarded such a request to the Chief Finance Officer
Cathy Jensen and she would be looking at that very closely.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no Community Service Awards to be presented.
MOUNTAIN VIEW CORRIDOR PROJECT UPDATE AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC
HEARINGS
This group had not yet arrived.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs reported that Dennis Earl had contacted him regarding a damaged guardrail at
500 West 200 South. Howard Denney was asked to look into it.
Councilmember Kramer expressed condolences to Joe Gordon's family on his passing. She
admired him and watched him on the Planning Commission. He had a lot of great insight and
was an anchor on the City's Planning Commission and would be greatly missed.
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Councilmembers LeBaron and Gunther had nothing to report at this time.
Councilmember Rodeback reported on October 2nd she attended a workshop hosted by Tree Utah
to learn more about becoming a Tree City. She thanked Kasey Wright who had drafted a Tree
Ordinance that was being reviewed by members of the Beautification and Shade Tree
Committee. In order to become a Tree City American Fork needed to meet four requirements.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Have a tree/arbor department, which the City has
Observe Arbor Day, which the City does
Have a $2 per capita budget, she believed the City had that
Have a Tree Ordinance

Councilmember Rodeback would be spending time this coming month with Parks
Superintendent Cal Houghton and Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh and the Shade Tree Committee
to see if the proposed ordinance was feasible in American Fork. If it was, she would like to bring
it to the Council next month. If they can pass it in November, they could meet the application
deadline of December 1st and become a Tree City. It would give the City preferential status in
many competitive grants and it would communicate to current and prospective residents and
businesses that American Fork cares about its quality of life.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that last week, along with Melanie Marsh, she sat down with
Public Information Officer Linda Walton for her six months review. Ms. Walton had worked
with Dan Jones on the recent poll of American Fork residents and made a lot of progress on the
public communication plan for the secondary irrigation system. Next up would be upgrade of
the City's website and a new utility bill insert newsletter. Melanie Marsh has drafted RFP's for
the redesign of the website and she has put together a template for a four-page utility bill
newsletter. There was not budget for a four-page insert and this should be targeted in next year's
budget.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she was in attendance at the grand opening of the Skate
Park on September 29th. She commended those that designed and constructed the facility and
was very pleased that the City provided this recreation for youth and a legal opportunity to
skateboard and off the street. The Council needed to deliver on road improvements that were
promised in the area.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that this Saturday at 8:00a.m. volunteers would be planting
trees at Val Vista Park and Hunter Park. The trees at Val Vista were provided through the parks
budget and six trees at Hunter Park were donated by the Michael and Brooks Wynn family
through the American Fork Community Foundation.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson reported that he and the Council were saddened by the passing of Joe Gordon.
He was an extremely community conscious individual who spent his life mostly in American
Fork and added much the community. His service on the City Planning Commission was a very
level headed approach to planning and that approach will be missed. He will also be missed as
an individual.
2

Mayor Thompson noted the passing of Dale Greening who Mayor Thompson commented that he
had contact with as one of the officers in the Republican Party locally a number of years ago.
His civic service would be missed as well.
Mayor Thompson reported that he attended a Chamber of Commerce "Jam Session" that was a
breakfast and presentation by a BYU Professor on customer service.
Mayor Thompson reported that he attended the lOth Annual Pumpkin Walk at Legacy
Elementary School. Each class had a theme about some value that was important like kindness
or patriotism or harmony or love and they used pumpkins in some fashion to demonstrate the
theme.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval ofthe September 20, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the September 25, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that he had received a written correction on the
September 25, 2007 regular session minutes being on page 14, line 14, substitute, "October" for
"August."
Councilman Gunther moved approval of the common consent items including the
September 25, 2007 regular session minutes as corrected. Councilman Storrs seconded.
All were in favor.

ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS - Mavor Thompson
There were no appointments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A SENSITIVE LANDS ORDINANCE- Planning Commission &
Staff
Mayor Thompson stated that they had been involved with this ordinance for a number of months.
The four exhibits were now provided. Legal counsel Kasey Wright had emailed comments
regarding he ordinance. On page 11, a new section 10 was added that included guidelines to the
sensitive lands geologic study. There was also one on page 17, High Water Table Evaluation
regarding an alteration of land use. There was another on page 23, noting that other studies may
be required if there was a question regarding the harming of the public safety.
Kasey Wright asked that public safety be changed to public assets.
Mayor Thompson asked if there were other questions.
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Councilmember Rodeback asked about the legislative intent in 1-2-1, placing liability and
expense upon licensed professional geologists and engineers employed by the landowner and if
that was right.
Kasey Wright answered that the City wanted the burden on the homeowner. The City was going
to take precautions and do the best it could. It was the homeowner's responsibility to assure that
their home was safe. The City Engineer will make some determinations.
Councilman LeBaron noted that paragraph 4-5-5 2c stated that, "Prior to the issuance of the
building permit, the property owner(s) shall produce a statement which has been recorded on
property deeds in the Office of the County Recorder stating that the City will be held harmless
from all damages or injury resulting from flooding in a high water table area." He understood
that statement would run with the property and be as it were a covenant that ran with the
property. He thought that statement might need to be bolstered up a little bit and stronger and
include a hold harmless and an indemnification clause.
Kasey Wright responded that they were happy to make the suggested changes.
Mayor Thompson added that they wanted to address basements specifically.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that if it were up to him, there needed to be some stronger
language.
Kasey Wright would come up with some language and run it by the Mayor and Councilmembers.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-10-47 approving the Sensitive
Lands Ordinance as amended by legal staff and take into account changes recommended
by Councilman LeBaron and commend the Planning Commission and staff on their work
on this ordinance.
Mayor Thompson noted that this was a landmark ordinance in the City.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson noted that there was a liquefaction piece and asked if that needed to be
included in the Ordinance.
Kasey Wright answered that it didn't reference it as an attachment, just the study.
MOUNTAIN VIEW CORRIDOR PROJECT UPDATE AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF PUBLIC
HEARINGS
Terry Newell and Ed Rock were present representing the Mountain View Corridor.
The Draft Environmental Document was ready to go out to the public. It included 5 volumes, 34
Chapters, 2,23 8 double-sided pages, and weighed 18 pounds. It would be available to be viewed
on October 17th. There would be paper copies at the libraries. They had been working on it for
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five years. Information was provided in a power point presentation. A synopsis of information
is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT that also includes where additional
information is available along with dates, times, and locations of upcoming public hearings.
Ms. Newell noted an item with regard to 2100 North in Lehi which was the UDOT preferred
route. Lehi City wanted 4800 North.
Mayor Thompson asked where 4800 North was located. It was just south of Point of the
Mountain.
Ms. Newell reported that they were working with the federal highways on the review. Work will
continue through the fall of2008.
Mayor Thompson thanked them for the update.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THEWATER ELEMENT OF
THE GENERAL PLAN- John Schiess
John Schiess explained that they had been six to seven months working on the culinary and
pressurized irrigation element of the general plan, along with staff. The Planning Commission
has commented and recommended its adoption. The Council has looked at this over the course
of the last two work sessions. He asked if there were any additional comments or concerns.
Mayor Thompson commented that on page vi, Summary and Recommendations, the whole plan
talked about expanding the culinary system and implementing a pressurized irrigation system.
He asked if it was safe to say that the expansion of the culinary system would be funded by rates
and impact fees and not from the secondary water bond.
John Schiess answered that was correct. A smaller component of the culinary system was to
upgrade a limited area. The larger component was to expand the system for future users and this
would be paid for through impact fees and developer contribution.
Mayor Thompson noted that the plan was very specific and identified pipe size and locations.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the impact fees as shown on page 10 needed to be updated
to reflect the current fees.
John Schiess will update those.
Council member Rodeback asked if the existing users will continue use the water as they had in
past years or if they will be required to pipe existing ditches and what about landscape features.
John Schiess reported that piping would not have to take place unless there was another trigger to
require that improvement. The ditch may be open, but there may not be water in the ditch. He
added that many of the ditches also filled the purpose of a storm drain system.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the ditch by the Star Mill.
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John Schiess noted the one above was just an irrigation ditch. The one below was actually a
stream channel. The City owned those water rights and hoped to put them into the system.
Former Mayor Jess Green reported that some engineers from Orem had been querying
shareholders concerning the use of their water. One of the questions asked was if he wanted his
water delivered so that he could flood irrigate or did he want it piped. His response was that he
wanted it in the system because that was the objective, but was in a situation where he could take
water from two directions and he asked if he needed to make that choice now or could he do
both. Their response to Jess Green was that it didn't matter to them. He asked if the City was
going to put well water into the secondary system.
John Schiess answered that the main water supply was the water they got from American Fork
Canyon. They supplemented that water from the CUP. The Deer Creek water was also a main
source for the system as well as local springs. Well water would be used as a last resort.
*Sherry Kramer was excused from the meeting at 8:28p.m.
John Schiess noted that the culinary was close to capacity this year but was not quite there yet.
The citizens were to be commended in that they used less water this year. The City also had
repaired a well that got an extra 500 gallons per minute. They would also work with each
shareholder as to where they chose to connect to the system.
Jess Green stated that he would rather not flood irrigate.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-10-40R approving the Water
Element of the General Plan. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Voting was as
follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron, and Storrs. Absent,
Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
Mr. Schiess recognized the efforts ofHorrocks Engineers and Franson Civil Engineers and
Allen, Hansen, and Luce in this document, as well as City Staff.
Mayor Thompson stated that it was a very good analysis and update of the general plan.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE MAP AMENDMENT
FROM THE EXISTING R1-12,000 RESIDENTIAL ZONE TO THE PR-3.0 PLANNED
RESIDENTIAL ZONE FOR A PORTION OF LAKESIDE PUD PLAT A LOCATED
BETWEEN 240 WEST (STORRS AVENUE) AND 100 WEST (BOAT HARBOR ROAD) AT
APPROXIMATELY 900 SOUTH -Adam Maher
Mayor Thompson noted that Layne Christensen had expressed concern regarding this project.
Developer Adam Maher apologized for their absence at the last meeting. They did not
understand that they were on the agenda. He noted that they were present along with Wendelin
Knobloch and Rod Despain when Mr. Christensen expressed concern. The bulk of the concerns
were negative against any development. There would be increased traffic, water would be a
problem, the Patio Element of the development would be low income or low rent.
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Mr. Maher reviewed the project with the Council. They were looking at bringing in a different
element other than the traditional V4 acre subdivision. There would be 6.3 acres of open space
within the 27 acre development. There would be the traditional V4 lots around the outside with
patio type lots with about a 2500 square foot slab on grade home in the center. They were
offering various types of home styles within the same development. There were no shared walls.
Affordability was a factor. When dealing with a Y3 to a V4 acre lot it was difficult to get value.
They were not low rent and would not be slums. The open space would be taken care of by the
neighborhood association and they would have a playground as well. They were looking to
provide a tiered approach of housing options. They would be going with hardy board and not
aluminum siding.

Councilman LeBaron asked where they could go on a field trip to see some of this type of
development and asked about the price range.
Adam Maher answered that one was the Rosecrest Development (about 13700 South 5800 West)
in Herriman and the Daybreak Development on the west side of Salt Lake Valley. Their land
planner also did Daybreak. The price range was from $280,000 to $340,000.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that those amounts were pretty pricey.
Mr. Maher noted that the closest thing to it was the Richmond Development and they were above
$400,000 to $450,000.

Councilman LeBaron added that anything that was from $260,000 to $280,000 was snapped up
right now.
Mr. Maher showed the floor plan options. There was a boat storage area and parks and 2lh miles
of pedestrian trails and a gazebo, half court basketball, large open area, and play grounds for
three different age tiers. In order to have that type of open area, clustering was needed.
Mayor Thompson asked if this location was in the sensitive lands area.
Rod Despain answered that it was. The groundwater and surface water had already been
addressed. There were to be no basements and the plat would be recorded as such. The biggest
question in this and the project to the north was the handling of the increased surface waters.
The matter was not yet fully flushed out.
Council member Rodeback asked if this was approved if the developers were the permitted to do
anything in that area. She asked how committed they were to do this development and not sell it
to another.
Adam Maher expressed that he understood that there was not much flexibility.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that this was proposed for the Planned Residential zone. It
could be sold to another developer who might give less effort. She asked if he was going to
develop it.
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Mr. Maher was not willing to commit, but added that the approvals were quite rigid. They had

provided to staff CC& R' s that could be part of the development agreement.
Mayor Thompson asked City Planner Rod Despain to clarify this discussion.
Rod Despain expressed that they needed to separate out the homes on larger lots from the
clustering component. The overall density would still remain at three units per acre. The
footprint, design, and elevations were very particular. There was still the final approval process.
Councilman Storrs commented that before Councilmember Kramer left the meeting she passed
along her concerns.
1)

She noted that lots 9, 10, and 11 were smaller lots. This was an R1-12,000 zone.
Rod Despain answered that there was an R1-12,000 PUD alternative that allowed lots
to go down to 9000 square feet but was offset by additional open space that was
created. The overall density was not changed.

2)

She asked to see the elevation maps and materials to be used prior to voting on it.
Councilman Storrs expressed that this was talked about earlier.

3)

She asked that if this was for seniors, why were they two stories? They needed to be
upscale with $400,000 homes nearby.
Adam Maher answered that if an elevation/materials board was part of the
development agreement, they would have no problem with that.

4)

She asked to tie the site plan to final approval.
Councilman Gunther noted that this was just for the zoning of the property and the
developer would need to comeback for development approval.

Rod Despain stated that was correct. If there was comfort with what they had seen, the zone
change could take place. A final version would come back. If there was not comfort in acting
on the zone change until there was a final approval that was also an option.
Councilman LeBaron commented that last time they wanted some renderings. He felt what was
provided was sufficient. The developer had made a commitment in an open meeting and was on
record of building with quality. He also respected the opinion of others.
Councilman Gunther noted the common driveways and there being no place for visitors to park.
Mr. Maher expressed that staff recommended that the center portion was common area and the
stems were limited common area and could be used for parking. There was also the street
parking.
Rod Despain added that the streets would be dedicated City streets built to public standards.
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Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-10-48 approving the zone map
amendment from the R1-12,000 Residential zone to the PR-3.0 Planned Residential zone at
approximately 100 West 900 South. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs was more comfortable knowing that it was not attached housing and also felt
that the price-range was good.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she would be much more comfortable to approve the zone
change at the time of final plat approval.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers LeBaron and Storrs. Nay, Councilmembers Rodeback and Gunther.
Absent, Councilmember Kramer.
Councilman Gunther was more comfortable in bringing it back at the time of final approval.
Adam Maher expressed that there was no way he would wager the success of his $8 million
development plan on some material boards and elevations.
Mayor Thompson asked if there was a timing plan.
Mr. Maher noted that the process was long. If they got the zone change they knew they could do
the patio concept if they liked it.
Councilman Gunther voted no out ofCouncilmember Rodeback's concern and the fact that
Councilmember Kramer was not present.
Mr. & Mrs. Jacob Shelby stated that they heard about this concept and they were interested in it.
A young married couple could not afford $400,000 but maybe $280,000.

Mayor Thompson voted, Aye. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for Brubaker
Planned Commercial Office Warehouse Development on Lot #9 ofNorth Shore
Corporate Center Plat B, at 767 South Auto Mall Drive -Mac Brubaker
Calvin Brubaker was in attendance representing the project.
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Rod Despain explained that the parking requirements included 5 spaces per 1,000 square
feet of office area and 1 space per 1000 square feet of warehouse area. The plat showed
13 5 were required and that there were 13 7 provided.
Mr. Brubaker explained that they would be CMU colored block.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-10-49 approving the
Commercial Site Plan for Brubaker Planned Commercial Office Warehouse
Development located on Lot #9 of North Shore Corporation Center Plat Bat 767
South Auto Mall Drive. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. Voting
was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron and Storrs.
Absent, Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
b.

Review and action on the final plat ofFairways at Temple View Subdivision Plat A
consisting of8 lots at 1342 North 100 East -Gordon Jacobsen
Rod Despain explained that this had been seen previously when the Council dealt with a
vacation of a portion of the adjacent street.
Mayor Thompson asked ifthe lots facing 100 East would have some retaining walls.
Rod Despain answered that it was not so steep that a wall was necessary but there would
probably be some walkout basements. The lots were a little bigger that YJ acre.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the final plat of Fairways at Temple View
Subdivision Plat A consisting of 8 lots located at 1342 North 100 East to authorize
the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications with instructions
to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to the posting of a
performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required public
improvements. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Rod Despain asked that the conveyance of water shares be included in the motion.

Councilman Gunther added the conveyance of water shares to his motion.
Councilman Storrs agreed with is second.
Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron and
Storrs. Absent, Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Granite View Estates Plat
A PUD. consisting of 41 residences at 780 East 50 South -John Lundin
Mayor Thompson stated that this was similar to other construction in the area.
John Lundin noted that this property was just west of Haymaker and north of Eagle Rock
Office Park.
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Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-10-50 approving the final plat
of Granite View Estates Plat A PUD consisting of 41 residences at 780 East 50 South
to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications with
instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to the
posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required
public improvements and deeding of the future street right-of-ways. Councilman
LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron commented that John Lundin was a good neighbor to his office
complex due south and that he kept it watered and kept a clean area. He and his tenants
appreciated that. It would be a nice addition to the area.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron and
Storrs. Absent, Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
d.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Liberty Park Plat B, a
commercial PUD at 1050 East 220 South -John Lundin
City Attorney Kasey Wright explained that there has been a property dispute on this
property by one ofMr. Lundin's neighbors. City Engineer Andy Spencer determined
from the County Record that there was no legitimate claim from the neighbor on that
property. He did not want the City to get into the business of litigating property disputes
between private property owners so they have created a waiver and release and
indemnification for Mr. Lundin to sign saying that ifthere were some type of property
dispute that he was waiving any claims against the City. Mr. Lundin was willing to sign
it, but he had not had a chance yet to review it. Approval of the plat should be subject to
Mr. Lundin signing this agreement.
John Lundin explained that he had his property surveyed. The other party was having her
property surveyed. He did not think there would be a problem. He was not too
concerned.
Mayor Thompson asked if it should be held until there was a resolution.
Kasey Wright reported that he had thought about that, but that would hold Mr. Lundin's
approval hostage.
John Lundin reported that the County has looked at the plat as it was drawn and they
would record it as it was. Kasey Wright stated that was the information he received also.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-10-51 approving the
final plat of Liberty Park Plat B, a Commercial PUD consisting of 7 units at 1050
East 220 South, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the
dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat
subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction
of required public improvements and subject to the signing of the waiver by Mr.
Lundin.
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Rod Despain asked the conveyance of water rights be added to the motion.

Councilmember Rodeback added to her motion that it be subject to the conveyance
of water rights.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron and Storrs. Absent,
Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
e.

Review and action on the final plat of Johnson's Corner Subdivision Plat A consisting of
3 lots at 195 South Center Street -Johnson Family/Oak Hills Surveying
Rod Despain explained that there were three existing homes on two existing lots. What
was proposed to be lots 2 and 3 were now on a single parcel. The proposal was to place
each home on its own lot. Proposed lots 1 and 2 were conforming in the zone. Lot 3 was
narrower but larger than needed. The normal width was 75 feet. This lot can be
narrower to make this situation whole under the Code. Curb and gutter was already
installed.
Councilmember Rodeback asked why in the potential motion there was a performance
guarantee required.
Rod Despain noted that there may be one issue with regard to a shared sewer and there
may need to be a new lateral provided. There were no water rights required.

Councilman Gunther moved to approve the final plat of Johnson's Corner
Subdivision Plat A consisting of three lots at 195 South Center Street, to authorize
the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications subject to the
posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of public
improvements, if required. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Voting was as
follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron and Storrs. Absent,
Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN AMENDMENT TO THE
INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN AMERICAN FORK CITY, LEHI CITY, AND
PLEASANT GROVE CITY AND THE TRI-CITY GOLF COURSE INTERLOCAL AGENCY
GRANTING THE AGENCY CERTAIN POWERS AND IMPOSING CERTAIN DUTIES
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE POWER TO EXERCISE EMINENT DOMAINStaff
Mayor Thompson reported that City Attorney Kasey Wright did not feel that this exercise of this
eminent domain was significant.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-10-41R approving an amendment to
the Interlocal Agreement between American Fork City, Lehi City, and Pleasant Grove City
and the Tri-City Golf Course Interlocal Agency granting the agency certain powers and
imposing certain duties including, but not limited to, the power to exercise eminent domain.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
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Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Absent, Councilmember
Kramer. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION AUTHORIZING STAFF TO GO OUT TO BID FOR JANITORIAL
SUPPLIES - Staff

Councilman LeBaron moved to authorize the staff to go out to bid for janitorial supplies.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron, and Storrs. Absent, Councilmember Kramer. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS -Staff
Howard Denney explained that this was Task Order #8 that was for the design of the distribution
system in the amount of $464,000.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of Task Order #8 in the amount of $464,000.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron and Storrs. Absent, Councilmember
Kramer. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
PENDING LITIGATION- Mayor Thompson

Councilman LeBaron moved to enter into an executive session to discuss pending litigation
at 9:30p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers LeBaron, Rodeback, Gunther, and Storrs. Absent, Councilmember
Kramer. The motion carried.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session in a room on the main floor at
9:36p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson, and Councilmembers Heidi
Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilmember Sherry Kramer was
excused. Also present included were Finance Officer Cathy Jensen, Chief of Staff Melanie
Marsh, City Treasurer Pam Hunsaker, City Recorder Richard Colborn, City Attorney Kasey
Wright, and legal counsel Zack Weisman and Kelly Applegate. Pending litigation was
discussed. The executive session concluded at 10:18 p.m.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 10:19 p.m. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther,
LeBaron, and Storrs. Absent, Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:19 p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Rodeback, Gunther, LeBaron, and·
Storrs. Absent, Councilmember Kramer. The motion carried.
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 10-09-07
CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 2

DE IS Hard Copy- Library locations

UDOT and the Federal Highway Administration are
releasing a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
on the Mountain View Corridor, a proposed highway and

Salt Lake City Main Library
21 0 E400 S, Salt Lake City
Day-Riverside Library

1575 W 1000 N, Salt Lake City
Hunter Library

transit corridor in western Salt Lake County and

4740 W 4100 S, West Valley City

northwestern Utah County. The Federal Highway

Magna Library

Administration will ultimately make the final selection
of a preferred alternative, which will be documented in
the Record of Decision. The Record of Decision by the ·

8339 W 3500 S, Magna
Park Library

4870 S 2700 W, Taylorsville
Kearns Ubrary

5350 S 4220 W, Kearns

Federal Highway Administration is expected in 2008.

West Jordan Library

1970 W 7800 S, West Jordan

We want to hear what you have to say. Review the
DE IS online or at a library near you and provide your
comments vi(l the project website, e-mail, mail or
phone from October 17 - December 24, 2007.

South Jordan Library
10673 S Redwood Rd, South Jordan
Riverton Library

12860 S Redwood Rd, Riverton
Saratoga Springs Library
U~Commerce
//-......

Dr, Saratoga Springs

<

America~ Fork Library

64 S 100 !!, American Fork

PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULE:
Wednesday, November 14, 4- 8 p.m.
Hunter High School, West Valley City

"1*1easlifit Grove Library

30 E Center St, Pleasant Grove
Lehi Library

120 N Center St, Lehi

Thursday, November 15, 4- 8 p.m.
Willow Creek Middle School, Lehi
Saturday, November 17, 2- 6 p.m.
Copper Hills High School, West Jordan

Eagle Mountain Library

1680 E Heritage Dr, Eagle Mountain

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT

DE IS Hard Copy- Fed Ex Kinko's locations
FedEx Kinko's- Salt Lake County Location

5616 S Redwood Rd, Taylorsville
FedEx Kinko's- Utah County Location

561 West 130 N, American Fork

CLICK. READ. COMMENT.......

Mail

E-mail

Phone

Mountain View Corridor
do Parsons Brinckerhoff
488 E. Winchester St., Suite 400
Murray, Utah 841 07

mountainview@utah.gov

1.800596.2556

Internet
udot.utah.gov/mountainview

ATTACHMENT TO THE 10-09-07
CC MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 2
The Mountain View Corridor EIS studied in detail two roadway alternatives in Salt Lake County, three
roadway alternatives in Utah County, two transit alternatives and a trail system. The full transportation
solution will include one roadway in each county, one transit alternative and a trail system.

2100 NORTH FREEWAY ALTERNATIVE OVERVIEW

ARTERIALS ALTERNATIVE OVERVIEW

N

*

The 2100 North Freeway Alternative includes afreeway that extends frorn the
Utah County line south to SR 73 in Saratoga Springs, plus afreeway connection
on 2100 North to 1-15 in Lehi.

The Arterials Alternative also consists of afreeway from the Utah County line that
extends south to SR 73 in Saratoga Springs, but then connects with three arterials:
Porter Rockwell Boulevard, 2100 North, and 1900 South.

SOUTHERN FREEWAY ALTERNATIVE OVERVIEW

MOUNTAIN VIEW CORRIDOR EIS OVERVIEW
Growth Choices
Workshops

The MVC team held a
series of public meetings
at key milestones during the
EIS process-scoping,
concept development,
alternatives refinement, and
tolled alternatives analysis.
The Southern Freeway Alternative consists of afreeway from the Utah
County line that extends south toward Utah Lake and then heads east
roughly following 1900 South in Lehi to join 1-15 at the existing Pleasant
Grove/Lindon interchange.

CLICK. READ. COMMENT. ~~

Mail

E-mail

Phone

Mountain View Corridor
c/o Parsons Brinckerhoff
488 E. Winchester St., Suite 400
Murray, Utah 84107

mountainview@utah.gov

1.800.596.2556

Internet
udot.utah.gov/mountainview

ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT STATEMENT

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AMERICAN FORK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
OCTOBER 10, 2007
NOTICE OF JOINT WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council and the American Fork City
Planning Commission will meet in a joint work session on Wednesday, October 10, 2007, in
the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
JOINT WORK SESSION
1. Discussion of a proposal for a Lifestyle Center at The Meadows.
2. Adjournment.
Dated this 1 day of October, 2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL & PLANNING COMMISSION WORK SESSION MINUTES
OCTOBER 10, 2007
The American Fork City Council and American Fork City Planning Commission met in a work
session on October 10, 2007, at the American Fork City Hall, located at 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 7:00p.m. City Council members present included Mayor Heber M. Thompson,
Councilman Rick Storrs, Councilman Dale Gunther, Councilmember Sherry Kramer, and
Councilmember Heidi Rodeback. Councilman LeBaron was excused to attend to a family matter.
Planning Commission members present included Vice-Chairman Ken Baldwin, John Woffinden,
Rebecca Statten, Kevin Tea and Larry Howden. Others present included Terilyn Lurker, Wendelin
Knobloch, Howard Denney, Andy Spencer, Rod Despain, Debby Lauret, Joe Rich, Lynn
Woodbury, Richard Mendenhall, Joe Johnson, Kraig Erickson, George Melara, and Marie
Adamson.
Mayor Thompson welcomed everyone present to the Woodbury Lifestyle project discussion. He
explained that the funeral for Joe Gordon was held earlier in the day.
DISCUSSION OF A PROPOSAL FOR A LIFESTYLE CENTER AT THE MEADOWS
Mayor Thompson indicated that Mr. Rich had passed out an "agenda" of items to discuss; there
would be time for further discussion if there are items not covered by the presentation.
Mr. Mendenhall stated that they were present to talk about the remaining undeveloped land in The
Meadows Shopping Center. This area had been discussed in the past and revisions to prior plans
have been made. He indicated that in 1997 they started the project, noting that the west side was
very different at that time than it is today. Mr. Mendenhall commented that there had been a lot of
challenges to the land, such as the fact that there were over twenty separate owners they had to work
with to get the property developed as well as some other land issues. Mr. Mendenhall indicated
that they have been somewhat successful, as they have had Walmart, Home Depot, Kohl's,
Cinemark, and other retailers come to the Meadows project. Since the project first started, the
population of North Utah County has increased greatly. Mr. Mendenhall stated that while they have
not been able to predict accurately when things would take place, they have accomplished what they
set out to do and they are now in the last phases of the project. They have found themselves in a
very competitive environment. Lehi City and Pleasant Grove City are now in the process of
developing areas of their city and therefore competing with potential tenants of American Fork
City; everyone wants what American Fork has. Mr. Mendenhall stated that they believe they have a
great product to offer. They do have a commitment from JC Penney's to come to American Fork,
and once here there will be a series of fashion stores that will follow. Mr. Mendenhall stated that
the landowners in Pleasant Grove and Lehi are also competing for these stores. He explained that
they are here before the City Council to see what is required by American Fork for the next step to
proceed bringing a new level of retail.
Lynn Woodbury re-stated that there is competition for this type of development, although there will
only be one development like this. He noted that there some of advantages associated with this
project such as it is centrally located with population and traffic, between two interchange exits, has
freeway visibility, is an established existing shopping center with other retail generators, as well as
the fact that they have the ability to deliver by Spring 2009. Mr. Woodbury stated that the project is
also more credible because they are established. He noted that some of the disadvantages are that
there are no economic incentives for businesses to come the American Fork, the dysfunctional
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freeway interchanges, potential wetland delays, an extra cost to mitigate poor soil condition, and
perceived performance obstacles due to city procedures. Mr. Woodbury stated that the City Council
needed to be aware that the other cities are offering great incentives for businesses to go to their
city. If someone tells them they can do something cheaper in another city, they will most likely go
to that location. As for the freeway interchanges, those issues should be cleared up with the reconstruction of the freeway. Mr. Woodbury stated that American Fork City's soils are not as good
as those other areas, which created another disadvantage. He stated there are also concerns that
they will not be able to construct the project in a timely matter; the project will work if they work in
tandem with the city, including some adjustments in the standard ways of doing things.
Mr. Woodbury stated that they expect that a site plan can be submitted to the Planning Commission
in the first week in November, so that by the end of November they have the preliminary site plan
approved by both the Planning Commission and the City Council. In conjunction with that the
framework of the development agreement should be approved. The November date is fairly critical;
in order for JC Penney's to meet their opening of March 2009, Woodbury's have to deliver a pad in
which JC Penney can start construction in March. Mr. Woodbury stated that would be difficult
because they will need to move a Timpanogos Special Service District outfall line, as well as other
utilities, and they do need to complete some fill work. He stated that the city approvals are
necessary before JC Penney will start the documentation process.
Mr. Mendenhall stated that when they started the project, they had a development agreement with
the city which involved some bonding and reimbursement through tax increments that the city
would receive. The developer would guarantee payment of the bonds if the project was not
successful enough to produce that tax increment. Mr. Mendenhall stated that the city is now
collecting revenues exceeding the amount originally forecast. If they held where they are at today,
they will exceed the estimated tax collections. He explained that the next major wave of retail will
not compete with what is currently in town or in North Utah County; they are focusing on new
stores. Mr. Mendenhall stated that assuming the Lifestyle Development is open and going, there
would be an even larger increase in the tax revenues, at which point they could pay off the bonds
earlier if they chose; when the bonds are paid off the city would receive the full tax revenues.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that Saratoga Springs and Cedar Hills are building Walmarts in
their communities and questioned what that would do for traffic in American Fork and if tax
revenues would decrease. Mr. Mendenhall stated that Walmart will open new stores only where it
is justified because they do not want to take business away from current stores; they have to be able
to stand alone. Mr. Woodbury also stated that there may be a small leakage of volume, but the
market is still growing and he did not think there would be much of an affect on American Fork.
Councilmember Kramer asked if Barnes and Noble had signed an agreement to come to American
Fork City. Mr. Mendenhall indicated that they have not signed, but they are in discussions with
them; they will not go any further with the discussion until the city has given approval. Mr.
Woodbury stated that they do have a written letter of intent with JC Penney, which means that they
have discussed the fundamental terms and will sign an agreement if certain conditions have been
met. Mr. Woodbury noted that JC Penney needed to see what the buildings look like or what the
city has approved. When they make the commitment to open up a store 18 months down the road,
they start working on fixtures and employees and merchandise which would be a waste if the store
does not open. The first step is the city entitlements in place.
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Mr. Woodbury stated that once a business has signed a letter of intent, they will not go to another
location unless the developer does not get things in place within a certain date. The developers
have to demonstrate that they are working toward what was agreed upon.
Mr. Woodbury stated that they do have a master site plan of the project. Mr. Melara explained that
after several revisions, they do have a proposed plan; they had done some modifications in order to
land JC Penney. Mr. Melara continued that they are hoping to develop a lifestyle center, which has
advantages to create a place that people want to be at; they would have a central area with
restaurants, retail, and offices above the retail. Mr. Melara stated that this type of project creates a
synergy. This would also introduce residential uses, which would bring people to the location all
day.
Mayor Thompson asked if the plan they saw required any interference with or use of the wetlands.
Mr. Woodbury explained that there had previously been an agreement where 3.4 acres ofland
exchange between the city and Woodbury Corporation had been negotiated. That includes some
wetlands that would need to be restored. Mr. Woodbury stated that The Corps of Engineers have
told them that they will get them a permit soon so they can start the process.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the three acres of wetland to be filled in would encroach on the
stream. Mr. Mendenhall answered that it would not encroach on the stream. Mr. Mendenhall
explained that there is an area behind Walmart that has been filled in; that area is part of the
exchange with American Fork City that Woodbury Corporation will be responsible to restore back
to its original wetlands condition. There was a way to restore the wetlands and they have all
reviewed and accepted that plan; they are now waiting for the approval of the 404 permit. Mr.
Mendenhall stated that once the 404 permit from the Corps of Engineers is obtained they would like
to immediately start moving in fill and then re-plant the wetlands so that the process could be
completed by early spring.
Mr. Melara stated they have had to adjust the site plan to promote a pedestrian atmosphere as well
as increase mobility in the area. This site plan does the best with integrating the existing uses with
the lifestyle buildings.
Mr. Woodbury stated that there would be some mid-sized stores similar to Best Buy that would be
close to Kohl's; it is not part of the first phase but could come in shortly after that. Mr. Melara
indicated that they are still trying to put in exactly what would be included in Phase I.
Mr. Melara further explained that they did have a proposed elevation plan. He noted that Phase I
was primarily two story buildings along Pacific Drive, which would mainly be retail with office
space located above the retail. In some areas, the stores would only be one level, but would have
the exterior look of a two story building. It some point there would be residential above the retail
space as they wanted to create a place where people want to go. Mr. Melara explained that they
wanted the tenants to develop the store front so that there is a variety and rhythm to make it
authentic, but there would be some guidelines that would need to be followed. There are many
elements involved in creating a lifestyles center and a lot of coordination. Mr. Melara noted that the
entire building would be exposed in a lifestyle center, therefore there is no backdoor. It was noted
that there would be over a million square feet in the various buildings. Mr. Melara went over the
amount of square footage involved in each type of building in the project.
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Councilman Gunther stated that typically JC Penney's purchases the property where their stores will
be located. He questioned how much of the project they would keep as investors. Mr. Mendenhall
stated that they would retain ownership of the rest of the project.
Mr. Woodbury stated that they have also come up with a plan of the traffic flow, proposing a few
changes to the roads in the project to allow for better traffic flow. It was noted that they had been to
the Planning Commission earlier in the year to discuss traffic and a couple of problem areas were
pointed out; they have looked at those areas and come up with a proposal to alleviate those
problems. Mr. Woodbury stated it was important that the main street travel into the heart of the
project as well as including street parking on that street; they have a combination of diagonal and
parallel parking along the road.
Councilman Storrs asked what the freeway interchange, the diamond shaped versus SPUI, would do
to the project. Mr. Woodbury stated that the SPUI interchange would improve traffic flow greatly.
Mr. Woodbury noted that diamond interchanges do not carry the amount of traffic that a SPUI
interchange would.
Mr. Spencer noted that in recent weeks, UDOT has come to the table with a third option which is a
combination of the other two options; it is still being studied to find if it was reasonable.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the north-south road, which was publicly owned, gets them what
they need as a city. She commented that she understood they needed a north south route through
that project and wondered if it was adequate for their need. Mr. Spencer stated that he would like to
discuss the traffic route at a point later in the meeting, although he did acknowledge that
Woodburys have dramatically improved their plan.
Mr. Woodbury stated city staffhas suggested that they look at truck radiuses, as they do have some
problems they have to work through in order for trucks to make the turns and they have been
evaluating that. They would like to address the size of the parking stalls as well as the number of
spaces required. They understand there are requirements for different types of businesses, but they
are hoping the city will agree to five spaces per 1,000 square feet ofbuilding area; they would also
like the project to be viewed as a whole.
There was a short discussion on what the city requires for parking. Mr. Despain explained that the
current requirement is five spaces per 1,000 square feet for retail and office space, and one space
per three seats at theaters. It was noted that the demands will average out to five spaces per 1,000
square feet. Mr. Melara pointed out that when the ordinance was written, it was written for
individual uses and not for combined projects such as this. Councilmember Kramer commented
that she did not want to take parking away from the theater or restaurants. Councilmember
Rodeback agreed that the theaters need to have enough parking. It was noted that there is sufficient
parking, but the location of the parking may be farther than what people want.
Mr. Woodbury stated that with dimensions are parking they would like the standards to be tightened
up a bit to allow for 19-foot deep parking spaces. Currently, the city requires 20-foot stalls plus 24foot aisle; that equals out to be a 64-foot span from aisle to aisle. Most cities are on a 60-foot
module, with only 19-foot deep stalls and 22-foot aisles. Their request would put them at a 62-foot
span. Mr. Woodbury stated that would be a variance they would like implemented in their project.
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Mr. Woodbury stated that signage is important to the tenants and they have identified locations of
key signs within the project, which did include more signs. Mr. Woodbury pointed out that the
signs would be similar to what they will find in the Meadows Project, with additional signs on State
Street, a freeway pylon sign, and a few additional signs. The freeway pylon sign would be similar
to the tri-vision sign at University Mall in Orem.
Ms. Statten commented that there were already a lot of signs in the area, which created visual
clutter. Ms. Statten felt that people would not miss the stores ifthere were fewer signs. Mr. Melara
indicated that this project would require more signage due to the fact that this center would be
tucked inside the area with limited visibility. Mr. Melara commented that they wanted it brought to
the city's attention that signs needed to be addressed. Mr. Woodbury also indicated that some retail
stores may not come to the center ifthere are not enough signs. Mr. Woodbury stated that there
would be a variety of signs on the buildings, but they would of good quality and construction.
Mr. Woodbury indicated that they are going to ask the city to support their sign proposal. Mr.
Woodbury stated that there would be a parking deck added to the project at some point, and
commented that they may include signage on that parking deck.
Mr. Tea questioned what type of things they are planning to encourage synergy within the project.
Mr. Melara indicated that space between the buildings would be used to create a venue where there
would be the opportunities to have farmers markets or other types of events such as concerts or arts
festivals. The various activities would draw people from miles around.
Councilmember Kramer commented that some of the pictures showed mostly brick buildings. Mr.
Woodbury stated they would be using mostly brick and stones with some plaster on the buildings;
primarily they would be nicer, warmer buildings constructed of brick.
Mr. Spencer acknowledged that a significant effort has been made by Woodbury Corporation to
address some problematic intersections. While they do like the steps that have been taken, there
were some issues with the trucks and the public road that still needed to be worked through. Mr.
Spencer stated that they did have some recommendations such as relocating one of the roundabouts,
trimming back the buildings to allow for good site distances at the comers, looking at the truck
routes and the ability for them to maneuver the roundabouts and roads, access behind Sears would
need to be worked through, the 19' parking stalls needed to be addressed, dumpsters needed to be
spelled out more clearly, and the installation of recreation trails for residents who will be living in
the project. Mr. Spencer commented that with the change in the roads, they feel it was a fairly
effective traffic distribution with enough alternatives to enter and exit the project.
Mr. Spencer stated that a separate issue was the installation of a traffic light at Meadow Lane and
State Street; that would take some of the pressure off the roundabout on 900 West.
Councilman Gunther questioned whether or not they needed public roads in the development. Mr.
Spencer commented that early on the city thought it was important for the public to have
continuation through the project.
Mr. Mendenhall stated they are trying to present to the City Council an opportunity, noting that
there is competition for the same retailers in other communities. The major tenants do have a
significant influence about the design of the project. The details can be worked out, but they are on
a tight timeline and things will need to be done a bit irregular in order to hit the timelines. They are
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going to have to be able to have Planning Commission approval of an overall site plan approval in
November.
Mr. Baldwin stated that as far as procedures are, the Planning Commission's biggest problem is that
the materials submitted are incomplete and inaccurate. The Planning Commission did not want to
approve projects where there was a list of items to be corrected; they would not approve a blank
check.
Mayor Thompson questioned if the Planning Commission saw any major road blocks to the
proposals. Mr. Baldwin commented that the City Council needed to understand that they are
proposing additional residences; the planning for water issues done by Horrocks does not include
these residences. Mr. Baldwin commented that the City Council has objected to the proposed
impact fees because they are too high now, but they will be hitting some critical points if they
expand the residential component in terms of service and support. Mr. Baldwin stated that ifthey
start adding significant residences over and above what the current long range plans for water
include then they will incur some additional expenses. It was noted that there would be
approximately 150 to 180 residential units in this project.
Mr. Baldwin stated that there have in the past been plans presented to the Planning Commission
with a great amount of detail. The problem comes when they find out that changes have to be
made, or have been made without approval. Mayor Thompson commented that the city is
committed to having a project team formed, with a manager to see the project through to
completion. Mayor Thompson explained that the team would consist of staff members as well as a
representative ofWoodbury Corporation. Mayor Thompson had hoped that the project team would
keep them out of the areas of concern.
Mr. Baldwin stated that the Planning Commission gets accused of being an obstruction when they
have not been given adequate information to act on.
Mr. Woodbury stated that they would hope that at the Planning Commission meeting in November
the submittal would not need to show the location of all the utilities or landscaping, but would give
enough detail for the road system, parking, and the general signage plan. They understand that they
would have to go back with more detailed plans for the location of the utilities and landscaping. It
was noted that they would be in for approval of an overall site plan, which they would then build to
that site plan.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the project team would include some of the city's Planning
Commission members. Mayor Thompson indicated that the team would consist of a team leader
which would be Mr. Spencer until a new Staff Engineer is hired, a City Council member, a Planning
Commission member, Rod Despain, Ron Morrill, Howard Denney, Joe Rich and any other person
Mr. Rich would bring with him depending on the issues going on at the time.
Mr. Woodbury stated that the idea of the team is they would have weekly meetings where they
would go over various issues. They would then report to the Planning Commission and the City
Council on an ongoing basis on the issues discussed.
Mayor Thompson clarified that Andy Spencer would be the Project Manager and Mr. Spencer
would need to make sure that Mr. Despain knows what to communicate to Woodbury's on what is
needed for the site plan to be approved.
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It was noted that the Planning Commission members were giving a positive review indicating it was
a much better plan than what was presented before, although the Planning Commissioners did want
to see adequate plans. Mayor Thompson stated he would get with Chairman James Hansen on
which member of the Planning Commission would be on the team.

Mr. Woodbury stated that there are complicated matters that would need to take place such as
easements and street standards modified, and some of these things need to be going on concurrently.
Mr. Mendenhall asked if the project team would be put together in the next week so they could get
with them to find out what exactly they are anticipating. Mr. Despain stated that what they have
turned in would be acceptable, but he would suggest they try to identify where the utilities would
have to be altered. They would work with Mr. Spencer on getting the information needed.
Mr. Mendenhall stated that they have spent a lot of money so far and they wanted to get an idea of
if the city was okay with the project design. Mayor Thompson stated that they wanted
transportation to be part of this preliminary plan and that needed resolved; they will need to
consider staffs suggestions. Mayor Thompson felt they were well on their way.
Councilmember Kramer commented that there were some parking bays, but she wanted to make
sure it was not like the Target parking area where there is a large concrete area. Mr. Woodbury
indicated the parking area would be similar to the Kohl's parking area. Councilmember Kramer
stated she would also like to see a trail.
Councilmember Rodeback stated she would like to see more of reversed angle parking in the plan;
she was impressed with the concept. Mr. Melara indicated that they have done two projects with
reverse parking in other states. Where there are a lot of bikes it has been used because it is safer; it
is used in Japan a lot. Where they have a lot of bicycles they tend to recommend that, but he did not
think it would make that much of a difference in American Fork. Mr. Melara stated that they would
look at that option, but he would probably not recommend that.
Mr. Mendenhall thanked the City Council and Planning Commission for their time.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 9:10p.m.

~;n/w~
Terilyn Lmtker
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION MINUTES
OCTOBER 17, 2007
',

The American Fork City Council met in a work session on October 17, 2007, at the American Fork
City Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:37p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson, Councilman Dale Gunther, Councilmember Sherry Kramer, Councilman
Shirl LeBaron, and Councilmember Heidi Rodeback. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Melissa Mellor, Jay Brems, Lance Call, Darren Falslev, Jay
Christensen, Rod Despain, Ray Garrett, Derric Rykert, Linda Walton, John Schiess, Jessica Wilson,
Doug Graham, Derek Hamilton, Stan Jorgensen, Dave Robinson, Caleb Warnock, Brian Thompson,
Denise Pederson, Pete Simmons, Kim Riehle, George Brown, Stan Smith, and two others.
Mayor Thompson welcomed those present.
DISCUSSION OF A FLAG CEREMONY AT CITY COUNCIL MEETINGS- Kim Riehle
Ms. Riehle indicated that she was the Activities and Civil Service Chairman for the Silver Lake
Division of the Boy Scouts, which included the American Fork area. Ms. Riehle explained that they
are under the direction of David Hansen. She stated that they would like to propose allowing scouts
to attend the City Council meetings to perform a flag ceremony. There are two merit badges in the
scouting program that the scouts could receive by attending the meetings and performing in a flag
ceremony.
Mayor Thompson stated that he has normally asked a scout at the meeting to lead the audience in
the Pledge of Allegiance, but felt that this would be a good arrangement.
Councilman LeBaron stated that a flag ceremony had been performed at one City Council meeting
and felt it was a good touch.
The council members were okay with the scouts performing a flag ceremony at the meetings. Ms.
Riehle indicated that they would have that arranged to begin beginning the first meeting in January.
AMERICAN FORK PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION UPDATE- John Schiess
John Schiess was present for this update. He indicated they are under design and working toward
the reservoir, a major pipeline design, and a distribution design. Mr. Schiess stated they are also
well on the way for bonding, noting that Mayor Thompson and Councilman Gunther were leaving
soon to get the first section of the bond taken care of. Mr. Schiess reported that they are under
negotiations with Utah County for additional property for the reservoir. They were also discussing
purchasing land from UDOT for the lower property; although UDOT has agreed to lease the
property to the city on a long-term basis. There are some reservoir issues that will be addressed, but
overall things were going as planned. Mr. Schiess commented that he wanted to tum the time over
to Jessica Wilson, the Public Involvement Specialist, for a presentation on the Open House and then
to Jay Brems for his portion of the Open House.
Councilman Gunther stated that he had received a call from a citizen reporting that the secondary
irrigation system was being designed at 40 pounds of pressure, but the citizen felt that the pressure
needed to be higher. Mr. Schiess replied that the pressure for the secondary irrigation would be
slightly less than the pressure for the culinary system; that is typical for secondary systems and is
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designed that way for safety reasons. Mr. Schiess commented that he did not think pressure would
be a problem.
Ms. Wilson commented that she appreciated the time to allow her to update the Council on the
public involvement. She indicated that there were several signs up around the city, a hotline and a
website that had information. Ms. Wilson stated that there has been a groundbreaking ceremony
scheduled for November 16th with an Open House scheduled for that evening. She indicated that
every property owner will receive notice of the Open House as an announcement is going out in the
newsletter; Linda Walton was also being involved with getting information out. Ms. Wilson
commented that she had a presentation prepared but would like to get their feedback. She stated
that there would be information boards around the library with a representative from Horrocks
Engineers there to answer any questions. Ms. Wilson stated that they have also asked for a
representative from the Central Utah Water Conservancy District at the Open House to address
water conservation.
Ms. Wilson went over what would be on the information boards at the Open House. There would
be a construction schedule, connection process, connection fees, water meeting, pressurized
irrigation water rates, culinary water rates, traffic management, flood irrigation, maps, service
providers, contractor information, and contact information. Ms. Wilson commented that they would
be working with emergency person and with the hospital on the traffic disruptions so that they
would have the latest information. There would also be a handout on flood irrigation as well as a
list of shops and installers that could help with connecting to the secondary water system. Ms.
Wilson stated that the hotline rings directly to her phone at her office.
Ms. Wilson stated that if any of the council members have any questions or would like additional
information included in the Open House, they can contact her up to the day of the Open House.
Councilman LeBaron stated that they may want to devote some time to things such as playing in the
secondary irrigation water, the hose bib, and any other Frequently Asked Questions. Ms. Wilson
commented that she would look into that, but noted there is a Frequently Asked Questions page on
the website and there would be a handout for the Open House.
Jay Brems stated that he would be going over the installation process and what a homeowner would
have to do to hook up to the pressurized irrigation system. Mr. Brems explained that the
presentation would contain the necessary steps the homeowners would need to take, including
pictures. He stated that there are six steps to the process. The first step is to turn off the stop and
waste valve. The next step would be to cut and cap the pressure line of the sprinkler system to the
culinary water system, removing a minimum of one foot of pipe. Step three would be to fill in the
abandoned stop and waste valve with concrete mix so that property owners can not tie back into the
culinary water line; this is an added measure to help ensure against cross contamination. Mr. Brems
stated that the fourth step is to remove the one inch brass cap from the end of the pressurized
irrigation service, then add a PVC female adaptor. Step five is optional, which would be to install a
PVC Ball valve and add an in-line filter. Mr. Brems explained that the water in the city's irrigation
system will be filtered to 300 microns; however he recommended that a homeowner install a 500
micron in-line filter as a secondary protection against particles plugging sprinkler heads. He stated
that the purpose for the valve is if there is a leak in the sprinkling system the homeowner could then
hook up a hose to the secondary system and still water their lawn. He noted where the city's
responsibility stopped and where the homeowners started. Mr. Brems commented that the city's
valve would have a locking ball valve that could be locked if bills were not being paid. He also
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commented that there was a space for a future meter if the city chose to go with metering the
secondary irrigation.
Mr. Brems stated that cross contamination is a big concern. Every person who signs up for
Pressurized Irrigation will have an inspection to verify that all the necessary steps are taken, which
is vital so that cross contamination does not take place. Mr. Brems stated that they would use a
purple PVC pipe for the secondary irrigation pipes; this will make it clear which pipe is secondary
and which is culinary.
Mr. Brems continued that when they approach a subdivision before the installation of the secondary
irrigation system, they will hold neighborhood meetings to help the residents understand the hook
up process and give them some education on the water and health issues. Once the hookup has been
inspected, the ball valve will be unlocked by the city.
Mayor Thompson asked how the residents will know who to call to help them with the installation
process. Mr. Brems answered that a majority of the people will have someone come and hook them
up and they will be provided with a list of companies.
Councilmember Kramer asked why they are using PVC pipe instead of a metal pipe. Mr. Brems
answered that the cost for the PVC pipe was cheaper. Mr. Schiess also explained that it also allows
people to separate the culinary water from the secondary system water.
Councilmember Kramer asked about the longevity of PVC pipe. Mr. Schiess indicated that the
longevity was pretty good and the design life is 50 years.
Councilmember Kramer asked if tree roots could get into the PVC pipes. Mr. Schiess answered that
tree roots could not get into the system; it would be the same as getting into metal pipes at the
joints.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the water spigots off the house would still have culinary water.
Mr. Schiess stated that if the spigot is hooked up at the home, it is generally culinary water.
Mayor Thompson indicated it was a good presentation and thanked them for their update.
DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN STREET WIDENING PROJECT- Horrocks Engineers
Stan Jorgensen, Bill Townsend, Derek Hamilton, Doug Graham, and Jessica Wilson were present
for this discussion representing the Main Street Widening Project. Mr. Jorgensen explained that
they did not have a prepared presentation but were there to answer any questions. He noted that he
had submitted a packet with maps and other information to the City Council earlier in the week.
Mr. Jorgensen stated that among their proposals, they would like to alter the intersection where
Main Street and State Street join at approximately 200 East; Main Street would curve so that it met
State Street at a 90 degree intersection to facilitate left hand turns. They are also proposing a
median barrier in that area.
Councilman LeBaron asked what type of barrier would be in place adjacent to the railroad near 700
East. It was answered that there would be a standard jersey barrier.
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Mayor Thompson explained that this project is widening State Street to add one lane in each
direction from 100 East in American Fork to the intersection where Kneaders is located in Lindon.
He noted that it looked like property would need to be taken in order for this to take place. Mr.
Jorgensen stated that the existing road widths vary; some areas have more road width and would not
require as much land acquisition. For instance, Mr. Jorgensen pointed out that in order to
implement this plan, land would need to be taken on 100 East by the Tabernacle for the additional
road width.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they were looking for input or acceptance of the proposal. Mr.
Jorgensen stated that they were present to continue the coordination they have had with committees
on the project; they have a monthly meeting, which does involve representatives from the city, and
this is a continued effort of involvement. Mr. Jorgensen stated that they are looking to get to a
preferred alternative, but he understands that there is work still to do.
Mayor Thompson clarified that as they take out trees, curb and gutter it would be UDOT's
responsibility to take care of obtaining the property and then repairing the property. Mr. Jorgensen
commented that there would be coordination with the individual property owners.
Councilman Kramer stated that she was under the impression there would not be the restoration of
vegetation because they would need that property for the right-of-way. Mr. Jorgensen stated that
they have not gotten into how compensation would take place, but there are options that they will
look at.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she was disappointed to hear the consensual tenor of the
City Council. She felt that State Street from 500 East to where State Street turned to the north
should be off-limits. She could not support any further encroachment on the Tabernacle property or
on the downtown businesses. She felt UDOT should be looking at different alternatives to reducing
the pressure in the area, such as 1100 East and other connections to Saratoga Springs.
Councilmember Rodeback also commented that she felt they should terminate the project at 500
East. She stated that the historic nature of American Fork needs to be preserved, and the Tabernacle
and other historic places should not be touched. She also felt that if they are taking out landscaping,
they need to mitigate that through landscape a median. Councilmember Rodeback indicated that
her noted comments would indicate her position.
Councilman Gunther stated that he understood the reason for the project was due to the increased
traffic projected on State Street, but he wondered if the increased traffic took into consideration
future commuter rails and tracks. Mayor Thompson thought the widening was an alternate for
traffic when I-15 is re-constructed. Mr. Jorgensen commented that he saw this project more as an
essential long-range plan; this was planned years ago and has gone through many revisions.
Councilman Gunther stated that he was concerned that they are planning on widening a street that
stops at 100 East, and he could not imagine not considering what is going to happen to the rest of
Main Street. Mr. Jorgensen admitted that was a valid concern. Councilman Gunther thought the
environmental impact also needed to be addressed and that they needed to come up with some
alternatives on how they are going to preserve American Fork's history and culture. He would
strongly urge them to look at a solution to the whole problem and the impact to American Fork
City. Mr. Jorgensen stated that he would take that comment back to MAG, but noted that this
project has been in the process for several years.
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Councilmember Kramer stated that she had received a phone call asking her not to talk about
alternative routes, but she felt the discussion opened up the topic. She agreed with Council
members Gunther and Rodeback and felt the widening project should stop at 500 East; it does not
make sense to narrow the road through the downtown area.
Mr. Jorgenson commented that the option of terminating the widening project at 500 East had been
discussed and considered, but MAG felt that 100 East was an important terminus.
Mr. Townsend stated that he had been talking with the Region Director. When the project was
originally discussed 100 East was decided upon as being the termination point, although he is
unsure of the reasoning behind the decision. Mr. Townsend stated that if it would help the council,
he would approach UDOT with the project terminating at 500 East. He stated that UDOT is aware
of the need to do something that would not destroy downtown American Fork, but an in-depth study
would be required to improve the flow traffic through downtown American Fork. He indicated that
the best solution may be to end this project at 500 East.
Councilman Gunther stated the proposal does not resolve the whole problem. They needed to do a
complete study on traffic through American Fork to deal with the whole issue.
Mr. Jorgensen stated that he thought there was a regional long-term plan that would address the
concerns. Ms. Wilson stated that there was an Open House on October 24th that will include
information on all the projects. Mr. Graham stated that he did not think there was anything with
MAG concerning Main Street. Mr. Jorgensen stated it may be an opportunity for the city and MAG
to get together on this issue.
Mr. Denney explained that this project was probably warranted five to ten years ago and that was
when MAG put together a proposal. It generally takes that long for the funding to come forward so
that they can get to this point.
Mr. Jorgensen stated that it may be best for MAG to come to the City Council so that they could
discuss any issues. They could work more closely with the council to see if they have any
recommendations. Mr. Jorgensen stated there definitely needs to be a future project dealing with
traffic on Main Street west of 100 East.
Councilmember Kramer suggested that they divert some traffic on 500 East, such as an access from
500 East to Saratoga Springs. Mr. Jorgensen commented that he was not as well versed with the
rest ofMAG's project, such as traffic to Saratoga Springs.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the concern is that American Fork is bearing the burden of the
traffic concerns, while the neighboring communities are not taking their share of traffic.
Mayor Thompson commented that the reason the termination point was at 100 East could be
because that was a major north south route into Highland and Alpine. Councilmember Rodeback
stated that completing 1100 East to the freeway would help ease traffic on 100 East. Mr. Jorgensen
stated it was possible that the plan was specified to 100 East based on the traffic information they
had at the time, which was done several years ago.
Mr. Jorgensen questioned if they wanted a meeting with MAG to discuss their concerns. Mayor
Thompson thought that MAG needed to get with the city, as there were additional problems they
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wanted to discuss with MAG. Mayor Thompson indicated that they needed to meet with both MAG
and the Transportation Committee in a work session to discuss the concerns.
Brian Thompson, of American Fork City's Transportation Committee, commented that these were
the same concerns expressed before and this was not new. Mr. Thompson stated that they have
talked about the different isolated plans, but Main Street still needs to be addressed. He suggested
they have a meeting to discuss Main Street.
Mr. Jorgensen stated they will then plan to continue coordination through Mr. Denney at the
monthly meetings and will work with him to set up a meeting with MAG. He noted that they are
planning on using State funds only for this project.
DISCUSSION OF 1100 EAST 2000 WEST- Dave Robinson
Dave Robinson stated that he was before the City Council to talk about the 1100 East issue so they
could work toward solving the entire problem instead of working through it a little piece at a time.
He explained that they have been working with Craig Call, the State Ombudsman who is considered
an expert on property owner rights, to review the impact of 2000 West on the Vintaro Development.
There are issues that are affected by other issues which are affected by other issues; they cannot go
forward until all of the questions have been answered. He noted that they cannot assume the entire
burden from adjacent neighbors or landowners.
Mr. Robinson explained that when Pleasant Grove City annexed the property at approximately 1100
East south of State Street in American Fork (2000 West in Pleasant Grove), they assumed the
responsibility to complete the roads; that was fifteen years ago and the road is still not complete.
Mr. Robinson was approached by the previous Mayor of Pleasant Grove to work with the property
owners to see if they could move the completion of the road forward at a reasonable price; he did
that but then Pleasant Grove chose to not honor the agreement to complete the road. Since that
time, the land has appreciated greatly. Mr. Robinson stated that he and his group worked with the
County and State; they participated on the state level and House Bill 98 was passed that brought
State funds to the County level, which then brought it to the municipal level. Mr. Robinson stated
that they were encouraged by the state to get the road corridor under contract for purchase
agreement to determine the price; they have done that. As the state funds became available, it
triggered the county's involvement. Utah County has signed an interlocal agreement with Pleasant
Grove specifying how the funds will be reimbursed. As of two weeks ago, the county had
submitted offers on the property but last Friday the county has withdrawn the offers temporarily
because of wetland issues. The offers are now off the table. After the county signed the interlocal
agreement with Pleasant Grove
City, Mr. Robinson got with Wyatt Call to discuss the problem with the impact fees, explaining that
they are paying the landowners money and then turning around and charging them impact fees and
taking the money back. Mr. Robinson stated that he also understood the impact fee to pertain to a
specific group. Mr. Call asked that Mr. Robinson talk to the County Commission on that very issue.
Jason Burningham, who worked on developing the impact fee, had originally proposed $60,000 per
acre on 2000 West, but that was not acceptable by the landowners. Mr. Burningham then expanded
the impact fees out by approximately $35,000 per acre for 2000 West. Mr. Robinson explained that
they are looking at very substantial impact fees for the area. In a meeting with the County, Mr.
Burningham admitted that it may not be the proper approach. Mr. Robinson further explained that
the landowners would most likely protest the impact fee and that would result in an impact fee
analysis that would show other roads tying into 2000 West; that could impact American Fork. He
understands that Pleasant Grove City has suggested that American Fork participate in the cost of the
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road. Mr. Robinson stated there some very interesting things going on with 2000 West; they
believe it is an important road. The Smith family has always indicated their willingness to
cooperate, but want them to respect landowner's rights and paying them the market value.
Mr. Robinson stated that in addition to the 2000 West issue, they have the park issue as well that
has a great impact on the Vintaro Development. He stated that Pleasant Grove City is not providing
any park space for the area that is adjacent to the Vintaro Development, and they estimate that has
impacted Vintaro approximately three million dollars. Mr. Robinson commented that between the
2000 West issue and the park issue, he is hoping that American Fork is willing to step in and look at
the big picture.
Mayor Thompson questioned what he wanted American Fork City to do. He commented that it
appeared that the state authorized some funding for this, which will happen but it may be altered so
that the local share may vary depending on any adjustments made to the interlocal agreement.
Mr. Robinson stated that they wanted American Fork to be aware of and understood the facts. They
have about a 160-180 acre disconnect from Pleasant Grove that has been filed; it is proceeding and
will eventually end up in the courts system. That disconnect does have an impact to American
Fork. They believe that the impact fees to specific landowners will not be supported in court and
therefore it would be expanded which would bring some of the impact into American Fork. Mr.
Robinson stated it still comes down to how they accommodate all the citizens with Pleasant Grove
not providing any park space for their citizens. At some point, American Fork has to understand
that they cannot support all of Pleasant Grove's citizens. Mr. Robinson commented that they have
mentioned before that if American Fork City negotiates with Pleasant Grove, American Fork
needed to see where the parks are going to be with plans and agreements. He stated that American
Fork City's park impact fee is over $7,000, while Pleasant Grove's impact fee for parks is about
$1,000. Mr. Robinson stated that there is no park space in Pleasant Grove and American Fork
receives the burden without compensation.
Councilmember Kramer asked what Mr. Robinson wanted American Fork City to do. Mr.
Robinson answered that several months ago they were at a critical point where they could have
negotiated parks; that opportunity passed, although there are a few items that they still have on the
table. Mr. Robinson stated that they have proposed to the county and the state that there is a list of
questions that needed to be addressed; if needed, there could be a mediator on the state level to help
solve the problems. Mr. Robinson commented that when they tally the bill they are to carry, it will
be a huge bill; his bottom line cannot carry it.
Mayor Thompson stated the road is in Pleasant Grove and as it was of regional significance that was
the reason the county and the state had gotten involved, but he did not think American Fork had any
discussion on that. Mr. Robinson commented that was why he wanted to be on the agenda for this
meeting and indicated that they notified the city months ago that this was an issue, but American
Fork did not do anything about it at that time. Mr. Robinson stated that he contacted the Mayor
about a month ago letting him know that the tally was at about three million dollars and he
questioned where the teeth were in the agreement on how they were going to secure that and who
was going to carry the burden. Mr. Robinson stated that the mayor did not seem concerned. Mr.
Robinson stated that they need to sit down and discuss the burden that is going to be placed on
American Fork City.
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Councilmember Kramer questioned if they still had negotiation space and if they could set up a
meeting between the cities to figure out what to do, with a final contract being negotiated. Mayor
Thompson indicated that this goes back several months, with lots of meetings with City Staff and
himselfbeing involved.
Mr. Robinson stated that his point was that this issue had been brought up several months ago
where he warned the Mayor that if they got to a certain point then they have weakened their
leverage in the negotiations. It has been allowed to weaken, and now the problem was now
accentuated. Mr. Robinson commented that it may get bigger as the Smith family will not bear the
entire burden for a road of regional significance; they will trigger an impact fee analysis that will
indicate there are more people that will benefit from the road. Mr. Robinson stated that they needed
to sit down and resolve the problems.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that as much as she values parks, she needed to disassociate the
park issue from the road issue. They may need to concede that they will be providing park space in
that area for Pleasant Grove City residents at our expense. Councilmember Rodeback stated that
Representative John Dougall stated that Pleasant Grove was going to break ground on the road a
year ago. She stated that Pleasant Grove is not making the progress that they need to, and with the
frustration is that Pleasant Grove does not benefit from the installation of the road but American
Fork does, but the road is not within American Fork boundaries and therefore has no jurisdiction.
Mayor Thompson commented that he felt Pleasant Grove benefited from the road.
Mr. Robinson stated that the commercial zone runs the entire length of the proposed road, and is an
area larger than the Meadows Shopping Center. Mr. Robinson commented that when they
approached the landowners to annex into their city, they assumed the responsibility to construct the
road. Mr. Robinson also commented that as for separating the roads from the parks, it is good to
have all of the issues on the table.
Mayor Thompson stated that Pleasant Grove would have to agree to some kind of ombudsman or a
neutral party to reconcile this with American Fork. Mayor Thompson commented that Pleasant
Grove will not be receptive to American Fork coming in and telling them what they need to do.
He stated that they have been very clear they will not be specific on the park location other than
saying it is in the Master Plan to have parks in the area.
Mr. Robinson pointed out that if they look at Pleasant Grove's Master Plan, they will notice that the
largest circle for a regional park is near where the Vintaro project park is located; he specified that it
is sitting on the Stan Smith and JPR Property. He commented that he did not think they could ask
that a park be built within a certain timeframe, but they could ask them if their impact fees will
support a park in that location. He stated that as long as they are looking at all the facts, they can
connect the dots. American Fork City cannot assume the burden on all of the issues. Mr. Robinson
asked if there were any suggestions on where they go from this point.
Mayor Thompson stated he will get with Pleasant Grove to see what their master plan is for the
park. Mr. Robinson recommended that they get with Craig Call or a neutral party to act as a
mediator between the different entities.
Councilman Gunther stated that they need to take this under advisement and decide what they feel
like they can do.
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DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED ORDINANCES - Staff
a. Yard Sales
Ms. Mellor asked that they pull discussion on the yard sale ordinances as some of the
requested changes have not been made to this version. If there were any additional changes
they would like to see they could submit them to her and she would incorporate them into
the ordinance.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the proposed ordinance does not allow for multifamily yard sales, and she did not see why they would need to restrict that. Ms. Mellor
stated that the number of families involved could be changed; it was up to the council if they
wanted to limit families. One issue that Ms. Mellor saw with more than three families
involved in the yard sale may be a safety issue due to the number of people in the area, but
there was no legal issue for limiting the families to three. Chief Call stated another issue
may be parking, but that has not been a problem in the past. There was a short discussion on
multi-family yard sales and possible alternatives to limiting the number of families. One
alternative was to limit the time on the yard sale, but not the number of families. Ms.
Mellor suggested limiting the multi-family yard sales to one day.
Councilman Gunther questioned whether they collected sales tax on yard sales. Ms. Mellor
stated that they do not and thought there may be an exception to the law requiring sales tax
at yard sales.
Councilman LeBaron asked that they specify that merchandise items to be both new and
used merchandise. Ms. Mellor indicated that was one change that was suggested previously
but not incorporated into this version; she will add that change.
Ms. Marsh explained that there were other suggestions and issues that had not been included
in this version; they will prepare an updated version.
Mr. Denney pointed out that on page 2 it talks about continuous sales in residential zones
and questioned whether it applied only to residential zones. He noted there are areas of
commercial zone with residential homes and asked if those homes were excluded. Ms.
Mellor indicated that was a correction that she would make.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he thought the penalty should have more teeth, by stepping
up the penalty for repeat offenders. One suggestion was that repeat offenders get shut down
by the police on the spot. Ms. Mellor stated that could be incorporated into the ordinance as
well.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that another issue may be the number of yard sales within
the year and the time requirement between the yard sales. It was noted that was one of the
changes that were going to be made to the ordinance.
The City Council would get another version of the ordinance with the changes suggested
and then it will be brought.
b. Address Numbers
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The purpose of the ordinance was for easy identification in case of emergencies, and the
ordinance does provide that there is a duty of each homeowner to comply with the ordinance
by installing address numbers on their house. It was noted that the height of the number was
a standard with other cities, and not just a number pulled out of a hat.
Mayor Thompson stated that the wording indicated that the numbers needed to be clearly
visible from the street and questioned whether that included during nighttime hours. Ms.
Mellor stated that it is assumed the numbers being visible was during the day, but they will
make a note that it will exclude requiring some type of lighting.
Mr. Denney stated that they use a standard E911 numbering system. For example, newly
annexed properties could use their county address, but with the E911 addressing they would
switch to a city address.
c. Engine Brakes
Mayor Thompson asked if they would be able to enforce this ordinance on state roads. Mr.
Denney also questioned Chief Call if they would be able to enforce the engine brake
restrictions if signs are put up. Chief Call indicated that they would be able to enforce the
ordinance throughout the entire city.
Ms. Mellor stated she would take out the wording indicating it applied to any street other
than a state highway.
DISCUSSION OF A CHARGE FOR MOVING HEADSTONES -Ray Garrett
Mr. Garrett stated that they are proposing charging a fee for moving headstones at the cemetery. He
noted that they move approximately 75 headstones a year for funerals and they do damage some of
those headstones. They have had to use their budget to repair the stone. This proposal would give
them a fund to use in case the need arises to replace damaged headstones; this would be just for the
stones the city removes.
Mayor Thompson asked why the city moves headstones. Mr. Garrett explained that more people
are installing double headstones, which requires the headstone to be moved when the second spouse
is buried. Other people chose to install the headstone before there is any need, so when they bury
someone the headstone has to be moved. Other instances occur when the heavy equipment go to
prepare for a funeral and damage a headstone. Mr. Garrett stated that there are companies that
move headstones, but this would be a benefit to the family of the deceased to have it moved without
the hassle of working with a third party. The headstones are only moved when needed.
Mr. Garrett explained that he has talked to Newark Memorial and they charge $150 to $200 for
moving flat headstones and $200 to $300 for a larger monument. They have estimated the fees of
moving the headstones based on the size and the ability to move the headstone. They have
determined to charge a flat rate of$150 for a raised headstone or monument and $75 for a smaller
headstone. Mr. Garrett noted that there are stones that would not be wise for them to try moving.
Mayor Thompson stated that he felt a distinction needed to be made on whether it was initiated by
the city or the family. It seemed to him that the city should collect the fee upfront and should be a
part of the grave preparation fee. Mr. Garrett indicated that could be added to the grave preparation
fee but it would be easier to keep track of the fees if it was charged when the headstone was moved;
he noted that some families do not install headstones.
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Councilman Gunther stated he would like to see a written proposal, giving detail on how they
arrived at their charges. He suggested they add it the number of headstones moved in a year, the
cost of replacements for that year and the direct costs involved. They could then have
documentation on the calculation ofthe charge and apply it to every grave preparation fee.
Mr. Garrett indicated he would prepare more information.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF A TRAFFIC SIGNAL WARRANT STUDY FOR LEFT TURN
PHASING AT 500 EAST SOUTHBOUND RAMPS- Mavor Thompson
Mayor Thompson stated that this was an information item only. He indicated that the traffic signal
at the south end of the overpass on 500 East has been warranted to have a left tum signal there so
that traffic can enter the freeway easier.
Mr. Denney clarified that they say they will study the intersection to determine the best course of
action for a solution at this location; it does not necessarily mean that the tum signal will be
installed.
DISCUSSION OF THE RIDING STABLES AT APPROXIMATELY 1400 NORTH 200 EASTStaff
It was noted that no one from the Riding Club was present with a proposal.
Denise Pederson asked if she could speak for the riding club, although she was not a member. She
suggested that they look into changing the stables into an equestrian park.
Mayor Thompson stated that the issue with the Riding Club is that with the reservoir on the top end
of the property where the stables are, they would have to move the stables. The Riding Club had
asked for use of the lower portion, where there is a walking area, for the stables with a long-term
lease. In their minds, the equestrian people are few within the city and but are within surrounding
cities; they feel this has great community value and they would like to have that preserved. Mayor
Thompson stated that a question is whether the council feels they should be providing that. In order
for them to respond to the Riding Club, they needed a proposal.
Ms. Pederson stated that Councilman Gunther had previously talked about history and culture; there
are a lot of people who have a history with this equestrian area, and she thought it was great for
American Fork to have a facility that other communities do not have. She thought it was a
wonderful opportunity and to her it was another park. There are some people who do not
participate in baseball or soccer, but their interest is with horses and this has been a place for them
to take their horses.
Councilman LeBaron stated they need to be sensitive to the needs of the residents; he did not think
the lower portion was sufficient to meet their needs. The race track was rarely used, and he thought
it would be better used by the Golf Course. He felt it was problematic to relocating the stables
because he thought it was insufficient.
Councilman Gunther stated that he had suggested the Riding Club come to the council with a
proposal on how many people would benefit by an equestrian park. One of the issues was the
stables; the Riding Club has had free use of 50 stables. If they were to make it an equestrian park, it
could be used by anyone. He did some checking and there are alternatives around the valley; they
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could board horses elsewhere although the cost may be greater. If they were to dedicate the land as
a park, they would have to charge for the use of the stalls. Another concern is the competition
against private companies. Councilman Gunther stated that they needed to hear from the Riding
Club on what their plan is for the ultimate use of the property.
Mr. Denney stated that he and Andy Spencer went up to the stables earlier in the day. He reported
that there were 40 stables and 26 horses boarded in the stables. Mr. Denney stated that he had
called the county to find out where they are with adding stables in the Equestrian Park area. Mr.
Denney was told that the county had money budgeted to build stables and should have the project
done by the time the city has given for the Riding Club to vacate the property. It was suggested that
if we feel those stables are important, they could have those functional by the end of the year. If
interested, the city would need to contact Larry Ellertson to see if they could get that moved
forward.
Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Denney to get with AJ Epperson and let him know what the timeline is
Mr. Brown stated that the city has had two votes on purchasing open space and adding
improvements to the parks; the citizens have voiced their choice on keeping open space. If they do
something with this open space, it will not be replaced. Mr. Brown stated that they need to look at
equestrian facilities; stables were a whole different matter. He pointed out that there are stables and
equestrian facilities on both ends of the continent in the middle of large cities. If they are charging
a park fee, it was difficult to think of open space as being surplus property. Mr. Brown felt that they
needed to keep the space open and that it should be an equestrian center; boarding horses was
another issue. There is money to be made for having facilities people could rent to hold different
types ofhorse activities.
Ms. Pederson stated that she had a document from the State of Utah that talk about the Tri-City Golf
Course area and what was agreed upon, specifying that it was to be a recreation area with different
items such as equestrian trails, an arboretum, lakes for aquatic study and nature study. She stated
that it was a 99-year lease. Mayor Thompson stated he would like to have a copy of that document.
Mr. Brown stated that the document was signed by Malcolm Beck and they may want to look into
what was originally agreed upon.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that it would not qualify as a park and that they have adequate
coverage north of the freeway. They do have an equestrian facility operated by the county, and she
questioned whether that equestrian facility is meeting the needs of the community. Ms. Pederson
stated that the beauty of the plan was that the trails were supposed to connect in with other areas;
with the time it takes to trailer a horse for a ride, they may as well go somewhere nice for a ride.
Ms. Pederson stated that it would be nice to have a facility in the area the stables currently exist.
DISCUSSION ON PROPOSED CELL TOWER LOCATIONS- Councilmember Kramer
Councilmember Kramer stated that Pete Simmons of V erizon Wireless was present for this
discussion. She indicated that she was given the charge of finding a suitable cell tower location.
She had met with Rick Roberts from the Golf Course and was given a couple oflocations that he
was okay with placing a cell tower. Councilmember Kramer also met with Pete Simmons and they
came up with an area just north of the race track for a possible cell tower location.
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Mr. Simmons stated that he and Councilmember Kramer have been communicating on the possible
cell tower location. He stated that there were a couple of aerial photos on potential locations. In
talking with their engineers and in taking into consideration of the sixty-foot height requirement, the
third alternative was the best choice. The other potential location would require that they have a
100-foot pole.
Councilmember Kramer stated she had spoken to Mr. Despain and Kasey Wright and noted that
they are possibly looking at a variance or overlay zone for cell towers. Verizon would need to have
a taller pole if they go in a different location, and the concern is that if they allow for a 100-foot
pole here then they need to make a couple of specific areas that allowed the taller poles so that the
taller poles are not going in all over town.
Mr. Despain stated that it was a policy call; they could change the ordinance to allow a taller pole.
Mr. Simmons stated that this is not something they want, as they proposed a pole in the existing
location, but they are working with the city on an alternative location and a 100-foot pole was
needed in this location. He stated that co-location does require higher poles but it would eliminate
the need for more towers.
Councilmember Kramer stated that they could designate areas for co-location.
Mayor Thompson stated that he believed the issue was the location, and he did not think it was a
bad idea to increase the height at Art Dye Park. Councilmember Kramer stated the issue was the
location ofthe cell tower and the fact that they did not want a cell tower with a base station in a
beautiful area; this area was a better location.
Councilman Gunther asked what they pay for sites and whether or not this pole would require that
base station. Mr. Simmons stated they would still need the base station and that the current
agreement in place was approximately $800 a month. Councilman Gunther thought that cell towers
were destructive to the aesthetics of the property and he did not think it was worth it.
Mr. Despain stated they have a spacing standard and it encourages the towers to go on the south
side in the industrial and commercial zone.
Mayor Thompson asked if Councilmember Kramer had a proposal for them. Councilmember
Kramer proposed they work with Mr. Wright and Mr. Despain on specific cell tower locations.
Councilmember Kramer stated that she thought that V erizon Wireless would be willing to work on
the lease price. Councilmember Kramer also stated this location complies with the ordinance other
than height; they would have to amend the ordinance to allow for a higher tower. It was noted that
the ordinance would have to be amended and that they could not grant a variance for this.
Councilman Gunther asked ifthe tower had to be in the northeast quadrant. Mr. Simmons stated
that they are going where the city allows them; they can not go farther south than 870 North or
farther north than 1000 north.
Councilman Gunther questioned if the building could be buried. Mr. Simmons stated he has yet to
see anything buried; anything is possible but the question is if it is industry standard.
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Councilmember Kramer stated that Mr. Simmons had been really good to work with. She was the
one who suggested these locations and she had worked with Rick Roberts at the golf course.
Councilmember Kramer wanted to know where they would like her to go with this; she would like
to tweak the ordinance anyway and they could do this at the same time.
Councilman Gunther stated that as he looked at the location and a tower almost destroys the value
of the property. He would want to look at the site and the specific location to see what effect it
would have on the property.
There was a short discussion on the potential locations of the tower. One location would be on the
east end of the Golf Course, where there were no homes with the potential cemetery behind the
property. It was noted that they would need to be careful on the location of cell towers on Golf
Course property.
Councilman Gunther re-stated he wanted to review and walk the potential sites.
Mr. Despain stated that they need a tower in this general location; they may find one in a location
that is worse than this one.
Mr. Simmons asked if the city wanted them to look at monopine pole. Councilmember Kramer
thought the monopine and stealth alternatives needed to be looked at.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING OCTOBER 23, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
METING - Sta((
Councilman Gunther stated that he wanted to bring up the change in the ordinance calling for the
elimination of office warehouse space from the General Commercial zones. He has discussed this
with Mr. Despain because he and his brothers have office warehouse space on 700 East and they are
proposing it along the west. Councilman Gunther was told that they have made application and are
now vested; therefore he does not have a conflict of interest. He stated that the Planning
Commission minutes do not give him any detail on the reasoning behind the change; he would need
to get the tapes and listen to the tapes for more information. Councilman Gunther stated that he felt
there was a need for this type of building in American Fork City; this proposed ordinance would
totally take office warehouse out of this zone and move it to a planned industrial or industrial zone.
He felt that this would be great for more of a backend location. He would like to have more
understanding behind the reasoning for the change before they take action on this item.

It was noted that review and action on an Ordinance Adding Definitions, Revising Section 2-6.11
(Planned Commercial Development Projects) and amending other provision of the Development
Code Relating to Warehouse and Outside Storage and Display would be removed from the agenda.
Councilmember Rodeback asked where the 600 West Main Street Signal light was to be located. It
was explained that this was the road that lead to Target; it was also known as Kawakami Drive.
Mr. Denney stated that they need to decide if they could add to the agenda an Interlocal Cooperative
Agreement for right-of-way acquisition and reimbursement (Project Number: STP-2896(2)0, 50
South from 700 East to 1100 East). Mr. Denney explained that they had requested federal funds to
re-construction 50 South form 700 East to 1100 East. This agreement would start the process to
acquire the right-of-way; the cost would be $40,841 for the city. They would have to turn in a
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request to the Finance Committee for the approval of the check. Mr. Denney also explained that
American Fork City requested funds for widening and improving the road.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that she wanted to see a signal light at 1100 East and 50 South
installed, and she questioned whether this would preclude that from happening. Mr. Denney
explained that American Fork City controls only two legs of the intersection, but they do not have
the funds to continue. Mr. Denney stated they are going to have to request additional funds for the
project as it is.
It was decided to add approval of an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement for right-of-way acquisition
and reimbursement (Project Number: STP-2896(2)0, 50 South from 700 East to 1100 East) to the
agenda.

Councilman Gunther stated that a gentleman by the name ofMitchie, who is the supervisor of the
Humanitarian Room at Deseret Industries, approached him to see if there were any humanitarian
organizations that needed help. Councilmember Kramer stated that she was aware of a project,
Serving with Smiles, and that she would give the contract information to Councilman Gunther.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 6:41p.m.

~Tr/u-tju/
Terilyn Lurker
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 23, 2007
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on October 23, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda shall
be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA

(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or which
is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent Agenda
by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Approval of the October 4, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the October 9, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval ofthe October 10, 2007 joint work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

*7.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a Make A Difference Day Proclamation. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on approval of an Alcoholic Beverage License for Yapona Japanese
Restaurant at 466 North 900 West. - Mui A Ly
Review and action on an Ordinance amending Section 2-6.5 relating to permitted uses and
other requirements within Planned Shopping Center Projects. -Staff
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Autumn Crest
South Plat "A" Annexation consisting of 11.49 acres at 1150 East 700 North.- Staff
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3) posting
of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have
the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Cambridge Court Subdivision Plat A,
consisting of 20 lots, located at 800 North 920 West. - Lone Peak Development
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended final plat ofLegacy
Corporate Office Condominiums located at 686 East 110 South. -John Heiner
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended commercial site plan for
a pylon sign at Liberty Park Plat A, consisting of one office building located at 999
East Pacific Drive. -John Lundin
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Agreement between UDOT and
American Fork City on a 600 West Main Street Signal Light. -Staff
1

*8.

9.
10.

Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement for
right-of-way acquisition and reimbursement (Project Number: STP-2896(2)0, 50 South from
700 East to 1100 East). -Staff
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Adjournment.
(Previous agenda items #4 and #8 are deleted from this amended agenda.)

Datels ITer,
~d:y

2007.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 23, 2007
NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on October 23, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda shall
be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or which
is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent Agenda
by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approval of the October 4, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the October 9, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the October 10, 2007 joint work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a Make A Difference Day Proclamation. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on approval of an Alcoholic Beverage License for Yapona Japanese
Restaurant at 466 North 900 West.- Mui A Ly
Review and action on an Ordinance Adding Definitions, Revising Section 2-6.11 (Planned
Commercial Development Projects) and amending other provision of the Development Code
Relating to Warehouse and Outside Storage and Display. - Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance amending Section 2-6.5 relating to permitted uses and
other requirements within Planned Shopping Center Projects. - Staff
Review and Action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Autumn Crest
South Plat "A" Annexation consisting of 11.49 acres at 1150 East 700 North. - Staff
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting
of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have
the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Cambridge Court Subdivision Plat A,
consisting of20 lots, located at 800 North 920 West.- Lone Peak Development
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended final plat of Legacy of
Legacy Corporate Office Condominiums located at 686 East 110 South. -John
Heiner
1

------------

c.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended commercial site plan for
a pylon sign at Liberty Park Plat A, consisting of one office building located at 999
East Pacific Drive. -John Lundin
Review and action on a Memorandum of Understanding regarding the participation of
Alpine City and Highland City in American Fork Recreation Programs. - Derric Rykert
Review and action on an Interlocal Agreement between UDOT and American Fork City on
a 600 West Main Street Signal Light.
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. -Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 16 day of October, 2007.

{/;~ rY~te!"
;e~l-yn g;ker

Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 23, 2007
REGULAR SESSION
ATTACHMENTS (3)
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on October 23, 2007, in the American
Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included
Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther,
Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen,
Howard Denney, Lt. Sam Liddiard, Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Ed Jones, Matt
Burnside, Fire Chief Jay Christensen, Melanie Marsh, Rod Despain, Kasey Wright, George E.
Brown Jr., Denise Pedersen, Marie Adams, Stephen Sowby, John Heiner, twenty-seven Scouts
from Troops 14, 314, 811, 828, 830, 1106, 1118, 1137, & 3811, and 35 additional citizens.

Scout Jacob Beck of Troop 828led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Dan Funk
offered a prayer.
The Scouts in the audience came forward and introduced themselves. Mayor Thompson also
thanked the Scout leaders in attendance for their efforts. There was general applause.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Dan Funk addressed the proposed extension of 900 East Street. He reported that he had written a
memo to the Council on October 8th. He thanked the Council for having a forum in which they
could express their concerns. He felt they had been heard. The concern is the extension of 900
East to State Street. It was felt that it was redundant in that there were through streets two blocks
to the east in 1100 East and two blocks to the west in 700 East. It was felt it would exacerbate
the traffic problem that was already there that affected their children going to Barratt Elementary
School. He presented an alternative in the form of speed humps. He distributed information and
it is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1.
Mayor Thompson asked if the City used any of these types of speed humps.
Public Works Director Howard Denney reported that the City had one on 1340 North just west of
Legacy Elementary School.
Mayor Thompson added that he knew there were some in the area of Deerfield Elementary
School in Cedar Hills.
A lady noted that 900 East was not a major emergency vehicle route.
Dan Funk reported that he had talked with Fire Chief Jay Christensen who explained that no
street was designated as a preferred route.
Mr. Funk asked the City Council to please consider speed humps and to cancel the proposed

extension of 900 East to State Street and to use those funds so earmarked to install speed humps.
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Mayor Thompson stated that there were no approved plans for the extension for 900 East.
Finance Committee Chairman Councilman Gunther added that there were no funds set aside for
that extension.
Mr. Funk stated that he had seen it in the proposed capital budget.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the extension was in the general plan.
Mr. Funk noted that should funds become available then it would be an option.

Mayor Thompson reported that there was not a lot of Council support to put it through.
A lady asked that it be taken off the master plan.
Councilman Gunther would not have a problem in doing that, but the next council could put it
back on. He invited Mr. Funk to talk with him about the financing.
Councilman Storrs agreed with Councilman Gunther on the matter.
Mayor Thompson thanked Mr. Funk for the good research. He asked Lt. Sam Liddiard to have
the Police Department look at this and to respond with a recommendation.
Patty Taylor asked if a study for a crossing guard in front of Barratt School had been done. She
asked that it be expedited because of the dangerous situation. She showed pictures
demonstrating examples of some ofthe problems. Cars were going through the crosswalk while
children were in the crosswalk.
Gina Jones stated that she had worked at Barratt Elementary for the last eight years. She had
been a crossing guard in the parking lot for the last five years. She was no longer in the parking
lot. They have put her out on the sidewalk.
Mayor Thompson noted that there was not crossing guard for the crosswalk in the street in front
of the school.
Ms. Jones continued that the principal would not let her go out into the street because she was a
liability out there. She could not stand to just give the flags to the kids. Yesterday a lady and
three kids were almost hit there. It was important to her that the kids were safe. There was not
enough visibility right now. People went too fast.
Mayor Thompson asked when there ceased to be a crossing guard in the street in front of the
school.
Ms. Jones responded that there had never been a crossing guard for the street area. She had been
one for the parking lot area.
Mayor Thompson explained that funding for crossing guards came out of the police budget.
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Ms. Jones stated that she would volunteer to be a crossing guard. It was important for the kids to
be safe.
Denise Pedersen explained that last Wednesday she talked to the Council at the work session and
mentioned that she had papers for the Council to go over on the Tri-City Recreation Area. She
made copies and placed them in a folder for each Council member. Of most importance she
wanted to say that the project was the Tri-City Recreation Area. The ultimate size was to be 190
acres and was to include an 18-hole golf course, equestrian trails, lakes for aquatics study, nature
study, and an arboretum. The City received federal funding of about $189,000 for that project.
She did not believe the City could change what was supposed to be done with that money.
Ms. Pedersen continued that while she was searching for information on the Tri-City Recreation
Area she found some pertinent information with regard to the riding club, the stables and barns.
One was a scrap book of the riding club that she received today. She copied an appropriate page
from it. Mayor Beck signed an Assurance of Compliance that the City would use the money for
what it was intended. She hoped that they would not deal lightly with federal money. This
information is included in the minutes as ATTACHMENT 2. She had also received papers of
alleged illegal use of public funds to promote the bond proposition by not providing two sides of
the issue on the pressurized irrigation. She provided copies and asked that they be attached to
the minutes. They are included as ATTACHMENT 3. She asked that the City proceed very
carefully on the secondary system as federal money went to where the riding stables were.
Mayor Thompson thanked her for her research.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no Community Service Awards to be presented.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Thompson invited Building Maintenance Supervisor Ed Jones to come forward to be
recognized as the Employee of the Month for October 2007. He noted the good job that Ed
Jones did for the City and cited a recent event. A frantic mother carrying a one year old baby ran
across the street to where Ed Jones was sitting. The baby was not breathing as she had fallen
down the stairs. He confidently laid the baby down and began rescue breathing and chest
compressions. The baby responded and began to breathe on her own. His quick thinking and
effort saved her life. There was general applause.
Councilmember Kramer commented that the baby that was saved was her babysitter's baby. Ed
Jones was a hero.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback thanked the Parks Department employees and all of the volunteers
who turned out Saturday a week ago to plant trees in Val Vista Park and Hunter Park and they
did so in the rain. She thanked the Michael and Brooks Wynn Family for their donation.
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Councilmember Rodeback reported that she was teachin~ a Citizenship in the Community class
at the American Fork Library on Thursday, November 8 at 7:00p.m. It would be limited to one
hour.
Councilmember Rodeback responded to those who were in attendance regarding 900 East that
she felt their concerns were very valid and requested that the matter be placed on a work session
for discussion. It has been said that there was no support for 900 East to go through to State
Street, but so long as it was noted on the general plan our staff was free to promise developers
access to State Street and in fact that was happening now. She also wanted to address the speed
hump issue and in terms ofthe City budget she felt it was very manageable and truly workable.
Her children attended Barratt Elementary. She drove that route twice a day. It was a nightmare.
Councilman Gunther echoed what Councilmember Rodeback said about 900 East and bigger
than that was the fact that transportation was a big issue in the City and the Mayor and Council
were aware of it and were appreciative of the public bringing it to their attention. The Council
intended to do something about it. He hoped that many heads would come up with good
solutions. They were dedicated to finding solutions.
Mayor Thompson noted that at the recent public hearing and other meetings comments had been
made regarding a few items that were outmoded and needed to be updated on the master plan.
He had assigned Rod Despain to do that.
Rod Despain responded that they were working with the GIS department to get the materials that
would allow them to get that accomplished.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he had met with Recreation Director Derric R ykert and
reviewed the Recreation Coop Agreement with Highland and Alpine and made some changes
that were brought up in City Council meeting. The next step was to go together to meet with
representatives from Highland and Alpine and perhaps the school district. It should be ready to
go in three weeks.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he along with Councilmembers Sherry Kramer and Ricky
Storrs attended the Chamber of Commerce sponsored Meet the Candidate Night. The Mayor and
Councilman Gunther were in San Francisco working with the bonding company on the
secondary irrigation bond. He appreciated the Chamber hosting that. The municipal election
along with the statewide referendum was on November 6 and he encouraged all to attend the
polls. Early voting was available at the American Fork Library from 3:00 to 7:00p.m. weekdays
from October 23 through November 1 and then on November 2nd from 12:00 to 5:00p.m.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the Mary Kawakami Patriotic Speech Contest would be held
at the Library on November 3. The speeches by the young people have been outstanding in the
past and they made one feel good about the young people in our community and about our
country.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the American Fork High School Football team won the
regional championship and were seeded number one and would host an opening round game this
Friday at 4:00p.m. against Viewmont High School. Coach Bobby Eccles, as most know, has
4

---------------------

been in the hospital, but was thought to be doing better now. The victory against Pleasant Grove
was inspired due to his absence and added that the community wished him well.
Councilman LeBaron expressed appreciation to Ed Jones who was always willing to go out of
his way to help.
Councilman LeBaron noted the Regional Transportation Open House was tomorrow, October
24th from 4:30p.m. to 7:00p.m. at theOrem Friendship Senior Center. Comments could be
made on regional transportation issues that affect American Fork.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he would be having knee surgery on Halloween day. It was
not of the major proportion that Mayor Thompson had however.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he was getting more and more phone calls and emails about
the condition of Art Dye Park. The Council needed to address the issue in the near future of the
completion of Art Dye as it had been proposed and planned including the east - west entrance
and egress and the widening of the road to 700 North.
Councilmember Kramer reported that she attended the High School Community Council last
Monday and that connection between the City and the High School was a really good idea.
Councilman Storrs echoed what his colleagues had said concerning 900 East Street. That needed
to be off the master plan. He felt the City would be able to take care ofthe speed humps.
Councilman Storrs congratulated Ed Jones and felt the recognition was well deserved.
Councilman Storrs reported that Sgt. Ludlow from the police department had been called up to
serve in Iraq. There were 45 soldiers in his unit that receive nothing from home. Sgt Ludlow's
wife was spearheading a project to remedy that. Boxes for mailing were available at Kade' s
Place along with a list of the things that the soldiers need. One can fill the box and take it back
to Kade's Place and Ms. Ludlow would make sure it got mailed to them.
Councilman Storrs hoped that the Council would investigate the material handed them and do the
right thing with the riding club and work something out to accommodate both the riding club and
the secondary irrigation.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson attended the performance of the American Fork Symphony at the High School
last evening and it was something that the community was proud of
Mayor Thompson reported that City Finance Officer Cathy Jensen, Councilman Dale Gunther,
the City's financial advisor and himself went to San Francisco and made a presentation to
Moody's Bond Rating Company and to two insurance companies regarding American Fork City
and the secondary irrigation bond.

5

Mayor Thompson reported that the County Foster Grandparents assisted with Grand-Parenting
for disadvantaged children. He recently helped in recognizing their efforts. One woman from
Lehi was retiring after 3 5 years of service.
Mayor Thompson noted that Bajio Grill had now opened in American Fork. Also, the Legend of
Sleepy Hollow was being produced in the Amphitheater that involved actors and participants
from the surrounding area as well as American Fork. He was delighted in the things that were
happening in a well rounded community.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approval ofthe October 4, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the October 9, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval ofthe October 10, 2007 joint work session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of common consent items one thru four including
the provided written changes to the minutes. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.

(On page 1, line 9 ofthe October 10, 2007 joint work session minutes, add the sentence,
"Councilman Shirl LeBaron was excused to attend to a family matter.")
All were in favor.

ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
There were no appointments.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MAKE A DIFFERENCE DAY PROCLAMATION -Mayor
Thompson
Mayor Thompson stated that this was a wonderful way to apply what Councilman Storrs had
brought up. The Make a Difference Day Proclamation was widely supported across the Country
by USA Weekend Magazine, the Points of Light Foundation, the NFL, and locally by the Ladies
Auxiliary ofVFW Post 4918. Mayor Thompson read the Proclamation proclaiming October 27,
2007, as Make a Difference Day in American Fork.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the Make a Difference Day Proclamation.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPROVAL OF AN ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE LICENSE FOR
YAPONA JAPANESE RESTAURANT AT 466 NORTH 900 WEST -Mui A Ly

6

Councilman Storrs moved approval of an Alcoholic Beverage License for the Yapona
Japanese Restaurant at 466 North 900 West. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the
motion.
Mayor Thompson noted that recently they had come before the Council and were approved for a
Class B Beer License.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 2-6.5 RELATING
TO PERMITTED USES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS WITHIN PLANNED SHOPPING
CENTER PROJECTS - Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that this would allow for residential uses in Planned Shopping Center
Projects and also modified the sign and parking requirements.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-10-52 amending Section 2-6.5 of
the Development Code relating to permitted uses and other requirements within Planned
Shopping Center Projects. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE AUTUMN CREST SOUTH PLAT "f.:' ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 11.49
ACRES AT 1150 EAST 700 NORTH- Staff
Mayor Thompson explained that this was property to the east of the American Heritage School
but did not include the two parcels immediately to the east of the school.
Councilman Gunther added that it did not include the Cloic Humble and Earl Christensen homes.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-10-42R indicating the City's
intent to annex the Autumn Crest South Plat A Annexation at approximately 1150 East 700
North. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson noted that a public hearing would be established by this action.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Cambridge Court Subdivision Plat A consisting of
20 lots, located at 800 North 920 West- Lone Peak Development
7

Mayor Thompson asked if there were to be any removal of existing homes.
Rod Despain noted that there were two in the vicinity of lots 12, 13, & 14. This approval
would also provide for the flattening the existing 900 West S curve just north of 700
North.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if the proposed homes were to back onto 900 West and
what the zoning was and if they were compliant.
Rod Despain answered that they would back onto 900 West and that the zoning was R19000 and Rl-12,000 and they did comply.
Councilmember Kramer asked about the setback of the homes from 900 West.
Rod Despain noted that it was a rear setback and would be at least 30 feet. The Planning
Commission has required a stamped concrete wall.
Councilmember Kramer asked about having a winding or meandering sidewalk like in
Highland.
Rod Despain did know if it would be winding but that there would be a planter strip that
distanced the sidewalk from the street.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the City got enough right-of-way for that road.
Mr. Despain responded that they did. The annexation and subdivision plat provided for a
major collector road with a five-lane cross section.
Council member Kramer asked if there were parts of it there were narrow.
Rod Despain answered that there were. It was based on an 82-foot right-of-way.
Councilmember Kramer asked the distance from the curb and gutter to the concrete
stamped wall.
Mr. Despain answered that it would be twelve feet.
Councilmember Kramer would like to see that wider in the future.
Rod Despain explained that what the City got was based on what they had asked for.
Mayor Thompson noted that MAG was studying this. It could change in the future. He
checked with them this afternoon and it would be spring of2008 before their study would
be done.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about the traffic study that the City was having done in
the area of 900 West by Hales Engineering. She was concerned that pending that report
that they might not have enough width.
8

Mayor Thompson stated that the staff and the Planning Commission were willing to
recommend this.
Councilman Gunther asked legal counsel if there were vesting of development rights by
the developer at this time.
Kasey Wright responded that the developer's rights had vested.
Councilman Gunther commented that if the City wanted additional width, they would
have to purchase it.
Rod Despain explained that some time ago Horrocks did a study and recommended the
width needed for 900 West.
Councilman Gunther asked if the Horrocks study of 900 West was done before or after
Costco and The Meadows went in.
Howard Denney answered that it was done in 2004.
Councilmember Kramer requested that ifthere were additional properties available in the
future that they be acquired for additional width.
Rod Despain noted that the east side of900 West had yet to be annexed and there were
possibilities there.
Councilman Gunther moved to approve the final plat of Cambridge Court
Subdivision Plat A consisting of20 lots at 800 North 920 West, to authorize the
Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications with instructions to
the City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat subject to the posting of a
performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required improvements
and verification of a deed for the northern portion of 800 North Street.

Howard Denney asked for addition to the motion that the approval be subject to the
resolution of technical engineering concerns, mainly regarding storm drainage.
Councilman Gunther added to his motion that it be subject to the resolution of
technical engineering concerns.
Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in favor.

b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended final plat ofLegacy
Corporate Office Condominiums located at 686 East 110 South- John Heiner
John Heiner explained that some of the common area needed to be changed in the event a
tenant desired to have adjacent suites. There would not be common area between 101
and 102. There would be some common space added and a hallway eliminated along
202. He added that it was difficult to see some of those types of things until they got into
9

construction. In a condominium situation where air space was being sold, an amended
plat was required.

Councilman LeBaron moved to void any previous approvals for Legacy Corporate
Office Condominiums and adopt Ordinance No. 07-10-53 approving the amended
final plat of Legacy Corporate Office Condominiums at 686 East 110 South and to
authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications.
Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion. All were in favor.
c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended commercial site plan for a
pylon sign at Liberty Park Plat A consisting of one office building located at 999 East
Pacific Drive -John Lundin
A picture of the proposed sign was shown. Rod Despain stated that it was in compliance
with the sign ordinance.

Councilmember Kramer moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-10-54 amending the
commercial site plan for Liberty Park Plat A consisting of one office building at 999
East Pacific Drive to show the revised type and location of the accessory sign.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
On the lower portion there would be running display letters only on the side facing east.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT BETWEEN UDOT AND AMERICAN FORK CITY ON A 600 WEST MAIN
STREET SIGNAL LIGHT - Staff
Councilman Gunther stated that this was part of the improvement bond for the Alpine Valley
Center, Target area.
Mayor Thompson stated that those funds could be preserved for a period of three years if they
were transferred to UDOT
Councilmember Kramer asked if the location of the proposed signal had enough distance from
other signals.
Public Works Director Howard Denney responded that the queuing would work and but with a
little concern. The signal was not yet warranted but would be in the future with the development
of the property to the south. This agreement would provide three years to get the warrant or the
money would come back to American Fork.
Mayor Thompson stated that the City and the developer of the Doug Smith property to the south
were interested in installing that light because that was going to permit the intended use of that
property. Not being critical ofUDOT, he commented that UDOT was not known for a long
anticipation in advance of the needs and the traffic volumes. UDOT was more comfortable in
10

waiting until all the traffic volumes were at crisis point and then they would say that indeed there
was a warrant and this warranted some attention.
Mayor Thompson stated that the City was going to make some efforts to see ifUDOT can put on
their visionary glasses and see if they can't, with what the developer plans and with what was
happening to the north in the Target area and the increased traffic, commit early on this. He was
going to send a letter to the UDOT Region 3 Supervisor requesting in strong language that they
make an exception to the warrant policy that they have.
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-10-43R approving the interlocal
agreement and to transfer the associated funds to UDOT for the future installation of the
signal light at 600 West and Main Street. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.

City Attorney Kasey Wright discussed a couple of changes. 1) As part of the adoption he
encouraged a tag line to paragraph 3 that there be interest earned as the money sat there for three
years, and if the funds not used the interest would also be returned to the City. 2) In provision 4,
the City was holding UDOT harmless "against any claims alleged to be the result of, or to have
arisen out of, the intersection and access design described herein." A line should be added that if
it was UDOT' s fault the City was not going to indemnify them.
Councilman Storrs added those changes to his motion. Councilman Gunther agreed with
his second.
All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUISITION AND
REIMBURSEMENT (PROJECT NUMBER: STP-2896(2)0, 50 SOUTH FROM 700 EAST TO
1100 EAST) - Staff
Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-10-44R approving an interlocal
agreement for right-of-way acquisition and reimbursement for 50 South from 700 East to
1100 East.

Councilman Gunther stated that he might have a conflict of interest in that he and his brothers
owned property along this route and they may have frontage issues. He would abstain from any
vote.
Mayor Thompson asked City Attorney Kasey Wright ifthere was a legal exposure.
Mr. Wright expressed that he was okay with the agreement.

Mayor Thompson asked about the public hearing/open house.
Howard Denney explained that it was an open house format with many conversations going on at
the same time and information being dispersed.
Mayor Thompson asked about the $40,000 matching grant.
11

Howard Denney reported that there was $50,000 in the budget. The $40,000 was approved by
the Finance Committee earlier this evening. ·
Councilmember Rode back noted that this would allow the process to begin and asked if there
was a completion date.
Howard Denney explained that there were 26 parcels that needed to be negotiated by a private
firm in the UDOT Pool, Kenyon and Associates. He did not know how long that would take.
Once that was done, it would go back to MAG to request the additional funds to complete the
project.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if a signal light at 1100 East 50 South could be included.
Howard Denney responded that the process to this point has taken seven years. To go back and
modify it would take additional time.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that a signal light was still needed there.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers LeBaron, Storrs, Rodeback, and Kramer.
Abstain, Councilman Gunther. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS -Staff
There were no change orders or tasks orders.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:08p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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Our data states speed
humps:
• increase response time for fire trucks by
3-5 seconds per speed hump
• increase response time for ambulance with
a person being transported by 8-1 0
seconds per speed hump
• the risl<s posed to our children each day far
out weigh the increase response time that
will effect the rare occurrence of these
extreme emergencies
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October 22, 2007
Lt. Governor, State of Utah
Fax: 801-851-8051
Utah County Attorney
Fax: 801-538-1133
American Fork City has accepted monies from the federal government and has yet to
fulfill the ultimate development for which they accepted the monies. In 1970, Governor Calvin
L. Rampton signed and sent a letter agreeing with application of federal funds for the 'Tri-City
Recreation Area' project. The type of project was 'primarily golfcourse', but 'ultimate
development planned' was '18 hole golfcourse, equestrian trails, lakes for aquatic studies, nature
studies, arboraetum,' with an ultimate size of 190 acres planned. This was 'found to be
consistant with the Council's area-wide recreation planning goals and objectives as
recommended in the Plan for Outdoor Recreation' (prepared by the Utah County Planning
Commission 1968).

•

On November 2, 1972, an amendment was made by the State of Utah and by American
Fork City, Lehi, and Pleasant Grove Cities agreeing to increases in total project cost and total
Federal share. American Fork City, Lehi City and Pleasant Grove City budgets were to be the
source of 50% ofthe total $377,400 and federal assistance requested was $188,700. The original
term of the lease was 99 years .
As of this date, there is only an 18-hole golf course in what was supposed to be the TriCity Recreation Area. I believe that the city needs to use the monies they received for this
project for all of its intended purposes, and they need to include the equestrian trails, lakes for
aquatic studies, nature studies, and an arboretum.
As ofNovember 16,2007, American Fork City is breaking ground, on what is part of the
Tri-City Recreation Area land, for a pressurized irrigation pond. That ground currently includes
40 horse stalls, and horse walkers, in addition to other buildings. This matter needs immediate
attention and investigation before American Fork City takes further action!

Denise Pedersen
731 North 350 East
American Fork, Utah 84003
801-7 56-5727
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LAfW AND ~lATER CONSERVATION FUND PROGRN!

•
Nume

STATE OF UTMI

Review of outdoor recreation projects in 0tah by approprJte regional clearinghouse agencies, in accord with 8.0.3. Circular A-95.
of projccc·

lt!aJr.e of Applicant
American Fork City
Lehi. City
Pleasant Grove Ci tv

Tri-City. Recreation Area

As3istance requested
Grant

Type of project

Oct. ,. 70 to
Primari lv Gal fcourse
or Tota 1 acres of

IOtul est. cost Acres Dev.
Acq. for this
$3S,ilQO.
proposal
38,500.

Project period

site inc. in
this proposal

Ort

1 1 71

Ultimate size
Jlanned (acres)
L~i<?~

l(J.J/ I 10.41

190

Br1cf descr,pt1on of project:
Aquisi tion of approximately 13 acres to enable completion of 18 hole golfcourse and
recreation area.

Existing cond1tion of project area

••

Undeveloped

Name of regional

Ultimate development

18 hole golfcourse, equestrian trails,
lakes for aquatic studies, nature studies
arboraetum.

agency

~12aringhouse

b1·ief stat~me~t i~aicating relationship of proposed outdoor recreation projcc~ ~:it~ the
comprehensive ~la~ni~g effor~ of the clearinghouse agency:
The Tri-City Golf Course proposed by the cities of
American Fork, Lehi, and Pleasant Grove has been reviewed by
the Utah County Co.uncil of Governments staff. The proposed plan
is found to be consistant with the Council's area-wide recreation
planning go~ls and objectives as recommended in the Plan for
Outdoor Recreation, Utah County, prepared by the Utah County
Planning Commission 1968.

er~tion

••

/ . /.

I' .

t..na i nr:an

//

~,...4':.:. /.-

·. (/.

.

The Council encourages this type o£ area-wide coopbetween communities to develop such facilities.

,/·
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STATE OF UTAH

•

OF"F"ICE OF" THE

\..I 1.]

~u I 1

"""w• --

Project No. - - - - - Part I Attachment II

GOVERNOR

SALT LAKE CITY

GALVIN

August 31

L. lti.MPTON

OOVEA .. OR

1

1970

Mr. Gordon Harmston
Director
Department of Natural Resources
-~

-•u-=;-,-=t

:~'"'11'"9' .

Dear Gordon:
I have reviewed the rating assigned by the
staff to the 51 projects considered to receive funding
from the Land and Water Conservation Fund. I agree
with the priorities established by the staff, and
authorize the application of the available funds to
the projects in order ~f priority.
I am enclosing also a copy of a letter received
in this office on August 28th from the Director of the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, which attaches the allocation
of funds to each state.
rely,
l

CLR:t

•

-

.
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1970 lAND

A..._ Wi.

.Name of Park

•

....

,

':llY

· ·particirent

· Assistance

Madsen Park

Salt Lake County

Total Federa!.
Assistc.nce

$ 40,000 •

Dev.

Fish and Game

-')SALS
Federal

. Type of
··Project

Pine Creek Hatchery
(Phase lli).

. State Outdoor Recreation
Plan (second)

Acq. & .Amend.

100,000.

$ 140,000.

State Of Utah

Plan

45,000.

185,000 •

Redw::x:d Park

Salt Lake County

Acq.

. 60,000.

245,000.

Tri City Golf Course

l.ehi, P.G. & hn. Fork Acq, & Dev.

Sugarhouse P2.!:'k

Salt Lake City

rev.

Dimple Dell·

Salt Lake County

Fast Park

~

~,oo?)

. 30,000.

460,000.

.Acq.

400,000.

aso,ooo .

Salt Lake County
Service Prea #2

Acq.

130,000.

990,000.

Murray City Park

Murray City

rev.

175,000.

1,165,000.

Mendon Park

Mendon City

Acq. & Dev.

27,000.

1,192,000.

Cascade

Orem City

Acq •.

7,500.

1,199,500.

Weber County

Dev.

20,000.

1,219,500.

Pleasc.nt Grove Park

Pleasant Grove City

Dev.

15,500.

1,235,000.

Che:!'rY P..ills

Ore.rn City

Dev.

37,500.

1,272,500.

~sCove

•

CONSERVATION miD PRC\JEC

'

INELIGIBLE

Wasatch Mountai._r1 St. Park Parks and Recreation

Dev.

Roosevelt City Golf

Rcosevelt CiDJ

Dev.

52,500.

1,325,000

Vae View

I.aytcn City

Dev.

13,800.

1,338,800.

Cr.apel Street

layton City

Dev.

20,500.

1,359,300.

Trenton City Park

Trenton City

r:ev.

·n,ooo.

1,370,300.

Henefer Pa=-k

Henefer

3,250.

1 '373' 550.

Mayfield Park

Mayfield City

D:v.

1,000.

1,374,550.

Palisade Golf Course

Sanpete Cow--.ty

Dev.

45,000.

1,419,550.

Moab Park

Moab City

Dev •

13,000.

1,432,550.

Dev.

60,000.

1,492,550.

r:cw Ca'Tlyan State P2rk

'

/

Parks and Recreation
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~greement

•

Amendment No. ·LW-89, 1 & 89.2

AMENDMENT TO LAND AND WATER
CONSERVATION FUND AGREEMENT
BETWEEN STATE OF UTAH AND PARTICIPANT

-rH~S

AMENDMENT to Agreement No. LW- 49-00089
is hereby made and agreed
upon this Second day of November
, 19 7L , by the State of Utah,
acting through the Executive Director of the Department of Natural Resources,
and by ~rf can Fork C1 ty, lehi. and Pleasant Grove Cf ties
(Participant),
pursuant to terms and authorities of the Land and Water Co~servation- Fund Act·of 1965, 78 Stat. 897 (1964).

The State and Participant mutually agree that said agreement is amended as
follows:
·

Increase total project cost from $377,400.03 to $56£,366.00
Increase total Federal share from $188,700.00 to $283,183.00

.....

~ s-z

Change of project period

··-

From

March 32 1971

to PAce::lber 31. 1972

To

March 3, 1971

to June 3D, 1974

0

lrff~y~

*'l..,!.)

and change of period covered by th1 s agreement
From

Harch 3; 1Y7l

To

March

3, 1971

to December 31, 1972
to June 30, 1974

In all other respects the agreement to which this is an amendment, and the plans
and specifications relevant thereto, shall remain in full force and effect. In
witness whereof the parties hereto have executed this amendment as of the date
entered above.

Tri-City Recreation Area
PARTICIPANT
-

.. .

.

,!-·/ ; .· t L./ ,_ t ;/~
/

k

•

")
.

lj

.

.
/_ /

/I . ,

-1

.
•

STATE OF UTAH
By and Through
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

/
..:

,

,."~ ~

~Uthorized Officer of Participant

/i /
,-'1

-

1

-··. .
kf)/. lb./

t

·I

·

-?/
I
<.. ~~<"-;..,~

k

· CGO'rdon E. Harmstoh/ Executive Director

Chairman
Title of Signing Officer
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FORI\; ..~l't'KUV• •' tlUO NV. IJ"'+.<•n 1 ""u

DEPARTMENT .OF THtiN_T_E_R-10-R----r------FO-R--:Bl..-vSE ONLY

•

Project Number

BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION

l/l:l-oooS''

LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND

Congressional District

PROJECT PROPOSAL .

0

Acquisition

0

0

Planning

IX] Combination

_ _0 _

Development

. de _ _0 _ _ - _ _., Long1tu
I

,

PART I

1. Project Title

2. County

Tri - City Recreation Area

Utah

3. Brief description of project

This proposal provides for the acouisition of 1 l0.41 acres of land adjacent to 85
acres of American Fork property and adjacent to B4 acres of land leased from the
Utah State Traini~Sch.oQ,l for 99 years. After the 10.41 acres of land have been
acquired the tota~79.41 Jeres will be developed for an 18 hole golf course and
driving range. The.~oje.ct includes: development of a master plan and construction dra·.·lings; e_c;.rth work and clearing; fair~<Jay stone clearing; earth work for
greens and te , installation of a sprinkling system, including pumps, and 4 water
reservoirs·
nstruction of a clubhouse, including rest rooms, pro shop, snack
bar, a
ndscaping. The project is located one mile north of the center of
Ameri
Fot(,k'n Utah County, Utah.

.·

~.'

address and phone number

American Fork City
31 North Church Street
American Fork, Utah 84003
Phone:

$

5. a. Total project costs
Federal assistance requested .5.{1_%
b. Source(s) of remainder of funds:

377,400

$ 188,700

American Fork City, Lehi City and
Pleasant Grove City budgets.

756-3571

6. Other f!ederal Grant?
0 Yes [iJ No
If "Yes," attach an explanation of nature of the
grant, indicate whether independent or supple ·
mental, and give name of the granting agency.

7. Previous L&WCF Grant?
Project Number

0

Yes

!X] No

-------------------

. .

8.

, (iJ New

0Addition

·:-:.:

.

·.

,·
. ...:

•

....

..
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IV.

.o Ma~iiJe.
Cfi.akes. including reservoirs

0
B. 0

[iJ Rivers or streams

c.

-

11. Census Classification

ltme·u•stance Classification

A.

CommuniWIT~wn
12.

[» Metropolitan/Regional
..

P~ge

numbers from State Plan:

3. 119; 3. 120; 4. 48; 4. 49; 4. 50

D. 0 Overnight
E. 0 Weekend/Vacation

Non-aquatic

·o Rural

li] Urban

Neighborhood

If appropriate, attach a narrative
explanation.

l. Ownership:

0

(] Fee Simple

Less than Fee (Specify),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

rn

If leased, is lessor: 0 Federal
State/Local Government
Original term in Jyears 99 years

0

P~lvate

If any outstanding rights are to be held by others, attach an explanation of how they will affect the project.
OR USE BY STATE LIAISON OFFICE ONLY
n behalf of the Governor, I request this application be considered for financial assistance under the terms of the Land and Water
:mservation Fund Act of 1965 (78 Stat. 897), as amended, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Manual, and other pertinomt
ractives and policies of the BOA,nd the Department of the Interior. ·

~,c<~Ji..J~
~ta;;e
~
~ig:'lat'Jre
1

L1a1son Officer

·,
Date
---nATE usE Compl i a nee with Civi 1 Rights Requi rernents is assured (Part I Attachment 1}.
1c ~roject is in accord with B.O.B. State and Regional Clearinghouse (Part I Attachment
:) .
·------·' . -r----·-------------------------•

Title

ll'.

'Ill· 1Ci3 (J•dy 1970)

•
--

.-·-~ '. ·-:

'

·-.-. > .·.·: ---.. ;;-·;·.·.... .. ·.: ·. -~- ·.·-:-
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Project~ No.
.. ...

,.,

t't..

~B-r. r c.:r in· 1 3 so
• (M<l•ch 1966)
t· .

\._.\

Part I Attachment I

, .

,

•

'
U. S. DEPARTMENT Of THE: INTERIOR
ASSURANCE OF COMPLIANCE:
(TITLE VI, CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964)

Tri City Golf Association

----~~~(~N~a-m~e~o~f~A~p~p~li~c~a~n~t~-~R-e-c~ip-1~.e-n-t~)---------

(hereinafter called "Applicant-Recipient")

HEREBY AGREES THAT IT will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P. L. 88-352)
and all requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Department of the Interior Regulation
(43 CFR 17) issued pursuant to that title, to the end that, in accordance with Title VI of that
Act and the Regulation, no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color,
or national origin be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for which the ApplicantRecipient receives financial assistance from Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
and Hereby
Bureau or O!fice
Gives Assurance That It will immediately take any measures to effectuate this agreement.
'-"li any-rea·l -property or structure "therem1 'is -pr-uvi.=u~"'i -x-rnf!• v-ve.::!~G'r~ uid,~af Federal
financial assistance extended to the Applicant-Recipient by s 11 rean of 011tdoor Recreation,
Bureau or Office
This assurance obligates the Applicant-Recipient, or in the case of any transfer of such
property, any transferee for the period during which the real property or structure is used
for a purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits .. If any personal
property is so provided, this assurance obligates the Applicant-Recipient for the period
during which it retains ownership or possession of the property. In all other cases, this
~s~rance o_bligates the Applicant-Recipient for the period during which the Federal financial
.s1stance lS extended to it by f! 11 reaJJ of o 11 tdoar Recreation
· •
Bureau or Office

THIS ASSURANCE is given in consideration of and for the purpose of obtaining any and all
Federal grants, loans, contracts, property, ciiscounts or other Federal financial assistnnc~
extended after the date hereof to the Applicunt-Reciplent by the: Lureau or office, including
installment payments after such date on account of arrangements for Federal financial
assistance which were approved before such date. The Applicant-Recipient recognizes and
agrees that such Federal financiul assistance will be extended in reliance on the representations and agreements made in this assurunce, and that the United States shall reser;e
the right to seek judicial enforcement of this assurance. This assurance is binding on the
Applicant- Recipient, its successors, transferees, and as signee s, and the person or persons
whose signature appear below are authorized to sign this assurance on behalf of the
Applicant-Recipient.

October 1. 1970
DATED

Tri City Golf Association
APPLICANT-RECIPIENT

'
.

•

Gy

_.;,

'

/

.

'

•• · ; /

·I

/

/ / / /! £~c·.-- ~~/,//__
(President, Chairman of Board or Comparaul<?
authorized Official)

31 North Church Street, American Fork, Utah 84003
APPLICANT- RECIPIENT'S MAILING ADDRESS

/f:. ( /·_··- -
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RIDING CLUB STALLS
complex.

now

Riding Club Stalls Under Construction
'·

'

..

-~.

.l.

'"·''

New riding club stalls are
now under construction at ·the
Tri-City Golf course recreation
complex.
Glade Steiner, American Fork
Riding Club president, said the
construction project includes 22
, stalls and two tack rooms. The
new stalls replace stalls which
had to be removed to facilitate
constructi9n of the new golf
course.
Built of concrete, the new stalls
will have· a metal roof and doors,
Mr. Steiner said, and will be
fireproof. When comwill be rented out

'

[

I

•

October 20, 2007
Dear Denise,

Approximately one year ago I was asked to prepare a memorandum regarding the
legalities of the pressurized irrigation bond proposition. In addition to the problems with
the recreation property there is other more egregious violations that should be brought to
the attention of the Lieutenant Governor, the County Attorney and especially the media.
There is a criminal penalty and a mandatory removal from office for all elected
officers who violate the statues in Title 20A of the Utah Code. The memorandum was as
follows:
American Fork City has apparently used public money to influence the ballot
proposition for the pressurized irrigation as evidenced in the attached email from
Councilwoman Heidi Rodeback to Attorney George Brown. Heidi Rodeback admits in
her email to Mr. Brown that American Fork did in fact use public funds to hire a Public
Relations firm to promote a bond proposition and she was unwilling because of time
constraints to come into compliance with the law.

•

# 1 Use of public funds to promote a bond proposition is strictly prohibited by
Utah law and is considered a class B misdemeanor. American Fork City mailed out a
multi-page pamphlet, a one page card and printed the same multi-page pamphlet as a
flyer in the American Fork Citizen newspaper. (Copies included).
American Fork City did not present the opposing opinion in the voter information
pamphlet. None of the pamphlets sent to the public or the newspaper contain an
opposing position or an analysis of the pros and cons of the ballot proposition as required
by law. (See attached highlighted Utah statues). These pamphlets were more than just
encouragement for the citizens to tum out to vote.
#2 Voter information pamphlets that do not represent the opposing opinions are in
violation of the law. This is also a class B misdemeanor. (See attached highlighted Utah
statues).
Apparently the elected American Fork city officials approved the bond election
information. I am still researching the admitted involvement of the bond council in the
bond election process. This could be a violation oflaw also. I have all of the contacts for
the media. I doubt anyone has the funds to pursue this matter in a court of law. Your
best chance is to contact all of the media outlets and let the court of public opinion
decide.

•

~~
~eenMiller
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Utah Code Section 20A-7-702

•

•

•

Page 1 of2

lOA-,.,7.702. Voter,infnrmation pamphlet -- Fol'lll, -- Contents -- Distribution.
(1) The lieutenant governor shall ensure that all information submitted for publication in the voter
information pamphlet is:
(a) printed and bound in a single pamphlet;
(b) printed in clear readable type, no less than ten-point, except that the text of any measure may be
set forth in eight-point type; and
(c) printed on a quality and weight of paper that best serves the voters.
(2) The voter information pamphlet shall contain the following items in this ordc::;r:
(a) a cover title page;
(b) an introduction to the pamphlet by the lieutenant governor;
(c) a table of contents;
(d) a list of all candidates for constitutional offices;
(e) a list of candidates for each legislative district;
(f) a 100-word statement of qualifications for each candidate for the office of governor, lieutenant
governor, attorney general, state auditor, or state treasurer, if submitted by the candidate to the lieutenant
governor's of:ijce before July 15 at 5 p.m.;
(g) information pertaining to all measures to be submitted to the voters, beginning a new page for
each measure and containing, in the following order for each measure:
(i) a copy of the number and ballot title of the measure;
(ii) the fmal vote cast by the Legislature on the measure if it is a measure submitted by the
Legislature or by referendum;
(iii) the impartial analysis of the measure prepared by the Office of Legislative Research and General
Counsel;
(iv) the arguments in favor of the measure, the rebuttal to the arguments in favor of the measure, the
arguments against the measure, and the rebuttal to the arguments against the measure, with the name and
title of the authors at the end of each argument or rebuttal;
(v) for each constitutional amendment, a complete copy of the text of the constitutional amendment,
with all new language underlined, and all deleted language placed within brackets; and
(vi) for each initiative qualified for the ballot, a copy of the measure as certified by the lieutenant
governor and a copy ofthe fiscal impact estimate prepared according to Section 20A-7-202.5;
(h) a description provided by the Judicial Council of the selection and retention process for judges,
including, in the following order:
(i) a description of the judicial selection process;
(ii) a description of the judicial performance evaluation process;
(iii) a description of the judicial retention election process;
(iv) a list of the criteria and minimum standards of judicial performance evaluation;
(v) the names of the judges standing for retention election; and
(vi) for each judge:
(A) the counties in which the judge is subject to retention election;
(B) a short biography of professional qualifications and a recent photograph;
(C) for each standard of performance, a statement identifYing whether or not the judge met the
standard and, if not, the manner in which the judge failed to meet the standard;
(D) a statement provided by the Utah Supreme Court identifying the cumulative number
of informal reprimands, when consented to by the judge in accordance with Subsection 78-8-107(2),
forn1al reprimands, and all orders of censure and suspension issued by the Utah Supreme Court under
Utah Constitution Article VIII, Section 13 during the judge's current term and the immediately
preceding term, and a detailed summary of the supporting reasons for each violation of the Code of
Judicial Conduct that the judge has received; and
(E) a statement identifYing whether or not the judge was certified by the Judicial Council;
(vii) (A) except as provided in Subsection (2)(h)(vii)(B), for each judge, in graphic format, the
ATTACHMENT 3 TO THE 10-23-07
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Utah Code Section20A-ll-1203

•

Page 1 of 1

·- .20A:-11-120J. Public enti·ty<prohibitetl·:from.expending public funds on certain ele.ctoral
.,JDatteFs•

tJ}·Hnless specitic-ally requir.ed.by law; a public entity may not make expenditures from public funds
for p.oliticalpurposes or. to. influence a baUetpropnsil!iQn.
(2) Nothing in this chapter prohibits a public official from speaking, campaigning, contributing
personal monies, or otherwise exercising the public official's individual First Amendment rights for
political purposes.
..... (3) Nothing in this chapter prohibits a public entity from providing factual information about a ballot
prop.o.si:tion to the public, so long as the infonnation grants eqY.al access to both the opponents and
pr,opon.ents.o.f the ballot pro.p.ositioo.
(4) Nothing in this chapter prohibits a public entity from the neutral encouragement of voters to vote.
(5) Nothing in this chapter prohibits a public entity from preparing information analyzing the pros
and cons of a ballot proposition when requested to do so by the public entity's governing body.
(6) Nothing in this chapter prohibits an elected official from campaigning or advocating for or against
a ballot proposition.
(7) A violation of this section does not invalidate an otherwise valid election.
-

Enacted by Chapter 158, 1995 General Session
Download Code Section Zipped WP 6/7/8 2QAQAQ4},ZIP 2,203 Bytes

Last revised: Tuesday, October 03, 2006
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•
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Utah Code Section 20A-ll-1204

•

Page 1 of 1

--. 20A-11-1204. Criminal penalty.
Each public official who violates this part is guilty of a class B misdemeanor .
Enacted by Chapter 142, 2004 General Session
Download Code Section Zipp~d WP 6/7/8 20h.OA044.Zlf> 1,556 Bytes
---------------------~·~--------------

--~---------------------------------

Last revised: Triesdoy, October 03, 2006

•

•
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Utah Code Section 20A-1-609

•

- lM~l..(i09. Omnibus penalties.
- (1) Unless another penalty is specifically provided, any person who violates any provision ofthis title
is guilty of a class B misdemeanor.
(2) A person convicted of any offense under this title may not:
(a) file a declaration of candidacy for any office or appear on the ballot as a candidate for any office
during the election cycle in which the violation occurred;
.-- (b) take or hold the office to which. he was e~; and,
(c) receive the emoluments of the office to which he was elected.
(3) (a) Any person convicted of any offense under this title forfeits the right to vote at any election
unless restored to civil rights as provided by law.
(b) Any person may challenge that person's right to vote by following the procedures and
requirements of Section 20A-3-202.
Enacted by Chapter 1, 1993 General Session
Download Code Section Zin12~d WP 6/7/8 £0AOJOAiLZI_P 2,088 Bytes
S~ctions

in this ChagteriChapters in this TitleiAll

TitlesiL~ish~ttiv~llom~PC1g~

Last revised: Tuesday, October 03, 2006
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George E. Brown, Jr.
Attorney & Counselor at Law
#8 North Center
P.O. Box 346
American Fork, UT 84003
Tel: (801)756-4100
Fax: (801)756-4124
----- Original Message ----From: "George E. Brown, Jr." <g<::bm:wDjr@qyy~~t.n~t>
To: <ehmiller38@msn.com>
--Sent: Friday, October 06,2006 5:31PM
Subject: Fw: Apology
-···--··--·--·--·--·--~--·-

~---------------

>
> George E. Brown, Jr.
> Attorney & Connselor at Law
> #8 North Center
>P.O. Box 346
>American Fork, UT 84003
>Tel: (801)756-4100
>Fax: (801)756-4124
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "George E. Brown, Jr." <g~_l2mwnj_r@qwe_st._nt::t>
- > To: "Heidi Rodeback" <h_t::iciir_@9fcit)',_l)et>
>Sent: Friday, October 06,2006 12:10 PM
>Subject: Re: Apology
>
>
>>
> > George E. Brown, Jr.
> > Attorney & Counselor at Law
> > #8 North Center
>>P.O. Box 346
>>American Fork, UT 84003
>>Tel: (801)756-4100
>>Fax: (801)756-4124
>>
......_>>Heidi,
>>
> > As I told you last night and today on the phone messages, the
brochure
> > does not present both sides of the ballot proposition. It does not

•

•
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,._.., > > equal access to both the proponents and opponents of the ballot
> proposition.
> > The brochure is inadequate. I am sorry you have taken the
responsibility
>to
> > publish it.
>>
-..>>George
>>
> > ----- Original Message ----> > From: "Heidi Rodeback" <h~idit@J!fc_ity,_n~t>
> > To: <g~bmJYnjx@qvv~$tn~J:>
>>Sent: Friday, October 06, 2006 8:16AM
> > Subject: Apology
>>
>>
> > > Dear George:
>>>
> > > Thank you for reading the draft. I did get your message, late last
> > > night, too late to be returning phone calls. And we have an absolute
> > > deadline of 9 am this morning, which means it's already too late for
> > > the massive revisions you seem to suggest. I question my ability to
> > > affect change at this point anyway, because bond counsel, upheld by
> > > Melanie and Kevin, has effectively taken editorial authority away from
>me .
>>>
>>>However, I will fill you in on some of the logic of the letter.
>>>
> > > Earlier drafts attempted to explain all 11 options originally
> > > considered by the Council. This was futile. We fmally determined
> > > that, while the information needs to be neutrally presented, there is
> > > a basic bias inherent in the logic of the decision -- namely, that
> > > the Council, by placing one option on the ballot, has made a
> > > recommendation -- and we can do nothing to remove that bias from the
>>logic.
>>>
> > > Therefore, the intent is to explain that recommendation, and to place
> > > it in the context of the needs that led to the decision and the
>>>consequences that will result from approval. We couldn't share or
>>>make sense of the thousand facts pertaining to water, and all the
> > > million interpretations thereof, in these few pages. (In fact, we
>>>will draw criticism for making the document as long as it is.) The
> > > document leaves many questions unanswered. I hope they will be
> > > raised in the town meetings.
>>>
...._ > > > The public is still free to disapprove, sending us back to the
.__ > > > drawing board. I'm pretty darn sure, with the information in the
> > > letter, that the public will disapprove. I can't see them
> > > voluntarily doubling their water bill and passing the school district ATTACHMENT 3 TO THE 10-23-07
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> > > to tell us to do our homework and fmd a cheaper solution.
>>>
> > > Yes, we did hire a PR firm to write this, but we had trouble getting
> > > them to produce a neutral tone. Their drafts were all spin and
> > > sales. So in the end I had to take the writing back to myself. I
> > > had to pull an all-nighter to produce it. Then I sent it to Dale
> > > Gunther, John Schiess, Kevin Bennett, and bond counsel, all of whom
> > > made radical revisions, and then to you. Bond counsel has turned out
>>>to be the gorilla in the living room. (Incidentally, bond counsel
> > > did, last night, remove a couple of emotional words and changed some
> > > "woulds" and "wills" to "may," so the draft is toned down a notch
> > > from what you read.)
>>>
> > > Myself, my mind is not made up in favor of secondary irrigation. I
> > > feel that there are good arguments to be made for treatment.
>>>
>>>By the way, I did not take your concern as criticism of my work. By
> > > the same token, I never take offense when you express your point of
> > > view; in fact, I welcome it. It1s always well-reasoned and
> > > respectfully presented. I hold you in great respect for your work
> > > with the City.
>>>
> > > I'm catching a flight to Seattle today, and regret I can't speak with
> > > you more before the draft goes in. But I would hope for a chance to
>>>sit down with you and discuss the treatment option with you further,
> > > when I'm back.
>>>
> > > Thanks for your input.
>>>
"- >>>Heidi
>>>
>>>
>>
>

·-
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COMM!UNITY FACT s·HEET
For the last decade, newspapers have reported that American Fork is running
out.ofwater. According to the State Engineer, American ForkCity's watet supply is already insufficient to support its population.
The Sta~e Engineer requires that American Fork City be able to provide 14,926
gallons per rnin\lte of culinary water. Next year, the requirement will rise to
151672 gaUons per minute to accommodate popul(ltion_growth. Curr~ntly,
American ForkCity has the ability to provide only 14,700 gallons pet nlinute,
whiCh is a shortfall of 226 gallons per minute for 2006 and 972 gallons per minute for 2007.
Had American Fork experienced drought conditions in 2006, the City may have
been forced to ration water.

•
Important Dates

Town Meeting
Tuesday, October 17
7:00p.m.
American Fork Library

TQwn Meeting
Thursday, October 26
7:00p.m.
American Fork Library

Election Day
Tuesday, November 7
Polls open 7:00 a.m.
To 8:00p.m.

There are two reasons for the shortfall. The first is the City's rapid growth. Figures at the St~1te level suggest that population along the Wasatch Front will continue to expand, doubling to nearly 5 million by the year 2050. As American
Fork's population expands, so will demand for the City's limited water resources.
The second reason has to do with the way American Fork provides irrigation
water. When American Fork was first settled, irrigation water was delivered via
a system of ditches and water rights. Today, these same ditches exist. However,
they supply only five percent of the irrigation water used in American Fork. As
the City developed, it became easier to supply new residences irrigation water
through the culinary system. Usage in American Fork is consistent with figures
provided by the Utah Division of Water Resources, which show that two-thirds
of the State's water is going to outdoor usage.
At this time, American Fork City has two options: 1) implement a secondary
water system for outdoor use to relieve demand on the culinary system, or 2)
expand its culinary water system using groundwater and/or treated surface water.
The City Council has placed a bond to finance a secondary irrigation system on
the November ballot. Residents are urged to study the issue carefully and cast
informed votes. The information in these pages is provided to help residents
become informed about the proposal. Residents are also invited and encouraged
to attend one. of two town meetings to learn more.
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lfb,atis th:_e differe;nce between a culinary and a
s~condary waier system?

It is importantto understand that user~ do not hav.e
access to water sources unless they a1so have the
legal rights to that source -. rights wmch are appropriated by the State Engineer. At this time,
rights to water sources on the. Wasatch Front are
fully appropriated. This Illeaus that existing water
rights II,l\lSt be purchased by tlie City and converted
to municipal use before the City may utilize them.

A culinary system is operated and maintained primarily for the purpose of supplying potable water
(i.e., water for indoor use).
A secondary system is supplemental to a culinary.
system. It delivers nonpotable water for uses that
do not have high water treatment requirements,
such as residential landscape irrigation.

•

A secondary system's major purpose is to reduce
the overall cost of providing water by using untreated water, which is generally cheaper, for irrigation, thereby preserving higher quality water for
drinking water uses.

The Central Utah Project (CUP) is a series of projects that allow the State of Utah to utilize some of
its allotted water from the Colorado River Basin.
Work on the Central Utah Project began in the
1950s and is administered by the Central Utah W ater Conservancy District.

What options does American Fork have for water
supply?

The purchase of 2,000 acre-feet of CUP water will
provide approximately half of American Fork's
build-,aut requirements. CUP water requires treatment for culinary use, but no treatment or pumping
for secondary use. It is available during the peak
usage period when it is most beneficial, but it
comes at a higher cost. .

American Fork's sources at present include six
wells and two springs in American Fork Canyon.
These sources have the ability to meet either most
of the City's indoor build-out needs or about half
of the City's outdoor build-out needs. These
sources provide high quality water, but maintaining
it at culinary grade is growing more expensive.
New water source options include surface water
from the American Fork Canyon and the Murdock
Canal, CUP water, and water from springs and
sloughs generally south of 1-15. Surface water
comes at a minimal cost, and does not require treatment for secondary use - though it would require
treatment if used for culinary purposes.

•

What is CUP water? ·

Effluent reuse (using water from a wastewater
treatment plant) could be another water source for
use in a secondary system, but it comes at a higher
cost than other secondary sources. Effluent reuse
. would require treatment for irrigation purposes and
is not available for culinary purposes. It is not certain that the City could obtain the necessary rights
to this source.

AMERICAN FORK CITY

-

American Fork City will begin paying for CUP water in February of 2008. Accordingly, beginning in
February of 2007, water bills will reflect a $5 per
month increase.

What is the proposal on the November ballot?
The proposal is to create a comprehensive water
strategy for American Fork by adding a secondary
irrigation system to the existing culinary system.
The secondary system will deliver all outdoor water, with the culinary system supplying indoor
needs. Under this proposal, water for the secondary
system will come from the American Fork Canyon,
the Murdock Canal, CUP water, and from springs
and sloughs south of 1-15.
ATTACHMENT 3 TO THE 10-23-07
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Why is this sometimes called pressurized irrigation?
Pressurization refers to the practice of piping water
- in this case, water that currently flows in ditches
controlled by the American Fork Irrigation Company
-and putting it under pressure. Because the secondary system that is proposed will be a pressurized
system, the terms "secondary irrigation" and
"pressurized irrigation" are used interchangeably.

Culinary water will be billed at $13.85 for the first
6,000 gallons of water used each month. (6,000
gallons was chosen because it is the figure for average monthly household indoor use.) Usage above
this volume will incur additional charges based on
a sliding scale of $2 per 1,000 for the next 2,000
gallons; $2.50 per 1,000 for the next 2,000 gallons
after that, and so on.

What will this proposal cost the City?
If the system is approved, the City will issue $46.95
million in general obligation bonds to finance land
acquisition, construction, and equipment costs associated with the secondary irrigation system.
These bonds will be financed over a period of 28
years. Approving the bonds will allow the City to
bonow at the lowest interest rates available to municipalities.

•

It is the City's intent to make the annual bond payments out of the impact fees assessed on new devel~
opment and user fees. In the event of a shortfall
from impact fees or monies collected from user fees,
property taxes may be used to cover the shortfall.

$13.85

up to 6,000 gallons

$2.00

8,000 gallons

Overage rate

$2.50

10,000 gallons

Overage rate

$3.00

12,000 gallons

Overage rate

$3,50

14,000 gallons

Overage rate

$4.00

50,000 gallons

Overage rate

$5.00

100,000 gallons

Overage rate

$6.00

200,000 gallons

Overag!Y rate

Base rate

Secondary rates will be charged year-round according to lot size. Lots up to 9,000 square feet will be
charged the base fee of $14 per month. Rates increase at $17.50 per 10,000 square feet thereafter.

What will this bond cost me, the rate payer?

$17,31

and for secondary water.

$40-18

$74A8

Please note: Rates quoted here are
estimates only and assum,e 85% participation city-wide. Actual rates may
vary but will be close to these estiJnates.

•

$14.00

If the secondary system is approved, households will
become subject to two separate rate schedules. In
addition to the $5 assessment for CUP water, utility
bills will show separate charges for culinary water

AMERICAN FORK CITY

up to 9,000 square feet
quarter acre

half acre

single acre

Connection to the secondary system is not mandatory, and connection fees will not be charged during the construction period.
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Does this mean my monthly rates will go up?

•

Most homes will see a significant increase in their
monthly water bill.
For the majority of American Fork homes, which
sit on quarter-acre lots, the estimated monthly bill,
under the current proposal, would be:

As the system passes each house, laterals will be
extended to the property line. The homeowner will
then bear the cost of connecting his outdoor system
to the lateral at the property line. This cost is variable; it could be as little as $50 for simple pipe fittings or as much as $2,000 if the homeowner
chooses to install an automatic irrigation system at
the same time.

What happens to people who own water rights?
CUP water
Culinary water
Secondary water
TOTAL MONTHLY WATER BILL

•

All shareholders in the American Fork Irrigation
Company will be given a connection or turnout.
Shareholders will be billed for secondary water at
half the non-shareholder rate.

$5.00
$13.85
$17.31
$36.16

This is in contrast to the present average household
water bill of $21. (This is only the water portion of
the water/sewer/garbage bill.) This average is derived from annual consumption which includes
both indoor and outdoor usage, and is calculated at
$10 for the first 8,000 gallons and 75 cents per
thousand gallons thereafter.

Shareholders will maintain ownership of their
shares. They may choose to sell them at any time
and convert to non-shareholder rates.
Those who wish to continue flood irrigation may
take water from the pipe on the historical turn basis. Water will be available in amounts typical during a normal irrigation season. They will continue
to pay a rate similar to their historical assessments.

When will the new rates take effect?
Rates will take effect at different times in different
sections of the City, as the system is installed. Individual users will not be charged secondary rates
until the system is available for connection. The
additional charge for CUP water will take effect in
February 2007 regardless of whether the bond
passes or not.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Mayor Heber M. Thompson
American Fork City
(801) 763-3000
American Fork City Web Site
www.afcity.org

How will construction be timed?
If the bond passes, City engineers will begin planning and design in November 2006. Bonds will be
issued and construction will begin in 2007. Construction will be phased over a three-year period,
with completion slated for 2010.

•

AMERICAN FORK CITY

-

Utah Division of Water Resources
www .utah. water.gov
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American Fork City Resident
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ELECTION NOTICE
Special bond election regarding a full secondary irrigation system Nov. 7

•

OFFICIAL BALLOT PROPOSITION FOR THE AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH
SPECIAL BOND ELECTION NOVEMBER 7, 2006
/s/Kim T. Jackson Utah County Clerk
PROPOSITION
Shall the City Council of American Fork City, Utah, be authorized to issue general obligation bonds in
an amount not to exceed forty-six million nine hundred fifty thousand dollars ($46,950,000) (the
"Bonds") for the purpose of paying all or a portion of the costs of acquiring land and other real property
related to a secondary water system, and constructing, installing, and equipping a secondary water
system and for payment of expenses reasonably incurred with the acquisition and construction of said
improvements and the authorization and issuance of the Bonds; said Bonds to be due and payable in r
to exceed twenty-eight (28) years from the date of issuance of the Bonds?

•

FOR THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS

0

AGAINST THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS

0

To vote in favor of this bond issue, mark the appropriate position opposite the words, "FOR THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS." To vote against this issue, mark the appropriate position opposite the words, "AGAINST THE ISSIJANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS."
ATTACHMENT 3 TO THE 10-23-07
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SECONDARY IRRIGATION
American Fork Bond Election
THE CURRENT SITUATION
Our water supply is already insufficient to support our population.
In 2006, we must be able to provide 14,926 gallons per minute.
Currently, we are able to provide only 14,700. In 2007, we will be
required to provide 15,672 gallons.

YOUR WATER BILL
For the majority of American Fork homes, which sit on quarteracre lots, the estimated monthly bill, under the current proposal,
would be $36.16. CUP ($5.00), culinary water ($13.85) and
secondary water ($17.31). Total: $36.16 .

•
REASONS
The first is the City's rapid growth. The second is the way :Arileiican Fork provides irrigation water.

CONSTRUCTION TIMING
Jfthe bond passes, City engineers will begin planning and design
',in November 2006. Bonds will be issued and construction will
begin in 2007. Construction will be phased over a three-year
period, with completion slated for 2010.

THE PROPOSAL
The proposal is to create a comprehensive ~~ter strategy for
American Fork by adding a secondary irrigation system to the
existing culinary system. The secondary system will deliver all
outdoor water, with the culinary system supplying indoor needs.
THE COST
If the system is approved, the City will use $46.95 million in
general obligation ..bonds to finance costs associated with the
secondary irrigation system. The amount will be financed over a
period of 28 years .

•

THE ELECTION
The City Council has placed a bond to fmance a secondary
irrigation system on the November ballot. Residents are urged to
study the issue carefully and cast informed votes on November 7.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Visit www.afcity.org • Mayor Heber M. Thompson, 801-763-3000
Utah Division of Water Resources (www.utah.water.gov)
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ELECTION NOTICE
OFFICIAL BALLOT PROPOSITION FOR THE AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH
SPECIAL BOND ELECTION NOVEMBER 7, 2006 /s/Kim T. Jackson Utah County Clerk
PROPOSITION
Shall the City Council of American Fork City, Utah, be authorized to issue general obligation bonds in an amount not to
exceed forty-six million nine hundred fifty thousand dollars ($46,950,000) (the "Bonds") for the purpose of paying all or a
portion of the costs of acquiring land and other real property related to a secondary water system, and constructing,
installing, and equipping a secondary water system and for payment of expenses reasonably incurred with the acquisition
construction of said improvements and the authorization and issuance of the Bonds; said Bonds to be due and pay•
e in not to exceed twenty-eight (28) years from the date of
. :. • Bonds?
FOR THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONOS
AGAINST THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS.
To vote in favor of this bond issue, mark the appropriate position opposite the . . ''FOR THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL
OBLIGATION BONDS." To vote against this issue, mark the appropriate position opposite the words, "AGAINST THE
ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS."

American Fork City
51 East Main
American Fork, Utah 84003
www.afcity.org • 763-3000

American Fork City Resident
American Fork, Utah 84003
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The new user rates for the culinary and pressurized irrigation systems are
designed to meet the financial obligations of the systems as well as encourage
people to connect to the pressurized irrigation system. The pressurized
irrigation rates are $14 per month for lots up to 9,000 square feet with an
additional $0.001750 per square feet per month for any area over 9,000 square
feet. The culinary rate structure is shown in the table below. All connections
will continue to be charged a $5 per month fee that is separate from the
culinary and pressurized irrigation fees to pay for the CUP water
Culinary Rate Schedule
Gallons of Usage Per Month
Rate
6,000
$14.00 (base)
6,000 to 8,000
$2.00 (per 1,000 gallon)
8,000 to 10,000
$2.50 (per 1,000 gallon)
10,000 to 12,000
$3.00 (per 1,000 gallon)
12,000 to 14,000
$3.50 (per 1,000 gallon)
14,000 to 50,000
$4.00 (per 1,000 gallon)
50,000 to 100,000
$5.00 (per 1,000 gallon)
Over 100,000
$6.00 (per 1,000 gallon)

The following three examples are existing connections with actual water usage
values from 2006. Examples may or may not be representative of an individual
connection and each resident is encouraged to evaluate the new rate schedules
based on their own usage patterns. These examples do not include the $5 per
month CUP charge.
• A 0.2 acre lot with 272.4 million gallons of usage in 2006 would pay
approximately $334 over the year if connected to both the culinary and
pressurized irrigation systems. The same connection would pay $954 over the
year if they did not connect to the pressurized irrigation system but used the
culinary system to water their lawn.
• A 0. 76 acre lot with 430.1 million gallons of usage in 2006 would pay
approximately $842 over the year if connected to both the culinary and
pressurized irrigation systems. The same connection would pay $1,627 over
the year if they did not connect to the pressurized irrigation system but used
the culinary system to water their lawn.
• A 1.0 acre lot with 686.9 million gallons of usage in 2006 would pay
approximately $1,061 over the year if connected to both the culinary and
ATTACHMENT 3 TO THE 10-23-07
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pressurized irrigation systems. The same connection would pay $3,061 over
the year if they did not connect to the pressurized irrigation system but used
the culinary system to water their lawn .
The City has decided to finance the system fully rather than have individual
connections pay a hookup fee. Fees colleted will be utilized to pay for
operation and maintenance of both systems, finance future improvements,
make bond payments, make required payments to CUP, pay irrigation
company share assessments, and other expenses related to providing culinary
and pressurized irrigation water to residents. New users will be charged an
impact fee to offset the cost of over sizing each system for their use. Each
existing resident will have a hose bib provided at their property line but will be
responsible to pay for any required improvements on their property to utilize
the system.
If you still have additional questions, please feel free to contact any member of
the project team at 763-5281.

•

•
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 8, 2007
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, November 8, 2007, in the American Fork City Administration Offices, 51 East
Main Street, commencing at 3:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Presentation by MAG Executive Director Darrell Cook regarding transportation planning.
Report ofthe American Fork Transportation Committee. -Brian Thompson
Discussion of a proposed Tree Ordinance. - Councilmember Rodeback
Discussion of the city newsletter. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion of items for the upcoming November 13, 2007, City Council meeting.- Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 6 day ofNovember, 2007.

K ih,
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

U

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 8, 2007
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on November 8, 2007, in the City
Administration Building, commencing at 3:3 5 p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber
Thompson, Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron and
Ricky Storrs. Others present included Kasey Wright, Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Fire
Chief Jay Christensen, Melanie Marsh, Police Chief Lance Call, Linda Walton, Cathy Jensen,
Brian Thompson, Barbara Christiansen, Stan Jorgensen, and Derek Hamilton.
Cathy Jensen offered a prayer.
PRESENTATION BY MAG EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DARRELL COOK REGARDING
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
Mr. Cook had not yet arrived. Mayor Thompson moved to the next agenda item.

REPORT OF THE AMERICAN FORK TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE- Brian
Thompson
American Fork Transportation Committee Chairman Brian Thompson reported that over the past
several months they had been gathering information and developing recommendations. His
report is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
It was their recommendation that the option of 860 East reaching to State Street needed to be left

open. It should not be made final so that it could not happen.
Councilman Gunther noted that Councilmember Rodeback had addressed this previously.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that she said that so long as the connection was on the
master plan, the staff was free to promise developer's access to State Street.
Councilman Gunther did not think that it would ever happen if the standard remained that two
crossings had to close in order to open one. If it was taken off the master plan, they would
maybe develop roads in a different way. Taking it off did not preclude it from going back on.
Councilmember Rodeback felt that taking it off knowing it could go back on was a safer
approach.
Photo Cop was discussed.
Police Chief Lance Call explained that when Photo Cop was utilized it was through a private
company that provided the equipment. An officer was required on site.
Mayor Thompson commented that none would escape Photo Cop.
1

Councilmember Kramer suggested that there be a speed hump in the area of the access from the
south to Hunter Park on 1120 North.
The Jr. High student drop off was discussed noting that it ~as confusing and needed to be
reconfigured.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that a signal was needed on 1100 East and 50 South.
Brian Thompson reported that it was a funding issue of American Fork and Pleasant Grove.
MAG could fund it, but it was a couple of years out. A signal was needed there now.
Mayor Thompson asked for a progress report on the 50 South Street road project.
Howard Denney reported that UDOT was doing contract work with their acquisition people.
Brian Thompson discussed communications with various groups and suggested that they used to
have Neighbors in Action operating and that would be a good committee to work with in getting
information out.
Councilmember Kramer responded that was an area under her assignments and she was looking
at getting that going again next year.
Mayor Thompson asked if there had been any report from Hales Engineering on the West Main
Street Intersection and on 900 West.
Howard Denney responded that staff was a little discouraged at this time. They had hoped for a
preliminary report by tonight.
Councilmember LeBaron asked the members of the Committee.
Committee Chairman Brian Thompson reported that the members included Councilman Storrs,
Howard Denney, Planning Commission member Ken Baldwin, Marie Adams, Doug Smith,
Linda Walton, Hospital Administrator Mike Olsen, Steve Seagal, and Police Chief Lance Call.
One of their members would attend neighborhood meetings.
Councilman Gunther expressed appreciation to the Committee.
Mayor Thompson thanked the Committee for their work.
PRESENTATION BY MAG EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DARRELL COOK REGARDING
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
Howard Denney reported that he had received word that Darrell Cook would not be in
attendance this afternoon. He thought this meeting to be on December 6th.
Brian Thompson stated that he had heard rumors that on December 6, 2007 there would be a
combined work session with the Transportation Committee.
2

Mayor Thompson asked those in attendance that were working on the Main Street widening
project say a few words.
Stan Jorgensen and Derek Hamilton were consultants from Horrocks Engineers and they
explained that they had heard that Darrell Cook was going to speak at this work session and they
had come to listen to him.
Mayor Thompson stated that they had hoped to discuss starting the widening of State Street at
500 East going toward Orem instead of starting at 100 East.
Howard Denney reported that at a meeting today it had been stated that the widening project was
out to about 2016.
Councilman Gunther felt that this widening deserved a fuller integrated plan that included what
happened on the west end of town. He would like to look at a by-pass road to the south. There
may need to be no parking on Main Street but the development of off-street parking. That could
be looked at and was a little scary to him. He would be concerned if it turned into a higher speed
roadway.
Councilmember Rodeback thought the Council was remiss in not giving more input to MAG.
Mayor Thompson responded that was to be the purpose of the meeting today with Darrell Cook.
Linda Walton said that in her meetings with MAG they had said that the Mayor and Council
were the driving force.
Council member Kramer stated that her concern with the widening of 100 East was that they
were trying to solve our neighbors' problems.
Howard Denney responded that was Pleasant Grove's theory and why it was slow in getting
1100 East through to the freeway. That thinking was part of the reason why Lehi Main Street
had the congestion that it had.
Councilmember Kramer noted that American Fork's 100 East was already open. The 1100 East
portion in Pleasant Grove was not. We were already getting Alpine and Highland's traffic on
100 East. Why would we widen it for their new growth?
Howard Denney stated that traffic needed to be managed to get rid of congestion.
Mayor Thompson explained that was the classic dilemma that was faced in the City. The City's
location was such that others had to get through us. People want a small town, neighborhood
feeling.
Council member Kramer stated that the widening of 100 East would be a huge impact to those
homes. The City has not been planning for growth. Homes needed to face away from big roads
like 1120 North. The backyards should face busy roads.
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Mayor Thompson saw that point. He did not know how to make it all compatible. Some of the
people that want the small town flavor were not going to be happy waiting in long lines to get to
some of their destinations.
Councilman Gunther added that American Fork residents had to use the same roads as well.
They needed a comprehensive look at the whole City and the transportation corridors.
Councilman LeBaron stated that something needed to be done. There was a lot of traffic backing
up.
Mayor Thompson commented that there were some options to look at.
Brian Thompson stated that MAG had integrated all the municipal plans, and used effectively,
MAG should be the place to provide the desires of the Mayor and Council.
Howard Denney added that MAG was willing to look at alternatives, but their responses were
regionally motivated.
Stan Jorgensen commented that the City's Master Plan played an important role. The plan
should be updated periodically. Regional traffic was something that needed to be planned for.
Councilman Gunther thought the belt route around each community was the best.
Councilmember Rodeback added that the Europeans did that.
Councilman LeBaron asked the last time it was updated.
Howard Denney answered that the last update was in 2004.
Mayor Thompson noted that an assignment to update the transportation plan had been given to
Rod Despain.
Mr. Jorgensen asked if there was support or not for the widening of State Street between 100

East and 500 East. He believed that internally UDOT had talked about ending the project at 500
East Street and not coming to 100 East. Even today they had talked about bringing it to 200
East.
Mayor Thompson asked for an explanation.
Mr. Jorgensen responded that the impacts at 100 East were not particular with adding the seven
lanes but more to do with adding multiple left turn lanes and individual right turn lanes. Adding
the signal and intersection at 200 East could be helpful. That was the location where they would
pick up the additional eastbound lane anyway.
Mayor Thompson thought that a poll of the council would prefer it begin at 500 East and go east.
Councilman LeBaron felt that the 200 East intersection needed to be done.
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Councilman Gunther expressed that what was most frustrating to him was that there was not a
comprehensive plan from one side of the City to the other.
Howard Denney asked Mr. Jorgensen about the accident data.
Stan Jorgensen responded that they had been looking at all of the accident data on State Street
between 100 East in American Fork and 800 North in Orem. Between 100 East and 500 East in
American Fork there was almost double the expected accident rate with those accidents not being
severe. He believed it so because of the number of access from businesses. Restricted access or
raised mediums were possible solutions.
Mayor Thompson suggested that they be prepared with probing questions on December 6.
Brian Thompson thought there was a joint meeting on the rezoning of900 West planned for
December 6 as well.
Mr. Jorgensen would provide some updated maps prior to December 6.
Council member Rodeback suggested that if they were removing the mow strips, landscape
medians should be installed. Safety and moving traffic was the main purpose. It would help the
City fulfill its vision.
Mr. Jorgensen noted that if that was something the City wanted that a formal letter should be
submitted to UDOT.
Councilmember Kramer commented that Pleasant Grove and American Fork were supportive of
the UP Trail.
Stan Jorgensen reported that UTA has said that there needed to be a separation between the rails
and the trail of thirty feet. They were looking at shifting the road four feet to the south. They
had recommended that they pursue the trail now. They had money and it could be done next
year. MAG however wanted to attach it to the State Street project. The funding was
questionable as a whole. Jim Price was the trails guy at MAG and he was very passionate about
this trail and it meant the world to him.
DISCUSSION OF A PROPOSED TREE ORDINANCE- Councilmember Rodeback
Councilmember Rodeback noted that for as long as she had been associated with American Fork
there had been talk about trees. This Ordinance has been requested at the urging of
Beautification and Shade Tree Committee. The Beautification and Shade Tree Committee would
be the City's Advisory Board. It created the position of City Forester who would be charged
with the care of all trees on City property. The City Forester would be someone that was already
a City employee so there would not be another person that needed to be hired.
The City Forester would work with Rocky Mountain Power on the removal and replacement of
trees.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Ordinance would help American Fork become a Tree City.
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Councilmember Rodeback responded that it would. The Ordinance defined Heritage Trees and
Hazard Trees. This Ordinance was the first of four tools in the City's arsenal to handle trees.
Second was the job description for the City Forester, third was the landscape standards and
specifications in the Development Code, and fourth was the tree standards and specifications.
Kasey Wright suggested a change from shall to may in the Ordinance.
Councilman LeBaron felt that this was great. They were municipal legislators. He had some
ordinances that he wanted to bring forward as well.
Mayor Thompson stated that this would be on the November 27, 2007 City Council agenda for
action.
The council discussed the planting of trees and the type of trees in the park strip.
DISCUSSION OF THE CITY NEWSLETTER- Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson noted that they had sent out one newsletter in a sample format.
*Councilman Storrs was excused from the meeting.
Linda Walton explained that one of the purposes of the newsletter was to lead people to the
City's website for more detailed information. The newsletter was now four pages.
Mayor Thompson noted that they needed a title and to locate the logo.
Linda Walton stated that in the next month's edition it would include a town calendar, not just an
arts calendar. It would be a one color production.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed this was an opportunity to get out critical information.
The Council discussed having a Mayor's or Council comer.
Mayor Thompson felt it should remain a newsletter.
Linda Walton has worked with Terilyn Lurker and she had run with it.
Mayor Thompson thanked Linda Walton for her work.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING NOVEMBER 13, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING - Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that he would not be here next week and that Mayor Pro-tem
Councilman LeBaron would conduct the meetings.
The dark fiber and the item on the Tri City Golf Course were off the agenda.
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Councilman LeBaron stated that they were close on the Recreation Memorandum of
Understanding and it should be ready prior for the Tuesday meeting. Priority in scheduling was
the question.
Councilman LeBaron asked about the yard sale on 100 East Street.
Police ChiefLance Call stated that a citation had been issued.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session concluded at 5:04p.m.

It' /h. (!J_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-08-07 CC WS MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 2

•

•

•

American Fork Transportation Committee
Recommendations for 11/8/07 City Council Work Session
Information Gathering/Processing Since the public forum conducted recently by the Mayor and City Council, the American
Fork Transportation Committee (AFTrans) has been gathering and processing relevant
information on important transportation issues affecting our city.
By attending neighborhood meetings, engaging UDOT, MAG, UTA and others in
meaningful dialogue and receiving citizen input we have identified several transportation
needs facing American Fork. Our recommendations attempt to address those needs.
Recommendations 900/860 East
• Make no provision in the updated Transportation Element of the City's master
plan to breach State Street at this time, but continue development to Pacific Drive.
• Implement traffic calming devices in the vicinity of Barratt Elementary School as
follows:
o Traffic Calming Island (protected pedestrian crossing). This would
extend the curb out to the edge of the shoulder and provide a safety island
in the middle of the street. ADA ramps will be constructed on both the
curbs and on the center island. An example of a similar type of
application may be found at Orchard Elementary in Orem, Utah located at
approximately 1035 North 800 East. Other examples may be seen on
Center Street in Provo (see exhibit); and
o Photo Cop (first choice). This system takes automatic photographs of
cars coming and going through school zones only and documents their
speed. Data is outsourced for ticketing. This system has proven effective
elsewhere in the State; or
o Driver Feedback Signs (second choice). LED sign of current driving
speed displayed alongside posted speed; may act as less of a deterrent than
the photo cop option and associated citation.
1120 North
• Complete roadway to 900 West.
• Maintain a posted speed limit of 25 mph.
• Conduct joint discussions with Alpine School District, American Fork Junior
High and City officials regarding the drop-off zone which is currently occupying
the cross walk area.
• Implement traffic-calming devices as follows:
o Traffic Calming Island (protected pedestrian crossing). This would
extend the curb out to the edge of the shoulder and provide a safety island
in the middle of the street. ADA ramps will be constructed on both the
curbs and on the center island. An example of a similar type of
application may be found at Orchard Elementary in Orem, Utah located at
approximately 1035 North 800 East. Other examples may be seen on
Center Street in Provo (see exhibit); and
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•

o

o

Photo Cop (first choice). This system takes automatic photographs of
cars coming and going through school zones only and documents their
speed. Data is outsourced for ticketing. This system has proven effective
elsewhere in the State; or
Driver Feedback Signs (second choice). LED sign of current driving
speed displayed alongside posted speed; may act as less of a deterrent than
the photo cop option and associated citation.

11 00 East/2000 West
• Strongly support completion of southern roadway to I-15, as soon as possible, in
preparation for I-15 expansion and other reconstruction/development projects.
UDOT Safety Audit
• Suggest the stretch of road between 500 East and the Main Street I-15 interchange
as a study candidate
• Supports the current safety assessment being conducted by UDOT at 500 East and
SB l-15. This intersection has significant safety risk. We believe a separate
phase for left turn movement would improve safety.

•

•

Communication
• Promote the organization of neighborhood groups to facilitate better coordination
among the City, its committees and citizens. Such groups would be vital in
disseminating critical information for transportation, P.I., etc .
• Improve the city's web presence to allow easier navigation and better
communication
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEI\1BER 13, 2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on November 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:00p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding an Ordinance adopting impact fees for
water service for funding capital facilities relating to the water system.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on November 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by Pastor Matthew Ortega, Lighthouse Baptist Church; roll
call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the October 17, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the October 23, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Consideration and action on an Ordinance adopting impact fees for water service for
funding capital facilities relating to the water system. -Staff
Review and action on an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement regarding the lease of dark
fiber to the Alpine School District. - Staff
Review and action on an amended Tri City Golf Course Lease Agreement. -Staff
Review and action on the awarding the bids for janitorial supplies. -Melanie Marsh
Review and action on a Memorandum of Understanding with the City's of Alpine and
Highland regarding Recreation Services. - Derric Rykert
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
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8.
9.

and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the amended Final Plat ofMira
Vista PUD Plat B, consisting of 7 residences, located at 400 South 1040 East.
-Martha Spar/Ken Berg
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the amended Final Plat ofMira
Vista PUD Plat C, consisting of 30 residences, located at 551 South 1040
East. -Martha Spar/Ken Berg
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders.- Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 6 day ofNovember, 2007
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 13,2007
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on November 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street. Those present included Mayor Pro-tern
Councilman Shirl LeBaron and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther,
and Ricky Storrs. Mayor Thompson was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Richard Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Andy Spencer, Kasey Wright, Cathy
Jensen, Lt. Sam Liddiard, Barbara Christiansen, four scouts and two additional citizens.
In the absence of Mayor Thompson, Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Shirl LeBaron conducted the
meeting.
7:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING AN ORDINANCE
ADOPTING IMPACT FEES FOR WATER SERVICEFORFUNDINGCAPITAL
FACILITIES RELATING TO THEW ATER SYSTEM.
Mayor Pro-tern Councilman Shirl LeBaron opened the public hearing at 7:02p.m. and explained
the purpose of the hearing was to receive comment regarding an ordinance adopting impact fees
for water service for funding capital facilities relating to the water system. He asked City
Finance Officer Cathy Jensen to address this subject.
Cathy Jensen explained that the City recently adopted water impact fees on August 28, 2007.
The City had Lewis Young Smith & Burningham do another water impact fee analysis to take
into consideration the secondary water system. The affect was that it would lower the culinary
water impact fee a little and impose a secondary water impact fee. On a 9,000 square foot lot it
was assumed that about half of that would be land that could be irrigated. Currently with all the
impact fees for that lot one would pay about $12,800. With the proposed impact fees, that would
go up to about $14,300.
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman Shirl LeBaron asked if there were questions or comments from the
audience. There were none. He asked if there were questions or comments from the Council.
Cathy Jensen noted that the culinary impact fee would be $1,633. The secondary impact fee
would be based on the area ofthe ground that could be irrigated. For a 10,000 square foot lot it
would be $4,178.
There was no further comment. The hearing concluded at 7:06p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on November 13, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present
included Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Shirl LeBaron and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi
Rodeback, Dale Gunther, and Ricky Storrs. Mayor Thompson was excused. Others present
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included Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Andy Spencer,
Kasey Wright, Cathy Jensen, Lt. Sam Liddiard, Rod Despain, Barbara Christiansen, Elise
Lechtenberg, Derric Rykert, former Mayor Jess Green, Ken Berg, nine scouts and six additional
citizens.
Scout Cole Smith from Troop 831 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and City
Recorder Richard Colborn offered a prayer.
The Scouts came forward and introduced themselves and their leaders. There was general
applause.
Councilmember Rodeback commented that she had been coming to these meetings for a long
time and this was one of finest groups they had seen.
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman Shirl LeBaron announced that agenda items 3, 4, and 6 had been
stricken from the agenda as there was additional staff work needed.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Former Mayor Jess Green stated that in the newspaper it was noted that some documents
regarding the rodeo grounds were provided. The transfer agreement and deed restrictions should
explain what could be done there. It was a little offensive to him to know of the possible
elimination of that area for a park and equestrian use. He was very much a horseman but could
not ride any more. He expressed that at the last meeting he was very concerned of the efforts of
putting well water into the secondary system and it indicated that maybe some of the water rights
they had planned on were in jeopardy. He hoped that was not so. It was his concern from the
beginning that the City cut a deal with the Irrigation Company. He would cooperate fully with
the City and in a manner that was specified on his few shares. He thought that the credits given
were more than an adequate tradeoff for the secondary system. He added that it had been ten
years since he had dealt with the Riding Club and his memory was not as good as it once was.
He was surprised that they would change the use of a park.
Councilmember Rodeback responded that they were trying to accommodate them.
Former Mayor Green congratulated those that were recently elected.
Mayor Pro-Tern LeBaron thanked former Mayor Green and expressed appreciation for his
comments.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no awards tonight.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilmember Rodeback reported that the committee for facilitating the new development at
The Meadows was under way. She along with Councilmember Kramer attended those meetings
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on Thursday mornings. The committee was chaired by Andy Spencer and included from the
City, J.H. Hadfield, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, and Ken Baldwin from the Planning
Commission. The meetings were productive and served to expedite the approval process. She
noted that one thing that was coming out of that process was the need for the City to commission
a new study for the Capital Facilities Plan for water, sewer, public safety and regional parks.
This was because residential development at The Meadows was not included in the plan. Mixed
Use would be requested now by any number of developers.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she attended the October 24, 2007 Open House on
Transportation. She expressed that the Council needed to find another way to stay informed and
needed regular updates from MAG. She commended the American Fork Marching Band for
their being able to participate in Macy' s Thanksgiving Day Parade. It was quite an honor.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she attended the Veterans Day Ceremony last Saturday.
It was an appropriate tribute. She reported that she attended a two-day Certified Planners'
Seminar that was very good and she recommended it to others in the City.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that there were some ordinances that were still outstanding and
urged a progress report as soon as possible. They included the second part of the Check Cashing
ordinance and the second part of the Sexually Oriented Business ordinance that the Planning
Commission was working on and also the Historic Preservation ordinance.
Councilman Gunther reported that the City would be selling the first issue of the bonds for the
irrigation system on Thursday, November 15, and that interest rates were favorable.
Councilmember Kramer observed at the Hunter Park and there was a wetland area. There used
to be a barbed-wire fence. Now the fence was gone and the area was being used as a motocross
track and area for four-wheeling and the grasses were now dirt. She hoped that some signs could
be put up that say wetlands, no motor vehicle use. Then fix the dirt and reseed the area and fence
it.
Jess Green commented that more than signs would be needed to keep vehicles out. Maybe the
barbed-wire fencing would.
Councilman Storrs asked that the address ordinance be placed on the next agenda. He
congratulated Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron and Sherry Kramer on their election and stated that
he looked forward to another four years. He commented that it was sad that there were not more
that ran for office.
Councilman LeBaron reported that both he and Mayor Thompson attended the Mary Kawakami
Youth Scholarship Speech Contest. This year's theme was "America, Our Country." It was a
wonderful event. JeffRodeback, son ofHeidi and David Rodeback, was the first place winner
and the recipient of a $1,000 scholarship. Tate Arnold was the second place winner and received
a $600 scholarship and Erika Brown & Donna Williams each received a $400 scholarship for
their third place finish.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he was not able to attend the Veterans Day program but
understood that it was very well done. He reported that the City's Recreation Department had
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received a $2,500 grant from the NFL for the flag football program. He recognized and
acknowledged the Region Champion American Fork High School Football Team who reached
the state semi-finals and had a wonderful season. He also acknowledged the American Fork
Police Department who had some high-profile work of late and how they had handled it.
Councilman LeBaron noted that there was a whole hopper full of ordinances moving through the
process including one on yard sales. He appreciated the police and Jim Hardy in picking up
illegal signs that were in public areas and in notifying parties to come and pick them up. There
were times and places where these signs were appropriate and times and places where they were
not.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson was not in attendance.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA
(Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.

Approval of the October 17, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the October 23, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the common consent items including the changes
submitted for the October 17, 2007 work session minutes. (Page 5, line 20, delete the
second "does not" in the sentence. Page 15, line 26, change "Mitch" to "Mitchie" and in
line 32, change "7:41 p.m." to "6:41 p.m.") Councilmember Rodeback seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
There were no appointments. There were many opportunities for volunteers. One could call the
City offices to get involved.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING IMP ACT FEES FOR
WATER SERVICE FOR FUNDING CAPITAL FACILITIES RELATING TO THE WATER
SYSTEM- Staff
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman Shirl LeBaron explained that this was the Subject of the 7:00p.m.
public hearing. He turned time to Elise Lechtenberg from Lewis Young Robertson and
Burningham. He noted he would accept brief comments from the public after her presentation.
Elise Lechtenberg gave a summary that the original water impact fee analysis was just on the
culinary water that provided water for both indoor and outdoor use. With the passing of the GO
bonds for the irrigation system they needed to go back and review the impact fee analysis and
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incorporate that. Culinary water will now provide for indoor use and outdoor use for those that
chose not to connect to the irrigation system. The irrigation system will provide water for
outdoor use.
Ms. Lechtenberg explained that there were two separate impact fees that combined into one
impact fee for an ERU, Equivalent Residential Unit. There was one for an EIU, Equivalent
Irrigation Unit which was equal to 10,000 square feet of outdoor irrigated land.
Ms. Lechtenberg suggested that the City pass a resolution that would require a development to
connect to the secondary system. She felt it would be wise. She explained that there was a
credit against the Irrigation System Impact Fee to offset any double charging to a new
development. As new development came on they would also be paying the property taxes and
sales taxes into the system which could potentially pay off those bonds after a while. The impact
fee would be about forty-two cents ($.42) per square foot land that could be irrigated. Those fees
would be calculated at the time a building permit is issued. The culinary water impact fee would
be $1,630. She asked if there were any questions.
Councilman Gunther thought that the City had the requirement for the developers to put the
secondary lines in.
Ms. Lechtenberg responded that developers would be required to put in the improvements
specific to their development. There was not the requirement for each new home to connect to
the secondary.
Councilmember Kramer noted that the expected 2008 culinary impact fee revenue would be
$91 0, 01 0 and the secondary impact fee revenue would be $2,217, 187. She asked if that was the
amount the City would receive each year.
Elise Lechtenberg explained that they had to make some assumptions as to how growth will take
place. They were conservative estimates. That was money that the City had not had before. The
culinary water impact fee dropped a little due to the secondary impact fee coming on board.
Councilman Gunther added that those revenues would go to pay on the bonds.
Councilmember Rodeback commented and reminded the Council that the impact fee analysis
was based on the current zone map. With any zone change, those assumptions would no longer
be good. She understood that there was enough water to accommodate growth to build out under
the current zoning. Any change to allow mixed use would be a significant change and that was
why a review was needed. The impact fee passed tonight was based on the current zoning.
Elise Lechtenberg recommended that the impact fees be revisited every three or four years, but
immediately upon any significant land use or zoning change.
Councilmember Kramer asked what would be significant.
Ms. Lechtenberg responded that it would be anything over current projections.
Councilmember Kramer asked if commercial had more or less of an impact than residential.
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Ms. Lechtenberg answered that commercial would most likely have less of an impact on
irrigation. Some single uses, a car wash or a manufacturer that comes into the community that
uses a lot of water in their processing, would have a large impact on the culinary. Most
restaurants use a significant amount of culinary water.
Former Mayor Jess Green commented that in Florida some urban areas had become like a desert
with a lot of asphalt and it also restricted the recharge of their wells.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-55 revising and prescribing a
policy for impact fees for municipal water systems and adopting the associated impact fee
analysis, and adopting impact fees for the provision of said services, establishing a service
area for equitable distribution of the impact fees and other related matters. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN INTERLOCAL COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
REGARDING THE LEASE OF DARK FliER TO THE ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT - Staff
This item will be placed on a future agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED TRI CITY GOLF COURSE LEASE
AGREEMENT- Staff
This item was deleted from the agenda
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING THE BIDS FOR JANITORIAL SUPPLIES Melanie Marsh
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh reported that the low bid was Bob's Janitorial. There were two
other bidders, Jack Morris and Anderson Cleaning. Another bid was received for only garbage
bags.
Councilman Gunther noted that Bob's Janitorial currently had the contract. He asked if the work
had been satisfactory.
Ms. Marsh reported that it had been and explained that this was just the supplying of the paper
and hygiene products. The cleaning company provided their own cleaning products.
Councilman LeBaron explained that at the Fitness Center there was almost a $600 difference.
He asked Fitness Center Director Derric Rykert if this fit their needs.
Derric Rykert responded the products that were bid were of comparable quality.

Councilman Storrs moved to award the janitorial supply bid for paper and hygiene
products to Bob's Janitorial in the amount of $2,918.76. Councilmember Kramer seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH THE
CITY'S OF ALPINE AND HIGHLAND REGARDING RECREATION SERVICES -Derric
Rykert
This item will be placed on a future agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS. COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.
CONDOMINIUMS. AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the amended Final Plat of Mira Vista PUD
Plat B. consisting of 7 residences. located at 400 South 1040 East. -Martha Spar/Ken
Berg
Ken Berg explained that as development progressed the owners felt a need to bring in a
different mix and a different floor plan. There was no increase in density and no less
open space, just a different shape of footprint and a reconfiguration.
City Planner Rod Despain explained that this was a replacement of an earlier approved
version and included the straightening of S curve in the street. The intersection to the
south now became a T. There was also the addition of the some private open space to the
rear of each unit. This was recommended by the Planning Commission.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-56 approving the
amended final plat for Mira Vista PUD Plat B consisting of seven residences at 400
South 1040 East and to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept
the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the
plat subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely
construction of required public improvements. Councilman LeBaron seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the amended Final Plat of Mira Vista PUD
Plat C. consisting of30 residences. located at 551 South 1040 East. -Martha Spar/Ken

Berg
City Planner Rod Despain noted that there was a change on the south end that was a
segment of 620 South and the shifting of a unit adjacent to 620 South further to the north
away from that street. The addition ofthe private open space and reconfiguration applied
to this plat as well.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-57 approving the
amended final plat for Mira Vista PUD Plat C, consisting of 30 residences at 551
South 1040 East and to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plan and accept
the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the
7

plat subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely
construction of required public improvements. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS -Staff
There were no change orders or tasks orders.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 8:14p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 15, 2007
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
Thursday, November 15, 2007, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at
6:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.

3.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Consideration for adoption of a Resolution ofthe City Council of American Fork City,
Utah (the "issuer") authorizing the issuance and sale of not more than $9,900,000
aggregate principal amount of its General Obligation Bonds, Series 2007; and related
matters.
Adjournment.

Dated this 6 day ofNovember, 2007.

1\. ~1' @1Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 15, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on November 15, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, commencing at 6:03 p.m. Those present included Mayor Pro-Tem
Councilman Shirl LeBaron and Councilmembers Dale Gunther, Ricky Storrs, and *Heidi
Rodeback. Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmember Sherry Kramer were excused. Others
present included Richard Colborn, Terilyn Lurker, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Dustin
Matsumori, Josh Jensen, and Chantel Jensen.
In the absence of Mayor Thompson, Mayor Pro-Tern Councilman Shirl LeBaron conducted the
meeting.
Scout Josh Jensen led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman LeBaron
offered a prayer.
CONSIDERATION FOR ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF
AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH (THE "ISSUER") AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE AND
SALE OF NOT MORE THAN $9 900 000 AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF ITS
GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS, SERIES 2007; AND RELATED MATTERS.
The City Recorder provided to the City Council a Certificate of Compliance with the Open
Meeting Law with respect to this November 15, 2007, meeting.
*Councilmember Rodeback arrived.
Dustin Matsumori, from George K. Baum & Company, explained that last time he was here was
for a Parameters Resolution. Since that time, Mayor Thompson, Councilman Gunther, Finance
Director Cathy Jensen, and Dustin Matsumori made a trip to San Francisco to make
presentations before the bond rating agencies and bond insurers. He commended them for their
efforts. Because of their preparation and their presentation, the City was able to maintain its A2
rating and that was significant because of the amount of debt to be issued in order to support this
project. It was very important to convey to the rating agencies the City's status and the
Council's willingness to support this transaction. Once again, because of their presentation there
was a bond insurer that had not insured the City's bonds in the past come in with an extremely
aggressive bid that was to the City's great benefit.
Mr. Matsumori continued that since that time a pre-marketing document had been sent out to
investors. He noted the up and down of the stock market and that the market was volatile from
day to day. Many large investors sat on the sidelines. Today was no different, but the City was
very fortunate in that at the time of the transaction the market was fairly stable. The success of
the transaction was due in large part to two local banks Central Utah Bank and Bank of
American Fork who really stepped up and supported the City's bonds. There was no other local
participation. They did get some national investors. The interest rate was 4.429 percent. In
1

preparation for the Bond Election they had anticipated something closer to 4. 75 percent. The
City was in good position for the upcoming issue.
Mr. Matsumori added that because there were so few investors, in order to hold the City interests
at the level committed earlier, Geroge K. Baum & Company held in their own account to resell
later, $540,000. They were willing to support the City in selling the bonds.
Councilman Storrs thanked Dustin Matsumori for another job well done.
Mr. Matsumori responded that it was always a pleasure to do business with American Fork City.
He continued that the final closing would be on November 28, 2007. Tonight's closing
Resolution included a bond purchase agreement with George K. Baum & Company.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-11-45R approving the sale and
issuance of its General Obligation Bonds, Series 2007, and related matters.
Dustin Matsumori noted that the total amount was now known and it was $8,250,000.

Councilman Gunther amended his motion to read $8,250,000 of its General Obligation
Bonds.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman LeBaron asked ifthere was any further discussion from the public
or from the Council. There was none.

All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

favor.

Councilman LeBaron moved adjournment at 6:15p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the

~:o~~ll(f[
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 20, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION & AGENDA
The American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on November 20, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 6:00p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.

Review and action on a canvass by the City Council sitting as a Board of Canvassers for
the November 6, 2007, General Municipal Election.
Adjournment.

Dated this 16 day ofNovember, 2007

k' It rtl

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 20, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on November 20, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 6:01 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman Shirl LeBaron and Council members Dale Gunther and
Ricky Storrs. Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer and Heidi
Rodeback were excused. Others present included City Recorder Richard Colborn.
In the absence ofMayor Heber Thompson, Mayor Pro-Tem Councilman Shirl LeBaron
conducted the meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CANVASS BY THE CITY COUNCIL SITTING AS A
BOARD OF CANVASSERS FOR THE NOVEMBER 6, 2007, GENERAL MUNICIPAL
ELECTION

Councilman Gunther moved that the City Council sit as a Canvassing Board for the
November 6, 2007, General Municipal Election. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
City Recorder Richard Colborn provided the election information for the canvass that was
received from the County. (See ATTACHMENT)
Citizen's State Referendum Number 1 (School Vouchers)
For
Against

2419
3329

City Council 4-year

Sherry Kramer
Shirl Don LeBaron
Jason Porter
Ricky K. Storrs

3764
3678
3093
3654

City Council 2- year

Dale 0. Gunther

4892

It was noted that these final numbers differed from those on election night due to the inclusion of
the provisional ballots. Additionally, "early provisional" ballots were counted in the early
voting.

Councilman Storrs moved to accept the canvass which declared Sherry Kramer, Shirl Don
LeBaron, and Ricky K. Storrs as winners of the City Council 4-year seats and Dale 0.
1

Gunther as the winner of the City Council 2-year seat. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman LeBaron moved adjournment at 6:04 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

tt ~. ~

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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•
Registered Voters 11756- Cards Cast 5807

•

2007 Municipal General Election
Official Results
Summary Report
American Fork City
49.40%

Num. Report Precinct 15- Num. Reporting 15
Total
15
15 100.0 %
1
5748
2419 42.08%
3329 57.92%

AM. FORK COUNCIL - 2 YEAR
Number of Precincts
Precincts Reporting
Vote For
Total Votes
DALE 0. GUNTHER

>
~
~

~
~
~

~

0

AM. FORK COUNCIL - 4 YEAR
Number of Precincts
Precincts Reporting
Vote For
Total Votes
SHERRY KRAMER
SHIRL DON LEBARON
JASON PORTER
RICKY K. STORRS
Write-in Votes

100.00%

~

CITIZEN'S STATE REFERENDUM NUMBER 1
Number of Precincts
Precincts Reporting
Vote For
Total Votes
FOR
AGAINST

•

Date:11120/07
Time: 10:40:20
Page: 1 of 1

Total
15
15 1000
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-20-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 9

•

Statement of Votes Cast
2007 General Election
Official Results
American Fork City
TURNOUT

Reg. Voters

•

•

Jurisdiction Wide
AF01
Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF01S
Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF02
Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF02S
Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF03
Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF04
Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF05
Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF06
Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF07
Polling
Absentee
Provisional

Cards Cast

%
Turnout

1203
1203
1203
1203
1203
1203

424
7
13
32
0
476

35.25o/.
0.58"!.
1.08o/.
2.66o/.
O.OOo/.
39.57o/.

31
31
31
31
31
31

20
2
5
1
0
28

64.52o/.
6.45o/.
16.13o/.
3.23o/.
O.OOo/.
90.32o/.

847
847
847
847
847
847

314
12
16
27
0
369

37.07o/.
1.42"!.
1.89o/.
3.19°!.
O.OOo/.
43.57o/.

7
7
7
7
7
7

2
0
0
0
0
2

28.57o/.
O.OOo/.
O.OOo/.
O.OOo/.
O.OOo/.
28.57o/.

909
909
909
909
909
909

468
1
11
25
0
505

51.49"!.
0.11o/.
1.21o/.
2.75o/.
O.OOo/.
55.56°!.

989
989
989
989
989
989

378
11
16
12
0
417

38.22o/.
1.11o/.
1.62o/.
1.2lo/.
O.OOo/.
42.16o/.

1081
1081
1081
1081
1081
1081

477
3
41
28
0
549

44.13o/.
0.28o/.
3.79o/.
2.59o/.
O.OOo/.
50.79"!.

972
972
972
972
972
972

481
14
5
15
0
515

49.49"!.

927
927
927

431
5
6

46.49"!.
0.54'Jt
0.65o/.

1.44o/.
0.51o/.
1.54°!.
O.OOo/.
52.98o/.

Date:ll/19/07
Time:l5:06:25
Page:l of2

ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-20-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 3 OF 9

•

Statement of Votes Cast
2007 General Election
Official Results
American Fork City
TURNOUT

Reg. Voters

Early
In-Office
Total

Cards Cast

%
Turnout

927
927
927

21
0
463

2.27"1.
0.00"1.
49.95"1.

888
888
888
888
888
888

421
5
73
27
0
526

47.41"1.
0.56"/(
8.22"1.
3.04"1.
59.23"1.

1210
1210
1210
1210
1210
1210

492
9
9
22
0
532

40.66"1.
0.74"1<
0.74"1<
1.82"1.
0.00"1.
43.97"1.

927
927
927
927
927
927

485
17
40
13
0
555

52.32"1.
1.83"1.
4.31"1.
1.40"1.
0.00"1.
59.87°/(

92
92
92
92
92

36
3
5
4
0
48

39.13"1.
3.26"1.
5.43"1.
4.35"1.
0.00"1.
52.17"1.

746
746
746
746
746
746

308
16
16
13
0
353

41.29"1<
2.14"1.
2.14"1.
1.74"1.
0.00"1.
47.32"1.

927
927
927
927
927
927

410
20
14
25
0
469

44.23"1.
2.16°/(
1.51 •;.
2.70"1.
0.00"1.

50.59"1<

11756
11756
11756
11756
11756
11756

5147
125
265
270
0
5807

43.78"1.
1.06"1.
2.25"1.
2.30"1.
0.00"1.
49.40"1.

AF08

Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total

O.OO'X

AF09

Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF10

•

Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF10S

Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total

92

AF11

Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
AF12

Polling
Absentee
Provisional
Early
In-Office
Total
Total
Polling
Absentee
Early
Provisional
In-Office
Total

•

Date: 11119/07
Time:15:06:25
Page:2 of2

ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-20-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 4 OF 9
Report ofProvisional Ballots by Polling Location

•

Polling Place Alpine Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
Invalid
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Not Counted
Not Affiliated
Not Counted
Not Registered
Not Counted
Wrong Precinct
Total
Polling Place Amelia Earhart Elementary
Counted
Total

•

20
20

Polling Place Art City Elementary
Counted
23
Not Counted
1
No proof of Residency
Not Counted
1
Not Registered
Total
25
_____________________________________ ;.. _________________________________________________________________________________ _
Polling Place Aspen Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total
Polling Place BYU Conference Center
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Not Counted
Not Registered

•

25
1
13
1
390
1
431

31
1
32

116
1
1

ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-20-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 5 OF 9

•

•

Total

118

Polling Place Barnett Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

24
1
25

Polling Place Bonneville Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
Wrong Precinct
Total

22
1
23

Polling Place Brent Brown Dodge
Counted
Total

11
11

Polling Place Brockbank Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

32

Polling Place Canyon Crest Elementary
Counted
Total

32
32

Polling Place Canyon Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

55
2
57

30
2

Polling-;;~~~----~;~~;-;~~-~~~~~~-~;;-~~~;~-;---------------------------------------------------------\----

Counted
Total

7
7

Polling Place Cedar Ridge Elementary
Counted
Total
Polling Place

•

Centennial Middle School

33

33

ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-20-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 6 OF 9

•

Not Counted
Not Counted
Total

No proof of Residency
Wrong Precinct

Polling Place Elk Ridge City Hall
Counted
Total

15
15

Polling Place Farrer Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

21
2
23

Polling Place Foothill Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total
Polling Place Foothills Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
Not Registered
Total

•

Polling Place Fox Hollow Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total
Polling Place Franklin Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
NolO
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Not Counted
Wrong Precinct
Total
Polling Place Freedom Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
Wrong Precinct

•

1
2
30

28
1

29
43
1

44

50

2

52
28
1
5
3
37

30
1

ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-20-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 7 OF 9

•

•

Total
Polling Place Genola Town Hall
Counted
Total

31

16
16

Polling Place Goshen Senior Citizen Center
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

2

Polling Place Grandview Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

38
2
40

Polling Place Grovecrest Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

1
1

28
1

29

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Polling Place Harvest Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Not Counted
Not Registered
Not Counted
Wrong Precinct
Total

2
59

Polling Place Hillcrest Elementary
Counted
Total

18
18

Polling Place Imperial Mobile Home Park Clubhouse
Counted
Total

54
2
1

1

1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Polling Place Independence High School
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency

•

23
2

ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-20-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 8 OF 9

•

•

Total
Polling Place Lakeridge Jr High
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

36
2
38

Polling Place Larsen Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
Wrong Precinct
Total

46
1
47

Polling Place Lehi Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Not Counted
Not Registered
Total

39

Polling Place Lehi Jr High
Counted
Total

30
30

Polling Place Lehi Legacy Center
Counted
Total

10
10

Polling Place Lindon City Center
Counted
Not Counted
Not Registered
Total

•

25

37
1
1

58
1
59

Polling Place Lindon Elementary
Counted
Total

20
20

Polling Place Lone Peak High
Counted

25

.

•

•

ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-20-07 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 9 OF 9

Counted
Not Counted
Total

No proof of Residency

15
1
16

Polling Place Sego Lily Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Total

46
1

Polling Place Seville Retirement Center
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Not Counted
Not Registered
Total

3
1
28

Polling Place Sharon Elementary
Counted
Total

18
18

Polling Place Snow Springs Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
No proof of Residency
Not Counted
Not Registered
Total

24

41
1

1
43

-----------------------------------------------------------------------.------------------------------------------------Polling Place Spanish Fork Jr High
Counted
Total

45
45

Polling Place Spanish Oaks Elementary
Counted
Not Counted
Wrong Precinct
Total

25

Polling Place Sportsman Lions Center
Counted
Total

25
25

Polling Place

•

47

Spring Creek Elementary

24
1

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 27, 2007
NOTICE OF REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in a public hearing on November 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Autumn Crest South Plat A
Annexation consisting of 11.49 acres at 1150 East 700 North.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on November 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; Steve Pierson, Calvary Mountain View Church; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Discussion of 900 East traffic calming. -Mayor Thompson
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Approval of the November 8, 2007 work session minutes.
Approval of the November 13, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the November 15, 2007 special session minutes
Approval of the November 20, 2007 special session minutes
Approval of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards. -Mayor
Thompson
Review and action on the overall concept plan for the Meadows Planned Shopping
Center Life Style Component consisting of 54 acres located at 700 West Pacific Drive in
the SC-I Planned Shopping Center Zone. -Lynn Woodbury
Review and action on a water lease agreement regarding water rights at The Meadows
Project. - Staff
Review and action on a Memorandum ofUnderstanding with the City's of Alpine and
Highland regarding Recreation Services. - Derric Rykert
Review and action on an Ordinance amending Sections 2-5.36 and 2-5.37 of the
American Fork Development Code relating to the residential facilities for elderly persons
and residential healthcare facilities. -Craig Smedley, Dennis Told
1

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on a Resolution approving General Plan Amendment for a Master
Craft Boat Dealership on lot twelve of the North Shore Corporation Center Plat B
consisting of four acres from the Design Industrial to the Design Commercial land use
classification located at 735 South Aotomall Drive. -Wayne Sorensen
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone map amendment for a Master Craft
Boat Dealership on lot twelve of the North Shore Corporation Center Plat B consisting of
four acres from the BP-1 Business Park Zone to the GC-2 General Commercial Zone
located at 735 South Automall Drive. -Wayne Sorensen
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Oleen Acres
Annexation consisting of 1.28 acres at 800 North 900 West. -Brian & Danielle
Peterson
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action an Ordinance approving the 2nd amendment to the final plat of
Mira Vista Condominium Phase III, consisting of 31 units, located at 1040 East
400 South. -Ken Berg
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Pacific Crossing
Condominium Project Plat A, consisting of four units, located at 383 West Pacific
Drive. - Steve Sowby
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat ofPacific Crossing
Condominium Project Plat B, consisting of four units, located at 191 North 350
West. - Steve Sowby
Review and action on a Tree Ordinance. - Councilmember Rodeback
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement
regarding the lease of dark fiber to the Alpine School District. - George Schade
Review and action on going to bid on 2007 Storm Water Projects. -Mark Coddington
Review and action on an agreement between the State ofUtah, Department of
Community and Culture, State Library Division and the American Fork Library for
Spanish Speakers Project Grant, Phase 3. -Sheena Parker
Review and authorization to go out for RFP for redesign of the City's website. -Melanie
Marsh
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the acquisition
of real property.
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day .qfNovember, 2007

I( f~.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 27, 2007
PUBLIC HEARING

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on November 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street. Those present included Mayor Heber
Thompson and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron,
and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn,
Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Chief Jay Christensen,
Mark Coddington, Lt. Sam Liddiard, Richard Mendenhall, Barbara Christiansen, and eight
citizens.
7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE AUTUMN CREST
SOUTH PLAT A ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 11.49 ACRES AT 1150 EAST 700
NORTH
Mayor Thompson opened the public hearing at 7:26p.m. and explained the purpose of the
hearing was to receive public comment regarding the Autumn Crest South Plat A Annexation.
He asked for comments.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests had been received.
There being no additional comment the hearing concluded at 7:27 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on November 27, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale
Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, Richard Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Sheena Parker, Rod Despain, Howard Denney,
Chief Jay Christensen, Kasey Wright, Mark Coddington, Lt Sam Liddiard, Andy Spencer, Marie
Adams, Richard Mendenhall, David Hansen, Ken Berg, Paul Strong, Barbara Christiansen, and
twelve citizens.
Scout Daly Yates led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and David Hansen offered a
prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
There was no public comment.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Mayor Heber Thompson recognized Mr. Paul Peterson for his receiving a unique award.
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Paul Peterson reported that ten years ago he received the award as the Super Bowl Forage World
Champion. It was a competition that annually took place in Madison, Wisconsin, and entries
were received from about 150 growers. At that time they received $1000, a clock, and a new hay
rake, that he had to buy half of Now, ten years later he received the award again. He farmed in
Cedar Fort. His main cash crop was alfalfa hay. They hay was judged on forage quality and was
analyzed at a lab by Madison. The Relative Feed Value was 285, Digestible Protein was 28, and
the Total Digestible Nutrients was 70. He explained that the Total Digestible Nutrients in barley
was 80. This alfalfa was almost as powerful, energy wise, as barley. He appreciated the
recognition and stated that hay from Cedar Fort was still of pretty good quality. There was
general applause. Mr. Peterson introduced his wife, Margery.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
None
DISCUSSION OF 900 EAST TRAFFIC CALMING -Mayor Thompson
This item was postponed to the December 6, 2007 City Council work session.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs reported that he had met with the North Pointe Solid Waste District and in
going over their budget they may be able to lower the rates a little bit.
Council member Kramer reported that she just returned from New York where she was able to
watch live the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade and the performance of the American Fork
High School Marching Band. She stated that we could not have asked for better representation
for the City and the State. There were almost 300 of them and they all did a wonderful job.
Councilman LeBaron had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Gunther reported that the April Ridge Gate was in and operating and the Ferguson's
had two openers and a key pad. The asphalt was also in.
Mayor Thompson noted that accomplishment deserved a round of applause that occurred.
Council member Rodeback requested updates on the Planning Commission part of the Sexual
Oriented Business ordinance, the Planning Commission part of the Check Cashing Establishment
ordinance, the Historic Preservation ordinance, the Nuisance Abatement ordinance, and rental
licensing. She would like to work on those some time soon. She would like a new update to the
capital facilities plans for water, sewer, public safety, and regional parks because of the increased
number of requests for mixed-use. The impact fees were based on the study already in place.
Councilmember Rodeback reported that she attended the Pressurized Irrigation Open House on
the 16th and that it was well-planned and well-attended. She commended the organizers. The
public had an opportunity to speak with the City Council and officials, members of the
2

engineering team and the irrigation company. There were good displays and hands on
demonstrations, construction schedules and rate schedules.
Council member Rodeback would not be in attendance at the December
meeting.
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City Council

Mayor Thompson thanked Councilmember Rodeback for those reminders.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson reported that he was delighted with the American Fork High School Marching
Band and their nice performance and for the great recognition for the City and the State. He
commended the band.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Approval
Approval
Approval
Approval
Approval

of the November 8, 2007 work session minutes.
of the November 13, 2007 regular session minutes.
ofthe November 15, 2007 special session minutes
ofthe November 20, 2007 special session minutes
of the City bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000.

Councilmember Rodeback asked for two clarifications on the November 13, 2007 regular
session minutes dealing with Capital Facilities. First, on page 3, line 7, the sentence should read,
"Mixed Use would be requested now by any number of developers." Second, on page 5, lines 38
& 39, change the sentence to read, "Any change to allow mixed use would be a significant
change and that was why a review was needed."
City Recorder reported that a change to the November 8, 2007 work session minutes had been
requested in writing on page 5, line 2, to change the word "plant" to "plan."
Councilman Gunther moved approval of the common consent items with the changes and
clarifications as identified. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS -Mayor Thompson
City Recorder Richard Colborn reminded the Council of the vacancy on the Planning
Commission.
Mayor Thompson responded that he had requested some input from the City Council and he had
received some suggestions. He has also requested possible candidates from the Planning
Commission.
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Councilman LeBaron stated that he had some suggestions.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OVERALL CONCEPT PLAN FOR THE MEADOWS
PLANNED SHOPPING CENTER LIFE STYLE COMPONENT CONSISTING OF 54 ACRES
LOCATED AT 700 WEST PACIFIC DRIVE IN THE SC-1 PLANNED SHOPPING CENTER
ZONE- Lynn Woodbury
Mayor Thompson noted that this shopping center had been expanding regularly for quite some
time. Over a year ago a presentation by Woodbury was made regarding the addition of a
department store and a Lifestyle Center that was walkable and included mixed uses. The
Planning Commission and the City Council has had joint sessions regarding this. The first step
to be taken was the action tonight which was the approval of the concept plan for the Lifestyle
Center. To facilitate this and to remain enthusiastic about it, he has appointed a project manager
from the City staff, Andy Spencer. City staff and Woodbury have been working together.
Andy Spencer reported that they had been holding regular meetings and Councilmembers
Kramer and Rodeback both were attending those Thursday morning meetings along with Ken
Baldwin from the Planning Commission. They were working through several details.
Mayor Thompson invited Richard Mendenhall to say a few words.
Richard Mendenhall turned time to Architect George Melara with Nelsen Partners Architects
from Scottsdale, Arizona.
Mr. Me lara showed some slides that demonstrated a summary of important principles and points
including Street Grid - with cars, Compression/Scale, Enclosure, Environment amenities, and
Variety. (See ATTACHMENT)
Street Grid - with cars. Cars and people can mix. Street widths of only 22 feet wide allowed
persons to "cross shop" in that the street was not too wide that it became a barrier.
Mayor Thompson asked about the speed of the cars in that setting.
Mr. Melara responded that the narrower the street width, the slower the cars would travel. The
wider the street width, the faster they would go.

Councilmember Kramer asked if raised crosswalks would be part of the design.
Mr. Melara answered that they would be especially around the plaza space.
Compression. He noted that a typical design would be 100 feet from building front to building
front. The use of canopies and placement of trees helped to narrow the feeling that there was
100 feet of space there and made it feel more intimate.
Enclosure. It was important to define the edges and for canopies for shade.
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Environmental amenities. Benches for people to sit on and water features were important along
with shading, pots, flowers, art, sculptures, and lighting. They were little things but pedestrians
take precedence.
Variety. Areas with different character were important and accomplished by different
landscaping and open areas. It was important to "animate the space" and this could be
accomplished by having public uses in the area such as concerts or art showings or a farmers
market. They would want to do something here that would fit with American Fork.
George Melara noted that there had been discussion regarding a three-lane road. He did not
recommend a three-lane road. The additional width was not pedestrian friendly as it became a
barrier to pedestrians. It would divide the project. It was not the best.
City Engineer Andy Spencer commented that the staff felt that the public road element of the
plan needed to be a traffic conveyer. With the narrower, one had to wait when someone was
backing out of a parking space. They viewed the public road as the road one would take if they
just wanted to go to the movie theater and then go home and did not want to shop. The Planning
Commission approved the public road as shown on the plan. It had been suggested that the road
could be moved. There was some concern with that. Any change in the road alignment would
have to go back to the Planning Commission. The public roads needed to meet the public road
standards.
Council member Rodeback asked if they needed to resolve the issue of the road width tonight as
part of the concept approval.
Mayor Thompson thought they needed to identify the road location.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if they needed to get caught up on the road width right now.
Andy Spencer thought that they could speak to the road width at a later time.
Councilman Gunther asked George Melara about the three-lane road.
Mr. Melara answered that the public road went right through the heart ofthe project. The intent
was not to have them come and leave. Going to the cinema was a great draw. They wanted to
capture and have people linger longer.
Mayor Thompson observed that road width had a lot to do with what was being described. The
question was, regardless of the road width, was this the right location for the roads. The road
width could be addressed later.
Andy Spencer felt they could go forward with general concept plan but at the point that they
would like to relocate the public road it may require another road at another location.
Rod Despain commented if they were going to change the road location that was not what the
Planning Commission looked at and recommended.
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Richard Mendenhall stated that the 60-foot right-of-way was acceptable. They did not propose
an alternative. It was hoped that the point was understood in the beginning of this process, that it
was really hard to have these projects function and succeed if they were cherry picked, and
mixed and matched too much, and were committee designed to much. The tenants that were in
these types of project throughout the country have developed expectations as to what they had to
have to be successful. JC Penney's was adamant about design standards. One of the elements in
the overall plan that was critical was slower traffic. He understood the notion of safety. He
thought that it was unlikely that people would look at this as a shortcut. They were looking at
coming and patronizing the businesses that were located there and participating in the
experience. If this was a major concern to the City Council and to the Staff it really needed to be
understood.
George Melara stated that they did not have a problem with the road location. He suggested that
they were missing an opportunity here in favor of someone wanting to go to the theater and then
right home. He suggested that they could live with the 60-foot right-of-way and a 22-foot drive
lane with parking on both sides. Three lanes were too wide.
Councilman Gunther understood that it was important that it succeed in getting persons out of
their cars and shop. He was in favor of meeting that need. Ifthe road needed to be narrower
they ought to go there. He felt it needed to be approved tonight with the ability to capture the
customer.
Councilmember Rodeback was of the same opinion. This was a destination and not a thruway.
It was intended to be pedestrian friendly.
Councilman Gunther did not feel that they needed the streets to be public. They could all be
private streets.
Councilman Storrs referred to the Red Stone development in Park City and commented that if
this concept was similar he agreed that the street width needed to be narrower.
Mr. Melara answered that it was.
Richard Mendenhall stated that the 60-foot right-of-way was adequate, but not with three lanes
and parking only on one side. There needed to be two lanes with parking on both sides. There
was a big difference in function. He continued that on Monday, they would be meeting in New
York with potential tenants. The lead tenants needed to know what the roads were going to be
and it made a difference as to whether it all came into existence at the same time as the main
tenant, JC Penney, or not.
Mayor Thompson asked staff if they had a problem with two lanes oftraffic and two sides of
parking. Part of the Council has expressed their opinion that they needed to capture the patrons
more.
Howard Denney commented that closest example was what they just had to do down at the
business park. There was a 60-foot road in the business park with parking on both sides. The
City received complaints from those traveling and those working there.
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Mayor Thompson commented that was not a retail setting.
Howard Denney noted that there would still be delivery trucks coming down the same area and
suggested that the truck traffic be restricted.
George Melara responded that the delivery trucks would be able to maneuver. Typically there
were times allotted for deliveries.
Councilmember Kramer suggested that they restrict trucks on the narrow road and have
deliveries made to the rear.
Mr. Melara thought that would be the case.
Richard Mendenhall explained that the tenant lease agreement would have hours for deliveries.
That was pretty standard in shopping centers.
Mr. Melara noted that in the area of offices there would be designated spaces for loading and
unloading.
Mayor Thompson asked if there were other areas that needed discussion.
Councilmember Rodeback explained that from the morning meetings there were three concerns
including pedestrian routes identified and treated adequately for safety, no tri-fold signs and not
of billboard size, and landscaping.
Council member Kramer asked if the trails would be the standard width.
Howard Denney had not seen a plan that showed widths.
Council member Rodeback did not think that the perimeter would lend itself to a trail.
Rod Despain reported that the notion of trails was something that surfaced as part of the
committee meeting and not part of the Planning Commission meeting.
Mr. Melara noted that they would come up with a plan for a trail.

Councilman LeBaron expressed that one of the concerns of the Planning Commission was
parking and the potential of reducing the size of buildings to accommodate parking.
Rod Despain stated that the change in parking standards would work to the advantage of this
project. The real key was not to meet the standard to determine if there was enough parking for
the uses that would be there. Parking the vicinity of the theater was pretty tight. All had the
same concern for adequate parking.
Councilman LeBaron commented that as he studied the materials he understood it was a concept
plan and a work in progress and similar to design build.
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Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the overall concept plan and the first phase plan
subject to the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

That the first phase plan is approved as shown
That the ultimate size of the buildings proposed for subsequent phases may be
reduced from that shown on the plan in the event that parking adequacy is
found to be deficient.
A more detailed landscape plan will be required prior to approval of any specific
site plan.
That the signage plan will be amended to eliminate any references to billboards.
That the approval is conditioned upon the successful completion of the public
street vacation and relocation process and including a resolution of financial
arrangements for any differences in area or cost of street improvements.
Execution of a development agreement between the City and the developer.
That the pedestrian ways be identified and accommodated.

Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilman Gunther wanted it clear that the financial arrangements as noted in number five, was
that any reduction of the square footage of the street would require compensation.
Richard Mendenhall stated that they were in agreement where there was a reduction of the
publicly owned area and that there needed to be compensation. They were willing to work that
out. It made a lot of sense and was fair and they were amenable to that.

Councilman LeBaron included in his motion the specificity that where there was a
reduction of the publicly owned area that there be compensation to the City.
Richard Mendenhall noted that would be addressed in the development agreement. He asked if
this motion anticipated the two lanes and parking on both sides in that section ofMeadow Lane
that was discussed.
Councilman LeBaron answered that it did.
Mayor Thompson thought that it did.
Councilmember Rodeback noted that it was not worded that way in the motion and it needed to
be amended to that affect.
Councilman LeBaron responded that they were approving the concept plan and the two-lane road
was included in the concept plan as approved.
Howard Denney commented that it needed to be stated specifically because it was shown as a
three-lane road on the plan.

Councilman LeBaron included in his motion that the concept plan include the approval for
a two-lane road with parking on both sides of the section of Meadow Lane.
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Councilman Gunther stated that the City was working with experienced developers who were
building this to own and not to sell. They were going to own most of it. Their interest was
parallel to the City's interest.

Mayor Thompson stated that he had a motion from Councilman LeBaron and with
Councilman Gunther's second he called for a vote. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A WATER LEASE AGREEMENT REGARDING WATER
RIGHTS AT THE MEADOWS PROJECT - Staff
This item was pulled from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH THE
CITY'S OF ALPINE AND HIGHLAND REGARDING RECREATION SERVICES -Derric
Rvkert
Councilman LeBaron expressed that they had been considering this for a long time. He received
a call from the member of the Alpine City Council that was working on this and asked that it be
placed on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS 2-5.36 AND 2-5.37
OF THE AMERICAN FORK DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING TO THE RESIDENTIAL
FACILITIES FOR ELDERLY PERSONS AND RESIDENTIAL HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
- Craig Smedley, Dennis Told
Mayor Thompson asked how the % mile was measured under Part I Section 2.
Kasey Wright responded that it was as the crow flies.
Craig Smedley thought that the % mile separation was being eliminated.
Councilmember Kramer thought that the Planning Commission denied the elimination of the %
mile separation.
Rod Despain explained that the State Law, even now, allowed cities to set spacing requirements
for group housing facilities. The Federal Government has come and imposed the Fair Housing
Act that threw into question the notion of the legality of spacing requirements. American Fork
has had that spacing requirement for a long time. The Planning Commission was reluctant to
change it but they were pressed on the issue and they had an opinion from the Attorney that said
that this ought not to stand.
City Attorney Kasey Wright stated that the provision was in violation.
Councilmember Kramer asked if this was just in regard to assisted living for the elderly. She
asked if the City would now be getting more group homes closer together.
Mr. Wright stated that was not included specifically in the law.
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Rod Despain explained that his instruction had been to draft language that would apply to this
case and not seek to address the whole issue of group housing in the City in a universal way.
The Planning Commission's concerns were based on the idea that ifthis form of group housing
was going to be treated different from others, they were not sure how this would all wring out in
the future.
Mayor Thompson noted that the City Attorney has given an opinion that on page two, the one
thru six items were in compliance with the Fair Housing Act. It could be closer than the % mile
if those six items were addressed.
Rod Despain stated that it was narrowly defined to fit this case. It did not address youth group
homes.
Councilmember Rodeback felt the six items were sufficiently restrictive that they protected the
City interests very nicely. She spoke with Mr. Sowby this afternoon to see if he could proceed
with the restrictions and he felt that he could.
Councilmember Kramer asked if parking was an issue.
Rod Despain noted that usually there was not a lot of parking. There would be some additional.
Mayor Thompson noted that parking was mostly staff.
Craig Smedley added that there were visitors that came as well.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-58 approving Code text
amendments regarding Residential Facilities for elderly persons and Residential
Health care Facilities, to amend Sections 2-5.36 and 2-5.37 of the American Fork
Development Code. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING GENERAL PLAN
AMENDMENT FOR A MASTER CRAFT BOAT DEALERSHIP ON LOT TWELVE OF THE
NORTH SHORE CORPORATION CENTER PLAT B CONSISTING OF FOUR ACRES
FROM THE DESIGN INDUSTRIAL TO THE DESIGN COMMERCIAL LAND USE
CLASSIFICATION LOCATED AT 735 SOUTH AUTOMALL DRIVE- Wavne Sorensen
Rod Despain explained that when this property was annexed in the Boyde Williams Annexation,
it was felt that retail commercial should be focused more on the 500 East segment rather than the
100 East segment. That has now changed somewhat in that retail uses that would come there
would be of low impact.
Mayor Thompson noted that the location and visibility from the freeway was the major
marketing consideration.
Mr. Despain expressed that there was a little leap of faith that this would now be in the Design
Commercial land use and ifthe boat dealership went away, what would replace it.
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Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-11-46R approving the
General Plan amendment for a Master Craft Boat Dealership on lot twelve of the North
Shore Corporation Center Plat B consisting of four acres from the Design Industrial to the
Design Commercial land use classification at 735 South Automall Drive. Councilmember
Kramer seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE MAP AMENDMENT
FOR A MASTER CRAFT BOAT DEALERSHIP ON LOT TWELVE OF THE NORTH
SHORE CORPORATION CENTER PLAT B CONSISTING OF FOUR ACRES FROM THE
BP-1 BUSINESS PARK ZONE TO THE GC-2 GENERAL COMMERCIAL ZONE LOCATED
AT 735 SOUTH AUTOMALL DRIVE- Wayne Sorensen
Mayor Thompson noted that this was step two of the process.

Councilmember Kramer moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-59 approving a zone map
amendment for a Master Craft Boat Dealership on lot twelve of the North Shore
Corporation Center Plat B consisting of four acres from the BP-1 Business Park zone to the
GC-2 General Commercial zone located at 735 South Automall Drive. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion.
Rod Despain expressed that one concern was that it was assumed that the boat dealership would
go there. The Planning Commission had not yet seen a detailed site plan. He asked that the
motion include instruction to the City Recorder not to publish and make effective the Ordinance
until such time a site plan has been provided and approved by the City Council.

Councilmember Kramer included in her motion instruction to the City Recorder not to
publish and make effective the Ordinance until such time a site plan has been provided and
approved by the City Council. Councilman Storrs agreed with his second.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE OLEEN ACRES ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.28 ACRES AT 800
NORTH 900 WEST- Brian & Danielle Peterson
Brian Peterson was present to request annexation.
Councilmember Rodeback wanted to make sure the way was open for the City to widen and
improve 900 West Street.
Brian Peterson responded that he was aware of the concerns. This property was run through with
the concept of Cambridge Court and included, in good faith, the deeding of a portion of the road
on the south of this property. He read through the notes and concerns for the widening of900
West Street on Cambridge Court and assumed that his property would be treated in a similar
manner.
Council member Rodeback understood that this was just the notice of intent to annex but that was
an issue to be aware of
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Mayor Thompson asked what the zoning would be.
Mr. Peterson answered that it would be R1-12,000. There would be three lots. One had an
existing home and there was a home under construction on another. The other was vacant.
Rod Despain explained that the northern boundary of Cambridge Court was the same as the
southern boundary of this annexation. This was a very logical extension of Cambridge Court.
Councilman LeBaron asked about culinary water pressure in the area. There had been concerns
expressed by Dan Richards previously.
Councilmember Kramer commented that Mr. Richards had reported that each time there was a
development to the south of him, he had less water pressure.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-11-47R indicating the City's intent
to annex the Oleen Acres Annexation at approximately 800 North 900 West consisting of
1.28 acres. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Councilman Kramer was concerned about the water and also the closeness of the homes to the
street. She liked the way that Highland has put in the landscaped winding sidewalks to the north
that gave a little bit more of a buffer and would like that put in place as soon as possible on
American Fork's part. She asked how they went about doing that.
Rod Despain responded that the current design for 900 West, depending on the exact location,
was for a 72-foot or 82-foot road cross-section. To do what was just suggested would require the
need to take significant more land.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the City had approached the County for sidewalks and
landscaping on the west frontage of the Equestrian Park.
Mayor Thompson noted that the City was still waiting for MAG's recommendation for 900 West
Street.
Mr. Peterson expressed that this property was closely tied to the Cambridge Court development.
He had given up V4 acre on the south for a road. If he were to have to give more land, he might
lose a lot. He had put forth good faith.
Rod Despain added that the west side was pretty much fixed according to the recommended road
width provided by Horrocks. The East side was not.

Mayor Thompson called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD' S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
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ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action an Ordinance approving the 2nd amendment to the final plat ofMira
Vista Condominium Phase III, consisting of 31 units, located at 1040 East 400 South Ken Berg
Ken Berg was present and explained that there were two units with the same number.
Councilman Gunther thought this to be a housecleaning item.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-60 approving the second
amendment to Mira Vista Condominiums Phase ill, consisting of 31 units, located
at 1040 East 400 South to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plan and
accept the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording
of the plat subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely
construction of required public improvements. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat ofPacific Crossing
Condominium Project Plat A consisting of four units, located at 3 83 West Pacific Drive
- Steve Sowbv
Ken Berg stated that he was representing this project as well. He explained that these
would be a town home style.
Councilmember Kramer asked about the materials that would be used in construction.
It was not known.
Councilmember Kramer asked why there was to be a chain link fence and not a vinyl
fence.
The chain link fence already was on the LDS church property.
Councilmember Rodeback suggested a vinyl fence all the way around the development.
Mayor Thompson thought it to be a decent layout.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-61 approving the
final plat of Pacific Crossing Condominium Project Plat A consisting of four units
located at 383 West Pacific Drive to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the
plat and accept the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold
recording of the plat subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the
timely construction of required public improvements. Councilman LeBaron
seconded the motion.
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Councilman Kramer wanted to make sure that quality materials were used and no vinyl or
aluminum siding.
Mayor Thompson noted that the City could only suggest at this time.
Councilman Gunther thought the project to be that of Patterson Construction. He noted
that they usually did a pretty good job.
Ken Berg reported that he had seen the exterior renderings. He did not remember for
sure, but he did not think it was siding. He added that if that was the recommendation
they would address it.
Councilman LeBaron added that a design review needed to be discussed in the future.
All were in favor.

c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat ofPacific Crossing
Condominium Project Plat B, consisting of four units, located at 191 North 350 WestSteve Sowby
Councilmember LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-62 approving the
final plat of Pacific Crossing Condominium Project Plat B consisting of four units
located at 191 North 350 West to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat
and accept the dedications with instructions to the City Recorder to withhold
recording of the plat subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the
timely construction of required public improvements. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion.

Mayor Thompson noted that the same specifications with regard to quality materials
noted in Plat A was with Plat B also.
All were in favor.

Rod Despain stated that they would attach the exterior elevations.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A TREE ORDINANCE - Councilmember Rodeback
Councilmember Rodeback stated that the City had talked about trees for as long as she had been
associated with the City. This Ordinance gave the City empowerment to care for its trees and
also gave the Parks Department authority to better take care of trees.
The Ordinance interchanged City Forester with the Parks Superintendent. It should read City
Forester. The City Forester reported to the Parks Superintendent.
Mayor Thompson would like the last portion of the definition of a Heritage Tree defined, rather
than just be rare or unusual species. He would like to at least have listed some examples. He
also asked the process of permitting and the time of permitting spelled out.
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Mayor Thompson asked if a "public tree" was a "tree on public property." He would like the
same reference to be used throughout. He suggested that it be "public tree." In 12.16.50 A,
Hazard of Tree, a phrase should be added that said that the City Forester shall determine when a
hazard exists.
Councilmember Kramer asked that under 12.16.010, Creation and Establishment of the City
Tree Advisory Board, if the City Forester would have a list of trees that he saw was a danger to
sidewalks. Also, did the City Forester need to get approval of the group before any action was
taken?
Councilmember Rodeback responded that the intent was for the City Forester to work closely
with the Board, but as far as getting the Board's consent, the way the Ordinance was written, the
Tree Board was an Advisory Board. That was done to absolve the volunteers ofliability. The
City Forester would seek the advice of the Tree Advisory Board, but he could not be required to
have their consent.
Councilmember Kramer asked if the City Forester could seek their advice before cutting down
trees so there were not any problems.
Mayor Thompson asked ifthere could be a paragraph under 12.16.040 that explained the general
intent that the City Forester was the Chief Coordinator and Authority and Reference Point.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that 12.16.020 spelled out that the committee shall act in an
advisory capacity to the City Forester.
Councilmember Kramer felt that there might be some problems.
Kasey Wright commented that the rub would be if the committee wanted to do one thing and the
City Forester wanted to do something different.
Council member Kramer gave an example of really huge trees up by Shelley Elementary School
where they were uplifting the sidewalk and instead of removing the trees they cut into the tree to
fix the sidewalk. It needed to be talked about first. She noted that a member of that committee,
Paul Strong, was present and asked for his comments.
Paul Strong expressed that they hoped that the City Forester would be a tree lover and be an asset
to the City. As a committee, they were very happy with being in an advisory body to the City
Forester. They would meet on a monthly basis and it was hoped that the City Forester would
take their advice. He felt that a trained City Forester would be a real asset.
Councilmember Rodeback thought that was well put. There would be a Tree Board and the City
Forester would take their orders and carry them out. That was the way that Tree City USA
recommended it to be set up. They did not see it as adversarial.
Mayor Thompson felt that there was consultation with the advisory board and that gave the
flavor as to how that relationship was intended to be.
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Councilmember Rodeback noted that there would be a fund to replace trees. She felt it was
worded very much in favor of trees.
Mayor Thompson asked the criteria for a Heritage Tree.
Kasey Wright noted that the Tree Advisory Board would make a recommendation to the City
Forester.
Councilmember Rodeback asked that references to Rocky Mountain Power to be changed to
utility company. She also noted a change to a party that willfully violated the ordinance.
Kasey Wright noted those changes had been made and also he did not think it was necessary to
spell out how the City was to appoint the City Forester as the City already had a process in place.
He added that he had taken notes on the changes.
Councilmember Rodeback thanked City Attorney Kasey Wright for his work in drafting the
ordinance.
Councilmember Kramer thanked Councilmember Rodeback and Kasey Wright for their work on
this.
Councilmember Rodeback moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-11-63, the Tree Ordinance,
incorporating the revisions discussed. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT REGARDING THE LEASE OF DARK FillER TO THE
ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT- George Schade
Mayor Thompson explained that this would expand to Shelley and Greenwood that which they
have at Forbes and it would terminate the previous agreement with Forbes and include it in this
one.
Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-11-48R approving an Interlocal
Cooperative Agreement with the Alpine School District. Councilmember Rodeback
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson thanked George Schade for his work on this.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID ON 2007 STORM WATER PROJECTS -Mark
Coddington
City Engineer Andy Spencer asked that they also include the extension of the storm drain in the
Mountain Meadows project. They would like it to go out as soon as possible.
Councilman Storrs moved to authorize city staff to bid the project as presented in the
attached plans with the authorization for the actual contract to be presented to the City
16

Council following determination of the recommended contractor and to add the Mountain
Meadows project as well. Councilmember Rodeback seconded the motion.
Council member Rodeback commended the staff for the detailed background and the source of
the funding.
Councilman Storrs complimented Mark Coddington on his work with the families in the
Mountain Meadows project.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATE OF UTAH,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AND CULTURE STATE LIBRARY DIVISION AND
THE AMERICAN FORK LIBRARY FOR SPANISH SPEAKERS PROJECT GRANT, PHASE
3 -Sheena Parker
Library Director Sheena Parker reported that this was the third phase of this program and
probably the last. It provided seed money for developing a Spanish language collection at the
Library.
Kasey Wright had reviewed the grant and had no changes.

Councilmember Rodeback moved to approve the contract with the State of Utah,
Department of Utah Community and Culture, State Library Division for Spanish Speakers
Project Grant, Phase 3. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND AUTHORIZATION TO GO OUT FOR RFP FOR REDESIGN OF THE
CITY'S WEBSITE- Melanie Marsh
Mayor Thompson noted that automated bill pay would be included.
Councilmember Rodeback felt this was an excellent opportunity to better communicate with the
public.

Councilmember Rode back moved to authorize staff to do a RFP for the redesign of the
City's website. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron asked that registration for recreation programs be included.
It was noted that other suggestions were welcome as well.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS -Staff
There were no change orders or tasks orders.
17

CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE ACQUISITION OF REAL PROPERTY

Councilman Gunther moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the acquisition of
real property at 9:39 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The Council moved to a meeting room on the main floor. The Council met in an executive
session beginning at 9:44p.m. Those present included Mayor Heber Thompson,
Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Also present were Finance Officer Cathy Jensen, Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, City
Attorney Kasey Wright, Public Works Director Howard Denney, and City Recorder Richard
Colborn. Acquisition of real property was discussed. The executive session concluded at 10:14
p.m.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 10:15 p.m. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion. All were in favor
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman LeBaron moved adjournment at 10:15 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

~lh.fLL-

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 6, 2007
*AMENDED -NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, December 6, 2007, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 3:30p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
*8.
9.

Presentation by MAG Executive Director Darrell Cook regarding transportation planning.
Discussion and report by Ryan Hales regarding a summary and presentation of the
recently completed traffic study on 900 West. - City
Report of the American Fork Transportation Committee. -Brian Thompson
Discussion of 900 East traffic calming. -Mayor Thompson
Discussion with representatives of the American Fork Riding Club.- Chris Mitchell
Report on American Fork Pressurized Irrigation (AFPI). -John Schiess
Discussion of items for the upcoming December 11, 2007, City Council meeting. -Staff
Discussion of impact fee implementation.
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day ofDecember, 2007.

fL ~r \URichard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 6, 2007
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, December 6, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:40 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale
Gunther, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused.
Planning Commissioners present included: John Woffinden, James Hansen, Ken Baldwin,
Rebecca Staten, and Larry Howden.
American Fork Transportation members present included: Brian Thompson, Police Chief Lance
Call, Steve Seagal, Marie Adams, and Ken Baldwin.
Others present included Richard Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Cathy Jensen, Ron Morrill,
Melanie Marsh, George Schade, Andy Spencer, J.H. Hadfield, Linda Walton, Derric Rykert,
Kasey Wright, Rod Despain, Pam Hunsaker, Jessica Wilson, Andrew Jackson, Shawn Seager,
Ryan Hales, George E. Brown Jr., A.J. Epperson, John Schiess, Phyllis Crookston, Denise
Pedersen, Barbara Christensen, and 14 citizens.
Mayor Thompson explained that the purpose of a work session was to prepare ~or items that
were on the next or a future City Council agenda.
PRESENTATION BY MAG EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DARRELL COOK REGARDING
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
Mayor Thompson explained that Darrell Cook was not able to be in attendance. Deputy Director
and Director of Transportation Planning, Andrew Jackson would make the presentation and
provide the City some planning direction that MAG has for some of the major concerns in
planning American Fork's transportation system.
Mr. Jackson explained that Mountainlands Association of Governments was the metropolitan

planning organization for transportation planning and air quality planning for the urbanized area
of Utah County among other things. Their Board is made up of elected officials.
They go out to 2030 to look at where people will be living, working, shopping, etc, and from that
they look at transportation needs and that is reviewed and updated every four years.
Mr. Jackson turned time to Shawn Seager who explained that they started with each City's
General Plan and conduct a series of studies. The most recent one completed was the Northeast
Utah Valley Transportation Study that was completed in 2005. They were now doing a Utah
Valley East-West Study. The horizon was now expanding from 2030 to 2040. He noted that
American Fork was surrounded by seven or eight different projects and at the
W"W:W.,illQ.llH1fl:inl~_n_g_,Qig website information was available about each.
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Mayor Thompson added that there was a lot of information there.
Councilmember Rodeback asked about US89/State Street widening and the best way to express
concerns.
Andrew Jackson answered that the best way was to go to the website and click on comments.
One could also sign up for emails to be alerted to meetings.
Mayor Thompson stated that one of the concerns that the City saw was the correlation with the
widening of 100 East.
Shawn Seager responded that there was some modeling done that basically showed that
widening State Street and improvement on 100 East was in the third phase at about 2016 to 2030.
They would like to see the City's preferred alternative come to the surface.
Councilman Gunther expressed that some months ago Merrill Jolley came to the Council and
discussed the West Main Interchange saying that after that was constructed wiOthin three to five
years the Main and State intersection would fail. It was then talked about that the State Street
widening project would begin at 100 East and go east. He asked that they address the area in
between. It needed to be a comprehensive plan that addressed that and he encouraged and
pleaded that they include it.
Andrew Jackson responded that was a good comment to make on the website or at an open house
and any significant comment made there had to be acknowledged.
Mayor Thompson asked what the current thinking was about the preferred alternative for the
West Main Interchange.
Andrew Jackson noted that there was now options a, b, & c and they can be accessed through the
website. He urged them to know the process and follow the process to have their comments
addressed officially.
Councilmember Rodeback added that there was a lot of concerns about Highland's 9600 North
that was shown, under study, to connect to Cedar Hills.
Shawn Seager answered that 9600 North currently had no funding and was described as
something to look at. It was the intent of the east-west study to look at the entire area and to see
what the preferences were. There would be a series of work shops scheduled in February 2008
to identify preferences.
Councilman Rodeback stated that she often receives comments that they, the Council, were not
doing their job in representing the citizens on this question.
Andrew Jackson stated that all of the work is done through technical staff and everything they
did was based on the communities' general plan.
Councilmember Rodeback added that their input really begins with the general plan.
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Shawn Seager stated the best way to make a comment was to use the official comment section on
that study's website.
Council member Kramer asked if MAG was pursuing tracks and trails as much as they were the
alignment of streets.
Shawn Seager noted that UTA was pursuing high speed commuter rail and there was also light
rail, but not until about 203 0.
Mayor Thompson thought that TRAX could be accelerated if the demand was there.
Andrew Jackson stated that commuter rail was scheduled for operation in 2012 about the same
time as the I-15 rebuild in Utah County.
Mayor Thompson asked if there were questions from the audience. There were none.
Mr. Jackson encouraged the Council to come together and to let their preferences be known.

DISCUSSION AND REPORT BY RYAN HALES REGARDING A SUMMARY AND
PRESENTATION OF THE RECENTLY COMPLETED TRAFFIC STUDY ON 900 WEST -

City
Planning Commission Chairman James Hansen explained that this came out ofPianning
Commission as there had been a request to change the general plan and zone map in the area
from residential to commercial.
Ryan Hales made a presentation to the Council as he had done to the Planning Commission. He
reviewed twenty plus intersections. With regard to access for emergency services, in talking the
Police Chief and Fire Chief, Mr. Hales reported that the emergency response would be coming
from the east.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if commercial or residential would have the higher impact.
Mr. Hales responded that commercial use would have the higher impact, but it did not change the
mitigations for 900 West Street. 900 West was a major travel route to The Meadows as was
Pacific. On the south portion of 900 West on the east side it was preferred to have a buffer and
Professional Office was one option.
Councilmember Kramer asked Mr. Hales to provide the trip generation numbers.
Mr. Hales responded that it was in the report. There was about 4592 trips and that included 9
residential homes and the commercial component.

Councilmember Kramer asked for the trip numbers for all commercial, part commercial, and all
residential. Mr. Hales would provide those.
Councilman Gunther asked the anticipated time frame for the completion of the 560 West
crossmg.
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Ryan Hales answered that the area was currently functioning but there were problems at peak
times. That situation needed to be monitored.
Councilman Gunther stated that the City's near term projects were the extension of 1120 North
to 900 West and extending 560 West over the tracks. On this recommendation they ought to
start to get public input thru an open house or hearings on the recommendations.
Mr. Hales agreed to help in that process.

Councilmember Rodeback asked how they got costs put to the solutions.
Mr. Hales would provide the list to City Engineer Andy Spencer to get some estimates.

Councilmember Rodeback asked if the 900 West solutions and the extension of 1120 North to
900 West needed to be concurrent or if they could be sequenced.
Ryan Hales answered that they could be sequenced. Work on 900 West should begin right now.
There may need to be some additional right-of-way.
Planning Commission Chairman James Hansen addressed the Council in regard to now having
the study if they were willing to put the money up. The Planning Commission had a request
before them as he explained earlier. The general plan had always anticipated that 900 West
would be a wider road and it would come from the Carson's side.
Andy Spencer asked for a clarification of the intersection of700 North and 900 West.
Ryan Hales reported that a signal was not needed there now. It would be needed in the next five
years. The S-curve needed to be softened. A roundabout did not make a lot of sense at this
location.
Mayor Thompson asked if the Planning Commission had a prioritization of the needed
improvements.
Planning Commission Chairman James Hansen responded that they did not.
Councilman Gunther asked about obtaining the additional road width.
Chairman James Hansen answered that if it was commercial they could probably get a good
portion, but at the 700 North intersection and north of there, the City would have to probably
purchase the ground.
Council member Kramer asked if the City should buy that property that was for sale.
Chairman James Hansen stated that in the past, the City had bought a parcel, widened the road,
and then sold what was left.
Councilman Storrs commented that the widening of 900 West needed to take place regardless.
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Councilman Kramer noted that commercial could include professional office.
Mayor Thompson thanked Mr. Hales noting that he had very good information and was well
prepared.
Mayor Thompson asked Chairman Hansen to work with staff, with Andy Spencer being the
point man, to prepare a priority list of the items in the best interest of the City.
Chairman Hansen commented that as one looked at this study and at The Meadows they needed
to not un-focus on the need to move traffic through The Meadows and especially through the
new part. He understood that the roadway in the project was sent forward from the Planning
Commission and was changed to a narrower road by the City Council. He expressed that there
would be problems there if that was allowed to remain. He was very disappointed that
Woodbury changed that plan as it came to the City Council and was acted on.
Mayor Thompson reported that since that action they had some additional discussions with
Woodbury. There was now a little better approach.
Chairman Hansen expressed that was fine, but that it was a disappointment to the Planning
Commission. The Planning Commission expected things to come to the City Council as they
came out of the Planning Commission. When that happened those developers lose credibility
with the Planning Commission. They watch those plans and spend a lot of hours and when it
was reversed in five or ten minutes it was very disappointing.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that Chairman Hansen made a good point that the vote taken
left us now trying to reconcile what was done. She felt they owed the Planning Commission an
apology.
REPORT OF THE AMERICAN FORK TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE -Brian
Thompson
Transportation Committee Chairman Brian Thompson reported that he had met with staff and
with Ryan Hales regarding the West Main Interchange. As they discussed where they were at
they had three alternatives, one being the Resolution previously adopted by the Council that was
the diamond proposal, another was the preferred UDOT proposal which was the SPUI, and the
third was a cross between the other two. As it was discussed yesterday it was clear that there
were issues of land use that had to be resolved before making a recommendation. He
recommended that the Mayor act as point and have a meeting with MAG, UDOT, UTA, and talk
about land use.
Brian Thompson reminded the Council that the Joint Highway Committee had bridge funds
available and the deadline for application was January 9, 2008. Also, the UDOT Open House for
the East-West Connector was today from 5:00p.m. to 7:00p.m. at Snow Springs Elementary
School in Lehi.
Brian Thompson stated that as a matter of protocol with regard to this committee, he also
apologized to the Planning Commission because apparently any recommendations to the
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Transportation Plan needed to go through the Planning Commission first and then to the City
Council. He asked how they proceed in passing on recommendations.
Mayor Thompson reported that Ken Baldwin should be able to help discern want needed to go to
the Planning Commission.
Councilman Gunther appreciated the information that had come from the Transportation
Committee. He also appreciated what the Planning Commission did. He believed in order and
organization and structure, but not to the extent that ideas could not be shared. Open dialogue on
issues should not be stifled.
DISCUSSION OF 900 EAST TRAFFIC CALMING- Mayor Thompson
Mr. Dan Funk addressed the Council as spokesman for some of the neighbors. The two issues
were the crosswalk in front of Barratt Elementary and along 900 East from 300 North to 50
South. They had studied Cedar Hills, Midvale, and White City for traffic calming devices
ranging from speed tables in Cedar Hills to speed humps (concrete) in White City in Salt Lake
County, and (asphalt) in Midvale. There was a benefit to combine one of these with the
crosswalk.
The 900 East Neighborhood was recommending four traffic control devices between 50 South
and 3 00 North spaced about 15 0 to 17 5 yards apart. They felt it would be a permanent fix and
calm the traffic 2417.
Mayor Thompson noted they were also recommending narrowing the street with a table and
crosswalk.
Councilmember Rodeback asked if with the crosswalk there would be a pedestrian island as
welL It would probably eliminate parking on the other side of the street.
Mr. Funk thought there was a problem with the island in that there was also a narrowing of the
roadway. The crosswalk would need to be moved a little because of the location of the
residential driveway across the street from the school and moved to the south.
Mayor Thompson thought it was flexible enough that it could be moved to where it would be the
most appropriate.
Mr. Funk expressed that these things appeared to be tried and tested and added that the speed
table was compelling to look at and less irritating than the other types of traffic calming. The
cost of their recommendation was about $50,000
Mayor Thompson asked for comments from the staff.
J.H. Hadfield stated that it would be a detriment to snow plows.

Dan Funk reported that other cities he had talked with expressed no difficulties with emergency
vehicles or snow plows. David Bunker with Cedar Hills had not had any difficulty.
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Andy Spencer commented that he had talked with Unified Fire Authority in Salt Lake and they
said that each one delayed response by fifteen seconds. There may also be some additional costs
for drainage.
Mr. Funk noted that he had talked with Fire Chief Christensen and was informed that 900 East at
this location was not a preferred emergency vehicle route.
Brian Thompson asked if there was a location to see where there were as many traffic calming
devices together. He observed that it might go from traffic calming to traffic avoiding.
A lady noted that Cedar Hills had three in a row and they were closer together and she reported
that some of the research showed that there would be a fifteen to twenty percent avoidance
factor.
City Engineer Andy Spencer stated that a couple of years ago the City did an evaluation and the
crosswalk in front ofBarratt School did not qualify or warrant a crossing guard.
Councilman Gunther noted that these were City streets. He asked if the specifications were
required by law or were they just a guideline.
Andy Spencer reported that UDOT put out the guidelines. He would check on that.
Councilman Gunther thought that if there was another study, this time it would qualify.
Ms. Taylor recommended that the study be done again because the volumes and speed has
increased over the past year.
Andy Spencer had a plan for that.
Ms. Taylor asked that the police be gone from there for at least a month before the study was
done.
Councilman Gunther noted that there were areas of concern around other schools as well. He
asked if the neighborhood would go along with a special improvement district to get these
installed.
Mr. Funk asked if there would be some shared costs. The other thing was the master plan
showed 900 East going to State Street and that those funds could be used.
Councilman Gunther responded that there were no funds set aside for that extension.
Mr. Funk continued that this was for the protection of the whole neighborhood. Other cities have

placed the traffic calming devices and did not believe the neighborhood had to share in the cost.
There was precedence. The neighbors wanted it. Personally, he said he would be willing to
contribute.
Councilmember Rodeback observed that the fact that the neighborhood had done what they had
done, the City did not need any more signals that they wanted this done. Also, there were many
7

children that attended Barratt School because of the AOL Program, as did her children, from
other areas. The traffic there was a nightmare and something needed to be done.
Mayor Thompson commended Mr. Funk and the neighbors for their work.
DISCUSSION WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE AMERICAN FORK RIDING CLUBChris Mitchell
Mayor Thompson provided some background noting that as they got into the specific design of
the pressurized irrigation system, the specific recommendation from Horrocks Engineers was
that there be two reservoirs, one at the mouth of American Fork Canyon and another on as high
ground as they could get. Without purchasing additional property, the best location was where
the riding club stables were currently located. At this time Utah County was planning on
building 48 stables at the Utah County Equestrian Park on 6800 West. They had asked that
American Fork bear the cost of sixteen of those stables at a cost of about $50,000.
A.J. Epperson stated that at the last meeting he was at, the County was going to build 24 stalls.

The consensus of the Riding Club was that they would rather stay in American Fork. The
County had a lot of stipulations on the facilities and when they moved there, the Riding Club's
equipment would become the County's.
Mr. Epperson explained that in 1970 the State ofUtah Land and Conservation Fund set aside
money for an 18-hole golf course, an equestrian facility, lakes for aquatic and nature study, and
an arboretum. That was money funded by the federal government. The stables were built by
former members of the riding club. They were stewards of the ground since the 1940's. Another
option was to relocate the stalls down below. He added that Councilmembers Kramer and
Rodeback were park and open space friendly. Homes adjacent to an equestrian facility were
more valuable. They would love to take the idea of the rodeo grounds and put the stables there.
Chris Mitchell noted that the County Arena was very busy this time of the year, not so much
during the day, but especially after work.
Councilman Storrs explained that the stables were there because of the race track.
Mayor Thompson asked the extent ofuse of the race track.
Mr. Epperson stated that the track was not used much in the winter, but otherwise it was used
nightly by the Kendall's. The race track was not a private club.
Councilman Storrs felt that if they could relocate near the same area that was the best alternative.
Councilmember Rodeback expressed that she agreed with Councilman Storrs and did have an
interest in keeping open space. She did not want to give up open space and was also sensitive to
the cost of maintaining open space.
Chris Mitchell stated that they maintained the property that they used.
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A.J. Epperson explained that they had been the stewards over the land for 60 years. They paid
their own power bill.

Mayor Thompson noted that another perspective was that almost a stone's throw away was the
county that was willing to invest a lot in a very good facility.
Councilman Gunther noted that the race track would remain. He was not sure what the objection
was to moving to the County's facility.
Andy Spencer added that they needed to be mindful of the well protection zones and within 100
feet of those wells they could not have the storage of any manure. Within the secondary area,
manure had to be stored on a concrete pad.
A.J. Epperson noted that they currently paid to have the manure hauled off.

Councilman Gunther asked if moving the stalls down closer to the corral was still too close to the
well.
Andy Spencer noted that up on the bluff there was an additional vertical separation.
Councilman Gunther stated that the most valuable property was that on top of the bluff. He
asked for a proposal from the Riding Club of what they needed. He would rather see it down at
the bottom of the hill on the north end. He asked about the rental of stalls and what the
minimum they could get by with.
Chris Mitchell responded that during the summer when they were being used, the 40 stalls were
filled.
Councilman Guther asked if some of those could go to the County to reduce the numbers.
Chris Mitchell noted that the use was split between race horses and other types of users.
A.J. Epperson did not know what the cost to rent from the County would be. At the American
Fork stalls the only overhead they had was the power bill.

Chris Mitchell encouraged the County to visit the North County Equestrian Center.
Mayor Thompson asked if the Council needed additional information.
Chris Mitchell had bids from some stall manufacturers. Costs were between $1700 and $1900
per stall. The stalls were portable. They were looking at 40 stalls.
Andy Spencer commented that the cost of concrete pads for the manure needed to be included.
Denise Pedersen asked why the City was willing to pay $70,000 to have them relocate to the
county and have the County own those when they could remain here and those be City property.
Mayor Thompson responded that they had not made that decision.
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Councilman Gunther explained that they were trying to find a goodwill way to resolve the
problem.

A.J. Epperson asked if the deadline to be out was still January 1, 2008.
Mayor Thompson responded that it was.
Chris Mitchell stated that the manufacturer needed some lead time.
Kasey Wright recommended that notice date hold firm.
Councilman Gunther asked them to come back with some terms and if they would consider
compromise.
Councilman Storrs was excused from the meeting at 6:00p.m.
Mayor Thompson thanked the Riding Club members for their attendance.
REPORT ON AMERICAN FORK PRESSURIZED IRRIGATION (AFPI)- John Schiess
John Schiess reported that they had a successful public involvement program underway. The
reservoir plans were eighty percent complete. They were holding the final detail to see how the
issue with the Riding Club was resolved. Rocky Mountain Power had given an estimate to
relocate their poles that was acceptable. Their being moved may be a possible delay.
Mr. Schiess continued that the water transmission line plans were about ninety percent complete.

The filter station plans were ninety percent complete and were waiting on an issue with Rocky
Mountain Power. The 1100 East contractor that was going to bore, had not moved on site yet,
but would soon. He asked if there questions.
Mayor Thompson reported that an Interlocal agreement was being drafted with regard to the
purchase of the debris basin at the mouth of American Fork Canyon.
Councilmember Kramer asked about the use of water towers.
John Schiess explained that even in the Midwest they were getting out of the business of using
water towers in favor of pumping. The towers did not allow for a lot of volume.
DISCUSSION OF IMPACT FEE IMPLEMENTATION
Cathy Jensen noted that there would be a new impact fee in January to accept a percentage based
on the region a development would fall in and then times that by 42 cents. For commercial use it
would be area, minus the impervious area, multiplied by 42 cents. In the assessment of
residential ground credit would only be given for the footprint of the house, driveway and
sidewalk. Nothing else would count.
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Kasey Wright stated that a concrete sport court would not count, only those things that one was
required to have by code.
Andy Spencer explained that commercial and multi-family would be assessed on square footage
multiplied by 42 cents.
Cathy Jensen added that the culinary impact fee would be reduced a little.
Cathy Jensen discussed the application of the impact fee. The date of implementation of the
current impact fees was September 10, 2007. Ron Morrill noted that those that already had a
permit would be vested. Any thing after that date would be assessed the new rate.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING DECEMBER 11, 2007, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING- staff
Mayor Thompson removed the fire quarters from the agenda and also the engine brake item.
Richard Colborn noted that a number of items would be placed in the boxes tomorrow. The
presentation of Recreation and Parks in American Fork has asked to be added.
Mayor Thompson added that item to the agenda. There were also some appointments to the Arts
Council and also, Councilmember Rodeback to the Taxing Entity Committee. An appointment
to the Planning Commission would not be made at this time.
Councilmember Rodeback asked to be excused from the December 11, 2007 City Council
meeting.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 6:18p.m.

f(

lh.

&L

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 11, 2007
*THIRD AMENDED- NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS, REGULAR SESSION &
AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in two public hearings on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 630 East 1350
South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 50 South Grant
Avenue.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation regarding Parks and Recreation in American Fork. -Randy Spafford
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.

Approval of the November 27, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees & boards and council
committees & boards. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the street vacation at 50 South Grant
Avenue. -Marc South
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the street vacation at 630 East 1350 South.
-Dudley & Associates
Report and acceptance of the fiscal year ending June 20, 2007 financial audit. -Hawkins
Cloward & Simister
Review and action on a Memorandum of Understanding with the City's of Alpine and
Highland regarding Recreation Services. - Derric Rykert
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
*17.
18.
19.

Review and action on the Main Street Investments Annexation consisting of23.56 acres
at 1000 West 150 North, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe
property in the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Scott Peterson
Review and action on the Binch et al Annexation consisting of20 acres at 725 West 200
South, including the Annexation Ordinance, placement of the property in the R1-12,000
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Paul Johnson & Don Lyster
Review and action on the Fenn Properties annexation consisting of 30.16 acres at 350
South 570 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
PR 3.0 zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Carlan Felts
Review and action on the Skidmore Annexation consisting of7.6 acres at 95 East 1500
South, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the RA-5
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Brent Skidmore
Review and action on the Ruben Adams Annexation consisting of 17.41 acres at 75 West
1500 South, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property in the
Marina zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Ruben Adams
Review and action on the Williamson Annexation consisting of2.85 acres at 1125 South
500 East, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property in the PI-1
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Richard Williamson
Review and action on an amendment to the American Fork City Cafeteria Plan regarding
a grace period. - Staff
Review and action on the designation of a person to vote the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares at the 2008 annual meeting of the American Fork Irrigation Company. Staff
Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through
December 31, 2008 for those on active duty in the military. -Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance requiring addressing on buildings. - Councilman
Storrs
Decision on the American Fork Riding Stables. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on a Resolution changing the preferred West Main I-15 interchange
from the diamond design to a modified SPUI. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders.- Staff
Adjournment.

**(Previous agenda items 5 & 13 was removed from amended agenda)

Dated this 10 day ofDecember, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEl\ffiER 11, 2007
*SECOND AMENDED -NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS, REGULAR SESSION &
AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in two public hearings on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 630 East 1350
South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 50 South Grant
Avenue.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation regarding Parks and Recreation in American Fork. -Randy Spafford
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.

Approval of the November 27, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees & boards and council
committees & boards. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the street vacation at 50 South Grant
Avenue. -Marc South
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the street vacation at 630 East 1350 South.
-Dudley & Associates
Report and acceptance of the fiscal year ending June 20, 2007 financial audit. -Hawkins
Cloward & Simister
Review and action on a Memorandum ofUnderstanding with the City's of Alpine and
Highland regarding Recreation Services. - Derric Rykert
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
*16.
17.
18.

Review and action on the Main Street Investments Annexation consisting of23.56 acres
at 1000 West 150 North, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Scott Peterson
Review and action on the Binch et al Annexation consisting of20 acres at 725 West 200
South, including the Annexation Ordinance, placement of the property in the R1-12,000
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Paul Johnson & Don Lyster
Review and action on the F enn Properties annexation consisting of 30.16 acres at 3 50
South 570 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
PR 3.0 zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Carlan Felts
Review and action on the Skidmore Annexation consisting of7.6 acres at 95 East 1500
South, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the RA-5
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Brent Skidmore
Review and action on the Ruben Adams Annexation consisting of 17.41 acres at 7 5 West
1500 South, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property in the
Marina zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Ruben Adams
Review and action on the Williamson Annexation consisting of2.85 acres at 1125 South
500 East, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PI-1
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Richard Williamson
Review and action on an amendment to the American Fork City Cafeteria Plan regarding
a grace period. - Staff
Review and action on the designation of a person to vote the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares at the 2008 annual meeting of the American Fork Irrigation Company. Staff
Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through
December 31, 2008 for those on active duty in the military. -Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance requiring addressing on buildings. - Councilman
Storrs
Decision on the American Fork Riding Stables. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Adjournment.

**(Previous agenda items 5 & 13 was removed from amended agenda)

Dat~t;:

d[Lcember, 2007

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 11,2007
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in two public hearings on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 630 East 1350
South.
·
·
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 50 South Grant
Avenue.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
*5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Presentation regarding Parks and Recreation in American Fork. -Randy Spafford
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.

Approval of the November 27, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees & boards and council
committees & boards. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the street vacation at 50 South Grant
Avenue. -Marc South
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the street vacation at 630 East 1350 South.
-Dudley & Associates
Report and acceptance of the fiscal year ending June 20, 2007 financial audit. -Hawkins
Cloward & Simister
Review and action on a Memorandum ofUnderstanding with the City's of Alpine and
Highland regarding Recreation Services. - Derric Rykert
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on the Main Street Investments Annexation consisting of23.56 acres
at 1000 West 150 North, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement.- Scott Peterson
Review and action on the Binch et al Annexation consisting of20 acres at 725 West 200
South, including the Annexation Ordinance, placement of the property in the R1-12,000
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Paul Johnson & Don Lyster
Review and action on the Fenn Properties annexation consisting of30.16 acres at 350
South 570 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
PR 3.0 zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Carlan Felts
Review and action on the Skidmore Annexation consisting of7.6 acres at 95 East 1500
South, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the RA-5
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Brent Skidmore
Review and action on the Ruben Adams Annexation consisting of 17.41 acres at 75 West
1500 South, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
Marina zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Ruben Adams
Review and action on the Williamson Annexation consisting of2.85 acres at 1125 South
500 East, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PI-1
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Richard Williamson
Review and action on an amendment to the American Fork City Cafeteria Plan regarding
a grace period. - Stqff
Review and action on the designation of a person to vote the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares at the 2008 annual meeting ofthe American Fork Irrigation Company. Staff
Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through
December 31, 2008 for those on active duty in the military. -Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance requiring addressing on buildings. - Councilman
Storrs
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders.- Staff
Adjournment.

**(Previous agenda items 5 & 13 have been removed from tltis agenda)

Dated this 7

frY ~JDecember, 2007

Lntt~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 11,2007
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS, REGULAR SESSION & AGENDA
PUBLIC HEARING
The American Fork City Council will meet in two public hearings on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, as follows:
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 630 East 1350
South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 50 South Grant
Avenue.

REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council will meet in a regular session on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month
Council Reports.
Mayor's Report.

COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.

Approval of the November 27, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

ACTION ITEMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Review and action on appointments to citizen committees & boards and council
committees & boards. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the street vacation at 50 South Grant
Avenue. -Marc South
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the street vacation at 630 East 1350 South.
-Dudley & Associates
Report and acceptance of the fiscal year ending June 20, 2007 financial audit. -Hawkins
Cloward & Simister
Review and action on the awarding ofbids for the construction of quarters at the fire
station. - Chief Jay Christensen
Review and action on a Memorandum of Understanding with the City's of Alpine and
Highland regarding Recreation Services. - Derric Rykert
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

Review and action on the Main Street Investments Annexation consisting of23.56 acres
at 1000 West 150 North, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Scott Peterson
Review and action on the Binch et al Annexation consisting of20 acres at 725 West 200
South, including the Annexation Ordinance, placement of the property in the R1-12,000
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Paul Johnson & Don Lyster
Review and action on the Fenn Properties annexation consisting of30.16 acres at 350
South 570 West, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
PR 3.0 zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Carlan Felts
Review and action on the Skidmore Annexation consisting of7.6 acres at 95 East 1500
South, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the RA-5
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Brent Skidmore
Review and action on the Ruben Adams Annexation consisting of 17.41 acres at 7 5 West
1500 South, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
Marina zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Ruben Adams
Review and action on the Williamson Annexation consisting of2.85 acres at 1125 South
500 East, including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the PI-1
zone, and also the annexation agreement. -Richard Williamson
Review and action on an Ordinance restricting the use of engine brakes. - Councilman
Storrs
Review and action on an amendment to the American Fork City Cafeteria Plan regarding
a grace period. - Staff
Review and action on the designation of a person to vote the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares at the 2008 annual meeting of the American Fork Irrigation Company. Staff
Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through
December 31, 2008 for those on active duty in the military. - Staff
Review and action on an Ordinance requiring addressing on buildings. - Councilman
Storrs
Review and action on construction items including change orders and tasks orders. - Staff
Adjournment.

Dated this 3 day of December, 2007

f(Vh,~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 11,2007
PUBLIC HEARINGS
The American Fork City Council met in two public hearings on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street. Those present included Mayor Heber
Thompson and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Dale Gunther, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Councilmember Rodeback was excused. Others present included Richard Colborn, Andy
Spencer, Lt. Sam Liddiard, Wendelin Knobloch, Derric Ryker, Randy Spafford, Lori England,
Sheena Parker, Kip Jensen, Robert Jensen, Jacob McClellan, Denton Alexander, Barbara
Christiansen, Debby Lauret, and Josette Walker.
7: 10 .P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE VACATION OF A
STREET AT 630 EAST 1350 SOUTH.
Mayor Thompson opened the public hearing at 7: 17 p.m. and explained the purpose of the
hearing was to receive public comment regarding the vacation of a street at 630 East 1350 South.
He asked for comments.
City Engineer Andy Spencer explained that this would provide for the realignment of the
southern road. This road had not yet been constructed. It would go north ofLabel Express.
There being no other comment the hearing ended at 7:20p.m.
7:15 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE VACATION OF A
STREET AT 50 SOUTH GRANT AVENUE.
Mayor Thompson opened the public hearing at 7:20p.m. and explained the purpose of the
hearing was to receive public comment on the vacation of a street at 50 South Grant Avenue. He
asked for comments.
City Engineer Andy Spencer stated that this was about 56 feet of street in the vicinity of Superior
Concrete. He expressed that there would be no negative impact to the city.
There being no comment from the public the hearing concluded at 7:22p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on December 11, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:33p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Dale Gunther, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilmember Heidi Rodeback was excused. Others present
included Richard Colborn, Andy Spencer, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Lt. Sam Liddiard,
Wendelin Knobloch, Derric Ryker, Randy Spafford, Fire Chief Jay Christensen, Doug
Schneider, Austin Miller, Debby Lauret, Lori England, Sheena Parker, Marie Adams, Jose
1

Cortez, Kip Jensen, Robert Jensen, Jacob McClellan, Denton Alexander, Barbara Christiansen,
Josette Walker, Mr. & Mrs. Ruben Adams, Brent Skidmore, and 6 citizens.
Austin Miller led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Debby Lauret offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
There was no public comment.
Mayor Thompson apologized to the Council for the lengthy agenda but there was only going to
be one Council meeting this month.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
There were no community service awards.
PRESENTATION REGARDING PARKS AND RECREATION IN AMERICAN FORK Randy Spatford
Randy Spafford from the Recreation Department made a presentation of what was going on in
the City regarding City parks and what we need. He expressed that no other source in the City
reached deeper into the homes than the Recreation Department. He added that over the last
twenty years, the City had been losing recreational properties in one way or another. He
expressed appreciation to Mr. Kip Jensen for his film contribution. Mr. Spafford presented the
DVD.
Councilman Storrs gave Randy Spafford a pat on the back noting that he had not seen a more
dedicated person.
Mayor Thompson stated appreciation for his efforts. There was a lot to do to finish in Art Dye.
It was not that they didn't want to, but they had a hard time coming up with funding. They
would do the best they could. He noted that they had been able to cooperate with other cities for
fields.
Councilman Gunther commended Derric Rykert and the Recreation Department. They had good
programs but they needed to raise fees to get enough income to make some improvements.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Thompson invited Jose Cortez from Cemetery Department to come forward to be
recognized as the Employee of the Month for December 2007. A letter was read and gift cards
were awarded. There was general applause.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Gunther had nothing to report at this time.
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Councilman LeBaron reported that they were in the process of filling positions on the Youth
Council and looking for a husband and wife to be advisors to start next year.
Councilmember Kramer updated the Council on the Woodbury project at The Meadows and that
they had discussed another public road behind Sears Grand. That would leave the existing road
more pedestrian friendly.
Mayor Thompson thanked Councilmember Kramer and Andy Spencer and the Woodbury group
for their work on this.
Councilman Storrs reported that he met with the North Pointe Solid Waste District and reported
that they were going to lower the tonnage rate from $3 2. 60 to $31.00 per ton. The other fees
would be a little less as well.
Councilman Storrs reported that in Utah Valley Lite that came with the Sunday newspaper, there
was an article about the wife ofPolice Chief Call and her artistic talents.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Thompson reported that along with Rod Despain they went to UVSC to participate in a
development forum. There were leaders from other cities, and developers, and University of
Utah faculty participating as well. They talked about tax laws and availability of revenue from
the current tax structure.
Mayor Thomspon reported that he and Debby Lauret and others went on a ride on the
FrontRunner Commuter Rail from Woods Cross up to Kaysville. He noted that the tracks were
welded so there were no joints and that made it a smooth ride. The top speed on their run was 79
miles per hour. They were passing most vehicles on the freeway. It was something to look
forward to. UTA had plans for a FrontRunner or commuter rail station near West Main in
American Fork.
Mayor Thompson reported that there was a wonderful Seniors Dinner at the High School to
honor their service and volunteerism in the community. He reported that the American Fork
Symphony put on their annual Holiday Concert. It was wonderful. There were many people and
unfortunately some were turned away ..
Mayor Thompson reported that a professional came and trained the City's supervisors and
managers on performance evaluations. There would be follow up training in January.
Mayor Thompson reported that he attended a meeting regarding State Road 92 at the Highland
City Offices. Mayors of the surrounding communities were there and they talked about what that
road should be and about how much access there should be. He also reported that he attended an
open house in Lehi that had to do with East-West routes.
The Annual Christmas Tree Lighting took place this past week. There were about 3 5 to 40 kids
with their parents that showed up in the snow storm. The Messiah Sing Along was held the same
evenmg. He asked that some lighting be provided in the pavilion in Robinson Park.
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Mayor Thompson reported that last evening was the Timpanogos Chorale performance at the
American Fork Jr. High School that was co-sponsored by the American Fork Arts Council.
Mayor Thompson reported that he received a card from a citizen ofPleasant Grove regarding
this person's good experience with the American Fork Police Department. He asked that Lt.
Sam Liddiard pass this on to Chief Call. There was general applause.
Mayor Thompson reported on the fire at the Star Flour Mill and acknowledged the assistance of
Lone Peak Fire. Together they were able to control the fire promptly and well. He commended
them for their work. There was general applause.
COMMON CONSENT AGENDA (Common Consent is that class of Council action that requires no further discussion or
which is routine in nature. All items on the Common Consent Agenda are adopted by a single motion unless removed from the Common Consent
Agenda by the Mayor or a Councilmember and placed in the action items.)
1.

2.

Approval of the November 27, 2007 regular session minutes.
Approval of the City bills for payment, manually prepared checks, and purchase requests
over $1,000.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the common consent items that included the
November 27, 2007 regular session minutes, City bills for payment, manually prepared
checks, and purchase requests over $1,000. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All
were in favor:
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES & BOARDS
AND COUNCIL COMMITTEES & BOARDS - Mavor Thompson
Mayor Thompson noted that currently on the American Fork Metropolitan Water Board was
Grant Leonard, Chairman; along with Board member J.H. Hadfield, and Secretary Mike
Shumway. Mayor Thompson appointed Ernest John and Richard W. Mecham as Board
members.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of the appointments and the continuing of the existing
members. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson appointed the following as members of the Arts Council Governing Board:
John Pew, President
JaLayne Bangerter, Secretary
Sherm Robinson, CEO ofLehi Roller Mills
Ann Boyer, School of Music
Ken Kamone, School ofMusic
Donald Riplinger, Past Associate Conductor of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir
John Miller, Director of the American Fork High School Marching Band
Ex officio members include Debby Lauret, Economic Development Director and
Councilmember Heidi Rodeback.
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Councilman Gunther commented that this was a great Board

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the appointments. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson appointed Councilmember Rodeback to the Taxing Entity Committee.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the appointment. Councilman LeBaron seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE STREET VACATION AT
50 SOUTH GRANT A VENUE -Marc South
Marc South explained that they were planning a subdivision. Grant Avenue was adjacent and
dead-ended there. It was requested to vacate this property so the subdivision could take place.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-64 approving the vacation of
the street at 50 South Grant Avenue.
Mayor Thompson noted that the motion should include the legal description as advertised with
instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the vacation documents until such time
as a subdivision document for the parcel is found acceptable and approved by the City Council.

Councilman Gunther added to his motion the legal description as advertised with
instructions to the City Recorder to withhold recording of the vacation documents until
such time as a subdivision document for the parcel is found acceptable and approved by
the City Council.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING THE STREET VACATION AT
630 EAST 1350 SOUTH-Dudley &Associates
Mayor Thompson asked if anyone representing this project was in attendance.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that he had talked with Roger Dudley who was the
engineer and that neither Mr. Dudley nor someone from Robinson Brothers was able to be in
attendance.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-65 approving the vacation of 630
East 1350 South as presented in the advertised legal description with instructions to the
City Recorder to withhold recording of the vacation documents until such time as a
subdivision document for the parcel is found acceptable and approved by the City Council.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2007
FINANCIAL AUDIT -Hawkins Cloward & Simister
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Jacob McClellan with the CPA firm of Hawkins Cloward & Simister was present to report on the
Financial Audit for the period ending June 30, 2007. Denton Alexander a partner in the firm was
also in attendance. Angela Anderson was the partner in charge of this audit but she was out of
town. As auditors they review documentation and provide recommendations. He was available
at anytime to discuss matters contained in the audit.
Mr. McClellan added that they also reviewed for federal and state compliance issues. He
explained that they relied on the concept of controls and materiality. There were not any
material items. He noted that with the advent of some of the government accounting rules, the
City had the requirement to maintain infrastructure at a certain level and to spend a certain
number of dollars each year to ensure that. Currently the city's goal was to provide Remaining
Service Life (RSL) of the roads at 8.5 years. The current assessment done in June 2007 showed
an average RSL of just over 7.0 years. The options were to lower the standard RSL or provide
more funding.
Mr. McClellan explained that taxes and charges for services were the largest categories of

revenue for the City. There was a slight increase. Public Safety was a large expenditure. The
City was solvent and was improving year to year. He asked if there were questions.
Mayor Thompson asked for a copy of the slides. He asked Finance Officer Cathy Jensen for any
observations that she might have.
Cathy Jensen was happy with the findings.
Councilman Gunther asked about the billing tracking on the Broadband and if it was accurate.
Cathy Jensen reported that they had been a problem but that Broadband Director George Schade
was confident that it reflected that actual billing.
Jacob McClellan also tested billings and procedures and did not find any material issues. It was
the process where there was the opportunity for human error. They were asked to double check
it. That was one over-arching recommendation in all of their audits.
Mr. McClellan mentioned that as auditors they worked with Cathy Jensen and had little

interaction with others. When they came in, they did impose and request a lot of information.
He reported a great relationship with the City and with Cathy Jensen and appreciated their
efforts. He added that recommendations of prior years had been addressed.
Mayor Thompson thanked them for their work.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the City appreciated Angie Anderson and her efforts.
Councilman Storrs moved to accept the financial audit for the fiscal year ending June 30,
2007. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH THE
CITY'S OF ALPINE AND HIGHLAND REGARDING RECREATION SERVICES -Derric

Rvkert
Councilman LeBaron commented that this had been under study for some time and it was
proposed to approve it. They would rework some items in a separate document after the first of
the year.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of a Memorandum of Understanding with the City's
of Alpine and Highland regarding recreation services. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
Councilmember Kramer asked Randy Spafford about the cooperation of the School District in
getting first dibs on the scheduling of their facilities.
Mr. Spafford responded that he had not heard anything further on that. With the basketball
season the City just got what they needed. There had been no more mention of the other
program that Councilmember Kramer she was talking about.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAIN STREET INVESTMENTS ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 23.56 ACRES AT 1000 WEST 150 NORTH, INCLUDING THE
ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE GC-2 ZONE,
AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT -Scott Peterson
Realtor Perry Myers was present and explained that the property was owned by Suntech of
Arizona. They were an equipment lease company that dealt in large construction equipment.
Mayor Thompson noted that the Planning Commission recommended approval of this item.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-66 approving the Ordinance of
Annexation for the Main Street Investments Annexation, the annexation agreement, and
placement of the entire parcel in the GC-2, General Commercial Zone with instruction to
the Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the
City and execution of the agreements by the applicants. Councilmember Kramer seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE BINCH ET AL ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 20
ACRES AT 725 WEST 200 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ANNEXATION ORDINANCE,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE Rl-12,000 ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT -Paul Johnson & Don Lyster
Paul Johnson and Don Lyster were present representing this annexation.
Mayor Thompson asked if there were trails and parks planned in this area.
Councilmember Kramer did not know if that study was finished yet. There would not be any on
this plat.
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City Recorder Richard Colborn noted that Attachment A which described the parcel to be
annexed was the wrong one and would need to reflect the correct acreage.
Councilmember Kramer asked the zoning in that it showed part being commercial and also
residential.
Paul Johnson answered that it was roughly 33 acres. The concept plan that was preferred was the
one with the commercial. It would somewhat depend on the redesign of the West Main
interchange.
Mayor Thompson suggested that it may be more advantageous to take action at the first Council
meeting January 2008.
Paul Johnson stated that they had waited patiently for the sensitive lands ordinance for almost a
year and they wanted to move ahead.
Wendelin Knobloch stated that Section 6 of the annexation agreement provided for alternate
annexation concept plans.
Mr. Johnson agreed that it did not require a decision on which concept plan at this time.
Councilmember Kramer expressed that if it did go commercial she liked how the back yards
would face the commercial area. She suggested that the road on the east side not have homes
facing onto it if they were going to also be facing commercial uses. Another suggestion was to
keep the trails away from the streets.
Mr. Johnson felt that the character of the area was changing to more of a mixed use approach
with more open space.

Mayor Thompson explained that the City would keep it residentially zoned until it was
evidenced that some of it should be commercial.
Mr. Johnson stated that they were comfortable with that approach and moving forward with Rl12,000.

Councilmember Kramer suggested that the backyard property lines be off set a little bit.
Councilman Gunther asked the price range of the lots.
Mr. Johnson noted that there were a lot ofR1-12,000 lots and they were not selling very well.

Councilmember Kramer noted that in that area liquefaction was a factor. She was not a fan of
very much smaller lots.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-67 approving the Ordinance of
Annexation for the Binch et al Annexation, the annexation agreement, and placement of
the entire parcel in the R1-12,000 Residential Zone with instruction to the Recorder to
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withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City and execution
of the agreements by the applicants. Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion.
City Recorder Richard Colborn asked for a clarification of the acres.
Mayor Thompson stated that it was about 33 acres.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FENN PROPERTIES ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
30.16 ACRES AT 350 SOUTH 570 WEST INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF
ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE PR 3.0 ZONE, AND ALSO
THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT- Carlan Felts
Corlan Felts was present representing this annexation.
Mayor Thompson asked if the wetlands would be treated according to the Army Corps of
Engineers instructions.
Mr. Felts answered that they would be. They wanted to preserve the wetlands and provide trails
and that was why they were going with the PR 3.0 zone. The lot sizes ranged from 7,000 to
13,000 square feet with the average being about 8,500 square feet.

Councilman Gunther asked if all of the concerns of the Army Corps ofEngineers were
addressed.
Mr. Felts responded that they were made aware and they would construct accordingly.
Mayor Thompson noted that the Planning Commission has recommended the annexation.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-68 approving the Ordinance of
Annexation for the Fenn Properties Annexation, the annexation agreement, and placement
of the entire parcel in the PR 3.0 Residential Zone with instruction to the Recorder to
withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City and execution
of the agreements by the applicants. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman Kramer liked the trails and the incorporation of the open space in the back yards.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SKIDMORE ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.6
ACRES AT 95 EAST 1500 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE RA-5 ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT -Brent Skidmore
Brent Skidmore was present representing this annexation.
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Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-69 approving the Ordinance of
Annexation for the Skidmore Annexation, the annexation agreement, and placement of the
entire parcel in the RA-5 Residential Agricultural Zone with instruction to the Recorder to
withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds for widening of 100 East and 1500 South
and water rights by the City and execution of the agreements by the applicants.
Councilman Gunther seconded the motion.
Councilmember Kramer expressed that she would like to see more developments that were five
acres.
Mayor Thompson asked what the property would be used for.
Mr. Skidmore responded that it would be used for his family.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTIONONTHERUBEN ADAMS ANNEXATIONCONSISTINGOF 17.41
ACRES AT 75 WEST 1500 SOUTii INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE MARINA ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT- Ruben Adams
Ruben Adams was in attendance representing this annexation.
Mayor Thompson noted this was for boat storage units.
Ruben Adams explained that the parking stalls were purposely designed to pass through from
one side to another to accommodate large vehicles. There was some mixed use that may be
incorporated in the future. Over the past three years since they began they have tried to conform
to the outlines of the City. He felt this would be highly complimentary to the Marina Overlay
zone. The amount of traffic and the Vineyard road was very important.

Councilman Gunther moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-70 approving the Ordinance of
Annexation for the Ruben Adams Annexation, the annexation agreement, and placement of
the entire parcel in the M-1 Marina Zone with instruction to the Recorder to withhold
recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City and execution of the
agreements by the applicants. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson asked about landscaping. Standard storage units did not have much effort
spent on aesthetics. He encouraged some nice landscaping along with this project.
Mr. Adams planned on landscaping and would provide that in subsequent submissions.
Councilmember Kramer asked for some additional trees on the perimeter.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE WILLIAMSON ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.85
ACRES AT 1125 SOUTH 500 EAST, INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
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PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE PI-1 ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION
AGREEMENT -Richard Williamson
Eric Nelson was present representing Mr. Williamson on this annexation.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-71 approving the Ordinance of
Annexation for the Williamson Annexation, the annexation agreement, and placement of
the entire parcel in the PI-1 Planned Industrial Zone with instruction to the Recorder to
withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City and execution
of the agreements by the applicants. Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion.
Mr. Nelson noted that they had discussed warehousing for the use of this property.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDMENT TO THE AMERICAN FORK CITY
CAFETERIA PLAN REGARDING A GRACE PERIOD -Staff

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the amendment to the American Fork City
Cafeteria Plan extending the grace period. Councilman Gunther seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DESIGNATION OF A PERSON TO VOTE THE CITY'S
AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION SHARES AT THE 2008 ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION COMPANY- Staff

Councilman Gunther moved to authorize the issuance of a letter to the irrigation company,
authorizing the Mayor and/or the Public Works Director to vote the City's irrigation
shares and to participate in the irrigation company's meetings on behalf of the City.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION GRANTING RELIEF FROM CITY UTILITY
BILLS THROUGH DECEMBER 31 2008 FOR THOSE ON ACTIVE DUTY IN THE
MILITARY- Staff
Mayor Thompson noted that the City had done this for the last four and a half years.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 07-12-49R approving the military
waiver of utility bills for the period January 1, 2008 thru December 31, 2008. Councilman
Gunther seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE REQUIRING ADDRESSING ON
BUILDINGS - Councilman Storrs
Councilman Storrs referred this matter to EMT Austin Miller.
Austin Miller stated that he had been working with Councilman Storrs for sometime on getting
addresses placed on buildings. There are many that do not have them. New buildings were
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required as they were built. Older buildings did not have an ordinance requiring addresses to be
placed on buildings. The Police, Fire, and EMS has been working on this. In some cases it
makes responding to an emergency very difficult when there was not a visible address.
Mayor Thompson asked how much of the City was not in compliance.
Austin Miller explained that was a number very difficult to come up with. There was one area
identified in the area of 50 South Street going to the east. The problem was more prevalent on
the east side and the south side of town.
Councilman Storrs explained that the crews would help persons install the addresses.
Austin Miller reported that it had been suggested that $200 be appropriated for the purchase of
numbers to help those citizens that may have a problem in complying.
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 07-12-72 approving the Addressing
Ordinance as written to better provide services to the citizens of American Fork City, with
a plan to assist those citizens who were unable to financially and/or physically comply with
this Ordinance. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron commended the fire and police stating that he felt this Ordinance would
save lives.
Councilman Storrs thanked Austin Miller for his hard work.
All were in favor.
DECISION ON THE AMERICAN FORK RIDING STABLES -Mayor Thompson
Mayor Thompson noted that some had just received the document earlier this evening. He
reported that they had reviewed the basic options with the Riding Club yesterday. It was
requested that they poll their members to see which option they preferred. At that time,
individually, they preferred Option 1. He asked if, today, that was still their preferred option.
Beau Hunter responded that it was.
Option 1 - Lower Rodeo Ground Location
Option 2 -Upper Relocation
Option 3 - County Facility
Councilman Gunther commented that in the background it said,
" ... In the early 1900's the City had already purchased some of the most westerly current
golf course land ... "
Councilman Gunther did not think that the upper level was part of the golf course land.
Mayor Thompson felt it would more accurately read,
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" ... The most westerly land adjacent to the current golf course ... "
Mayor Thompson noted that the county's facility was not within the City boundaries but just to
the northwest of the City boundary.
Councilman Storrs stated that with the Riding Club being okay with Option 1, he moved
approval of Option 1 with the City installing twenty stables on the lower property subject
to a properly executed lease by the City to the Riding Club. Councilmember Kramer
seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Golf Course Committee had seen this. He was not convinced
that Option 1 was the best use of the property. With 9600 North expansion and golf course
expansion and other development, he felt they needed to consider the county equestrian park a
little more closely.
Beau Hunter explained that the stables were portable.
Councilman LeBaron felt that was important.
Beau Hunter explained that they were 12' x 12' stalls that were bolted together.
Councilman Kramer asked about the wells and keeping the area manure free. Did this include a
concrete pad?
Andy Spencer stated that would be addressed in the lease agreement It would be required. With
either option the city was going to have a need to be in the manure removal business. It would
have to be stored on concrete and removed on a regular basis.
Mayor Thompson noted that the lease was not to exceed twenty years. Some had expressed
concern about the length of the lease, but added that 9600 North was out there at least twenty
years.
Councilman Gunther felt that the motion wasn't worth anything until there was a lease.
Councilman Storrs felt that time was of the essence and this was a motion of what they were
going to do.
Andy Spencer felt that the motion would let them get going on ordering the stables as it took four
to six weeks to get the panels.
Councilman Gunther expressed that he would rather move to approve the negotiating of a lease.
That was the fundamental thing they needed to have even if they had to hold a special meeting.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they could vote to allocate a $40,000 gift and relocate the
Riding Club to the county equestrian park and then the City had the option to use the land as they
saw fit.
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Mayor Thompson stated that the Riding Club had given the Council some preferences and their
first two did not include going to the County Equestrian Park. He favored Councilman
Gunther's approach to get the lease together and call a special meeting to treat that item.
Councilman LeBaron thought this would be a pretty detailed complicated lease.
Beau Hunter stated that one issue with moving to the County, as he understood, was that
anything taken there became the County's property.
Mayor Thompson stated that the County made a proposal that American Fork City finance 16 of
the 48 stalls that they were going to build. The City would not have ownership but would have
preference up to 16 stalls.
Councilman Gunther was looking at trying to accommodate their needs. There was a lot of talk
about an equestrian park. One of the problems was that parks were for the use of the general
park. This was for specific users. The City needed to have a business return on that probably
about 12% per year. He did not feel to burden the taxpayers for individual use.
Councilman LeBaron thought that was an excellent point. The public owned the property.
Councilman Gunther speculated that in the past the City allowed them to use the land as the City
did not have another use for it. That has now changed. The City needed property. He
understood that the race track and the corrals could be used by anyone.
Mayor Thompson stated that they needed to look at what this lease needed to be. They needed to
include the requirements as was being brought up here.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Riding Club was a legal entity.
Chris Mitchell responded that they were a non-profit organization.
Councilman Gunther noted that they had to move by January 1, 2008. There was probably a
period of time that they had to move their horses. He was frustrated because they had not
provided anything to the Council.
Beau Hunter stated that they had provided one back.
Mayor Thompson reported that Andy Spencer has been meeting with them on a regular basis.
Councilmember Kramer stated that this was a niche that she did not want to see disappear.
Mayor Thompson stated that Kasey Wright would be the point person working on the lease
along with Chris Mitchell from the Riding Club.
Paul Jarvis noted that the lease could be a complex document but it could be drafted quickly.
They needed to clarify the type of entity that the Riding Club was.
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Beau Hunter was concerned that they would not be able to meet the type of revenue that the City
was expecting.
Councilman Gunther thought that maybe the return on the land would not be at 12%. He did not
know if the City had the right to lease to the Riding Club or if it was the Tri City Golf Course.
He stated that he wanted to be accommodating but that it had to be done right.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the Council valued the equestrian art in the community. He was
a little concerned that the Council was portrayed in the media as an unfeeling landlord who had
given the Riding Club notice to vacate without having worked with the Riding Club beforehand.
He felt it was just the opposite. They had no obligation other than good will. They want to help
them but it needed to be reasonable. They had to look out for the whole.
Mayor Thompson stated that the next thing was to draw up a lease. They would get some Riding
Club people involved to arrive at conditions. They would then have a special session to consider
the lease. The Riding Club needed to make sure that their particular Articles oflncorporation are
in place and seek legal advice.
Councilman Storrs felt good about that approach. He agreed with Councilmember Kramer that it
was something they wanted to keep and did not want to lose.
Councilman Storrs amended his motion to also instruct Kasey Wright to draft a lease
based on the concept of Option 1 that would be submitted to the Riding Club for their
review and to the City Council for their approval.
Councilman Kramer agreed with her second.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that in the long-term they look at developing an equestrian
complex south of the interstate that had some trails and facilities.
Beau Hunter stated that the County facility was not accommodating the needs of the equestrian
users in the north end ofthe County.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION CHANGING THE PREFERRED WEST
MAIN I -15 INTERCHANGE FROM THE DIAMOND DESIGN TO A MODIFIED SPUIMayor Thompson
This item was removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
AND TASKS ORDERS -Staff
There were no change orders or tasks orders.
ADJOURNMENT
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Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:53 p.m. Councilman Gunther seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 20, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION & AGENDA
The American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on December 20, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:30p.m. The agenda
shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Review and action on a lease with the American Fork Riding Club. -Mayor Thompson
Review and action on an appointment to the Golf Course Committee. - Councilman
LeBaron
Review and action on a new Youth City Council Charter. - Councilman LeBaron
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day ofDecember, 2007

YL ~, (Qj_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 20, 2007
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on December 20, 2007, in the
American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 3:33p.m. Those present
included Mayor Heber Thompson and Councilmembers Sherry Kramer, Heidi Rodeback, Dale
Gunther, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused. Others present included Kasey
Wright, Richard Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Andy Spencer, Melanie Marsh, Denise Pedersen,
George E. Brown Jr., Neil Miller, Amy Carter, and Barbara Christiansen.
Denise Pedersen led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilmember Sherry
Kramer offered a prayer.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LEASE WITH THE AMERICAN FORK RIDING CLUB Mayor Thompson
Noting that members of the Riding Club were not yet in attendance, this item was moved to later
in the meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPOINTMENT TO THE GOLF COURSE COMMITTEECouncilman LeBaron
Mayor Thompson explained that Councilman LeBaron had responsibility for the Golf Course
and he has recommended the appointment of Neil Miller to serve on that committee. In 2008 it
was American Fork's turn to have the Chairmanship for two years and it was recommended that
Mr. Miller also be that Chairman.
Councilman Gunther stated that he had known Neil Miller since he was a teenager in Lehi. He
thought Mr. Miller to be an excellent choice.

Councilman Gunther moved approval of the appointment of Neil Miller to the Fox Hollow
Golf Course Committee. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Miller if he would like to say a few words.
Neil Miller stated that the he enjoyed and loved the game of golf.
Mayor Thompson reported that Kent Wells from Golf Course Committee had a provided a CD
with pictures of the progress of the construction of the club house. Wendel in Knobloch provided
the pictures on the screen in a slide show fashion.
Mayor Thompson was excited about the prospects of the course.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A NEW YOUTH CITY COUNCIL CHARTER- Councilman
LeBaron
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Mayor Thompson explained that the Youth Council was a microcosm of the regular Mayor and
City Council and it was to get some good ideas from the youth of the community as well as train
some potential future leaders in government and in organizing and planning. Terms would be for
one year from September 1 thru August 31. It would be on a similar structure with a Youth
Mayor and five Youth City Council members with each having principle assignments that had to
do with major functions in the City. There was also a Youth City Recorder
Mayor Thompson reported that Councilman LeBaron was looking for a couple to be the Youth
City Council Advisors, but it could be an individual.
Councilman Storrs stated that this looked like a previous charter with some minor changes.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of the new Youth City Council Charter.
Mayor Thompson commented that the Youth City Council seemed to come in and out of
functionality.
Councilman Storrs responded that it just depended on the kids and how much help they had from
the schools and advisors.
Councilman Gunther expressed that they could approve the charter and then decide whether
there was enough interest to organize a Youth City Council. It was going to take some time on
the part of the kids and thought it might be overwhelming.
Richard Colborn noted that at the end of the Charter was the application and the organization of
the Youth City Council would depend on how many applications were received.
Councilmember Kramer seconded the motion.
Mayor Thompson reported that Councilman LeBaron was targeting January 23rd with the State
Legislature for some Youth City Council training.
Councilman Storrs noted that there had been scholarships awarded to some students that had
served in the past.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LEASE WITH THE AMERICAN FORK RIDING CLUB Mavor Thompson
City Engineer Andy Spencer reported that his contact with the Riding Club, Chris Mitchell, had
been called out to an emergency pump repair in Wyoming, but had advised two other members
ofthe Riding Club to be here.
Mrs. Amy Carter spoke up noting that her husband, Jaron Carter, was the President of the Riding
Club.
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Mayor Thompson explained that they were trying to speed this up.
Councilman Gunther expressed that he had read the lease quickly. One thing that caught his eye
was the sides on the manure bin and suggested that they only be two feet high and that it be
emptied more often if it was necessary. Another thing was that they enter the lease agreement
first and then order the materials for the stables. He did not think they could do that in time for
the January 1, 2008 deadline to be out.
Councilman Storrs asked the area that the legal description described.
Andy Spencer stated that it was down by the arena. Rod Despain pointed out to him that it
would be appropriate for the Planning Commission to review the location and then have it go
back to the City Council.
Councilmember Kramer preferred that the stables be on the northwest rather than on the
southeast because they were working on a deal with a cell tower.
Councilman Gunther observed that in a sense it looked like the City was trying to put them in
where they had space. They could move the corral and move the manure pad closer into the hill.
The aesthetics needed to be looked at as well.
Andy Spencer answered that the property represented in the lease was the open area between the
arena and the track.
Mayor Thompson asked what the typical fees for stalls were.
City Attorney Kasey Wright responded that they had called around to stables in Utah County and
in Salt Lake County and found the fees to be between $125 and $150 per month per stall and that
included feed. This lease would not include feed.
Councilman Gunther reported that he did a survey and he found that it was about $100 with just
the stable lease and without feed.
Kasey Wright stated that they still did not know the name of the entity that they would be
entering into a lease with. They could not verify that the American Fork Riding Club was a Utah
entity. If they were not, they could not contract.
Councilman Gunther added that if they were not, they could go through the process to become a
legal entity.
Kasey Wright noted that some of the things that were out there included a general liability policy
of $1 million. There may be some opportunity under the City's policy. This was set up as a ISyear lease with either party being able to opt out with 60-days notice.
Mr. Wright continued that the repair and maintenance would be the burden of the Riding Club
and if they did not fulfill their obligation, they City could go in and take care of matters and bill
it back to the Riding Club. He explained that Councilman LeBaron had recommended a release
of past and present claims. In other words both parties would agree that they would start fresh.
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Councilman LeBaron also wanted to see a physical address for the Riding Club. Kasey Wright
was not sure if it was the Riding Club's principal location or if it was the address ofthe leased
property. It was good to have both in either case. An indemnification was in there all ready.
Councilman LeBaron has recommended that there be personal guarantees and personal liability
of each.
Kasey Wright thought that the City would want a list annually of who was in the Riding Club.
Councilmember Rodeback stated that these were legitimate concerns that needed to be worked
through.
Kasey Wright stated that there was notice given to have them out ofthe stables by January 1,
2008 and asked if the City still going to hold to that.
Andy Spencer stated that they had some problems with Rocky Mountain Power in getting some
poles moved. They were getting little response there. They would not be ready to start January
1, 2008.
Mayor Thompson asked if February 1, 2008 was a more realistic earliest date that they could
start.
Mr. Spencer responded that he had talked with Mr. Schiess and at this point they had not yet
awarded a contract and February 1, 2008 was now the earliest date they would need the property.
Councilman Gunther stated that they would need some agreement that the Riding Club would
need to move by February 1, 2008. There needed to be a clear understanding.
Kasey Wright stated that a second letter would need to be sent with the amended date of
February 1, 2008.
Mayor Thompson asked Mr. Wright to develop the letter noting the February 1, 2008 deadline.
He asked the agenda for the January 3, 2008 work session.
City Recorder Richard Colborn answered that the only items on that agenda currently was the
presentation regarding the Fire/Rescue Organization & Staff and an Economic Development
item.
Councilman Storrs reported that the presentation on the Fire/Rescue Organization & Staff was
now going to be at the January 17, 2008 work session.
Mayor Thompson asked that the Riding Club officials meet with Kasey Wright and Andy
Spencer between now and the January 3, 2008 work session.
Mrs. Amy Carter reported that someone saw the lease last night, but this was the first that she
had seen it. The minimum rent was left blank. They needed to know that. They were not happy
with some of the payment amounts that they had heard. It was an American Fork City Lease.
The Riding Club had no rights in it at all. At the last meeting they were told that their existing
lease was not for the area above but for the area below.
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Mayor Thompson stated that the City had asked repeatedly to see a copy of a lease.
Amy Carter stated that the attorneys had a copy of the lease and it was for $1 per year.
Kasey Wright stated that they did have the one lease but it was expired by its own terms. The
City had been told they had a more valid up to date lease and there may be some confusion.
Amy Carter felt that the location of the stalls as shown on the map had a lot of distractions for
the horses including a road.
Mayor Thompson stated that the proposed road was a very low priority. The lease was such that
it could be terminated on 60-days notice.
Councilman Gunther commented that was fairly typical with state leases.
Mayor Thompson felt that the City was willing to do this to keep them here. They were not
going to do this if in the back of their minds they were going to toss the Riding Club out.
Amy Carter did not think that forgiving all in the past and starting fresh sounded like a good
idea. With regard to insurance, when a person became a member of the Riding Club they signed
papers that they were liable and responsible for anything that happened to them.
Council member Kramer asked if the Riding Club could add to their dues to cover a liability
policy.
Amy Carter responded that they could look into that.
Mayor Thompson asked what it would cost for the City to have such coverage added to their
policy.
City Recorder Richard Colborn answered that he had made a call late this afternoon to get that
information. The insurance company would be getting back to him.
Councilman Gunther stated that he had noted the Riding Club's concerns as being the term of the
lease, amount of the lease, and liability issues.
Amy Carter stated that other members ofthe Riding Club would be in attendance but 3:30 in the
afternoon was a tough time to meet for them.
Mayor Thompson suggested that they could have a meeting later in the day
Councilman Gunther suggested that the work session on January 3, 2008 begin at 5:00p.m. and
have this item at the end of the agenda.
Amy Carter responded that would be better than 3:30 p.m. She asked if January 1 was still the
date to have the horses out.
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Mayor Thompson answered that a new letter would be sent out changing the date to February 1,
2008.
George E. Brown Jr. stated that he had reviewed the lease. He pointed out the design of stalls
were important in that horses were animals of prey and their first instinct was to run from danger.
Stalls and stables needed to be located away from activities. A horse would respond to sudden
movement. It was best that the stalls be not too close to the track or to the arena. It was not by
chance that the arena was near the hillside. The hillside gave a place where people could sit and
watch. It was a natural amphitheater. It also broke the wind.
Mayor Thompson commented that by those standards the arena was in the right place.
Mr. Brown continued that the horses on the track would also be distracted by horses in the stalls.

He felt it would be better to have the stalls to the southwest by the stadium structure because it
was away from all the activity.
Mayor Thompson noted that the most recent preference of the Riding Club was to put them by
the arena.
George Brown noted the lease looked like it was more for a building than for an area. He also
thought that the City needed to have its own insurance.
Councilman Gunther asked if the Riding Club had looked at the site layout. He would not be in
favor of anything on top as it was valuable property for the City in the future.
Amy Carter answered that they had not looked at the layout. She added that there was a roundpen needed to be relocated as well and was an important part of what they did.
Councilman Gunther stated that the amount of the lease was not in there because the City was
going to have to see what it was going to have to invest to bring this about. They knew they
were going to have 20 stalls at about $2,000 a stall, installation, and the manure pad. He guessed
that it was going to be in the area of $80 per stall per stall per month, give or take $10. There
needed to be an early out ifthere was something that came up that was the City's interest.
Mayor Thompson explained that the Riding Club would be looking at the lease and the options
and that they would meet with Andy Spencer and Kasey Wright prior to the work session on
January 3, 2008 that would be held at sometime after 5:00p.m. The hashing out of the details
needed to be done before then. They would finalize it and have it ready for action at the January
8, 2008 City Council meeting. The deadline to move from the stalls was extended to February 1,
2008.
Andy Spencer wanted it to be clear that the final site plan needed to be run through the Planning
Commission. That was something that could be worked out while the stalls were coming.
Mayor Thompson noted that the site plan could go to the Planning Commission on January 16,
2008.
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Councilman Gunther noted that once the lease was approved and signed they could order the
stalls. He did not know that this could be all done by February 1 and they may have to move
their horses for a short period of time. They should look for a place, just in case.
George E. Brown Jr. suggested that on a temporary basis the portable stalls could be placed in
the arena.
Mayor Thompson asked if there was a network among equestrian people where they could take
on an extra horse on a temporary basis.
Amy Carter responded that there may be if they could be found.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilmember Rodeback moved adjournment at 4:48p.m. Councilman Gunther
seconded the motion. All were in favor
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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